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Symposium 7

Physical Speleology

La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, 10-17.08.1997

Etude scientifique de la grotte de Clamouse (Herault, France)
par Jacques Choppy et Paul Dubois
182 rue de Vaugirard, F-75015 Paris - I rue des Grezes, Impasse des Merlets, F-34070 Montpellier

Abstract: Scientific study of the grotte de Clamouse (Herault, France)
Since the discovery of the Grotte de Clamouse in 1945, various observations had been made. In 1986 scientific research began to be
organized. And in 1991 a pluridisciplinary study, mostly sedimentological, was started, and various complementary measures on air and
water were made in the cave.
Simultaneously, observations in various fields came from the numerous cavers visiting the cave.
The Grotte de Clarnouse is now a place where a large range of data permits a synthetic visions. And it is now the cave that has been
most studied in France as far as physical speleology is concerned.

Resume
Des la decouverte de la grotte de Clamouse, en 1945, furent faites diverses observation. En 1986, les recherches commencent d'etre
organisees. Et en 1991 debute une etude pluridisciplinaire essentiellement sedimentologique; mais en complement diverses mesures
concernent l'eau et !'air dans la grotte.
Simultanement, la frequentation active de la grotte a provoque des observations dans des domaines tres divers.
La grotte de Clamouse est maintenant le lieu d'un eventail de connaissances, permettant des visions synthetiques. Et c'est
actuellement la grotte la plus etudiee de France en ce qui concerne la speleologie physique.

La grotte de Clamouse (Herault, France) est l'une des
quelques grottes europeennes dans lesquelles des etudes
scientifiques de haut niveau sont en cours. La publication prevue
(au moment ou nous redigeons cette note) des actes du Collogue
tenu a Clamouse a !'occasion du cinquantenaire de la decouverte
speleologique en fournira la bibliographie, qui aurait double le
volume de cette note.

L'epoque des observations
La decouverte de la grotte de Clamouse en 1945 a vivement
frappe les esprits : C'etait en Europe a peu pres la premiere cavite
presentant une telle richesse de concretionnement. Les trar;;ages
ont prouve une liaison de plus de 14 kilometres (distance
considerable pour l'epoque), l' eau franchissant l'importante faille
du Larzac pour parvenir a !'emergence de Clamouse. Et une
analyse du mondmilch de la grotte a montre qu'il etait
essentiellement compose de huntite, carbonate double de calcium
et de magnesium, mineral recemment decouvert.
Apres l'amenagement touristique, et notarnment a partir de
1968, se font des observations nouvelles :
-L ' emergence est situee aussi bas que possible, a la sortie des
gorges de l'Herault dans la plaine littorale, et la grotte suit la
limite de cette plaine; elle apparait done comme un drain lateral
du massif.
-L ' examen des cristallisations de Clamouse a ete determinant
pour decouvrir leur etagement en altitude; celui-ci, confirme dans
d' autres grottes, est apparemment en relation avec un etagement
microclimatique, qui defie encore nos moyens de mesure; ceci
dans des conditions de confinement relativement poussees.
Toutefois des mouvements d ' air interviennent dans la
localisation et I' orientation des cristaux «d 'aragonite».
En 1986, la Societe qui gere la grotte de Clamouse
commence a promouvoir des recherches : mesures de CO,, de
temperatures. Dans la Cave de Vitalis (Herault), qui se trouve
dans l'amont du reseau fut observee pour la premiere fois cette
nouvelle forme de concretion que sont les baguettes de gours.
Celles de la grotte de Clamouse, qui sont en aragonite, ont pour
ame un filament organique probablement issu de la
decomposition du guano de chauve-souris.

En 1990 debutent des datations uranium/thorium de
concretions, qui sont desormais au nombre de plusieurs dizaines;
elles sont particulierement nombreuses dans la zone d'entree
(partie aval de la grotte), oil quatre niveaux de conduits de moins
en moins eleves, perpendiculaires a la direction de l'Herault,
s'etagent en direction aval de ce fleuve . Ces datations montrent
que les concretions soot moins anciennes a mesure que !'on
descend en altitude : Au niveau superieur, leur age depasse
souvent 350.000 ans, ce qui est la limite de la methode
uranium/thorium; par contre, dans les parties inondables !ors des
crues, le concretionnement semble avoir debute ii y a 30 a
40.000 ans.

Une recherche multidisciplinaire
En 1991, la Societe prend la decision de mener une recherche
pluridisciplinaire sur la grotte, a laquelle plusieurs des meilleurs
specialistes europeens adherent spontanement : belges, italiens,
anglais, irlandais et franr;;ais. Une materialisation des stations
topographiques est realisee, qui permet desormais de localiser
avec precision observations et points de mesure.
Cette recherche concerne surtout l'etude des remplissages,
toujours grace a des datations absolues, mais en mettant en
oeuvre d'autres techniques:
- Cartographie des divers types de concretionnements.
Par photographie de mondmilchs au microscope
electronique a balayage (M .E.B .) on a pu distinguer
l 'hydromagnesite, dont Jes cristaux ont la forme de plaques
approximativement carrees (figure I), tandis que la huntite est en
plaques plus irregulieres. D'autres photographies au M.E.B. ont
revele !'existence de cristaux courbes de calcite (figure 2). Ces
photographies montrent encore la presence de bacteries enkystees
dans les concretions, ce qui est desormais classique; mais aussi
celle de filaments, qui sont vraisemblablement de nature
biologique.
- Malgre leur aspect apparemment caracteristique, I'analyse
au rayons X d'aiguilles « d'aragonite » a montre qu'elles sont
souvent en calcite : Tout d'abord, grace a des circonstances
climatiques favorables, l'eau aurait mis en solution assez de
dolomite pour que la cristallisation puisse se faire en aragonite.
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Figure J (photo Yves BODEUR au M.E.B.) : cristaux d'hydromagnesite, grossissement 5000

Figure 2 (photo Silvia FRJSIA au M.E.B.): cristaux courbes de calcite
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Depuis plusieurs centaines d'annees, ces conditions ne
seraient plus remplies a Clamouse; et l'aragonite, instable, se
serait transformee en calcite, au mains dans certains cas.
- Mesures de paleomagnetisme.
Par ailleurs, au mains quatre types de remplissages argileux
etages (figure 3) furent observes :
- Des placages d" halloysite (argile blanche d'origine
volcanique) etages sur 30 metres d'altitude, qui recouvrent une
argile rouge en un point.
-Une argile bruue a l'eboulis terminal.
- Le depot d'argile grise des Terrasses est en forte pente vers
le fond de la cavite; il semble done independant du precedent.
- Entin une argile assez rouge culmine a une altitude
inferieure a celle des depots precedents.
Des mesures en cours visent a etablir la chronologie relative
de ces depots. Mais c'est surtout la premiere application d'une
demarche nouvelle et riche de promesses : Une argile deposee par
decantation a une extension plus generale que les autres
sediments de Ja grotte, et sa «signature» resulte necessairement
de la nature des sediments exterieurs qui furent sa principale
origine.
Des mesures du clirnat souterraiu continuent d'etre realisees.
Les temperatures de !'air de la grotte sont remarquablement
homogenes, proches de 14,6 °C, sauf dans les zones
particulierement hautes (> 15 °C) OU basses (< 14 °C); ces
temperatures sont vraisemblablement un peu superieures a la
« temperature du lieu ». Les temperatures des eaux stagnantes
sont pratiquement egales a celles de !'air; ce qui montre un
exceptionnel equilibrage therrnique dans la grotte. Les pressions
partielles de CO, sont decroissantes depuis le fond (0,53 % a
l'eboulis terminal, 0,32 % en direction de l'entree naturelle), avec
un Jogique gradient decroissant en fonction de !'altitude dans une
section de galerie. Le taux de radon est faible dans la grotte,
n 'atteignant en un point que 800 Bq/m3 .
Une station de mesure en continu, consacree a l'eau de
percolation (vitesse de transit, composition, etc.), est installee

dans la grotte.
La source du Drac est, a l'amont de Clamouse, une
emergence ascendante naturelle; lors des pompages de cette
source, le rabattement est lineaire, ce qui prouve qu ' une nappe
captive contribue a son alimentation; cela est confirme par
!'observation de marees terrestres dans cet aquifere. La
transmission du signal entre le Drac et Clamouse est 25 fois
mains rapide !ors d' un trai;age que d'un pompage; ce rapport
relativement faible entre transit de flux et transfert de pression
montre que la circulation n'etait pas entierement en regime noye
!ors du trai;age.

De nouvelles observations
La frequentation active de la grotte provoque de nouvelles
observations :
- De nombreux indices prouvent qu'une irnportante colonie
de chauve-souris d'au mains deux especes occupait la grotte,
mais qui a completement disparu longtemps avant la decouverte
de celle-ci.
- Sortant d'un trou dans une paroi, une venue d'eau sous
pression faisait un jet de 40 centimetres environ; puis, durant une
periode venait un jet d'eau et d'air, et enfin d'air seul avec
sifflement; le jet d'eau reprenait au bout de 10 minutes environ.
- Une fracture courbe est visible pres de l'eboulis terminal.
- Decouverte de nouveaux sites d'aragonite coralloi'de et
d'une stalagmite d'aragonite; observation de fistuleuses et
d'excentriques d'aragonite, tout ceci si !'on peut se tier a !' aspect
macroscopique. Decouverte de coupelles et de stalagmites a
section triangulaire, necessitant des conditions de confinement
relativement severes, et qui sont done posterieures a
I' etablissement de celles-ci.
- Dans une zone relativement proche de la paroi exterieure,
plusieurs stalactites proches ont ete cassees apeu pres au meme
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Figure 3: grotte de Clamouse (Herault), coupe longitudinale ultra-schematioque representant les niveaux de remplissages argileux
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niveau, et ont repousse; leur fracture ne peut guere se
comprendre que par l'ebranlement d'un tremblement de terre.
- Entin, la grotte de Clamouse est le prototype d'une cavite a
priori paradoxale : son plan est pour l'essentiel rectiligne, sans
qu'a cette echelle une contrainte tectonique puisse etre invoquee,
alors que presque toutes les formes de creusement sont
«phreatiques» . II faut considerer cette grotte comme typique d' un
fonctionnement en regime noye durant les crues, avec une
erosion assez active pour imposer le plan general de la grotte, la
vitesse demeurant toutefois suffisamment moderee pour que la
roche encaissante, dolomitique, presente des formes de
dissolution differentielle. A proximite de l'eboulis terminal, la
section de conduit est celle d' un tube, resultat d'une action
comparable dans une roche non dolomitique. En maigre, ii est
probable que le creusement etait trop modere pour que la
morphologie en ait conserve Jes indices.

6

Conclusion
Les recherches dans la grotte de Clamouse ont ete
commandees par des observations plus ou moins ponctuelles ou
les preoccupations des chercheurs qui ont participe.
Par le volume de ces recherches, Clamouse est maintenant le
lieu d' un eventail de connaissances, qui en fait la grotte la plus
etudiee de France en ce qui concerne la speleologie physique.
L'ensemble des resultats obtenus donne une vision tout a fait
nouvelle de la grotte, liee pour une part a la transformation
profonde des conceptions speleologiques depuis 25 ans.
Les syntheses se font tres progressivement mais ii nous
semble qu 'un protocole pre-etabli, probablement arbitraire,
n'aurait pas permis d'avancer aussi vite dans la connaissance de
la grotte.
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Hohlensedimentologie in Osterreich
von Rudolf Pavuza
Karst- und hohlenkundliche Abteilung, Naturhistorisches Museum Wien
Museumsplatz I /10, A- I 070 Wien, Osterreich

Abstract
In the Austrian Eastern Alps extensive sedimentological investigations are conducted mainly in the course of a few paleontological
and archeo logical excavations currently. Therefore the chance to encounter sediments of an age older than the late Pleistocene is
comparatively small thus giving an insight only to the very last phases of cave development. Two examples from bear caves in the
Austrian Alps will document this timespan where in one case some indications on very much older sediments could be observed. More
vertical sedimentological information would help to clear up the chronology of the cave development remarkably thus demanding for
more "pure" sedimentological excavations in the Alps.
Zusammenfassung
Umfangreichere hoh lensedimentologische Untersuchungen werden in Osterreich fast immer nur im Zusammenhang mit
palaontologischen oder urgeschichtlicben Grabungen gemacht. Dadurcb ist auch die Wahrscheinlichkeit, Hohlensedimente zu finden,
die vor dem Jungpleistozan sedimentiert wurden, eher gering. An zwei Beispielen aus den Nordlichen Kalkalpen wird die
sedimentologische Entwicklung von Barenhohlen kurz dokumentiert, wobei wenigstens in einem Fall ein Hinweis auf bedeutend iiltere
Sedimentanteile vorliegt. Bei einer grol3eren Zahl vertikaler Sedimentprofile - <lurch rein sedimentologische Grabungen - erschiene die
aus spelaochronologischer Sicht unverzichtbare Nachsuche nach alteren, fri.ih- bis vorpleistozanen Sedimenten auch in den Alpen
aussichtsreich.

1. Allgemeines
Das Hauptinteresse bei Hohlengrabungen in den Alpen ist zumeist ein paliiontologisches oder urgeschichtliches. So interessiert etwa die Evolution des Hoblenbaren, die spatpleistoziin holozane Entwicklung der Hohlen, rekonstruiert anhand von
Gastropodenfaunen oder auch die Frage der Nutzung der Hohlen
<lurch den vorzeitlichen Menschen . Sedimentgeologische
Arbeiten spielen dabei oft nur eine rand liche Rolle. Dies hat,
neben einem gewissen Mangel an interessierten Sedimentologen,
auch seine Ursache in der Komplexitat des Ab lagerungsraumes
,,Hohle", der eine subtile Bearbeitung und Interpretation verlangt
und oftmals nur mehrdeutige und damit wenig befriedigende
Ergebnisse liefert.

2. Zielvorstellungen
Fraglos eine Hauptfragestellung der Spelaologie ist diejenige
nach dem Alter der Hohle. Dall Hohlensedimente, die ja in einen
bereits lange vorher entstandenen Hohlenraum sedimentiert wurden, nur ,,Mindestalter" ergeben konnen (sofem eine
Altersangabe i.iberhaupt moglich ist), liegt auf der Hand. Trotzdem bieten sie oft den einzigen zeitlichen Anhaltspunkt, da auf
dem Gebiet der gangigen und auch bewahrten radiometrischen
Alters-bestimmungsmethoden gerade im speliiologisch relevanten
Bereich noch eine breite Lucke klafft.
Paliiontologische Nachweise prapleistozaner Besiedelungen
von Hohlen sind in den osterreichischen Alpen bislang praktisch
ausgeblieben. So scheinen die Hohlensedimente bzw. Spuren
alterer Sedimente im heutigen, im Pleistoziin zumeist stark
uberarbeiteten Hohleninhalt das gegenwartig einzige Bindeglied
zu den initialen Phasen der Spelaogenese darzustellen. Dabei ist
neben einer moglichst grol3en Zahl von Aufschltissen auch die
Erarbeitung neuer Methoden gefragt, die dem sehr speziellen
Ablagerungsraum ,,Hohle" Rechnung tragen.

3. Methodik
Neben den Standardmethoden der Komgrol3enanalyse, der
geologisch-petrographisch-palaontologischen Ansprache der

Sediment-anteile und der Schwermineralanalyse gelangten bei
den nachfo lgenden Beispielen gelegentlich Isotopenmethoden
zur Anwendung. Palaomagnetische Untersuchungen sind erst in
Vorbereitung. Geoelektrische Prospektionen, die jedoch
Erfahrung mit der Methode voraussetzen, bewahrten sich in etlichen Fallen als wertvolle Hin-weise auf die bei der Grabung zu
erwartenden Schicbtmachtigkeiten. Bohrungen mit Handbohrgeraten ware• bislang our in einem einzigen , sehr speziellen Fall
einer meterdicken gerollfreien Sedimentfullung erfolgreich.

4. Beispiele aus den Alpen
Das Nixloch bei Losenstein
Diese voralpine Hohle (Osterreichisches Hohlenverzeichnis:
1665/1) liegt im Ennstal unweit des Kalkalpennordrandes in
Oberosterreich in einer Seehohe von 780 m. Im Rahmen einer
hohlenpalaontologisch
urgeschichtlichen Grabung der
Universitat Wien wurden <lurch den Verfasser (PAVUZA, 1992)
sedimentologische
Untersuchungen
durchgefuhrt.
Als
wesentlichstes Ergebnis aus Sicht der Sedimentologie erscheint
der Hinweis auf einen deutlichen Hiatus in tieferen Abschnitten
des Profiles, wo in den basisnahen, vollig fossilfreien Lehmlagen
stark erhohte Anteile an allochthonem Material mit Chromspinell
(der im Ostalpenraum in postkretazischen Sedi-menten nicht
mehr aufscheint) in der Schwermineralfraktion (Abb. I)
nachgewiesen werden konnten. Geologisch erscheint es moglich,
daf3 hier Reste eines alten, prapleistozanen Sedimentes vorliegen,
uber denen, deutlich abgesetzt, die pleistozanen Hohlenlehme mit
ihrem Fossilinhalt (u.a. Hohlenbar) und in den oberen Lagen
auch Steinwerkzeuge zur Ablagerung gelangten .
Leider wurde bei dieser palaontologischen Grabung weder die
tiefste Lehmlage beprobt, noch wurden Proben fur die hier
aussichtsreich erscheinende palaomagnetische Untersuchung entnommen.
Aus diesen Oaten ist wohl nicht der Schlul3 auf ein
kreidezeitliches Alter der Hohle zulassig, wohl aber jener auf ein
weit hoheres als mittel- bis spatpleistoziines mit signifikant
untersch iedl ichen palao-geographischen Gegebenheiten .
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Abbild11ng 1: Sedime11tgeologisc/1es Profil a11s dem Nixloch (Oberosterreich, Kat.Nr. 166511), Abkurv111ge11 bei den Schwermineralen: GR=Granat, TU=T11rmalin, ZI=Zirkon, RU=R11til,Cr=Chromspinell (..)=ubrige Minerale

Die Gamssulzenhohle Im Toten Geblrge
Im Gegensatz ZllIIl vorgenannten Beispiel befindet sich diese
Hohle (Osterreichisches Hohlenverzeichnis Nr.: 1637/3) in den
Kalkhochalpen im W arscheneck in Oberosterreich in einer Seehohe von 1300 m. Auch in diesem Fall begleiteten hohlensedimentologische Untersuchungen (PA VUZA, 1995) die Grabung.
Im Unterschied ZllIIl Nixloch erfuhr das Hohlensediment der
Gams-sulzenhohle eine nahezu ganzliche Umlagerung im Jungpleistozan, sodall prapleistzozane Reste im Sediment allenfalls in
geringen Spuren zu finden sind. Clusteranalysen mit granulometrischen und Schwermineraldaten ergaben i1berkreuzende
Zusammenhl!.nge zwischen den einzelnen Profilen und belegen
so deren massive Durchmischung.
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lmmerhin sind daraus aber wenigstens 2 differenzierte kristalline
Liefergebiete abzuleiten, wie sich aus dem Dia-gramm ,,GranatHomblende" (Abb.2) ergibt. Die Punktverteilung im Diagramm
illustriert die erwahnte Durchmischung nachhaltig.

5. Ausblick
Aus sedimentologischer Sicht erschiene es sinnvoll, in
Zukunft im alpinen Karst auch rein sedimentologische
Grabungen zu organisieren, also auch in Hohlen zu prospektieren, wo keine Hinweise auf palaontologisches oder urgeschichtliches Fundgut vorliegen. Entsprechend der naheliegenden
Zielrichtung, moglichst alte Sedimente zu erfassen, um so einen
Ankni1pfungspunkt an die frilhen Phasen der Hohlengenese zu
erhalten, sollte ein Schwerpunkt dabei bei den bisher vernachllissigten basalen Sedimentabschnitten liegen. Auch palaomagnetische Methoden werden dabei aufgrund der zu erwartenden Zeitabschnitte {>700 000 a) zur Anwendung kommen. Fur
dieses Ziel wird aber fraglos eine ungleich grol3ere Zahl an
Vertikalprofilen erforderlich sein, als dies bei den
palaontologischen Untersuchungen der Fall ist, da hier ja a priori
keinerlei Hinweise auf die Erfolgsaussichten vorliegen. Freilich
mull im Falle palaontologischer oder urgeschichtlicher Funde die
Grabungsstrategie und -technik diesem Umstand Rechnung tragen und der Bergung dieses Fundgutes Vorrang einriiumen.
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Abbildung 2: Z11sammenhang von Granat- 11nd Hornblendegehalt in den Q11adranten DB/9, FG 819, D617 11nd F 617 der
Gamss11/zenhohle (Oberosterreich, Kat.Nr. 1637/3)
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Les mega-remplissages detritiques de la Cueva Fresca
par Olivier Forgeot

4 residence Gericault, 78150 Le Chesnay, France

Abstract
The Cueva Fresca (Cantabria - Spain) is a cave with many big galeries in canyon shape. The size of its canyons put this cave among the
first ones in the world. The present text will talk about huge amounts of sand we can see all along these canyons, and which have
probably filled all the cave in the past. The chaotic floor reveals us the location of these fillings and undermining phenomenas.

Resume
La Cueva Fresca fait partie des grottes qui possedent les plus grandes galeries en forme de canyon au monde. Cet expose presente Jes
gigantesques remplissages de sable qui ont probablement colmates la cavite dans des temps tres anciens. Le profil accidente du sol
actuel nous renseigne sur la position de ces remplissages souvent situes sous des eboulis ou entrecoupes par d'enormes soutirages.

Presentation geographique

Presentation historique

La Cueva Fresca se developpe dans le massif de Monte
Llusias qui se trouve a !'Est de la cordillere cantabrique, ellememe situee au Nord de la peninsule iberique. Le sommet le plus
proche de cette grotte est celui de Colina qui culmine a 1458
metres d'altitude. L'entree de la Cueva Fresca s'ouvre a 440
metres d'altitude, en rive gauche et a une centaine de metres au
dessus du rio Asen. L'entree est au meme niveau que la voute des
grandes galeries fossiles. Les eaux de la Cueva Fresca qui
s'ecoulent a l'etage inferieur, rejoignent directement le lit du rio
Asen au travers des eboulis de la vallee et finissent a une
trentaine de kilometres au Nord dans !'ocean Atlantique. Le sud
du massif de Monte Llusias sert de ligne de partage des eaux. Les
pluies qui tombent au sud de cette ligne sont drainees par l'Ebre
et evacuees vers la mer Mediterranee situee a plus de quatre cents
kilometres au Sud-Est.

Les premieres reconnaissances speleologiques franyaises dans
cette region ont ete effectuees des 1958 par le speleo-club de
Dijon et dirigees par B. DE LORIOL. Les expeditions etaient
placees sous l'autorite du Museum National d'Histoire Nature! de
Paris et du Laboratoire de geologie de la Faculte des sciences de
Dijon. En 1964, le laminoir qui fait suite a la salle d'entree fut
desobstrue par l'equipe du Dr CASTIN, et le Canyon
d'Exploration reconnu jusqu'au fosse du Bloc 64. L'immense
reseau fossile fut explore par le S.C.D. les annees suivantes pour
aboutir a la publication en 1975 d'une topographie globale. En
1968, C. MUGNIER soutint a l'universite de Dijon une these sur
le karst de la region d'Ason qui deviendra la reference des
travaux ulterieurs.
L'exploration reprit un deuxieme scuffle lors des annees
quatrevingts par l'arrivee de plusieurs groupes speleos sur le
terrain tel que le Speleo-club de Chablis, Jes Speleos Grenoblois
du Club Alpin Franyais et le Speleo-club de Paris du CAF Ile de
France. La jonction entre la Sima Tibia (860m d'altitude) et la
Cueva Fresca fut ainsi realisee en 1990 par l'equipe de B.
LISMONDE du S.G.CAF.
A cote de !'aspect sportif, le Speleo-club de Paris demarre, des
1988 sous !'impulsion de Ph. MORVERAND, le programme
FRESCA d'etude scientifique sur ce reseau. Le developpement fit
un bond et depassa Jes vingt cinq kilometres en mai 1994.
Depuis, des observations morphologiques sont regulierement
rapportees, des datations U/Th sont faites, et la comprehension de
la speleogenese progresse.

Presentation geologique
Un anticlinal dont !'axe est oriente du nord-est au sud-ouest
fait apparaitre, pres d'Arredondo, le haut d'une epaisse serie
argilo-greseuse wealdienne datee du Cretace inferieur qui realise
un substratum impermeable. Au dessus de cette couche
impermeable, nous trouvons les calcaires tres purs a facies
urgonien du massif de Pena Lavalle, puis l'epaisse couche des
gres d'Ason dans lequel s'ouvre le profond ravin de Rolacia. Au
sud du ravin, le massif de Colina est compose d'une alternance de
series greseuses et de calcaires a rudistes et polypiers. Cette
altemance forme ce que !'on appelle de complexe calcairogreseux d'Ason date de l'Aptien superieur. Ce complexe repose
sur le socle des gres d'Ason qui constitue un ecran impermeable
entre les deux massifs. Le Val d'Ason a ete taille a contrependage des massifs de Pena Lavalle et de Colina qui ont un
pendage commun en pente douce vers le sud-est.
La Cueva Fresca a pour particularite de s'ouvrir exactement a
!'intersection de la vallee et du plan de contact entre le complexe
calcairo-greseux superieur et l'epais socle impermeable des gres
d'Ason. On remarquera qu'avec l'enfoncement du niveau
hydrologique de base sous la contrainte du pendage du socle
impermeable, l'entree fossile de la Cueva Fresca est plus au nord
que la resurgence de l'actif au niveau de la source du Manantial
de! Huerto del Rey.

Introduction
C'est une vue globale mais non exhaustive des remplissages
de la Cueva Fresca qui amene a presenter, dans cet article,
l'hypothese du comblement total de ses canyons dans le passe.
Ceci est observable aujourd'hui par la presence de megaremplissages detritiques.
La premiere partie de cet expose consistera a decrire Jes
remplissages que !'on rencontre ou suppose !ors d'une promenade
d'environ deux kilometres dans Jes grandes galeries entre l'entree
de la Cueva Fresca et le terminus du Canyon Rouge.
La deuxieme partie discutera des remplissages observes, et des
soutirages qui Jes separent, face a l'hypothese du colmatage de la
Cueva Fresca dans des temps tres anciens.
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Observations de terrain
Apres avoir franchi les deux laminoirs d'entree de la Cueva
Fresca, ii faut escalader le muret d'un massif stalagmitique
imposant et genere par les ecoulements au travers des fractures de
detente du massif calcaire a proximite de la vallee. En marchant
plus profondement sous une large voute rougeatre et basse, nous
debouchons sous le plafond et dans l'axe du Canyon
d'Exploration. Une descente d'environ quarante metres d'altitude
sur une pente tres glissante, puis le passage d'une premiere vire
au dessus d'un profond fosse, nous permettent d'atteindre le fond
horizontal du canyon d'exploration. Sur les parois du canyon, on
remarquera de larges banquettes subconcaves et metriques.
Pour cette partie du Canyon d'Exploration, le soutirage aurait
ete effectue par le Reseau des Griffes qui s'ouvre en contrebas de
la descente et sous la premiere vire. Les ecoulements ont
encroute la pente d'une epaisse gangue de plusieurs couches de
calcite comme l'a revele le sondage effectue a la pioche. La
calcification est superieure aux cinquante centimetres creuses.
On notera toutes les montees et descentes qui s'observent le
long des canyons. En poursuivant vers le fond, apres etre
descendu au niveau bas du Bivouac, ii faut a nouveau gravir une
coulee calcitique sur environ trente metres de denivele pour se
retrouver pres du plafond du Canyon d'Exploration. Apres un
court pa sage horizontal sous la voute, ii nous faut redescendre
de plusieurs metres parmi un chaos de blocs pour atteindre la vire
du bloc 64. Cette vire nous fait passer au dessus d'un profond
fosse. La progression continue par une galerie boueuse de
quelques metres de large qui permet de contoumer le colmatage
du Canyon d'Exploration et d'arriver au pied du Reseau du
Caviar. La galerie principale du Reseau du Caviar contient un
enorme remplissage de sable fin qui est soutire a quelques
endroits. Un leger depot de galets s'obs~rve dessus. Le sommet
de ce remplissage est remarquablement horizontal sous une voute
presentant des formes de corrosion en chenal.
En amont du Reseau du Caviar se trouve le Canyon de
l'Eboulis, ou le Puits de l'Araignee a produit un soutirage.
Apres avoir Franchi la Vire de l'Araignee au dessus du
confluent du Canyon de l'Eboulis et la galerie du Tracastin, ii
faut mooter sur un chaos de blocs, ou s'ouvre un peu plus loin le
Puits du Sablier. Ce puits est une demonstration de la puissance
des soutirages le long des canyons. En effet, ce gigantesque
entonnoir, toujours actif par un ecoulement qui perce le plafond,
offre une coupe naturelle du remplissage et de la base rocheuse
du canyon.
Nous arrivons maintenant dans la Cinquieme Avenue. La
morphologie de cette large galerie a voute elliptique et la
continuite topographique nous indiquent que nous sommes dans
la suite du canyon qui est presque rempli jusqu'au plafond.
Toutefois, l'analy e du remplissage est empechee par un tapis de
blocs d'effondrement. On remarquera les enormes lames de
decollement le long des parois de la galerie qui trouvent
probablement leur origine dans des phenomenes de detente lors
de l'assechement du reseau.
La Cinquieme Avenue debouche a mi-hauteur dans !'immense
salle Rabelais qui mesure de 80 a 120 metres de diametre et I 08
metres de haut. (MARQUET, 1995)
Le chaos de blocs sur lequel nous nous trouvons se poursuit tout
autour de la salle. A la place d'un classique cone d'effondrement,
on observe un enorme vide central qui suggere qu'un soutirage a
eu lieu au centre de la salle.
De la salle Rabelais, partent le Canyon Nord et le Canyon
Rouge. ous nous dirigeons vers ce demier et remarquons que la
voute de celui-ci est sensiblement a la meme cote que celle de la
Cinquieme A venue.
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En descendant l'eboulis de la salle Rabelais vers le Canyon
Rouge, a proximite du Passage du Shunt, nous pouvons observer
les traces parietales d'une corrosion sous remplissage avec de
larges cannelures verticales.
Un peu plus loin dans le bas du Canyon Rouge, le passage
peut se faire dans un surcreusement du canyon, et sous un
plancher stalagmitique reposant sur une epaisseur d'environ deux
metres de sable siliceux blanc tres fin . Toutefois, ce remplissage
parait relativement jeune et fait probablement parti du demier
cycle remplissage-surcreusement du Canyon Rouge car ii est luimeme contenu dans un surcreusement plus vaste. Dans le meme
secteur, on trouve environ trente metres plus haut, un plancher
stalagmitique date d'environ 330 000 ans. (DELANNOY et
MORVERAND, 1989)
Apres avoir franchi le chaos de bloc au bas duquel se trouve le
Canyon des Cupules qui mene vers le Grand Racourci et que
nous laissons a notre gauche sous une strate inclinee, ii nous faut
gravir un deuxieme chaos qui nous permet de prendre pied sur un
remplisssage incline et dont la forte pente verse dans le soutirage
qui se developpe tout du long de la paroi de gauche.
Toujours en nous dirigeant vers le sud, a mi-longueur du
Canyon Rouge, le ressaut du Trou Blanc nous oblige a descendre
un puits de dix metres environ dans un remplissage de breches
greseuses. II nous faut alors passer sous le remplissage dans une
galerie boueuse qui mene vers la suite du canyon . Peu apres,
l'escalade d'un talus d'une dizaine de metres nous permet de
remonter sur le remplissage. Nous progressons rapidement sur le
sol plat quoique parseme de blocs. Nous atteignons ensuite un
chaos d'enormes blocs, ou la trace nous indique le passage entre
la parois de gauche et l'enorme monolithe.
En avarn;:ant plus en avant dans le Canyon Rouge, nous
traversons !'immense et longiforme Salle du Monolithe ( 150 m x
50 m x 50m environ) qui doit probablement son existence a un
phenomene d'effondrement de la voute et des parois du canyon.
On remarquera toutefois que ce chaos forme deux gigantesques
banquettes d'une vingtaine de metres de large de part et d'autre
d'un surcreusement axial decametrique. A l'autre extremite, on
retrouve un conduit qui ressemble bien au sommet d'un canyon
remplis jusqu'a une dizaine de metres de son plafond. Sur le sol,
de grands gours fossiles sont remplis d'un sable qui ne reagit pas
a l'acide. La vot'.ite bien plus basse que celle de la Salle du
Monolithe presente des coupoles metriques. Au bout de cette
galerie, la suite s'effectue par un laminoir sous un epais plancher
stalagmitique, le passage du Mille-Feuille. Ce plancher
materialise probablement un leger ecoulement d'eau sur le
colmatage d'un ancien siphon.
On ressort de ce laminoir dans un lac fossile ou l'eau est
remplacee par le brillant d'une dalle de calcite noire parfaitement
horizontale et d'une dizaine de centimetres d'epaisseur. La galerie
reprend la fonne d'un canyon qui se poursuit jusqu'a la demiere
salle dans laquelle descend sur la gauche un enorme eboulis d'une
cinquantaine de metres de haut et alimente par une tremie
suspendue dans le plafond. Revenons au bas de l'eboulis, nous
retrouvons la suite du canyon dans !'axe du precedant. La
promenade s'arrete malheureusement au bout d'une vingtaine de
metres sous un pittoresque plancher stalagmitique suspendu a
plus de trois metres de haut et soude au milieu des parois du
canyon qui sont ecartees a cet endroit d'environ six metres. Le
remplissage qui servi d'echafaudage au plancher, a ete
partiellement deblaye.
On trouve de petits galets prismatiques scelles sous le
concretionnement. Le terminus actuel du Canyon Rouge se situe
au niveau de ce second paleo-siphon derriere lequel la suite,
indiquee par la presence d'un courant d'air, est interdite par une
tremie.
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Preambule
Un remplissage peut s'observer de plusieurs manieres. On peut
le remarquer par la presence d'une forme (talus, banquette, sol
plat) ou par son absence (soutirage, plancher stalagmitique
suspendu, trace parietale de corrosion sous remplissage). II peut
etre visible (coupe naturelle, sediments) ou suppose (altimetrie
anormalement haute avec couverture de blocs ou de calcite). On
peut aussi le mettre en evidence, par exemple, en realisant un
sondage profond sous un encrotltement calcitique.

Discussion
La coupe schematique presentee sur la figure I presente un
profil estime des remplissages le long de !'axe qui va de l'entree
de la Cueva Fresca jusqu'au terminus du Canyon Rouge. A priori,,
en attendant les resultats des mesures fines d'altimetrie que le
SCP a mis en chancier, on peut penser que les votltes des canyons
le long de cet axe sont quasiment a la meme altitude, a une pente
d'ecoulement pres.
Nous pouvons dresser la liste des talus en allant de l'entree
vers le fond . Nous rencontrons successivement le talus d'entree,
le talus entre le Lac et le bloc 64, le Reseau du Caviar, le talus
entre le Canyon de l'Eboulis et l'arrivee du Grand Racourci, La
Cinquieme Avenue et son altimetrie haute, le pourtour de Ja Salle
Rabelais fonnant un talus entre son centre et le debut du Canyon
Rouge, le remplissage peu apres le chaos de depart du Grand
Racourci et qui va jusqu'au Trou Blanc, la suite du remplissage
apres le Trou Blanc, Jes mega-banquettes de la salle du
Monolithe, le remplissage de la galerie des Gours jusqu'a l'autre
cote du laminoir du Mille-Feuille et le remplissage du tronc,:on de
canyon terminal.
La caracteristique majeure de tous ces talus est qu'ils
culminent a peu pres tous a la meme altitude et ce sur pres de
deux mille metres de deve loppement. Ceci incite done a penser
que ces talus sont le temoignage d'un rneme remplissage
entrecoupe de creux provoques par des soutirages posterieurs a la
mise en place de ce mega-remplissage.
Pour que des creux puissent etre consideres conune resultat
d'un soutirage, ii nous faut y remarquer !'action d'une galerie ou
d'un reseau inforieur.
Ainsi , le premier creux evoque, celui entre la descente
d'entree et la remontee apres le Bivouac peut s'expliquer par
!'action du reseau des Griffes qui communique en plusieurs
endroit avec le Canyon d'Exploration et avec l'actif situe une
cinquantaine de metres plus bas. Le deuxieme creux decrit
correspond au fosse du Bloc 64 qui lui aussi communique avec
l'actif. Le niveau bas du Canyon de l'Eboulis est probablement dtl
a !'action du Puits de l'Araignee qui s'ecoule aussi vers l'actif. Le
cone du Puits du Sablier, cree par la chute d'eau qui perce le
plafond, mene aussi a l'actif. L'enorme creux de la Salle Rabelais
reste encore une enigme, quoique un court tronc,:on de galerie
partant de la base de la salle vers le Nord-Est soit suspecte d'avoir
un role dans un phenomene de soutirage . II ne faut pas oublier
d'autre part !'action de galeries inforieures qui s'arretent sur les
chaos peripheriques de la Salle Rabelais. Ainsi , on remarquera
que la tremie amont du meandre du Grand Bourbier n'est autre
que le bord enfoui de la Salle Rabelais, et que la galerie de la
riviere Tibia change de direction lorsqu'elle bute sur le bord de la
salle Rabelais. On peut alors formuler l'hypothese que la riviere
Tibia lorsqu'elle etait a moindre profondeur traversait la Salle
Rabelais pour rejoindre le meandre du Grand Bourbier et aurait
participe au deblaiement central de la salle. Puis son cours
changea de direction pour emprunter le cheminement actuel plus
au sud sous !'action conjointe de l'enfouissement, du pendage, de

la fracturation et d'un eventuel effondrement dans la Salle
Rabelais.
Le niveau bas de debut du Canyon Rouge s'expliquerait par
!'action du Canyon des Cupules, capture sous une strate au pied
du Canyon Rouge, et qui mene au bas du Canyon du Grand
Racourci. Ce passage aurait pu drainer les eaux venant de
l'ancienne riviere Tibia en les faisant remonter sur une centaine
de metres de la salle Rabelais vers le Canyon Rouge.
L'evacuation aurait pu se faire par le Grand Racourci jusqu'au
Canyon de l'Eboulis, contournant ainsi le remplissage de la
Cinquieme Avenue, en formant le Carrefour de l'Araignee
(BIGOT, 1994).
Plus en amont dans le Canyon Rouge, nous avons le Trou
Blanc qui presente avec son passage sous le sediment un drain
inferieur evident qui se dirige egalement vers le Grand Raccouci .
Notons que l'actif actuel passe a cinquante metres sous ce
secteur. ..
La tranchee axiale de la salle du Monolithe fait penser a
!'action d'un ecoulement, mais cette zone est ma! etudiee du fait
de la difficulte a se deplacer dans ce gigantesque chaos.
Entin dans la zone terminale, le niveau du remplissage est
materialise par les planchers stalagmitiques fossiles suspendus.
En dessous, le soutirage a ete deblaye sur plusieurs metres de
haut sans qu'il y ait d'explication apparente. Nous pouvons
seulement remarquer que cette zone du canyon se trouve a
!'intersection d'une fracture qui lui est perpendiculaire et qui a
genere la salle de la grande tremie. On peut done supposer que la
karstification s'est egalement produite dans un etage inferieur et
soutire le remplissage de cette zone.

Les autres remplissages de la Cueva Fresca
On rencontre d'autres remplissages dans la Cueva Fresca,
mais de nature bien differente de celle des remplissages sableux
des grands canyons. Un premier type s'observe dans les etages
superieurs. Par exemple, a la cote +70m environ, le meandre au
Plancher Perce comporte un remplissage de breches bien nivele.
La Galerie du Marchand de Sable, suspendue a plus de quarante
metres au dessus du plafond des canyons, contient un
remplissage altemant sables et breches dont la coupe naturelle
s'observe surplus de dix metres de hauteur (BIGOT, 1992).
Un deuxieme type de remplissage conceme les galets ovoi"des
probalement d'origine fluviatile que !'on rencontre en grande
quantile dans certains endroits de la Cueva Fresca
(MORVERAND, 1992). Un epais remplissage de galets existe
dans le Reseau des Galets situe dans le plafond du Canyon
d'Exploration (GISSELBRECHT, 1991 ). Cette galerie relati vement proche de la vallee et a une altitude voisine de l'entree de la
Cueva Fresca, permet d'etayer l'hypothese d'une injection a partir
du Val d'Ason lorsque le Canyon d'Exploration etait rempli
presque jusqu'au plafond. Les caracteristiques des depots de
galets en fonction de la distance de penetration dans la grotte
demandent a etre etudiees. En effet, nous pensons avoir remarque
une decroissance des depots en allant vers le fond, pour terminer
par une epaisseur de quelques galets polis au dessus de la masse
sableuse et homogene du Reseau de Caviar a plus de cinq cents
metres de l'entree. Les depots de galets melanges a une matrice
sableuse que l'on observe dans le Reseau des Griffes au pied du
Canyon d'Exploration resulteraient par contre du soutirage
effectue par ce reseau sur le paleoremplissage sableux recouvert
de galets du Canyon d'Exploration aujourd'hui disparu.
Le Reseau des Galets suspendu presque a la verticale du
Reseau des Griffes aurait ainsi conserve une partie du depot
originel de galets.
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Conclusion
La Cueva Fresca est une cavite complexe, chargee d'une
longue histoire, et qui est tres interessante a etudier. D'une part
pour la comprehension de la cavite elle-meme, et d'autre part
pour la comprehension de !'evolution du massif entier et de son
interaction avec le Val d'Ason.
Cet article a presente le profil accidente du sol le long d'un axe
majeur de la Cueva Fresca. L'observation des creux et des bosses
qui se succedent permet de jeter un nouveau regard sur Jes
gigantesques remplissages que l'on observe et d'en subodorer
d'autres caches par l'usure du temps, blocs tombes, calcification
et soutirages par exemple. Cette demarche globale conforte
l'hypothese d'un quasi colmatage en des temps tres anciens ( >
330 000 ans) d'un beau canyon souterrain (20m x 50m x 2000m)
sur toute sa longueur par un sable siliceux fin et homogene.
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Shape of Fluvial Pebbles in Surface and Subsurface Streams
from Moravian Karst, Czech Republic
Kadlec Jaroslav

Czech Geological Survey, 118 21 Prague, Czech Republic

Abstract

Streams draining karst areas often flow through caves which have significantly different hydraulic parameters than surface
channels. Moravian Karst, Czech Republic, yields a good possibility to compare different degrees of reworking of pebbles
transported by streams in surface and subsurface environments. For the study of the reworking of fluvially deposited pebbles,
modern sediments of two streams flowing through the Moravian Karst cave systems were chosen. Almost 1700 greywacke pebbles
(size interval 16-31.5 =) were measured in total. The changes in shape and roundness of pebbles in the modem stream channel
persuasively document the dependence of reworking of clasts of fluvial sediments on the hydraulic conditions.

1. Introduction
Karst environment is typical for its unique hydrologic
conditions which have dominant influence on the means of
transport and reworking of pebbles of fluvial sediments.
Several authors studied the shape of pebbles in surface
streams and the level of their reworking (see e.g. MILLS,
1979). Pebbles deposited by subsurface karstic streams were
also investigated (e.g. BULL, 1978; KRANJC, 1981).
l<RANJC(l989, pp . 51-54) published a data set
characterizing reworking of pebbles in a subsurface river
flowing through the Skocjanske jame and Kaena jama Caves
in the Dinaric Karst. The set is complemented by three
samples of a psephite collected from a surface stream at
different distances in front of the cave. However, significant
differences between reworking of pebbles in the surface and
subsurface part of the stream are not apparent.

2. Geographical and geological setting of
the Moravian Karst
The Moravian Karst is situated 200 km SE of Prague, the
capital of the Czech Republic, and 20 km from the city of
Bmo (Fig. I). The karst area formed by Devonian limestones
has the shape of a belt 3 - 5 km wide and some 20 km long.
The limestones are bounded by faults against non-karstic,
Lower Carboniferous sediments in the north and in the east,
and against Proterozoic granodiorites in the west. Streams
flow across the Devonian limestones west, draining the area
into the Svitava River (Fig. 2). The co=on feature of rivers
flowing through the caves of Moravian Karst is the fact that a
larger part of their catchment area is formed by non-karstic
rocks of Lower Carboniferous age. On the boundary with the
Devonian limestones the flows sink under the surface and
continue through cave systems.
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CZECH REPUBLIC
Figure 1 : Location of the Moravian Karst
The Moravian Karst yields an excellent possibility to compare
different degrees of reworking of pebbles transported by
streams in surface and subsurface environments. Reworking
of fluvially deposited pebbles was first studied in modem
sediments of the Bila voda Stream, which flows through cave
systems in the northern part of the Moravian Karst (Fig. 2).
The catchment area of this stream is located to the NE of the
karst area. The stream flows through the Lower
Carboniferous greywackes, siltstones and shales. The length
of its surface stream to the northern margin of the Moravian
Karst is 18.5 km. Most of the pebbles transported by the Bila
voda Stream consist of fine- to medium-grained greywackes
(83-98%), siltstones and shales are present in a much smaller
scale (9-1 7%) and quartz can be found exceptionally in the
psephitic fraction. On the northern rim of the limestone area
the stream vertically sinks by 30 m into the Rasovna Cave.
The underground river then continues through the cave
systems (Fig. 2) with its gradient being 1.2%. .In the
Amaterska Cave, the Bila voda merges with a stream which
vertically sinks in the Sloupsko-Sosuvske Caves - the Luha
Stream and its tributaries. Waters of these two streams
continue as the Punkva River through the Amaterska Cave
towards the Macocha Chasm and Punkevni Caves. The sub
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3. Roundness and shape determination of
greywacke pebbles
The Bila voda and Punkva streams
Reworking of the clasts during transportation both in the
surface and underground channels of the Bila voda and
Punkva streams is expressed by the roundness and shape of
the pebbles. Each sample consisted of 60 pebbles of
greywacke from the size interval 16-31.5
Roundness is
determined by the ratio of the diameters of the largest and
smallest circle drawn into the plane of the largest projection
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Figure 2 : The northern and central parts of the
Moravian Karst; 1 - boundary between Devonian
limestones and Proterozoic Brno massif, 2 boundary between Devonian limestones and Lower
Carboniferous non-karstic sediments, 3 - surface
stream with a sampling point, 4 - subsurface stream
with a sampling point

terranean river resurges on the bottom of the Pusty •leb
Valley. The Punkva River then continues on the surface and
meets the Svitava River.
The knowledge of greywacke pebble roundness gained by the
study of the Bila voda Stream sediments was tested on
pebbles of modern sediments of the Jedovnice Stream. This
stream flows through cave systems in the central part of the
Moravian Karst (see Fig. 2) . Its catchment area is located east
of the karst area, being formed by greywackes, siltstones and
shales. The catchment area is about a half of that of the Bila
voda Stream. The length of the surface reach of the stream is
11.5 km. Close to the boundary between limestones and nonkarstic rocks, the stream vertically sinks by 90 m under the
surface into the Rudicke Propadani Cave. From this cave, the
Jedovnice Stream proceeds to the Byei skala Cave and
resurges to the surface close to its mouth. The underground
reach of the stream is 18.5 km long and has a gradient of 1.2
%. From the resurgence downstream, the Jedovnice Stream
flows in a surface channel and finally meets the Svitava River
after4 km.
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of a pebble (DOBKINS & FOLK, 1970). The resultant
roundness value of the suite of 60 pebbles is expressed by the
median of the set Figure 3-B shows that roundness in the
surface flow gently rises downstream (samples I- 7). In places
where short tributaries carrying less reworked pebbles enter
the Bila voda Stream, the roundness drops (samples 2, 4, 7).
The profile of the flow rapidly changes in its character at the
ponor of the Bila voda Stream (fig.3-A), where the stream
sinks vertically 30 m into Rasovna Cave . The hydrodynamic
potential of the river increases and so does the rate of
reworking of the pebbles. In the initial tract of the cave
system, the stream flows through narrow places with long
siphons often without open air surface at an increased
velocity. The roundness of pebbles rapidly increases as a
result of collisions with walls of narrow cave corridors. Also
the more frequent collisions of pebbles with each other
contribute to the rapidly increasing clast roundness. Another
increase in the pebble roundness occurs after the confluence
with the Luha Stream which transports more reworked clasts.
The pebbles collected in a surface channel closely upstream
of the ponor at the village of Sloup (sample 100) show a
better roundness than those found closely upstream of the
ponor of the Bila voda Stream near the village of Holstejn
(Fig.3-B). The steeper profile of the Luha Stream increases
the hydrodynamic potential of the flow causing higher
roundness of clasts.
It is not possible to reliably determine the roundness of
pebbles in the surface flow of the Punkva Stream from its
resurgence in the Pusty •leb Valley to its confluence with the
Svitava River. Limestone and granitoid clasts dominate in the
channel. One can assume that the roundness of pebbles in the
surface flow of the Punkva Stream will not further increase,
or, will increase only very slightly (see KRUMBEIN, 1941).
The shape of pebbles is determined by the ratio of all the
three axes and calculated by a formula used by (DOBKINS &
FOLK, 1970). The resultant value from each sampling point
is expressed once again as a median of a set of 60 pebbles of
the fraction 16-31.5
Positive values represent a rodlike
pebble shape, negative values an oblate shape. An obvious
trend in flattening of pebbles can be seen from the source of
the Bila voda downstream (Fig. 3-C, samples 1-7). In places
where short tributaries bring less reworked clasts, rodlike
pebbles are more abundant (samples 2, 4). Continuous
flattening downstream results from shortening of the shortest
axes. This is caused by sliding of pebbles along the bottom of
the channel. The flux pushes the clasts to the bottom by a

=·
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force opposite to hydraulic lift (B LATT et al., 1972, p. 108).
The same force causes imbrication of pebbles.
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and no significant reworking occurs among them during the
short transport. The first reach of the subsurface stream is
formed by high, meandering corridors. The stream flows here
with an open space above even during flood events. A
gradual flattening of pebbles occurs in the sediments (Fig. 4 C, samples 5,6,7,8,9). Narrow corridors and siphons several
hundred metres long form the central part of the cave system.
A different mode of pebble movement on stream bed occurs
due to
the above described changed hydraulic conditions of flowing
water. As a result, the pebbles acquire a distinctly rodlike
character (samples 10,11). Downstream of the siphons, the
underground flow runs through a large corridor, in which similarly as in the large corridor of the Amaterska Cave - the
greywacke pebbles become flat in shape (samples 12, 13, 14).
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Figure 3 : A - gradient curves of the Luha, Bila voda
and Punkva streams with sampling points, B roundness of the pebbles, C - shape of the pebbles
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On the rim of the Moravian Karst where the Bila voda Stream
sinks into the karstic caverns, the hydraulic conditions
change. The fluvial greywacke pebbles from the initial part of
subsurface stream have significantly rodlike shapes (samples
9, 10,11). The increased velocity in the narrow underground
channels and siphons lowers the pressure (DREYBRODT,
1988; KRANJC, 1989). Unlike the clasts in the surface
channel these clasts are not being forced to the bottom of the
channel. Pebbles in these parts of underground channels
rotate around their long axes and obtain rodlike shapes. The
next reach of the active stream channel is mostly unknown as
it is situated 10-20 m below the Amaterska Cave. The Flood
Corridor of the Amaterska Cave consists of vast passages
active in the Holocene. In some of the extremely spacious
passages, the hydraulic conditions were similar to those of a
surface channel. In such reaches of the underground stream,
the pebbles of greywackes were rapidly flattened due to the
decrease in water velocity and increase in pressure (samples
12, 13 and 14). The last part of the underground flow of the
Punkva River is formed by narrow channels and a 400 m long
siphon between the Amaterska and Punkevni caves. The
pebbles become rodlike again due to the previously described
mechanism (sample 15).

The JedovnJce Stream

The roundness of greywacke pebles in the surface part of the
Jedovnice stream increases in the downstream direction (Fig.
4-B). The same diagram shows that the roundness of pebbles
increases in the cave system.
The shape of greywacke pebbles in the surface stream is
clearly rodlike. Thinly bedded greywackes intersected by
numerous joints are exposed in outcrops along the stream
channel. Rodlike clasts get to the channel from the outcrops
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Figure 4: A - gradient curves of the Jedovnice
Stream with sampling points, B - roundness of the
pebbles, C - shape of the pebbles

4. Conclucion
The changes in shape and roundness of modem pebbles in
the two streams flowing through the cave system of the
Moravian Karst persuasively document the dependence of
reworking of clasts of fluvial sediments on hydraulic
conditions of the environment. These conditions control water
flow in the surface and underground channels, which, in tum,
determines the mode of fluvial pebble movement on channel
bottom as well as the reworking of the pebbles.
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The value of quarry records and monitoring excavation
progress in the interpretation of sediment-filled caves in
Eldon Hill Quarry, Derbyshire, England
C. Allison, P.L. Smart
Department of Geography, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1SS

Background
Continued demand for aggregate is resulting in further expansion of limestone quarries in the U.K. thus potentially
increasing the destruction of caves and karst. A unique scheme for the recording and documentation of cave and karst
features intersected by quarrying was established in 1993 at Eldon Hill Quarry and continues to date . The Quarry is
operated by RMC Roadstone Ltd - North West who also provide the sponsorship for the scheme.
The Quarry is situated in the Peak District National Park, Northern England and is included within the Castleton karst
earth science Site of Special Scientific Interest. The quarry has intersected a large number of sediment-filled caves, fossil
features representing an early stage in the evolution of the Castleton karst.
The recording scheme
The recording scheme includes three elements: 1) a procedure to alert scientists and cavers to features intersected by
quarrying operations, to enable inspection and study before their subsequent destruction; 2) the routine photographic
recording by quarry staff of all faces prior to blasting; 3) the archiving of rock quality logs obtained routinely from all
blast drill-holes, together with the location and elevation of each drill-hole.
Results
The alert procedure has only operated once in a four year period (when an open void was intersected which enabled
cavers to enter a 150m long cave system, Alsop's cave), but it has provided a framework allowing free access to sites of
potential interest to both cavers and scientists, together with some financial and logistic support. It has also increased
awareness of the significance of the cave sites among the quarry workforce.
A near complete photographic record of the progressively retreating quarry faces (usually at I Orn intervals) has been
obtained, although there are some problems with face identification and faces were not photographed prior to buffer
blasting. The quality of this record is in some cases inadequate for detailed interpretation, often due to poor weather and
light conditions, or inclusion of too wide a field of view. The use of marked drill holes for scale also proved inadequate.
The photographic record enabled the gross morphology and distribution of intersected caves to be determined, but it did
not enable interpretation of the stratigraphy and nature of the sediment infill, even where faces were especially cleaned.
Data for more than 2000 drill holes at 4.5m centres were obtained, offering the potential for very high resolution of
distribution and extent of caves by use of a 30 visualisation package. However, many holes were deliberately deviated
from the locations of known sediment filled caves or major joints to reduce drilling and blasting problems. There was also
a problem in the unambiguous conversion of rock quality terms such as "rough drilling" and "clay and rock" into
karstically meaningful categories, subcutaneous zone and gravel or boulder-filled cavity in these two cases.
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Age and Distribution of some Karstic Sediments from the
Polish Jura and their Implications for the Age of the Relief
Ireneusz Felisiak
University of Mining and Metallurgy, Faculty of Geology, Geophysics and Environmental Sciences
al. Mickiewicz.a 30, 30-059 Krak6w, Poland

Abstract
Due to the lack of fossils, both the clay and heavy mineral
assemblages were applied to the dating of both the Tertiary and
Early Quaternary karst sediments in the Krak6w Upland.
Mineralogical criteria appeared to be the useful! age determination
method. Preliminary results compared with the available
palaeontological datings allow to revise the age of drainage system
in the studied area which appears to be younger than previously
proposed. The Late Pliocene-Early Eopleistocene was presumably
the period of tectonic stabilization and planation whereas during
Late Eopleistocene-Mesopleistocene quick uplift took place. This
event is connected with rejuvenation of faults and with the general
uplift of the area north from the Krzeszowice Graben.

Introduction
Relics of fossils in Tertiary and Early Quaternary karst
sediments are relatively rare. Therefore, attempts are made to base
their stratigraphy upon mineralogical criteria, particularly upon the
composition of heavy and clay mineral assemblages. Preliminary
results obtained for the Polish Jura are encouraging. The Polish
Jura (PJ) is a NW-SE-trending belt of outcrops over which
Oxfordian and Lower Kimmeridgian limestones are exposed.

The belt extends from Krak6w through C~stochowa to
Dzialoszyn (figure 1) and is the largest karst area in Poland. Its
southern part is called ''The Krak6w Upland". It is cut by the
latitudinal Krz.esrowice Graben which marks the northern edge of
the Carpathian Foredeep. 1n the area of Forcdeep the karstified
Oxfordian limestones are partly covered by marine Miocene clays.
The karst sediments in the studied area can be divided into the
four age groups: I. Eocene, 2. Oligocene and early Miocene, 3.
Pliocene and Early Quaternary (Eopleistocene), 4. Meso- and,
particularly, Neopleistocene. The absence of Middle and Late
Miocene deposits is caused by marine transgression. 1n both the
first and the second group sediments do not contain fossils and are
locally covered by Middle Miocene strata (marine in SE and
continental in NW parts of the studied area). The third group is
palaeontologically dated but only in the NW part of the area.
Finally, the fourth group has full palaeontological dating.
Denudation of Miocene clays cover as well as the initiation of
recent river system took place in the Pliocene and Eopleistocene.
Details of this process were studied in the SE part of the studied
area (i.e. in the Krak6w Upland) by DiUL YNSKI et a/.,( 1966). The
age limits proposed in their paper are rather hypothetical due to the
absence of Pliocene and Early Quaternary fossils and had to be
partly corrected (cf MADEYSKA, 1977). Hence, applying the
mineralogical criteria, the present author aims to ascertain which
sediments in the vicinity of Krak6w belong, in fact, to Pliocene and
Eopleistocene. Although the study is based upon observations
made in the NW part of the PJ, the uniform geological structure of
pre-Tertiary basement allows to extend the conclusions to the SW
part of the investigated area.

Summary of dated sediments
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Figure 1. Simplified map of studied area: 1-9 sampling sites for
heavy minerals analyses. Lithostratigraphy: 1 - pre-Upper
Jurassic, 2 - Upper Jurassic, 3 - Cretaceous, 4 - Miocene of the
Carpathian Foredeep, 5 - continental Neogene, 6 - sampling
sues. KG - Kn.eswwice Graben.

Eocene
The oldest sediments in the studied area are so called
"moulding sands", i.e. red, clayey sands which crop out in the
central part of the PJ. 1n the vicinity of CZl,stochowa these deposits
fill numerous karstic depressions of dian1eters up to 1 km and
depth over 45 m. 1n some places the sands are covered with
continental Miocene strata. As the prevailing clay mineral of the
moulding sands is kaolinite the sediments are regarded as products
of warm and humid climat (GRADZ!NSKJ, 1977). The heavy
fraction is dominated by most resistive minerals: zircon,
tourmaline and disthene, accompanied by rutile and staurolite.
Garnet and epidote are rare or absent. The heavy mineral
assemblage originates from the Cretaceous source rocks
(KRYSOWSKA-lWASZKIEWICZ, 1974).
Oiigocene - early Miocene
The second group of sediments includes green clays, rarely red
and green clays with white sands and Oxfordian cherts (so called
''Rudawa Beds") occurring only in the southern part of the studied
area (Krak6w Upland). The heavy mineral assemblage is identical
with that of the first group but smectitic character of clay fraction
implies more arid and somewhat cooler Oligocene clirnat
(GRADZINSKI, 1962). Data from drill cores point out that
deposition or, at least, redeposition of these clays proceeded up to
Middle Miocene transgression (FELISIAK, 1992).
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Pliocene and Eopleistocene
Sediments of the third group are red and brown clays and
residual clays with mammalian fauna which represents MN 15 - Q2
time span (Upper Ruscinian-Upper Bibarian) (NADACHOWSKJ et
al., 199 1; GLAZEK er al., 1994). 1n the oldest strata (MNl5 Raciszyn-2, Layer No. 4; MNl6 - Rc;bielice Kr6lewskie-l ) the
heavy fraction is dominated by most resistive minerals: zircon,
rutile and disthene accompanied by tourmaline and staurolite
(figure 2; samples 1,2). Garnet contents do not exceed 0.3% but
increases in younger strata, classified as MN 17 (from 5% in
Przymilowice-3, Layer No. 4 up to 36% in Kielniki-3B) (figure 2;
samples 3/1 , 3/2, 4,1). 1n the Biharian (QI+Q2) sediments
perecentage of garnets varies from 25 to 45% (Kielniki-1 and -3A,
Przymilowice-2, Layer No. 5) whereas disthene, staurolite and
zircon are accompanying minerals (figure 2; samples 3/3, 4/2,4/3).
Unique component of these sediments is biotite found in clays
from the Layer No. 3, Przymilowice-2, beneath the silty clays of
the Layer No. 4 with the MN 17 zone fossils). Probably this
mineral originates from redeposition of Miocene marine clays
which contain both garnets and biotite.
The distinct increase of garnets content in continental
sediments from the break of Pliocene and Pleistocene was
observed also in the succession which fills the neighbouring
Kleszczow Graben. Strata dated as Reuverian C (corresponding to
the MN I 5) reveal 0- l 2% of garnets whereas in the overlying
4kinsko Formation their contents vary from 18 to 25%
(KRzYSZKOWSKJ & SZUCHNI.K 1995).
Red colours of sediments dated as Pliocene and Pleistocene
always have a brownish tint distinctly darker than the red colour of
the "moulding sands". Independently on colour, the clay fraction is
dominated by smectites accompanied by kaolinite. Illite and
mixed-layer kaolinite/smectite are present in trace amounts. 1n the
palaeontologically dated strata kaolinite predominates only in the
Rc;bielice Krolewskie-1 site and the fossil assemblage from this
site, only, points out to the more warmer and more humid climat in
comparison with the recent conditions (NADACHOWSKJ, unpub.
report, 1995).
Kaolioite also dominates in the brownish-red, fossil-free
deposits from Dzibice which Pliocene age is inferred by position in
stratigraphic sequence (BEDNAREK & LISZKOWSKI 1982) and
confirmed by exceptionally low garnet concentration (below 0.6%,
Dzibice-3 and -6; figure 2, samples 5/1,512). It seems that red,
kaolinitic clays from the discussed group were derived mostly from
the washing out of Eocene moulding sands-type sediments because
available data usually indicate warm but not very humid,
mediterranean-type palaeo-climate (GLAZEK & SZYNKIEWICZ
1987; GLAZEK et al. 1994).
Meso- and Neopleistocene
Sediments of this group show Largest extent in the studied
area. Lithologies include yellow and brown, clayey sands with
common Oxfordian cherts, brown clays and residual (weathering)
clays determined as terra fusca (BEDNAREK & LISZKOWSKJ 1982)
and redeposited Loesses with Limestone debris. Numerous cave
sites are well-dated palaeontologically in the whole PJ area (e.g.
MADEYSKA, I981 ). Lithologically equivalent deposits cover the
limestone outcrops and older karst sediments. The sands originated
from the erosion of fluvioglacial sediments which were the source
of large volumes of garnets and non-resistive minerals amphiboles, pyroxenes, epidote, andalusite, silimanite)
(KRYSOWSKA-lWASZKIEWICZ 1974). In the clay minerals
assemblage smectites prevail over kaolinite whereas illite and
mixed-layer smectite/kaolinite are trace components. Chlorites
which indicate the contribution from moraine deposits (op. cit.)
were found in X-ray patterns of clayey sands filling the sink-hole
in Miocene gypsums in Krakow (Wola Duchacka, 58; figure 2,
sample 9). Trace amounts of micas and feldspars were also found
in this sample and in weathering clays from the Grzybowska
Valley (figure 2, sample 8). Although chlorite is absent in the
18

latter site, such mineralogical composition can also be regarded as
indicative of contribution from moraine clays which were observed
upslope, over the studied outcrop.
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Figure 2. Heavy mineral assemblages. Fossil zones marked
exclusively for sediments with mammalian fauna. First
character in sample number corresponds to sampling site in
figure 1.

Oldest Post-Miocene Sediments of the
Krak6w Upland - a discussion
In the Krakow Upland only one locality has been noticed of
brown, weathering clays with Early Pleistocene fauna - the Lower
Wierzchowska (Mammoth) Cave (MADEYSKA 1981 ). Moreover,
the Pliocene age has been attributed (but not confirmed even by the
heavy fraction analyses) to the brown and grey, arenaceous clays
with cherts known from numerous other sites. Red, fossil-free
clays were reported from the three caves located in the uppermost,
northern part of the Upland (Tune) Wielki Cave, Ciasna Cave and
Nad Jaskinic1. Niedos~p!lll Shelter, MADEYSKA 1977).
The fourth site of red clays (and second with Eopleistocene
fauna) was found close to the three mentioned above, in the
Wierzchowska Goma Cave. Apart from light-red silts the younger.
brown clay gritstone was encountered with clasts of dark-red clays.
According to (NADACHOWSKJ, unpub. report, 1985) the fossil Glis
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sackdilligensis (Heller 1930) point to the Biharian. Red silts and

clays can be older, even Pliocene. Analysis of heavy minerals is
expected to provide solution. The clays contain kaolinite and
mixed-layer kaolinite/smectite in equal proportions whereas in
sample from the Ciasna Cave smectite dominates over kaolinite.
Relatively old (Eopleistocene?) can also be the clays over 11 m
thick which fill the dellen of the S7.klarka Valley in Jernnanowice23. The clays are brown and contain softened fragments of red
clays. 1n mineralogical composition smectites prevail over
kaolinite, similarly to the overlying brown, clayey sands with
abundant Jurassic cherts. The latter deposits undoubtly belong to
Meso- or Neopleistocene and contain much more garnets and
epidotes (34.5 and 7.5%, respectively versus 27 and 4%,
respectively in the clays; figure 2, samples 6/1,6/2).
Unexpected results were obtained for the clays from the
adjacent S<tSp6w, from the dellen of the Sctsp6wka Valley which
hosts the Ciasna and Tune) Wielki caves. Brown, arenaceous clays
with abundant Oxfordian cherts consist of smectite with minor
kaolinite and traces of feldspars and mixed-layer
smectite/kaolinite. Heavy mineral assemblage contains very low
amounts of garnets (3.3%) and is dominated by zircon, disthene
and staurolite. Such composition corresponds to that of the oldest
Pliocene sediments from the NW part of the PJ but also to that of
the Rudawa Beds ( vide KRYSOWSKA-IWASZKIEWICZ, 1974;
FELISIAK, 1992). Hence, it is more probable that sediments from
Sqsp6w are residual products of weathering of the Jurassic
limestones during Oligocene-early Miocene. Their original green
or red-green colours changed to brown due to oxidation during
Pleistocene. Such process can be observed in the Kryspin6w
quarry where green clays and weathering clays change colour to
brown in the topmost part of the sequence and commonly grade
into brown, clayey sands with cherts, typical of the Pleistocene
(presumably Mesopleistocene). Traces of feldspars in sediments
from S<tSp6W are easy to explain as same admixture was found in
stratotype area of the Rudawa Beds.
The Pliocene age is also attributed traditionally to arenaceous
clays with Jurassic cherts which were deposited upon the planated
Miocene clays in the Krzeszowice Graben, in Pastemi.k (vide
RlITKOWSKl 1996). The clays are grey and greyish-green with
dark-red and violet spots and nests. Composition of clay
assemblage is the same as that of the Rudawa Beds, i.e. mainly
smectites accompanied by kaolinite and traces of illite. Ahnost
identical sediments (more greenish and lacking the violet spots)
underlie the Miocene clays in Pasternik, filling sub-Miocene karst
paleovalley (FELISIAK, 1993). It seems that the arenaceous clays
represent residuum left after weathering Oligocene-early Miocene
of mainly Jurassic rocks and then transported to the south during
post-Miocene deepening of river valleys in the northern part of the
Krak6w Upland. Currently run analyses of heavy fraction are
expected to precise the period of redeposition: either the old
concept on their Pliocene age will be confirmed (if garnets are
absent) or redeposition period will have to be shifted to the
Pleistocene (if garnets are abundant).
Conclusions on Dating of Fossil-Free Sediments
The results obtained prove the necessity of detailed
mineralogical analysis of sediments and complex but thorough
evaluation of the data because:
- dark-brown residual clays (so called terra ji,sca) may
originate from Pliocene (MN 15) but also from Mesopleistocene,
- dark-red colours are typical of sediments dated
palaeontologically as MN16, MN17 and Q_l zones but ~reMiocene (including Eocene) residual deposits were mulllply
reworked and redeposited during Pliocene and Quaternary. Hence,
carefull interpretation is recommended, particularly of the age of
sediments low in garnets,
• high content of garnets in the karst deposits from the PJ is
typical of the Quaternary but, theoretically, garnets, chlorites and
micas may also be derived from the marine Miocene rocks

(KRYSOWSKA-IWASZKlEWICZ, 1966) which shifts the potential age
of the strata as far as to the Pliocene (inclusively),
- the presence of chlorites, micas and feldspars in clay fraclion
apart from garnets points to the Late Pleistocene age of the
sediments (i.e. Elster:t Glaciation in the studied area). Usually,
these minerals are present in the finest fractions and, hence, can be
identified only under the microscope or with the X-ray powder
patterns.
- admixlure of feldspars without garnets and micas may be
misinterpreted as a result of glacial contribution and, hence, young
age of sediment can be erroneously concluded.

The Age of Karst Sediments and the Age of
Relief
According to DZ.ULYNSKI et al. ( 1966), five levels of
planation and rock terraces can be distinguished in the area of
Krak6w Upland (figure 3). The a-level is marked by rocky hills monadnocs composed of Oxfordian massive limestones. The blevel is a Palaeogene (precisely Eocene) peneplain. The remaining
c- d- and e-levels are rock terraces of attributed Pliocene age with
th~ c-level regarded as Middle Pliocene or older.

Figure 3. Scheme of the posiJions of peneplain and terraces
(based on data after DZUlYNSKI et al., 1966)

The proposed ages of the terraces were questioned for the first
time basing on the analysis of age and distribution of karst
sediments in caves of the S<tSp6w Valley (MADEYSKA, 1977). Red,
fossil-free clays (Pliocene?) occur only in the caves of highest
elevation (Ciasna, Tune) Wielki, Nad Jaskinia Niedostepna
Shelter), related to the c-Ievel (figure 4). In the adjacent
Kluczwoda Valley the Wierl.Chowska G6ma Cave with Biharian
fauna can be attributed to the same c-level (elevation 390m a.s.1.).
The Mammoth Cave with Early Pleistocene fauna (MADEYSKA,
1981) is located only I Ometers beneath. Thus, the concept on Late
Pliocene or Early Quaternary age of the caves related to the c-level
(MADEYSKA, 1977) is confirmed for this valley, as well.
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Figure 4. Vertical arrangement of caves and rock shelters in
the Sqspowka Valley related to the recent Sqspowka River bed:
c, d, e - terrace levels (after MADEYSKA 1977, simplified)

1n the caves developed in both the d- and e-levels only Mesoand Neopleistocene sediments were encountered, with the latter
dominating. These sediments were deposited in Pleistocene and_the
e-level was presumablyfonned during the Holslclillan Glac1allon.
1n one of the caves (Ilowa, d-level; figure 4) Oligocene-early
Miocene green, smectitic clays were observed (FELISIA.K, 1992).
Their presence inferres the initiation of both valleys pnor to the
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Mi~ne transgression. It can also explain the probable initial age
of discussed above clays from Sll5p6w which fill the dellen of the
S11_sp6wka Valley.

Summary
The drainage system of the Krak6w Upland was initiated in
Oligocene-early Miocene, whereas river valleys north from the
Krzeszowice Graben have been significantly deepened after the
Miocene (Felisiak, 1992, 1993). Preliminary results of the studies
of oldest post-Miocene sediments in the Krak6w Upland do not
support the presence of brown residual clays which would
correspond to sediments from Raciszyn dated as MN 15 zone.
According to MAoEYSICA ( 1977), the age of removal of Miocene
clays covering the valleys and deepening of the valleys is generally
younger than that inferred by D2ULYNSKI et al. ( 1966). Precisely:
- the c-terrace was fonned presumably in the former Late
Pliocene (MN 16 and MN 17 zones, Early Eopleistocene according
to the recent stratigraphy). Its broad, trough-like shape suggests
the tectonic stabilization and planation of the relief,
- both the d- and e-levels which are narrow ledges on the steep
slopes of river valleys were developed in Pleistocene and the
formation of e-level took place in the Eemian (MADEYSKA. 1977).
Hence, it can be concluded that Late Eopleistocene and
Mesopleistocene were the periods of quick uplift of the Krakow
Upland and simultaneous deepening of the valleys. This period
roughly corresponds to the age of sediments in the lower,
tectonically deformed, Quaternary structural stage of the
Klesz.cl.6w Graben (KRzYSZKOWSKl, 1995).
- clays with cherts from Pasternik, still classified as Pliocene,
are located much beneath the c-terrace (about 274 m as.I.) (c.j
D2ULYNSKI et al., 1%6). If their Pliocene age is demonstrated, it
would prove that the mentioned above uplift of the Krak6w
Upland was connected with the rejuvenation of faults and with the
uplift of the area north from the Krzeszowice Graben.
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Abstract
An estimated I0 - 12 m of elastic cave sediment is preserved in Hard Baker Cave, Rockcastle County, Kentucky. The uppermost
portion of the sediment is comprised ofa thick, finely-laminated deposit, ranging from 30 cm to2+ m. A section of this deposit was
studied to determine if there were any changes in texture, mineralogy, and chemistry of the unit, as well as to interpret what the controls
of these variables were. Whole rock chemistry, as determined by X-ray fluorescence, shows no systematic enrichment or depletion of
mobile elements. Chemical analyses of these sediments give a minimum chemical alteration index of86-87, indicating that the
sediment is highly evolved and has been through extensive chemical weathering prior to deposition in Hard Baker Cave. Therefore, the
sediment in this cave can be used to investigate past weathering and soil development of the paleosurface before it was washed into the
cave system .

Introduction
Cave sediment has been studied extensively from cave
systems throughout the world. Basic reasoning behind sediment
studies have been to determine I) how the sediment accumulated
in the cave, 2) from where the material came, and 3) what the
sediment may reveal about the past. The present paper is
concerned with these three points, addressing them using
sediment stratigraphy, clay mineralogy, and sediment
geochemisty. These data will test for past weathering conditions
and indications of landscape evolution as they may have
influenced the deposition of large quantities of sediment in this
karst area.
Hard Baker Cave (figure 1; total length survey: 442 .5 m)
occurs in the Crooked Creek Drainage Basin, which occupies
about 8% of Rockcastle County (O ' DELL, 1992). This area lies
near the edge of the Cumberland Plateau, where ridges (up to 150
m) are separated by narrow valleys. Streams dissect through
Lower to Middle Pennsylvanian sandstone and shales and soluble
Middle to Upper Mississippian limestones of the Newman
Formation.
Most of Hard Baker Cave is characterized by large trunk
passages, ranging from 1.5 - 2.0 m in height and width from 2 I 0 m in width. The cave is main ly developed in the Ste.
Genevieve Limestone Member of the Newman Formation. The
entrance pit (at 305 m above sea level) is approximately 3 m
deep; at the bottom of this slope is the deepest point in the cave
(at 291 m above sea level - refer to figure I).
Sediment accumulations in the main trunk of Hard Baker
cave are believed to be as much as I 0 m in thickness.
Investigations in Great Saltpetre Cave, which is located across
the Crooked Creek valley at approximately the same elevation,
suggest that sediment was deposited under similar flow regimes
and that the materials in Great Saltpetre could correlate to those
found in Hard Baker cave (KREKELER et al. , in press) .

Materials and Methods
A well-exposed section of the upper-most deposit in Hard
Baker Cave was described and sampled (figure 2) . Samples of
cave sediment were collected, whereby approximately I 00g of

sediment was placed in 800 mL beakers and suspended in
distilled water. The <2.0 µm fraction from these beakers was
collected and mounted on petrographic slides using the smear
method of GIBBS (1968). Samples were X-rayed using a
Siemens D-500 Diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation (XRD),
with air-dried, ethylene glycol saturation, and heating at 375°C
and 550°C treatments. Expandable clay minerals were modeled
using the computer program NEWMOD® (REYNOLDS, 1985).
Whole rock chemistry was analyzed using a Rigaku Wavelength
Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer (XRF) for major
elements.

Sediment Characteristics
Sedimentology
Overall, the elastic sediment in Hard Baker cave can be
grouped into two categories: material deposited during high flow
regimes and sediments deposited under low flow regimes.
Materials capping the top of the sequence throughout the cave are
typically silts and clays, whereas sediments at depth are
characteristically coarser, containing sand and abundant gravel.
Generally, cross-bedding in these deposits indicates paleoflow
directions from north to south.
The top sediment (0-160 cm) of the deposit is characterized
by finely-laminated silts and clays (figure 2). Sediment consists
of approximately 85% to 95% clay and 5% to 15% silt. Silt
grains are subangular to rounded. Measurements of light and
dark banding couplets indicate that the bands are thicker towards
the bottom. Dark bands contain more organic material than the
lighter bands. No post-depositional burrowing or mechanical
reworking are observed. Mudcracks are developed in only the
top I 0 - 15 cm of the sequence, ranging from 8-38 cm in width .
Unidentified bones were found near the base of the sequence (M.
PORTER, pers. comm.).
A gradational contact separates the laminated material from
the lower unit. The sediment base is characterized by grains and
pebbles of varying lithology (mostly quartz sand and quartzite
pebble).
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HARD BAKER CAVE
ROCKCASTLE COUNTY,
KENTUCKY
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Fig11re I. Map of Hard Baker Cave, Rockcastle Co1111ty,
Ke11tucky. Map co11rtesy of the Greater Ci11ci1111ati Grotto,
Ci11ci1111ati, Ohio.

The mineralogy of the silt fraction is composed dominantly
of quartz and K-feldspar, with trace amounts of plagioclase,
pyroxene, amphibole, altered biotite, and zircon. Quartz:feldspar
ratios range from 1.5 to 3.3 and K-feldspar:plagioclase ratios
are on the order of 30: 1. Lithic fragments were observed
occasionally and were identified as sandstone or chert.
Clay Mineralogy
Clay minerals in the sediment include kaolinite, illite (with
minor interstratified smectite), vermiculite, lepidocrocite,
goethite, RO illite/smectite (J/S), and berthierine. Kaolinite is
identified on the basis ofa 7.14 A (001) peak and a 3.56 A (002)
peak in air-dried sample. These peaks collapse upon heating at
550°C, confirming this mineral as kaolinite. Illite is identified on
the basis of the -10 A peak which persisted through heating.
Ethylene glycol treatment indicates that there is some smectite
in the illite mineral structure. Using NEWMOD® (REYNOLDS,
1985), the mineral is modeled as an R3 structure with 93% illite
layers and 7% smectite. Vermiculite is identified based on the
presence of a ~14A peak which expands to -14.5 A upon
ethylene glycol treatment. After beating to 375°C, the 14 A peak
collapses to a - 12 to ~ 10 A peak, verifying that the mineral as
vermiculite. Lepidocrocite and goethite are identified by the
presence of 6.22 A and 4.17 A
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Fig11re 2. Stratigraphic col11m11 of cave sedime11t illvestigated
for this paper. Total thick11ess is 180 cm.

peaks, respectively. The peaks of these minerals collapse upon
heating to 375°C. RO J/S is identified on the basis of a broad,
poorly-defined peak at 16.83 A. Traces of berthierine are
identified by a -7 A peak which does not collapse upon heating
to 550°C.
Clay mineralogy exhibits some variation with depth (figure
3). Throughout the section, as the amount of. Kaolinite is the
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most abundant clay in the sequence, varying from 44-51 %.
Goethite and lepidocrocite show no systematic variation. Traces
of berthierine and RO VS are detected in some samples
throughout the section.

Geochemistry of Sediment
There is very little chemical variation within the sediment
samples (table I).
No systematic increase or decrease of
elemental abundance occurs. Of the elements analyzed, with the
exception of SiO,, none vary more than two per cent.
Values for CaO, Na,O, ~O, with respect to the Al,O,/TiO,
ratio are constant. Additionally, the nearly constant Al,O/ TiO,
ratio values between 18 and 20 are indicative of a single source
region for the sediment.
We use the Chemical Index of Alteration (CIA) (NESBITT &
YOUNG, 1982; McLENNAN, 1993) as an estimate of chemical
weathering intensity. Typically, CIA values of world-wide
surficial sediments range from essentially unweathered values on
the order of 45 - 55 to completely weathered values near I 00
(McLE
AN, 1993).
The CIA is defined in molecular
proportions as:
CIA= [Al,0/ ( Al,0, + Cao· +Na,O + ~0)] X 100
Cao· is non-carbonate. Sediments from Hard Bak.er Cave are
carbonate free and permit the application of this equation directly
to our chemical data. Remobilization of elements in the spelean
environment has been demonstrated to be negligible in sediments
for this area (KREKELER et al., in press). Therefore, using the
molecular proportions from each sample, we obtained CIA values
of 86-87 which indicate extensive weathering.

Interpretation of Sediment
Paleo-conditions to create sediment chemistry
The
deposit
we
studied
is
sedimentologically,
mineralogically, and chemically uniform. Specifically the -2 m
thick laminated clay sequence shows no significant changes in
deposition, with the exception of the upper I 0-15 cm where
dessication is evident.
The uniformity of the Al,O, / TiO, ratios indicates that there
was a single sediment source for the laminated deposit in Hard
Bak.er Cave.
This ratio implies that any changes in mobile
elements within the cave sediment would be indicative of
changes in weathering intensity and climate on the surface.
However, because no such changes are observed in the cave
deposit, weathering conditions on the surface must have been
relatively stable during the depositional sequence.

Speleogenic influences on sediment deposition
There are no apparent indications that the sediment was
brought into the cave by any mechanism other than tluviokarstic
drainage. Occasional cut-and-till features in Hard Bak.er cave
sediment suggest that some of the material was deposited and
reworked in open channels. Additionally, cross-bedding in
stratigraphically lower (and older) sands and gravels indicates
that paleoflow was from the north to the south. The sediment
sequence investigated for this study is located at a passage
junction, where water and sediment would have been diverted
westward, as delineated by elevations of modem passages. The
nature of the laminated clay sequence supports that flow regimes
were much decreased (to the point of ponding) during deposition
at this locatity, and perhaps upstream and downstream, as well.

The lack of lithic carbonate material in the sediment can be
explained in two ways (KREKELER et al., in press). First, the
carbonate clasts could have been deposited and dissolved postdepositionally. However, there are no indications that carbonate
material has been leached from the sediment sequence. Second,
it is possible that the drainage basin had not down-cut into the
carbonate strata at the time of sediment transport and deposition
in the cave system. The proposed scenario suggests that drainage
at the time was not actively eroding carbonate material and
thereby not contributing to the entrained sediment load of the
streams (ENGEL & ENGEL, unpublished data). The present
surface drainage, downcutting through the thick carbonate rock
units, bas developed base- level caves that having completely
different passage morphology than Hard Bak.er Cave and similar
caves at higher valley elevations (O'DELL, 1992; E GEL,
unpublished data).
An extensive survey of the cave levels in the Mammoth Cave
region, Kentucky, was conducted by PALMER ( 1987). All
major passages above 180 m in the Mammoth cave area have
thick sequences of elastic cave sediment.
These sediment
packages often till the passages to the ceilings and may be as
thick as 25 m. These sequences are sands and gravels which are
capped by silts and clays. However, the entrance of Hard Baker
Cave occurs at 310 m above sea level, while most of the passages
range between 300 and 291 m. PALMER (1987) states that the
high cave levels of Mammoth show various stages of passage
development and sediment tilling, sometimes indicating slow
fluvial entrenchment alternating with aggradation. Nevertheless,
it is difficult to draw correlations between the two cave systems
at present due to limited data and differences in local controls
(i.e., stratigraphy, structure, etc.).
Presently, the timing of sediment deposition is not well
established for Hard Bak.er Cave. Although paleomagnetism data
have been collected, results are not yet interpreted (ENGEL,
unpublished data). Furthermore, large and frequent speleothems
are being investigated for age-dates. However, the sediment in
Hard Baker Cave could be relatively old, predating continental
glaciation for this region of the United States, as suggested by
PALMER (1987),
SASOWSKY & WHITE (1992), and
SASOWSKY et al. (1995).

Significance of clay mineralogy for paleoclimatic inferences
The sediment in Hard Bak.er cave suggests that there was
extensive chemical weathering occurring on the surface prior to
transport and deposition in the cave, as supported by CIA values
of 86-87 and clay mineralogy. The extremely evolved nature of
the sediment chemistry and clay mineralogy implies that the area
presently occupied by the Crooked Creek drainage basin was in a
humid, temperate climate and a topographically well-drained
region. The suite of clays are derived from pedogenic activty on
sedimentary rocks, such as sandstone and shales, and are not the
residue of carbonate dissolution.
Goethite and lepidocrocite are indicative of reductomorphic
soils in temperate to tropical zones (DIXON & WEED, 1989).
However, the meaning ·or the lepidocrocite and goethite ratio is
not well understood. Hematite is also a common Fe-oxide in
soils; however, the absence of hematite in the cave sediment
suggests that goetbite is favored pedogenically due to low
temperatures, high water activity, and high organic matter
content (SCHWERTMANN, 1971 ).
The presence ofkaolinte implies that the landscape was older
and mature, where the clay is inherited from primary
Pennsylvanian-age shales (DIXON
&
WEED,
1989;
KREKELER et al., in press). GLENN ( 1960) suggests that
kaolinte may be found in young glacially-derived soils where
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loess is the widespread surface deposit. However, in this area of
Kentucky, there are no significant loess deposits on the surface
and only traces of glacial material in post-glacial drainages. This
raises significant implications as to the timing of surface
weathering and sediment flux into the cave system.
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Table J. Chemical analyses as determined by XRF. Samples are delineated by depth in centimetersfrom the top of the described
section. Chemical Index of Alteration (CIA) values are given below each sample respectively.

SiO 2
TiO 2
Alp 3
FeO(t)
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na 2O

~o

P2OS

15

22.5

33

42.5

52.5

63

72.5

87.5

102.5

117.5

143.5

152.5

59.54
0.96
19.13
5.15
0.09
4.90
0.30
0.13
2.43
0.12

59.68
0.98
19.04
4.87
0.08
4.92
0.29
0.14
2.44
0.10

61.15
0.97
18.61
4.75
0.08
4.88
0.25
0.13
2.40
0.10

59.56
0.95
19.07
4.97
0.05
4.94
0.35
0.14
2.41
0.13

61.57
0.96
18.50
4.83
0.01
4.89
0.27
0.14
2.39
0.10

59.20
0.95
19.20
5.04
0.14
4.95
0.31
0.13
2.46
0.11

58.85
0.95
19.29
5.09
0.07
4.92
0.28
0.12
2.40
0.11

57.68
0.96
19.50
5.08
0.1 I
4.94
0.46
0.15
2.46
0.19

62.64
0.94
18.28
4.85
0.08
4.87
0.27
0.14
2.36
0.10

59.26
0.97
19.29
5.12
0.06
4.93
0.32
0.14
2.45
0.11

63.23
0.95
18.17
4.74
0.09
4.85
0.22
0.13
2.27
0.11

65.74
0.93
17.49
4.59
0.09
4.8 1
0.21
0.13
2.23
0.10

LOI

6.285

6.814

6.519

6.698

6.481

6.676

6.927

7.048

6.336

6.513

6.162

5.807

Total

99.035

99.354

99.839

99.268

100.24

99.166

99.007

98.578

100.87

99.163

100.92

102.13
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Abstract
Toe study of karst systems has benefited recently by cave sediment investigations, allowing new avenues for studies in
speleogenesis, landform evolution, and paleoclimate. While the Movile Cave, located in Southern Dobrogea, Romania, has been the
center of attention for the biospeological community with the discovery of the unique chemoautotropically-based ecosystem, Movile
Cave has a complex geological evolution, as evidenced through cave sediment studies. This paper presents the cave sediment
stratigraphy, mineralogy, and ages in order to determine the history of the cave system. Sediment ofMovile Cave suggests fluviokarstic
deposition, during the Brunhes Normal Polarity Chron (younger than 770 kya).

Introduction
Movile Cave, located several kilometers from the Black Sea
coast in Southern Dobrogea, Romania, was discovered by
accident in 1986 when an artificial shaft intercepted a cave
passage at 18m below the surface (LASCU, 1989; figure 1).
Much of the research done in the Movile has been to characterize
the complex biotic system - the first cave ecosystem that does not
derive its energy from photosynthesis (SARBU et al., 1996).
Instead, energy is derived from su!fide CTiiS)-laden waters and
sulfur-oxidizing chemolithoautotrophic bacteria. Troglomorphic
terrestrial and aquatic organisms, thirty-two of forty-seven being
previously undescribed, have also been found in the Movile. It
has been hypothesized that the cave has had no surface openings
or surficial water contact since at least the end of the Late
Miocene (5.2 - 5.5 mya) (LASCU, 1989; SARBU & POPA,
1992, SARBU &KANE, 1995).
However, sediment studies and other geologic investigations
suggest that the cave has not been isolated since the Late
Miocene but has had more recent sediment input (ENGEL, 1996;
ENGEL & LASCU, 1996; ENGEL et al.,1996; ENGEL,
unpublished). Sediment studies in caves throughout the world
have revealed a number of depositional environments that, with
spatial and temporal correlation, can lead to reliable
interpretations of geomorphic evolution of karst terrains and the
reconstruction of climatic history {MILSKE et al. 1983;
OSBORNE, 1984). Therefore, the present paper is concerned
with defining the speleogenesis of the Movile by using sediment
within the cave. All evidence for this study is derived from cave
sediment stratigraphy, clay mineralogy, paleontology, and
paleomagnetism studies.

and karstified carbonate outcrops, indicating a severe
karstification event in the past, particularly during the Messinian
Crisis (5.5- 5.2 mya) and possibly the Wurmian glacial
regression (LASCU, 1989; LASCU et al., 1994). During the
Quaternary, thick loess accumulations blanketed the region,
thereby burying the karst and infilling sinkholes.
The lower level of the cave is inundated by thermal (20.9°C)
water flowing at 5 1/s (SARBU & KANE, 1995), containing an
abundance of su!fide (0.3 mMol/1); ammonium, and methane
(SARBU & LASCU, in press). Thermomineral sulfurous springs
dot the landscape as the water emerges from Sarmatian
limestones through fissures and faults into valleys and the Black
Sea. Isotopic comparisons with this water and other aquifers
throughout the Mangalia region indicate that the origin of the
thermal water in the Movile is from a deep aquifer in Jurassic and
Cretaceous units (SARBU & POPA, 1992).

UKRAINE

The Danube

Geologic Setting
Movile Cave occupies a small portion of the eastern flank of
the "Obanul de la Movile" (Movile Sinkhole), containing
approximately 200 m of explored, dry upper level passages and
40 m of submerged airbells and passages in the lower level
(figure 2). Both levels' passage morphologies show that the cave
has had an initial phreatic origin (CONSTANTINESCU, 1989).
Toe cave is developed in Sarmatian-age (-12.5 mya) oolitic and
fossiliferous limestones deposited on the Moesian Platform. In
the Mangalia area, there are numerous sinkholes
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Figure 1: General location map for Movile Cave; the cave is
located near the town of Mangalia.
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Figure 2: Map of Mo vile Cave, adapted from SARBU & POPA (1992). Stratigraphic and paleomagnetism sites are indicated.

Sediment and rock characteristics
Laboratory analysis of sediment and rock samples
Samples were collected from sites throughout the cave (floor
and walls) where detailed stratigraphy and paleomagnetism were
investigated (figure 2) . Clay mineralogy was determined using
X-ray diffraction techniques (XRD), starting with powder
dispersions in 500 ml beakers. Solutions were centrifuged to
obtain the <2mm fraction of materials. Smear mounts were made
and analyzed using a Siemens D-500 X-ray Diffractometer with
Cu Ka radiation. For each sample, XRD runs for air-dried,
ethylene glycol treatment (to test for expandable clays), and
heating to 375°C and 550°C (to determine kaolin group minerals
and others that collapse with heat) were obtained.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with an electron
dispersive system (EDAX or EDS) work was done with
numerous samples throughout the cave in order to distinguish
depositional characteristics of the material and sediment
microfabric. A JEOL JSM-T220 SEM with EDAX was used and
samples had to be coated with a several angstrom thick layer of
gold. An Hitachi S-246N SEM with EDS, infrared
chamberscope, and Robinson detector was also used and samples
did not need to be coated (operated in environmental mode).
Sediment mineralogy and fabric
Cave sediment can be described as allochthonous, having
been derived from outside the cave system and then transported
mechanically into it, or autochthonous, originating from within
the cave by internal breakdown/corrosion processes. This study
will differentiate the two sediment types.
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Allochthonous clay-size sediment includes soil clay mineral
assemblages similar to loess deposits: chlorite/vermiculite, (001)
peak at -14 A (from XRD patterns); kaolinite/smectite, (001)
peak at -7 A.; RO illite/smectite, (001) glycol treatment peak at
15.9-16.1 A.; R3 illite/smectite, (001) peak at 9.8-10.2 A, and
goethite, peak at 4.16 A. These clay minerals do not result from
carbonate dissolution. Sediment in larger size fractions (<2mm I 0cm) includes sub-rounded to angular carbonate clasts, clay
clasts, sub-rounded to rounded quartz grains and pebbles, and
fossil fragments. SEM photographs show that there is no
compaction of clay flocks. The coarser sediment in the cave is
distributed in gravel bed and bank deposits that mimic passage
meandering. Slight clast imbrication and sediment sorting
suggest water deposition; flow directions are generally from west
to east in the upper level (refer to "Main Passage" on map).
Autochthonous sediment consists of very small portions of
illite (peak at -10.0 A.), kaolinite (peak at -7 A.), and quartz, with
great percentages of dolomite (peak at 2.89 A.). Most of the
sediment >2mm are dolomitic ooids. SEM reveals zoned
dolomite rhombs (5-20 mm in width) on the outer surfaces of the
ooids, showing no signs of dissolution or instability. Some
crystal faces have an abundance of adhering, spherical single and
chained bacteria. The average diameter of the chained bacteria is
I mm, with a connecting filament of approximately I mm.
Bacteria chains, up to 20 mm Jong, rest in dents and depression
on dolomite crystal faces.
Sediment collected from the bottom of the lower level
consists predominately of the low-pH clay mineral alunite
(distinctive peak at 3.01-2.99 A.). Aunite forms from the
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alteration of pre-existing clay minerals (such as kaolinite and
illite) in the presence of sulfuric acid (HILL, 1996).
Bedrock mineralogy and fabric

Rock samples were obtained from several localities inside the
cave, as well as from surface outcrops in the surrounding region.
The vast majority of the rocks from the surface consist of quartz,
minor clays (<5% total volume), and calcite (peak at 3.04 A).
However, some rocks were composed of about 98% high
magnesium calcite (peak at 3.02 A). Rock samples collected from
the cave shaft are composed of approximately 85% calcite and
10% dolomite (the remaining 5% being indistinguishable clays).
Bedrock collected from inside the Movile, behind thick clay
accumulations, is calcitic. However, bedrock sampled throughout
the rest of the cave where there are no clay deposits reveal the
main mineralogy to be dolomite.
Bedrock samples~ 50 cm and 90 cm into the wall of the cave
were analyzed by thin sections. Like HOROI (1994), the rock
was found to be severely corroded. Where a considerable amount
of porosity developed, dolomite filled the vugs. Whole ooids are
shown also to be replaced by dolomite.

Age-dating Movile Cave sediment
Previous paleontologlcaJ tnvestlgatlons
ENGEL & BADESCU (unpublished data), LASCU (pers.
comm.), and STIUCA & JLINCA (1995) found vertebrate fauna

containing micromammalian and aquatic taxa from sediment
collected at various places throughout the cave. STIUCA &
JLINCA (1995) identified the animals to include birch mice,.
wood mice, steppe lemmings, bats, frogs, and fish. These animals
are characteristic of a dry, open environment in association with
species indicative of grassland and marsh. This fauna could not
have been derived from in situ weathering of the Sarmatian-age
carbonates, as terrestrial animals are not
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Figure 3 : Zijderveld plots for sediment from Movile Cave.
These samples show a normal horizontal component and a
positive (downward) inclination, indicating deposition during
Brunhes Normal Polarity C/iron (from 770 kya to present).

found in the units (GRIGORESCU et al., 1986). Instead, the
fossils were correlated to the late phase of the last glacial cycle
(WilrmianNistulian), which is approximately 24 to 12 kya., or
Late Pleistocene.
Paleomagnettsm methodology and results
As described by SCHMIDT (I 982), cave sediment can record

paleomagnetic reversals in Earth's history. Oriented samples
were collected at 10 sites (in the upper level of the cave at
varying depths) using 2 cm plastic cubes. Two samples were
taken from each locale. These samples were then subjected to a
step-wise alternating-field (AF) demagnetization using a largebore ScT cryogenic magnetometer interfaced with a computer to
determine characteristic paleomagnetic directions.
Plots showing progressive removal of magnetic vectors,
made after ZDDERVELD (1967), reveal that most of the
sediment showed very little post sampling viscous magnetization.
Almost all of the samples display nearly straight-line intensity
decay (demagnetization) towards the origin, indicating absence
of a secondary component of magnetization. Higher coercivity
steps indicate a normal horizontal component and a positive
(downward) inclination (figure 3). Therefore, most of the
sediment in Movile Cave has been deposited during the Brunhes
Normal Polarity Chron prior 770 kya, being constrained by the
Matuyama paleomagnetic reversal (IZZETT & OBRADOVICH,
1994). Based on the lack of deviations in demagnetization
vectors, it is unlikely that the sediment was deposited during an
older normal polarity event.

Interpretation of cave sediment
There are two main unconformities present in the Movile
Cave, one being marked by the contact of the bedrock and
sediment (as a primary unconformity) and the other being
between allochthonous material and autochthonous sediment of
modern processes. Specifically, the sediment/bedrock contact
indicates that there is a large gap in time (roughly 12 million
years). The sediment that has infilled the cave was deposited in a
fluviokarstic drainage system. The elastic components of the
sediment do not correlate to the cave host lithology, but instead
resemble surface deposits, specifically aeolian sediment in fine
size-fraction fabric and mineralogy and channel gravels with
coarse foreign lithofragments. The proposal that a free-flowing
stream, having originated from the surface, could have occupied
the Movile upper level is supported by evidence of slightly
imbricated clasts, sediment sorting and grading, and typical
channel facies associations.
There is additional strong evidence that the Movile Cave
(presently sealed) was in communication with the outside
environment during certain times. Based on the paleomagnetic
data, the cave was not receiving nor accumulating sediment prior
to 770 kya, as constrained by the Matuyama-Brunhes
geomagnetic boundary. If sediment was brought into the cave
prior to this time, the material was either eroded or was not
sampled. Furthermore, the vertebrate taxa found in the sediment
indicate that there had to be a way for them to enter into the cave,
probably by way of the associated sinkhole (STIUCA &
JLINCA, 1995). These fossils have been constrained to 12 - 24
kya, and it is likely that the cave sediment is also from this time
span.
The upper level of the Movile has been abandoned by freeflowing water and the lower level is presently occupied by
sulfurous water. It is not known when sulfurous water inundated
the lower level of the cave or how long the aquifer has existed.
As indicated by the presence of alunite and isotopic
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investigations done on the water and surrounding rock (SARBU,
unpublished data), the process of sulfuric acid speleogenesis is
actively enlarging the lower level of the cave. The process is
accelerated by the high concentration of sulfide in the water and
microbial oxidation of that sulfide to produce sulfuric acid. This
speleogenetic mechanism has been associated with the formation
of Carlsbad and Lechuguilla Caves in the southwestern United
States (EGEMEIER, 1987; HILL, 1996). Alunite or other low pH clays are absent in the upper level of the Movile, indicating
that sulfurous water has not been in this portion of the cave.
Autochthonous dolomitic clay and associated residue from
corroded wall rock in the upper level is attributed to
condensation corrosion (ENGEL et al., 1996; ENGEL &
LASCU, 1996; ENGEL, unpublished data; SARBU & LASCU,
in review). This speleogenetic process is poorly understood, but
the presence of corroded walls in the upper passages, the absence
of water infiltration from the surface into the cave, temperature
difference between the water in the lower level and the walls of
the upper level, and the high CO2 concentrations throughout the
Movile all suggest that condensation corrosion is presently
affecting the morphology of the upper level of the cave (SARBU
& LASCU, in review). It is uncertain as to what is causing the
precipitation of dolomite in place of the original calcitic host
bedrock, although biogenic process may be influencing the
mechanism. Also of importance is that the bedrock covered by
thick clay accumulations is not dolomitized and shows no
evidence of being corroded. This suggests that the clay was in
place before severe corrosion of the bedrock began.
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Abstract
Geochemical and microbiological studies in the Cupp-Coutunn cave (Turkmenistan) show, that the fluffy red-colored coverings on
the cave walls and roof, 1-20 cm thick, are not a kind of a residual sediment, but a complex organomineral media. This media, named
"okber", has a very high biochemical activity. Okber appears to be a result of both strong corrosion and weathering of the rock, and a
formation of secondary minerals. It also appears to be a basis of the feeding chain for higher organized flora and fauna.

Introduction
The biological redox processes are already proved to be a
significant karstification factor, and the reason for some specific
features of caves mineralogy. The so far studied cases mostly
concern phreatic areas in caves where the sulfate reduction
proceeds in deep phreas. Sometimes full bacterial sulfuric cycle
was reported, with sulfatereduction in phreas, and sulfuroxidizing
in dry areas [FORTI, 1988; BALL & JONES, 1990].
In spite of this, there are several caves known, that have no
phreatic areas, but have active sulfuric processes in them. One of
these caves is the Cupp-Coutunn cave in Turkmenistan, and it
was selected as an object of the study.

b) The corrosion residues are mineralogically passive. Okher,
growing on pure carbonate substrate, is almost always covered by
gypsum efflorescences, and even coatings. Disturbed okher
noticeably smells of sulfuric gases, including H2S. In spite of
this, there are no visible mechanisms for transportation of sulfur
to the okber location along the cave (no water flows, and no
sulfuric gases in the air).

Okher
The term "okher" came from the caver's jargon, as a name
for red fluffy coverings on the floors and roofs of the cave, and is
based on an untranslatable game of words. Up to 1993 it was
taken as a residual of atmospheric corrosion [MAL TSEV & SELF,
1992], but even the first studies shown, that it can't be so
[SEMIKOLENNYKH & KORSHUNOV, 1994].

Ok.her vs. corrosion residues
If we compare okher to classic corrosion residues (for
example, from Lechuguilla cave), we'll easily see two main
differences:
a) In the corrosion residues we always see unaffected· carcass
of non-soluble minerals (especially alumosilicates), in which the
original texture of the rock is saved recognizable. For the
corrosion residues, known from Guadalopean caves, we can even
see, that these residues are more likely simply weathered
limestone - the texture has completely survived, so the volume of
these "residues" is equal to the volume of the affected parent rock
[CUNNINGHAM et.al., 1993; M.QUEEN, pers.comm.].
On the contrary, okher never keeps unaffected carcass of the
limestone, because of much more acid conditions. All minerals,
even silicates, completely re-crystallize, mostly forming new
minerals, which were never found in the parent limestone. For
example, fig. I. shows rather large gibbsite crystals, generated in
okber. The texture of the rock is lost completely, and the volume
is changed greatly. For example, concentration of Fe,O, in
different layers of okher is 5.7%-28.3%, and in the parent
limestone it never exceeds 0.5%. Even when converting volumes
to weights (okber is fluffy, density of dried okher is about 0.20.6), the difference still remains great. The same is seen for
silicates.

Figure 1. Gibbsite crystal in okher, 0.1 mm large, diagnosed
via X-ray microzand. SEM photo by A.Semikolennykh.

These two features already allow to separate residues (passive
product) form okber (active strata with complete re-working of
everything).

Structure and morphology of okher
Okber is spread almost all over the cave, and its morphology
and structure is variable, depending on the limestone
composition, humidity, air circulation, etc .. But some generic
features and typical structure exist.
Okher has no definite boundary with the limestone.
Appearing as something fluffy and very porous on the surface, it
becomes much more dense and sandy in the middle, then
consequently transforms into altered limestone, and so on. The
okher covering can be from a couple of millirneters thick up to
20cm and even more.
Okber is always well structured and has several layers. The
main layers, listed below, have specific properties and can be
found in almost any kind of okber (fig. 2).
a) The outer layer is thin (l-3mrn.), and consists of gypsum
sand, rarely forming a crust. This layer is usually present in thin
okher (up to 2-3cm), and absent in thicker one. In the last case
gypsum sand doesn't form a separate layer, but exist in next
Symposium 7: Physical Speleology
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layers. The boundary to the next layer is fuzzy. rn places of
strong seasonal humidity cycles, the gypsum may also be
reworked into filamentary crystals [MALTSEV, 1996]
b) The second layer is red, extremely fluffy and porous, Imm
to I 0cm thick. In thick okher this layer has a color trend - from
brawny inside to bright red outside. The boundary to the next
layer is sharp. pH in this layer is in the range of7-8.

Figure 2. Ge11eral view of the okher cross-sectio11. Photo by
V. Korshu11ov.

c) The third layer is yellow or brawny-yellow colored.
Usually it's the thickest layer, and can be up to 20cm thick. It's
much more dense than the previous, sandy, and usually contains
pieces of altered limestone.
d) The fourth layer is dark gray up to black. This layer is thin
and unstable, possibly seasonal (appearing due to overmoistening
during corresponding seasons). It has a sharp boundary to the
previous layer, and a fuzzy one to the next.
e) The last layer consists of strongly altered limestone. The
limestone here keeps its structure, but looses density. In the outer
part of this layer the limestone becomes very soft, and strongly
smells of sulfuric compounds when being broken . Deeper it
consequently tran its into normal limestone. pH on the contact of
this layer with the previous is about 3.S-4, maybe even lower.
The problem is, that the spatial distribution of pH is irregular,
due to irregularity of bacterial communities, and all the
measurements are to be made in situ - otherway the results are
strongly distorted.
The pH data of the okher layers is to be compared to the pH
data of the cave water. The meteoric water, coming along
fractures, bas pH about 6.S in all the cases. The water in the pools
has pH 7-7 .S, the same as the water in the springs and in the
artesian basin, both fed from the karst.
Okher covering is so delicate, that sometimes a thick red
layer disconnects from the roof and falls, forming thick deposits.
In these deposits only the top 10 cm look like the original okber,
and in the deeper layers it changes into some dense, fat and
plastic brown clay, and consequently - into also dense, fat and
plastic blue clay.

Microbiology of okher
The key question - the source of the H,S gas in the okher, in
fact stays unresolved. There are many indirect evidences of SRB
(sulfate reducing bacteria) activity in the deep layers of okher,
but no direct ones. At the studied depth SRB
(Desulfotamaculum) were found only in one sample. The source
of the sulfur are bituminous inclusions in the limestone. Bacterial
activity is the only known mechanism, due to which the ulfur is
30

partly returned (see below). Therefore, SRB must be the main
type of bacteria, utilizing the source sulfur. The question mostly
is whether the SRB activity proceeds in limestone themselves, or
only in the limestone near the cave. The first supposition has two

Figure 3. Diatomea i11 the outer layer of okher. Completely
re-crystallized surrou11ding shows, that it's 1101 residual. SEM
photo by A.Semikolem,ykh.

pieces of evidences against it: No traces of the sulfur was found
in springs, unloading from limestone; okher morphology too
weakly correlates with fractures, which collect the H,S gas, and
this means, that it mostly appears near the ca~e, and is
transported along the pores of the weathered limestone to deeper
layers of the okber (porosity of the source limestone is extremely
low). So, SRB must be mostly found in deeper layers, than it was
sampled. Some evidences (mostly, studies of micro flora, growing

Figure 4. Simbios of mycoplasma a11d fu11gi (both
u11diag11osed) i11 the outer layer of okher. SEM photo by
A.Semikolennykh.

on the candles left in caves), show, that utilizing of bituminous
inclusions must be due not only to SRB, but also to Artltobacter,
Rhodococcus, Mycobacterium, found in all such samples.
On the contrary, another half of the sulfuric cycle is
"opened", and proved. From the samples, taken from outer okher
layers, using the Vacksman, Tausson and Birs media, there were
exposed sulfuroxidating bacteria, particularly Thiobacil/us
ferrooxidans, Th. thoioxidans, and similar microorganism .
Their activity is enough for partial return of sulfur into th~
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corrosion cycle, and for enriching of the outer okher layers by
Fe, providing the red coloring.
The sulfuroxidizing activity in the outer layer, returning the
significant part of sulfur into the cyclic sulfuric corrosion of
limestone, is an additional indirect evidence of SRB activity
somewhere inside, because inside the okher pH falls to about 3,
and free H,S04 exists, reacting with limestone, that consequently
results in gypsum generation inside. Absence of this gypsum in
middle layers of okher shows, that it must be destroyed by SRB .
The bacterial biomass from the okber is utilized by other
organisms, giving a start to a long feeding chain. Immediately in
okher several kinds of fungi ( detected Pe11icillus sp., Aspergillus
11iger, Scopulariopsis sp .), several protozoa, diatomea (fig.3. 4),
etc. were found. In the massifs of fallen okher several kinds of
mites and insects cab be found. It's possible also, that this chain

Gypsum (fig.6) is generated both in deep layers (metastabil),
and outer layers (final). Calcite mostly disappears in the middle
layers, and appears again in the outer layers, where it forms,
together with gypsum, specific "sand". This sand, falling from

Figure 6. Okher corrosion. The white stripes are calcite veills,
completely turned to gypsum in the outer layer of okher. The
image height is about 40 cm. Photo by V.Maltsev.

I - oxidation zone

II - reduction zone

the roofs, sometimes makes up sediments up to severa l metres
thick, appearing as the product of the limestone corrosion by the
okher.
High acidity in the deep okher layers causes some side effects
when the cave intersects veins, or the cave wall is covered by
products which survived from the hydrothermal phase.
Interactions between sulfuric acid, fluorite druses, silicate matter,
and ore veins leads to generation of minerals, exotic for caves,
like saukonite, fraipontite, serpentine, etc.

Figure 5. The seaso11a/ iro11 a11d su/fur 111igratio11.

Okher as a kind of soil
appears to be the chain, leading up to blind fishes, found in the
under-plane drainage of the cave system (Kugitangtou blind
loach), but some elements of this chain are still absent.
Looking at the details of the okher spatial distribution, we
can find out, that there is some optimum between general high
humidity of the cave area, and the oscillations of the humidity,
caused by the seasonal cave wind inversions. Okher, developing
within this optimum, is about one order more active, than the
okher, developing in other areas of the cave. The diagram on fig.
5 illustrates the main relations between activities in the okher and
the microclimatic conditions of the location.

Mineralogy of okher
Due to the fact that the okher layers have very different pH,
and that the seasonal humidity cycle (and microbiology-driven
cycles) result in cyclic migration of various ions through the pH
barriers, all the matter is reworked . This reworking has several
variants, but the general scheme is like the following.
Silicates, present in limestone mostly as quartz and micas, are
transformed into kaolinite-like minerals in the middle layers of
the okher, and further to gibbsite and illite in the outer layers.
Gibbsite and illite co-existance may be explained with high-pH
conditions, separating Si and Al. The same effect is known from
the other parts of cave, where gibbsite and serpentine co-growth
are known.
Iron is concentrated in the outer layer, mostly in the form of
microcrystalline oxides - hematite, goetite, etc ..

So, okher is an active strata, providing the corrosion of
limestone, gas and water exchange with atmosphere, alteration of
the residual material, and biomass generation, that is used by
other organisms. Due to this, okher certainly is to be clas ified
not as a sediment, but as a special type of a soil, based on
chemilititrophic bacteria.
·
Okher appears to be a significant corrosion factor. In some
cave passages it provides up to 90% of the total corrosion. This
can be estimated through the total quantity of the Fe and Si in the
okher, compared to their contents in the parent limestone in the
full volume of the passage. In such localities the okher corrosion
forms specific morphologic types of the cave landscape - syr, red
chinks, red tubes [SEMIKOLENNYKH et.al., 1996].
Okher exists not only in the Cupp-Coutunn cave. There are
evidences of it's existance in Snezhshnaya deep cave in
Caucasus, and also in some minor caves within ore mines, but
this needs to be studied very carefully. In the Guadalopean caves
the visual similarity appeared to be a visual convergence of very
different phenomenas.

Related effects in the Cupp-Coutunn cave
The microbiological studies in the Cupp-Coutunn cave have
not only shown the okhcr's microbiological origin. Some other
corrosion and mineral generation factors definitely are also
related to the activity of microorganisms. For example, it 's the
gypsum replacement by silicates in the Vodopadnyi chamber.
Symposium 7: Physical Speleology
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This substance, if studied closely, consists of celestite
spherolites, amorphous silicate globules, amorphous silicate
threads. The first of them may have any origin, but the last two can only be biological. lt can clearly be seen from the SEM photo
on the fig. 8. There is no idea, what bacteria it could be. No
growth in vitro was received, and no bacteria are known, leaving
carcasses of Fe - Mg - silicate composition, very close to olivine.
There are several more similar phenomenas known, but all
are completely unstudied. Certainly, microbiology must become
one of the main trends in studying the cave systems like CuppCoutunn.
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Mineral composition of elastic material in fault zones and
open fissures in karst rocks, examples from SW Slovenia
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Abstract
Three different types of elastic material may be distinguished based on its origin. The first type is infiltrated material into the open
fissures from the surface. Mineral composition in that case depends on composition of rocks from were the weathering remains are
originated. The second type is elastic material which is filled into opened fissures during floods of the caves, composition of it
corresponds to the rocks composition of underground water flow watershed. Sediments could be enriched in calcite or dolomite clasts,
these are actually small particles of limestone or dolomite from the walls of underground water passages. The third type of elastic
material is significant for inner part of fault zones. This is clay size material, which was formed by tectonic compression of carbonate
rocks. Tectonic clay consists almost entirely of calcite or dolomite and their admixture, depends on mineral composition of parent
rocks.

Introduction
Fissures open within the fault zones due to tension and the
fissured zones may be washed off or filled up by the deposits of
various mechanical sediments, deriving either from the surface or
by cave flood material. The fault zones are either opened or
closed and their type controls whether there are infiltrated loams
or tectonic clays. Tectonic clays are formed by compression of
the carbonate rocks (PLACER, 1982). Tectonic clay has the same
mineral composition as the rock comprising the fault zone, there
could be only a bit more of minerals which are insoluble residues
of the carbonate rocks. Mechanical sediments infiltrated into
opened fissures may vary in respect to their mineral composition.
They are the residues of different rocks weathering. Their mineral
composition sometimes indicates their origin but usually it is very
difficult because long lasting weathering disintegrates and shades
a lot of primary minerals. Only the most resistant minerals to
weathering remain such as quartz and heavy minerals. The less
resistant minerals are replaced by secondary minerals like clay
minerals and chlorites. Which are formed depends upon physical
and chemical conditions in the environment. Sometimes within
the same fissure minerals of different origin occur. Mixing
appears when the water from the surface finds its way along the
existing deposit and transports in a new mineral.

Infiltrated material is presented by the sample from the old
cave near Divaca, samples of flood loams, silt and clay size
material, are from the same cave. From Postojna cave system and
Planina cave flood material was also analysed as was tectonic
clay from Postojna cave system (Figure 1).
All the samples were analysed by x - ray diffraction method
and some of them in thin section. The quantity of the minerals is
given in their respect to the height of the main peak of particular
mineral and it is not absolute.

Infiltrated material
By denudation processes and percolating water a lot of
different material could be infiltrated through the open fissures
into the karst (KOGOVSEK & ZUPAN, 1992). Mineral
composition in that case depends on the composition of rocks
from where the weathering remains originated. The mineral
composition of red loam infiltrated into the cave below Divaski
hrib, from the surface, is different from the mineral composition
of flood loams in caves of the area (Figure 2).

Cave below Divaski hrib - red loam
During the construction of the motorway across the Karst
the works uncovered an old cave, filled by two different types of
elastic sediments (MIHEVC & ZUPAN HAJNA, 1996).
In the upper part of open profile in the cave red loam was
seen. The sample consists of quartz 85 %, illite 5 %, gibbsite 4 %,
kaolinite 2 %, hematite 2 %, chlorite 1 %, turmaline 1 % and
traces of plagioclase. Due to mineral composition and position we
know that this material is infiltrated into the cave from surface.
The lower part of the profile was different in colour and mineral
composition, it is typical mechanical cave sediment.

Legend for all figures

Figure 1: Position of 1 - Divaca, 2 - Postojna cave system and 3
- Planina cave.

Samples: Postojna cave system: P 1 - Partizanski Rov, P 2 Sp. Tartarus; Planina cave: PI 1 - Rudolfov rov, PI 2 entrance, PI 3 - Pivka channel, PI 4, PI 5, PI 6 - S/epic; Malni
spring: Ml - upper, M 2 - lower. D 1, D 2 - cave below Divaski
hrib.
Minerals: q - quartz, ea - calcite, ii - illite, ka - kaolinite, kl chlorite, mi - microclin, pi - plagioclase, g - goethite, h hematite, d - dolomite, mu - muscovite.
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In the Postojna cave system and in Planina cave, Pivka and
Rakov channel, the mineral associations are very similar, the
quantity only varies a little. In some samples the quantity of
carbonate minerals is unusually high, because it is known that the
origin of the caves flood loams and sands is from non-carbonate
rocks. Calcite can appear like cement but in analysed samples
was presented in small grains, silt and clay size. These are small
particles of limestone which were eroded from the cave walls.
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• D 1- red loam
• D 2-yellow loam
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Figure 2: Comparison between mineral composition of
infiltrated red loam and flood loam in the cave below Divaski
hrib.

Flood loams
The mineral composition of flood loams in the caves depends
in their origin. The first case is represented in the cave by
allochthonous elastic sediments from the cave below Divaski hrib
and in the second case are represented by flood loams and sands
from Postojna cave system and Planina cave. In both cases the
passages have developed in carbonate rocks but the waters flow
from the non-karstic recharge area, where the rivers eroded
Eocene flysch rocks and transported them into the caves (ZUPAN
HAJNA, 1992).

Cave below Divaski hrib - yellow sand and loam
Cave filled with sediments was developed in Lower Paleocene
limestone. according to the Basic geological map, sheet Gorica
(BUSER, 1968).
Sample from the yellow part of the open profile consists from
quartz 98 %, illite 1 %, chlorite I %; and traces of kaolinite,
goethite, hornblende. This is the typical mineral composition of
the cave sediment which has its origin in Eocene flysch rocks.
The way of sediments sedimentation is also typical for the cave
environment.
Postojna cave system and Planina cave
The entrance to Postojnska Jama is in the eastern border of
Pivka basin; the bottom of the basin consists of Eocene flysch
rocks; Postojnska Jama is developed in Upper Cretaceous
carbonate rocks, according to the Basic geological map, sheet
Postojna (BUSER GRAD, PLENICAR, 1967). The Pivka river
transports into the cave sediments from the flysch recharge area.
The river flows through lower levels of Postojna cave system and
disappears in a siphon in Pivka Jama. From there its route is
unknown up to Planinska Jama, a resurgence cave in the eastern
part of Planinsko Polje, and to spring ofMalni .

Figure 3:
Position of the Postojna cave
system, Planina cave and Malni
spring.
Legend
E-flysch
K - limestone, dolomite

The original rock of cave mechanical sediments is Eocene
flysch ; the Nanoscica river transports the detritus into the Pivka
and further into Postojna cave system .
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Figure 4: Mineralogical compositions offlood loams and sands
from Postojna cave system and Planina cave originated from
Eocene flysch rocks, well expressed enrichment by calcite in
same samples.
Enrichment on calcite is especially well expressed in cases
where the water flows through narrow passages or in siphons
where the water has mechanically eroded cave walls. In cases
where water flows through big channels no enrichment of
carbonate minerals is detected.
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Figure 5: Comparison between content of q - quartz and ea calcite in the samples from underground Pivka river system.

Tectonic clay
In the Postojna cave system, between Pivka Jama and Crna
Jama, significant fault zone is delineated by two fault planes. On
the first look it is clear that this loam doesn't contain quartz
grains which are characteristic of flood loams at this cave system.
On the left side of the fault zone the limestone is undamaged
and on the right side of it the limestone is crushed. The tectonic
undamaged limestone, from the left side of the fault zone, is
biomicritic with fragments of shells but on the contact of the fault
plane a 1 cm thick red belt is presented. This red border is
parallel to the main direction of fault plane and all the biomicritic
limestone is recrystallized into sparite. The red colour is due to
bigger concentration of less soluble iron and clay minerals which
are concentrated on this recrystallized border.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the mineral composition of flood
loam and tectonic clay from Postojna cave system.
Between both final fault planes is a I meter wide fissured zone
which is consisted from several vertical laminas, about I cm
wide. Between particular laminas yellow clay is situated
(ZUPAN, 1989). Particular laminae consist of sparitic limestone.
The yellow clay between them consists mostly of calcite.
Goethite and kaolinite are presented only in traces (Figure 6).

Figure 7: Fault zane from Postojna cave system a. tectonic
laminated limestone, b. tectonic clay, c. undamaged limestone,
d. tectonic breccia
Close to the fault plane the very porous structure disappears.
Sparitic grains collapsed and clay is derived from the solid

sparitic limestone, it has the same mineral composition as the
limestone.
On the right side of fault zone, close to the main fault plane,
where the tectonic sliding planes are seen, a red clay was
analysed. By 90 % calcite prevails, there are some kaolinite and
goethite, each 4 %, illite and hematite are represented in traces. In
the red clay hematite is represented in traces and gives red colour
to the clay.
The origin of the hematite is explained such that it is due to
the tectonic pressure that squeezed the water out of the goethite
and so hematite occurs.
The admixed minerals of the limestone, like illite, kaolinite
and goethite, concentrate especially at the tectonic plane, where
the carbonate solution is profoundly affected by the pressure.

Conclusion
Three different types of elastic material may be distinguished
by their origin. In the caves opened by erosion processes or cut
by dolines flood loam and sand originating from flysch sediments
can be found . Yellow brown colour is typical ofit, but sometimes
when the flood sediments are near the surface the colour is
changed to red. Due to diagenesis brown goethite is transformed
to red hematite, but the association of minerals is different like in
red soils from the surface. The mineral composition of red soils
on karst can be totally different and depends on their origin. An
opinion prevailed for a long time that in our karst in all the
fissures and fault zones red loams are either "terra rossa",
infiltrated from the surface, or yellow loams having their origin in
flysch, transported by water flow. By microscope and x-ray
analyses it was shown that this is not always the fact. Frequently
within the fault zones tectonic clays are found, originating within
the inner fault zone and having almost entirely carbonate
structure.
The first type is infiltrated material into the open fissures by
denudation processes and percolating water. Mineral composition
in that case depends on composition of rocks from where the
weathering remains are originated.
The second type is elastic material which was filled into
opened fissures during floods, the composition of it corresponds
to the rocks composition of underground water flow watershed.
Quartz grains are characteristic of flood loams having the origin
in non-carbonate rocks because of its properties. Sometimes some
significant heavy minerals can be found. In that case the
determination the origin is easier and better. But many
mechanical sediments are composed of minerals which are the
final product of weathering of different rocks but equal in respect
to their mineral composition. In such cases their origin can not be
determined.
Clastic sediments could be enriched on calcite or dolomite.
These are actually small particles of limestone or dolomite from
walls of the underground water passages. The content of
carbonate minerals in allohtonous material has been presumed to
be low but the x-ray analyses and analyses in thin sections have
shown that carbonate contents in a lot of samples could increased
to high values, from less then 5 % to more then 80 %.
Very high contents of carbonate minerals can be detected in
tectonic clays. This third type of elastic material is significant for
the inner part of fault zones in carbonate rocks. This is clay size
material, formed by tectonic compression of carbonate rocks.
Tectonic clay consists almost entirely of calcite or dolomite and
their admixture, depends on mineral composition of the parent
rocks.
Tectonic clay develops in limestone in such a way that under
pressure the limestone recrystallizes. Where sparitic limestone
occurs is more porous, especially at the active tectonic plane.
Directly at the main tectonic plane a collapse of solid limestone
structure appears. On the borders of the grains at first solution
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occurs, later sparitic grains collapse and soft, unconsolidated clay
occurs. Due to the origin, controlled by tectonic pressures, it is
called tectonic clay. This term is not yet entirely clear, as in
literature sometimes the expression milonite is used for technical
crushed rock.
In tectonic clay not only calcite or dolomite are presented,
depending in which carbonate rock the fault zone is developed,
but also other minerals, which are admixture in them, may be
found . Tectonic clays may be either yellow or red. Goethite gives
the yellow colour, red colour is due to hematite in the places
where the water had been squeezed out of goethite and it was
transformed into hematite. This clay impedes the drainage within
the fault zone this is why in such fault zones no karstification was
recorded.
All of the described elastic sediments are characteristic for our
karst, but their colour is not distinctive for their mineral
composition and their origin. The colour of all three types
depend on their mineral composition and on physical an_d
chemical conditions in the environment. But the same colour ts
not necessary the same mineral composition and the knowledge
of the mineral composition is not enough to declare the origin of
the elastic sediments. Because at the end just the most resistant
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minerals and also the distinctive secondary minerals, for certain
environments, are presented.
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Abstract
Phreatic speleothems form today at the surface of the brackish pools existing inside littoral caves of Mallorca island (Western
Mediterranean). Their occurrence directly identifies the height of the sea level at the time of carbonate deposition, because such pools
are physically connected with sea waters. Therefore, ancient phreatic speleothems can be used to reconstruct the Mediterranean's
fluctuations during the Pleistocene, since many alignments of these deposits are present in several caves of the studied area.
Some phreatic speleothems have been dated using the Th/U method in order to determine the position of the sea level during the
Late Quaternary. Three high sea-stands have been recognized at different heights - between 1.4 and 2.5 meters above current sea level
- in caves located in various sectors of the eastern coast of Mallorca. They date back to 83, I 08 and 124 ka B.P. and can be related to
several minor events within stage 5 of the marine oxygen isotope record.
Differences in height of about I meter can be observed in samples corresponding to the same sea paleolevel. Those which are
particularly well-documented pertain to substage Se, with higher elevations towards the northernmost localities. These altimetrical
disturbances could be explained in terms of a tectonic tilt of the investigated area, and they can also be inferred from other
stratigraphical and geological evidence.

Resumen
Es posible constatar la formaci6n actual de espeleotemas freaticos en la superficie de los lagos salobres de numerosas cuevas
costeras en la isla de Mallorca (Mediterraneo occidental). Su presencia registra la altura de! nivel marina en el momenta de la
deposici6n de estos carbonatos freaticos, habida cuenta de que dichos lagos subterraneos estan conectados fisicamente con !as aguas
marinas. Por lo tanto, los dep6sitos antiguos de espeleotemas freaticos pueden ser utilizados para reconstruir !as fluctuaciones de!
Mediterraneo durante el Pleistoceno, ya que abundantes alineaciones de estos espeleotemas existen en diversas cuevas de! area en
estudio.
Se han datado algunos espeleotemas freaticos, usando el metodo Th/U, con la intenci6n de determinar la posici6n de! nivel marina
durante el Pleistoceno Superior. Tres estabilizaciones altas de! Mediterraneo han sido reconocidas a diferentes alturas - entre 1,4 y 2,5
metros por encima de! actual nivel marina - en cuevas localizadas en distintos sectores de la costa oriental de Mallorca. Dichas
estabilizaciones se remontan a edades de 83 , 108 y 124 ka B.P. pudiendo ser relacionadas con algunos eventos menores dentro de!
estadio 5 de! registro marina de is6topos de oxigeno.
Diferencias de altitud de hasta I metro pueden observarse en muestras pertenecientes al mismo paleonivel marina, estando
particularmente bien documentadas !as correspondientes al subestadio isot6pico Se, el cual presenta altitudes mayores en !as localidades
mas septentrionales. Estas anomalias altimetricas deben ser explicadas en base a un basculamiento tect6nico de! area investigada, ta!
como se desprende tambien a partir de otras evidencias estratigraficas y geol6gicas.

1. Introduction
Mallorca is a mostly carbonate island of the western
Mediterranean basin that shows very interesting coastal karst
features in its different natural regions. A lot of karstic littoral
caves are developed all around, mainly along the eastern areas of
the island. Such cavities have undergone a complex
morphological evolution during Pleistocene times and contain
deposits that include breccias with paleontological remains, and
speleothems. This material is of great speleo-chronological and
paleoclimatic interest (GINES & GINES, 1986; 1995) due to the
fact that its deposition was frequently affected by Quaternary sea
level oscillations.
This paper deals with a set of chronological information
supplied by sea-controlled phreatic speleothems related to
Pleistocene marine paleolevels. In this respect, a programme of
isotopical studies of these speleothems has been developed over
the last three years, including Th/U datings which are

2. Phreatic speleothems in Mallorcan caves
The littoral karstic areas of Mallorca present many caves

partially drowned by brackish waters (GINES, 1995) as a
consequence of post-glacial sea level rising. Partial drowning of
such coastal caverns creates subterranean brackish pools that
sometimes reach great dimensions. This happens to be a coastal
phreatic environment controlled by the sea level, where
periodical water oscillations take place adjusted to minor sea
level changes like tides.
A great number of different kinds of phreatic speleothems are
associated to this singular geochemical environment. Today, the
formation of calcite rafts on the surface of these hypogean pools
is often found, as well as conspicuous bulky overgrowths
developed on the cave walls and also around those stalagmites or
stalactites situated in the current fluctuation range of the watertable (POMAR et al. , 1979). Phreatic crystallizations of calcite and
aragonite located a few meters over the level of present day
brackish ponds are common too (GINES et al. , 198 1b); through
the bands of speleothems marked by them, former marine levels
of stabilization corresponding to glacial-eustatic sea risings are
recorded.
Most of the phreatic crystallizations, both the ancient and the
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present day ones, overgrow over pre-existent common vadose
speleothems and adopt bulky morphologies. Sometimes these
carbonate coatings are belt-like forms developed around
stalagmites and columns. In many cases, especially when the
phreatic overgrowth affect the hanging tip of stalactites, the
original speleothem morphology can be greatly modified.
Occasionally, some floating calcite rafts are also trapped between
the growth layers of these subhorizontal phreatic coatings.
Phreatic speleothems of Mallorcan caves offer a great
morphological, textural and mineralogical variety, as was showed
in several publications (GINES et al. , 1981 b; POMAR et al., 1976).
These authors pointed out the paleoclimatic significance of their
mineralogy by relating the presence of aragonite to warmer
events which, in beach sediments, results in the appearance of
malacological terrnophile fauna typical of the Eutyrrhenian (Riss
- Wurm interglacial) .
The main interest in such processes of carbonate precipitation
is that ancient positive fluctuations of the sea level,
corresponding to interglacial periods, have been recorded inside
numerous coastal caves by means of strictly horizontal
alignments of phreatic speleothems. The formation of this kind of
crystalline deposits is related to paleolevels attained by the
groundwater table as a result of glacial-eustatic sea oscillations
(GINES et al., 198 la; POMAR et al., 1987).
In the case of Mallorca, a great number of phreatic
crystallization paleolevels have been observed between the
current sea level and +40 meters above. In some papers (GINES &
GINES, 1974), the feasibility of altimetrically correlating these
deposits with ancient coastlines corresponding to the middle and
upper Pleistocene has been considered. These coast-lines have
been identified by means of the stratigraphic and paleontological
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study of the fossil Pleistocene beaches of the island, which are
well-known due to the Quaternary research of BUTZER ( 1975)
and CUERDA (1975).
On the basis of the above mentioned background, G1 ES &
GINES (I 974) formerly suggested that the phreatic crystallizations
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Figure 1: Location map of investigated caves. BA : Cova
de na Barxa;
Ml: Cova de na Miljana; both in
Capdepera municipality.
DI: Cova de/ Dimoni; DR: Coves de/ Drac; PI: Coves de/
Pirata; FA : Cova de Ca/a Falco; VB: Cova de Ca/a
Varques B; SE: Cova des Serra/; all of them in Manacor
municipality.
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Table/: Data on localities and obtained samples, as well as analytical results of the dating programme.
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situated 30 meters above the present sea level should go back at
least to the Mindel - Riss interglacial. lo 1981 a preliminary
isotopical dating programme on Mallorcan phreatic speleothems
was started. The analyses were carried out using the Uranium
series method, and confirmed the previously stablished
chronological model, with regard to altimetric correlations
between phreatic speleothems and Pleistocene beach deposits.
The results of this absolute dating programme yield ages that
range from 3.9 ka (clearly post-glacial crystallizations) to above
350 ka, reaching the limits of this method (HENNIG et al., I 981 ;
GI ES & GINES, 1989, 1993a, 1993b). The sampled phreatic
crystallizations younger than 250 ka show good correlation with
the climatic events that involve a sea level similar or higher than
the present-day one (stages I, 5 and 7, which correspond to warm
pulsations); the samples that reveal ages above 300 ka
(paleolevels higher than 30 meters a.s.l.) have to be assigned at
least to the stages 9 or I I of the marine oxygen isotope record
established by SHACKELTON & OPDYKE (1973) .

Eight caves (Figure 1) were investigated in order to collect
phreatic speleothems pertaining to several high sea-paleolevels.
Most of these caves are developed on the post-orogenic upper
Miocene calcarenites from the Migjom platform area of
Mallorca, whereas only two among the studied caves - Cova de
na Barxa and Cova de na Mitjana - are located in folded
Jurassic limestones that mainly integrate the Serres de Llevant
mountain range.
Samples were obtained from phreatic speleothems that record
several marine high-standings ranging from 1.4 to 5.8 meters
above current sea level, with most situated between 1.4 and 2.5
meters a.s.l. Data about cave's names, samples obtained, and
heights of paleo sea-levels represented in each locality are
gathered in Table I.
In spite of the fact that detailed mineralogical and textural
studies of the dated samples are still lacking, calcite seems the
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3. Sampled localities

100-

main constituent of these speleothems; however, some of them
are aragonitic, like samples from Cova del Dimoni that are a
spectacular phreatic coating of aragonite needles.
Altimetrical information on Pleistocenic beach deposits in
Mallorca (BUTZER, 1975; CUERDA, 1975) suggest that marine
paleolevels recorded by the analyzed speleothems must belong to
upper and middle Pleistocene high-standings, fitting presumably
in the range of applicability of Tb/U dating method. In this
context, the present dating programme of Mallorcan phreatic
speleothems has been carried out in order to attain chronological
information on the studied caves, as well as more precision on
the late Pleistocenic sea level history of the Mediterranean.

PI

DI

BR

Ml

DR

sampled localities

Figure 2: Thill ages of phreatic speleothems studied in
this dating programme. Caves are plotted in the same
order as in Table I.
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Figure 3: Increasing elevation toward the north of dated
phreatic speleothems pertaining to several substages of
the last interglacial event.

4. Dating results
Absolute dating of collected samples were performed by
means of Uranium series methods (VESICA et al., 1996); results
are compiled in Table I. Calculated ages range from 83 ka to
>350 ka, showing good agreement with stages 5 and 7 of the
oxygen isotope record that correspond with events of high sea
level (Figure 2). A sample from Coves del Drac, which age
exceeds the dating limits of the method, must pertain at least to
climatic stage 9.
Particularly well-represented are high-standings at ages of
83 ka, 108 ka and 124 ka B.P., dates that correlate quite well with
the ages usually asigned to substages 5a, 5c and Se of marine
isotope record (SHACKELTON & OPDYKE, 1973). These data
document three main Mediterranean sea level stabilizations at
heights between 1.4 and 2.5 meters a.s.l. corresponding to the last
interglacial event. Our data are also in agreement with the ages of
the marine terraces from Campo de Tiro, in the Bay of Palma de
Mallorca, recently dated by U-series methods (HILLAIRE-M ARCEL
et al., 1996). These units yielded ages of 135 and 117 ka, and can
be altimetrically correlated with our phreatic crystallizations
paleolevels, since the oldest beach deposit culminates at +3
meters a.s.l.
The fact that the same paleolevel becomes recorded in
diverse localities at different heights above current marine level,
is evidence of a tectonic tilt of the investigated area. In this sense,
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phreatic speleothem paleolevels belonging to stages 5a, 5c and 5e
are recorded at higher elevations in northernmost localities
(Figure 3).
Data brought forward by the present dating programme
confirm a previously established geomorphological assumption
that correlates phreatic speleothems of coastal Mallorcan caves
with sea level high-standings related to interglacial events.
Specially interesting are phreatic speleotherns in order to
contribute to the knowledge of Mediterranean sea level history
during upper and middle Pleistocene times.

5. Conclusions
Results of these investigations on speleochronology of
coastal caves in Mallorca island can be summarised as follows :
- The obtained ages of phreatic speleothem deposition in the
investigated localities ranges from 83 ka to >350 ka B.P.
- Speleothems with ages younger than 250 ka correlate well
with isotopical stages 5 and 7, which are warm events with
marine level higher than the present-day one.
- Particularly well-documented are some minor events within
isotopical stage 5. Dates of 83 ka, I 08 ka and 124 ka,
correspond respectively to substages 5a, 5c and 5e of the
marine oxygen isotope record .
- The increasing elevation toward the north of phreatic
speleothems showing identical ages, gives evidence of a
tectonic tilt of the studied area during upper Pleistocene
times.
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Speleothems dating using the thermoluminescence method
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Abstract
The thermoluminescence method was used to determine the age of a stalagmite from Wind Cave, Padurea Craiului Mountains.
When certain crystallized inorganic substances are exposed to ionizing radiations and then warmed until a certain temperature
characteristic of each material , they emit a luminous radiation. In order to establish the geological age, the natural thermoluminescence
of the calcite and the natural dose accumulated during geological time were measured. It was necessary also to determine the yearly
dose due to the radiation emitted by the natural radioactive elements (U, Th, K) present in very small quantities in speleothems. The
accumulated natural dose was of 55 934 Gy. The samples was warmed at 450° C. For the artificial irradiation of the calcite samples, a
90
9
beta radiation source from Sr - °Y was used. The age of the stalagmite was 59,052 ± 9,600 years.

1. Introduction
The thermoluminescence (TL) method is based on the
thermoluminescence phenomenon which consists in the fact that
certain crystallized inorganic substances, when they are exposed
to ionizing radiation and then warmed until a certain temperature
characteristic of each material, they emit a luminous radiation.
The intensity of the emitted light is proportional to the
radiation dose on which the substance has been exposed.
The establishing of the age in geology by the TL method is
based on the fact that the geological materials contain certain
minerals which have thermoluminescent properties and may be
used as an integrator dosimeter. Such a mineral is also the calcite
which is the main constituent of the stalactites and stalagmites.
The event which is dated by the TL method is the moment of
the crystallization of calcium carbonate. From that moment the
material is exposed to the radiation emitted by the natural
radioactive elements (U, Th, K) which are found in the matrix. In
the course of a year, because of the integrated character in the
material is accumulated the dose (d) named the yearly dose.
During the geological time, T, is accumulated the dose Do = d x
T which represents the accumulated natural dose.
From this relation of accumulation of the natural dose one
can determine the geological age (T) as follows:

T= Dn
d

D =720Gy
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The age of a stalagmite fragment collected from Wind Cave
Romania, was determined using the TL method.

2. The calcite thermoluminescence
In order to establish the geological age, it is necessary to
measure
the natural thermoluminescence (NTL). For this
determination, we have used a the thermoluminescence curve.
The TL curve represents the temperature variations of the
luminous flux emitted by the matrix progressively warmed from
the environmental temperature until a maximum pre-established
temperature (~450°C).
Figure 1 presents the natural thermoluminescence (NTL) and
artificial thermoluminescence (A TL) curves obtained for the
studied stalagmite. The NTL curve is due to the calcite irradiation by the natural elements (U, Th, K) contained in very
small quantities in the stalagmite. The NTL curve presents a
lonely peak situated at a temperature of about 320°C.

Figure 1: Natural and artificial termol11minesce11ce curves for
the studied stalagmite
The artificial thermoluminescence curve (A TL) may be
obtained by artificial irradiation using a beta or gamma radiation
source. The A TL curve presents peaks in evidence at the
temperatures of 120° C , 180° C and 320° C . It also presents a
peak at the temperature of 230° C but less in evidence. The peak
from the temperature of 120°C is unstable and disappears
comparatively soon, when the irradiated sample is stored a long
time at the room temperature. During geological time, because of
the thermic agitation, the peaks from the middle temperature
(180°C and 230°C) present a decline (fading) which may lead to
their disappearance.
For these reasons, the peaks from the low temperatures
(120°C) and middle ones {I 80° and 230°C) don't appear in the
natural thermoluminescence curve (NTL) . By irradiation with
ionizing radiation , the thermoluminescence sensitivity of the
peaks from the low and middle temperatures increases. This is
due to the supplimentary flaws caused by the irradiation of the
calcite (ZELLER, 1968) .
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3. The determination of the natural
accumulated dose

4. The determination of the yearly dose

In order to determine geological age it is necessary to
establish the natural dose (Dn), accumulated during the
geological time, T. The Dn dose is established by the
measurement of the NTL and the dose conversion. For this
purpose it would be normal to use the peak from the high
temperature (320°C). But this maxima although being stable,
cannot be used at the measurement of the thermoluminescence in
dosimetric purposes because its intensity depends not only on
the absorbed radiation dose but also on other uncontrollable
factors.
In order to establish the Dn dose we used a method based on
the combined action of the pre-irradiation (pre-dose) and
warming (at 450°C) on the thermoluminescence at low and
middle temperatures of the calcite.
For the stalagmite we have studied, the effect was an
increasing of the thermoluminescence sensitivity at low and
middle temperatures, proportional to the dose (pre-dose).
For the practical application of this method we have
proceeded in the following way:
- a calcite sample was warmed at 450°C and after the cooling
was established the thermoluminescence sensitivity (SJ by using
a test dose (D, = JG,);
- for other sample it has been applied the pre-dose (D), it has
been warmed at 450°C and after the cooling, it has been tested
again the sensitivity as having the value (SN+ D).
In all the cases the measurement of the TL sensitivity was
made on the peak of the temperature at 120°C which was proved
to be reproducible.
By theoretical reasons and from the analysis of the data
obtained it results that the relation S = f(D) between the
thermoluminescence sensitivity (S) of the calcite and the dose
(pre-dose) D, is, in a first approximation, a straight line in the
form:
(2)

S=a+ bD

By the extension of the straight line obtained, towards the
negative side of the abscissa, we determine the accumulated
natural dose, Dn (fig. 2).

As it results from the relation (I) in order to establish the age
it is also necessary to determine the yearly dose (d) due to the
radiation emitted by natural radioactive elements (U, Th, K)
present in very small quantities in speleothems.
The yearly dose of the stalagmite was determined indirectly
from the natural radioactive elements content using a conversion
table concentration - dose. (AITKEN & all, 1968)
The radioactive natural elements content was established
using the neutron activation analysis method. Thus, the
radioactive elements content was: U = 0.3 ppm; Th = 0.0 ppm
and K = 0.01 %. From the conversion of this radioactive content,
the yearly dose resulted:
d

= 94.72 x

(3)

10'' Gy/y.

5. The experiment
For the thermoluminescence measurement the stalagmite
fragment was transformed by crushing, grinding and sieving in a
microcrystalline powder. The diameter of the microcrystals used
in this experiment varried between 80 and 160 µm.
For natural (NTL) and artificial (A TL) thermoluminescence
measurements, the same quantity of microcrystaline power was
used. The dosimetrical information was put in evidence at the
TL using a conventional apparatus for detector TL
measurements, type Mark IV TLD Reader.
The thermoluminescence curve was determined by using a
X-Y recorder. As a measure of the TL intensity one can take the
peak height from 120°C temperature. For the artificial irradiation
90
90
of the calcite samples, a beta radiation source from Sr - Y was
used. TL curve was recorded aft.e r calcite samples irradiation,
directly.
For the determination of the accumulated natural dose (Dn)
we have used the "predose" method described above. As a
measure of the TL sensitivity we used the heigth of the peak
from 120°C obtained after calcite irradiation at a dose test of I
Gy. The samples warming at 450°C was made with the same
Mark IV apparatus. The samples warming was repeated 4 times
in order to eliminate the residual TL influence on calcite
sensitivity.

6. Experimental results
w
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In order to establish the growth of the calcite TL sensitivity
depending on the dose (predose), separately calcite samples were
irradiated at growing doses. The irradiation doses used (D) and
the TL sensitiviy resulting are presented in table no. I. The
irradiation dose (D) is expressed in Gy and the
thermoluminescence sensitivity (S) in m V
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0
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Table 1: Irradiation doses and thermolumi11esce11ce sensitivity
Figure 2: The thermo/11mi11esce11ce se11sitivity versus the dose
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The thennoluminescence sensitivity versus the dose
(predo e) Dis presented in fig.2.
From these data one can see that the relation S = f(D)
between the calcite thennoluminescence sensitivity and the dose
(predose) is a straight line.
The calculation of this traight line is given by the relation:

S = 35.233 + 0.6299 D

(4)
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The accumulated natural dose is obtained extending the
straight line until the X axis, where S = 0:
On= 55 934 Gy

(5)

The geological age of the studied speleotheme was
detennined using the natural accumulated dose established as
above and the yearly dose. From these data it results the age of
the stalagmite: 59,052 ± 9,600 years.
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U series dating of phases of speleothem deposition and erosion
in Baradla Cave, Aggtelek National Park, Hungary
Derek Ford, Department of Geography
McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada L8S 4Kl
Laszlo Zambo, Department of Geography
Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest 1024, Hungary

The Domica-Baradla System
The cave system of Domica (in Slovakia) and Aggtelek-Barad la (in Hungary) is comprised principally of a large, low
gradient, river passage. The rocks is densely fractured limestone and dolomitic limestones of Perno-Triassic age that
became kartisfied hills in the late Cretaceous and early Tertiary and were then partially buried by elastic sediments.
During exhumation a stable watertab le was established in the karst; the river passage formed along it, fed by tributary
streams collecting on surviving elastics to west. In its downstream section (Baradla Cave) the stream flow for most of the
hydrologic year is now captured to younger passages at a lower elevation but there is still significant flooding occasion.
The passage is well decorated with speleothem including (i) large columns and bosses actively growing in recesses
sheltered from modem floods ; (ii) large to very large columns that were toppled, broken and eroded by ancient floods in
the bedrock channel; (iii) think flowstones and small stalagmites on bedrock and detrital terraces, and (iv) small
stalagmites growing at the edges of the modem bedrock channel.

U series dating
Twelve small calcite samples were taken from points in toppled or broken speleothems between O and 3 m above the
4
230
modem channe l. They have been dated by the Th/23 U method, using alpha spectrometry. The uranium content is very
low (0.04-0. 1 ppm). This is typical where the speleothem feedwaters are derived only from pure limestones (as at
Baradla), rather than from limestones with shales or shaly interbeds; it makes accurate dating difficult. In addition, the
230
232
speleothems contain much detrital thorium from the floodwaters , as indicated by Th/ Th ratios generally < 1O; as a
134
23
consequence it is not possible to determine precisely how much °Th has been created by decay of U since depositi on.
230
Despite these difficulties twenty uncorrected Th/™U ages display a clear pattern of successive growth periods that
correlates well with the published records of periodicity for a set of 500 dates from spe leothems in NW Europe.

Conclusions
Our conclusions are (I) little or no speleothem in the Barad la river passage is older than the Last lnterglacial (I sotope
Stage 5, Riss-Wurm); (2) most rapi d and abundant growth occurred during the Last Interglacial and the Holocene. There
were few floods during the Last Interglacial. Th is permitted large speleothems to grow in the channel. The Holocene
deposits are comparatively small in volume except where they are overgrowths onto the Last Interglacial bosses and
columns; (e) during the Lower Wurm stadials and interstadials (isotope Stages 4 and 3) the passage was aggraded by riverlaid pebbles, sands and clays, forming terraces. There was calciate deposition , at diminished rates, on the terraces and on
columns and bosses standing in the channel. (4) There was little or no speleothem deposition during the main Wurm cold
stage (isotope stage 2). (4) The passage was swept by major floods that removed most elastic terrace deposits and toppled
the large speleothem columns and bosses. This flood period probably correlates with the cold climate of the main Wurm
but could be a consequence of primary forest removal by early human settlers.
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Uranium-Series Dating of Speleothems from Amaterska and
Holstejnska Caves, Moravian Karst, Czech Republic
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ul.Zwirk.i i Wigury 93, 02-089 Warszawa, Poland
2
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Allegaten 4 I, N-5007 Bergen, Norway
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Institute of Geology, Adam Mickiewicz University,
ul. Makow Polnych 16, Poznan, Poland
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Abstract
Speleothems were sampled from Holstynska and Amaterska caves, The Moravian Karst, for Uranium-series dating and stratigraphic
analysis. Dates spanning from present-day (i.e. actively growing speleothems) to beyond the limit of the method (350 ka. a-particle
counting) have been identified. In all, 4 phases of elastic sedimentation, interrupted by massive speleothem deposition was found in the
paleoponor cave. Holsteijnska cave.

1. Introduction
The Moravian Karst is located north of Brno, in the Czech
Republic. Geologically, it belongs to the Bohemian Massif,
geomorphologically to the Western part of Drohawska Upland.
Well developed karst features are widespread in the Devonian
limestones. The classical karst forms are concentrated within an
area of about I 00 km'. The most abundant karst formations can
be found in the northern part of the Moravian Karst between the
karst canyons of Suchy and Pusty Zleb.

2. Holsteijnska Cave
This part of the Moravian Karst contains the Holstejnska
paleoponor Cave, which was discovered in 1966. The cave was
almost completly choked with sediments, and all the presently
known galleries (600 m) have been excavated by members of the
local caving society. The cave passage itself consists of a very
wide trunk passage with an almost totally flat roof. Walls and
ceiling are only sporadically exposed along the excavated
galleries. The passage cross-section suggests that the profile is in
part developed as a classical water-table cave passage, possibly
by paragenesis. Stratigraphic sections of the infilling sediments
are well exposed on the walls of the artificial galleries. We have
identified 3 sequences of sediments (I, II and III). The oldest
consists of strongly weathered gravels. This gravel deposit
probably filled the passage completely, but was eroded at a later
stage. The second sequence consists of red coloured silt and
gravel. The youngest, uppermost deposit consists almost entirely
of silt. The three sequences are separated by speleothem. These
speleothem layers consists of broken flowstones blocks,
sometimes overturned. Twenty-eight subsamples were collected

from the galleries in Holstejnska Cave and were dated with the
U-Series method (Fig. 2). Three periods of speleothem deposition
may be recognized from the data (Table I)

3. Amaterska Cave
Amaterska Cave is one of the most famous caves in Moravian
Karst. It is a horizontal river cave, several kilometers long, and is
a part of the underground course of the Punkva river. Eleven
speleothem samples were dated with the U-Series method. We
can distinguish 4 periods of speleothems deposition (Table I).
The results are compiled in Figure I.

4. Discussion
Based on the dating results we may suggest a time scale for the
development of the Holstejnska and Amaterska Caves (Fig. 2).
The speleogenetic history of the Holstejnska Cave began more
than 350 ka ago. After development of the main passage, there
was a first episode of elastic sedimentation. The passage was
most probably completely filled with fluvial gravels and sands.
Later, these sediments were partially eroded. Into the empty
space, before 350 ka ago, the first recognizable speleothem
deposition began. Erosion episodes probably occurred in between
speleothem deposition. After deposition of phase 2H
(speleothems), the strongest erosional and depositional cycle
occurred. Most of the sediments and speleothems which filled the
cave passage were destroyed and redeposited. Then, the youngest
speleothem deposition (IH) started. Quite recently, yet another
depositional phase occurred, when a layer of gray silt covered

Table 1: Speleothem growth zones, based on U-series dating of flowstones and stalagmites in Holstejnska (H) and Amaterska (A)
caves
Period
1H
2H
3H
4H
IA
2A
3A
4A

Time Range, ka
9-16
100-145
150-300
> 350
0-10
45-80
90-140
180-200

Comments

Possibly 2 phases of growth

Marine Isotope Stage
1&2
2
7 and/or interstadials of 8
9 or older

I
interstadials in 3 & 4, und 5a?
5
7
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Fig. 1: Comparison between t/re U-series dating results from Amaterska and Holstejnska caves with t/re marine oxygen isotope
stages. Arrows indicate infinite ages, with lower error limit (1 a) shown. All error bars are J a.
Holocene speleothems (Fig. 3).
The maximum age of speleothems so far found in Amaterska
cave is 250-300 ka (Fig. 2). After a phase of large rockfalls, the
first recognizable phase of speleothem deposition began (4A).
These speleothems cement the breakdown blocks together. The
next phase of speleothem deposition occured at 140-90 ka (3A)
after a period of sand sedimentation. This was the main phase of
speleothem deposition, and correspond to the last interglacial.
The massive flowstones from this phase are 0.5-2 m thick. A
period of erosion, followed by deposition of sands and gravels
occured after this. The underground river (Punkva) reached its
present level by cutting through about 4 m of older sediments.
Then, the youngest speleothem deposition started ( 1A). At this
time, speleothem deposition was rapid . Columnar stalagmites
which are more than 3m tall have grown on top of the older
sediments. Chronologically, they cover all of the Holocene. At
the beginning the growth rate was ea. 240 mm/ka, but after about
5 ka it increased to 750 mm/ka .
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Fig. 2: Development of Holstejnska (H) and Amaterska (A)
caves during t/re last 1350 ka. First column: Oxygen Isotope
stages. Second Column: Growth range of speleot/rems. Legend:
J) Flowstone/stalagmite deposition, 2) Clay/silt, 3) Sand, 4)
Gravel, 5) Breakdown, 6) Hiatus. Semicircle symbol:
Placement ofpassage formation (speleogenesis sensu stricto).
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Conclusions
The two caves of the Moravian karst that we have investigated,
display proliferent speleothem deposits that are suitable for
Uranium-series dating. The samples are also suitable for stable
isotope work, as Holocene stalagmites may grow up to more than
3m in height, corresponding to an average growth rate of 0.3
mm/year. maximum speleothem ages go beyond the limit of the
dating method (> 350 ka by a-particle counting). Further work
will focus on attaining higher time-resolution (TIMS-dating),
stable isotope stratigraphy and palaeomagnetic investigation of
the older parts of the sequences.

JH Z

Fig. 3: Late-Glacial to holocene stalagmite co/11m11 that was
covered by later (Holocene) sediments. The sample was exposed
during co11str11ctio11 of the artificial gallery.
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Potential use of uranium series dating of calcareous algae as a
tool for dating paleo-watertables in maritime karst settings
Henriette Linge & Stein-Erik Lauritzen
Department of Geology, Bergen University
Allegt. 41, 5007 Bergen, Norway

Abstract
Calcareous algae which are sessile, marine organisms occur sometimes on cave walls in coastal karst and indicate minimum high sea
stands. We investigate the possibility for applying uranium series dating to such deposits. Calcareous algae from Kapp Ekholm,
Svalbard, has been evaluated for dating potential. The material display quite high uranium content which means that precise ages may
be obtained from small samples, provided that they are unaffected by weathering processes. Because of difficulties in the accurate
identification of the fossil algae only generic names (i.e. Lithothamnium) are used. This technique is also applied to algae situated in the
twilight zone of a paleospring cave, north Norway.

Introduction
Numerous morphological indicators of paleo-watertables may be
identified in karst caves (e.g. watertable corrosion notches,
vadose-phreatic boundaries, and elastic sediment deposits and
erosion levels in them). Dating of paleo-watertables in coastal
karst can be used for construction of shoreline displacement
diagrams, on the assumption that the cave system is situated
below the upper marine limit in the area.
Such watertable markers may be dated providing that they
are associated with datable deposits like speleothems, calcareous
concretions, bone and shell fragments, or cap mud containing
organic material. In situ, vadose speleothem deposits gives a
maximum level of the paleo-watertable. Precipitation of
calcareous concretions occurs in water-saturated sediments
shortly after deposition of the sediments (HILLAIRE-MARCEL &
CAUSSE, 1989) and gives a minimum level for paleo-watertables.
If the precipitation occurs in the epiphreatic zone this might
result in stratigraphically inverted ages under falling watertable
conditions. Bone and shell fragments predate the last
sedimentation cycle; the relation between the level of deposition
and the watertable depends on the type of transport mechanism.
Deposition of cap mud is related to stagnant phreatic/epiphreatic
conditions (WORTIUNGTON, 1991) and dating gives an age to a
minimum level of the watertable.
We have investigated the possibility of using calcareous
algae from cave walls as datable (minimum) watertable
indicators. They have the advantage over other biogenic deposits
in caves (i.e. bones and shells) that they are sessile organisms and
often preserved in situ.
Calcareous algae (buildups) have been used as biological
indicators of sea level fluctuations by several authors, e.g.
LABOREL et al. (1994) 14C dated of Lilhophyllum lichenoides,
and estimated sea level fluctuations during the last 4500 years in
southwest France and Corsica, BOYD (1986) interpreted
paleoenvironment from the occurrence of Lilhothamnium sp.
rhodoliths in late Quaternary raised coastal sediments, Irvine,
Ayrshire, AKPAN and FARROW (1984) estimated depth of
deposition and SARTORETIO et al. (1996) "C dated several
calcareous algae species, which they correlate with bathymetric
position.
Age estimates of high sea level stands can be compared with
paleo-watertables in the adjacent cave system. This is a way of
connecting paleo-watertables to sea level and also a test of what
processes that governed changes in former watertables.
Alternatives to high sea level stands are bedrock control, icecontact damming and local sediment-choked passages/springs.

Uncertain factors associated with the use of calcareous algae
in the estimation of sea level are at what depth the algae grew and
whether dating is possible with known methods. The depth of
growth depends on several factors, and the growth depth today in
an area is not necessarily representative for former periods.
Temperature and light are the main controls, determining depth
and geographical distribution of calcareous algae (ADEY, 1970).
One example is the species Lithothamnium glaciate
(Kjellman) that is found in northern Norway and in fjords in
southern Norway (fig. l) . It is common in the sublittoral zone but
is also found in the lower littoral zone in shady pools and runnels
(RUE ESS, 1977; IRVINE & CHAMBERLAIN, 1994).

Fig . 1 Lithothamni11m sp ., after Oltmanns (1 922).

The upper growth limit is controlled by sea level but also
competition between different floral-species (light conditions),
substrate and water quality. The lower growth limit is mainly
determined by light intensity, in Norwegian waters algae growth
is seldom present deeper than 40-50 m (RUENESS, 1977). In the
case of twilight zone caves, encrusting calcareous algae may live
near the low tide level due to the low light intensity.

Site and sample descriptions
a) Kjepsvlk caves
The caves of Kj0psvik (fig. 2), northern Norway, have been
studied intensively lately by LAURITSE (in prep .), NESE
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(1996), NESE & LAURITZEN (1996), LAURITSEN &
LAURITZEN (1996) and LAURITZEN & LAURITSEN (I 995).
Nygrotta (fig 3) is a sediment-choked paleospring situated 60
m a .s.l. and was until recently covered beneath a talus slope . The
cave entrance is filled with bones and large amounts of mollusc
shells. The bedrock walls around the entrance is covered with
calcareous crusts consisting of white calcareous algae.
The main cave, Storsteinshola, which once drained to the
paleospring, possesses several distinct paleo-watertables and also
large paragenetic features developed up to a level corresponding
to Nygrotta.

0

0

Jan Mayen

other calcareous algae. Microstructures has been studied with
SEM. XRD analysis show calcite with small amounts of
aragonite.

Analytical results
Lithothamnium sp. precipitates calcite and small amounts of
aragonite and usually have a high content of magnesium and
iron. The reliability of dates obtained from calcareous algae is
dependent of in what way uranium is incorporated in the
calcareous crusts and which processes affect the material after
burial/ subaerial exponation. It is therefore necessary to establish
criteria for reliability and to test samples with known ages.
Analysis of recent calcareous algae (from Krager0, south
Norway) have a uranium content of 1.5 ppm and a 2:UVf 38U
activity ratio of 1.15 ±0.03, indicating that the organisms have a
high in viva U-content which is in isotopic equilibrium with
seawater.
The study of Holocene, Weichselian and Eemian calcareous
algae from Kapp Ekholm, Svalbard, shows a generally high
uranium content and a large spread in 234Ut2"U activity ratio
values. Nevertheless, there is no distinct trend in the 21"u/2 38 U
values. Together with the observed deviation from the global
234
238
marine
U/ U activity ratio, this indicates that the algae
represents open systems with post mortem uranium uptake from
the pore water in the surrounding sediments. Table 1 shows the
obtained results.
Investigation of the individual samples with SEM reveals
traces of early biogenic cementation, but interpretation of the
microstructures is difficult due to the Jack of species control.
With the observed enrichment of uranium compared with
recent calcareous algae, it is expected that the calculated U/Th
ages would be younger than the "true" ages.

00
Discussion and preliminary conclusion
Fig. 2 Map of tlle S valbard archipelago a11d Sca11di11avia,
arrows i11dicate locatio11 of tlle sites discribed i11 the texl

b) Kapp Ekholm, Svalbard
Kapp Ekholm is the only known section in the central part of the
Svalbard archipelago (fig. 2) that has several till beds
interlayered with marine sediments (MANGERUD & SVENDSE ,
1992) and is therefore important for the interpretation of the
glaciation history of Svalbard and the NW Barents Sea. The
oldest marine unit is thought to be Eemian and the chronology is
mainly based on luminescence and radiocarbon dating together
with amino acid estimates and biostratigraphy .
The chronology from MANGERUD and SVENDSEN (1992) is
used as reference when evaluating the obtained uranium series
age estimates. Calcareous algae are found in the Eemian, Kapp
Ekholm interstadial (ea 40-60 ka) and the Holocene sediments.
Several types of calcareous algae (Lithothamnium) have been
analysed from these three units, and we use their uranium series
systematics as examples (LINGE, 1996).
c) General sample description
Living calcareous algae are pink, but fossil specimens are white
or light red-brown. Both encrusting and free living (rhodoliths)
species have been analysed. The crust of white fossil algae is
normally less then I O mm thick, and less than 3 mm for the redbrown type. Encrusting species may envelope stones, shells and
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Calcareous algae from Kapp Ekholm yields overestimated ages
compared with the chronology developed from MANGERUD and
SVENDSEN (1992) (fig. 4). This can be explained with loss of
uranium with time, but contradicts the observed enrichment
relative to the modem algae. The uranium content differs
strongly between samples and subsamples and it is therefore a
need for evaluating the material. Full evaluation requires a larger
set of data than present. Post mortem uranium uptake is evident
21
23
from the "u/ "u activity ratio and is most probably associated
with organic matrix in the calcite skeleton. Loss of uranium is
due to normal weathering processes.
The material often displays early biogenic cementation
(ALEXANDERSSON, 1974; MOBERLY, 1968, 1970, 1973) which
allow testing of the degree of preservation. This biogenic
cementation can be observed with SEM and is usually believed to
be of short duration in normal calcite undersaturated marine
environment. Here shoreline displacement and burial of the
material comes convenient. The residence time the in marine
environment may have been Jess than a few thousand years and
hence the cementation is preserved.
If the material can be dated safely, age estimates of former
high sea stands during deglaciation can be obtained. Twilight
zone caves implies severe light conditions for growth of
calcareous red algae, and growth might only have been possible
close to the low tide level. The difference between high and low
tide can be considered to be site specific and time independent.
Linking of former sea level with paleo-watertables might
therefore be both possible and useful, combining both
speleogenesis and deglaciation history of an area.
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Tab. 1 Uranium series results from calcareous algae from Kapp Ekholm, Svalbard. As shown in figure 4, the estimated ages
are older than the assumed formation ages• at the site. This discrepancy might be due to loss of uranium, but the general
hiJ!h uranium content toJ;!ether with the measured·'JtUi'38 U ratio indicates uranium uptake 'ram a meteoric water source.
age•

sample no.

lab. no.

U-content (ppm)

2J4U/238U

23°Thf234u

Holocene

1988-523

1067

2.17 ±0.04

1.19 ±0.02

1988-318

1182

8.55 ±0.10

1.62 ±0.01

23°ThfmTh

calculated age
(ka)

0.125 ±0.008

21.0

14.39 ±0.97

0.106 ±0.006

>1000

12.03 ±0.68

1988-714

1016

6.72 ±0.11

1.79 ±0.02

0.515 ±0.014

>1000

73.77 ±2.77

Kapp

1988-712

1169

10.4 ±0.1

1.50 ±0.01

0.561 ±0.009

>1000

84.42 ±2.02

Ekholm
interstadial
(40-60 ka)

1988-713

1185

3.00±0.08

1.42 ±0.04

1988-094

1324

8.12±0.11

1.88 ±0.02

0.239±0.011

>1000

1988-713

1325

2.99±0.05

1.37 ±0.03

0.443 ±0.017

>1000

61.67 ±3.16

redeposited
from
Eeemian

1988-681

1015

26.7 +1.2

1.17 ±0.02

0.784 ±0.063

450

155.95 ±30.50

1988-681

1170

12.4 ±0.2

1.29 ±0.01

0.949 ±0.015

>1000

245.01 ±13.32

1988-681

1183

31 .8 ±0.4

1.22 ±0.01

0.817 ±0.007

>1000

168.31 ±17.25

1988-679

1068

17.9 ±0.3

1.57 ±0.01

1.400 ±0.031

>1000

>350

1988-108

1184

17.0 ±0.4

1.57 ±0.02

0.968 ±0.042

>1000

233 .70 ±32.91

1988-688

1186

2.57 ±0.05

1.55 ±0.03

1988-524

1326

4. 14 ±0.20

1.80±0.09

1.066 ±0.262

>1000

>350

18.8 ±0.4
1.53 ±0.02
1988-108
1346
• after the chronology published by MANGERUD and SVENDSEN (1992)

0.974 ±0.021

>1000

241.27 ±16.84

Eemian

-

-

-

28.98 ±1.54
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Fig. 5 Vertical cross section of Nygrotta. Box form indicates
zone of algae growtlt. Modified from Nese (1996).
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Fig. 4 Uranium series ages from calcareous algae from Kapp
Ekltolm plotted againstformation ages from MANGERUD and
SVENDSEN (1992). Tlte solid line represellls colterem ages.
Algae crusts cover the walls and ceiling approximately one
meter beyond the Nygrotta cave entrance and also large parts of
the marble walls adjacent to the entrance. Dating of the
calcareous algae from this site are in process and will be
presented at the symposium.
Since the algae are relatively young (i.e. from the
deglaciation period) and most probably well preserved due to the
recently removed talus cover, precise uranium series ages might
be obtained. The problem of possible overestimated ages
calculated from Kapp Ekholm might also be absent. Hence,
precise calendar ages of a former high sea stand at approximately
60 m a.s.l. will give the age of the corresponding paleowatertable in the Storsteinshola cave system in Kj0psvik.
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U- series dating and stable isotope analysis of some last
interglacial speleothems from north Norway
Ida Malene Berstad, Solvi Einevoll and Stein Erik Lauritzen
Department of Geology, Bergen University
Allegt. 41, 5007 Bergen, Norway
Abstract
Stalagmites from a karst cave in north Norway were dated by the U-series technique and analysed for isotopic equili"brium. The purpose
of the study is to use stable isotopes for paleoenviroment reconstruction for North Norway, emphasizing Last Interglacial material. This
study is in progress, so only preliminary results are reported here.

Introduction
Provided that the speleothem grew in isotopic equilibrium with
18
the feeding dripwater, the 6 0 signal along the growth axis is a
paleoclimatic proxy. Combined with U-series dating, a time
series of paleoprecipitation changes can be made (Schwarcz
1996). This study aims at the last interglacial time-window.

km long and 104m deep cave (fig. 2). A sinking stream runs
through the marble band, but the percolation water which
precipitate speleothems has to penetrate trough l 00 m thick strata
of mica schist and iron oxide ores on its way down to the marble
band. The cave has previously been studied with respect to
percolation water hydrology, cave microclimate, and stable
isotopes (Einevoll & Lauritzen 1994). In addition, an almost
complete time-series of Holocene 6 180 changes has been made.
18
This 6 0 curve was calibrated against temperature changes
during the last 250 years, and transformed into a temperature
curve for the last 8500 years (Lauritzen 1996).

Material

Fig.I.Key map to the i11vestigated area.

Strcamsink
Cave developed
within marble band

in synfonn

Previous sampling by Einevoll & Gard provide material for
screening with respect to U-series age and isotopic systematics.
After preliminary screening, three specimens were selected, dated
and tested in detail for isotopic equilibrium. According to the
Hendy (1979) criteria, the isotopic composition within a single
growth layer band must be practically invariant with respect to
6180 , and at the same time, 6"0 and 6"C values within the same
layer must be uncorrelated. Previously, speleothem dates up to
beyond 350 ka (the limit of a- particle dating ) have been found
in the cave. The problem was to identify specimens that grew in
isotopic equilibrium (i.e. Hendy, 1971 ), and at the same time
covers the time window of the last interglacial.
One sample which were dated to be from the last interglacial, was
tested for 6 180 variation trough a cross section.

c
,. . - -

Hendy test of speleothem calcite
Travers 1 sample 210892·1

6"o<

d

Fig. 2. Topographic and geologic setting of the investigated
cave.
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Background
The cave from which the speleothems were sampled, is located at
Mo i Rana, at the Arctic Circle (66°20' N) (fig. I) The thin band
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Fig. 3 Test of isotopic equilibrium.
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i14U/ """U
L>VTh/ '"U
Sample
ULBNo U-cons. nnm
210892-1 top
1507
1,30
0,86
0,671
210892-1
1508
0.83
0.712
1.35
210893-1
1673
1.01
1.32
0.743
210892-1
1674
1.26
1.34
0.727
210892.1
1675
0.710
1.31
1.33
210892-1
1555
0.748
1.92
1.38
210892-1 bottom 1556
2,91
1,45
0,774
Table. 1. U- series age of sample 210892-1 i11 Stratigraphic order

L>VTh/ '"Th
370
664
457
998
399
48
358

Age (ka)
113,8
124.8
135.5
129.9
124.8
136.0
143,6

+/- 1 cr (ka)
+5,83 /-5,55
+8.24 /-7.72
+5.23 /-5.01
+4.97 /-4.74
+4.74 /-4.56
+ I0.91 /-10.01
+l l ,4 1 /-10,44

0
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6 0 curve and age, sample 210892-1
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Fig. 4a. The i11vestigated stalagmite
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Fig. 4b. Stable isotope variatio11 through two cross sectio11s
combi11ed wit/, age calculatio11s i11 the same stalagmite.

Results and discussion
a. U- series dates
13
a- particle dating {23 "Th! 'U) of sample 210892-1 yielded the
growth-rate curve shown in Fig. 4b. The sample grew through
Termination II through to at least isotope stage Sc
b. Stable isotopes- test of isotopic equilibrium.
The sample was tested for isotopic equilibrium according to the
Hendy criteria, 6"0 along single growth bands varies by less
18
than 0.5%0 in the vicinity of the drip-point. Also, the 6 0 vie.
6"C varies unsystematically and lacks correlation (Fig. 3.). We
therefore infer that stratigraphic sampling along the two traverses
shown in Fig. 4a, will represent calcite growth in isotopic
equilibrium with the dripwater.

c. d'o variatio11 trough time
18
Present day isotope composition of stalactite tips (6 0 = -7.33
±0.07o/oo) and calibration constants of the Holocene record
presented elsewhere (Lauritzen 1996) both indicate that ~T and
~6 180 are negatively correlated, i.e shifts to lighter isotopic
values indicate changes to warmer conditions. The sequence
shows a distinct warming through Termination II, with indication
of the two step deglaciation event {Zeifen- Kattegat, Seidenkrantz
et al. 1996) which is also seen in the Norwegian FM-2 stalagmite
(Lauritzen 1995). The remainder of the sequence suggests that
isotope stages 5 and 5d are present (and for the better resolved
traverse a) also possibly stages Sc and Sb are present.
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Abstract
Holocene and Pleistocene speleothems from South Africa, Botswana and Tanzania have been uranium-series dated and analysed on
their stable isotopic content. Most of the stalagmites sampled are composed of finely laminated dense calcium carbonate. The structure
and periodicity of the growth laminae are presently being analysed. ew results from this study are presented and compared with data
already available.

1. Introduction

2. Tanzania

Speleothems are often suitable climate archives and provide
an option to obtain terrestrial high-resolution palaeoclimatic
records from all over the world (SCHWARCZ, 1986). During the
last twenty years several highly resolved palaeorecords from ice
cores from Antarctica and Greenland have been presented and
inferences have been drawn regarding global Late Quaternary
climatic changes, global symmetry and driving forces (LOWELL et
al., 1995). There is an urgent need to obtain good quality
terrestrial records of equally high resolution from low latitudes in
order to test hypotheses about global climate changes and forcing
factors. It is hoped that this recently initiated project will
contribute such information through detailed analysis of
speleothems from Tanzania, Botswana and South Africa.

Tanzania is situated just south of the equator and has a
tropical climate influenced by the seasonal latitudinal movements
of the [ntertropical Convergence Zone and the monsoonal winds.
Previous theories that climate in the tropics remained stable
during the last ice ages have been proven incorrect (GUILDERSON
et al., 1994). Very few terrestrial high-resolution climate data
have so far been presented from this region, but studies from
caves from Somalia and Zaire (BROOK et al., 1990), glacier
studies from Mt Kenya (KARLEN & ROSQVIST, 1988; MAHA EY,
1990), and lake studies from Kenya and Tanzania (BONNEFILLE et
al., 1995) generally suggest wetter conditions during the Eemian
interglacial, aridity and cooler temperatures during the last
deglaciation, wetter conditions at the Pleistocene-Holocene
transition, a climate optimum in the early Holocene and since
then a trend toward drier climates.
We have sampled stalagmites from cave systems along the
Tanzanian coast; the Amboni Caves and the Matumbi Caves, and
from caves on a small coral island outside the coast; the SongoSongo Island (figure l ). Uranium-series dating so far has yielded
ages from recent to the Last Glacial Maximum and from 38 to 34
ka (1000 years) (figure 2). The stalagmites are well laminated,
with growth rates varying from 0.5 mm per I 00 years for the
Holocene samples, to 7 mm per 100 years for one that grew
between 38 and 34 ka. Considering the high growth rate on the
latter it is expected that a yearly resolution will be obtained from
the laminae analysis and a 10 year resolution from the stable
isotope analysis. This work is in progress.

20°

3. Botswana and South Africa

30°

10-

20°

30•

Figure 1: Map of southem Africa sho111ing the locations of
caves mentioned in the text.

The speleothems studied from Botswana and South Africa are
from cave systems in semi-arid central southern Africa (figure I).
This region is of interest due to its transitional position between
the summer rainfall zone to the north, the winter rainfall zone to
the south, the semi-arid Kalahari Basin to the west and the more
humid plateau to the east. Clearly, the climate and the borders of
these zones have varied in response to past global climate
changes. The limitations of most of the previous
palaeoenvironmental data available are poor chronological
control, low time resolution, and poor continuity (THOMAS &
SHAW, 1991; PARTRIDGE, 1995).
Uranium-series dating, close-interval stable oxygen and
1
13
carbon isotope measurements (8 kO, 8 C), and petrologic
analyses carried out on one 33-cm-high stalagmite were reported
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to provide a palaeoclimatic and palaeoecologic record for the
period 50-20 ka (HOLMGREN, 1995; HOLMGREN et al. , 1995)
18
(figure 2). The 8 0 record was interpreted as reflecting relative
temperature variations, and comparing it with data from other
palaeoenvironmental sites in central southern Africa, a regional
decrease in temperatures from 50 ka, to a minimum during the
13
Last Glacial Maximum, was confirmed. The 8 C record in
speleothems is governed by several factors, among which is the
relative influence of C3 and c. vegetation in the region
(SCHWARCZ, 1986). This distribution is climatically controlled.
13
As a working hypothesis we propose that the Lobatse 8 C record
reflects regional shifts in vegetation characteristics, supporting a
model that involves an enhancement of the westerlies and an
equatorward displacement of the subtropical convergence, which
leads to increased influence of the winter rainfall belt in the
Southern Kalahari, and to drier conditions in the Middle and
Northern Kalahari (COCKROFT et al., 1987). Subsequent dating
and stable isotope analysis of cores from a 1.5-m-high stalagmite,
LII2 , confirm parts of previous interpretations and contradicts
others, emphasizing the importance of cross-checking. Further
work on material from Lobatse to test the validity of the data is
in progress.
Speleothem samples have recently been collected from Ficus
Cave and Cold Air Cave in Transvaal in South Africa. These
caves lie in the same climate region and the same bedrock
formation as Lobatse Caves. Hence, the results from studies of
speleothems from these caves are expected to test the robustness
and regional validity of the Lobatse data. The first uranium-series
datings of the South African speleothems have yielded ages from
Late Holocene to the present, from the end of the last glacial and
from isotope stage 5a (figu re 2). Thus, material is available both
for comparison with the Lobatse record and for extending the
record in time. The young Holocene-to-recent stalagmite has
grown at a rate of 15 mm per I 00 years and will be tested
against the meteorological record.
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Figure 2: Age frequency distribution of speleothems from
Botswana, South Africa and Tanzania.

4. Discussion

speleothems. They often possess parts that have suffered from resolution, this can cause open system conditions and invalidate
both the age dating and the stable isotope analyses. They can be
composed of aragonite or calcite, or be a mixture of both. It is
important to decide whether the structure, wheter calcite or
aragonite, is of primary or secondary origin before any firm
conclusions can be drawn regarding past environmental
conditions.
These problems are best elucidated and overcome by
appropriate selection of samples, by analysing several
speleothems from the same locality and by performing a variety
of analyses upon them. With this approach there may be a
conflict between scientific interests and conservative interests.
However, thanks to development of new techniques, smaller
samples are needed.

5. Conclusions
Uranium-series dating of speleothems from Tanzania,
Botswana and South Africa has yielded ages from 90 ka to the
present. Most of the speleothems analysed are composed of
compact, laminated, pure calcium carbonate. The prospect of
obtaining high-resolution palaeoclimatic records from the ongoing analyses is most encouraging.
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Speleothems are one of few potential archives for preserving
palaeoenvironmental data in semi-arid regions, their validity is
not yet fully explored. However, no archives are perfect and
several problems are connected with semi-arid and tropical
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Absolute datations of speleothems and its speleomorphological
significance from Divaska jama and Jazbina caves; Kras plateau,
Slovenia
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Abstract
Various speleothems, including tall stalagmites and massive flowstone deposits from the Kras plateau, Western Slovenia have been
23
sampled and dated with the °Th
method by a-particle counting. Results of datations on speleothems in two caves, Divaska jama
cave and Jazbina v Rovnah are presented. Sampling focused on the morphological evidence of the late Pleistocene and morphological
impact of colder climate in caves.
In Divaska jama . three periods of growth of flowstone were recorded. The oldest flowstone was deposited between two phases of
sedimentation of flood loam, before 350 Ka, and are out of range of dating method. Intensive growth of thick large stalagmites is
recordet at 240 -170 Ka. The newest deposition started on gravel after last glaciation, around 16 Ka B.P.
In Jazbina v Rovnah cave some flowstone crusts were deposited at about 240 Ka B.P. Flowstone was later fractured, scattered and
arranged in a circle due to cryoturbation. On that stalagmite start to grow at 43 ±2 Ka Growth was continuos till present, showing
change of flowstone colour at 14,9 ±0,9 Ka. Another stalagmite analysed, started to grow at 16 ±0,6 Ka, having hiatuses in the bottom
part, most distinct at 10,6 ±0,2 - 9,3 ±0,2 Ka, probably showing climatic changes of younger Dryas.
Dating allows us to connect some morphological evidence from caves with climatic changes of the late Pleistocene.

r 'U

Introduction
Kras is about 50 km long and to 20 km wide karst surface,
rising from elevations about 250 m on NW to elevations about
600 m in SE part.

Figure]: Position of two caves in tl,e W part of Slovenia.
The karstification of mostly Cretaceous limestone started after
its uplift in the Oligocene. There is about 300 m of the vadoze
zone accessible and there are caves formed in all elevations from
the surface to the sea level and below. Some caves have been
filled with allogenic sediments, originating from the impermeable
surroundings which were later partly eroded. Different
allochtonous sediment are showing different phases in the
development of the karst but give no absolute datations of them.
There are few absolute dates of speleothems available for the
14
Kras. First datations, with C were done by Gospodarit (1980) in
Skocjanske jame and Vilenica cave, these were followed with U
series dating on a stalagmite from Grotta Gigante by Cucchi and
Forti (1989), and by Zupan (1991), datations from Skocjanske

jame, Lipiska jama cave, cave Vilenica and cave Mejame, but no
more than 8 speleothems were dated by both methods.
Here we present some results of the speleothem U series
dating from Jazbina cave and Divaska jama. Samples were
218
232
dissolved in concentrated HNO,. A Th/ U spike was added as
an internal standard for control of the chemical yields. U and Th
nuclides were separated by ion exchange chromatography in
columns. After purification steps both fractions were
electroplated on steel disks, and counted to measure alpha
particle activity. Ages were calculated from isotope activity ratios
using standard algorithms (Ivanovich & Harmon 1982, 1992;
Lauritzen, 1991). The error is based on counting statistics. For
230
the samples contaminated with detritic Th correction was done
on the equation suggested by Schwarcz (1980) with correction
factor B 0= 1.5. Samples were prepared and dated in the U-series
laboratory in Bergen. These results are preliminary, as there are
not all the datations from larger area evaluated yet.
Work was conducted through collaboration between the
Department of Geology, University of Bergen and the Institute of
Karst Research from Postojna in a frame of PEP Ill, The AfroEuropean Transect (PANASH) and with financial support of
University in Bergen and Slovene Ministry for Science and
Technology.

Description of sampling points and samples
Jazblna v Rovnah is 2000 m long and 130 m deep cave with
the entrance at an altitude of 483 m. The cave is reaching the
lowest point in this part of the karst, 350 m respectively. Cave is
a three dimensional maze of phreatic channels and there is little
flood loam, characteristic of many other caves in vicinity.
Samples, already broken stalagmites from two parts of the
cave were taken. A 238 cm long stalagmite C 228 grew in the
depth of about 125 m, on the unstable debris. The parts of broken
column were collected and the foot of column removed from the
rock. The speleothem was split unhalves, showing, that it was
composed of 224 cm tall stalagmite and a straw which joined the
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stalagmite and after that started to grow thicker. Thickness of the
stalagmite varied, from 7 cm at bottom to maximum 11 cm at 70
cm.
Several subsamples of white or transparent flowstone were cut
of the stalagmite and dated, giving good results due to low 232Th
contamination and high uranium content. Stalagmite start to grow
at 16 ±0,6 Ka (sample number 1396). Bottom parts show two
distinctive hiatuses. The more important is the second, at 17 cm,
where two subsamples were taken. As the samples weight more
than 30 grams, their centres were 3 cm apart. Lower (1288), was
dated to 10 ±0,2 Ka, the one above hiatus (1385) to 9 ±0,2 Ka.
The hiatus is distinctive, marked with thin red layer, below it
flowstone is compact and translucent, above it turns to white,
more thicker lamina. Stalagmite became thicker too, which may
be connected with increased water inflow. Growth was then
disturbed several times, but only one hiatus at 151 cm is marked
with thin layer of red soil A subsample was taken at 149 cm
(1292), dated to 7,6 ±0.2 Ka. The subsample at 211 cm (1398),
showed age of 5,5 ±0.2 Ka. All these data give the same growth
rate of0.03 mm/y.

-485m

obviously due to cryoturbation. Both broken parts of the
stalagmite and ist base were sampled as well as the parts of the
cryoturbated crusts.
A sample of the crust dated (1373) gave age of 240 +40 -30
Ka. The result is not very reliable as there is some contamination
with detritic Th.
Stalactite has a dark brown crystalline laminated flowstone
with a distinctive change to white flowstone 2 cm below the top .
Three samples were analysed showing age (1393) at bottom 43
±2 Ka and (1392), age 14,9 ±0,9 Ka at 48 cm, below the hiatus.
Growth rate of that part of stalagmite was 0.016 mm/y. Above
the hiatus the flowstone change to white and translucent. The top
I cm thick layer of flowstone (1400)was dated to 4,9 ±0.5 Ka.
The growth rate of this white flowstone is an order of magnitude
lower, being only 0,0013 mm/y.
DivaJka Jama is 670 m long cave, accessible parts of
galleries are to 20 m wide and high. The generations of fluvial
sediments and flowstone in the cave were studied by Gospodarit
(1984), but do absolute datations were made. Its galleries are at
elevation from 350 - 410 m, while surface is at elevations of 450
m and the actual underground rivers flowing in the nearest cave
at elevation of 156 m a.s.l. (Mihevc 1984).
Most extensive sediment in the cave is a more than 30 m thick
laminated flood loam which filled up most of the cave. Loam was
deposited at least in two phases, separated with a period of
erosion and deposition of the flowstone . On the top of flood loam
sequence in some places angular gravel was deposited.
Entrance to the cave is a collapse which split the cave gallery.
From it to SW the gallery is open, towards NE gallery is filled,
partly with rock blocks, partly with fluvial sediments, covering a
massive flowstone too.

-325m

A

1292

430m

C228

1400
1392

JBRT

Fig. 3: Ctnie DivaJka jania. Scllematic Cross sectio11 of tlle
cave a11d positio11 of tlle speleotlrems dated.

1393

1385

J/>2. KS

Figure 2: Cave Jazbi11a v Rov11al1. Scllematic cross sectio11,
positio11 of tlle dated speleotllems a11d subsample 1111mbers 011
tlle speleotllems.

The second stalactite was growing in the depth of about 75 m
below the entrance. It grew on the loose rocks and broken
flowstone crusts, which have been moved and arranged into
polygon, with flakes of crusts been in near vertical position,
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A sample was taken from the massive flowstone at the
collapse entrance of the cave . The age of the sample (I 316) was
243 +81-47 Ka.
The flowstone from a top of small parasitic stalagmite
growing on 12 m high, more than 3 m thick fallen stalagmite
Harambasa was taken (1375). It showed the age of 176 +17 -15
Ka, which gives the time of its collapse.
In Zibernova dvorana 39 cm long stalagmite and flowstone
crust grown between two phases of flood loam deposition.
Subsample (1242) was taken from its base and dated to more
than 350 Ka.
In Pretnerjeva dvorana a stalagmite grew on the angular
pebbles and boulders, which partly cover the upper laminated
loam. The surface of sediment is eroded making more than of I 0

mrelief. Base of the stalagmite (1243) gave age of 16 ±I Ka. The
top of the stalagmite (1244) was also dated, showing age of 7
±0,8 Ka. The growth rate of the speleothem was low, 0,008
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mm/y only. The reason for that is probably a high ceiling, which
caused the splitting of the droplets and spraying them around a
process which a thin crust of flowstone covering the gravel in
vicinity.

Discussion
These speleothems and ages calculated from them are enough
to give us some instructions for future work and to show some
events in development of the caves studied.
Sampling concentrated on the tall stalagmites from caves,
which were not influenced by sinking rivers floods or
sedimentation during the end of Pleistocene. The speleothems
growing on such a deposits are in most cases badly contaminated
212
with detritic Tb, so datations are not very reliable.
The datations we conducted and presented in this paper show,
that the growth of tall stalagmites after last glaciation start at
about 16 Ka bp. This ages we found in Jazbina cave at stalagmite
C228. At stalagmite JBRT from the same cave, the change in
colour of speleothem and lower growth rate after 14.9 ±0,9Ka
can also mark the same climatic change. At stalagmite C228 a
evident hiatus in its lower part is possibly marking the Younger
Dryas.
In Divaska jama same age, 16 ±I Ka, is expressed in the
sample 1243, taken from the base stalagmite which grew on
angular pebbles and loam indicating a cold period of washing
away the sediments.
Kras was not glaciated during the cold periods of Pleistocene.
Most of it was above the tree line, and the snow line was at the
elevation of about 1200 m, but small glaciers were only 20 km
away. Low temperatures, poor vegetation and thin soil didn't
create good conditions for flowstone deposition in the caves, so
in cold periods washing of older sediments from caves prevailed,
undermining the flowstone growing on them too . Through some
entrances cold air could penetrate deep in the underground,
shattering the older flowstone crusts or cause flaking of the cave
walls or ceilings and causing frost movements.
In Jazbina, the JBRT stalagmite was growing on such a
shattered crust arranged into frost polygon. As the crust was 250
Ka old it was deposited in MIR interglacial. After that, in Riss the
crust was broken and cryoturbated. Reason for that could very

Sampl
e.
1396
1288
1385
1292
1398
1373
1393
1392
1400
1242
1243
1244
1375
1316

Sample description
Jazbina cave
C228, base of stalagmite
C228, below hiatus at 17 cm
C228, abowe hiatus at 21 cm
C228, stalagmite at 149 cm
C228, stalagmite at 211 cm
JAZ KS, cryoturbated crust
JBRT1, base of stalagmite
JBRT3, stalaQmite at 48,5 cm
JBRT4, stalagmite at 49,8 cm
Divaska jama cave
stalaQmite between loam
base of small stalaQmite
top of small stalagmite
top of collapsed stalagmite
flowstone at the entrance

low temperatures of that glaciation or a larger entrance to the
cave. Later that entrance was closed, making possible the growth
of the stalagmite JBRT during cold Wurm climate.
Divaska jama has complex history. In the cave there are two
sedimentation phases, but older than the reach of the dating
method. In the cave sinter was deposed between the two
sedimentation phases before 350 Ka, but the fastest it seems was
the deposition in MIR interglacial. The flowstone at what is now
entrance to the cave grew at that time. To the same warm period
also belongs the large stalagmite which collapsed at 176 Ka,
which can be connected with new, Riss cold period which
stopped deposition of flowstone and started the washing of the
sediments from the base of stalagmite. Collapse of the ceiling and
opening of the entrance occurred much later, probably in the
Holocene .
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0.928
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176.34 +17 -15
243.70 +81 -47
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Tabk 1. Uranium serie.f disequilibrium dates of.rpeleothem.f/rom caves Jazbi11a a11d Divaskajama.
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Resume
Les glaces pennanant de quatre grottes a l'interieur et a l'est du territoire du "Canadian Great Divide" produisent un 6'R O et un 60 plus
positives en comparaison avec les precipitations annuelles significatives dans la region. De plus, dans un graphique 6"0 60, ces
donnees se situent en dessous et le long des lignes ayant une pente moins forte que la Ligne d'Eau Meteorlogique Globale. Pour
expliquer ces phenomenes observes, nous proposons le processus suivant: un fractionnement isotopique entre la vapeur et la glace, qui
change le signal isotopique de la vapeur d'eau en saison chaude, quand se condense le givre a l'entree des grottes. La chute du givre sur
le sol de la grotte a travers une surcharge mecanique, a laquelle s'ajoute la glace qui provient du suintement de 1'eau au sol (avec une
composition isotopique annuelle significative), resulte en une formation massive de glace de composition multiple. Cette composition
multiple est ce qui est observe dans les characteristiques et les liaisons trouvees. De telles decouvertes ont des implications pour
!'interpretation climatique des grottes de glaces anciennes, et pourraient aussi contribuer a la comprehension des systemes
d'evaporation et de precipitation qui traversent Jes chaines montagneuses.

Cave Ice Isotopic Composition Which Does
Not Fall on the Global Meteoric Water Line
Stable isotope measurements, 6"0 and 60, were made on
perennial ice from several ice caves in western orth America.
Three striking features of the data emerge, especially for cave
sites west of the Great Divide: firstly, all 6"0 and 60 points lie
on or to the right of the Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL),
secondly, those points lie on positive slopes less than the
GMWL, and thirdly, the ice is more enriched in the "heavy"
isotopes than expected. Caves from east of the Great Divide are
compared to those on the coastal, eastern side, the latter
exhibiting trends more concordant with the GMWL. The cave ice
trend away from the GMWL is in general made up of three
components. The nearest (and most depleted in "O and D) points
to the GMWL are from seepage or ground water, followed by
those from massive floor ice. Finally, hoar ice formed on the
walls and ceiling of the cave are most enriched in "o and D and
lie the furthest off the GMWL. The western Caves exhibit
isotope enrichments more than that expected for vapour-water-ice
1
fractionation (an enrichment in the ice of around 3%o in 6 '0 and
around 14%0 in 6D over a water condensate), whereas our hoar
frost amples enrichments of up to 8%0 in 6"0 and 60%0 in 6D
are observed. Therefore, while vapour-ice fractionation must
occur, there needs to be an additional enriched moisture source.
Water condensed from the cave atmosphere is generally a mean
annual average of precipitation falling at the site, and is
positively correlated with the site's mean annual temperature, and
we might expect the cave ice to be derived from this source
except that it is too depleted. Hoar ice therefore appears to be
growing mostly from warm moist air entering the cave during the
1
summer months. This warm air being enriched in '0 and D over
that of the mean annual average, and being able to carry more
moisture than cooler air, supplies the additional moisture source
required.

Ice Genesis in the Caves West of the Great Divide
Moist, warm air enriched in "O and D enters the cave subliming
as hoar frost on the walls and ceiling. Over the warm part of the
year the hoar builds up to such an extent that it becomes
overloaded and falls to the floor. Along with seepage, melting
and recrystallization, it reforms as massive floor ice. As a result,
this massive ice has a mixed composition between mean annual
seepage and warm-season derived hoar ice. For example we
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determine that l0°C vapour entering the cave and sublimating as
hoar ice would yield a mixing line slope less than the GMWL
(around 7. 1), with enrichments of about 8%0 in 6"0 and 55%0
in 6D, which tits our field data very well.

Perennial Cave
Indicators

Ice

as

Proxy

Climate

How might these results be applied to paleoclimatology?
Serendipity Cave in the Crows Nest Pass contains a 15-meter
thick plug of massive ice, where guano trapped at a depth of 14.3
meters yields a carbon-14 date of970 years BP. This site clearly
offers the opportunity for an extremely detailed study of the last
1000 years or so, assuming that the isotopic composition of the
ice can be interpreted climatologically. While the scenarios can
be complex, we find that the caves encountering lower mean
annual site temperatures contain massive ice that is more
enriched in "O and D compared to caves sited in a higher
temperature regime. It therefore seems to be the extent of hoar ice
from warm-season air masses that dominates the changes
observed in the composition of massive cave ice. Swings in
isotope composition in cave ice sections, interpreted as
warming/cooling trends, would then be in the opposite direction
to conventional glacial or polar cap cores.
Analysis of ice from Caves west of the Great Divide yields a very
different picture; data generally fall close to the GMWL and
unusual isotopic enrichments are not observed, actually the
reverse. Here, winter snow falling into the cave entrances is
preserved in ponded cold air. Recrystallization enhanced by
summer rain results in massive ice, but not a complete
homogenization of the layers. This means that a muted record of
precipitation is recorded and this offers some potential as a proxy
paleoclimate indicator. We would interpret swings in isotopic
composition in the same way as for polar and glacial ice cores,
and thus opposite to records from the eastern divide caves. That
is to say that isotope depletion would be associated with a
lowering of temperature and vice versa (although we recognize
further complexity when considering glacial/interglacial climate
transitions). la essence though it appears that we studying two
trends; ice derived directly from a vapour source (east divide
regime) and ice derived from a water/ice source(west divide
regime). Our investigation of perennial cave as proxy climate
indicators continues.
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Enregistrement de l'activite charbonniere dans les speleothemes
de Choranche (Vercors, France)
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Universite Joseph Fourier, Institut de Geographie Alpine, Grenoble (France)
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U.RA. 249 du C.N.R.S., Laboratoire de Spectrometrie Hertzienne, Litle (France)
Centre d'Etude et de Recherche Appliquee au Karst, Mons (Belgique).
Abstract
The study of the summital part of an active speleothem extracted from the Coufin-Chevaline cave (Choranche, Vercors, France)
permits one to establish a link between the impact of human activities on the plateau des Coulmes karst and crystalline characteristics.
The application of different methods (digital image processing, laser reflectance and laser induced luminescence) helps to describe
crystalline inclusions (charcoals and clays) and crystalline fabrics. The yearly alternantions allows us to validate the quality of the
speleothem recording. We show how the internal structure of speleothem keeps the mark of charcoal burning developement during the
XIX°' century. This study points out the possibilities offered by speleothems in the precise definition of environemental evolutions.

Resume
L'etude de la partie sommitale d'une stalagmite active de Coufin-Chevaline (Choranche, Vercors, France) a pennis d'etablir une
relation entre l'impact des occupations humaines sur le plateau karstique des Coulmes et diverses caracteristiques de la fabrique
cristalline. L'application de differentes methodes (traitement numerique d'image, mesure de la reflectance et de la luminescence laser) a
aide a la description fine des differentes fabriques cristallines et inclusions intercristallines (charbons de bois, argiles). Le comptage des
alternances annuelles continues sur cette partie, a permis de valider la relation entre les modifications cristallines et les activites
humaines, notarnment le developpement des charbonnieres durant le xix""• siecle. Cette etude montre les possibilites qu'offrent les
speleothemes dans la definition des conditions environnementales sur un pas de temps historique.
mots des_: speleothemes, !amines, impacts anthropiques, Vercors, France

Introduction
L' interet revele par les concretions endokarstiques speleothemes - dans les etudes paleoenvironnementales est
aujourd'hui reconnu. Au travers de leur presence/absence,
comme au travers des datations isotopiques U/Th au 14C leur
prise en compte est devenue habituelle. Depuis le debut des
annees 1990, les informations contenues dans la structure interne
des speleothemes sont de plus en plus etudiees ( WmTE, W. et
BRENAN, S., 1989 ; MAIRE, R., 1990 ; GENlY, D., 1992, 1994 ;
RoussEAU, L. , 1992 ; BAKER, A . et al., 1993 ; SHoPOv, Y .-Y. &
al. , 1990, 1991 , 1994). La meilleure comprehension du transfert
des informations environnementales dans cette structure inteme
permet aujourd'hui d' utiliser l' outil "speleotheme" en vue de la
connaissance des evolutions environnementales passees.
L' objet de cet article est de presenter la demarche qui a
permis de deceler l'empreinte laissee par les activites humaines
developpees sur le plateau des Coulmes (Vercors, France) depuis
la periode de la Renaissance (acception historique). Apres avoir
presente brievement les methodes utilisees !ors de cette etude,
nous poserons les hypotheses qui ant sous-tendu ce travail.
Enfm, par le biais de l'etude stratigraphique fme d' un echantillon
stalagmitique preleve dans la grotte de Coufm-Chevaline
(Choranche, Vercors, France), nous verrons comment la calcite a
enregistre !' evolution environnementale connue de ce massif.

1. Presentation du site et de la methode
Les differents aspects methodologiques de ce travail qui font
l' objet d' une autre communication (PERRETIB, Y. & al., 1997) ne
seront pas decrits precisement ici.
1.1. Site d'echantillonnage
Le carottage a ete realise verticalement sur un edifice
stalagmitique de type tarn-tarn de la salle de la Cathedrale du
reseau de Coufm-Chevaline (Choranche, Vercors, France).
Plusieurs raisons ant determinees le choix de cette salle et de cet

edifice. La raison necessaire a cette etude est l'accueil et l' interet
porte a nos travaux par M' Mantovani et son equipe de guides.
Cette salle est situee dans la partie touristique du reseau
speleologique. L 'edifice est done a proximite de l'escarpement
qui forme le cirque de Choranche (fig. 1). La decompression
importante dans cette partie du massif doit, en ouvrant le reseau
de fissuration, laisser circuler des particules diverses qui seront
piegees dans le depot carbonate. L'anciennete de cette salle
(DELANNOY, J.-J. & al., 1988), sa stabilite mecanique permettent
de considerer le fonctionnement de !'edifice comme etant stable
durant la periode consideree. L'edifice carotte est actif ce qui
permet un calage chronologique "par le haut". Pour clore cette
liste non-exhaustive des raisons ayant guide ce choix, on peut
rappeler que le plateau des Coulmes est etudie depuis le debut
des annees 1980 par des karstologues (DELANNoY, J.-J. , 1981)
mais aussi des palynologues (TliIEBAULT, S.,1991), prehistoriens
(BIN1Z, P, 1980 in DEI..ANNOY, J.-J. & al., 1988), etc.
L' etude relatee ici s' est done attachee a la lecture des
informations paleoenvironnementales contenues dans la partie
sommitale de l'echantillon (fig. 1). Pour cela differents outils ant
ete utilises en vue de la stratigraphie fme de l'echantillon.
1.2. Methode
Apres sciage , la section verticale a ete polie en vue de
!'analyse stratigraphique. Celle-ci s'est attachee a la description
petrographique
de
l'echantillon
en
observant
tout
particulierement le type de fabrique cristalline, la coalescence
intercristalline, la couleur et l'opacite de la calcite ainsi que les
diverses inclusions piegees dans le reseau cristallin. Les
observations ant ete realisees a la loupe binoculaire avec un
grossissement de 4x a 40x. De nombreux comptages
d' altemances ant ete realises ce qui a permis d' evaluer l'iige
approximatif des differentes informations. Ce comptage a ete
manuel dans un premier temps, puis assiste par ordinateur selon
la methode developpee par GENIY, D. (1992).
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fuL.ll : Situation du plateau des Coulmes
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Figure 1 : Situation de Clwrand1e et site de prelevement.
Afin de diversifier Jes donnees collecrees !ors de la
stratigraphie, differentes methodes spectroscopiques ont ete
rnises en oeuvre : mesure de la reflectance laser, de la
luminescence laser (excitation a A = 450 nm, mesure pour
A.> 550 nm). Afin de valider certaines observations, des
determinations a la sonde Raman ont ere realisees. L'utilisation
de ces outils varies en vue de la stratigraphie fine de l'echantillon
a necessite de clarifier Jes apports et lirnites de chacun d'eux dans
ce type d'objectifs. La demarche ayant conduit a limiter leurs
apports, a envisager leur articulation au sein de cette etude fait
l'objet d'une communication dans ce meme congres.

2. Hypotheses et connaissances soustendant !'analyse stratigraphique
Un certain nombre de connaissances acquises depuis le debut
des annees 90, d'hypotheses relatives au site etudie nous ont
permis de lire Jes informations speleothemiques. La prerniere a
deja ere enoncee; ii s'agit de l'homogeneite du mode de
fonctionnement de !'edifice durant la periode consideree. Poser
cette hypothese permet de considerer que Jes evolutions revelees
dans la croissance, dans Jes couleurs de la calcite sont
"directement" imputables a des modifications environnementales.
La deuxieme hypothese est relative a la notion d'impluvium
du speleotherne. On suppose que les informations collectees sont
globales. Cette globalite est envisageable en raison du penclage
generalement peu important des strates du massif.
La troisierne hypothese est relative a la rnise en place des
alternances et a !'incidence des acides hurniques dans la
croissance des speleothernes. En 1992, D. Genty montre au
travers de l'etude d'une stalagmite actuelle du tunnel de
Goclarville (Belgique) que l'annualite des alternances - !amine
sombre et compacte (D.C.L.) et !amine claire et poreuse (W.P.L.)
- est due a la differenciation entre deux phases de croissance :
l'une rapide (W.P.L.) et l'autre lente (D.C.L.). Ces deux phases
soot correlees, dans le cas du tunnel de Godarville, aux variations
de l'excedent hydrique. Depuis, la variation de la luminescence
dans !'ultra-violet des differentes !amines a ete etudie (BAKER, A.
& al., 1993 ; WHTIE, W. et BRENAN, E.-S., 1989 ; SHOPOV Y.-Y.
& al., 1990, 1991, 1994). Cette luminescence est imputable a la
presence d'acides hurniques. Le role de ces macromolecules n'est
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pas encore bien cerne. Au cours de cette etude on considere que
la rnise en place des alternances est causee par le couple excedent
hydrique/presence d'acides organiques. Cette hypothese est
essentielle dans la comprehension des evolutions de la couleur
macroscopique ainsi que clans la domination de telle ou telle
!amine dans l'alternance.
La quatrieme des hypotheses majeures sous-tendant cette
etude est liee a l'hypothese precedente. On associe couleur
macroscopique 1 et porosite cristalline, porosite cristalline et
presence du couple acides hurniques/excedent hydrique.
Ces differentes hypotheses ont permis de mettre en evidence
diverses informations relatives aux evolutions environnementales
du plateau des Coulmes depuis le xvem• siecle jusqu' a
aujourd'hui.

3 . Observations et interpretations
La figure 2 presente les principales observations collecrees
!ors de !'analyse stratigraphique de la partie somrnitale de
l'echantillon stalagrnitique preleve dans la salle de la Cathedrale
du reseau de Coufin-Chevaline. Avant de voir de quelle fas:on
!'evolution historique environnementale du plateau des Coulmes
a marque la cristallisation du speleotherne etudie, on peut decrire
quelques resultats important.
3.1. Resultats globaux
On peut dans un premier temps chercher a interpreter
l'evolution globale de la couleur macroscopique de la calcite. De
la zone (a4) vers le sommet on passe d'une calcite blanche
laiteuse (dominante WPL) a une calcite pure transparente
(dominante DCL ). Le passage d'un facies a l'autre semble se faire
progressivement au sein de la zone (a2). Cette evolution
progressive est revelee par la modification continue de

1
On ne se refere ici qu' aux speleothemes dont la coloration n'est pas
imputable la presence d'oxydes de fer de cuivre, etc.

a
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Croquis stratigraphique
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Figure 2: Principaux resultats de ['analyse stratigraphique de La partie sommitale de l'echantillon etudie
Legende (1) Calcite blanche transparente a dominante WPL; (2) lvfauvaise coalescence cristalline avec grandes faces de crista11x et
inclusions; (3) Zone a ma11vaise coalescence engendree par un nivea11 d'argile ; (4) Calcite blanche laiteuse opaque, dominante WPL ;
(5) Zone a altemances ond11lees ; (6) Calcite pure et transparente, dominante DCL

l'enregistrement de la reflectance dans le rouge. Cette mesure
donne des informations sur la couleur de la swface etudiee mais
aussi sur sa structure optique. La zone (a2) dont la couleur grise
provient des nombreuses inclusions de charbons (confirrne par
analyse a la sonde Raman), masque cette transition.
La connaissance de }'evolution environnementale du plateau
nous permet de valider les hypotheses posees lors de ce travail.
On envisage done cela comme une modification du couvert
vegetal et/ou comme une modification globale de la valeur des
excedents hydriques. Il n'est sans doute pas necessaire de
trancher entre ces deux hypotheses qui semblent intimement
liees. Quoiqu'il en soit, la connaissance historique de !'occupation
du plateau des Coulmes permet d'opter pour ]'evolution du
couvert vegetal. Durant le developpement de l'activite des
charbonniere, la foret en place, majoritairement constituee
d'essences resineuses a ete peu a peu remplacee par du taillis caducifolie - permettant un rendement suffisant quantitativement
et qualitativement. Les etudes palynologiques confinnent bien la
dominance des especes resineuses dans cette partie du Vercors a
la fin de l'holocene (THlEBAULT, S. 1991). L'optimum climatique
de 1300 ans revele par Jes etudes historiques est lui aussi marque
dans la calcite : la translucidite de la zone (a3.1 ), revele par

!'observation des echantillons mais aussi par Jes mesures de
reflectance et de luminescence est inteipretable comme une
modification de la structure optique de l'echantillon. De fait, la
baisse de signal enregistre dans cette zone n'est pas imputable ala
couleur macroscopique qui y est homogene La modification
serait ici due a la baisse de l'excedent hydrique.
On le voit, la structure cristalline de la calcite comme le type
d'alternance revelent de nombreuses informations. L'etude des
vitesses de croissance, tres globale ne permet pas d'affmer ces
inteipretations. On peut simplement noter que Jes vitesses de
croissances entre Jes zones (al) et (a3) sont assez proches bien
que l'une soit constituee d'alternances a dominante DCL et l'autre
d'alternances a dominante WPL. De plus, l'etude fme des
alternances de la zone (al) a montre que les sequences
constituees de dominantes DCL correspondaient aux vitesses de
croissance les plus importantes (de 0,2 contre moins de 0,08
mm/an). L'exploitation de cette partie des informations
speleothemiques est en cours de realisation. L'interet majeur de
ce type d'etude ne se situe pas dans cette relecture des evolutions
environnementales mais dans la lecture de leurs interactions avec
!'occupation humaine du plateau des Coulmes.
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3.2. Empreinte de la dynamique historique de !'occupation
humaine
A la base de la partie etudiee, on observe de nombreux lits
detritiques pertwbant la cristallisation et les alternances.
Occupation humaine ou desequilibre "naturel" du milieu, on peut
difficilement se prononcer. Le contexte de la partie etudiee tend
plutot vers la deuxieme lecture. De fait, la calcite presente audessous un changement de facies lie sans doute !'evolution du
fonctionnement de !'edifice etudie : deplacement du point
d'impact de la goutte. Information en soi, cela n'est pas
exploitable au pas de temps retenu pour cette etude. On touche ici
une limite de ce type de travail qui reside dans la recherche de
continuite dans Jes facies etudies.
On remonte done dans la calcite et le temps jusqu'aux zones
(a3.2) et (a3 . l ). Les depots d'argile intercristallins ne sont pas
imputables a un arret du concretionnement - cristaux continus mais plutot a une liberation d'argile du sol. On suppose que ces
liberations correspondent a des evenements ponctuels dans le
temps et dans l'espace ayant destabilise le sol. II s'agit
certainement de defrichements sur le plateau. Ceux-ci demarrent
au sud-Vercors a la fin du x:rrmi• siecle (CHEVALLIER, P. et
CouAILHAc, M.-J., 1991) et gagnent progressivement le nord.
Ainsi, ils atteignent le plateau des Coulmes vers 1300 selon Jes
croissances evaluees. On pourra confinner cette interpretation en
decelant des charbons au sein des argiles : Jes defrichements se
faisaient par essartage ; cette technique consiste a couper Jes
arbres (taillis) puis a les bn11er a meme le sol afin de le rendre
plus fertile.
A partir de la date evaluee 1400, on note un accroissement
des niveaux detritiques qui entrainent peu a peu l'ondulation des
alternances - zone (a 2.4) -. Cette periode d'accroissement de la
pression humaine sur le milieu correspond au developpement des
communes du contrefort Est du Vercors. Celle de St Geivais va
jouer un role particulierement important a partir de 1619 avec la
creation de forges a canons. Ce developpement est net dans les
observations stratigraphiques. Les zones (a 2.3), (a 2.2) et (a 2.1)
recelent de nombreuses inclusions de charbons. Celles-ci sont
parfois accompagnees d'argiles. La zone (a 2.3) correspond au
demarrage de l'activite charbonniere, Jes inclusions quoique
suffisantes pour colorer la calcite sont presentes en plus faible
quantile que dans la zone (a 2.1). Les vitesses de croissance
evaluees pennettent de caler cette periode de 1400 a 1500
environ. La zone (a 2 .2) - 1500 a 1600 - revele une quantile
assez faible de charbons, ralentissement ou deplacement de
l'activite? La zone (a 2.1) correspond au maximum de l'activite
qui cesse brutalernent a la fin du xrx:mi• siecle. Cette periode
correspond de meme a la pente maximum de la reflectance et a la
chute de la luminescence attribue a la modification du couvert
vegetal. Tout cela tend a montrer !'incidence du fonctionnement
des forges et autres industries ayant contribue a ecouler le
charbon produit sur le plateau des Coulmes ; les forges de St
Geivais cessent toute activite en 1869.
La zone (a I) correspond a l'histoire de !'occupation humaine
de ce siecle. La zone (a 1.6) correspond a la relaxation du
systeme face au desequilibre du a l'activite charbonniere ; celui-ci
n'a pas ete etudie en detail. Nous sommes neanmoins conscients
de l'interet de cette information : cette relaxation est-elle propre
au systeme karstique, a cet edifice, est-il possible de retrouver ce
type d'indicateurs dans tous les edifices !amines ? En ce qui
concerne la croissance globalement plus rapide, on peut la
correler a la fin du petit age glaciaire. Les inclusions quasirnent
inexistantes revelent l'histoire de la depression de l'homme sur ce
milieu. La purete de la calcite n'est pas expliquee vraiment. Une
hypothese plausible tend a l'irnputer a !'absence de sol et a la
production tres discontinue d'acides humiques. Cette hypothese
pose probleme face a l'etendue de ce phenomene qui est releve
dans de nombreux autres massifs.

a

4. Discussion et ouvertures
Cet exemple qui montre la richesse des informations
speleotherniques entraine un certain nombre de questions. Leurs
reponses permettront de valider pleinement cet outil de recherche
paleoenvironnemental. Nous ne reprendrons pas ces questions et
pistes qui ont ete evoquees au cours de cet aperryu des resultats de
ce travail. On peut rappeler celles qui nous semblent
particulierement i.mportantes en vue de la mise au point de cet
ouW : quel est le role des acides humiques dans la mise en place
des alternances ? Quel est le type de drainage des particules
collectees dans les concretions, global, ponctuel ? Quelle est
!'incidence de la structure optique des speleothemes dans
!'acquisition des informations paleoenvironnementales ?
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Abstract
18

This paper is a first study of the influence of variations of bedrock fraction in speleothem calcite on 0 0 and o°C records in
18
speleothems. It is demonstrated that this influence can explain all o"C variations and can produce a substantial part of 0 0 variations in
speleothems.
In both o"C and o"O records higher surface temperature produces higher values in the speleothem, because the bedrock itself has
11
high positive values of both o"C and 0 0.

Introduction
Speleothems (stalactites, stalagmites, etc.) are secondary cave
calcite aggregates growing continuously up to a million years.
They incorporate in their structure number of impurities,
elements and isotopes which held important paleoenvironmental
information (SHOPOV ET AL., 1991, SHOPOV, 1996). Once
formed, the speleothems preserve these records and they can be
read out by different techniques. Speleothems are formed at
almost constant temperature and humidity and remain unchanged
with time. The speleothem records can be read with a remarkably
high resolution (SHOPOV ET AL, 1994). So the speleothems
appear to be one of the best paleoenvironmental archives known
so far.

This paper is a first study of the influence of the variations of
18
bedrock o"C and 0 0 fraction in speleothem calcite. Bedrock
itself does not contain any ,.C because it is completely decayed
due to the old age of bedrocks, so the bedrock fraction in
speleothems is called "dead carbon" .The "C concentration is
good tracer of the bedrock carbon fraction in speleothems. It can
be determined experimentally. "C and °C have similar isotopic
behavior (fractionation) in the karst environment; so the dead
carbon fraction of ••c is identical to the bedrock fraction of °C in
speleothems.
Determination of the fraction of modem and "dead"
(bedrock) carbon in speleothem calcite can be achieved by two
methods:

Paleoclimatic Records by Stable Isotopes

I . By "C and independent absolute dating:
Measured "C activity from a speleothem of age t,is:

13

18

Records of stable isotopes oD, 0 C and 0 0 in speleothems
hold paleoclimatic information. oD and o"O values in
precipitations are function of the air temperature (FAURE, 1987).
OD from fluid inclusions in speleothems gives good records
(YONGE ET AL., 1985) of the paleotemperature during
speleothem growth, because there is no isotopic exchange with
the bedrock. Far more complicated are the records of 8 13C and
o"O in speleothems, because they can be supplied both from the
surface and from the bedrock. The influence of the bedrock
fraction (which varies from 6 to 85%) in these records usually is
underestimated because it is considered to be constant with the
time (SCHWARCZ, 1986, HARMON ET AL, 1978, TALMA
ET AL., 1992). But JAKUCS (l 977) demonstrated that the
bedrock fraction in the karst waters varies several times with the
climatic variations (during glacial-interglacial transitions), due to
the variations of non-carbonate karst denudation produced by
acids (mainly biogenic) and other inorganic minerals. Other
factor producing variations of the bedrock fraction arises from
the fact that the saturation degree of karst solutions (by bedrock
calcite) depends exponentially on the temperature, because the
dissolving rate has the same functional dependence.
Traditional explanation of o"C variations by C3-C4 type
plants variations (TALMA, 1992) cannot explain the observed
13
temperature dependence of 0 C (SHOPOV ET AL., 1994,
SHOPOV ET AL. in press) in the speleothems.

Am = A0 exp(-A.tj
Real (specific) "C activity which should be obtained from calcite
of the same age, but containing 100% modern carbon (at times of
its precipitation) is:
A,= A0 exp(-A.t,),
where tm is the measured ,.C age and t, is the real age of the
speleothem, determined by an independent absolute dating
method, A. is the decay constant of "c and A, is the initial activity
of the modern "C.
Am =A,.M,

(0)

where M is fraction of modem carbon in the speleothem or
seepage water. Therefore:
M

= exp [-A.(tm - t,) ],

(1)

and the fraction of "dead" carbon in the speleothem or seepage
water is:
D = 1 -M,

(2)
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or
(3)

D = 1 - exp [-A.(tm- t,))

A precise determination of participation of modem and "dead"
carbon in speleothem calcite can be done using eq.(l) and (3).

Equation (4) can be used to calculate o" C, or o" C, and
system of these equations (for several samples from one cave) to
calculate both.
For o"O equation (4) has the form:
o"Om = M. o" O, + (1 - M) . o" O,

(6)

2. By measurements of l5'3C of the bedrock (o 13C,), soil water
Close to o"O, is o"O• for precipitation, which can be calculated
from average annual surface temperature from the equation:

(o "C.), cave seepage waters (o "C.,..) or speleothem (o"C,.):
(4)

o"O p = s. T - i,

(7)

and
M

= (o

13

13

0

(5)

Cm - o C,) I (o" C, - o"C,)

Determination of participation of modem and bedrock carbon in
13
speleothem calcite (presuming that 0 C1 did not changed
significantly from present day value) can be done using eqs. (5)
and (2). Obtained data can be used to derive a precise estimate
for the absolute age of the speleothem by eq.(0) from 1•C dating
3
and a determination ofM (by measuring o" C,, o' C, and o" C.) of
the same sample.
In the case when data on o" C, are not available its average
value for marine sediments of 0.6 ± 1.55 Per. mi!. PDB can be
used .

Climate

Periglacial

Glacial

where T is the air temperature [ C], s- is the slope of the linear
dependence and i- is its intercept. s- and i- must be determined
experimentally for every region. For Calgary region (including
Rats Nest and Castleguard caves) this equation have the form :
11

0 0. = 0.38. T - 19.5 (eq.(6) of YONGE ET AL (in press)).
This equation is regional and using it here for calculation of
Table 1 is just to illustrate the bedrock influence on speleothem

o'iom.

Temperate

Medlterr.

Averaf{e Annual Air Temperature (CJ
15
0
8

0

Tropical

Desert

25

25

Participation ofBedrock Carbon in speleothems (calculated after JAKUCS 1977) dissolved by:
2.5
5
9
8
Inorganic CO2
9
20
30
33
47
Acids
9
25
39
49.5
Total bedrock CO2
18
41
Surface CO2

DeadC
Active C

82

75

Active (modern) Carbon
61

59

15
55
70

50.5

30

27

Additional CO in respect to bounded(%), for 300 mg/l CaCO
27
33.9
41.6

55.1

55.1

48
52

Calculated equilibrium participation in speleothem calcite %)
52
57.6
56.6
48
42.4
43.4

58.5
41.5

73
27

1

Calculated equilibrium 8 C (PDB) in speleothem calcite
(for 8 C = 0 Per. mil. PDBfor bedrock and 8 1 C =-10 for soil CO /'1
-5.2
-4.8
-4.2
-4.4
-4.2
1
(for 8 C = 0 Per. mi!. PDB for bedrock and l1 1 C =-16.7 for soil cof 1
-8.6
-8
-7.1
-7.2
-6 .9
1

Calculated 8 80 (SMOW) in precipitation for f{iven temperature/'1
-19.5
-19.5
-16.5
-13.8

in (SMOW)
in (PDB)

Calculated equilibrium 11'0 (SMOW) in speleothem calcite
8
(for rock 8 0 = 28.6 Per mi!. (SMOW))
3.6
5.5
9.5
10.2
-24.6
-26.4
-20.7
-20

-2.7
-4.5

-10

-10

12.6
-17.7

18.2
-12.3

Table 1. Origi11 of C02 i11 karst de11udatio11 a11d speleotl,em calcite a11d calculated values of 811 C a11d 8180 i11 speleotl,em calcite with
give11 co11te11d of bedrock a11d modem carbo11:
[lf- this value of soil 811 C is calculated from 813 C of cave seepage waters a11d modem speleotl,ems i11 Rats Nest cave (our data)
and Castleguard cave, A lberta, Ca11ada (after GASCOYNE & NELSON, 1983) wit!, correction for "dead" carbo11 derived from 14 C
and U/TI, dates.
[2]- average value of soil 813 C measured by TALMA & VOGEL, (1992) above Cango caves, South Africa.
[3}- calculated by equatio,i (6) of YONGE ET AL, (i11 press).
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In some semi-arid regions like Israel the observed negative
11
correlation between paleotemperature and S Omis due to local air
circulation peculiarities (FRUMKIN ET AL., 1996).
Some spe\eothems exhibit negative correlation between 6uCm
and pa\eotemperature (SHOPOV ET AL, in press). It can be
explained by the following way: Main part ofCO1 in karst waters
come from soils (JAKUCS, 1977). In soils there are two sources
ofCO1 (FAURE, 1987):
11
(!) respiratory, which is enriched by C, and
(2) CO1 formed by soil decomposition (which is depleted
to uC).
The rate of soil decomposition (producing CO1 of type (2)) is
exponentially dependent on temperature thus producing
anticorrelation between 611cm and paleotemperature. In average
the amount ofCO1 of types(!) and (2) in soils is equal (FAURE,
1987). But in some places type (2) can dominate if the region is
covered only by grass and is heated directly by solar irradiation.
Indeed the region with such negative correlation is covered by
grass and soil temperature reach 55°C during summer times
(SHOPOV ET AL., in press).
Evidently in such cases with negative correlation described
dependencies prevail over bedrock fraction variations.

These equations were used to calculate Tables l and 2. To
estimate the bedrock carbon fraction (equilibrium participation)
in Table I we took into account, that the amount of additional
CO necessary to dissolve one unit of bedrock CaCO1 is
1
temperature dependent (J AKUCS, 1977). All additional CO1 is
modern, while 50% of bonded CO1 (in dissolved CaCOJ is
bedrock and 50% is modern carbon. Tables I and 2 suggest that
variations of the fraction of the bedrock carbon in speleothems
can explain all variations of 6uC, without involving any changes
in C3 and C4 plant types. This influence can produce a
substantial part of 6 110 variations in speleothems. 6"0 records
probably are result of both variations of bedrock fraction in the
speleothem and variations produced by temperature and rainfall
variations.
In both 6'1C and 6 110 records higher surface temperature
produces higher bedrock participation (due to higher noncarbonate denudation (JAKUCS, 1977) producing higher fraction
of bedrock carbon) and higher values in the speleothem, because
18
the bedrock has positive values of both 6uC and 6 0 . Higher
temperatures also produce higher degree of saturation of
percolating solutions by bedrock carbonate, because the
saturation rate depends exponentially on the temperature.

Sample

RNC-Jw
RNC-2w
RNC-3w
RNC-F3
RNC-O2

GGI
GG2
GG2Ew

V3

Modern C
l°l•I

93.2±0.5
92±0.5
85.7±0.5
53.9
52.1

"Dead" C
l"/o I

ouc.

6uC,

6llC,

IPDBI

IPDBI

IPDBI

11

6 0,.
[SM0Wl

Temperate region- Rats Nest cave, Alberta, Canada (I'.,= 2.8°C)
1
Precif)itation {f'o_ = -18.4 SMOW, bedrock 8 C = 2.82 PDB)
28.7
-8 .9
-9.8c
2.82m
6.8±0.5
32.I
-8.9
-9.9c
2.82m
8.0±0.5
14.3+0.5
-8.7
-J0.6c
2.82m
26.0
46.J
-3 .66*
N.A.
2.82m
N.A.
47.9
-3 .35*
-10.l
2.82m
N.A.

6"0.
[SM0Wl

6"0,
ISM0W]

-19.1
-19.5
-19.5
14.51
13.87

Periglacial Region:-Castleguard cave, Alberta, Canada (I' .. =-2.J°C)
(Precipitation 8'0, = -20.3 SMOW, bedrock 8'0, = +28.6 SMOWpresumed)
(calculated after GASCOYNE & NELSON, 1983)
36
64
0
-5.9c
3.3c
N.A.
14.5
29.5
70.5
-0.6
-10.0c
3.3c
N.A.
14.6
60
40
-4 .1
-9.0c
3.3c
N.A.
N.A.

11
14.2
-0.7

Semi-desert Region:-Cango caves, South Africa, (T., = 17.5°C)
(Precipitation 8"0, = -12.9 SMOW (calculated), presumed bedrock 81C, = 0 PDB)
(calculated after TALMA & VOGEL,1992)
38.3±4x
61.7±7x
-6.4
-16.7m
25.4
±2

drin w

-5.2 -5.8

Table 2. So11rces of Carbo11 a11d Oxyge11 i11 speleothem calcite. Colllelll of modem a11d "dead" carbo11 in seepage water alld
speleothems, calc11lated from precise 14 C a11d Ullh dati11g by eqs.(I) a11d (3) a11d
13
13
x _ from meas11red 8 C., li3C, a11d 8 C,,, after eqs.(5) a11d (2). All isotope data are i11 Per. mi/. /11dices mea11: m- meas 11 red ssoil, r- bedrock, c- calc11lated from eq.(4) or (6), or systems of these eq11atio11s, p- precipitatio11, re- ca/c11/ated bedrock co 11 te 11 r,' wwater sample, av- average a111111al,
•- tlus
. va l11e 1s
· o b tame
· d firom a place 11ear the u C sampli11g place, but ,wt from the same material. a18 0P is calculated by
equatio11 (6) of YONGE ET. AL., (i11 press).

Conclusion
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Abstract
This work was focused on the evaluation of the Paleomagnetic Method applied to the speleological analysis of the
Cuchillo Cura System. This system is composed of a number of different caves partially disconnected and fully developed
in the limestones of the Lower Oxfordian (La Manga Formation).
Although the isolated primary components are widely dispersed, the preliminary results suggest a normal polarity for
those sites situated in the El Arenal Cave. It was also possible to establish the main responsible for this magnetization:
Magnetite; and to determine that the remanent magnetization of cave sediments might include secondary components of
a possibly viscous origin.
This method could be essential to understand the origin and the evolution of these caves but it can not be considered
as the most appropriate for those partially evolved karsts. The devices used to pick the samples produce irreparable holes
and the fact that the stalactites or stalagmites are removed makes this method one of the least advisable in terms of cave
protection.

Resumen
El objetivo del trabajo es la evaluaci6n del metodo Paleomagnetico aplicado al analisis del sistema Cuchillo-Cura.
Dicho sistema esta compuesto por varias cuevas parcialmente desconectadas entre si y totalmente desarrolladas en las
calizas de la Formaci6n La Manga, de edad oxfordiana inferior.
A pesar de la dispersion de !as componentes primarias, los resultados prelirninares indican polaridad normal para la
cueva de El Arenal. Tambien fue posible deterrninar el principal mineral responsable de esta magnetizaci6n: magnetita y
la presencia de componentes viscosas como componentes secundarias.
Si bien este metodo podria ser esencial para entender el origen y evoluci6n de estas cuevas, se estima que no es el mas
adecuado, si estas estan parcialmente desarrolladas. Los dispositivos que se utilizan para extraer las muestras producen
orificios irrecuperables y, la necesidad de extraer estalactitas y estalagrnitas para completar las secuencias hacen de esta
herrarnienta una de las menos recomendables si se trata ademas de preservar las cuevas con toda su belleza ..

Introduction
The Cuchillo Cura System has one of the most important karst records of Argentina. In spite of this, the system is not
large and comprises an area of approximately 2 km 2 • Composed of four caves, the system has exquisite speleothems and
important fauna which make of this karst a valuable mean of understanding the related processes.
The origin of the Cuchillo-Cura caves is likely to be due to solution processes that occurred during Pleistocene times
under a favourable climate. This climate was drastically changed to arid conditions during the last phases of the Andean
Orogeny resulting in the present day inactive karst system. Regarding rock deformation induced by the tertiary tectonism,
the present upward growing corresponds to the collapse of blocks along the joints. Periodically these caves are flooded by
waters from nearby lakes, but this had no influence in the karst evolution.
The paleomagnetic method has been widely applied in Southamerica for geological studies but rarely for speleological
matters, specially in Argentina. Difficulties exist with samples extraction, which modifies essentially the natural features
of the fragile environment in in such little caves.
A first study has been conducted in this country with the purpose of analysing the method efficiency for such rocks,
the probability of an accurate dating. Furthermore, we wanted to know the needed sampling density and the resulting
consequences for the caves.
The preliminary results are discussed in this paper.
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Geologic setting
The cave system under study is located along the western side of the Neuquen basin in the Cuchillo Cura range, 10
km south from Las Lajas town in the Neuquen Province, Argentina (see Fig. 1). The geographical coordinates are:
latitude 38° 37' 25" south, and longitude 70° 23' 03" west. Situated at 900 m above sea level, the climate is semiarid
with a mean annual rainfall between 200 and 250 mm per year, and temperatures that vary from 20° to 6° Celsius for the
warmest and coldest months respectively. The cave air temperature is below 10° C, the humidity nearly 100 % and slight
wind currents have been detected for some of them.
The geology of this region has been described by GROEBER ( 1946) and many others. Mainly Jurassic and Cretaceous
rocks form part of the sedimentary infill of the basin which covers almost the whole province.
Alternating marine and continental deposits characterise the depositional story of the basin, developed over a
Paleozoic to Triassic heterogeneous basement; only during tertiary times there were volcanic and pyroclastic events of
basaltic and andesitic nature.
Light-coloured limestones, sandstones and gypsum are Los Tabanos, Lotena, La Manga and Auquilco formations,
which are surrounded by a basaltic plateau. These units comprise oolitic fossiliferous and medium grained limestones,
greenish-grey fine grained sandstones with carbonate cement and important fossils, and finally an evaporite sequence
(gypsum) interfingered by thin bedded stromatolitic limestones. All of them range in age from middle Callovian to
Kimrneridgian. The structure consists of a huge east-northeast dipping anticline cut by northeast trending faults and a
number of minor high angled joints with northeast - southwest and southeast - northwest strike.
The La Manga carbonatic facies (mainly packstones) is the primary cave-bearing unit which holds four caves known
as El Gendarme, El Templo, El Arenal and Los Cabritos. They are situated in the northern flank of an anticline dipping
15°.

0

50 100km

Fig. 1: Regional map of the Cuchillo Cura system.

Speleologic setting
The caves are Pleistocene in age as inferred by ELZEARD (1987). They were developed under the strong control of
joints, as suggested by the strike of the main and lateral galleries which are disposed in a reticulate array. In spite of this,
only two caves are physically connected: El Gendarme-El Templo.
The modem system is inactive due to the non favourable climate and bears no apparent relationship to the present
topography or stream patterns. But in earlier times under a more humid and cold period, when La Manga was still
undeformed, the caves were developed in the phreatic zone and water-table zone. The system evolved to its maturity
building carbonate speleothems of a fine and wild beauty. They occur as calcium carbonate stalactites, stalagmites and
columns, calcite cave pearls, calcium cascades lavish decorations as crust deposits coating the bedrock, carbonate floors
composed offlowstones with swirls and ripples which appear to represent the growth at former pond surfaces, and fluvial
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like travertine terraces. All these deposits suggest cyclicity in their evolution. Subsequently, the last phases of the Andean
orogeny led to an episode of tectonism resulting in the uplifting and tilting of the formation, followed by a climatic
change to current conditions. The cave system is developed vertically, favoured by the collapse of blocks along the joints
but bounded by bedding planes (ELZEARD, 1987).

Methodology and resulting data
Speleothem deposits contain a weak but measurable magnetic remanence. As they are free from the depositional
effects, which cause the shall owing of the inclinations, provide a valuable mean of studying a part of the karst history.
For this study, we used a complete stalactite of 40 cm long and a collection of only 6 samples picked in a sequential
order which partially cover a whole determined sequence. They were used as a preliminary study focused mainly on the
applicability of this tool and the direct consequences for the environment.
The speleothems were collected in El Arena! cave, where the existence of a profuse carbonate speleothem deposit
gave the opportunity of a relatively easy sampling. Basically, this latter was held using a Brunton compass for the
orientation and a pickaxe for the main extraction. The targets were always from hidden corners or the thickening
backwards steps of the floor terraces to avoid the disgusting look of a sampled place.
The magnetic susceptibility (JO) for each of the present minerals and the natural remanent magnetism {NRM) were
measured for the whole collection. Samples were then subjected to a stepwise demagnetization up to 700° (see adjoining
table in fig. 2). Some of them were also subjected to stepwise alternating field demagnetization up to 80 mT (see fig. 2).
The remanence was measured on a cryogenic magnetometer with the purpose of isolating the primary remanent
magnetism which is the NRM - SRM (secondary remanent magnetism); this was later added during the geological
history of the rock (VALE c10, 1980; BARREDO, 1992). The collection showed a hard and stable remanence and a median
destructive temperature of 575° C (see fig. 2) indicating magnetite as the main magnetic carrier of the remanence. In
addition, hematite occurs as a secondary magnetic mineral. After removing the viscous components, it was possible to
determine the polarity of these rocks - negative - which is normal for South Hemisphere. The paleopole could not be
established due to the insufficient number of samples.

Discussion
As suggested above, it is possible to constrain the age of the cave using this method. But for the particular case of this
study, the number of samples was not enough for a complete paleomagnetic study; therefore the paleopole could not be
established. Despite this, the final data led us to arrive to a very important point. In caves of little development (2 km2 for
2
the whole system and only 383 m for El Arena! Cave) a dense sampling oriented to a more statistically precise data
implies a partial destruction of the little cavern and parallely the modification of the ecosystem. This latter is produced by
gases emanated from the oil drill in a quite reduced space with no air circulation what implies certain risk for the local
fauna. We could confirm it as some specimens died some days after the initial sampling work. On the other hand, if a
pickaxe is used bigger holes are made to produce an oriented sample from where a cube can later be extracted. This is
still more destructive for the natural beauty of such concretions considering that they are poor in number, little developed
and quite separated one from each other.
Previous works like the one in Querey, south east of France (LEVEQUE & SEVKET, 1991), arrived to the same
conclusions; in the Cuchillo Cura case, a complete study could imply the irrecoverable modification of the natural scene
of one of the biggest systems of the country.

Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•

The speleothems contain key information about the characteristics of the earth' s magnetic field during their
deposition.
The main magnetic carrier is magnetite accompanied by hematite as a secondary mineral.
The study shows normal polarity for the analysed sequence.
It is possible to conclude that the age of the caves could be determined through this method if a more dense sampling
is held.
For the case of Cuchillo Cura or any other poorly developed cavern this tool is not advisable.
Sampling should take into consideration the preservation of the natural beauty of the cave environment.
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Sample
EAl
EA2
EA3
EA4
M6
M5

JO

NRM

CT° (::::: 575°)

2.10
1.65
2.35
1.80
1.85
2.00

15
15
25
40
65

0.5
25
10
20
20
10

5

References:
EAn= Stalactitic sample
Mn= Sequential sample
JO= Magnetic susceptibility (x 10-6 Gauss/Oe)
1
NRM=Natural Remanent Magnetism (Emu x 10· 1cm3 )
0
CT = Curie temperature
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Abstract
Palaeomagnetic analysis of a flowstone interbedded with fluvial deposits in Ten Truck Cave in the Barkly karst of northwest
Queensland, Australia, has provided a record of secular variations in the direction of the Earth's magnetic field. Dating of the
speleothem by uranium-series methods has proven difficult because of detrital contamination and the preferential leaching of isotopes
from the deposit. However, it is cautiously considered that deposition took place at around 140 500 ± 55 500/40 500 before the present.
This record represents the first evidence of palaeosecular variation for the Australian non-dipole field for any time prior to the Late
Quaternary. The results demonstrate the considerable potential of speleothems as a source of datable and high resolution
palaeomagnetic methods.

Introduction
The longest ex1stmg records of secular vanat10ns in
palaeomagnetism from Australia extend back only ~16 200 years
before present. One way of extending our knowledge of
palaeosecular variation (PSV) beyond this is to exploit the
potential of speleothems to preserve a reliable record of magnetic
changes at a site. The ability to date speleothems using uraniumseries methods allows such records to be placed in a reliable
chronological framework.
Orientated samples of two conformable flowstone units,
TIC I (lower) and TTC2 (upper), were therefore obtained from
an interbedded sequence of carbonate and elastic sediments
located in Ten Truck Cave (18°43'S, 138°07'E) in the Barkly
karst region of northwest Queensland.

Methods
Seventy-five orientated specimens were obtained from eight
stratigraphic levels of TIC! and a further 109 specimens were
taken from seven stratigraphic levels of TIC2. The intensity and
direction of the natural remanent magnetisation (NRM) of each
specimen were measured using a spinner magnetometer. Eight
pilot specimens from TIC I and nine from TIC2 were
demagnetised using a biaxial, tumbling, alternating field (AF)
demagnetiser. All remaining specimens were demagnetised to the
optimum level of demagnetisation, determined according to the
behaviour of the pilot specimens, and then remeasured.
The age of the samples was assessed using the 23 °Thl 234U
disequilibrium method. Unfortunately, both TTCl and TIC2
contained detritus. This may have introduced uranium and
thorium into the carbonate of the speleothem, thus invalidating
the assumption of a system which is closed with respect to 23 °'fh
and 234u and in which all the 23 °'Th in the deposit is the product
of the decay of 234U. In the case of TIC! , the detrital content
was so high that the sample was considered unsuitable for
analysis. Investigations were therefore restricted to nine
specimens taken from the full depth ofTIC2.
In order to minimise the amount of thorium derived from the
non-calcareous fraction of the flowstone in the solutions made up
for analysis, the specimens were prepared by dissolution in dilute

nitric acid. The 23 °'Th/ 232 To ratios of the digestions may be used
to assess the extent of detrital contamination. Since thorium
bonded onto detritus will contain isotopes which are not
necessarily the product of radioactive decay, the presence of the
long-lived parent isotope 232To in a speleothem provides clear
evidence of detrital contamination. With one exception, the
230Th!232 To ratios in TIC2 all lie below 5, that is, in the highly
contaminated category of FORD & W1LLIAMS ( 1989, p. 360).
The 234ul2 32To ratios of the weak leaches are also less than 5. By
comparison, other contaminated speleothems (2 30Th!232 To < 20)
from the Barkly karst possess 234U!2 32To ratios in excess of 600.
The upper two specimens from TIC2 displayed 230Th/ 2 34 u
ratios > I. Since uranium is much more soluble in freshwater
than thorium, this suggests that some 234U has been removed by
post-depositional leaching. These two specimens were therefore
omitted from further analyses. The remaining specimens were
assumed not to have been affected by leaching.
Plots of 238 U/232 To VS 234Ul2 32 To and 234U/ 232To VS
230Th/232 To provide a means of representing patterns of mixing
between authigenic calcite (with a high uranium content relative
to 232To) and non-calcareous material (which generally has a low
uranium content relative to 232To). Plotting the results of the
analyses in this fashion reveals straight-line relationships with a
234u/2 38u ratio of 2.038±0.243 and a 23 °'Th/ 234U ratio of
0.803±0.154. Both relationships are strongly indicative of a
single source of uranium uptake which remained constant
throughout the period of deposition of the speleothem.

Results
1. Uranium-series analysis: the corrected 234ut 23 Su and
23°'fhl2 34U values yield an age of 144 500 ± 55 500/
40 500 years.
2. Palaeomagnetic analysis: all except four of the specimens
from TIC! showed a normal polarity magnetisation,
suggesting deposition during the present Brunhes normal
polarity chron (<0.78 Ma). The demagnetisation process
appears to have disrupted the magnetic signature of some
specimens from TIC 1. Clustering significantly worsened
with demagnetisation and the AF-cleaned dataset exhibited
excessively large ag5 values. The magnetic signal of TIC!
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cannot therefore be considered to be a reliable indicator of
the PSV of the Earth's magnetic field . Despite this, the data
have been plotted in sequence with those of TTC2 (Figure I).
Fisher mean directions and associated error bars have been
plotted only where K > 2. Further interpretation of the data in
terrn of geomagnetic PSV has not been undertaken .
As with TTC I. all the specimens from TTC2 showed

negative inclinations, suggest ing deposition in the last
0.78 Ma. TTC2 possessed relatively high magnetic
intensities, a minimum of 12 specimens per stra tigraphic
level, good clustering of magnetic directions at each level
and independent age calibration based on uranium-series
dating. It therefore exhibited considerable potential for the
provision of a reliable record of PSV. The AF-cleaned
declination and inclination data are plotted against depth in
Figure I.

Ten Truck Cave, northern Australia (18°43'S, 138°07'E)
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Figure I. The magnetic declination and inclination of TTCI and TTC2. The signal of each individual specimen has been plofted as
a small open circle, whilst Fisher means for each level have bee11 represellfed as solid circles co1111ected by a smooth line. Circular
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Discussion
Figure 1 represents the first record of PSV from prior to the
Late Quaternary from anywhere in Australia. Records of sim ilar
age are available from ew Zealand (TUR ER & LYONS,
1986; PI LLANS & WR IGHT. I 990), but these show no
similarities with those from Ten Truck Cave, probably because
the sites lie in eparate region of the non-dipole field .
The resultant curves of inclination and declination exhibit a
relatively smal l amplitude. This may be interp reted in three
possible ways:
I. The ample has grown very lowly and the pecimen
height of 17.5 mm is insufficient to resolve the PSV of
the geomagnetic field . The signal is therefore an average
approximating to the direction of an axia ll y-geocentric
dipole field.
2. The sample has grown very rapidly, as is possible in
tropical climates, but the record is too short to depict
sign ificant fluctuat ions of the directional components of
the geomagnetic fie ld.
3. The sample recorded apparently stable geomagnetic field
directions over a long time interval.
Whilst suggestion I could be tested by decreasing the
specimen size and measuring sub- pecimens on a more sensitive
cryogenic magnetometer, PSV records from other parts of
Australia covering the last -16 ka show similarly low amplitudes
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of declination and incli nation. If this is characteristic of the nondipole fie ld in the Australian region, possibility 3 cannot be ruled
out. Option 2 seems unl ikely since the finely-laminated
stratigraphy of the flowstone suggests that the sample grew over
a relatively long time period. Using the AF-cleaned dataset, a
mean inclination of -33.7° has been calculated for the whole of
TTC2 . This is close to the -34.1 ° expected for an axiallygeocentric dipole field at this latitude ( I 8°43'S) and may indicate
that the sample was deposited over a period of several thousand
years, the time required to equalise secular variations in the
Earth's magnetic field. A significantly steeper mean inclination of
-42.4° for the NRM dataset is mo t probably the consequence of
a viscous overprint acq uired by grains of low coercivity through
exposure to a changing ambient fie ld. Support for this
interpretation comes from the 1995 inclination at the site of 48.3° (computed using the international geomagnetic reference
field). This appears to confirrn that demagnetisation of all
specimens in an applied field of I O mT has effectively removed
the viscous remanent magnetisation and isolated the primary
magnetisation. Plotting the Fisher mean directions of each
stratum as virtual geomagnetic poles (pole po itions calculated
on the assumption that the palaeomagnetic direction of each
stratum is the product of a dipolar geomagnetic field) reveals
little movement, with positions closely clustered around the
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datable and high resolution palaeomagnetic records. Figure I
represents the first PSV curve which has been compiled for the
Australian non-dipole field for any time prior to the Late
Quaternary . Such information is of immense value both in cerms
of understanding geomagnetic field behaviour and in providing
the foundations of a novel method of dating stably magnetised
material.
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Conclusions
This paper reports the first investigation in Australia of
speleothems as sources of PSV information. The results reveal
the considerable potential of the method as a means of obtaining
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Abstract
Speleothems from Gretta di Ernesto, located in the now temperate and humid Pre-Alps of Trentino (northeastern Italy), preserve
records of climatic changes that occurred in the last 11,000 years, and their effects on the cultural evolution of prehistoric man.
The TIMS (thermal ionisation mass spectrometry) U-series dating of speleothem calcite, continuous stable isotope profile, and
calcite texture analyses on axial slabs of a stalagmite, inform on the nature of Holocene climatic changes for the last 8,500 years. The
most marked climatic events recorded in the cave speleothem are the Holocene hypsithermal (7,650 to 5,300 years B .P .), the Medieval
warming, and the Little Ice Age cooling.

Rlassunto
Gli speleotemi della Gretta di Ernesto, situata ne lle Pre Alpi del Trentino, hanno registrato ii susseguirsi dei cambiamenti climatici
avvenuti negli ultimi 11,000 anni. Questi hanno influito sull' evoluzione culturale dell'uomo preistorico, causando Ja frequentazione o
l'abbandono dei siti di alta montagna.
Le datazioni col metodo U/Th, unite alle analisi degli isotopi stabili in serie continua lungo l'asse di una stalagmite e correlate con
le analisi tessiturali hanno permesso di identificare la natura dei cambiamenti climatici Olocenici per gli ultimi 8,500 anni, separando
periodi freddi e secchi da quelli caldi e umidi. Gli eventi piu marcati riconosciuti sono !'Optimum climatico olocenico (7,650 a
5,300 anni B.P .), la fase calda Medioevale e ii periodo freddo della Piccola Eta Glaciale.

1. Introduction
Paleoclimatic reconstruction applied to archaeo logical sites
inform on the environment and on the impact of climatic changes
on human culture . One of the most common unknowns is the
reason for the prehistoric abandonment of large areas, such as
Mesa Verde in the North American Southwest, which needs
highly refined and precise information about the past climate to
be solved. The present study is one such refined reconstruction
for the Holocene through the physico-chemical characteristic of a
stalagmite from a prehistoric site, Gretta di Ernesto in northern
Italy.
Speleothems are climate-sensitive deposits which record
paleoclimatic changes with annual resolution on decadal to
millennial scales (FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989; GASCOYNE, 1992),
and can be precisely dated by U/Th thermal ionisation mass
spectrometry (TIMS) (IVANOVICH & HARMON, 1993). With
respect to other proxy data, speleothems have the advantage of
11
carrying a continuous record through isotope composition (8 C;
18
8 0) and textures (FRISIA & BoRSATO, 1997) of sequential
growth layers.
The 8 180 of speleothem calcite precipitated in stable isotopic
equilibrium theoretically allows to calculate mean annual
paleotemperatures by using the carbonate temperature equation
ofFRIEDMANN & O' NEILL (1977):
T(°C) = 16 -4.14 (8 180 , -8 180 .) + 0.13(8 18O, -8 18O.)'

combines its effect on the calcite-water fractionation equation.
18
Therefore, without knowing the original 8 0 " it remains
impossible to calculate the exact temperatures for the past
1
through the sole 8 '0 ,.
11
The 8 C values of spe!eothem carbonates provides a parallel
record of climate-controlled changes. The carbon isotopic
composition of seepage water is influenced by the uptake of soilCO,. For most of the Holocene, in temperate, preAlpine settings
the vegetation likely consisted wholly of C3 type plants. Seepage
water which has uptaken soil-CO, derived from the decay of C3
plant components commonly precipitates speleothem calcite with
11
8 C values ranging between -13 to -II %0 (CERLING & HAY,
1986). However, within C, species, large variations in the
isotopic signature are induced by fluctuations in water
availability and temperature. Under drought conditions C3 plants
13
show enrichment in C in comparison to non-limiting water
availability (BRUGNOLI & LAlITERI, 1991), which corresponds to
13
a shift towards more positive values of the 8 C of seepage water
and, consequently, of speleothem calcite.
Calcite textures are another proxy indicator of drip rate and
degree of supersaturation of the seepage waters (GONZALEZ et al.,
1992, JONES & KAHLE, 1993; FRISIA & BORSA TO, 1997), which,
when correlated with isotope data, underpin the interpretation of
climate changes in terms of water availability.

(I)

where the subscripts c and w refer, respectively, to calcite and
precipitating water. By substituting T°C with 6.5°C (i.e. the
present temperature in Gretta di Ernesto) in equation (!), a
difference of + I % 0 in 8" Oc should correspond to a change in past
18
temperature of -4.06°C, provided that the 8 Ow of the
precipitating water remained the same. However, this is not the
case. The 8" 0 ,. of rainwater is also temperature dependent and

2. Cave description
Roadcut works in 1983 exposed the entrance to the Gretta di
Ernesto at an elevation of I 167 m a.s.l. (Long. 11 ° 39' 28" Lat.
45° 58' 37") in Valsugana valley (Trentino, northeastern Italy).
The first exploration revealed that the cave preserved important
Mesolithic findings. Consequently, the entrance was closed again
by a door that inhibits air flow (DALMERI, 1985).
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The cave is cut in the dolomitized limestones of the Calcari
Grigi Formation (Lias) and consists of a single downdipping
gallery, 2 to 5 m wide, up to 4 m high and 72 m long, which
developed along a NW trending subvertical fault 20 m below the
surface. The original syngenetic morphology of the cave is now
blurred by collapse phenomena, and the whole floor is covered
by angular blocks, partially coated by flowstones.

analysis on charcoals yielded a date of 8140 ± 80 years BP
(uncalibrated) (AWSIUK et al., 1994), which sets the time span of
human frequentation. The cave entrance at that time was larger
than present, and was blocked by a landslide immediately after
human occupation (DALMERI, 1985, AWSIUK et al., 1994).
Apparently, this was not the cause for the abandonment of the
site. In fact, all hunting activity on the area ceased at about 8,000
years B.P., when all the high mountain sites were abandoned for
the valley bottoms. Hunters returned to dwell onto the plateaus
from about 5,000 to 2,800 years B.P ..
The general desertion of high-mountain sites in the whole
Trentino-Alto Adige region about 8,000 years ago poses the
question whether this phenomenon was related to the cultural
evolution or to climatic changes, or to a combination of both.

Present-day environmental setting
The baseline for past climate interpretation is the present
climatic and environmental setting. Climate in Valsugana Valley
is of temperate humid, sub-continental type. Mean annual
precipitation rate varies between I 000 and 1500 mm and shows a
bimodal distribution, with a maximum in May-June and a
secondary maximum in October-November. Snowfalls occur
from December to March, and snowmelt takes place between
March and the first half of April (BORSATO, 1995). The
vegetation above the cave consists of a C3 association with
Fagus, Carpinus, and subordinate Larix decidua and Abies alba,
this laner being indicative of humid and relatively warm
conditions.
The cave has several drips, with low (from 0.1 to 2
ml/minute) to medium discharges (up to 50 ml/minute) feeding
small, muddy concretional pools. Pools show seasonal water
level fluctuations: in summer some are dry, in autumn and spring
all pools fill up and several overflow

3. Methods
The two-year monitoring of environmental parameters and
chemico-physical characteristics of dripwater in the first chamber
indicates that dripwater has a constant temperature of 6.5 +/0.050C (BORSATO, this congress), and that the relative humidity
is at saturation state, i.e. there is no evaporation. These are
necessary prerequisites for calcite to precipitate in isotopic
equilibrium (HENDY, 1971).
A 368 mm long, cone-shaped, active stalagmite (ER 76) was
removed from this chamber. ER76 was sliced along the axis and
mapped to allow for precise correlation of sample location for all
methods. In the axial part stable isotope samples were drilled at
2mm-interval; textures were identified through thin section
series, and their changes recorded in a textural Log; and dating
was performed by U/Th-TIMS on five samples selected on the
basis of textural changes.

Palaeoanthropological data
2
The floor of the first chamber is a 45 m Mesolithic
paleosurface with bones of Ibex and red deer showing butchering
marks. A camp fireplace was located at the southwest wall. The
14
fireplace was subsequently coated by a thin flowstone. A C
13
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4. Results
The stalagmite commenced to grow at 8,581 +/- 150 years
B.P., i.e. when the cave was still open and hunters frequented it.
ER76 grew, without depositional gaps to the present. However, it
has frequent textural changes with a trend from dominant
disequilibrium (dendritic) to equilibrium (columnar) fabrics
(FRISIA, 1996; FRISIA & BORSATO, 1997) toward the top. The
synthesis of the analytical study is reported in Figure I, which
correlates stable isotope and texture trends vs. time. The climatic
episodes are individuated by rapid shifts in the 15 13 C record
accompanied by covariant 15"0 fluctuations. The limit of the
13
climatic episodes were set at the middle of the 15 C slope for each
major shift.

5. Discussion
18

The 15 0 values of calcite depend on both temperature and
original composition of rainwater, and, consequently, its
interpretation cannot be unequivocal. On the opposite, calcite
13
15 C depends directly on the vegetation type and soil turnover at
13
the surface, whereby sudden shifts in 15 C can be interpreted in
terms of climatic changes from humid (calcite 15"C = -11 %0) to
13
dry ( calcite 15 C = -6%0) conditions. Therefore, in ER76 sudden
shifts in 15"C mark real climatic changes occurred in the
Holocene and identify climatic episodes, through the correlation
18
with textural changes and 15 0 fluctuations, characterized by
changes in temperature and water availability in the direction
summarised by Table I.
Climatic
parameters
Cold
Warm
Dry
Humid
Evaporation

Calcite
13
15 C

Calcite
18
15 0

il' (*)

il'

Dendritic to microcrystalline

.().

Microcrystalline/Columnar
Microcrystalline to dendritic
Microcrystalline/Co lumnar
Dendritic

il'
.().

il'

il'

Textures

Table 1 : Expected stable isotopic and textural variations for
Grotta di Emesto stalagmite calcite, as a ft111ctio11 of climatic
clla11ges duri11g tire Holoce11e. (*) = 011/y i11 case of severe cold
(i.e. mea11 a111111a/ temperature <2°C tllat presellt-day), toward
lack of vegetatio11.
The followings nine episodes have thus been identified:
• I - from the bottom (8,580 years 8.P.) to 7,650 years 8.P.18
This episode shows the least negative 15"C and 15 0 values,
coupled with dendritic textures. These characteristics indicate a
cold, dry environment and possible evaporation related to the
fact that the cave entrance was still open.
• II - from 7,650 to 5,300 years 8.P. - This episode is warm
and humid, but punctuated by cool and dry phases, the most
marked of which occurred from 6,450 to 6,130 years B.P. This
18
climatic episode shows the most negative 15 0 values for
ER76, which probably indicate that it was the warmest period
of the Holocene, i.e. the Hypsithermal.
• III- from 5,300 to 4,260 years 8.P.- This episode is cooler
and characterized by dry conditions, with decreasing
temperatures toward its end. It correlates well with the
decrease of Abies in the area.
• IV- from 4,260 to 3,200 years 8.P.- This period is cold and
dry, with dryness decreasing towards younger ages, as
13
indicated by the slope of the 15 C curve (to negative values).
• V- from 3,200 to 2,700 years 8.P.- This is a relatively cool
and dry episode, as indicated by the presence of

•

•

•

•

microcrystalline to dendritic textures and by a shift of 15°C
towards more positive values.
VI- from 2,700 to 1,100 8.P.- This time span was
characterized by humid conditions and a progressive increase
of both temperature and rainfall.
VII- from 1,100 to 400 8.P. (900 to 1600 A.D.) - This is a
warm and humid period, which corresponds very well to the
historical Medieval warm phase.
VIII- from 400 to 150 8.P. (1600 to 1850 A.D.)- This time
interval records a dramatic cooling, marked by a sudden
18
negative shift of 8 0, which correlates with a shift towards
more positive values of 15"C. The time span corresponds well
with the Little Ice Age. The strong 15°C shift may identify
either a stress in the vegetation caused by cold/dry climate or
extensive woodcutting above the cave for heating.
IX - from 150 8.P. to present-day- This episode marks the
recovery of warm and relatively humid conditions after the
Little Ice Age (LIA) deterioration. It correlates well with the
recovery of Abies and of present-day climate.

The ER76 record indicates that Mesolithic hunters frequented
Grotta di Ernesto in a dry episode, when mean temperatures were
about I °C lower than at present (Fig. 2). They abandoned the
high sites during the hypsithermal, when the climate was warmer
and more humid. It is probable that the deciduous forest line
shifted upwards and colonised the ecological niches of Ibex and
red deer, which need open spaces and were the game of the
Mesolithic hunters. This hypothesis is supported by the warm
and humid (Abies alba etc.) pollen associations ascribed to the
Hypsithermal, from a peat-bog 200 m above Grotta di Ernesto
(MARTELLO, 1993). It is also probable that increased humidity
made inhospitable the rock shelters of the plateau.
From the 15"0 values we infer (cf. Fig.2) that the
hypsithermal had mean annual temperatures about 2°C higher
than today. This inference is supported by the l.5°C increase
calculated for the mid-Holocene warm period in the Alps by
using pollen data {BURGA & OROMBELLI, 1996).
The ER76 isotope curve shifts allow to set the end of the
Hypsithermal at about 5,300 years B.P. This limit is consistent
with the onset of the Alpine neoglaciation as recorded by the
Iceman of Hauslabjoch (3,250m a.s.l.). The Iceman's death
14
occurred at 5,300 to 5,050 C ea!. years B.P. and corresponds to
a sudden cooling as indicated by both the conditions of the
mummy and its immediate burial under snow and ice (Baroni,
1996). Therefore, we can set with confidence the end of the
Hypsithermal in the Alps at 5,300 yr B.P. Hunters returned on
the plateaux in Episode Ill, the subsequent cool and dry phase.
As for historic times, ER76 records high temperatures for the
Late Middle Ages and sets the beginning of the LIA at the year
1,600, which corresponds to the 1594 to 1608 severely cold
winters historically recorded in Trentino.

6. Conclusions
The climatic record extracted from ER76 gives useful
indications to interpret cultural changes during prehistorical
times. In particular, it appears probable that mesolithic hunting
was related to cool and dry conditions, when game (Ibex, red
deer) was bountiful and shelters were hospitable. Climate-related
changes in vegetation associations explain major carbon isotope
trends in ER76, which correlate well with pollen data from the
13
same area. Therefore, 15 C appears to be a most reliable
paleoclimatic indicator in Alpine speleothems, although useful
18
information can be extracted from 15 0, when confronted with
the other proxy data.
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Environmental controls of origin of the annually varved calcite
speleothems
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Abstracts
Rhythmically laminated calcite speleothems have been studied in terms of the basic environmental factors controlling their growth
mechanisms. The laminated microfacies occur in speleothems of different ages and various topographical and geological settings.
Rhythmical lamination depends on alternation of white, pure calcitic layer and brownish calcite layer composing elastic and organic
components. The alternation reflects seasonal changes in composition of percolating solutions. The rhythmically laminated calcite
precipitates from very thin (> I mm) water film enriched in organo-clastic impurities during wet season (summer mostly in the tudied
caves) while the solution stays pure during dry (mostly cold) season.
Precise paleoenvironmental analysis is however more complex and needs regard on topographic setting (high vs. low topography),
climatic controls and geographical position of the studied site.

Introduction
Last decade brought significant progress in study of
speleothems as a possible tool of paleoenvironmental
reconstructions. One of the most attractive type ofspeleothems is
the rhythmically laminated calcite, found in speleothems of
different age and sites (BAKER et al., I 993, 1996; SHOPOV et al.,
1994, 1996; GENTY er al., 1995, 1996; GENTY & QUINIFF, 1996).
In contrast however to a wide employment of the laminated
speleothems in paleoclimatic reconstructions, their growth
controls are poor recognized. In order to check the effects of
environmental controls (e.g. cave altitude and depth, hydrological
and (micro )climatic regime, vegetation cover, age of speleothems
etc.) we examined speleothem sections from several caves of
Poland and Slovakia.

Research objectives, strategy and methods
Speleothem from 15 caves from Poland and Slovakia have
been chosen for detailed sedi mentological and geochemical
analyses. Altitude of the explored caves ranges between 250 and

1400 m a.s.l. and the samples were collected in sites si tuated from
20 m to 150 m beneath the surface level. The profiles have been
studied in terms of the microfacies variability and growth
dynamics. In the present paper we discuss only the rhythmically
laminated speleotherns of ages between 20kA to >350 kA
collected in 5 caves (Figure I).
Petrographical and UV luminiscence observations were
carried out on the standard thin sections of calcite speleothems.
The same specimens were examined by SEM method
accompanied with microprobe analysator.
A set of samples for geochemical analyses was selected based
on microscopy. About 20 g of the crushed samples were treated
repeatedly with acetate buffer at about 80°C until carbonates
were removed. Insoluble residuum was washed with water,
centrifuged, dried and weighted. Powder X-ray diffractometry
(XRD) was performed on the so prepared material with a TUR
M-62 diffractometer equipped with a horizo ntal goniometer
HZG-4B. Cu-Ka radiation (Ni-filtered) was used. Elemental
composition was analysed with AAS (Table I).

Results

A l

<!; c racow

100km
A

investigated caves

Figure I : Positio11 of i11vestigated caves: I - Wiema cave, 2 Naciekowa cave, 3 - Psia cave, 4 - Lodova cave, 5 - Z11011iva
cave

The rhythmical lamination is an intrinsic feature of various
types of speleotherns; stalactites, stalagmites and flowstone
covers on cave walls. Rhythmical laminated microfacies (RLM)
occurs as one of several microfacies (mf.) types building the
speleothem sequences (DZIADZIO et al., 1993 ; GRADZINSKI er al.,
1996). RLM is particularly common feature of spelean columnar
calcite. Other microfacies types of speleothems e.g. botryoidal or
blocky mf. are lacking of lamination.
The rhythmical lamination depends on alternation of white
and dark laminae. Thickness of the laminae ranges from several
microns to I mm. The thicker laminae are visible with naked eye
whereas the thinner ones are detectable only under microscopic
study. Some of the discrete ultra-thin laminae are discerni ble
when one use other methods e.g. fluorescence phenomenon .
White laminae are built by almost pure calcite while the dark
laminae display higher contribution of elastic and organic
components.
RLM are composed of extremely pure calcite. Acetate buffer
insoluble residua compose of-0.6% by wt. of these speleothems.
Only the sample from Zvoniva cave (Slovakian Karst) contains
3.6% by wt. of other minerals. Amounts of hydrochloric acid
insolubles varies from 0 .08% to 0.32% by wt. Amounts of the
residua after HCI treatment are listed in Table I.
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Figure 3: Diffractogram of the residuum from Zvo11iva cave with mi11eral identified

Mineral phases encountered in acetate buffer insoluble
residua vary much from one site investigated to another. For
example the residuum from Zvoniva cave, consists of kaolinite
(base peak 7. 19A; 3.48A), quartz (base peaks 3.34A; 4.25A),
hydroxylapatite (base peak 2.82A; 2.71A) and traces of mica or
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illite. High base ground in the diffractogram is due to dispersed
iron oxides which dye red the residuum (Figure 2). In Psia cave
the residuum consists of hydromicas (base beak 10.2A; 4.97A),
kaolinite, quartz and small amount of K-feldspar (base peak
3.24A) (Figure 3).
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Table 1 : Results of chemical a11alysis ofi11vestigated samples
HCI soluble [by weight]
samples
Ca
Mg
Fe
Mn
Sr
P
residuu
(%) [ppm) [ppm] [ppm] [ppm] [ppm]
m
%
Lodova cave
39.4 1300
50
41
0.08
35
Wierna cave
39.8
172
177
0.08
80
Naciekowa
39.5 1600
250
26
0.25
cave
39.6 1400
700
122
Psia cave
0.32
The longest, found continuos sequence of rhythmic laminae is
estimated as much as ea. 2500 white-dark couplets. Lamination
displays lateral variation and changes from flat morphology to
mall domal forms. This variation depends on contribution of
elastic coarser material and inclusions iconcorporated within the
calcite.

Discussion
Nature and orig in of lamination
As sugge t the thickness, composition of the laminae and
scarcity of erosional and depositional breaks within RLM , this
microfacies originated in thin water film under stable
hydroclimatical regime.

Mg
[ppm]

HCI insoluble [by weight]
Fe
Mn
Al
[ppm] [ppm) [ppm]

7

p

Si
[ppm]

[ppm]

30
700

485
825

26

5
3
5

320
400
916

44

150

1120

1500

The lamination reflects changes of precipites and depends
essentially on a non-carbonate contribution within spelean
carbonates. The most common white-dark coupled band may be
attributed to seasonal changes during the year. White, pure calcite
precipitates from solution free of other components while the
coloured laminae originated in water, rich detrital and organic
components.
We interpret the white lamina as dryer-sea on increment and
the darker one as deposited during wet period. Further
interpretation could be more difficult since there are everal
possible hydrodynamic control of such seasonality. For example
the white laminae originate during the winter, in caves situated in
lowland setting of the temperate climatic zone where, in tum, the
summer rainfall promotes growth of the dark
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Fig 11 re 4 a-d: " 'ormal" (a,b) a11d "reverse" (c-d) l11mi11isce11ce of bro11111 lami11aefrom RLM. Thi11 sectio11 ofspeleothem seq11e11ce
fro m Z11011iva Cave (Slovakiu).Left photos (a, c) - tra11smitted light, right photos (b, d)-UV l11millisce11ce
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laminae . On the other hand, the dark laminae could form during
wet winter months in the Mediterranean whereas the white calcite
precipites during summertime. Regarding of the possible effects
of the low - vs. high-relief topography of the studied. objectives,
the interpretation becomes even more complex.

Lamination as a tool of paleoclimatic reconstruction
and its limitations
Annually stratified bands have been recognized as the most
common climatic rhythm recorded in the laminated speleothems.
Some go even further and try to find finer cycles, up to diurnal
growth of speleothems (SHOPOV et al., 1994, 1996). Most of the
so far interpreted laminated fabrics were being studied in terms of
luminescence microscopy. The luminescence has been always
assumed as evoked by humic and fulvic activators, encompassed
in the dark laminae . We have found however that the lamination
could result both from the organic as well as inorganic
contaminations in the calcite. Commonest inorganic components
found in dark laminae are clay minerals, siliciclastic ultra fine
grains (quartz, micas) and amorphous ferrioxides (Figures 2, 3).
It is noteworthy that some of these impurities (e.g. kaolinite)
could give luminescence effect similar to fulvic/humic acids
(GRANT, 1962; TEICHMULLER & Wou, 1977; DRAVIS &
YUREVICZ, 1985). Moreover, in some cases the dark laminae are
high fluorescent and in some other cases, the white laminae show
higher luminescence as the darker ones (cf. GENTY & QU!NIF,
1996; GENTY et al., 1996). We have found this phenomenon in
one thin section (Figure 4)! All this suggests that interpretation of
the laminated microfacies, based on luminescence microscopy
may give very equivocal results.
Optical microscopy observations show that the only one
rhythm enabling further reasonable interpretations is the annual
altemance. The lower-order cyclicity may be misinterpreted since
the crystallographic properties of calcite crystals might strongly
obliterate the visible features of lamination. Lateral vanishing or
deformation of the laminae is commonplace in spelean calcite
(Figure 5).

Figure 5 : Vanishing of the lamination following the growth
sector boundary

Toe other important cause of uncertain interpretation of the
high-frequency cyclicity is an information noise obtained for the
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rhythms shorter that the annual one. On the other hand, the cycles
longer then some thousands years could be significantly
influenced by local factors. Transformations of plant cover,
surface morphology or tectonic motion could substantially affect
discharge of cave water and finally overshadow the climatic
records.

Conclusions
1. Rhythmically laminated microfacies occur in various types of
speleothems formed in different geographical, topographical and
climatic settings.
2. Phenomenon of cyclical lamination depends on periodical
changes in non-carbonate (elastic and organic) contribution in
spelean calcite
3. Climatic, annual rhythm of the growth is the most common and
obvious cycle in the RLM.
4. Lower-and higher order of cyclicity might be modified or
obliterated by other environmental factors
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Abstract
In a lot of books, Droppa's scheme of Demianovska Karst System development was used as an example of multilevel
karst system which may be correlated with a river tarrases on the surface. We have collected samples from the Lodova
Cave, which belongs to the IV level of Droppa's scheme. Basing on the dating results we can distinguish 4 periods of
speleothems deposition: older then 350 ka; 140-190 ka; 70-108 ka; younger then 6 ka. The age of the oldest speleothems
in this part of Lodova Cave allow us to estimate minimum age ofLodova Cave. Contemporary we will be able to estimate
the age of IV level of Demianovska Karst System developped by Droppa. The 234U/238U method (RUBE method,
IVANOVICH & HARMON, 1992) was used for estimation of the age for the oldest flowstones from Lodova Cave.
234U/238U age of the basal part of the oldest flowstone from Lodova Cave showed that 700 ka ago Lodova Cave was dry
and speleothems deposition was possible. It means that the IV level of Demianowska System is much older then Droppa
sugested basing on correlations with surface sediments.

Introduction
The Demianovska Valley's Karst System (DROPPA, 1957) is one of the most famous of the World. In a lot of books
Droppa's scheme of its development is used as a example of multilevel Karst System which may be correlated with river
tarraces on the surface. Until present no systematic work with radiometric dating of the speleothems from this system was
done. Dating of speleothems from the Lodova Cave gave us the first oportunity to make a time scale for Droppa 's scheme
(DROPPA, 1963 , 1964, 1970, 1972). We have collected 7 samples of speleothems from ,,Zruseny Dom" in the Lodova
Cave. This passage belongs to the IV level of Droppa 's scheme.

Method
230

234

Standard radiometric dating procedure of Th/ U method were used (IVANIVICH & HARMON, 1992). Samples of 1530 g were dissolved in c.a. 6 M nitric acid. Uranium and Thorium fractions were separated by chromatography method .
132
234
228
232
U, mu , noTh and Th activities were measured by using isotope dillution with Th/ U spike. All measurements were
done with alfa spectrometry. The ages were calculated by standard algoritm (IVANOVICH & HARMON , 1992) using
program " Age04 " (LAURITZEN, 1981 ). Reported errors are I sigma.

Results
Basing on the dating results we can distinguish 4 periods of speleothems deposition (Fig. I).
I. Older then 350 ka .
1
2. 140-190 ka. It may be correlated with the warm interstadials within RO stage 6.
1
3. 70-108 ka which correlate with RO stage 5. More precisly it may be correlated with substage 5c and 5a.
1
4 . Younger then 6 ka which correlated with RO stage I.
The age of the oldest speleothems in this part ofLodova Cave is the most interesting. This age allow us to estimate the
minimum age of Lodova Cave. Contemporary we will be able to estimate the age of IV level of Demianovska Valley
234
23
Karst System developed by Droppa. The U/ ' U method was used for estimation of the age for the oldest flowstones
230
234
234
238
from Lodova Cave (Jlod 4, >350ka from Th/ U method). Calculated initial U/ U ratios for the younger samples were
used for estimation of initial 2).lu r u ratio in the flowstone Jlod 4 (RUBE method, lVANOVICH & HARMON, 1992). We
234
3
234
used the mean value of all the calculated initial U/ RU ratios and obtained estimator of initial U/mU ratio in the sample
234
Jlod 4 equal 2.62±0.38. Results of UfmU dating of sample Jlod 4 are presented in the table I.
We can estimate that the period of deposition of the oldest speleothems in Lodova Cave was between 400 and 700 ka.
It may be correlated with the "O stages 11-14. The calcite from the flowstone Jlod 4 and c.a. 8 cm of sediments covered
by this flowstone have normal magnecity what confirm that they are younger then Brun hes/Matuyama boundary.
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Fig. 1. U-series dating results and theirs correlation with oxygen record

234

Sample

LJf38U age
fkal
+60

Jlod 4/1 bottom

685

Jlod 4/2- top

410

-40
+73
-46

Table 1. Uranium-Uranium dating results of the oldesst flowstone from Lodova Cave

Basing on the oldest data from Lodova Cave we can make a first test of Droppa's scheme. In the Droppa's scheme
Lodova Cave is the part of rv level of Demianovska Karst System. He suggested for this level the Mindel Age (DROPPA,
1970, 1972). The age of the oldest speleothems from Lodova Cave show that 600 ka ago this cave was dry and the
speleothems deposition was possible. It means that the IV level of Demianovska Karst System is much older then Droppa
sugested basing on correlations with surface sediments.
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Speleothem growth frequencies (PDF) as a climate record:
problem of significance
Helena Hercman
Institute of Geological Sciences, Polish Academy of Sciences, ul. Twarda 51/55, O1-116 Warszawa, Poland

Speleothems provide a sensitive tool for studies of past climatic changes as the periods of their growth coincide with
relatively warm and humid episodes, while breaks in calcite deposition correspond to cool phases. It means that even the
presence or absence of the speleothems is the source of the paleoclimatic data. The growth of individual speleothems may
be affected by local factors. On the other hand, the collective properties of speleothems growth may cancel out local
effects. If we have an enough large sample, the distribution of the speleothems ages through time should aproximate the
volume of calcite deposited through time. It was noted quite early that speleothems deposition , at least in upper-mid
latitudes, is discontinuous in time clustering into distinct groups that correlate broadly with known warm and humid
periods of the Upper Pleistocene. This discontinuity of the speleothem record has been explained by climatic control.
Probability density functions (PDF) for speleothem growth are calculated from the scewed PDF for each date, using
the original 230Th/234 u and 234 u;2 38u ratios with the corresponding analytical errors. Filters may be used to screen out
dates with low precision. As a result we obtain a continuous record which aproxirnate speleothem growth frequencies .
If we want to use PDF as a climatic record we should try to answer some questions. Maybe it is not a paleoclimatic
record . Maybe it is only the record of sample collection. We can test it by random elimination of a part of our original
data. If the positions of the peaks are stable, PDF is more than record of sample collection.
The most important question , and the most difficult too, is about the significance of the record. Which peaks are
significant?
P. Smart and his team in an article about North-West European PDF used Monte-Carlo experiment for the estimation
of the peaks significance. They generated I 00 times a set of random data which had uniform distribution through time and
quantity and accuracy of data similar for their original data. For all data sets they constructed PDF and as an estimator of
significance bands for their original PDF they used borders of 95% of the range of the experimental PDFs changes. The
peaks which are above and minimas which are below these bands are significant. In fact this test may be only used as a
test if distribution which is represented by our PDF is not a uniform distribution . It doesn ' t tell us anything about
significance of the individual piks.
In all regional age frequency distributions of speleothems the Holocene signal dominates and frequency decreases with
time. This is due to two effects. First, Holocene speleothems dominate in caves. Second, speleothems tend to be destroyed
over time, and therefore, older specimens are rarer than younger ones. Then maybe we should use in our Monte Carlo
experiment random data with a different distribution through time than uniform, for example exponential distribution. But
the result will be the same. We can only tell that our distribution is different then exponential.
A little more information can be obtained from bootstraping of our data. The bootstrap is a data-based simulation
method. If we assume that our PDF is a reflection of paleoclimatic conditions we can investigate how big will be the
differences between the diffrent estimations. We replace our original data set by another data set, which have the same
quantity of data, and construct the PDF for these data. We repeat this procedure a large number of times, say 500 or I 000.
Then basing on the 500 ( 1000) PDFs we can estimate a confidence band for our original PDF.
Another source of information is the analysis of subpopulations in PDF record. P. Smart and his team used a simple
algoritrn for estimation of subpopulation parameters. The same algoritms may be used for estimation of the quantity of
subpopulations too . If we try to estimate the parameters of subpopulations for a different quantity of maxima (I , 2, 3 ... n)
we can find the best solution: the quantity of subpopulations which give us the best fitting.
The next source of information is multicorrelation between a PDF record and the other paleoclimatic records. The
result of these analyses may be used as a base for modeling of influence of different climatic factors on the PDF record.
All these calculations are in progress and the final results will be presented on the Congres sessions.
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A Long Interglacial and lnterstadial Record
in the North American Mid-Continent from Vadose and Phreatic
Speleothems,
Jewel Cave and Wind Cave, South Dakota, U.S.A.
Derek Ford, Henry Schwarcz, Hilary Stuart-Williams and Nicola Swinburne,
Geography and Geology, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON L8S 4KI and
Joyce Lundberg, Geography, Carleton University, Ottawa, ON KlS 5B6

Geographic location
Jewel Cave and Wind Cave are located in the Black Hills, an isolated domal structure in the centre of North America.
The region was not glaciated but experienced cold winters. The modern climate is at the sub-humid/semi-arid transition
with grasslands above Wind Cave ( m above sea level) and open pine forest at Jewel Cave ( m asl).

Speleogenesis
Jewel Cave and Wind Cave are multi-storey, rectilinear dissolutional maze caves formed by thermal waters rising
through Mississipian (Lower Carboniferous) limestones and dolomites in the Black Hills, a domal structure in South
Dakota. The caves are now drained and relict. Jewel Cave is encrusted with 6-15 ems of euhedral calcite spar precipitated
from the thermal waters. Wind Cave has much tinner crusts, including its celebrated «boxwork», and calcite raft deposits
indicating paleo-watertable levels. Vadose precipitates such as stalactites and stalagmites, are spare in both caves. Isotope
records in sample precipitates have been studied intensively for their paleoclimate records.

The thermal water calcites
U series and palaeomagnetic measurements have established that the great spar sheets of Jewel Cave are older than 2
million years and therefore not suitable for Quaternary paleoclimate studies. In Wind Cave the thickest sample, WCMAJ,
is only 2.4 ems. Eight U series age determinations by thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS) that it great from 330
18
13
to 160 ka BP, when the water table fell below its position. 8 0 and 8 C profiles display two distinct halve: (i) 160-225 ka,
18
where O and C are negatively correlated and there id 3%o variation in 0 record the climate of Isotope Stage 67. (i)
between 225 and 325 ka BP both isotope signals are heavier and uniform. In contrast, the U content and mu ;mJ ratios
18
13
display a clear glacial-interglacial cycle over this time interval. The homogenising of the 0 and C signals suggest an
unknown geothermal effect which erases the paleoprecipitation signal. Core must be taken when interpreting paleoclimate
records in thermal water calciates.

Vadose calcite
In Jewel Cave sample JC! I is a vadose calciate flowstone 12 cm thick, displaying strong colour banding. From twelve
TIMS U series dates, the upper 4 ems grew at intervals between 92±1 and 470±50 ka BP. Eight JO-point growth layer
analyses of O and C ratios were made to check for isotope kinetic fractionation effects. Four different profiles have been
measured between 92 and 240 ka, with a highest resolution of 300-500 years. Marine isotope Termination II is signalled
by 18 0 increase of 3.0%0 between 131 and 129 ka. Isotope stage 5e lasted from 129 to 119 ka. At our scale of resolution, it
contains four or more excursions of 0.5%0. Growth in the previous interglacial (equivalent to marine isotope Stage 7)
displays abrupt shifts of up to 4%o in the 180 signal; peaks occur at -210, -192 and -178 ka BP. All growth ceased during
18
the coldest parts of the glacial stades. Between 300 and 470 ka BP, 8 0 interglacial peaks are also in good agreement with
the SPECMAP isotope records from deep ocean cores; indicating that thin speleothem in the heart of the continent is
recording global climate change in the same manner.
The lower 8 ems of the sample are > 500 ka in age. They display the same patterns of colour banding growth hiatuses
and stable isotope cycles as occur in the younger calcite. We are attempting to date these patterns by RUBE and U/Pb
techniques.
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Precise measurement of luminescence banding profiles in
speleothems for paleoclimatic interpretation
William B. White
Department of Geosciences and Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University University Park, PA 16802 USA

Abstract
It is demonstrated that the microfocus Raman spectrometer is an ideal instrument for the measurement of luminescence banding in
speleothems. The excitation source is an argon ion laser. The selected laser line is brought into a microscope through a beam-spl itter
and brought to a focus on the microscope stage with a spatial resolution of 2 - 3 micrometers. Luminescence radiation from the
illuminated area is collected by the microscope, transmitted through the beam splitter to the entrance slit of a 0.75-meter focal length
double monochromator. Luminescent intensity is measured with a photomultiplier interfaced with a computer for data processing and
analysis. The luminescence wavelength can be set to any desired value and intensity measured as a function of traverse distance by
moving the specimen with a precision x-y translator on the microscope stage. Complete spectra for each band can also be obtained.
Records obtained with this device are suitable for input to mathematical processing such as spectral analysis and Fourier transforms.

1. Introduction
There is a long and rather complicated history that has led
over a period of more than 20 years to a realization that the wellknown luminescence of speleothems may contain a useful and
very high resolution paleoclimatic record. A starting point is the
report by GASCOYNE ( 1977) at the Sheffield International
Congress that he could find no correlation between the color of
speleothems and the iron content. GASCOYNE proposed that the
pigmenting materials were organic molecules incorporated within
the structure . WHITE ( 1981) by reflectance spectroscopy was
able to support GASCOYNE'S conjecture. Later LAURJTZE et
al. ( I 986) actually extracted the organic component and showed
that it was a mixture of humic and fulvic acids. It was shown, as
expected, that the blue-white luminescence of speleothems was
also due to incorporated organic molecules, predominately ful vic
acid (WHITE, 1986; WHITE A D BRENNAN, 1989).
Independently and in about the same time frame, YA VOR
SHOPOY began reporting on his observations of high resolution
luminescence banding within the speleothem structure. This was
a new idea; previous workers had focused their attention on the
bulk properties of speleothems. Shopov showed that the
interesting and useful information was contained in the spatial
distribution of the organic constituents.
With these observations in hand, many investigators have
converged on this problem (SHOPOV et al., 1994; BAKER et
al. , 1993 ; BAKER et al., I 995). Spatial transects along the axis
of stalagmites of the alternating bands of bright luminescence
could be combined with Uffh dating profiles to show that the
width of the individual bands indeed represented one year of
growth. Twenty years after GASCOYNE'S initial observations, it
seems quite clear that the flowstone and stalagmite record does
indeed have the potential of being a paleoclimate record of great
value. The objective of the present paper is to develop a
methodology for obtaining a more quantitative record of the
luminescence banding and one that would be suitable for more
advanced forms of mathematical analysis.

2. Instrumentation
The proposal is to make use of a microfocus Raman
spectrometer as a device for obtaining high quality records both
from spatial resolution and in terms of spectroscopic accuracy.
The work ofSHOPOV et al. (1994), BAKER et al. (1993), and
BAKER AND SMART ( I 995) shows that the width of the

luminescence bands is on the order of a few tens of micrometers.
This means that the measurement device should have a spatial
resolution of a few micrometers or about one tenth of tbe width
of a band so that the luminescence profiles of indi vidual growth
bands may be observed.
Figure I illustrates the optics of microfocus Raman
spectrometer. The excitation source is an argon ion laser. The
beam passes through a Pellin-Broca prism to filter extraneous
plasma lines, through some focusing optics, and then is brought
into an optical microscope. It then passes through a beam splitter
which transmits about I 0% of the beam intensity down the
optical path to the microscope objective. The beam emerges from
the microscope objective and is brought to a focus on the sample
with a focal spot I - 2 micrometers in diameter. The luminescent
radiation emitted from the a I - 2 micrometer volume of the
sample is collected by tbe objective lens and brought up through
the microscope to the beam splitter which is so arranged that 90%
of the luminescent light travels to the entrance slit of the
monochromator. Tbe dispersing optics in this instrument consists
of two tandem 0.75-meter focal length Czerny-Tumer mounted
grating monochromators which provides a wavelength resolution
of 0.05 nm. The monochromator system provides considerably
better resolution than is required for the broad emission from
fulvic acids. The light exits the monochromator through a slit and
then is focused on a photomultiplier which converts it into an
electrical signal which passes through some interface electronics
to a computer. The computer also controls the wavelength dri ve
system so that data points can be collected by counting light
intensity at wavelength intervals as small as 0. 1 nm. This allows
the collection of data with very high accuracy in both wavelength
and intensity. The data are also in digital form suitable for further
manipulation.
The existing optical system provides high spectroscopic
accuracy. The additional modification that must be made is a
translation stage on the microscope with the ability to control
position of a slice of speleothem with an accuracy comparable to
the existing spatial resolution of the microscope - a few
micrometers. This can be provided by a mechanical translator
system with a precision worm drive. Data can be taken point by
point by advancing a micrometer screw on the translator or as the
next step, replacing the hand adjustment with a stepper motor
controlled by the computer. With this arrangement the instrument
can be used in either a wavelength mode where the beam is
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Figure 1. Optics of microf ocus Raman
spectrometer.
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Figure 2. Emission and excitation spectra
of specimen 82-MM-004, a flowstone
sample from Peacock Cave, West Virginia,
USA .
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focused on a specific luminescence band and entire spectrum
scanned or one can set the monochromator at the em.Jss10n
wavelength of interest and then translate the specimen to map the
intensity of luminescence as a function of a x-coordinate along
the translation direction.
The advantage of this type of instrumentation is in its great
flexibility . It's disadvantage is that it is not convenient to use with
very large specimens so that if one wished to measure the
luminescence profile along a 2-meter segment of broom-handle
stalagmite, it would be rather difficult.

3. Luminescence Spectroscopy
As observed visually or recorded on photographic film,
typical speleothem luminescence consists of a bluish white to
greenish white emission sometimes extending to the orangeyellow region of the spectrum. When examined in detail, there is
much more to speleothem luminescence than alternating bands of
bright and dim emission. The luminescence spectrum of a typical
speleothem consists of two parts (Fig. 2). The emission spectrum
is obtained by illuminating the sample with ultraviolet light of a
specified wavelength and measuring the wavelength distribution
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of the emitted radiation. The excitation spectrum is measured by
tracking the intensity of the luminescence as a function of the
wavelength of the ultraviolet used to excite the luminescence.
The brightest and most efficient luminescence is therefore
obtained when the sample is illuminated with 243 nm UV with a
secondary excitation at 296 run. ln this specimen there is a single
emission band peaking at 380 run. The spectral line shapes are
approximately gaussian.
The argon ion laser has lines at 457, 488 and 514.5 nm all of
which lie at wavelengths greater than the wavelengths of the
excitation bands. However, the laser is highly intense and
sufficient luminescence for measurement can be obtained by
exciting into the long wavelength tail of the excitation band. The
laser lines are also at longer wavelengths than the emission band
and so cannot excite the main portion of this band. The emission
observed from Ar-ion laser excitation will be due to a different
set of luminophors than those excited by UV radiation . This is a
difficulty that could be resolved by using a UV laser as an
excitation source.
Chromatographic sepa- ration of the organic constituents of
dissolved speleothems (WHITE, SMAILER, AND BRENNAN,
unpublished data) show that the luminescent species in
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional plot of
luminescence intensity as a function of
bot/, emission wavelength and molecular
weight. Each tick mark on the V,
(elutriated volume) scale represents a
separate chromatographic cut and a
separately measured emission spectrum.
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Figure 4. Laser excited (457.9 nm
line) em,sswn spectra from
individual growth
bands in
stalactite 88-MM-004.
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speleothems consists of a mixture of molecules each of which has
its own characteristic emission and excitation spectrum. As a
result, the emission peak changes with wavelength of excitation.
For the specific specimen used as an illustration, the main UV
excited emission band has its peak intensity for the molecular
weight fraction in the range of 5000 - I 0,000 daltons (Fig. 3).
The emission bands excited by the 457.9 nm line of the Arian laser in the microfocus spectrometer (Fig. 4) occur in the
range of 550 - 560 run, much greater wavelength than the UVexcited band shown in Fig. 2. The bands are broad but there are
measurable shifts in the band positions. Fig .. 4 shows a sequence
of spectra obtained from a sequence of luminescence bands in the
same samples used for previous spectra. There is some variability
in the spectra from one band to another but because the bands are
very broad, there is a great deal of overlap. Because of the I - 2
micrometer spatial resolution of the laser spot, the luminescence
banding can be mapped at any chosen emission wavelength.

740

4. Conclusions
The rnicrofocus Raman spectrometer is shown to be a useful
device for the accurate mapping of the distribution of speleothem
luminescence. The spatial resolution is a few micrometers,
smaller than the annual growth bands. The emission wavelength
to be mapped is an adjustable variable. The instrumentation and
technique could be easily extended to the use of a tunable UV
laser as a source, thus adding the excitation wavelength as an
additional adjustable variable.
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Evidence of glacial advances from New Zealand cave deposits
Paul W. Williams
Department of Geography, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

Abstract
Caves overrun by glaciers are known to accumulate dateable evidence of past glacial and interglacial events. Results are
reported from investigations of Aurora Cave in Fiordland, southern New Zealand, and from other caves. Aurora Cave is
situated in the side of a glacial trough. The cave commenced to form before 230 ka B.P. Sequences of glacifluvial sediments
interbedded with speleothems are evidence of the number and timing of glacial advances and the status of intervals between
them. Twenty-six uranium series dates on speleothems underpin a chronology of seven glacial advances in the last 230 ka,
with the peak of the last main glacial advance at ea. 19 ka BP. With five advances in the Last Glacial, it is more complex than
previously recognised in New Zealand. Comparison of the evidence fom caves with that recorded in deep sea sediments
300 km offshore from DSDP Site 594 reveals little matching. The results from caves support polar cap ice-core evidence for
abrupt climate changes, but do not support synchroneity of onshore/offshore events.
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L'oxygene et le carbone dans les concretions nous
informent-ils sur les climats passes?
par Sophie Verheyden
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Vrije Universiteit Brussel, WE-CHRO, Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussel, Belgie
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Guy Deflandre

Abstract: Does the oxygen and carbon isotope record in speleothems register climate?
Stable isotopes of oxygen and carbon in speleothems theoretically are related to respectively the surface temperature and the
vegetation present during calcite precipitation. In fact, this relationship seems more complex. The study of recent calcite and seepage
water, as well as in situ measurements of climatic parameters suggest that other processes e.g. evaporation, degassing, interaction of the
host rock, . . . affect dramatically the oxygen and carbon isotopic composition of the speleothems.

Resume
Theoriquement l'oxygene et le carbone dans les concretions nous informent sur respectivement la temperature de surface et Ja
vegetation presente !ors de la precipitation de la calcite. En pratique, ces relations paraissent plus complexes. L'etude de concretions
recentes et de l'eau d'infiltration, ainsi que des mesures de parametres climatiques dans les grottes belges remettent en question Ja
relation theorique entre le climat et l'oxygene et le carbone dans Jes concretions. Cette etude montre que des processus plus locaux
comme !'evaporation, le degazage, !'interaction de la roche environnante, .. . peuvent influencer de far;on drarnatique le signal isotopique
de l'oxygene et du carbone dans Jes concretions.

1. Introduction
Cette etude fait partie du projet europeen "A high resolution
reconstruction of terrestrial palaeoclimate from continental
carbonates" qui a pour but de retracer le climat Holocene
(10000 - 0 ans BP) grace a l'etude de J'oxygene et du carbone
dans Jes concretions de divers sites europeens. Nous presentons
ici Jes resultats du site beige.
La grotte du Pere Noel Fait partie du systeme de Han-surLesse comprenant entre autres la grotte de Han et le Pere Noel.
Elles sont situees dans la bande de calcaire Givetien, la
Calestienne, qui traverse la Belgique d ' Est en Quest (fig. I). On y
trouve la plupart des phenomenes karstiques belges. Le Pere Noel
est le resultat d ' un recoupement de meandre de la Lesse a travers
le Massif de Boine (QUINIF, 1977). Denos jours cette cavite est
entierement fossile et unimportant concretionnement s'est mis en
place depuis plus de I 00000 ans. Une stalagmite de 65cm de
Jong a ete prelevee afin d'etudier Jes changements de
composition isotopique le long de !'axe longitudinal (fig. 2). La
datation Urfh indique que la concretion s'est deposee entre
13000 et 2000 ans BP (Before Present). Elle couvre done en
partie le Tardi-glaciaire et !'Holocene.

2. Les isotopes stables dans les etudes du
climat passe
Dans la nature, ii existe trois oxygenes de masses differentes:
un oxygene de masse 16 ("0) (c.a.d. I 6 fois la masse de
l'hydrogene), un oxygene de masse 17 ("O) et un oxygene de
masse 18 ( 0). Ce sont Jes isotopes de l'oxygene. Aucun de ces
elements n'est radioactif, ils soot done tous stables. Le carbone
ll
ll
IJ
compte deux isotopes stables, C et C et un radioactif, le C.
Ces isotopes soot presents en certaines proportions (on mesure
16
II
13
12
generallement le rapport 0/ 0 et C/ C) . Chaque processus
physique (comme !'evaporation) ou chimique (comme la
precipitation de la calcite) change la proportion des isotopes.

Pour faciliter les calculs on emploie Jes notations 8 180 et 8 13 C
(exprimes en %o). Ils traduisent la difference entre le "O/"O de la
matiere etudiee et une matiere de reference. La matiere de
reference (ref) dans le cas de la calcite est le PDB, le "Pee-Dee
Belemoite", un fossile de la Formation de Pee-Dee en Caroline
du Sud. Plus Jes o soot eleves plus ii y a d' isotopes ' Jourds'
11
(c.a.d. "O ou C) dans la calcite (c) (HOEFS, 1997).
o"Oc = [("O!' 0O)c - ("O/' 0 O)ref]* I 000/("O!'•o)ref
Grace a l'etude des isotopes de l'oxygene dans Jes depots
marins et Jes glaces polaires, nous connaissons bien les grandes
variations climatiques a l'echelle mondiale. Ces etudes nous ont
Fait mieux comprendre Jes cycles froid-chaud ou glaciaireinterglaciaire. L' analyse de l'oxygene dans Jes tourbieres et dans
Jes depots Jacustres, ainsi que dans les concretions nous
informent sur le climat continental plus local et a plus petite
echelle de temps (cycles annuels ou saisonniers).

3. Le 018 0 et le 013 C dans les concretions
Pour bien comprendre le mecanisme des isotopes stables
dans les concretions, rappelons-nous la formation d'une
concretion. L 'eau de pluie percole dans le sol et se charge de CO,
qui est originaire de la respiration des plantes. Ensuite l 'eau
s' infiltre dans Jes interstices du calcaire sous-jacent et dissout le
CaCO,. Rencontrant un vide, l'eau degaze du C01 et precipite de
la calcite.
Theoriquement le rapport de l'oxygene dans la calcite
(CaC!b) dependra de la temperature a laquelle la calcite s'est
deposee et de la composition isotopique initiale de J'eau d'ou la
calcite precipite. Dans Jes deux cas le o"O est directement lie a la
temperature de surface:
•
dans les grottes belges, qui sont peu profondes la
temperature en grotte est une moyenne annuelle de la
temperature de surface (W1GLEY ET BROWN, 1976).
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•

la compos1!Ion isotopique de l'eau de percolation est
comparable a celle de l'eau de pluie. La composition de

l' eau de pluie est en relation directe avec la temperature de
surface (DANSGAARD, 1964).
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Fig. J: Les formations carbo11atees de la Belgique. Han-sur-Lesse se trouve dans la Ca/estienne (fleche). D 'apres C. EK, 1976.

On peut done, en analysant le 6 180 dans la concretion,
retrouver la temperature qui regnait en surface !ors de la
precipitation de la calcite.
Le rapport du carbone dans la concretion (Ca!:;.O3) depend
beaucoup moins de la temperature mais est directement lie au
type de vegetation present a la surface !ors de la precipitation de
la calcite. Selon le cycle de photosynthese utilise, Jes plantes ont
un 6 13 C different. Le cycle Calvin est utilise par les plantes dites
C J (dans un premier temps elles produisent une molecule • a trois
atomes de carbone). En Belgique, toutes les plantes appartiennent
a ce groupe, sauf le ma"is. Le cycle Hatch-Slack est utilise par les
plantes dites C,. Ces plantes vivent dans des regions arides et
chaudes, Ies herbes de savannes sont souvent des plantes C,. Le
6 13 C de la calcite sera different selon le type de plantes present en
surface lors de la precipitation de la calcite (CERLING, I 984).
II y a neanmoins une condition pour pouvoir utiliser ces
equations theoriques: c' est l'equilibre isotopique. Si la calcite se
depose de fai;on lente et sans perturbations les changements
isotopiques sont connus grace a des experimentations en
laboratoire et on peut done retrouver la temperature en faisant Ies
mesures de 6"0 . Si la precipitation est perturbee par un degazage
trop rapide ou de I' evaporation, ces relations theoriques ne sont
plus valables (HENDY, 1971 ).
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4. La courbe paleoclimatique
Une mesure de 6 180 et 6 13 C a ete faite tout les S mm le long
de !'axe Iongitudinale de la stalagmite (fig. 3). La courbe
d'oxygene (6"0) ainsi obtenue devrait done theoriquement
retracer les changements de temperature entre 13000 et
2000 ans BP. La courbe de carbone devrait nous indiquer le type
de vegetation present durant cette periode.
Une rapide observation de ces courbes (fig. 4) montre des
13
variations dans le 6"0 et le 6 C tout au long du Tardi-glaciaire et
de !'Holocene. Ceux-ci pourraient etre en relation avec des
cbangements climatiques. Les variations sont neanmoins les
memes pour le 6"0 et le 6"C. II y a done co-variation . Cela
suggere qu'un seul parametre est a l'origine des variations et que
ceux-ci ne traduisent done pas des changements de temperatures
ou de vegetation. De plus les variations importantes du 6"C sont
tres inattendues, puisque la Belgique n ' a pas connue de plantes
C, durant cette periode (sauf le ma"is dans les regions cultivees).
Finalement, des mesures de 6" 0 et 6"C le long d' une meme
!amine de croissance montrent que la majeure partie de la
stalagmite a ete deposee en non-equilibre isotopique (HENDY,
1971).
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Fig. 3: La stalagmite de la grotte du Pere Noel a Ha11-sur-Lesse
e11 Belgique est sciee afi11 d'obtenir une tra11che du milieu de la
stalagmite. U11 echantillon est pre/eve tout les 5111111 le /011g de
/'axe /011gitudi11a/ de la co11cretio11 aji11 d'etudier les
changements de la compositio11 isotopique ({/ 80 et 8 13 C) de la
co11cretio11.

Les premiers resultats d'une etude in-situ mettent en relation
un 8"0 et 8"C eleve avec un debit de percolation lent. Le signal
isotopique de l'eau de percolation reste toutefois inchange par
rapport au signal isotopique de l'eau de pluie. La perturbation se
situe done pendant la precipitation de la calcite. Une evaporation
accrue de l ' eau (H,Q) pendant la precipitation de la calcite
13
entrainera une augm~ntation du 8 C de la calcite, mais aussi une
13
augmentation du 8 C. En effet, une evaporation de l'eau va de
pair avec un degazage de £0 2 plus rapide, ce qui entraine une
augmentation du 8"C de la calcite. Puisqu ' il y a perturbation de
l'equilibre isotopique, Jes equations theoriques ne peuvent pas
etre employees dans ce cas-ci . On peut toutefois supposer que
13
pendant Jes periodes plus humides, le 8"0 ainsi que le 8 C
diminuent alors que pendant Jes periodes plus seches, avec une
evaporation plus importante, its augmentent. Done, si la
stalagmite ne peut pas nous foumir des indications sur les
changements de temperature et de vegetation, elle peut quand
meme nous foumir des indications sur la pluviometrie dans le
passe.
A grande echelle pourtant on peut supposer que ces
perturbations ont mains d'effet puisque on considere la moyenne

de longues periodes. Ainsi le 8"0 augmente de I %0 tout au long
de la croissance de la stalagmite. En tenant compte du
changement plus ou mains connu du 8"0 de l'eau de pluie
durant cette periode on peut estimer un changement de
temperature de 5 a6°C entre 13000 et 2000 ans BP.

Fig. 2: La atalagmite pre/evee dans la grotte du Pere Noel
Han-sur-Lesse est environ 65cm de /011g.

5. Conclusion
Les etudes de la composition isotopique de l'oxygene et du
carbone d'une stalagmite Holocene beige montre que dans ce cas,
Jes changements de 8'"0 et 8"C ne retracent pas Jes changements
de temperature et de vegetation comme theoriquement attendu.
Des mesures in situ laissent toutefois supposer que les
13
changements de 8"0 et 8 C peuvent etre mis en relation avec des
changements de pluviometrie. A long terme, la courbe de 8"0
suggere quand meme une augmentation de la temperature de 5 a
6°C entre 13000 et 2000 ans BP.
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Pere Noel: dO and dC (smoothed)
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Fig. 4: En representa11t la composition isotopique (8 0 et 813 C) d'une stalagmite en fonction de /'age de chaque echantillon, on
obtient une courbe paleoclimatique. la stalagmite prelevee dans la grotte du Pere Noel a Han-sur-lesse, Belgique s'est deposee
entre 13000 et 2000 ans BP. le 818 0 montre tout au long du Tardi-glaciaire et de /'Holocene des variations importantes. A plus
long terme, une augmentation du 818 0 d'environ 1%o est observee. Le 813 C montre egalement des variations considerables dura,11 la
croissa11ce de la stalagmite, mais pas de changeme11t a lo11g terme.
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Paleoclimate of the quaternary processes in the western karst of
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Abstract

Resumen

The main goal of this research project, is to obtain
quantitative assesments about the paleoclimatic evolution
and the Quaternary processes of Cuba during the last one
million years as a contribution to the scientific
understanding of global climatic changes in the world,
especially in the Caribbean region. It is impossible to
understand the impact of human activity on world climate
and the environment without knowledge about the natural
trends in planetary evolution. In this respect, the study of
the actual climate is not enough for such an evaluation and
prognosis.
The fact that, most of the paleoclimatic investigations
have been conducted in countries from temperate or mid
latitude zones in the northern hemisphere, with only few
and non integrated studies from tropical areas, is one
important reason to develop such research.
At present, our Project includes:
- A Paleoclimatic Data Base System of the Cuban
Quaternary.
- GIS of the Cuban Paleoclimate in key sectors of
Western Cuba.
- Characterization of the Cavernary levels of the Western
Karst of Cuba, and their relation with sea level
flucuations during the Quaternary.
- Study of paleotemperatures, paleorainfall and
paleosalinity in the Western Karst of Cuba, during the
last 125,000 years and application to the models of
climatic forecast.
- Knowledge of the Cuban Climate in the present
millenium.
- Map of the Carbon reserves in the soils of Cuba, for the
last 3,000 years.
The experimental areas of the Project consist of: two
karstic cavernary systems (including up to 8 cavern levels
and 40 km of underground galleries), one lake in a
sedimentation basin and the Marine Terraces System in the
North-Western Coastal Area of Cuba.
Very important quantitative estimations can be
obtained from these studies for Cuba and the Caribbean,
with incidence in the planing of a sostenaible development
of the society and the preservation of the environment and
the biodiversity, taking account the prognostic of the
tendencies in the temperatures and the sea level changes,
of great importance for the development and protection of
the marine and terrestrial ecosystems, and the constructive
and touristic development, specially in the coastal areas.

El principal objetivo de este Proyecto es, obtener una
valoraci6n cuantitativa de la Evoluci6n Paleoclimatica y
los Procesos Cuaternarios en Cuba durante el ultimo
mill6n de aiios, como una contribuci6n al conocimiento de
los Cambios Climaticos en el planeta y especialmente en la
region del Caribe. Es imposible evaluar la Actividad e
Impacto de! hombre en el clima mundial y en el medio
ambiente, sin un conocimiento acerca de las tendencias
naturales debido a la evoluci6n planetaria, y en este
aspecto, el estudio del clima actual , resulta insuficiente
para ta! evaluaci6n y pron6stico.
El hecho que la mayoria de las investigaciones
paleoclimaticas han sido desarrolladas en paises de zonas
templadas o latitudes medias, en el hemisferio norte, con
solo pocos estudios integrados en areas tropicales,
constituye otro importante aspecto que apunta a la
necesidad de desarrollar tales investigaciones.
Actualmente, el presente proyecto incluye:
- Un Sistema de Base de Datos Paleoclimaticos del
Cuaternario Cubano.
- SIG del Paleoclima Cubano en Sectores Llaves de
Cuba Occidental.
- Caracterizaci6n de los Niveles de Cavernamiento del
Karst Occidental de Cuba, y su relaci6n con los
Cambios de! Nivel de! Mar, durante el Cuaternario.
- Estudio de las Paleotemperaturas, Paleoprecipitaciones
y Paleosalinidad en el Karst Occidental de Cuba,
durante los ultimos 125 000 al'ios. Aplicaci6n a los
Modelos de Pron6stico Climatico.
- Conocimiento de! Clima de Cuba en el presente
milenio.
- Mapa de las Reservas de Carbono en los suelos de
Cuba, para 3000 y Oanos.
Las areas experimentales del Proyecto son: Dos
Sistemas Cavernarios Karsticos (con 8 niveles de
cavernamiento y 40 km de galerias subterraneas); Un Lago
en una Cuenca de Sedimentaci6n y el Sistema de Terrazas
Marinas en la Costa Noroccidental de Cuba.
Importantes estimaciones cuantitativas pudieran
derivarse de tales estudios para Cuba y el Caribe, con gran
incidencia en la planificaci6n de un desarrollo sostenible
de la sociedad y la preservaci6n del Medio Ambiente y la
Biodiversidad, pudiendo destacarse el pron6stico de !as
tendencias de las temperaturas y las variaciones del nivel
del mar, de gran importancia para el desarrollo y
protecci6n de los ecosistemas marinos y terrestres y el
desarrollo turistico y constructivo, especialmente en !as
zonas costeras.
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General Comments
The importance of carrying this investigation in Cuba, is
given by several reasons. One of them, is its geographical
position berween the north American continent and the tropics,
specially those island from the Greater and Smaller Antilles,
giving an exceptional opportunity to study the influence of
continental glaciations on tropical and subtropical territories.
Thus, the paleoclimatic information obtained in Cuba will be of
regional relevance. Another reason is that, practically all the
observed geomorphology in Cuba, was modeled during the
Quaternary period in which the variations in the general sea
level, temperature, humidity and rainfall have played a mayor
role in landscape genesis and evolution. The results obtained will
contribute to the understanding of the relations berween climate,
environment, landscape and time.
Moreover, in Cuba there are many different geological and
geomorphologic features, amenable to be used as targets for
paleoclimatic tudies, as there are hundreds of kilometers of coast
with limestone marine terraces at different levels, a shallow and
extensive submarine platform covered with different generation
of fossil and active coral reefs, and different geological
formations of quaternary limestone, among others. Another
peculiarity seldomly found in other countries in the world is the
existence of underground ancient tluvial caves, excavated at
different levels over the actual valleys, corresponding to the local
base variations, due to the changes of the general sea level,
motivated by the advances and recessions of the glaciers in the
continents. These caves represents fragments of ancients river
courses with their bed load sediments perfectly preserved in
many places, interlayered also with carbonate cave sediments of
chemical origin (stalagmites, sinters, etc.) which enables their
dating using isotope and paleomagnetic methods, as well as their
characterization from the temperature point of view. From
another hand, the study of both the granulometric spectrum of the
bed load sediments and coarse materials (pebble , etc.), as well as
the study of the scalloped cave conduits allow estimations of
water discharges, runoff and other parameters of those ancient
river, and since their basin are well bounded, paleoprecipitations
can be also estimated. All these ources of evidences are located
either just in the same or places not far from each other
(remember also that Cuba is not a big country), so that the
multivariate characterization of well dated epochs from the near
geological past is po ible.
Therefore, there are suitable conditions for field and
laboratory investigations with a complex of quantitative methods
oriented to different branches of geochemistry, geophysics,
geology and geography as geochronology, atmospheric sciences,
geomorphology, hydrogeology and others, which can be
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Epoch of Speleogenesis
Pre-Quaternary (Pliocene)
ebraska Q,
Kansas Q 11
Illinois Q,11
Wisconsin early (Iowa) Q' "
Wisconsin late Q",v
Holoceno

Cavemary Level
Cima
Soterraneos Cave
Pio Domingo Cave
Perfecto Cave
Clara Cave
Sumidero

integrated in order to characterize the paleoclimates of the Cuban
territory during different periods along the Quaternary. This
characterization will involve paleotemperatures, paleorainfalls,
paleosalinities and perhaps other parameters. This information,
together with isotope and paleomagnetic dating will depict more
precisely the regional trends on climatic changes, at least for the
Cuban territory and its surroundings, as a contribution to the
study and understanding of one of the most challenging and
important problems of modem science, with a great impact in
modem society long term development planing and environment
preservation.

Some preliminary results:
The Paleoclimatic Data Base Systems of the Cuban
Quaternary consist in an interdisciplinary network of information
about Geochemistry of Sediments and Waters; Paleomagnetism
and Magnetic Susceptibility; Stable Isotope Geochemistry and
Isotopic Dating; Sea Level Changes and eotectonic Movement;
Paleorainfall, Paleotemperatures and Paleosalinity; Historic and
Present Climatology; Geology, Geomorphology, Speleology and
Hidrogeology; Cavemary and Marine Terrace Levels. All this
information is connected to GIS according the specific
experimental area, in order to obtain an integrate and
interconnected evaluation.
The Majaguas-Cantera Cavernary Systems in the Western
Karst of Cuba, show a development of eight underground levels
from + SO to + 290 m a.s.l. There are rwo active levels (+ 70 m
a.s.l.), one seasonal level (+ 80 to + 90 m a.s.l.), one episodical
level (+ 90 to+ 110 m a.s.1.) and five merofossil levels(+ 120 to
+ 290 m a.s.l.) (MOLERJO, 1992, FLORES, 199S). These
cavemary levels and the karstification processes, are related with
the regional phenomena of the glacioeustatic changes of the sea
level during the Quaternary period, as a consequence of the
climatic changes.
The table I show a good correlation berween the cavernary
levels of the Sumidero Underground System (ACEVEDO, 1971)
and the kaolinite contents of the quaternary sediments deposited
inside the caves (PAJON, 1983). FAGUNDO et al. (1984)
calculated from a multiple regression equation of absorbance
relations in the infrared spectra.
The paleoflow, paleodrainage and paleorainfall values was
calculate for the Sumidero Region in the Cuyaguateje Basin
River, from the scallops analysis in a fluvial fossil gallery of the
Perfecto Cave (VALDES, 1974). The paleorainfall value of 1410
mm suggest that the climate of the region during the hydrological
behavior of Perfecto Cave (Illinois age-Cuban pluvial Illinois)
was more wet that today (700 mm).

Absolute Altitude (m)
19S-2S0
170-19S
130-180
100-138
8S-132
80-130

Kao linite Content (%)
S 1-S3
3S-43
17-22
7
6

Table 1.- Correlation between the cavernary levels in the Sumidero Underground System and the kaolinite content of the Quaternary
sediments inside the caves. Western Tropical Karst of Cuba.
K(o/o) = 7,7882 A3 I,¾+ 46,7491 A 5 /A6 - 2S,7192
Where: A3 = A(92S cm · 1), ,¾ = A(808±3 cm · 1 ) , A 5 = A(l040 cm · 1), A6 = A(l 117±3 cm · 1)
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Considering the carbonate, siliceous and gypsum relicts, as
well as other geographical index, ORTEGA & ARCIA (I 982),
proposed a paleorainfall map for Cuba in the last glacial
(Wisconsin or Wurm), suggesting an arid climate in that period.
On the base of the coastal eolic formations of the Pleistocene
in the western of Cuba, SHA ZER et al. (1975) considered that
the arid climates coincided with the glaciations.
KART ASHOV & MA YO ( 1976) establish that in the Cuban
Pleistocene, took place alternate climatical oscillation of pluvial
and arid phases. MA YO ( 1970) established a correlation between
pluvial and glacial advance.
Based in the weathering profiles of Guane and Guevara
Quaternary Formations, KARTASHOV et al. ( I 98 I) suggest the
division of the Cuban Pleistocene in two stages: a lower wet
stage and an upper dry stage.
Using the Gates climatological model and the probable level
of the periglacial zone, ORTEGA ( 1983) proposed a
paleotemperature map on the base of the paleosea mean
temperature.
Respect to the hi storical times, the records of rainfall between
I 87 I and 1984 in Santiago de Cuba station, show a significative
increase, and a decrease between I 750 and 1871. Respect the
temperature, there is an increment of 0,5°C from the XIX century
and 0,2-0,3 in the last 40 years, in the Casablanca Station of
Havana City (CELEIRO, 1996).
About the sea level changes, the Siboney Station (eastern of
Cuba), remark a quantitative increase of 2,9 mm/year during 30
years of records (HERNANDEZ, pers. comm.).
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Excentriques Capillaries, Do They Carry Paleoclimatic
Information?
Stephan Kempe & Jens Hartmann
Techn. Univer. Darmstadt, Geol.-Paleontol. Inst., Schnittspahnstr. 9, D - 64287 Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract
Excentriques (Helictites) are one of the most intriguing speleothems. They grow seemingly unimpeded by gravity.
Apparently several different fonns exist. We have investigated the capillaries of monocrystalline clear calcitic
excentriques collected from caves in the Winterberg limestone quarry, Harz, Germany, in 1972. We inspected the
capillaries both visually and by casting them with epoxy and dissolving the calcite in dilute HCI. The capillaries casts were
then investigated by scanning electron microscopy. Even though all of the crystals are from the same cave, the capillaries
show various patterns. Some show crystal faces, others are rather smooth and still others have a clearly beaded
morphology. It was this beaded morphology which led Kempe and Sand Spaeth (1977) to hypothesize that the individual
knots are annual growth increments. We now test this hypothesis by measuring bead sizes and we will try to link these
records with recent meteorological data on temperature, precipitation and potential evaporation from the Harz region.

Zusammenfassung
Excentriques (Helictiten) gehoren zu den merkwurdigsten Spelaothemen. Sie wachsen scheinbar unbeeinflu.Bt von der
Gravitation. Offenbar gibt es verschiedene Formen. Wir haben die Kapillaren von monokristallinen, klaren, calcitischen
Excentriques untersucht, die von einer Aufsammlung aus Steinbruchshohlen des Winterberges, Harz, Deutschland, aus
dem Jahr 1972 stammen untersucht. Die Kapillaren wurden mit Epoxydharz ausgegossen und der Kristall mit verdtinnter
HCl aufgelost. Die Kapillarausgiisse wurden anschlieJ3end mit dem Elektronenmikroskop untersucht. Obwohl alle
Kristalle aus der selben Hohle stammen, zeigen die Kapillaren ganz unterschiedliche Muster. Einige bilden Kristallflachen
ab, andere sind glatt und wiederum andere haben eine Perlschnur-Morphologie. Diese Perlschnur-Morphologie lieJ3
Kempe & Spaeth ( 1977) vermuten, daJ3 die individuellen Knoten jahrlichen Zuwachs reprasentieren. Wir testen jetzt diese
Hypothese, indem wir die KnotengroJ3e vermessen und versuchen, sie mit den rezenten Wetteraufzeichnungen iiber
Temperatur, Niederschlag und potentieller Evaporation aus der Harz Region zu korrelieren.
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Paleoclimatic reconstruction and timing of sea level rise at the
end of the Penultimate Glaciation, from detailed stable isotopic
study and TIMS dating of submerged Bahamian speleothem
Joyce Lundberg
Dept. of Geography, Carleton University, Ottawa,
Ontario, K IS 5B6, Canada

Abstract
TIMS U-Th dating of a Baharnian stalagmite from -45 m ASL
yielded a (preliminary) date for sea level rise at the end of the
Penultimate Glaciation, past -45 m, at~ 131 ka Sea level rise from 45 m ASL to the Last Interglacial high stand of +6 m ASL (~130
ka) must have occurred in a short time frame of perhaps I kyr. The
stable isotope record from this sample, of higher resolution than
most other proxy records, reveals high frequency spikes and
troughs that mimic the GRIP ice core record. Two preliminary
dates place the isotopic curve almost exactly coincidental with
GRIP, and almost mid-way between the orbitally-tuned marine
forarniniferal record and OH 11, the Devil's Hole calcite vein from
Nevada.

mass spectrometer in The University of Bergen, Norway. Dates
23
8
23
were calculated using °'Thf3 U and °'Thf34u ratios.

JI

cm

Introduction
A stalagmite recovered from 45 m below present sea level in a
blue hole on Andros Island, Bahamas, has been U-Th dated by
thermal ionization mass spectrometry. The cave was air-filled
during glacial low sea levels and stalagmites grew. Calcite
deposition was stopped by rapid sea level rise at the end of the
penultimate glacial (Termination II). The sample was then subject
to dissolution giving it a broadly cuspate and asymmetric form
(Figure I). After this some boring of the outer surfaces by marine
sponges occurred and the sample was encased in 1-5 cm of marine
packstone.
A similar sample was dated by alpha counting in the 1970s
(GASCOYNEet al 1979). Those dates were unreliable for two
reasons: the first is that the large samples size required for alpha
counting reduces the resolution attainable; the second is that the
sponge borings on the outer layers introduced a younger aragonitic
component. Only the dates on the inner material can be considered
reliable (within the large error inherent to the alpha counting
system) and these dates are not of great interest.

Figure 1: Sample 78032: to the left is the origi11al speleothem
cross sectio11 a11d the calcite remai11i11g after dissolution a11d
marine packsto11e depositio11; to the right is the sampled slab
showi11g isotope sampli11g holes a11d slices cut for dati11g.

Results and discussion
Date of sea level rise :
Preliminary test dates gave 142 ±7 ka close to the core and 132
±3.6 ka on an outer layer; these results place the Termination II sea
level rise past -45 m ASL a thousand years or so after 132 ka
TIMS dates on Atlantic coral reefs from isotope substage 5e extend
back to ~ 130-131 ka (eg, BARD et al. 1990; CHEN et al. 1991;
GALLUP et al. 1994). Thus there is a narrow window between
~ 131 ka and ~ 130-131 ka when sea level rose rapidly from -45 111
to+6 m ASL.

Materials and Methods

Stable Isotope Profile:

For this study the stalagmite (78032) was sampled from close to
the core out to the youngest layer still present at the tip of a
dissolution cusp. Samples for oxygen and carbon stable isotope
analysis were taken approximately every millimeter using a
binocular microscope to choose sites free from sponge borings.
Uranium content is ~o.2 ppm; for each date 0.2 g material was
obtained (enough for 1-2 repeats) by drilling a slice parallel to the
growth layers, then splitting this into I mm thin cleavage
fragments. Each fragment was ex:imined under binocular
microscope and any boring spong~ holes were drilled out. Most of
the holes were empty but some had a reddish filling of younger
material. Any slice with more than about 20% borings was rejected.
Chemical purification of the dissolved samples was by ferric
hydroxide co-precipitation of uranium and thorium and separation
on anion exchange columns. Oxygen and carbon isotopic ratios
were measured on a VG Isogas SIRA mass spectrometer in
McMaster University, Canada Uranium and thorium isotopic
ratios were measured on a Finnigan-Mat 262 thermal ionization

The high resolution stable isotope record (~6 points per kyr) is
shown in Figure 2, the heavy line for the two-point running mean
and the lighter line for the raw data The resolution of this record
for this time period is rivalled by few other proxy paleoclimatic
records. Moreover, this significant interval, from the full glacial
(isotope stage 6) through the dramatic climatic changes of
Termination II, is covered by few other terrestrial records with such
a fine time and signal resolution. Several features are apparent:
18
(i) as might be expected for this oceanic site, d Ois dominated by
18
the meteoric signal, with a positive relationship of d O and
temperature;
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In the lower graph of Figure 2, 78032 is positioned in relation to
sea level and age. It is superimposed on the GRIP record and
OH 11, the calcite vein from Nevada {WINOGRAD et al 1992). The
coincidence of 78032 and GRJP is remarkable, as is the extent of
the offset ofDH 11.
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The isotopic record of 78032 during Tremination II shows rapid
oscillations similar to those shown by the GRIP ice core. Overall
there is a marked two-step pattern similar to that of Termination I.
In terms of timing, 78032 correlates well with the GRIP record and
with FM2, post-dates DHl 1 by ,,,,5 kyr, and predates the orbitallytuned SPECMAP marine record (and thus the insolation record) by
,.,4 kyr (MARTINSON et al 1987). Until further dating confirms the
position of 78032, more detailed discussion is premature.

-42

DANSGAARD, w., & ten others 1993. Evidence for general
instability of past climate from a 250-kyr ice-core record. Nature
364; 218-220.
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Ageka
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Figure 2: d' 0 values for 78032 compared wit!, FM2, a
Norwegai11 stalagmite (the upper graph) a11d wit!, the GRIP ice
core a11d DHJ I ca/dte vei11 from Devil's Hole, Nevada (the lower
graph).
(ii) there is a double warming reminiscent of the end of the last
glaciation (the Younger Dryas stage of Termination I): this two step
deglaciation has also been documented but with much lower
precision from pollen diagrams, speleothem, ocean foraminifera,
and pedostratigraphy by SEIDENKRANTZ et al ( 1996);
(iii) in spite of being in a tropical oceanic environment where
climatic changes might be well moderated, the record is spikey,
showing rapid oscillations of climate rather than a steady
progression;
18
(iv) the range in d 0 is high at ,,,,3·/-: if the range in the ocean
8
foraminiferal d1 0 is "'2 °/_ then the extra "'1 °/- can be assumed to
represent temperature dependent fractionation in the cave.

In Figure 2, 78032 is first compared with FM2 {LAURITZEN
8
1995), another high resolution speleothem d1 0 record from this
time period, but from Northern Norway, at the extreme north of the
Atlantic and in an area close to the Fennoscandian ice sheet and
sensitive to climatic changes. 78032 actually shows a greater
overall range than does FM2. Note that the isotopic signal of FM2
during the period of very rapid growth at the end of Termination JI
18
is inhibited because the sea water d 0 is changing rapidly (see
LAURITZEN 1995). The peaks and troughs for the two records can
be tentatively co1Telated but 78032 seems to pre-date FM2 by .,,3
kyr. However, this discrepancy is probably not real : the seven alpha
counted dates on FM2 have 2s errors of 8-17 kyr. Jn addition, the
dates on FM2 can be shifted back by at least 2000 years by
correlating the very cold spike at"' 114 ka in FM2 with the spike in
the GRIP ice core record (DANSGAARD et al 1993, GRJP
MEMBERS 1993) at"' 116 ka.
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Speleothem records of environmental changes in the past potential in comparison with the other paleoenvironmental
archives and related UIS international programs

by Y. Y.Shopov
Section Speleology & Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia,
James Baucher 5, Sofia 1126, Bulgaria.
E-mail : YYShopov@Phys.U ni-Sofia.Bulg

Abstract
Potential, resolution and limitation of high resolution speleothem records of Paleotemperature, Paleosoils,
Paleoseismics, Past Precipitations, Rock displacement, Solar Insolation, Geomagnetic field, Plants Populations,
Chemical Pollutions, Air Composition, Sea Level advances, Advances of Hydrothermal Waters, Cosmic Rays Flux
variations, Cosmogenic Isotopes production and Supernova Eruptions in the Past are discussed (table 1). An
international working group on "Speleothem Records of Environmental Changes in the Past" of the Commission on
Physical Chemistry and Hydrogeology of Karst of International Union of Speleology is dedicated to study these records. It
is coordinated by Y.Shopov and has different topic leaders (table 1).
Potential of speleothem records of environmental
changes
in the past is compared with other
paleoenvironmental archives. It is demonstrated, that speleothems are the best paleoenvironmental archives of
many properties of the environment.
Highest resolution of speleothem records (6 hours) is higher than that achieved from any other
paleoenvi ronmental record.

I
1

II
1

2

III
1

2

IV
1

Table 1. Spe/eothem Records of Environmental Chan1:es in the Past
Type of the Process
Obtainable information
Method
leader; best time resolution
Changes beyond the
Solar System
Past Supernova eruptions
primary cosmic ray flux variations in the
past beyond the Solar System.
Past Supernova eruptions
Y.Shopov (Bulg); 20a
Changes within the Solar
System
Cosmic Rays Flux Variations; cosmic rays flux and solar activity in the
Cosmogenic
Isotopes past
D.Lal (USA); 20a
Variations
Insolation;
Laser Quantitative reconstructions of Solar
Solar
Microzonal activity variations in the past, speleothem
Luminescent
growth interruptions, volcanic eruptions
Analysis (LLMZA)
Y.Shopov (Bulg); 6hours
Global Earth Processes
paleomagnetism, rock orientation changes
Paleomagnetism; Magnein the past; less than 50 a
tometry of speleothems
A.Latham, R.Gilson (UK)
reconstructions
of
Geomagnetic dipole intensity; quantitative
Geomagnetic dipole intensity, solar wind
LLMZA
flux at Earths magnetosphere in the Past
Y.Shopov (BuJg): 40a
Regional Processes
possible
plant
Paleoclimate
and Paleotemperature,
Paleotemperature lfl calcite population, precipitations and climatic
cycles in the past;
speleothems;
D .Ford, C.Yonge (Can), T.Arakawa (Jap);
stable isotopes
25a

Time range [a]

0- 10000

0- 40000

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited
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2

Past Precipitations; annual
growth rate observed by
LLMZA

3

Past Paleotemperature;
LLMZA

4

Paleotemperature in speleothem ice;
Stable isotopes
Paleotectonics
and
Paleoseismics; Orientation of
soeleothem growth
Local Processes
Pollen analysis

5

V

1

2
3

4
5

Soil
variations;
type
Luminescent spectra analysis
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Speleothems as natural climatic stations with annual to dayly
resolution
by Y. Y.Shopov, L. Tsankov, L.N.Georgiev, A.Damyanova, Y. Damyanov
Section Speleology & Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia,
James Baucher 5, Sofia 1126, Bulgaria.
E-mail: YYShopov@Phys.Uni-Sofia.BG;
D.C. Ford
Geography Dept., McMaster University,
Hamilton, Ontario, L8S IK4, Canada;
C.J.Yonge, W. MacDonald, H.P.RKrouse
Dept. of Physics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Abstract
Calcite speleothem luminescence depends exponentially upon soil temperatures that are determined primarily
by solar infrared radiation in the case when that cave is covered only by grass or upon air temperatures in case that
cave is covered by forest or bush. In the first case, microzonality of luminescence of speleothems can be used as
an indirect Solar lnsolation (SI) index, but in the second - as an paleotemperature proxy. So, in dependence on the cave
site we may speak about "solar sensitive" and "temperature sensitive" Paleoluminescence speleothem records like in tree
ring records, but in our case record may depend either only on temperature or on solar irradiation:
- In case of Cold Water cave, Iowa, US we obtained high correlation coefficient of 0.9 between the luminescence
record and Solar Luminosity Sunspot index (fig. I) and reconstructed sunspot numbers since 1000 AD with precision
within the experimental error of their measurements;
- in case of Rats Nest cave, Alberta, Canada we measured correlation coefficient of 0.67 between
luminescence intensity and air temperatures record for the last 100 years (fig.2) and reconstructed annual air
temperatures for last 1500 years at the cave site with estimated error of 0.35 °c, while the error of the direct
measurements is 0.1 °c.
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Fig.I.

(left up) Twenty year average sunspot records since 1700 AD
(left down) Optical density of luminescence of a speleothemfrom Coldwater Cave, Iowa (USA).

Fig.2.

(right up) Average annual luminescence density of a speleothemfrom Rats Nest Cave (Canada)
(right down) Annual temperature, Banff, Alberta (Canada).
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Intensity of luminescence was not dependent on actual precipitations and sunspot numbers (zero correlation).
Speleothem growth rate variations represent mainly rainfall variations. Speleothem luminescence visualizes annual
microbanding we used to derive prox-y records of annual precipitations for the cave site. In case of Rats Nest Cave,
Alberta, Canada we reconstructed annual precipitations for last 280 years at the cave site with estimated error of
80 mm/year. By comparison of luminescent records with other solar proxy records we obtained a reconstruction of
growth rates and precipitations in Bosnek karst region near Duhlata Cave, Bulgaria, for the last 50000 years, and for
the last 6400 years (with averaged time step of 41 years) for Iowa, near Cold Water Cave, US. Achieved time step of 6
hours (fig. 3) in speleothem luminescence records allows resolution of several days in some best speleothem samples.
Annual luminescence microbanding was used very successfully for relative and absolute dating of speleothems by
14
Autocalibration dating. This dating method appear to be more precise than TAMS C and AMS Uffh dating for
relative dating of short time intervals and only dating method for speleothems with little uranium, younger than 2000
years.
It is demonstrated, that speleothems can be used as natural climatic stations with annual resolution for
purposes of climatology and agrometeorology for a time span far exceeding all historic records.
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A: 2.4 -yr-long section of annual record of CWJ, resolved to 6 hlpx, with 300 px spline curve fitted
to the record.
B: Residual after subtracting spline curve from original one.
C: Power spectrum of original data, presenting peaks with periods (38, 27, 21 and 13.5 days) in
addition to the strong annual and seasonal cycles (out of the scale of this graph). Presence of
13. 5 days peak indicates presence ofperiodic process shorter than 1 weak.
ODL- optical density of Luminescence =In([), (I- Intensity of Luminescence).
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Speleothem luminescence proxy records of annual rainfall in the
past: Evidences for "The Deluge" in speleothems

by Y.Y.Shopov, L.T.Tsankov, L.N.Georgiev, A.Damyanova, Y. Damyanov, E. Marinova
Section Speleology & Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia, James Baucher 5, Sofia 1126, Bulgaria.
E-mail : YYShopov@Phys.Uni-Sofia.BG
D.C. Ford
Geography Dept., McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, L8S 1K4, Canada
C.J.Yonge, W. MacDonald, H.P.RKrouse
Dept. of Physics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Abstract
A good correlation between the growth rate of the cave speleothems and the annual precipitations at the cave
site has been demonstrated. Extrapolating the results back in time we obtained a quantitative reconstruction of the annual
precipitations for the last 280 years at the Rast Nest Cave site (Alberta, Canada).
Measuring another sample (from Duhlata Cave, Bulgaria) we found an enormously high growth rate at 5500
years B.C. Its possible connection with the Bible Flood is discussed.

1. Method
Speleothem growth rate variations represent mainly rainfall variations (Shopov et al.1992, 1994). Speleothem
luminescence visualizes annual microbanding (Shopov et al. 1991). We used it to derive proxy records of annual
precipitations around the cave site by measuring the distance between all adjacent annual maxima of the intensity of
luminescence. The resultant growth rates correlate with the actual annual precipitation (summed from August to
August).

2. Quantitative reconstructions of annual precipitations In the past
We studied the top of a 35 mm long stalagmite from Rats Nest cave (RNC), Alberta, Canada. We obtained
reasonably good correlation (correlation coefficient of 0,57) between the annual precipitations (recorded at the closest
weather station - Ban.ff, located in the same valley, 50 km northern of the cave) and the annual growth rate of the
speleothem (Fig. 1). We used obtained regression coefficients to reconstruct annual precipitations for the last 280
years at the cave site. The estimated statistical error is 80 mm/ year. Annual speleothem growth rate was independent on
the intensity of luminescence, on annual temperature and on solar luminosity for the same time span (zero
correlation).

3. Evidences for the Bible Flood
By "tuning" the time scale of a luminescent record with a geomagnetic dipole intensity record (Mazaud et
al., 1991) we obtained a reconstruction of growth rates and precipitations in Bosnek karst region near Duhlata cave
{DC), Bulgaria for the last 50000 years (Fig.2). This record shows a very prominent peak at 5500 years B.C., when the
annual growth rate was over 53 times higher than today. Considering that cave site is located in the region of the
oldest civilizations (Mediterranean basin) this event can be related to the Bible "Deluge". The age of the recorded event
is about the age of "The Creation of the World" . The duration of the recorded event is of 120 years, because of the
low resolution of the record. In case that the real flood happened for a short time span it suggests enormous high
14
rainfall. Present day precipitation at the cave site is 650 mm/yr. This speleothem was dated with 8 TAMS C dates.
Such event is described in the Bible, Greek mythology and the Sumerian epic Gilgamesh (compiled during 3-rd
millennium B.C. on the base of more ancient legends). At that time human civilization had been concentrated around the
Black and Mediterranean sea, therefore the Flood hited also recent Bulgarian lands. Such immemorial precipitation
probably would lead to some temporary rising of the Black Sea level. Such rising at 5500 B.C. with 150 meters (which
had flooded 60000 square miles) was recently suggested by an international team of scientists, lead by Dr. William Rayn
and Walter Pittman from Columbia University, Palisades, New York (their results are still presented only in a pressconference, see J. Wilford, 1996). The Black Sea level rising itself cannot be undoubtedly related to the Flood, but
combined with the never seen (during the human civilization) precipitations at that time definitely lead to the conclusion,
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that this phenomenon is namely the Bible Flood.
Here we suggest a hypotesis for one possible mechanism of the Flood, consisting of the following :- It is known,
that the Ocean level rised from 10000 years to the time of the Flood as a result of the glaciers melting. Black Sea had
been isolated from the Ocean and it's level had been much lower. In one moment the narrow band of land between the
Mediterranean and Black Sea had broken down like a dam wall. This had resulted in flowing of giant masses of sea
water into the Black Sea basin. When it reached the opposite cost, then a giant wave had been formed (which probably
was incomparably bigger that biggest tsunami known so far). This wave had destroyed everything on lands around the
Black Sea even beyond the regions flooded by the sea level rise. The never seen precipitations at that time had
contributed to the rising of the sea level and maybe caused the final rising, which had turned the Mediterranean Sea over
the edge to flood the Black Sea region. Further studies of the Mediterranean sea level during the Flood and data for
precipitations from stalagmites taken from other caves in the region are necessary to prove this hypothesis.
The mechanism of generation of such an enormously high rainfall is even more interesting. To generate such a
rainfall is necessary to have much stronger than usual water evaporation. It is very unlikely to be due to much warmer
climate for several years. At the same time few percent higher than normal solar radiation will produce much higher
evaporation (without significant rise of the air temperature). Such higher solar radiation can be produced by an
extraordinary solar eruption, or (perhaps more likely) by explosion of a comet or asteroide in the Solar atmosphere. Such
explosion (like Tungussian meteorite) can cause a major mixing of parts of Solar shells and appearance of warmer Solar
matter from the depth to Solar surface. Probably several years would be necessary for recovery of the Sun from similar
catastrophic event.
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(proxy of precipitations) of a flowstone from DC, Bulgaria for

4. Conclusion
The Bible Flood (catastrophic rainfall) as recorded in a speleothem, had probably happened 5500 years B.C.,
causing Black Sea level rise. It is probably due to higher water evaporation caused by higher solar radiation resulting
from a catastrophic event on the Sun.
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Speleothem luminescence proxy records of geomagnetic field
intensity
by Y.Y.Shopov, A.Damyanova, Y. Damyanov, L.Tsankov
Section Speleology & Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia,
James Baucher 5, Sofia 1126, Bulgaria.
E-mail: YYShopov@Phys.Uni-Sofia.BG

Abstract
The geomagnetic field is an electromagnetic raU1er U1an a pure magnetic field, so it depends on the far
stronger solar magnetic field and the solar wind magnetic field .
The solar wind determines dimensions of the Earths magnetosphere and modulates the intensity of the
geomagnetic dipole. Using a luminescent record from Dublata cave, Bulgaria we obtained a reconstruction of
the geomagnetic dipole during the last 50000 years with re olution of 28 yrs. The original luminescent record
exhibited a correlation coefficient of 0.78 with an independent record of variations of intensity of the
geomagnetic dipole for the same time span (Fig. I.).
Observed dependencies of the geomagnetic dipole intensity on the orbital variations and solar luminosity
variations correlates excellently with the established theoretical equations.
Obtained reconstruction of the geomagnetic field is of vital importance for calibration of cosmogenic
14
isotope ( C, etc.) dating techniques.
NASA used a record of luminescence of a flowstone from Dul1lata cave, Bulgaria to establish a standard
record of variations of Solar lrradiance ("Solar constant") for U1e last 10000 years by calibration of the
lumine cence record with satellite measurements.
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Speleothem records of processes beyond the solar system
(Supernova eruptions)
by Y.Y.Shopov, A.Damyanova, Y. Damyanov, L.Tsankov,
Departments of General Physics, Astronomy and Nuclear Physics,
Faculty of Physics, University of Sofia,
James Baucher 5, Sofia 1126, Bulgaria.
E-mail : YYShopov@Phys.Uni-Sofia.BG;
C.J.Yonge, J. Bland
Dept. of Physics, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
D.C. Ford
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Abstract
14

We used the standard Calibration C record (Stuiver et al. , 1987) to derive a proxy record of Cosmic Rays
14
Flux. This C record represents the Cosmic Ray Flux (CRF) and modulation of the CRF by the solar wind.
A striking correlation (with a correlation coefficient of 0.8) was demonstrated between the calibration residual
14
delta C record and a LLMZA speleothem record. Using a luminescent record from Duhlata cave, Bulgaria we
obtained a reconstruction of the solar modulation of the CRF during the last 50000 years with time resolution of
28 yrs.
Luminescence rnicrozonality was used to reconstruct Galactic Cosmic Rays Flux (beyond the Solar System)
during the last 6500 years with 20 yr resolution by subtracting of an inverted luminescent solar activity record
14
(sample from Cold Water cave, Iowa) from the residual C record. Last result (fig. I) presents a picture of past
Supernova explosions in our Galaxy It is a quantitative confirmation of recent views on origin of Cosmic Rays from
superposition of Supernova explosions in our Galaxy and agrees with astrophysical observations. It completely
disapproves the hypothesis of origin of a significant part of Cosmic Rays Flux from relic rays of the Big Bang.
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Development of cave passages according to geological
structure;
Example from Jama pod Peeno rebrijo, Slovenia
Stanka Sebela,
Karst Research Institute ZRC SAZU, Titov trg 2, 6230 Postojna, Slovenia

Abstract
About 1,8 km east from the entrance of Postojnska jama lies 203 metres long cave Jama pod Peeno rebrijo. The cave
has two passages with two vertical entrance shafts. Northern passage phreatically developed in two layers of Upper
Cretaceous limestone. Tectonic uplifting of the region caused that the cave lost its hydrological functions but a part of the
cave kept primary phreatical shape.

1. Introduction
Under top of hill Peena reber (763 m a.s.l.) above Postojna (Fig. 1) lies 203 m long cave (Reg. No. 1577).
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Jama pod Peeno rebrijo and especially its northern passage has phreatical characteristics. Both passage ends are today
closed by collapse blocks. In the cave we find remains of sediment and flowstone formations.
Northern passage (Fig. 2) developed in two layers of Upper Cretaceous limestone which dip towards SW. 120 metres
long passage goes from lower into higher layer that means that dipping angle of passage is smaller than dipping angle of
limestone layers. The passage isn't all the time parallel to the direction of layer but is declined in eastern and middle part
for 30°. Just in western part is the direction of passage parallel with direction of layer.
Development of phreatical channels in limestone layers was described in the case of Velika dolina collapse doline in
Skocjanskejame (KNEZ, 1994).
In our example first phase in development of Jama pod Peeno rebrijo is phreatical formation in strata plane with
divergences 0-30° from the direction of strata plane. Dinaric tectonic activity with principal directions of faulting NW-SE
and NE-SW affected the western part of the cave, which is today closed with collapse blocks. Fault zone in which
entrance shaft developed is just outer part of wider fault zone.
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The cave has two passages with two vertical entrances. Shaft in southern passage is 11,5 m deep and lxl m wide.
Principal shaft entrance (647 m a.s.1. and 12,5 m deep) is accesible by badly preserved steps.
The vicinity of Postojnska jama was being explored in the 19th century already with a desire to find new parts of the
cave (BERTARELLI et al. , 1926).
According to CA VE REGISTER in vicinity of Postojnska jama there are more 10 caves, some are not longer than 2 m
and others are longer than 100 m.
Table 1 shows basic data of bigger caves near Postojnska jama.

NAME OF THE
CAVE
Postojnska jama
Zgubajama
Jama na poti
Jama pod Peeno
rebriio
Javornisko brezno I.
Jama pod Volejim
vrhom

REG.
NO.

VG- LONGER DEEP
REG (m)
{m)
.NO.

747 108
6290 563
583 2436
1577

19.555
122
65
203

115
4
32,5
38

1563 1945
2716 1946

20
50

86
133,5

a.s.l. of
type of the cave
the entrance

(m)
511 ponor horizontal cave
561 horizontal cave
570 horizontal cave
647 horizontal cave
725 shaft
715 shaft

Table 1 : List of tlte biggest caves 11ear Postoj11a (after CA VE REGISTER IZRK ZRC SAZU).

2. Geological conditions in Jama pod Peeno rebrijo
The cave developed in Upper Cretaceous limestone (BUSER et al., 1967). Northern passage (Fig. 2) rises from the
entrance shaft to the end for 38 m. We can observe one limestone layer which is very rich with rudist rernaines. The
passage leaves this layer east from point 16 (Fig. 2). The direction of strata in eastern part of the passage is 230/30 and in
other parts 260/30. The passage dips from east towards west what is also concordant with directions of water flow shown
by rocky relief. Southern passage is almo t horizontal in Dinaric direction (NW-SE).
The northern passage is much more characteristically developed in strata plane than the southern one. The northern
passage developed in two principal directions (Fig.2).
From point 24 to east there is first direction of cave passage (260°) which declines from direction of strata plane for 30°
towards W.
Second direction of passage (290°) is between points 22 and 24. It declines from direction of strata plane for 30°
towards W.
The third direction of passage has the same direction as the eastern part of passage (260°), but passage is parallel to
direction of strata plane.
Tectonically crushed zones are badly expressed in northern passage being usually transverse to the passage direction.
The most expres ed fault zone lies west from point 16 (Fig. 2). Its geological elements are 70/70-80. Inside this fault
zone we ob erve 3 chimneys, one in northern passage and two others in a southern one.
Second intensive fault zone crosses entrance shaft (10 metres west from point 16) which developed between two
tectonic systems. The geological elements of the stronger are 20-30/50 and of the weaker 120/3 0.
In northern passage we find rests of flysch sediment which completely filled the cave. In some parts flowstone is
deposited over sediments. In later periods edirnents and flowstone were eroded. Through almost all northern passage we
observe 1,5 drn wide channel on the ceiling. It partly disappears only in chambers where stronger tectonical zones occur.
Paragenetical channel probably developed after filling with sediments.

3. Conclusions
The entrance of cave Jama pod Peeno rebrijo (Reg. No. 1577) lies 647 m a.s.l. To the SE there are two hafts,
Javornisko brezno I (Reg. No. 1563) which is 86 m deep and 20 m long and Jama pod Volejim vrhom (Reg. No. 2716)
133,5 m deep and 50 m long (Fig. 1).
•
NE from Postojnska jama there is the entrance to 122 m long Zguba jama, Reg. No. 6290, 561 m a.s.1. (SEBELA,
1994).
Genetical relation between morphologically similar Jama pod Peeno rebrijo and Zguba jamo in air distance of 2 km
has sense if we describe mechanics of movements of cros dinaric (NE-SW) Postojnska vrata fault zone, which lies
between these two caves.
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With activity or reactivity of "Postojnska vrata" fault zone (NE-SW) hydrodinamical conditions changed changing also
activity of Jama pod Peeno rebrijo. It was filled with sediments and later sediments were removed. With tectonic uplifting
of the region the cave lost its function of water channel for ever, but a part of the cave kept primary phreatical shape.
In the vicinity of Postojna entrances of todays water active caves as Postojnska jama and Lekinka are located in the
contact of Eocene Flysch and Upper Cretaceous limestone.
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Genesis of Jozsef hegy hydrothermal cave, Budapest
by Szabolcs Leel-Ossy

More than 100 caves and cave-indications are known from the Triassic and Eocene carbonatic sequences of the
Rozsadomb region, Buda Hills, Budapest. Most of these caves are characterised by the absence of any natural outlet.
Therefore, their discovery, mainly in the 20th century, was accidental or a result of systematic research or due to the
creation of artifical outcrops. One third of the caves are merely indications, another 30 percent have the size of tens of
metres, while the rest exceeds the extent of several tens of metres.
Only the large cave systems of Szepvolgy and the Jozsef, Matyas, Ferenc and Szemlo Hills have the dimension of
km's. Studying the geological setting of the area and the main features of the formation of the caves we can predict that
substantial parts of the system are still undiscovered. Most of the indications can be found in Buda Marl, while the
galleries and levels of the larger caves are situated in Szepvolgy Limestone. The currently known cavern-system, with a
total length of30 km, can be regarded as the fossile source level of the present-day thermal springs at the foot of the Buda
Hills. Their origin is interpreted as a result of mixed corrosion along tectonic fractures at the level of carstic water. The
radiometric age of the syngenetic minerals gave good constraints on the time of the cave-formation.
The internal size of the caves of Rozsadomb changes drastically. frequently, corridors and halls with a size of ten or
hundred metres can be found. The walls of the galleries are often adorned by spherical niches. More than a dozen species
of minerals were reported from these caves. Especially the variety and mass of carbonates (mainly calcite) and sulphates
(mostly gypsum) are remarkable.
On the base of dating (carried out in Bergen, in the laboratory of Stein-Erik Lauritzen) the Jozsefhegy Cave is very
young. The age of the system is maximum 400.000-500.000 years. A few crystals are syngenetic with the cave-system,
but a lot of crystals (for example aragonite crystals) are much younger, and there are some recent crystals, too (for
example gypsum needles).
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Cave patterns north of the Planinsko polje (Slovenia)
France Sustersic
University of Ljubljana, Department of Geology, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Askerceva 12, Slovenia

Abstract
Detailed study of cave patterns in the area of the Planinsko polje (Slovenia) revealed that rather than in levels, the caves
are organized in flow corridors and tiers. The primary tubes are formed along a small number of bedding planes,
predominantly on upper or lower sides of the dolomite packs. Though joints are abundant in some cases it is evident that
many a passage was at least incepted before jointing. The absence of typical epiphreatic details indicates that transition
from completely phreatic to pure vadose was fast.

Preface
The area of the classical karst in Slovenia is best considered as a triangle with vertices that just encompass the cities of
Ljubljana, Rijeka and Gorica/Gorizia. Within the classical triangle, the sinking Ljubljanica river is the backbone of the
catchment that drains towards the Danube.

It is widely known as a string of surface and

CLASSICAL TRIANGLE

underground stream segments, the latter emerging
into karst poljes. It might be expected that caves in
this area must be fundamentally of more or less
epiphreatic origin, with their development bound
intimately to the formation of the poljes and the
presumed river terraces on their margins
(GOSPODARIC & HABIC, 1979). During the last
century and a half, extensive speleological and
geomorphological work was carried out and the
great amount of information that was gathered did
not confirm it but, on the contrary, made it hardly
acceptable. It was not until the nineteen-nineties
that studies founded upon other paradigms began to
appear (BRENCIC, 1992; SEBELA, 1994;
SUSTERSIC, 1994, in press). This paper deals
with a relatively small sector of the Ljubljanica
catchment area (Fig. 1), north and north-east of the
Planinsko polje. It appears that the FORD &
EWERS' (1978) four-state cave genesis model
offers a framework within which the conditions of
the Ljubljanica River can be presented better than
in any earlier model. Thus their terminology is used
extensively in this paper, as are more recent
improvements (in the author's opinion) suggested
by WORTHINGTON (1991) and LOWE (1992).

Fig J: The classical triangle: P - Plan insko polje

The Ljubljanica catchment area
2

1

The calculated size of the Ljubljanica drainage basin is 1779 km and about 1100 km of this are composed of karstic
rocks. The location of the water divide is approximate, and at several boundaries bifurcations have been proved by water
tracing. According to studies during the complex water tracing experiments of the nineteen-seventies, the catchment area
of the Vrhnika springs, where the main river definitively leaves karst terrain, covers 1108. 78 km2 .
The karstic rocks in are generally micritic, locally oolitic limestones and dominantly late-diagenetic dolomites, mostly of
Mesozoic age. They were formed on the Dinaric platform by continuous sedimentation under very uniform shallow sea
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conditions that were responsible for their extremely high purity, with generally <5%, but as low as 0.1 % insoluble residue.
The total thickness of the carbonate sequence is 6850m within the considered area (CAR, 1996). Among non-karstic
rocks, only early Tertiary flysch, which was deposited directly upon the carbonate sequence, has a significant role.
Younger sediments are absent, suggesting that the final emergence happened at the end of the Tertiary.
Structurally, the whole of the Ljubljanica basin belongs to the Adriatic sub-plate. The area is composed of a number of
nappes (PLACER, 1982; PREMRU, 1983) that were overthrust in a NE-SW direction as a result of the collision of the
Adriatic sub-plate with the European continent. Gradual change of direction of the movements brought about the
formation of the Idria dextral strike-slip fault, which runs through the area in a NW-SE direction.
The surface between the Planinsko polje (445m) and the Ljubljansko Barje (Ljubljana Marsh, 294m), where the karst
waters finally appear on the surface, is typically karstic. More recent research (HABIO, 1981; OUOTEROIO, 1987) has
proved that the relief is essentially tectonic.
The difference between the caves that have formed as system drains and the vadose caves is very clear. On the basis of
observations made predominantly by cavers, it appears that nearly a half of the caves explored within the Ljubljanica
catchment area are of phreatic origin. In the following text these will be referred to as "horiwntal" caves, though generally
they are not horizontal in the true sense of the word.

The situation north of the Planinsko polje
The area about 1km north of the main ponors of the Planinsko polje is built up of alternations of lower Cretaceous
limestone with two intercalations of "dolomite", all overlain by upper Cretaceous limestone. The lower Cretaceous
limestone (90-95% CaCO3) is micritic, rich in organic matter, locally rich in fossil shells. The "dolomite" is a microsparry dolomitized limestone (90-95% CaCO3) of quite variable texture. Thus, this traditional term, used elsewhere in this
chapter, is in fact not strictly appropriate. Both "dolomite" layers are about 30m thick. The upper Cretaceous micritic
limestone is very pure (95-99% CaCO3). The general dip is 30° towards the west, but local distortions are common.
A number of fragments of horizontal caves are known in the area, and even at first sight they appear to be ranged along
the lower and upper contacts of both dolomite packages. Typically, none of the active swallow holes penetrates more than
some 100m from the polje. Some hundreds of metres from the polje flood water appears in Najdena jama (259 /1, 5008m
long, 121m deep), and Vranjajama (88, 326m long, 90m deep). There is no direct connection between the polje border
and inland caves, as a vertical difference of about 20m between the flood levels on the polje and within the system
remains more or less unchanged regardless of the absolute flood level (SUSTERSIC, 1982). Inside the system (i.e. in
Najdena jama), it is evident that about 3km of its main passages developed along the upper and lower contacts of the
stratigraphically higher dolomite package, and along a third bedding plane within the lower Cretaceous limestones,
parallel with and about 5m beneath the lower dolomite contact.
The primary tubes are lenticular to ellipsoid but their cross-sections have been altered locally by entrenchment.
Apparently the passages are orientated either down/up dip or along the strike, but detailed inspection reveals that this is
only an approximation. Passages, formed along joints are greatly subordinate and generally they developed at the
locations of breakthrough that provided links from one major bedding plane to another. Phreatic risers, some more than
50m (downstream) upwards, are not uncommon. Though some canyonisation has occurred most of the system is typically
phreatic, with no features suggestive of water table formation.
Many of these statements also hold true for other caves in the area. The Vodni rov (Water Passage) in Vranjajama (88) is
of special interest. It was formed along the same plane as some other structural segments in the vertical span of more than
100m and a horizontal distance over of 500m. Its form is completely phreatic, and at first glance it appears to be formed in
the dip direction (SUSTERSIC, 1994,a). However, when measured properly, there are significant differences (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Structures co11trolling the Water passage in Vranja jama. A bedding p la11e; B - passage axis; P,Q, R,S - joints, secondar/y
penetrated by water; T - downdip joint, untouched by cha1111el
formation.
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Although the original plane is dissected by several joints and laminated zones, they did not serve as initial structures, but
water evidently penetrated into them after the main passage had been formed. Thus, though the channel was formed along
the bedding plane, it does not appear to have been influenced by any of the numerous geological structures or orientations
that now affect the bedding plane. Con equently, the passage must have begun to form before the structures were
imposed. This is best explained by LOWE's (1992) theory of speleo-inception before orogeny.
In Najdena jama, passages are penetrable (by scuba diving) down to a level of 388.5m, while the highest known position
in system is at 531.8m. They display phreatic or secondary features, and are almost always found on the upper or lower
contacts of the "dolomite" layer. A number of fragments that exist on intermediate levels generally follow the same
bedding planes. The most convincing interpretation of these observations is provided by WORTHINGTON'S (1991)
findings, viewing all the caves in the area as representing fragments of a single tier. Similar geological conditions and
speleological effects are found along an older dolomite layer, lying about 2km to the east and stratigraphically 500m
lower.

Situation at the Laski Ravnik
The Laski Ravnik lies about 3km north-east of the Planinsko polje. The area is generally flat and extremely rich in
solution do lines (SUSTERSIC, 1994,b). Some main streams of the underground Ljubljanica must flow beneath the area,
though no active stream cave has yet been found among a number of short fragments of evidently phreatic origin. A bed
of coarse-grained secondary dolomite with a general dip of 2520 / 320 occurs on the junction between Jurassic and
2
Cretaceous limestones. Around this outcrop, at Javorjev Gric, an area of about lkm was mapped geologically and
geomorphologically at 1:5000 scale. Special care was taken to observe and record all detectable originally underground
karst phenomena that now appear at the surface due to denudation (Fig. 3).
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During the field work it became more evident
that there is not a single dolomite package, but
an interfingering of wider or narrower
dolomite/limestone stripes (Fig. 3). Among the
superficial karst phenomena, and true vertical
(vadose) shafts being omitted, four types of
underground ones were recorded (numbered as
in Fig. 3):
1. Openings of phreatic tubes, not higher or
larger than 0.5m. All of them become choked
after some metres.
2. Small collapsed features (<3m), evidently
continuing to a choked tube.
3. Segments of (sub-)vertical tubes, formed
under phreatic conditions.
4. Denuded cave passages, filled with loam
and other sediments.

Fig. 3: Situation at Javorjev Gric.
D - dolomite; numeration - see the text!

Detailed inspection of the figure reveals that despite the area being strongly reworked by denudation it was possible to
observe that most traces of phreatic tubes lie close to either the upper or lower limestone/dolomite contact. At some
locations this correlation is clearly visible to the naked eye in the field ..
It appears that around Javorjev Gric an earlier sector of an abandoned tier is exposed. Again, the limestone/dolomite
contact was the most prone to channel formation. In the NW quadrant a concentration of features lies directly within the
extrapolation of a presently non-existent continuation of a dolomite stripe what hints that the driving mechanism of
inception might be recalcitisation of the dolomite.
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Conclusions
Horizontal caves appear in well-expressed clusters, up to several kilometres in length, a few kilometres in width, and
some hundreds of metres in depth. This pattern fits the notion of flow corridors within a single tier, as defined by
WORTHINGTON (1991). Caves within a given tier were formed under phreatic conditions and reworked in vadose ones
(in the hydrogeological sense). This means either that the change from the primary to the present hydrological conditions
was relative fast, or that activity within the system was suspended during the transition.
Though the preserved phreatic passages are numerous where studied in detail, they are concentrated along a small number
of bedding planes. In some cases it is evident that their directions do not follow any current structural framework, and that
any penetration into joints was secondary. These relatively few bedding planes play the exact role of inception horiwns,
as defined by LOWE (o.c.) .
Joints and smaller faults are really important only as master structures to guide the formation of phreatic jumps within a
tier. This probably means that they play an important role during the adaptation phase of a tier. More highly tectonically
disrupted zones define areas of significant cavern collapse, or local slab spalling, during the subsequent decay of the cave.
Thus, the general scheme ofa cave corridor (trans)formation is:
1: initiation along bedding planes;
2: reorganisation, penetration into joints;
3: expansion by collapse of crushed zones of faults.
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FOOTNOTES
'
2

Numeration according to the central register of caves of Slovenia, maintained by the Speleological association of
Slovenia and the Karst research institute, ZRC SAZU, Postojna.
The titles of summaries/abstracts (if they exist) are given just to show the english reader the contents of the original
texts, which are, however, considered in the whole.
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Lithological control of speleogenesis in the Pre-Carpathian
Region
Igor Turchinov
Lviv Geology Survey Expedition, ul.Turgeneva 33, UA-290018 Lviv, Ukraine
Abstract
The influence of lithological features of the Badenian (Middle Miocene) gypsum upon the speleogenesis in these rocks in the PreCarpathian region is shown on the examples of Optirnisticheskaya and Dzhurinskaya caves (Western Ukraine) and Skorochitska cave
(Southern Poland). In the regions of each of these caves gypsum is characterized by specific lithological and textural peculiarities
which have controlled development of speleo-initiating jointing, space location of cave passages, morphology of cavities and planned
structure of cave maze networks.

1. Introduction
Sulphate sediments of the Middle Badenian (Middle
Miocene) evaporite formation stretch as the belt of 40-60 km in
width along the northern and northern-eastern borders of the
Carpathians (fig. I). Extensive development of gypsum karst is
connected with these rocks. In the region the five largest in the
world gypsum maze caves are located (Optimisticheskaya 192 km, Ozernaya - I 11 km, Zolushka - 89 km, Mlynki - 24 km,
Kristalnaya - 22 km).
Karst development in general, and speleogenesis particularly,
are controlled by numerous factors (tectonic, lithological,
hydrogeological , etc.). ln the Pre-Carpathian region lithological
factor takes an important place in the control of karst processes.
The influence of lithological and textural peculiarities of the
Miocene gypsum upon the speleogenesis in these rocks is shown
on the examples of Optimisticheskaya and Dzhurinskaya caves
(Western Ukraine) and Skorochitska cave (Southern Poland). In
the regions of each of these caves gypsum is characterized by
peculiarities, which have detennined features of speleogenesis.
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textural differentiation, which reflects conditions of sedimentation and diagenesis of sulphate sediments (fig. 2).
In the region of Optimisticheskaya cave the gypsum stratum
of l8-22 m thickness has a three-unit composition (fig. 2A).
Fine-grained gypsum with stromatolitic texture occurs in the
lower part of the stratum (unit I). The middle part of the stratum
(unit II) is characterized by concentric occurence of fine-grained
and coarse-crystalline gypsum, which form dome-like structures
of 0,5-3 m in diameter. Coarse-crystalline gypsum is composed
of tabular crystals of 10-15 cm in size.
The upper part of the gypsum stratum (unit III) is separated
from the middle part by a thin ( 1-30 cm< normally 5-10 cm)
layer ofbentonitic clays, and is built by giantocrystalline sabre-
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Figure] : Locatio11 of studied area. A - sulphate facies, B i11vestigated caves (I - Optimisticheskaya, 2 - Dzhuri11skaya,
3 - Skorochitska)

2. Lithological peculiarities of the Middle
Badenian gypsum
In the Pre-Carpathian region the gypsum stratum of I 0-60 m
in thickness is characterized by clear vertical structural and
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Figure 2: Sequences of tl,e Middle Badenia11 gypsum. A- i11 the
region of Optimisticheskaya cave, 8- in the regio11 of
Dz/111ri11skaya cave, C- typical Bade11ia11 gypsum sequence i11
the Southern Poland (Borkow Quarry) (PERYT &
JASIONOWSKI, 1994)
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like gypsum. The most distinctive feature of this part is an
occurence of giant vertically elongated dome-like structures up to
I O m in diameter (nonna ll y 4-6 m) (KLIMCHOUK et al. 1995;
TURCHINOV, A DREICHOUK, 1995). The core part of the
domes is built by fine-grained gypsum and has a shape
elongation in the vertical direction. The transverse size of the
core parts is nonnally I 0-50 cm, and the height is 2-5 m. In the
very top part of the core a monocrystal of spar gypsum occurs.
Peripheral part of the dome is composed of upward-curved and
splitting sabre-like gypsum crystals of 0,2-1,5 m in length. In the
near-core part of the dome sabre-like crystals are cemented by
fine-grained gypsum.The dome-like structures are divided by the
boundarie , which create a polygonal network in the plan view.
In the region of Dzurinskaya cave (fig. 28) fine-grained
stromatolitic gypsum also occurs in the lower part of the gypsum
stratum (unit I). The upper part (unit II) is built by sabre-like
gypsum which fonns two sub-units (Ila and lib). Both of these
sub-units have small dome-like structures of 0, 1-1 m in diameter
in their bottom. The length of the abre-like crystals is 15-50 cm .
ln the Western Ukraine the gypsum stratum is overlain by the
Middle Badenian pelitomorphic limestones of 0,2-1,5 m in
thickness.
ln the Southern Poland the gypsum stratum has a complicated
sequence (fig. 2C). Giant gypsum crystalline intergrowths (up to
4 m high) occur at the base of the sequence (unit ~) . They are
overlain by bedded tabular coar e-crystalline gypsum with
intercalations of alabastrine and stromatolitic gypsum (units b-e),
followed by skeletal gypsum (unit f, composed of chaotically
oriented tabular crystals) which pass upwards into abre-like
gypsum (units g:l) (KASPRZYK, 1993). Sometime , the gentlysloping domes up to 12 m in diameter and 4 m in height occur in
the sabre-like gyp um. Core parts of these domes are composed
of skeletal gypsum. The upper part of the gypsum sequence
(units .i.:n) is built by elastic gypsum (gypsum breccias and
laminated elastic gypsum), however this part is eroded in the
region of Skorochitska cave.

In the lower part of the stratum homogeneous fine-grained
gypsum is characterized by isotropy of physical and mechanical
features. Here, the speleo-initiating jointing is characterized by
clearly expressed main directions (with 2 main and 1-2 minor
peaks on the diagram), by quadrangular shape of polygons and
predominance of 4-beams intersections of joints (fig. 3C).

4. Lithological control of space position of
carst cavities and their morphology
Optimisticheskaya cave
In the lower part of the gypsum stratum (unit I) the cave
passages nonnally have rhomb-like cross sections (fig. 4A, I 0).
Combinations of two rhombus occur frequently (4A, 11 ). Such
sections fonn due to episodes of prolonged stay of water table at
a certain position, within the stage of dewatering of the gypsum
stratum. Fissure-like passages (4A, 12) are less frequent here.
Wide and low passages with plane ceiling occur along the contact
of the gypsum stratum with the underlying fonnations (4A, 13).
Cavities of quadrangular shape with plane ceiling (4A. 8; 9)
are common in the midd le part of the stratum (unit 11 ). Its ceiling
is controlled by the bottom of the unit III. Contact surface
between the units II and Ill is an important factor in the control
of space position of cave maze networks. Verteba cave, the
greater part of Ozemaya cave and many regions of
Optimisticheskaya cave are timed to this contact.

Jointing appearance

A.
UNIT Ill
the upper

3. Lithological conrol of joint networks
Joint system in gypsum are basis to development of karst
cavities. According to the latest data (KLIMCHOUK et al.,
1995), the genesis of joints in the Miocene gypsum in the region
is a result of simultaneous impact of outer (tectonic) and inner
(lithogenetical) stresses. Gypsum with different textures, has
different physical and mechanical features. This factor causes a
different appearance of joints in different parts of the gypsum
sequence. Most clearly the relations between jointing and
lithological peculiarities of gypsum are expressed in
Optimi ticheskaya cave (fig. 3).
In the upper part of the gypsum stratum (unit Ill), which is
composed of giant dome-like structures, splitting of the rock
under influence of outer tectonic stresses realized along the most
relaxed parts of rock-along the planes that divide the domes.
Sometimes, the dome-like structures are split from the center to
periphery. When joints develop along the planes dividing
gypsum domes, joint networks are characterized by 5-6-angular
hape of polygons, by predominance of 3-beams connection, by
absence of clearly expressed main orientations (fig. 3A).
In the middle part of the stratum (unit II) the rock also splits
along the planes, which divide small dome-like structures
occuring here. so that joints fonned attain zigzag-like
confuguration . The orientation of such joints is approximated by
a sraight line corresponding to the axis of a passage (fig. 38).
The cave maze in this part is characterized by quadrangular shape
of polygons.
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In the upper part of the stratum (unit III) passages most
commonly occur along joints along the planes dividing the
dome-like structures. Such passages usually have fissure-like and
triangular section {4A, 7), less frequently-rhomb-like section
(4A, 1). Sometimes cave passage developed along joints radially
splitting domes {4A, 6) . There are also cavities developed along
surfaces dividing concenters of the structures {4A, 2). Dome-like
cavitites of 2-5 m in diameter (4A, 3) are common in the upper
part of the stratum. These cavities have been formed by the select
dissolution of fine-grained gypsum in the core and near-core
parts of the dome-like structures. Some of the galleries and halls
in Optimisticheskaya cave are a combination of these dome-like
cavities and other speleoforms.

Cavities developed along joints dissecting the whole gypsum
stratum, have more complicated morphology {4A, 14) and are
represented by combinations of several speleoforms described
above .
Dzhurfnskaya cave
Space position of passages and galleries of this cave is
controlled by the surface between the units and sub-units of the
gypsum sequence (fig. 4B). Cave passages are developed
commonly in the upper part of the stratum and are characterized
by plane ceilings. Morphology of the passages is determined by
textural peculiarities of gypsum {subhorizontal bedding of layers
of sabre-like gypsum). In the lower part of the stratum cave
passages seldom occur and have fissure-like cross section.
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Skorochitska cave
This cave is a canal of the underground flow, opening most
ancient cavities. Localization ofkarst cavities is controlled by the
borders between the units of the gypsum sequence (fig. 4C).
Cave passages are developed along the borders between the units
! and .!! (4C, 5; 8; 10), ~ and f (4C, 7; 9) f_and~ (4C, 1; 2).
Within the units f and 2 original dome-like cavities (4C, I) have
been formed as a result of the dissolution of the core parts of
gypsum domes. Their morphology may be complicated by
collapsed gypsum blocks (4C, 2). Within the sabre-like gypsum,
wide and low galleries (4C, 3) occur along the bedding planes.
Within the units b-e, morphology of cavities is complicated by
ridges and cornices, which have been formed due to the selective
dissolution of tine-grained gypsum. Karst cavities developed in
giant gypsum intergrowths (unit ! ) have original arched shapes
(4C, 4; 6).
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The Karst in the area of Matumbi Hills
(Kilwa district,Tanzania)

Hydrogeological characteristics and relationships between morphostructures and tectonic phases
by Rosa rio Ruggieri
(Centro Ibleo di Ricerche Speleo-ldrogeologiche di Ragusa, via Carducci 165, 97100 Ragusa, Italy)

Abstract
Following the first German-Turkish expedition performed in 1994 in the area of the Matumbi Hills of Tanzania, during which
5,390 m of the andembo system was surveyed, in september 1995 a new Italian-German expedition carried out both furth er
exploration of new caves and a series of geomorphological and hydrochemical researches.
With this exploration the Nandembo karst system became the thirteenth longest explored cave in Africa; other caves were urveyd
in the eastern sector of Mbinga Hills, and all the geological, hydrogeological and geomorphological observations, the latter on the
intraformational paleo-karst forms, allowed a relational hypotesis to formulate between the speleogenetical evolution of the explored
cave system and the tectonic phases which occured in the area of Matumbi Hills in the infra-middle Jurassic and post-Callovian age.

Riassunto
Facenda seguito ad una prima spedizione tedesco-turca realizzata nel 1994 nell'area delle Matumbi Hils della Tanzania, durante la
quale furono rilevati circa 5,390 m del sistema Nandembo, nel settembre del 1995 una nuova spedizione italo-tedesca effettua nella
stessa area ulteriori esplorazioni di nuove cavita ed esegue nel contempo una serie di rilevamenti idrochimici e geornorfologici.
A seguito di tali esplorazioni ii sistema Nandembo, con 1'aggiunta de! Ramo Sicilia, raggiunge i 7,5 I O m divenendo la tredicesima
grotta piu lunga d 'Africa; ulteriori cavita vengono, inoltre, rilevate nel settore occidentale delle Mbinga Hills, mentre l'insieme delle
osservazioni geologiche, idrogeologiche e, in particolar modo, quelle geomorfologiche sulle paleo-forme intraformazionali riscontrate,
consentono di formulare una ipote i relazionale fra l' evoluzione speleogenetica che ha caratterizzato i sistemi carsici esplorati e le
vicende tettoniche, legate alle fasi di emersione, verificatesi nell'area delle Maturnbi Hills in eta infra-media Giurassica e postCalloviano.

1. Introduction
In 1994 a German Turkish expedition surveyed 5,390 m of
caves in the Matumbi Hills in the Kilwa District of Tanzania. In
order to continue the explorations a second expedition was
carried out in September 1995 by CIRS of Ragusa with some
gennan researches of the previous expedition. The principle
objectives of the expedition was that to find in the Matumbi Hills
as many caves as possible, with the aim to obtain a general view
both of the morpho-structural and hydrogeological characteristics
of the karst area.
The area of research, included in the maps to scale I :50.000
Kipatimu, Sheet 239/4, and Kandawale, Sheet 255/2 , is
characterized by a monotonous pattern of hills, with elevation
between 400 m and 570 m a.s. l. , long and narrow with sides
meeting to the bottom of the valley with gradients both steep
around 30 ° and more gently sloping around I O0 • The superficial
water flow is generated througt a hydrographyc network
noticeably dendritic belonging to the basin of the Mtunbei river.

2. Geology and stratigraphic series
In the area the Jurassic sediments of the Matumbi series
outcrop (STOCKLEY, I 943). This layers, outcroping on most of
the Matumbi hills, are made up by two Formations: Kipatimu
beds and Mtumbei beds. The litologic terms of the Kipatimu beds
are made up of a series of pink-buff sandstones, from massiv to
flaggy, and red, grey-green, and green blue mudstones. The
sandstones form the great part of the outcropping in the area,
while the presence of the mudstone is shown by the

outcropping of clay colured soils. The age of the Kipatimu beds
dates from medium Jurassic (Bathonian-Callovian) to the upper
Jurassic and probably extend to the lower Cretaceous, while the
thickness of the series has been estimated to be about 300 m. The
underlying series called the Mtumbei beds is made up of oolitic
limestones, hard and well bedded, from shallow sea, with
interbedding of sandstones and calcareous sandstones, going
toward the bottom becoming sandstones. The estimated thickness
is about 150 m. The age of the Mtumbei Formation has been
calculated, based on its fossil content, to be between the
Bathonian and the Bajocian.
Morpho-structural elements
The trend of the relief shows, in the research area, the
presence of a gentle anticline with an axis having a NE-SW
stricke, approximately parallel to the superficial waterdivide
described before, and reaching an elevation of about 700 m a.s.l.
to the south west of Nwenge. In the southern sector the above
mentioned structure is delimited, instead, by a fault escarpment
with direction from NW-SE to WNW-SSE. The sides of the
anticline are lowered by a system of faults, with a E-SW
direction, parallel to the direction of the main superficial hydrical
flow. A second system of faults, approximately perpendicular
to the first, with a NW-SE direction, complete the morphostructural context of the area from which is put in evidence a
general control carried out by the tectonic on the evolution of the
relief, both the make up of the hydrographical network and the
morphology of the outcropping.
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3. A general description of the principle
caves surveyed
Mpatawa cave
The Mpatawa cave is mainly made up ofa large gallery 1, 160
m long, with a stream flowing along its length. The cave is
entered from a collapsed doline, after a steep descend, amongst
rocks of various dimensions, and a low passage. The gallery,
whose dimensions are about 20 x 20 m, has along the first tract
corroded calcitic deposits and elastic rocks due to collapse. After
about 350 m a big deposit of flowstone obstructs the middle
section of the gallery and it is possible to by-pass this through a
narrow conduit in the lower part of the deposit, which leads to
the underlyng stream.
The above mentioned flowstone deposits shows in the upper
part some big basins, and in the lower part, where the stream
flows, on the ceiling, small domes, clustered together. Proceding
along the stream, the gallery curves toward NE, due to a tectonic
structure, then it starts a thick layer of deposits of sand and red
clay.
Finaly, after a further tract of 500 m, the gallery becomes
lower following the dip of the strata, until it assumes the
configuration of a low flat conduit, where the water prevents
further advance.
The cave runs from west to east towards the Nandembo
system from which it is only 500 m and for this reason it appears
probable that the two system are hydrologically linked.

The main gallery shows elliptical tracts formed along the bedding
planes, and higher tracts formed along the fractures with a
direction N I 70°-180°.
In the Nakitara cave a first fossil level is present partially
filled by clasty and sandy deposits. This level is connected to a
lower meandering system of conduits, periodically active, formed
by the erosion of the rising water during the overflood phases.
On the entrance of the Nakitara cave a system of fractures were
surveyed showing a direction of N 70°-80°, with spacing of 2-3
m and with an interlayer extension of 2.5 m. These fractures,
which appeared to be interrrupted in corresponding to the
sandstone strata, are present in the layers with a dip direction of
N 345° and dip of 8°. A second system of fractures intersects the
first system with an angle of 90° and together forms the network
of phreatic conduits, now fossil, in the initial part of the cave.

amaingo cave
The Namaingo cave, which drains the large spring of
Kihangambembe, is made up of a fossil sector of 495 m and from
a main gallery, along which a stream flows, and of a labyrinthine
system of passages and small chambers which together form a
system of 2390 m. The river after 450 m from the entrance
becames a syphon, as the ceiling lowers following the dip of the
layers. Along the course of the river the cave shows an ample
section like a "nave" of a church with roof channels both of
conical shape and with a flat base in the layer of calcareous
sandstone. On the walls of the gallery morphologies of corrosion
type "bear scratch" are seen and forms of corrosion type scallops.
An interesting corroded surfaces, covered by a layer of siltstone,
are present on th bed of a calcareous bank in a fossil sector of the
cave. In this last sector, near ther ceiling, on a sandy limestone
layers, small elliptical paleo-karst conduits are present.
The Namaingo cave is developed in Jurassic limestone and
drains the water of infiltration of a sector of the Matumbi Hills
with a main system of tectonic structures NNW-SSE and a
secondary system
EE-SSW.

Fig. 1 Area of research in the Matumbi Hills

The andembo system
The andembo system, surveyed for a total length of 7510
m, resulted in being made up of a main gallery, along which a
stream flows from NNW to SSE, and a tributary system located
in the left sector.
This last system is made up of the large Nangoma cave, the
Nakitara cave and from the "Sicily inlet". In the whole system
there are several macro and micro morphologies coming from the
alternate karstic cycles of erosion and corrosion linked to the
tectonic evolution of the area. In particular in the main gallery,
along the stream, large channels are present on the ceiling with
vertical walls and the upper side being flat corresponding to the
calcareous sandstones layers. Still on the ceiling meandering
channels, due to the erosion of the rising water level, are present.

The Sicily Inlet
The Sicily inlet, with a length of 1,700 m, is made up of a
main conduit with a stream, of a secondary fossil system located
in an upper level and lastly of a fossil conduit which joins with
the Nakitara cave. In this sector the cave shows a gallery with a
"bell" shape and continues with a series of conduits having both
"domes" and "bell" sections.
Following up this first fossil conduit, the section becomes
narrower due to the raising of the floor caused by the deposits of
sand. On the walls of the lower conduit, which resulted as being
a "ceiling channel", particular morphologies of corrosion are
present with the shape of a "scoop" , "semi-domes" and "bear
scratches".
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The main branch, along the stream, develops mainly from
west to east with a series of galleries, on the interlayer fractures,
having a direction at right angles to each other.
Along the stream, both eroded deposits of sand and silt are
present and flowstone deposits which, further, have obstructed
most of the gallery forming small waterfalls. This active tract so
becomes impassable for excessive narrowing of the section due
to the calcitic deposits and, downstream, to the final presence of
a syphon.
Lastly in the fossil sector, situated in the upper level , both
morphologies of vadose erosion of the floor and sections of the
ceiling with a "bell" shape are present. This level in some tracts
is characterized by eroded sandy deposits, with pieces of mica
(the gold gallery), while in others tracts, on the walls small
calcitic inflorescences shine. These small crystals have grown
under a fine layer of clay deposited on the walls. This fossil
branch, which connects again with the active gallery, further
becomes impassable as the section narrows due to detritic
deposits.
Karst genetic model of the Nandembo system
All the geomorphological and hydrogeological observations
taken in the Nandembo system allowed the formulation of the
following speleogenetic model.
In a first phase, coinciding with the lifting of the Matumbi
Hills, a primitive net of hydric drainage begins to develop in the
Matumbi bed Formation, corresponding to the sector of the future
Nangoma cave.
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A following phase of tectonic instabillity, with a probably
lifting of the area, might have provocated, with the opening of
new fractures, the capture of the hydric flow, its transfer to a
lower level and the consequent progressive fossilization of the
down stream cave. This rejuvenation which is linked to the initial
development of the Nakitara cave and the successive one of the
Sicily inlet, determines the drainage of the Nangoma hydric flow
towards the main Nandembo system which is forming.
The successive collapsing of the Nangoma system determines
the separation of the Nangoma-Nakitara circuit and the
progressive fossilization of the Nakitara. The hydric flow in this
phase will be further progressively absorved by the karst circuit
of the Sicily inlet.
A new phase of fossilization to be linked to a marine
transgression, productes in the whole system further
modifications, such as the filling of some galleries and the
formation of channels on the roof, both in the Sicily inlet and in
the sector of the main Nandembo system.
Lastly the present phase is characterized by erosion/
corrosion, with vadose flow regime, both along the main stream
and along the stream of the "Sicily inlet". This regime is
provocating a further lowering of the karst corrosion level in the
system, while the water oscillations, which originates in the
flooding phase, are shaping the meandering morphologies along
the fractures, present on the roof.
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4. Hydrogeology and karst-tectonic
relationships of the Matumbi Hills
The vadose underground hydric system of the Matumbi Hills,
has been initially formed along tectonic fractures, linking the
outcrop of sandstones (Kipatimu beds) with the underlying
limestones (Ntumbei beds), subsequentely evoluted as sinkholes
and pseudo-dolines, with the progression of karst activity in the
above mentioned limestone Formation. The vadose hydric flow,
so concentrated in a few conduits, was developed, later, in
phreatic ambients, both along the dip direction of the layers and,
locally deviated, to the intersection of secondary tectonic
structures.
The gentle dip of the layers (5° to 7°) and the presence of a
poorly karstificable roof, represented by the calcareous
sandstones subject to geostatic collapsing due to the effect of the
hydrostatic oscillation, has let the karst system (evolved from
phreatic to vadose), again return to phreatic conditions, after a
certain underground way, with the formation of sumps, where the
base piezometric level reach the overlying sandstones.
Consequently, in corresponding to the topographic incisions or
for the effect of structural lowering, springs of vauclusian type
are formed down stream from the above mentioned karst system.
This was in general the speleogenetic evolution of the
Nandembo system, Mpatawa and Namaingo caves, which show,
in the eastern sub-basin, a direction of hydric flow from NW to
SE along the dip direction of the layers (and coinciding with the
superficial flow imposed along the secondary tectonic structure),
terminal sumps and a series of significant geomorphological
elements (sand-clay deposits differently bedded and dipped,
paleo-karst internal surface and various morphologies) which
denote the accurance in the area of a cyclic tectonics phases of
isostatics lifting and seas trangressions.
Regarding
this,
according MOORE ( 1961), the movement of lifting of the
Matumbi Hills, associated to a system of faults with a NNE-SSW
and NW-SE direction, should have started in the premium
Jurassic age and to have continued, in an interrnittant way, up to
recent times. This lifting, futhermore, could have been more
intense in the western sector of the Matumbi Hills which shows
more elevation component from the eastern sector.
The soils of the medium and Lower Cretaceous, along the
escarpement between Migaregere and Nantumbili, overlie the
Jurassic sandstone with a low discontinuity which denotes,
furthermore, a phase of emersion of the Matumbi series, followed
by a transgression of the sea.
Furthermore, the evidence of structural lifting of the inframedium Jurassic age, which has emerged the limstone of the
Mtumbei Formation , has been noted in the Namaingo cave where
is visible a paleo-karst surface overlaid by a siltstone layer.
The siltstone, which covers in an irregular way the
underlaying karstified surfaces, shows a lentilform thickness
from half meters to three meters, and could signal the starting of
the sedimentation of the Kipatimu Formation . In the same cave

the above mentioned sandy limestone, overlaying the layer of
siltstone, presents, furhermore, some paleo-karst conduits, which
show a successive phase oflifting and emersion of the sandstones
series (post-Callovian ?) which followed the transgression of the
layers of medium Cretaceous (in the sector North Kilwa).
Lastly, the non correspondence of the underground hydriflow
with the direction of the superficial flow (which coincides, the
last one, with the main tectonic structures of the area) can be
attributed both to the already mentioned overlying sandstone
series, porly permeable and, above all, to the tamponing
(blocking) action performed by the tectonic structures in respect
to underground waterflow.
This tamponing action is due to the poor permeability of the
cataclastic sandstone belt and to the interbedded clay levels,
compared to the greater permeability present in tlie limestone
which depends on the secondary tectonic structure such as
bedding plains and joints.

Conclusions
The explorations and the researches carried out with the
German-Italian Speleological Project "Tanzania ' 95" allowed the
increase both of the knowledge of the underground hydric
circulation of the Matumbi Hills and that of the speleo-genetic
mechanisms which are generated in the Jurassic limestone of the
Mtumbei Formation .
Morphostructural evidences, found in some caves,
furthermore, allowed us to suppose on the occurance of a lifting
episode with the begining of karstification of the limestone of the
Mtumbei series, before to the sedimentation of the Kipatimu
beds. A following transgression of the sea should have recovered,
then, the karstified external surfaces. In other caves isolated and
residual conglomerated deposits, which included bioclastic
elements, were found and they could be associated to the
above mentioned sea transgression that must have filled evolved
karstic systems.
The possibility to undertake in the future other studies, both
on the cave deposits with eventual spectrometric dating
determination, and on the numerous and various morphologies,
would surely allow the adding of new and important elements to
the already outlined hydro-karst system of the Matumbi Hills.
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Abstract
On the St Baume I 80 caves are opened. The deepest is the cave of Petit Saint Cassien (-321 m; 9,3km). The position and the difference in level D (gap between the highest and the lowest points) of every cave are used to check the organisation of this karst on all
0 0
the montain . If the Pt St Cassien is excluded, we show : C=287* I 0''°· " >. C is the number of caves whose the difference in level is
inferior to D. Zipf - Mandelbrot' s pattern is fitted to the distribution of the number of caves by I 0 m classes. The frequencies F<0. l is
fitted to a power law (slope= g =2,22; fractal dimension= Ilg). An additional parameter p alowes modeling all the distribution . p must
translate the state of epikarst. P= 1,36. A power law allowes modeling the variation of the specific difference of level (Ds in m/km2;
sum of the D of the caves which open in a disc with radius R, divided by the value of the area of the disc) according to the radius of the
6
disc. Around the Pt St Cassien : Ds =221 R 1. • This pattern is also validated around others big caves but with shorter radius. Therefore
to scale of the mountain karstification corresponds to fitted together hierarchical structures.

Resume
Sur la Sainte Baume la karstification est developpee : 180 cavites dont l'aven du Petit Saint Cassien (-321 m, 9,3 km). La position
et la denivellation D (ecart entre le point le plus haut et le plus bas) de chaque cavite sont utilisees pour verifier que ce karst est organise
a l'echelle du massif. Si on exclut le Pt St Cassien, on montre que : C = 287 * IO''°·Ol7°>. C est le nombre de cavites d'une denivellation
inferieure a D. Le modele de Zipf - Mandelbrot est ajuste a la distribution du nombre de cavites par classes de 10 m. Les frequences
F < 0.1 correspondent a une loi de puissance de pente g = 2,22 et la dimension fractale : 1/g. Un parametre supplementaire p permet de
modeliser !' ensemble de la distribution. p doit quantifier l'etat de l'epikarst. p = 1,36. Une loi de puissance modelise la variation de la
denivellation specifique (Ds en m/km' : somrne des D des cavites qui s' ouvrent dans un disque de rayon R, divisee par la valeur de la
16
surface du disque) en fonction du rayon du disque. Autour du Petit St Cassien : Ds = 221 R • • Ce modele est aussi valide autour
d 'autres avens importants mais pour des rayons plus courts. A l'echelle du massif la karstification correspond done a des structures
hierarchiques emboitees.

1. Introduction
pour les formes de surface (MARTIN, 1995) que pour les formes
del ' endokarst(CURL, 1966, 1986; MARTIN , 1996).
La St Baume a beneficie de recherches speleologiques tres
intenses, au moins depuis la 2""' guerre mondiale. Ces travaux
ont abouti a la publication d'un inventaire des cavites tres complet (C.A.F. & S.C.M., 1987 a, b). Les donnees utilisees en sont
issues et ont ete completees (FRANCO, 1994). Sur la St Baume
s' ouvrent 185 cavites (fig. I) de 0 a 321 m de denivellation (D)
qui correspond a la valeur absolue de l' ecart entre la cote minimale et la cote maximale mesurees par rapport a l'entree. Cette
donnee est relativement sure car les cotes ont generalement
mesurees avec precision. Elle nous renseigne sur les epaisseurs
de roches carbonatees affectees par la karstification. Nous faisons
I'hypothese que ces
donnees sont repre,--7,--------:;~e:.c;;;:;;;.-------=::::;:::::::~~7',----------..
;ii~-7 sentatives de la karstification du massif.
La karsti fication est un processus de redistribution spatiale de
bicarbonates pour l'essentiel. Cette action de mobilisation puis de
depot s 'effectue aussi bien a I' interieur du karst que entre un
karst et son environnement. Cette dynamique permet d' agreger, a
l' interieur du karst, des volumes emplis d'air et/ou d'eau, dont la
succession constitue le cavernement. Pour partie celui-ci est
connu grace a des inventaires realises par des speleologues.
Les morphologues ont essaye, essentiellement pour des formes de surface, de decouvrir des regles traduisant I'organisation
spatiale des formes. Ces regles etablies empiriquement par HORTO ( 1945) par exemple sont aujourd ' hui mieux comprises car
englobees dans la geometrie fractale (MANDELBROT, 1995).
Ce type d ' approche est encore peu frequent dans les karsts, tant

0...._____.
2km

•

Figure I : Carte du
massif de la Sai11te
Baume
A talweg
B entree de cavite
C source pri11cipale
D polje
E village.
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2. Nombre de cavites et denivellation
Les distributions d'objets geographiques classes en fonction
de leur taille sont hyperboliques comme par exemple la surface
de lacs ou d ' iles, la longueur des cours d'eau (KORCAK, 1940 ;
FRECHET, 1941 ). Elles suivent la loi de Pareto : si N est le
nombre d'observations ou la variable envisagee est superieure a
un nombre X , et A et B 2 constantes positives: N =A / X" et
done :
N = A x"
OU
encore
A = N x"
.
B etant l'exposant de Pareto .
'
Les cavites ont ete classees dans un ordre decroissant, puis
affectees d'un rang. La totalite de cette distribution ne s'ajuste
pas a la loi de Pareto et done au modi:le bilogarithmique rang /
taille de ZIPF ( 1949).
Cette distribution peut etre par contre ajustee a un modi:le
exponentiel a condition d'exclure l'aven du Petit Saint Cassien ;
cavite la plus profonde. Pour cela nous l'avons di visee en
13 classes de I 0 m et nous avons detennine le nombre de cavites
entrant dans chacune des classes. En effectuant successivement la
somme des effectifs de chacune de ces classes nous etablissons la
01
relation : C = 287 * I0'"'-"" avec : r = 0,99 ; n = 13; D etant la
denivellation et C le nombre de cavites d'une denivellation inferieure a D. Ce type de relation a deja ete mis en evidence pour la
frequence des dolines classees par taille (WHITE & WHITE,
1987). Ce type de distribution exponentielle traduit le caracti:re
aleatoire de l'occurence des evenements.
La denivellation du Petit St Cassien (321 m) est proche de la
difference d'altitude entre l'entree de l'aven et le seuil de debordement de la Foux de Nans; source la plus importante et la plus
proche (MARTrN, I 99 I). Je pense que cet aven, et son long
reseau (9,3 km), correspond a une phase plus profonde et peutetre plus recente de karstification. II convient done de le reintegrer dans la distribution quitte a faire evoluer le modi:le de reference.
Le modi:le de ZIPF ( 1949) etendu par MANDELBROT
( 1953, 1995) derive de la theorie de la gestion de !'information a
l'interieur d'un systi:me complexe
(FRONTlER & PlCHOD-VlALE, 1991 ). Cette loi correspond, par exemple pour
une langue vivante, a une optimisation des signaux. Par analogie
nous pouvons penser que sa verification sur une distribution de
denivellations de cavites correspond a une optimisation des
investigations speleologiques et/ou a une optimisation des morphologies necessaires au transit des precipitations.
Si l'on ordonne les classes de denivellation par ordre de frequence d'apparition decroissante (F) et si l'on porte le logarithme
de cette frequence en fonction du logarithme du rang (R), nous
obtenons un alignement de points qui pennet d'ajuster une droite.
L'equation est done de la forme :
Log F = -g * Log R + k ; g est la pente; k est une constante.
Puisque lorsque R = I, Log F ' = k, on peut ecrire :
Log F" = -g * Log R + Log F' et done : F" = F' * R'.
Pour la St Baume (fig. I) l'ajustement n'est possible que pour
Jes frequences inferieures a 0, I. L'equation est la suivante:
F = 2,07 * R '·"'. L'ajustement est bon : r = 0,99 et n = 12,
mais la figure I montre une courbure pour les plus fortes frequences, c'est-a-dire pour les classes de cavites de faible denivellation . Ce relatif manque de petites cavites peut etre quantifiee . Cela pennettra de comparer di fferents karsts et de faire la
part entre les 2 hypotheses avancees ci-dessus (exploration partielle et/ou etat de l'epikarst et de l'endokarst).
Le modi:le prend alors la fonne suivante :
Log f" = -g * Log(R+l3} + Log f..
Ce que l'on peut aussi ecrire : t" = f' * (R+l3r';
-13- est un parami:tre qui pem1et "d'imposer" au rang R un
decalage. -f'- est le point d'intersection entre l'axe des ordonnees
et !'extrapolation de la droite de pente -g pour les fortes frequences. Pour R = I on a : f = f' * 13'' . Cette courbe est done !'asymptote de la droite d'equation :
Log F. = -g * Log R + Log F,. Avec R = I et 13 = 0 on a : F' =
f '. Nous pouvons ainsi calculer 13 a partir de !'equation suivante :
Log f - Log f = g * Log ( I + 13).
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Figure 2: Ajustement du modele de Zipf- Mandelbrot a la
distribution des denive/lations mesurees dans les cavites de la St
Baume.
Pour la Sainte Baume en remplai;:ant les tennes par Jes valeurs nous obtenons :
Log 2,07 - Log 0,308 = 2,22 * Log ( I + 13) soit :
0,8274 / 2,22 = Log ( I + 13) => 2,3589 = I + 13 et done
13 = 1,36. L'ajustement du modi:le a la di stribution est assez bon :
r = 0,95 et n = 14.
-13- qualifie aussi bien le niveau des investigations speleologiques que l'etat de l'epikarst. II pennettra de comparer des karsts
tri:s differents de fai;:on a voir s'il est influence par la man ii:re
dont l'eau entre sous terre.
-f- ne caracterise pas la courbe ii est seulement choisi de
telle sorte que la somme infinie I(!") soit egale a I.
-g- permet d'apprecier la diversite de la distribution. Une
forte pente ,;orrespond a des effectifs reduits pour de foibles
profondeurs et done a des effectifs relativement importants pour
de fortes profondeurs, et inversement. Ilg etant une dimension
fractale (D,), nous avons : D, = I / 2,22 = 0,45.
Cette distribution de denivellations s'ajuste done a un modi:le
hierarchique revelant une certaine organisation a l ' echelle du
massif. Si les foibles effectifs des classes regroupant Jes petites
cavites traduisent un manque dans les investigations speleologiques, nous pouvons penser que la distribution complete doit
s'ajuster au modi:le de ZIPF (1949). Si au contraire le faible
effectif de ces classes correspond a une morphologie specifique
de l'epikarst, la valeur de -13- doit pouvoir etre reliee a d'autres
caracteristiques (fracturation, couverture, etc.).
Cette approche ne nous a pas pennis de prendre en compte la
position des cavites et plus particulierement celle de leurs entrees
et done de nous interesser a I' organisation spatiale des reseaux de
drainage de l'endokarst. Sont-ils repartis de fai;:on reguliere dans
le massif ou au contraire traduisent-ils un autre niveau
d 'organisation ? Ont-ils tous la meme organisation? Par analogie, et en prenant comme reference Jes reseaux de drainage aeriens, ii est logique de penser que Jes reseaux de drainage de
l' endokarst sont aussi spatialement hierarchises.
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3. Repartition spatiale des denivellations
La carte (fig.I) montre qu'il l'ouest s'ouvre un nombre plus
important de cavites qu 'ii I'est. Les gradients altitudinaux y sont
plus forts (Pie de Bertagne I 042 m; source de Saint Pons 320 m)
qu 'ii l'est (Mourre d 'Agnis 9 I 9 m; source de la Figuiere 305 m).
Localement nous observons des regroupements d'entrees de
cavites, et clans tous Ies secteurs du massif, une cavite plus importante est entouree d'autres moins profondes. La repartition du
cavemement n ' est pas egale. Ceci est conforme ii la division en
sous bassins du ma sif etablie par !'analyse du fonctionnement
(MARTIN, I 99 I). Ce drainage clans l 'endokarst est-ii localement
organise?
,
ous faisons l'hypothese qu'il l' echelle de la dizaine de km·,
se sont developpes des reseaux correspondant ii une structure
arborescente semblable ii celle que nous observons en surface
(MARTIN, 1995) mais qui est, clans le cas du karst, developpee
clans Jes 3 dimensions. Une source en constituant l'extremite aval
; des avens et des galeries en etant les entrees et les branches. Si
I' anaJogie evoquee ci-dessus est correcte, cela impliqu~ qu 'ii
toutes Ies echelles se repetent de formes semblables. Les reseaux
explores ne sont que ceux qui sont de taille suffi~ante pour permettre le passage des speleologues, mais ils ne do1vent pas av01r
une forme differente de ceux, beaucoup plus etroits, qui resteront
ii tout jamais inexplorables, ou de ceux qui n'ont pas encore ete
decouverts. Je pense done que les donnees acquises sur les reseaux connus sont representatives de !'ensemble de la structure
karstique tout comrne les connaissances acquise~ sur _le . reseau
d'un sous bas in sont representatives, avec certames hm1tes, de
!'ensemble du reseau d'un bassin versant.
La cavite presentant localement la plus forte denivellation sera consideree comrne etant le drain principal avec lequel les
autres cavites confluent car je considere que la decouverte est
plus facile, pour les speleologues, lorsque la karstification a ete
plus importante. La karstification est elle, _d'autant plus unportante que le drain est plus ancien et qu 11 drarne vers IUI un
maximum de debits. Cela a pu etre etabli par tra<;:age pour l' aven
du Grand C lapier et I'aven du Petit Saint Cassien mais cela reste
une information exceptionnelle sur ce massif. Par contre de telles
confluences sont souvent revelees au fur et ii mesure que les
travaux speleologiques progressent. II arrive toutefois _qu'assez
souvent un retrecissement rende impossible la poursutte de la
progression du speleologue jusqu'au site de confluence. _C~s
secteurs etroits semblent aller de pair d'une part avec une d1m1 nution croissante des possibilites de mise en solution de la roche
avec I'augmentation de la profondeur ou plus exactement avec
!'augmentation du temps de sejour de l'eau chargee d'_a~id_e
carbonique (pCO,), mais aussi d'autre part avec Ies c~r~ctens_ttques des connexions preexi_stent~s entre le~ d'.sc?~tmu1tes '.mttaIes (fracture, joint de strat1ficat1on, etc.) a I ongme du reseau.
Ceci n 'exclut pas en outre des possibilites locales de comblement
(concretion, remplissage, etc.). Dan~ tous les _ea~, !'absence de
confluences etablies par exploration ne s1gmfie nullement
!'absence de reseau unitaire.
D' apres Jes Iois de HORTO (1945) si !'organisation du
drainage superficiel est de fom1e arborescente, nous devon~
observer que la longueur cumulee du reseau au~m~n~e au fur ~t _a
mesure que nous integrons des drains d'ordre mfer~eur. Exp~nmentalement ii est possible de montrer que la cro1ssance d un
reseau de drainage s'effectue jusqu'il ce qu'il emplisse l'espace
du bassin versant ii !'exception des surfaces de concentration de
I' eau en amont de chaque talweg initial. Nous pouvons done
etablir la surface drainee par chaque ordre dont la somrne est
egale ii la surface du bassin versant.
La longueur cumulee specifique qui est le ra~port ~n_tre la
longueur cumulee des talwegs par la s~rface c~.m~lee ~ramee par
ces talwegs, augmente done elle auss1 a~ec I mtegratt~n de _talwegs d'ordres inferieurs. Ces considerations peuvent ~tre resumees dans un chiffre qui est la dimension fractale du reseau. Par
exemple le reseau de drainage aerien du Caramy, ii !'est de la St
Baume, a une dimension fractale de 1,52 (MARTIN, 1996).

Figure 3 : Schematisatio11 d 'un reseau et methode employee.
Dans notre approche nous ne pouvons disposer des memes
informations pour resumer en un chiffre la qualite du reseau de
drainage en raison de la meconnaissance de la totalite du reseau
dans laquelle nous sommes.
ous allons done utiliser une autre approche et comparer les
denivellations cumulees des cavites ii une surface de reference ou
plus exactement etablir la relation qui existe entre la variation des
denivellations cumulees specifiques de cavites s'ouvrant dans un
disque et le rayon de ce disque. Cette relation doit s'exprimer par
un alignement de points en coordonnees bilogarithmiques si elle
traduit une organisation fracta le du reseau.
ous pouvons verifier cela en considerant la surface topographique comme un plan tangent au reseau qui supporte Jes
entrees (fig.3). En prenant comrne point de depart l 'entree de la
principale cavite d'un secteur du massif, nous avons dessine une
serie de disques concentriques dont les diametres etaient augmentes successivement d'un km (JUUEN , I 992 ; BO
EFOY,
1993). Ndus avons calcule pour chacun d'eux la denivellation
cumulee des cavites qui y debutent. Ces denivellations cumulees
ont ensuite chacune ete divisees par la surface correspondante du
disque. Le resultat est une denivellation specifique (Ds) en
m!km'. Pour chaque secteur nous avons ensuite etabli une relation bilogarithmique de la forme : Ds = a R ' entre la denivellation specifique et la va leur du rayon (R) en km de chacun des
disques. Si le drainage s 'effectuait par des drains sub-paraUeles
independants· et au moins aussi importants, nous observenons
soit une valeur identique de la denivellation specifique quelle que
soit la su rface consideree - et done l'exposant -b- tendrait vers
zero - soit une croissance de Ds en fonction de R. -b- traduit
done ia hierarchisation du reseau. Plus la valeur de -b- est importante et plus le reseau est hierarchise, plus celui-ci empli
I' espace de I' endokarst.
.
.
Le graphique ainsi etabli (fig.4) montre un tres bon ~ltg~ement des points comme en atteste les coefficients de correlatton
lineaire calcules (tab!. I).
-b- prend des valeurs comprises entre -1 ,62 et -1 ,04. Que le
secteur ou se developpe l'aven le plus important soit affecte de la
valeur de -b- la plus forte parait tout ii fait logique tout comrne la
tres foible valeur de -b- pour le secteur de l 'extremite ouest de la
haute chaine ou l'Escandaou, cavite en forme de mono puits, est
toujours apparu comme une paleo forme deconnectee des dynamiques actuelles meme si cet aven est parcouru par un filet d' eau
(COULIER, 1985). La plus forte denivellation moyenne
(De / Nb C) par cavite a d' ailleurs ete calculee pour le secteur de
I' Escandaou.
-a- exprime I ' importance des denivellations cumulees (De)
avec : De = 3,2 a'·" ; r = 0,993 ; n = 7. Une relation peut etre
etablie entre -a- et la valeur maximale de R : a= 75,5 + 408,5 IogRmax.; r = 0,92; n = 7. De croit en fonction du
nombre de cavites tout comme -a-.
Aucu ne relation n'a pu etre etablie entre !' altitude de l' entree
de la cavite constituant le centre des disques et les caracteristiques de ces reseaux. Sachant que Jes sources qui sont leur exutoires supposes soot situees en peripherie du massif des altit_udes
voisines, ii ne semble done pas que la hauteur de chute so1t un
facteur determinant dans la constitution de ces reseaux .

a
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Au dela de certaines valeurs de R la relation n'est plus lineaire. Une rupture de pente apparait. Ce changement est une
indication qui permet de se faire une idee de !'extension maximale de chaque reseau de drainage. Elle traduit !' integration d ' un
autre reseau contigu dans le calcul. Cette technique permet done
de representer en surface par le cercle de plus grand rayon,
!'extension consideree comme maximale d' un reseau endokarstique.
Certains cercles se recoupent assez largement. Cela n'est pas
pour nous surprendre car nous n'avons tenu compte ni de
l'anisotropie des reseaux ni des structures geologiques. Dans le
cas des Encanaux, du Pin de Simon et de l'Escandaou se dessine
une large bande a !' intersection des 3 cercles qui est exempte de
cavite. II nous parait logique que la limite entre ces 3 reseaux
passe a ce niveau. Dans le cas de Castelette nous savons que cette
cavite est morphologiquement en rapport avec le polje parfois
fonctionnel du Plan d ' Aups (MARTIN, 1991). Plusieurs tentatives de tra1,age effectuees dans Jes ponors se sont soldees par des
echecs. L'extension, aussi loin vers l'ouest, du cercle circonscrivant une aire en rapport avec le Pt St Cassien nous conduit a
penser que le drainage du polje pourrait bien se faire vers cet
aven.
A l'echelle du massif, ces relations bilogarithrniques traduisent done I' existence de structures de drainage dans I' endokarst,
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Figure 4 : Relations bilogarithmiques entre la denivellation
specijique Ds et la valeur du rayon R des disques pour 7 secteurs de la St Baume.
hierarchisees plus OU moins developpees et emboitees. Le type
de fonction nous conduit a penser que cette organisation resulte
de processus deterministes generant une morphologie fractale
(LAVERTY , 1987).

4. Conclusion
Cette approche reste imparfaite sur plusieurs points. II ne
nous a pas ete possible de tenir compte du cheminement des
cavites a travers la masse carbonatee tout comme de l'ampleur
reelle des vides induits par la karstification. II conviendra done
de poursuivre cette recherche en essayant de rapporter Jes volumes dtis a la karstification a un volume de reference comme une
demi-sphere. ous ne disposons pas, pour !' instant, d'une mesure
de l'ampleur des vides mais nous pouvons imaginer Jes determiner a partir d ' une approche fractale de chacune des cavites
(SUSTERSIC, 1983, CURL, 1986). Par la suite ii sera necessaire

Cavite= c

Modele bilogarithmique Alti. Nb. C De
Rmrui Coef. deC surR en
a
km Cor. enm max km
b

Pt St Cassien 221 -1,62
44 -1 ,55
Castelette
·' 39 -1 ,10
ChateauR
Encanaux
98 -1,34
Escandaou
76 -l ,04
Pin de Simon 117 -1,21
Ponchin
51 -1 ,39

5,0
2,0
2,0
3,0
2,0
2,5
2,5

0,999
0,999
0,999
0,994
0,991
0,996
0,999

740
600
545
433
892
540
745

36 1361
11 187
JO 243
25 644
l l 445
26 755
11 265

Del
Nb
C

38
17
24
26
40
20
24

Tableau I : Modelisation de la decroissance des denivel/ations
specijiques cumulees autour des principales cavites de la St
Baume - De = Denivel/ation cumulee.
de tenir compte de la position dans l'espace des reseaux karstiques.
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A comparison of the orientation of cave passages and
surface tributary valleys in the karst of southwestern
Wisconsin, U.S.A.
by Craig A. Terlau and Michael J. Day
Department of Geography, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5320 I, U.S .A.

Abstract
It has been suggested independently that regional structure, in the form of bedrock fractures, exerts a control over the orientation
both of cave passages and surface tributary valleys. If this is so, then these features in a given area might be expected to have
statistically similar orientation data sets. This hypothesis was tested by comparing orientation data for adjacent cave passages and
tributary valleys in the karst of southwestem Wisconsin .
Cave passage orientation data was derived from published maps of 21 caves in Richland County, Wisconsin. Orientation data for
adjacent tributary surface valleys was derived from I :24,000 U.S. Geological Survey maps using computer-assisted techniques.
Rose diagrams generated from the data sets suggested visually a close relationship between cave passage and tributary valley
orientations. Of20 Kolmogorov-Smimov tests, in only four cases were cave and valley orientation data sets dissimilar at an alpha level
of 0.1. In 80% of cases there was a strong relationship between cave and valley orientations, suggesting that the orientation of these
features in the southwestem Wisconsin karst may indeed be influenced by a common set of bedrock fractures.

Zusammenfassung:

Vergleich der Richtungen von Hohlengangen und oberflachlichen Talformen im
Karstgebiet im sOdwestlichen Wisconsin, USA.

Es wurde verschiedentlich postuliert, dass regionalgeologische Strukturen, niimlich Kliifte, einen Einfluss auf die Orientierung
sowohl von Hohlengiingen als auch von kleineren Talformen auf der Oberflache (Trockentiiler) haben. Wenn dem so ist, miissen solche
Formen in einem gegebenen Gebiet statistisch iihnliche Richtungen aufweisen. Diese Hypothese wurde an Hand von Vergleichen der
Richtungen von Hohlengiingen und von oberirdischen Seitentiilem im Karstgebiet im siidwestlichen Wisconsin gepriift.
Die Oaten zu den Gangrichtungen wurde den Pliinen von 21 Hohlen in Richland County entnommen, jene der im gleichen Gebiet
vorhandenen Obertliichen-Seitentiiler aus den topographischen Karten U.S.G.S. I :24 '000 mittels computerunterstiitzten Techniken.
Auf diesen beiden Datenpaketen basierende Rosetten-Diagrarnme zeigen visuell starke Richtungskonvergenzen zwischen
Hohlengiingen und Oberflachentiilem. Dies wurde mit 20 statistischen Vergleicben erhiirtet: Es gab nur 4 Fiille, in denen Hohlen- und
Talorientierung mit einer lrrtumswahrscheinlichkeit von 0. 1 voneinander abwichen. Also deuten 80% der Fiille darauf bin, dass die
Orientierung dieser Formen im siidwestlichen Karstgebiet von Wisconsin durch gemeinsame Grundgesteinsfrakturen beeintlusst wird.

1. Introduction
Karst caves usually form through dissolutional
enlargement of fractures within carbonate bedrock (TR UDGIL,
1985). These fractures, however, do not occur randomly,
rather they are the result of directional stresses placed upon the
rock. Studies of bedrock fracture orientations show that they
occur in preferred directions (PARI ZEK, 1976). Thus, if
fractures are the dominant directional control mechanism in
the formation of a particular cave, the straight sections of cave
passage would be expected to have orientations similar to
those of local fractures .
Dry valleys are other karst landforms which can develop
along existing bedrock fractures. Drainage waters will follow
the hydraulic gradient, but may find the path of least resistance
along surface fractures for at least part of their course. A valley
which is cut into bedrock should appear linear along sections
where surface fractures were utilized (PARIZEK, 1976), these
linear sections of valleys may be expected to have an
orientational distribution similar to that of local fractures. If
both caves and linear valleys in an area have developed under
the influence of the same structural control, data sets of their
orientations should be statistically similar.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the orientational
relationship between linear sections of cave passage and linear
tributary valleys, and to measure the extent of this relationship.

Based on theory, bedrock fractures exert significant control
over the development of linear sections of both caves and
tributary valleys. The hypothesis being tested is that their
orientational distributions are similar. Further, this relationship
is expected to occur locally.
The valleys to be measured for orientation are those
occurring in the areas immediately adjacent to each cave
location. These valleys have been chosen for the following
reasons: I) because of their proximity, the valleys and the
caves are likely to have developed along the same fractures
(LAPOINTE & HUDSON, 1985), 2) the scale of the caves and the
tributary valleys is similar, 3) the caves and tributary valleys
occur at similar stratigraphic levels, and 4) the valleys are cut
into bedrock and have little superficial cover.

2. Previous Studies of Cave Passage
Orientations
There have been many previous studies involving
comparison of cave passage orientations with orientations of
other types of features, although few comparing cave passage
and dry valley orientations. For a survey of such studies, see
TERLAU ( 1995) .
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3. Bedrock Geology of Richland County
In Richland County the interfluves are capped by lower
Ordovician limestones and dolostones of the Prairie du Chien
group. The main valleys are cut into the underlying Jordan
sandstone formation . Beds dip gently to the southwest at about
one degree (HEYL et al , 1959). Very gentle folding can be
observed where beds are exposed.
The Oneota formation of the Prairie du Chien group is the
major cave forming member north of the Wisconsin river
(DAY, I 986). It attains a thickness of about 50m (HEYL et al ,
1959).
Vertical fractures cut through the Jordan sandstone and the
Prairie du Chien dolostone. Single vertical joints are traceable
for up to a mile and cut as much as I 00m of beds (HEYL et al,
1959). The Upper Mississippi Valley has repeatedly
experienced regional stresses although record of orogenic
events during the Paleozoic and Mesozoic is incomplete and
interpretation is speculative. Fracturing of the bedrock has
been attributed to regional Paleozoic orogenic stresses (Dutch,
1981 ), to post-depositional shrinkage (LEITH, I 932), and to
glacial crustal bending (MCGINNIS, 1969).

4. Karst and Caves of Richland County
Richland County consists of a karstic upland dissected by
fluvial drainage and with a local relief of about I 00m. The
karst is developed on the ridges. which are narrow. gently
curved on top and steep-sided. Cliffs and bedrock outcrops are
common. Karst features of Richland County include over
50 sinkholes, over 600 springs, thousands of dry valleys and
44 caves (DAY et al , 1989).
In the absence of accurate dating, the age of the caves in
south western Wisconsin is unknown (DAY. 1986a. b ).
Development commenced sometime between the Cretaceous
and the Pleistocene. an earlier date being suggested by the fact
that the caves were well integrated with the pre-Pleistocene
drainage system.
There are 44 known caves in Richland County, with a total
of 21 00m of passage. The caves are small in both passage
dimension and length (DAY, I 986a,b). They are relatively
inactive and show limited signs of current dissolutional
activity. Their ridgetop position places them well above the
present day water table and gives the caves a limited
catchment area.
Of the 44 known caves in Richland County, 23 (52%) are
formed in the Prairie du Chien dolostone, and 21 (48%) are
sandstone caves. Cave lengths are from 3m to 335m. Of the
caves 25111 or more in total length, 93% are formed in
dolostone. The mean length of caves in dolostone is I 00m .
atural cave entrances occur where sinkhole collapses
break through to the ceiling of the cave and as outcrop
entrances where downcutting of valleys has intersected the
cave passage. While Richland County has 44 known caves
which have connections to the surface, doubtless there are
many others that do not. One way of approximating the
number of caves with no surface connection is to place known
caves into classes according to their number of entrances. Of
40 of the 44 caves in Richland County, there is only one cave
with three entrances, there are three caves with two entrances,
and there are 36 caves with one entrance. "Statistical
distribution functions and geologic reasoning agree that a
substantial class of caves with no entrances should exist."
(WHITE. 1988 p.61 ). Furthennore the class sizes of caves
according to their number of entrances is suggested to follow

Poisson distribution (WHITE, 1988). Applying a likelihood
function to the cave entrance data from Richland County. there
are likely some 187 caves with no entrance (TERLA U, 1995).
The caves of Richland County are not regularly distributed
throughout the county, but occur in clusters, reflecting
outcrops of the Praire du Chien Dolostone. Nearest- neighbor
analysis (EBDON, 1981) resulted in a calculated value c of
-2.096, and a 98% probability that the distribution of caves in
the study area is significantly clustered (TERLA U, 1995). Cave
clusters were identified by locating groups of poin ts which are
reflexive in that all points in the group have their
nearest-neighbor within the group, and that each point within
the group has a nearest-neighbor distance below the value for
all points in the sample area. In Richland County, seven
groups of caves fit this criteria.

5. Methodology
All linear measurements in the orientation analysis are in
English units, since these are common to the USGS
topographic sheets and the 21 existing cave maps which could
be located. These maps are to British Cave Research
Association grade 3 to 7 (ELLIS, 1984). "Caves of Richland
County, Wisconsin" (PETERSON, 1968) was the source for 12
of these maps. Nine other published cave maps were obtained
from sources listed by TERLAU ( 1995).

Cave Passage Orientations
For this study, orientation lines were drawn to parallel the
walls of straight sections of passage. and to parallel linear
passage features where straight sections do not exist. Sections
of the caves which could not be interpreted as linear were not
measured. The existing cave maps were scanned I : I as 600 dot
per inch PICT files.
Adobe Photoshop, a graphics program which performs
plotting of lines and measuring of angles, was used to obtain
cave passage orientations. The angle of the line being drawn is
displayed in an information box. Measurements had a high
level of precision; the repeatability of measurements taken
from cave maps was found to be between 0.1 ° and 0.5°
depending on the length of the feature being paralleled. For
full details of the measurement techniques, see TERLA U ( 1995).
Linear Valley Orientations
20 USGS I :24,000 topographic sheets provided full
coverage of Richland County. Caves in which passage
orientations were measured were located and marked on the
topographic sheets. The portions of the topographic sheets
showing the cave location and the interfluvial ridge associated
with the cave were scanned I : I as 600 dot per inch gray-scale
PICT images. The mean area scanned from the topographic
maps was 3.87 square miles. Five of the scanned map sections
contained more than one cave, therefore the mean map area per
cave used for analysis was 2. 71 square miles.
Linear tributary valleys were identified on the maps by
contour analysis (TERLAU, 1995). Map measurements were
found to be statistically similar to field measurements using a
paired t-test. Adobe Photoshop was used to plot lines showing
the trend of linear valleys and measure their orientation.
Repeatability of measurements was found to be generally
between 0.5° and 2.0°, varying with the length of the valley
being measured; longer valleys could be remeasured with
greater precision than short valleys. A minimum of four
contours had to define a linear valley in order for it to be
included in the data. The contour interval on the maps is 20
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feet. The data collected from linear tributary
orientations is shown in full by TERLAU ( 1995).

valley

Data Comparisons
As stated in the hypothesis, it was expected that cave
passage orientations wi ll be distributionally similar to the
orientation
of nearby linear tributary valleys. This
relationship was tested by comparing visual representation of
the data distributions, and by usi ng statistical techniques.
Selected comparisons were made using the original data sets,
combined data sets and data subsets (TERLAU, 1995).
Of the 12 scanned map sections used to measure valley
orientations, 7 contained only one cave, and 5 contained
multiple caves. For the cases in which there is one cave to a
map section, comparisons were made between the cave data
and the valley data from the correspo nding map sheet. How
data comparisons were made for map section containing
multiple caves was decided on a case-by-case basis (TERLAU,
1995). A program in True BASIC programming language
produced ro e diagrams with class intervals of I 0°. The data
were plotted according to frequency of occurrence in each of
the classes. 20 data comparisons were performed (TERLAU,
1995).
Statistical Comparison of the Data Sets:
A Kolmogorov-Smimov two- ided, two-sample test was
used to compare the data sets. The test analyzes the amount of
agreement between the distribution functions of two
independent data samples to determine if the two samples were
drawn from the same popu lation (or populations with identical
distributions), or were drawn from popu lations with different
distributions. The test is non-parametric, making it useful
when no assumptions can be made about the distribution of
values in the population from which the samples were taken .
The distributions of data used in this study are likely to be
multi-modal. The K-S test can be app lied to data without
grouping them into classe , and also has the advantage of
allowing samples of unequal size to be compared .

6. Results
Kolmogo rov-Smirnov Analysis
The 20 Kolmogorov-Smimov tests comparing cave data to
valley data, led to a rejection of the null hypothesis in 4 cases.
Therefore, 4 out of 20, or 20% of the tests showed the
distribution of the sample values of cave passage orientations
to be significantly different than those of linear valley
orientations at alpha = 0.1 . This implies a strong relationship
between the orientations of caves and valleys in the remaining
80% of the cases. Full results of the ana lysis are presented by
TERLA U ( 1995).
Rose Diagram Analysis
Rose diagrams were generated to visually represent the
distribution of values in the cave and valley data sets. An
attempt was made to quantify the similarity of class
distributions shown in the rose diagrams (TERLAU, 1995). In
11 out of 20, or 55% of the valley roses, more than half the
classes corresponded to the cave roses. In visual comparison,
there were eight instances where there appeared to be a strong
re lationship between cave orientations and valley orientations.
Although comparing data sets using rose diagrams is
subjective, 40% of the cave rose diagrams exhibit large classes
which correspond with valley rose diagrams. The rose
diagrams generated from the combined cave data and

combi ned valley data showed considerable scatter in the
distributions. Prominent orientations did emerge from the plots
of these large data sets, however. The cave passage
orientations showed a peak in the distribution centered at 20°
and a second overall trend centered at 95°. The valley
orientations had peaks in the distribution centered at 0°. 65 °,
110° and 145°. The plots of these two distribution are
dissimi lar which confirms results of the Kolmogorov-Smimov
analysis. The rose diagram generated from the fracture data
had far less scatter than the plots of combined cave or
combined valley data. Peaks in this distribution occurred at 5°,
35°, 75° and 145°. The distribution roughly correlates with
plots of the combined cave data, again supporting the results
of the Kolmogorov-Smimov analysis.

7. Analysis and Conclusions
In assessing the resu lts, it is important to consider the
stress and erosional history of the study area. The bedrock in
which the caves and valleys have developed has been
subjected to repeated stresses resulting in fracturing. Initial
fracturing may have occurred as a result of shrinkage, and
orogenic events duri ng the Paleozoic resulted in further
fracturing. Caves developed prior to the Pleistocene, but valley
incision by meltwater was particularly acute during the
Pleistocene, and glaciation then again exerted stresses resulting
in additional fracturing. Hence fractures produced by glacial
stresses may have influenced linear valley formation but not
prior cave formation. "When the jointing pattern present in a
rock mass originates from multiple fracturing episodes, the
first set of joints may be spatially less variable. Subsequent
stress relief leading to new fracturing may be strongly
influenced by these pre-existing fractures so that they
terminate against the original joints and consequently exhibit
more irregular frequencies and orientations and locations."
(LAPOINTE & HUDSON, I 985). The main valleys of Richland
County may have developed along fractures which were
produced by orogenic stresses du ring the Paleozoic. In the
pre-glacial drainage network, the caves may have been
integrated with these stream valleys. Glacial stressing during
the Pleistocene may have further fractured the rock mass
producing new fracture sets which terminated against existing
fractures as described by LAPOINTE & HUDSON ( 1985).
Tributary valleys of the present day ridge-and-ravine drainage
network developed having available all the fractures that were
present when the caves formed, plus the new fracture
produced by glacial crustal bending.
The overall agreement between cave and valley
orientations when compared locally was found to be 80%
based on the statistical analyses. This is a significant trend
which suggests that both caves and valleys developed utilizing
fractures with orientations that were locally homogeneous.
While it is likely that additional fractures were available to
control valley formation, the 80% overall agreement between
cave and valleys orientations suggests that these additional
fractures were either of a different scale than those which
controlled the features observed in this study, or these new
fractures paralleled existing fractures.. However. the
orientations of cave passages for the entire county were found
to be statistically dissimilar to the orientations of linear valleys
for the entire county. This suggests that the orientations of
fractures of the scale which controlled the development of
cave
passages
and
tributary
valleys
are
locally
inhomogeneous.
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Labyrinthes et Sieben Hengste
par Alex Hof
Ch. du Laze B, CH-1806 St-Legier

Abstract
By caving in Sieben Hengste, we find many labyrinths. The author discerns any types of labyrinths and explains her genesis. Her
exploration necessitates perseverance and systematic when we want understand. Good luck when you explore it.

Resume
En explorant aux Sieben Hengste, on rencontre de nombreux labyrintbes. L'auteur differrencie quelques types de labyrinthes et explique
leur singuliere formation . Leur exploration demande de la perseverance et de la systematique si on veut les comprendre. L'auteur
encourage les speleologues qui se lancent dans une pareille aventure.

1. Introduction
En explorant la region Sieben Hengste-Hobgant, cette zone
karstique des prealpes suisses bien connue pour le grand Reseau
qu'elle contient, on rajoute inlassablement des conduits dans un
enchevetrement parfois deja complexe. La contemplation de
certaines zones du plan d'ensemble souterrain donne ]'impression
de grands labyrintbes. En fait, comment definir un labyrinthe?

Seuls des plans d'ensemble de toutes les cavites placees dans un
meme systeme de coordonnees revelent toute leur etendue.
Aux Sieben Hengste, ces pseudo-labyrinthes vont encore
s'etendre et s'etoffer. Au-dessus de certaines zones deja
complexes la prospection systematique n'est pas encore faite.
Sous-terre !'exploration devient aussi systematique et amene des
decouvertes meme a des endroits du plan ou ii n'y a plus de place
pour tirer un trait.

2. Definition du labyrinthe
Parmi quelques definitions du mot labyrinthe proposees par
des dictionnaires, retenons en deux qui s'appliquent bien a la
speleologie:
- reseau compliq ue de galeries dont on a peine a sortir;
- ncbevetrement, complication inextricable.
Le terme evocateur labyrinthe convient done bien.
Cependant, ii vaut la peine d'etablir quelques distinctions.

3. Les pseudo-labyrinthes
En examinant des plans, certaines zones ressemb lent a de
touffus labyrinthes. Par contre vu de sous-terre, on ne partage pas
cette impression. On parcourt des galeries avec des carrefours
espaces. On n'a pas conscience de galeries procbes, mais sans
connexions penetrables. II peut aussi s'agir de plusieurs etages
sans liens directs, dont les galeries ne s'encbevetrent que sur le
plan complet par additions des differents etages.
Dans ces cas, ii ne s'agit pas de veritables labyrintbes. Une
conjonction de facteurs favorables a la formation de galeries
provoque une concentration de conduits d'age et de morpbologie
divers. Citons en particulier la tectonique, l'abaissement par
etapes du niveau phreatique, la presence de plusieurs horizons
impermeables, etc. Pour plus de details on consultera HOF
( 1995).
Dans la region Sieben Hengste - Hohgant, Jes exemples de
pseudo-labyrinthes sont tres nombreux. Citons le cas extreme du
Blatersystem, decouvert sous deux etages connus dont l'un etait
auparavant considere comme le niveau de base. Par endroit,
l'etage du Blatersystem, pourtant pas bien epais, se subdivise en
trois niveaux, dont deux separes par moins de deux metres de
roche. Heureusement, un atroce jeune meandre jonctionne ces
deux niveaux de galeries phreatiques anciennes qui se croisent.
Sans Jui nous aurions doute longtemps de ]'exactitude de noire
topographie.
Pour detecter les pseudo-labyrinthes, ii faut abandonner la
division par cavite selon des criteres de penetration humaine.

Zone de pseudo-laby rinthe du Reseau

4. Les enchevetrements de puits
Un seul ruisseau rencontrant une zone favorable de fractures
peut deja creer des puits paralleles par capture de plus en plus
precoce. Ajoutez-y un deuxieme, voire un troisieme ecoulement
pour developper une interessante densite de puits. lntercalez
maintenant quelques couches moins solubles pas trop inclinees
ou, mieux encore, des joints mameux. Ainsi vous creerez des
lucames ou des galeries de liaisons a plusieurs niveaux . Arrosez
le tout pendant de nombreux siecles d'une eau bien acide. Voila
la recette qui vous donnera un joli labyrinthe tridimensionnel.
Nous avons applique cette recette aux Puits Johny, mais
nous ne disposions que de deux ecoulements. Le nombre de puits
n'est done pas tres grand. Par contre, nous avons bien reussi leurs
connexions et, en soignant particulierement la qualite de l'eau,
nous avons tout-de-meme obtenu deux P96, un P80, un P35 et
une demi-douzaine d'autres plus petits.
Au Gouffre de la Pentcote, nous avons traverse au plus vite
un interessant entrelac de puits. Quel courageux topographe osera
se lancer a les relever systematiquement?
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5. Les labyrinthes classiques
Un vrai labyrinthe se peryoit deja sous terre. Les carrefours
se suivent et se ressemblent. L'explorateur retrouve difficilernent
son chemin.
Plusieurs modes de formation expliquent le developpement
de labyrinthes. Distinguons d'abord entrre ceux creuses en regime
noye et ceux resultant d'ecoulements vadoses. La premiere
categorie se subdivise selon la vitesse du courant et la
chronologie.

5.1 Les labyrinthes locaux
Parmi Jes plus beaux labyrinthes, on trouve ceux creuses par
un ecoulement lent et noye. Cet ecoulement rencontre des
fractures ou un joint interstrate proposant de nombreuses amorces
pour la formation de galeries. La corrosion joue un role
preponderant. Souvent, ii n'en resulte pas un labyrinthe, mais une
grande fissure ou un large laminoir. La presence de sediments
insolubles favorise le developpement du dedale en bouchant Jes
amorces peu ouvertes et en concentrant la dissolution de la roche.
Ces labyrinthes peuvent etre tres <lenses, mais restent plutot
locaux. Les divers conduits sont a peu pres contemporains.
Le Reseau recele des exemples caracteristiques bases sur un
joint initiateur. Au depart, un large laminoir se creuse. Ensuite,
du sable se depose au sol et le protege de la corrosion. Celle-ci
s'exerce alors au plafond, ce qui donne une serie de jolis profils
en forme de chapeau .

Labyri11the local da11s le Gouffre de la Pe11tecote

5.2 Les labyrinthes etendus
Un ecoulement noye rapide peut aussi former un labyrinthe,
mais la genese est differente. En effet, la presence de plusieurs
amorces de galeries proches ne suffit pas. Des que l'une est
exploitee et que sa section augmente, elle absorbe rapidement la
grosse majorite de l'ecoulement, car la resistance a l'ecoulement
diminue fortement. Pour qu'un labyrintbe se forrne, ii faut que le
premier conduit fasse des detours. L'eau cherche toujours la voie
de la moindre resistance. Si elle trouve de nouvelles amorces plus
directes qui s'ouvrent lentement par corrosion, le cheminement
plus court compense en partie la faible section. L'ecoulement s'y
engouffre progressivement, l'agrandit rapidement par erosion et
delaisse finalement le premier conduit. La repetition de ce
phenomene finit par creer un labyrinthe. Ce type de labyrintbe se
distingue du precedent par son etendue plus importante et la
possibilite d'etablir un classement chronologique des conduits.
Citons un exemple de ce type dans le Reseau: les Catacombes.
Lors de l'abaissement d'un niveau phreatique, un collecteur
perd son eau, tandis qu'un nouveau se developpe plus bas. Ce
phenomene se deroule souvent progressivement. Des soutirages
capturent l'eau de l'ancien collecteur en plusieurs endroits, avec
une tendance d'evolutioo d'aval en arnont. On voit meme parfois
la direction d'ecoulement de certains tronyons du vieux collecteur
s'inverser. Ces soutirages se rassemblent pour former le nouveau

collecteur. La zone de rassemblement donne quelques fois
d'interessants labyrinthes. Les soutirages de l'AKG en constituent
un be! exemple.
5.3 Les labyrinthes par ecoulement gravifique
Pour obtenir un labyrinthe avec un ecoulement gravifique, ii
faut une fracturation tres favorable et des horizons moins
permeables suffisament mais pas trop inclines. Un re eau de
fractures dont Jes directions principales sont bien differences de la
ligne de plus forte pente de !'horizon peu permeable permet un
enfouissement progressif de l'ecoulement par le phenomene de
captures successives. On obtient dans le cas ideal une disposition
des galeries en grille. L'exemple le plus connu de la region est
certainement la Seefeldhohle ou Tropfsteinhohle.

6. Remarques sur la classification
Ce texte schematise quelques modes de formation de
labyrinthes. La realite se revele parfois plus complexe. Un
labyrinthe peut evoluer d'un type vers un autre. Des labyrinthes
differents peuvent se recouper. La decomposition en phenomene
de base permet de s'y retrouver et de comprendre la genese.

7. lnconvenients et avantages des
labyrinthes
L'exploration des labyrinthes demande enormement de
patience et de perseverance. Ne pas s'embrouiller sous-terre n'est
pas le plus difficile. Trouver un volontaire pour venir les
topographier exige une grande persuasion . Quand on lit ensuite
dans le regard du volontaire qui tente de reperer le resultat de son
travail sur le plan d'ensemble, on comprend rapidement qu'il faut
rechercher une nouvelle victime pour la prochaine fois. Sa propre
motivation prend aussi de serieux coups !ors de la mise au net. La
superposition de plusieurs niveaux est un casse-tete. Et qui n'a
pas eu envie de se jeter par la fenetre en tentant de figurer
d'innombrables liaisons sur une coupe developpee? Remarquons
que, par precaution, !'auteur habite un rez-de-chaussee.
Meme un speleologue ne saurait voir tout en noir. Parfois les
pseudos ou Jes vrais labyrinthes livrent de pratiques raccourcis.
Quel plaisir quand on reussit a traverser un dedale en evitant tous
Jes pieges. Quelle satisfaction aussi quand on commence a
comprendre leur formation . On echafaude des hypotheses et on
se rejouit d'aller Jes verifier sur place. On devine ou ii faut
insister pour trouver une suite. Demeler un echeveau de conduits
est bien plus passionant et concret que n'importe quel jeu.

8. Conclusions
Lachez vos casse-tetes chinois. Arretez de jouer aux
labyrinthes sur votre ordinateur. Allez plutot explorer les dedales
aux Sieben Hengste ou ailleurs!
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Abstract
General morphologic features of salt caves are presented in numeric form and used for classification and presentation
of cave types. Comparison with surface streams is attempted through the Horton Laws.

1. Introduction
Salt caves display a rather simple type of karstification, with physical dissolution of halite. Known caves are of vadose
origin, with multilevel branchwork passages. Here some morphologic features of salt caves are discussed, as a basis for
numeric classification that may help analyze the caves and compare them with other types ofkarst systems.
Salt caves are best preserved in arid environments, because under more humid conditions the entire salt outcrop tends
to be dissolved. Mount Sedom salt diapir (ZAK, 1967) at the south-western edge of the Dead Sea has experienced semiarid to hyper-arid climate during the Holocene (FRUMKIN et al., 1991). Since being exposed at the Early Holocene
(FRUMKIN, 1996a), salt has been dissolved by runoff collected from small catchments over a relatively insoluble caprock
and captured into fissures. Vadose caves, the largest known in salt, have developed as soon as the rock salt was uplifted
above the Dead Sea base level. A detailed study of subaerial catchments was performed in order to detect the caves
through which the runoff is drained towards base level. An active channel along each cave carries floodwater during short
intense rainfall events, lasting typically several hours each year. In spite of the short rainfall duration, downcutting of cave
channels is rapid (FRUMKIN and FORD, 1995), exceeding the rising rate of the diapir and Dead Sea level fluctuations
(FRUMKIN, 1996b).

2. General morphological features
Fig. 1 is a Zipf Plot showing caves with an active traversible channel longer than 10 m (cf. FORD & WILLIAMS,
1989 p.245). Each cave is represented by its active channel length (as opposed to total surveyed length which includes
inactive passages), and by its rank in the channel length list. Caves exceeding 50 m in length are ordered along a straight
line, indicating that the entire population of these longer caves was included in the study. The inclusion of all longer caves
is also indicated by air-photo field study: large caves associated with large catchments could not have been overlooked.
However, caves shorter than 50 m deviate from the straight line (Fig. 1), suggesting that some shorter caves may have
been overlooked and not included in the study.
A single active salt cave stream passage is referred to as a conduit. Examining the entire length of a conduit from sink
point to outlet, it consists of (some or all of) the following five morphological elements (Fig. 2): (A) stream sink; (B) subhorizontal passage in caprock; (C) vertical shaft; (D) sub-horizontal rock salt passage; (E) open outlet.
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A binary system was adopted in order to classify the conduits according to the existence of the elements. Five
attributes were assigned to each conduit, representing the five elements. Each attribute may receive one of the following
values: 1=the morphological element exists; O=the morphological element is missing; ?=no evidence indicating if the
element exists or not; #=an attribute used only for discussion purposes in this text, for eliminating irrelevant elements
(either existing or non-existing).
Examples of profiles of each conduit type are shown in Fig. 2. The distribution of the morphological types is given in
Fig. 3.
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NUMBER OF CAVE CHANNELS

Most studied conduits (72%) include a sub-horizontal rock salt passage (###1#). The larger caves in Mount Sedom are
included in this group. About a half (48%) of the studied conduits have an open outlet (####1). One third (34%) of the
studied conduits consist of all morphological elements except a caprock passage (10111). One quarter (25%) of the
studied caves have no salt passage and no open outlet (###00). These usually drain a small subaerial catchment, and their
underground length is often limited to less than a few m. Some 28% of the conduits have developed a salt passage, but no
open outlet was found (1#110). These caves, often located in the central portions of the mountain, are accessed through
their sinks, and are referred to as 'inlet' caves. Inlet caves appear to terminate several m up to tens of m above the apparent
water table (FRUMKIN, 1994b). Flood waters flowing into these caves partly evaporate and partly infiltrate into their
alluviated floors (FRUMKIN, 1994a).

3. Horton Laws in salt caves
Some conduits join underground to form branchwork caves with several tributaries. Each tributary drains a subaerial
catchment through a single active stream sink. The underground drainage system is organized in a similar way to surface
drainage systems, so the HORTON (1945) stream order system may be used for the underground network, defined in the
following way: a first order conduit begins at a sink where a surface stream is captured to the subsurface; two first order
conduits join underground to form a second order conduit; two second order conduits join underground to form a third
order conduit. A cave order equals the highest order of its conduits.
Fifty eight first order caves, eight second order caves, and one third order cave were studied. For each cave order, the
following features are shown in Fig. 4: (A) number of caves; (B) mean number of tributaries per cave; (C) mean conduit
length; (D) mean catchment area. All features seem to increase exponentially with cave order (straight lines on the
logarithmic scale of Fig. 4). This trend is comparable with the HORTON (1945) laws for subaerial streams, in spite of
structural and lithologic controls which are more dominant in caves than in subaerial streams (FORD et al., 1988).
Karst regions with a larger number of caves may yield a better evaluation of the applicability of Horton laws. The
definition of stream order is more complicated in autogenic karst with many small tributaries. Autogenic cave streams
may gain further recharge along their underground flow course, while the Sedom cave streams have an allogenic nature,
where (almost all) discharge enters each conduit through a single input. Autogenic caves appear more likely to obey
Horton Laws which were originally proposed for surface drainage with spatial contribution of precipitation. The Horton
Laws certainly do not apply to maze or distributary cave systems, where different methods should be sought.
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A karstic system in a semiallochtonous gypsum unit:
the Legnanone caves (Marecchia valley, Italy): preliminary
geological and hydrogeological features
Daniele Farina, Galleri ni Gi uliano
Geoinfo, Via Marco Polo 9, 61100 Pesaro, Italy

Abstract
The Rio Strazzano basin, developed on gypsum outcrops of upper Miocenic age, shows interesting geomorphological and
hydrogeological features, due to the presence of a small yet well developed karstic system, the Legnanone caves.
The caves basically represent the underground path of the Strazzano creek, which sinks below surface in the mid -lower part
of the valley, and gushes out again near the confluence with the Marecchia river. Geological, geophysical, hydrometric and
hydrochemical data have been collected, in order to characterize the basic hydrogeology of the karstic system and to suggest
some hypothesis on its evolution .

Geological - structural setting and geophysical informations
Rio Strazzano is a small tributary stream of the Marecchia river (Marche - Romagna regions). Its basin is characterized
by a quite large outcrop of detritic" balatino" gypsum of upper Miocenic age ("Gessi" formation), underlain by a clayey
formation (Casa i Gessi fin.), with lateral etheropical lenses of conglomerate, belonging to the Acquaviva formation. The
latter was origined by the erosion of a carbonatic platform (S . Marino/ M. Fumaiolo fms., lower Miocene) and of the
eocenic marly calcareous Flysch (M. Morello fm.). The mid - upper Miocenic sequence was formed on the large Val
Marecchia allochtonous sheet represented by a highly tectonized melange-like, mostly clayey unit (Argille Scagliose s.l. /
Sillano fm.) of Cretaceous - Eocenic age, including the former S. Marino and M.Morello fonnations. The sheet moved
eastward starting from middle Miocene to lower Pliocene, forming a series of "piggy - back" sedimentary basins where the
particular Rio Strazzano sequence was deposited. After the sedimentation of the Pliocenic marine clays (Argille Plioceniche
fin.) topping the Gessi fm., a new major tectonic phase caused the complete imbrication of the former structures and the
faulting of the relatively more rigid gypsum layer (see cross-section A-A ·, taken from CONTI, 1989).
The microcristalline gypsum, derived from the erosion of primary selenitic cristals, forms massive strata (5 - I O m thick),
with local marly- bituminous interca lations (BERTOLAMI, M. ROSSI, A., 199 I). The total thickness of the evaporites
exceeds 60 111, gradually decreasing toward the front of the thrusted unit. This trend, detected by means of Vertical Electrical
Soundings, could also outline the limits of the gypsum outcrop to the N.E. part of the Rio Strazzano watershed ; besides, the
geoelectrical survey showed the presence of more resistive layers inside the conductive substratum, interpreted as
conglomerate lenses within the clayey Casa i Gessi formation.

Geomorphological and hydrogeological features
The Rio Strazzano basin shows interesting geomorphological and hydrogeological features , that can be summarized as
follows :
- the typical asymmetrical section of the Rio Strazzano valley;
- the presence of sparse water springs gushing out the Acquaviva conglomerates and /or S. Marino - M.Fumaiolo fractured
biocalcarenites in the upper part of the valley (S. lgne, Passo delta Biforca sites), drained into the Rio Strazzano;
- the karstic sink situated in the mid - lower part of the va lley, where the Rio Strazzano is swal lowed into the Legnanone
caves;
- the "dead" course of the Rio Strazzano, situated downhill the sink, which remains dry most of the year;
- a widespread system of dolinas (absorbing pits), where a large part of the precipitations is absorbed underground;
- the main entrance of the Legnanone caves, representing the resurgence of the Rio Strazzano, situated approximately
300 111 uphill the confluence into the Marecchia river.
The sink of the Rio Strazzano is a narrow tunnel - like a grotto with a partially collapsed ceiling, locally comunicating
with the outside. The sink occurs near a fractured and faulted zone in the mid - lower part of the valley. The "dead" course of
the Rio Strazzano is characterized by a quite narrow path loca lly showing canyon - like features. Its bottom shows several
cracks and holes, expecially on the left hydrographic side; a major sump shows seasonally fluctuating water levels . The
dolinas are often aligned along major tectonic discontinuities and are nonnally covered with silty soil af various thickness
{SOCIETA GEOLOGICA ITALIANA, 1992).
The Legnanone caves, which are being explored by the S. Marino Speleological Group, show at least two different
levels, with the lowest one still active. The main path stretches approximately 600 m. and is characterized by frequent
"pockets" of debris (boulders, sand and silt) carried by the stream inside the cave and deposited along its banks (AA.VY .,
1993). Some other finer sediments seem to have penetrated from the ceiling and deposited in a cascade - like fashion at the
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end of the upper level grotto. Part of the ceiling and walls are unstable and subject to rock falls. The lower level main
grotto is situated I Oto 20 m above the base of the gypsum formation, underlain by the "Casa i Gessi" clays.

Hydrometric and hydrochemical data
During this preliminary study water discharge has been measured, both in the rainy and in the dry season, at both ends
of the grotto. During the winter season there is no significant difference of discharge between up-hill and down-hill the
cave. The yeld varies from approximately 20 I/sec. to I 00 I/sec or more, right after heavy rains. During the summer baseflow the creek is almost dry (0.2 - 0.4 I /sec. up-hill, 0.1 or less at the main lower entrance). The water chemistry is of the
calcium - su lphate type, with mid - salinity values (0.8 - 1.3 gr/liter) with an increasing trend during the rainy season.

Discussion
The Legnanone caves show an intimate relationship with the surface hydrology of the Strazzano creek, due to the
basin's evolution during the recent Quaternary. The interpretation of all preliminary data suggests that a deep karstification
of the gypsum outcrop developed as the base-level of the Marecchia - Strazzano hydrographic system kept lowering as a
result of the recent uplift of the region (see the suspended alluvial terraces on the Marecchia river's bank).
The erosion of the clayey Pliocenic cover, proceeding from N-E to S-W, exposed increasing surfaces of the gypsum
layer to the meteoric dissolution, causing the formation of the surficial karst forms and, particularly, the demolition of the
cavities previously formed by the course of the ancient Strazzano creek: the canyon - like features of the "dead" valley , in
fact, suggest that it possibly derives from the collapse of the former grottoes as linear karstification kept migrating toward
the S-W.The wide fluctuation of yeld, the moderate salinity of the waters and the presence of the debris fillings inside the
grotto suggest that most of the karstification process nowadays is still originated by the action of running waters.
The completion of the study should verify the formation of deeper lateral caves within the gypsum S-W- dipping
monocline, topped by the PI iocenic clays. Such study should extend the use of the geoelectrical survey to model the buried
geometry of the gypsum layer and should carry on extensive differential flow measurements to detect possible losses of
waters seeping through major faults to a lower discharge site.
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Morphologic studies of bell hole development on
Cayman Brae
Rozemarijn F.A. Tarhule-Lips and Derek C. Ford
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Resume
II y a des «bell holes», des formes cylindriques dans Jes voutes avec un axe vertical, dans beaucoup des grottes a
Cayman Brae (Cayman Islands, BWI). II semble qu'ils ont forme independamment des characterisiques structurales de la
roche. On les a trouves dans les regions tropicales hurnides. Les conditions de formation sont inconnues mais ii semble
qu'ils sont des formes de dissolutions developpees dans un environnement vadose. Leur morphology donne !'~impression
qu'ils s'elargent initiallement jusqu'un diametre critique et qu'apres ils continuent en profondeur. Tous les «bell holes» sont
plus ou moins coniques ce qui est probablement le resultat de I' approfondissement.

Introduction
Bell holes are cylindrical indentations in cave ceilings, with long axes that are vertical. Cross sections are close to
perfect circles in form . Their depth is in general less than 2 m and their radius less than 0.5 m. They develop with
complete disregard for any structural features in the bedrock. Sometimes two or more bell holes merge to become one.
Apparently, they are observed only in the humid tropics.
Bell hole form ation
The origin of bell holes is poorly understood . Existing hypotheses invoke a range of mechanical-chemical-biological
processes to account for their development but none appear satisfactory. In particular, the strictly vertical orientation of
the long axis remains unexplained by all hypotheses, as does the observation that they may form in bedrock without
fractures or apparent feedwater inputs at the top. This suggests that the process acts from inside the caves.
Bell hole distribution
On Cayman Brae, Caymen Islands, bell holes are found only in the entrance zones of coastal mixing zone dissolution
caves. They occur at random in some caves but clustered in others. All bell holes extend vertically into the ceiling
regardless of its angle and have a more or less tapered form. All show smooth walls without any vertical grooves or
flutings. The diameter and depth of 55 bell holes from five different caves were measured. Bell hole profiles were drawn
from these measurements and the volumes were calculated as series of stacked cylinders.

Results and discussion
Their location in the entrance zones, (in general the largest and highest rooms of the caves) suggests that cave
configuration plays an important role in the bell hole formation . There is, however, no relationship between the distance
into the cliff and the depth, opening radius or volume of the individual measured bell holes. It can be concluded that the
process(es) responsible for their formation operate uniformly over the zones where they are found .
In the case where two or more bell holes have merged, it is still possible to identify the individuals clearly.
Enlargement of the bell holes, therefore, seems to continue in all previous directions after intersection has occurred. This
suggests that there was either a water-filled passage (phreatic environment), or a thin water film on the wall (vadose
environment) as may be expected in the case of condensation corrosion. Water in the phreatic zone can either be slow or
fast flowing. On Cayman Brae slow flowing water is most likely, in which case cylindrical indentations should also exist
in walls and floor but this has not been observed. Bell hole formation in a vadose environment is suggested.
The slightly tapered form indicates that the water does not lose its dissolving capacity fully when flowing down the
wall or that condensation (and thus dissolution) takes place evenly on all the walls. Since a bell hole is growing upwards,
dissolution at the base of it has been going on for a longer period of time and thus more dissolution has taken place there
than at the top. This causes the tapered form to develop . The measured degrees of taper (deviation from strictly vertical
walls) range from 2.5° to 30.5°, with an average of I0°.
The mean radii , depth and volume of the bell holes in one particular cave were significantly smaller (at 95%
probability level, Student t-test) than those of bell holes in the other four sample caves, forming a class of their own on the
lower side of the scale. The volume of these bell holes is most strongly correlated with the basal radius, whereas volume is
more strongly correlated with depth in the other four caves. It is possible that these smaller bell holes represent the
formative stage of development. If this is the case, then the bell holes first developed in width plus depth until a critical
radius was attained, after which they continued to enlarge primarily in depth . For the bell holes on Cayman Brae the
critical radius appears to be 0.35 m.
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Some types of Speleogenesis and Speleohydrogeology in
Dinaric Karst area (Croatia, Europe)
Prof. dr. Mladen GARASIC ,.z..1
1

1

Hrvatsko speleolosko drustvo (HSD), Nova Yes 66, HRV-10000 Zagreb, CROATIA
Drustvo za istrazivanja i snimanja krskih fenomena {DISKF), Alfireviceva 13, HRV-10000 Zagreb, CROATIA
3
Institut gradevinarstva Hrvatske (IGH), Rakusina I, HRV-10000 Zagreb, CROATIA

Till the end the year 1996 in Croatian karst there are more than 7750 caves and pits known. They are mostly located in Dinaric karst
located in the western and the southern parts of Croatia. Dinaric karst is one of the best-known typical karst area in the world. Different
types ofkarstification processes have been observed in speleological features (caves, pits, estavelas, vruljas, ponors, etc.) of Croatia in many
localities. It is most marked in the Mesozoic rocks of the carbonate facies. These rocks are mostly limestones, dolomitic limestones, lime
dolomite of the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous with all their varieties, from both lithologic and stratigraphic aspects. Among over
7750 speleological features that have been explored to date, about 78% are vertical structures (pits), 21% are horizontal structures (caves),
while the remaining I% are combined speleological structures. The main types of karstification processes are: gravitational karstification.
inverse karstification, complex karstification, secondary and tertiary sedimentation, etc. Depending on the intensity of these processes, many
special type of speleogenesis and speleohydrogeology are observed there. The results obtained by trial borings in the Adriatic karst of
Croatia show that karstification processes occur even at depths of over 4 km. It should be noted that the thickness of the Mesozoic rocks
found in this area amounts to 8 kilometres. In Dinaric karst area there are two pits deeper than 1000 meters; the most vertical cave in the
world - Lukina jama, 1392 m in depth, and Slovacka jama, IOI 7 m in depth. Gravitational karsti fication is present in the e pits located only
I 0 kilometres from the Adriatic Sea. Therefore, it is to be expected that speleogenesis, as a part of the process of karstification, is also very
intensive in this area. According to speleogenesis, features are classified into several groups (abrasial, tectonic, erosional, corrosional,
polygenetic, etc.). The process ofkarstification can be best observed in the subsurface where speleogenesis is one of its most inten ive mode
of activity. The observed regularities in speleomorphology (of the whole speleological features or of only some of their elements)
undoubtedly confirm hydrogeological elements that were present (paleohydrogeology) only at a certain time of peleogenesis or are also
active today. Modem hydrogeology of karst is impossible without a good knowledge of the type of speleogenesis and the degree of
karstification of the areas explored.

1. Introduction
The Croatian karst is surely one of the best known "locus
typicus" areas of the typical karst in the world. Subsurface forms of
karst are represented, among other things, by more than 7750
speleological structures having different morphological and
morphogenetic properties and
hydrogeological
functions
(GARASIC, 1986). Therefore, it is important to become aware of
comprehend the laws of speleogenesis in this very area where
karsrification intensity is very high as they can be applied in a large
number of other kar t areas in the world .
Out of a great number of speleological structures that are
known in Croatia, for special research on speleogenesis in the
process of karstification, 46 were selected. They are formed in
rocks which differ in their litostratigraphic, tectonic and
hydrogeological properties. In addition, the speleological structures
selected are of different stages of speleogenesis (the initial, main
and fossil stages) differing in their morphological types (simple,
branched, level. knee-like and systems) and in their
hydrogeologicaJ functions (springs, ponors, estavelas, percolating
structures, vruljas, etc.). The classification of all the speleological
structures was carried out according to the adopted categorisation
(GARASIC, 1991 ).
The mea uremcnts of ab olutc neotectonic displacements in
speleological structures were made over the period of berween
1980 and 1996. Geomechanical properties of the rocks in which
speleological structures researched into had been formed were
tested in the laboratory.
All the gcospeleological researches in speleological structures
were carried out in co-operation with the members of the Croatian
Speleological Association (CSA) and the Society for Research,
Surveying and Photographing of the Karst Phenomena (DISKF) of
Zagreb.
This paper deals only with speleology within the context of
karst hydrogeology and the process of karstification, although the

results of research lasting for several years are more comprehensive
and numerous.

2. A brief survey of the past research
Almost every description of a cave or a pit includes the
description of a part of speleogenesis. However, the aim of most
authors or papers was not to research into peleogenesis in
particular, but it was only mentioned incidentally. Therefore, only
important papers that served as a basis for this paper are mentioned.
Tectogenesis of Panjkova and Muskinja cave in Kordun were
written about by GARASIC ( 1984a), and the speleogenesis of
structures in !stria was described by BOZICEVlC ( 1985). The
morphogenetic approach and classification of speleological
structures in the Croatian karst with regard to morphology and
hydrogeology were dealt with by GARASIC (1986, 1991 ,1993).
Based on a great number of speleologic structures in the Western
Carpathians, BELLA (1994) showed genetic types of caves that
could be partially applied in the Croatian karst. Speleogenesis of
some big and small speleologic structures of Lika, Gorski kotar,
Hrvatsko Zagorje and [stria was treated by MALEZ ( 1966), while
the structures of the Krka National Park was researched into by
Lukic. The neotectonic approach was given and the mea uring of
absolute displacements was made by GA RAS IC ( 1981 , 1984b,
1989).
Special researches on a role of the karstification process in
speleogenesis were done in 58 caverns on the route of the Karlovac
- Rijeka highway, viz. on the sections from Ostrovica to Kupjak
and in tunnels Hrasten, Tuhobic, Vrata, Sljeme, Sopac, and Vrsek
in Gorski kotar .
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3. General forms of speleogenesis in Croatian
karst
In speleogenesis there are three basic and a few special stages
of the formation of speleological structures. The basic stages are the
following:
I. Early (initial) stage (Phase I);
2. Main stage (Phase II); and
3. Late (fossil) stage (Phase III).
In the Croatian karst all three stages of development have been
observed. The ratio of the main stage and the late stage is about 3: I
(according to the number of structures). The early (initial) stage of
development of the speleological structures is present in every
place where karstification is underway, but due to the narrowness
(small width) of fissures and initial joints, the direct observation of
this stage of the formation of speleological structures is not
possible.
Based on the results of researches and analyses of a large
number of caves and pits, it can be concluded that in Croatia most
of them have not gone through all three development stages yet.
This can be explained primarily by geological, hydrogeological and
climatic factors; for example the structures located in high
mountain-ranges have not by the process of gravitational
karstification yet "reached" the less permeable or impermeable rock
base. A very fine example is found in several very deep pits in
Biokovo (the area surrounding Lokvica and Ladena) that do not
retain water in lakes or siphons even at depths bellow 500 meters,
but water flows away deeper down through narrow fissures or
sumps (Skolska pit, Vilimova pit, Pit on Kamenita Vrata, etc.).
A very special example is a deep pit Lukina jama, in Mt.
Velebit in which a permanent ground water flow appears as deep as
under I 200 meters (BOZIC, 1995). The depth of this pit is I 392
meters, which is the proof of high intensity and deep karstification.
Neotectonic and hydrogeological researches into this pit are
underway, and it is expected that important results will be obtained.
3.1 Tectospeleogenese
A predisposition to tectonic disp lacements of the areas in
which speleological structures develop is crucial for speleogenesis.
(HEAAK, 1984; GARASIC, 1984,a). For example, it has been
observed that karstification in horizontal or slightly inclined layers
progresses more slowly than in steep or vertical layers. Such a
process can be monitored in Volarica pit (vertical and very steep
layers) and in Kojina pit (horizontal layers) which is a few meters
away from Volarica pit. It is a question of Senonian limestones K.,',
of the same thickness and composition. In Volarica Pit,
karstification is quick (more intensive) and consequently
speleogenesis has reached the depth of I 18 meters, and cave
channels (chambers) are bigger; in Kojina jama, after the vertical
entrance to the structure follows the horizontal extension of the
structure of about 60 meters in depth and about 750 meters in
width. In places of Kojina jama in which vertical layers are present
again, karstification is more intensive and reaches deeper
(105 meters). Volarica pit and Kojina pit are located in the region
of Kordun, near a small town of Furjan, on Masvina Hill near
Rakovica. Even more interesting conclusions can be made from the
results of systematic research into all caverns in the tunnels on the
route of the Karlovac - Rijeka highway, where intensities of
karstification, and morphological and hydro logical data have been
monitored and compared regularly. Ln some tunnels tectonics
played a crucial role in speleogenesis. Similar results were obtained
in localities in Mt. Dinara and Mt. Velebit (Hajducki kukovi,
Lomska duliba).
The largest number of speleological features in the main stage
of development (Phase II) was registered in the near vicinity of
karst poljes and uvalas. These structures have, even today, a role of
periodic or continuous springs, ponors, or estavelas, and the
presence of water in them has a very important role in this stage of
speleogenesis. In this paper only some less known caves along
margins of the karst fields are given (GARASIC & CVIJANOVIC,
1986). These are the follow ing: Vranova cave (Pisacusa, Lika),
Bunjakova cave (Debelo brdo, Korenica, Lika), Vrsina cave near
Ondic (Lika), Duman cave (Canak, Lika), Cave near Krcevine

(Smiljan, Lika), Ostrovica cave (Licki Osik, Lika), Cave in Plesa
(Dreznica, Gorski kotar), Cmacka cave (Jezerane, Lika), etc.
In the Croatian karst there are less than 3% of speleological
structures that were formed by tectogenesis, i.e. without a
significant influence of ground water. They are located in high
mountains, such as Velebit and Dinara (Maia cave near Tulove
grede on Mt. Velebit, Jama near Plazonica, Unista on Mt. Dinara).
They are present on the top of anticlines where water had, in later
stage, a minor role in speleogenesis. Examples of such structures
are narrow tectonic pits, such as for example Cirova pit on Zavizan
(Velebit), which is as deep as 69 meters, but very narrow. These are
mostly structures developed in solid and massive dolomites.
3.2 Hydrospeleogenese
Hydrospeleogenesis is always a complex process in which
water has a decisive role. In Croatia there are as much as 4% of
structures formed by an abrasive effect of water along coasts and
river and lake banks. The largest number of abrasion structures are
found in breccia-like materials (about 71 %), but they also occur
quite often in limestones (about 25%). The main characteristic of
the structures developed by abrasion process that played the
predominant role is as fo llows as a rule they are always horizontal
or very slightly inclined; they are small in size; their rocks are
smooth; etc. They are also called abries or semi-caves. There are
recent abrasion structures and paleo-abrasion speleologicical
structures. Some speleologicical features along the Adriatic Sea,
today submerged by the sea, were developed by abrasion between
100000 and 300000 years ago (MALEZ, 1966; MALEZ &
BOZICEVIC, 1965), which means that they are relatively younger
of more recent origin. There is no doubt that they had developed in
our area even before Quartenary, but they collapsed (Phase III of
speleogenesis) because it was the question of the rocks of relatively
low strength and carrying capacity. When, in addition to that,
chemical reactions occurred due to the effect of sea water, the
process of collapsing was still more intensive. However, there are
some examples of abrasion caves that are much older (Palaeogene,
Neogene), e.g. near Nerezisce on the island of Brae. Here are some
examples of the abrasion caves: Crvena cave on the Island of
Murter (Jezera), Cave at Ivan Dolac (the island of Hvar), Strasna
pee cave (Savar, the island of Dugi otok), Raca spilja (the island of
Lastovo), Modra spilja (the island of Bisevo), Przinova polaca cave
(the island ofSipun), Popovska cave (Baska, the island of Krk), etc.
Erosion and corrosion effects (mechanical speleogenesis and
chemical speleogenesis) ~~cur together in the forming of
speleological structures (BOGLI, 1964). In the Croatian karst,
about 93% of the structures developed, to a varying extent, by the
influence of erosion and corrosion has been registered so far. In
some structures, cave scallops have been also noticed, which
indicates the intensive process of subsurface karstification. The
examples are: Pit under Debela glava (Blagaj, Kordun), Bozica pit
(Mawina, Kordun), Ponor on Grgin brijeg (Jadovno, Velebit),
Stanina pit (Moravice, Gorski kotar), Podublog pit (Kmica, Istria),
etc. In some caves and pits some other forms of the erosion and
corrosion effects of water in the cave channels have been developed
as well. The examples of erosion pots in Vetemica (Medvednica,
Zagreb), Dulin ponor cave (Ogulin, Korski kotar), Medvedica cave
(Ogulin, Gorski kotar), Jopiceva cave (Brebomica, Kordun) or the
polished rocks in Novokracina cave (Rupa, !stria), Ponor at
Bunjevac (Velebit), Cave near Pavlinovici (Zupa, Vrgorac) clearly
demonstrate the intensity of chemical or mechanical effects. A
good example of an abrasion structure is Cavle cave in the canyon
of the Zrmanja river.
Limestones of different textures and ages react differently on
erosion and corrosion on the ground surface; thus it can be
presumed that the situation is similar in the subsurface.
ln addition to all the above mentioned factors, in the Phase II of
speleology a neotectonic activity is very important too; namely, it
has been noticed that tectonics is still active in some speleological
features even today. Measurements show that rock movements in
the speleological structures located in neotectonic zones can be
significant, for example in a big cave system of Muskinja and
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4. Karstification processes
Karstification processes in the speleological features of the
Croatian karst progress in two basic directions. The first, and more
frequent, gravitationally towards the deeper layers, and the second,
relatively less frequent, inversely, i.e. towards the surface. The
examples of inverse karstification have been found in !stria
(MAUCCI, 1952; BOZICEVTC, 1985), but also in the areas of
Kordun, Lika, and Gorski kotar.
4.1 Gravitational karstificatio n
Gravitational or surface karstification is always influenced by
gravitational water, i.e. precipitation. It is very easily observed. It is
very well developed in Jurassic and Cretaceous carbonate
sediments. Tectonic fracturing is favourable for its development.

Fig I. - Relictes in lm•erse karstijicatio11 (photo: dr.. M. Gara.sic)
Pankova cave in Kordun. or in the pit Ledenica in Lomska duliba
(Vclebit).
Morphogenesis of speleological features in the Croatian karst is
closely connected with lithostratigraphic and tectonic factors of
surroundings in which they are fonned. and with abrasion, erosion
and corrosion effects of water as well. The neotectonic activity has
even more favourable effect on karstification of the ground, and it
also accelerates this process.
Morphology, length, depth, orientation. inclination and other
characteristics of a cave or a pit depend on the factors of
speleogenesis. In Cretaceous limestones of the Central and Inner
karst zones, according to hydrogeologic karst zoning (HERAK,
BAHUN & MAGDALENIC, 1969), speleological feature of the
so-called polygenetic type were developed, i.e. the ones developed
by the primary effects of tectonics, abrasion, erosion and corrosion.
The examples are: Mijatova pit at Matesko selo in Kordun
(GARASIC, 1976), Upper Cerovacka cave at Gracae in Lika,
Go podska cave near the source of the Cetina river in Dalmatia. In
the Outer (Adriatic) karst belt along the coast, abrasion together
with tectonics is crucial for speleogenesis, e.g. Borina cave (the
island of Prvic) Pit near Jajce (the island of Zirje), Banova Ljut
cave(Dubrovnik), Vela cave (Vela Luka, the island of Korcula).
The Adriatic islands and the mountains by the Adriatic are most
effected by erosion and corrosion, along with intensive tectonics. Jn
tenns of morphogenesis, Jurassic limestones and lime dolomites are
carriers of speleogenesis accompanied by intensive tectonics and by
the strong influence of erosion and corrosion. The examples are:
Livnjak pit (Jasenak. Gorski kotar), Pit on Kozica (Zmici, Gorski
kotar), Janusinka pit (Dreznica. Gorski kotar), Briscinka (Biokovo),
Radekina pit (Bijele stijene, Gorski kotar), Samara pit (Samarske
stijene, Gorski kotar). It is in Jurassic limestones that the most
intere ting fonns of corrosion in ubsurface have been observed.
Karstification have been monitored in tunnels (Gorski kotar), in
fissures and caverns of all possible sizes. Measurements of the
intensity of karstification in the rocks of tunnels are proportional
also to the strength of speleogenesis in the same lithostratigraphic
surroundings. Paleogen sediments were, in tenns of speleogenesis,
exposed to the influence of tectonics, abrasion, erosion and
corrosion to an equal degree. The examples of big subsurface
hollows in the area of Cmopac (Gracac, Lika) in which the
intensity of karstification is very high , or of Golubinka Pit
(Posedarje. Ravni kotari) in which a fossil phase of speleogenesis
(Phase 111) occurs in a part of it are very interesting.
The monitoring and measuring of the neotectonic activities in
caves and pits helped a following conclusion to be made, in areas
of the relative ascending of blocks (e.g. Pit on Jatarina, orth
Velebit) cave channels get relatively deeper (karstification is more
intensive), while in the areas of neotectonic descending (e.g. Cmo
vrelo near Kordunski Ljeskovac in Kordun) channels are constantly
filled with water, and the effect of corrosion becomes dominant.

4.2 Inverse karstification
Inverse karstification is observable only in the subsurface and
results from hydrogeologicical conditions (changes in the level of
ground water, its constant presence in the subsurface during the
Phase I and Phase II of speleogenesis. etc.), lithostratigraphic
factors (it is frequent in soluble strata, in Promina and Jelar lime
breccias sediments, in fine grains breccias, etc.), and neotectonic
ascending of blocks. ln the zones of neotectonic ascending it is
unfailingly present, and its intensity is proportional to the intensity
of ascending. In the zones of air cushions. on the ceilings of caves,
a strong effect of inverse karstification has been noticed (Figure I);
for example Rudnica cave (Kamenica, Kordun), Vrelo cave
(Fuzine, Gorski kotar). The intensity of the inverse karstification
compared to the gravitational karstification is less dependent on
tectonic fracture, and more on special hydrogeological conditions
(GARASIC, 1993).
4.3 Ccomplex ka rstification
In the Croatian karst yet another karstification process, the socalled complex karstification (GARASIC, 1995) has been found
too. This is the process which also requires, in addition to the
conditions mentioned above, special conditions in speleogenesis
that will influence the morphology of speleologicical features.
These conditions are, for example, a smaller depth to the
impermeable bedding in karst (the area of Kordun. Gorski kotar,
etc.), the occurrence of lenses of various rocks within carbonate
complexes - such as cherts within limestones or flysh materials
between a carbonate series, etc. (the regions of Istria, Mt. Velebit,
Mt. Mosor, etc.). For these reasons there are also fonned
speleological features where karstification has been developed in
various directions (Figure 2), for example close to flysh or cherts or
close to watertight bedding. In these cases such speleological
structures suddenly change the morphological type. inclination, and
shape of cave channels (pits become caves, and caves become pits;
narrow channels become wide, and wide channels become
completely narrow; etc.).

Fig.1.-Results of Complex karstijicatio11 (photo: dr.M. Garasic)
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5. Classification of caves and pits according
to speleogenesis
Speleological features in Croatia can be classified in several
group . Basically there are sinspeleogenetic and epispeleogenetic
features. The sinspeleogenetic features have been developed during
the formation of matrices. There are not very frequent. They are
fonned by travertine barriers and falls on karst rivers and lakes (on
Plitvice Lakes, by the Krka river, etc.). The epispeleogenetic
features were developed by the effects of various processes in rock
karstification, such as abrasion, ero ion. corrosion, collapsing,
tectonics. etc. Most often it is the question of polyspeleogenetic
features. Nevertheless, only some types of caves and pits
(epispeleogenetic) differing by genesis will be mentioned in these
paper. The c types are the following: corrosional; corrosional and
collapsing; flu vio karstic; flu vio karstic and co llapsing; flu vio
karstic, corrosional and collapsing; tectonic (faul ted), flu vio
ka rstic (fl uvial) and collapsing; tectonic and corrosional;
tectonic, corrosional and co llapsing; erosional; erosional and
corrosional; erosional and fluvio karstic; sedimentic; abrasia l;
cryogenic (only a few structures), vulca nogenic (only one
structure in Croatia). structures formed by the influence of plants
from the ground urface, etc. A classification in phreatic structures
and vadose structures. etc. has been also made.

6. Conclusion
Ba ed on a great number of the speleological structures
explored in the Croatian karst (more than 7750), their
documentation.
speleological
surveying,
hydrogeological
observations and neotectonic measurements of absolute
displacements in them. conclusion about the modes and type of
speleogenesis, which is a part of a complex process of
karstification. have been made. The influence of tectonics (initial
joints, fissures, faults, folds, layers, nappes, etc.) together with
litostratigraphic, hydrogeologic and climatic conditions have
developed speleogenesi in several type of karstification.
Gravitational or surface karstification is most frequent (above
80%); next in frequency is inverse karsti fication (about 19%); and
complex karstification is identifiable (about I%) too. Inverse and
complex karstification can be studied into exclusively in the
underground channel and chambers. Special attention has been
given to researches into the karstification process in 46 caves and
pits, and caverns in tunnels (Gorski kotar). In term of
speleogenesis, caves and pits in Croatia can be classified into two
ba ic groups - sinspeleogenetic and epispeleogenetic structures.
Sinspeleogenetic structures were developed during the formation of
matrix rocks, and epispeleogenetic structures were developed by
subsequent processes of tectonics, abrasion, erosion, corrosion,
collap ing. edimentation, etc. Vulcanogenic structures have been
cla sified separately as they do not belong to the karst area.
It can be concluded that a great number of speleological
structures in the Croatian karst has different types of speleogenesis,
which resulted in a diversity in speleomorphology (simple, kneelike, level, branched structures and ystems) in the present stage of
speleogene is (Phase I, II or Il l), and in hydrogeological function of
caves and pits (ponors - sinkholes, spring , estavelas. vruljas,
percolating caves, and dry features).

Further researches into speleogenesis will result in new
knowledge of the most intensive today's geological process karstification.
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Origin and Development of Caves in the Devonian Massive
Limestones of the Rheinisches Schiefergebirge (Germany)
by Stefan Niggemann
Institut fur Geologie, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, Universitatsstr. 150, D-44780 Bochum, Germany

Abstract
Several hundred caves are located in the massive, Middle Devonian limestones of the Sauerland, Eifel and Westerwald. Twenty
seven of these caves reach 500 m in length, and two of them reach even 5000 m. The Grilnerbach Valley (Iserlohn, Sauerland) serves as
a model of the progressive development of cave levels. The Rheinisches Schiefergebirge has been subject of continued elevation since
the Pliocene, with valley entrenchments and formation of river terraces predominantly controlled by climatic factors. Interglacial phases
of stagnation resulted in the development of horizontal cave tunnels extending over 2 km. The indirect correlation of cave levels with
the river terraces enables determination of the minimum age of the caves and the estimation of their real age, which is believed to be
some 400,000 to 500,000 years.
Zusammenfassung
Mitteldevonische Massen.kalke enthalten im Sauerland, der Eifel und dem Westerwald mehrere hundert Hohlen. Insgesamt sind 27
Grol3- und zwei Riesenhohlen bekannt. Am Beispiel des Grilnerbachtales (Iserlohn, Sauerland) wird die schrittweise Entwicklung
iibereinanderliegender Gangsysteme dargestellt. Im Zuge der seit dem Jungtertiar anhaltenden Hebung des Rheinischen
Schiefergebirges kam es zur klimagesteuerten Eintiefung der Taler und Bildung von Flul3terrassen. Stagnationsphasen wiihrend der
Warmzeiten fii.hrten zur Herausbildung von horizontalen Tunnelgangen, die sich 2 km lang iiber mehrere Hohlensysteme verfolgen
!assen. Eine indirekte Korrelation von Hohlenniveaus und Flul3terrassen erlaubt eine Bestimmung des Mindest- und Abschatzung des
Bildungsalters der Hohlen auf etwa 400.000 bis 500.000 Jahre.

1. Introduction

information.

In the Miocene/Pliocene the elevation of the Schiefergebirge
set in with beginning erosion of weathering layers that were
sometimes preserved in dolines, karstic pockets, etc. The cyclic
climatic changes and continuous elevation caused valley
formation in the Pleistocene. There is a simple succession of
terracing and linear valley cutting (SCHREINER, 1992): I)
Interglacial stagnation without substantial erosion and only little
accumulation. 2) Early glacial erosion with maximum valley
entrenchment. 3) Full glacial deposition because the resulting
gravel detritus cannot be transported any more.
Table I shows the river terraces and their supposed
chronological range for the Ruhr and the tributary rivers of the
Northern Rheinisches Schiefergebirge.

2. Evolution of the landscape

3. Examined caves

In the study area the origin of caves is closely connected with
the Neogene to Pleistocene history of the landscape. Depression
areas of massive limestones are mostly intercalated with
siliciclastic rock series.
A peneplain with 20 to 50 m thick tropic weathering layers
encompassed the Schiefergebirge in the Paleogen. A climatic
change beginning in the Oligocene led to the selective deepening
of the limestone areas within the peneplain. These depressions
were used by rivers as discharge conduits (indicated by gravel
deposits; SCHMIDT, 1975). The corrosive deepening of the
limestone surface and formation of a "Karstrandebene" was the
result of thorough wetting below the valley flat (MORELL, 1993).

Detailed mapping and research have been performed in caves
of the Iserlohner Kalk.sen.ke ("limestone depression"). In a 3 km
long section of the Grilnerbach Valley there are known I 6 km of
cave
galleries
of
which
the
Dechen-,
Knitter-,
Hiittenblaserschacht-, B7- and Bunker-Ernst caves comprise some
13 km. Comprehensive treatises of this karstic area can be found
by HAMMEllsCHMIDT et al. (1995) and NIGGEMANN (1995). The
biggest cave system of the Ronne Valley (Friedrich Cave, 1300 m
length, and Feldhof Cave, 200 m) is in Balve (KOLARIK &
HAMMERSCHMIDT, 1987).
With a total estimated length of 7 km the Attendomer
Tropfsteinhohle (Atta Cave) in the Bigge Valley (50 km S' of
Iserlohn) is the biggest cave of the Rheinisches Schiefergebirge
(HAMMERsCHMIDT, 1995).

Devonian massive
limestones of the Rheinisches
Schiefergebirge contain some of Germany's biggest cavesystems. Twenty-seven of these caves reach 500 m in length, and
two of them reach even 5000 m. Striking of these massive
limestones is WSW/ENE following the Schiefergebirge·s folding
structure. Valleys of allogenic rivers cut up these small karstic
areas. The cave systems with a maximum horizontal range of 400
m are characterized by high gallery density and distinctive gallery
levels. This article presents a preliminary study of speleogenesis
and cave development based on detailed research in recently
discovered caves of the Schiefergebirge and literature
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Series

Holocene
Late
Pleist.

Middle
Pleist.
Early
Pleist.
Earliest

Pleist.

Pleistocene
classification

Terrace

Postglacial
Weichsel-glac.

River marsh soil
Lower terrace

Eem-Interglac.
Saale-Glacial
Wartbe-Stade
Main-Interst.
Drenthe-Stade
Holstein-Interglac.
Elster-GlaciaJ
Cromer-Complex
Menap-Complex Tegelen-Complex

Height
above
valley
flat [ml
1-2

-4m(below flat)

evidential of the Pleistocene age of cave clay, a fact that is also
supported by a high content of silt material derived from loess.
On the Pleistocene surface a mixing of different elastic sediments
seems to have occurred, which were brought in the caves by
sinking rivers and/or by sliding at valley slopes.
The sedimentary and morphological research mentioned
above only refers to the Grilnerbach Valley caves but a similar
trend can be seen in other caves (e.g. Friedrich Cave, Atta Cave
and caves near Warstein). A differentiation between an upper and
a lower level seems to exist in many caves of the Schiefergebirge.

Low. Middle-Terr.

8-13

High. Middle-Terr.
Low. Main-Terr.
High. Main-Terr.

17-23
32-40

43-53

5. Origin and development of the caves

Otiifel-Terrace

63-74

The direction of cave galleries follows the parting plane
system just as the hydraulic gradient. There is no evidence for any
stratigraphical or facial control of cave development.
Due to low hydraulic gradients the extended genesis of main
galleries could not begin before the Drufel terrace level which is
thought to be some 500,000 to 700,000 years old. Both cave
levels are indirectly related to younger river terraces (upper level
- lower main terrace; lower level - lower middle terrace). The
accumulation of terraces took place in late glacial phases.
Stagnation (no considerable accumulation or downcutting) has
characterized the following interglacial phase. Stagnation phases
concerning constant heights of aquifer surfaces are essential for
the developing of horizontal cave passages with big gallery cross
sections (PALMER, 1987). So these main galleries have developed
in such long, stagnant interglacial phases by slowly streaming
karstic ground water that was and still is flowing towards the
bigger rivers (e .g. Lenne, Bigge) below the surface. Figure 1
shows the development of caves situated in the Grilnerbach
Valley. The phreatic development of meter-sized tubular cave
galleries can only last 10,000 years after the initial phase
(DREYBRODT, 1990).
The relief of the groundwater table is determined by the
resistance of fluid flow which is low for high density of parting
planes. This is demonstrated by the four-state-model (FORD &
EWERS, 1978). State l is represented by a high resistance of fluid
flow, whereas state 4 stands for low resistance (water table
caves). Most caves of the Schiefergebirge belong to state 3 or 4 as
can be recognized by high parting plane density and existence of
cave levels. The development of caves took place in the
epiphreatic zone. The vadose flowing of these water table caves
occurred in a late stage because of decreasing water quantity or
decreasing resistance of fluid flow as a result of increasing gallery
cross sections.
The 4-phases-epiphreatic model of DAVIES (1960) can help to
illustrate the cave development. I) Deep phreatic random origin
of solution pipes, pockets, etc. caused by local groundwater flowconditions. 2) Merging and mature development of these solution
structures along the epiphreatic zone during a stagnant head of
the groundwater which is referred to river terraces. 3) Partial
filling of caves by elastic sediments within the phreatic zone. 4)
Draining of the cave caused by valley downcutting; speleothem
genesis; destruction of the cave by breakdown processes.
Due to the lack of datable terrace sediments outside the caves,
an absolute chronological classification of cave development
phases is difficult. However, figure 2 shows first results. The
lower cave level belongs to the Drenthe stadia! lower middle

Table 1: Classijicatio11 of river terraces (Len11e River) after VON
KAMP (1972) and correlation with the chronology of Ruhr river
terraces of the geological map 4510 Witten (JANSEN, 1980).

4. Morphology and sedimentology
The cave galleries mostly follow NNW/SSE striking
transverse joints or WSW/ENE striking joints of bedding.
Deviations arise in the case of gently dipping folding structures.
At least two levels of main galleries (fossil "collecteurs") can be
distinguished even in different cave systems of the same area. The
tubular main galleries are considerably filled with elastic loose
sediments, so the original volume is mostly unknown. Galleries
of one level also show similar morphological and
sedimentological features. All morphological indications
(corrosive forms like anastomoses, dissolution pockets, etc.)
prove a phreatic origin of caves by corrosion.
Different generations of speleothems can be distinguished in
the upper cave level situated 20 to 30 m above the valley flat: An
old generation includes bulky, big and often brown coloured
speleothems with a rough, warty or nodular surface . The recent,
mostly active speleothems are often white coloured, fragile and
have a smooth surface. Stalactites, in particular, show transitions.
Speleothems of the lower cave level (5 to 10 m above the valley
flat) are totally part of the young generation.
The qualitative and quantitative abundance of speleothems in
the upper cave level indicate a long growth period and thus a
higher maximum age of speleothems (and of cave galleries) than
in the lower level. HENNIG (1979) reported maximum speleothem
ages of 285,000 to 340,000 years (23 0Th! 234 method) for the
Schledde Cave in Iserlohn belonging to the upper level. In the
Dechenhtihle for the same level HAUSMANN (1986) determined
maximum Th/U ages of 244,000 (+83,000, -45,500) years.
HOMANN (1979) mentioned maximum 14c ages of9,035 (± 175)
years from Knitterhtihle belonging mainly to the lower level.
Speleothems from the lower level are smaller and less
widespread, explaining the muddy character of the galleries
(muddy level).
In the caves from the Gro.nerbach Valley granulometrical and
mineralogical composition of the cave clay is similar. It could be
shown that the origin of the cave clay is polygenetic (Tertiary
fluvial deposits, Pliocene to early Pleistocene terra fusca,
Pleistocene loess, gravels and slope wash alluvium). Bones of
Stephanorhinus kirchbergensis, Ursus spelaeus, etc. are

u
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terrace and is of Eemian age, which is based on sinter datations
with maximum holocene ages (HOMANN, 1979). Also, there is no
proof for Warthe stadia! river terraces. The upper cave level
which is correlated to the lower main terrace of Cromer age
developed in a younger interglacial period of the Cromer complex
because speleothems of Holstein age are found within the
galleries. The active level of the Knitterhohle comprising a small
undergound brook marks the actual water table and is correlated
to the lower terrace of Weichselian age. So cave development
continues under Holocene conditions.
The bulky character of speleothems within the upper cave
level is caused by stronger quantities of precipitation within the
Holstein and Eem interglacials which therefore increase the
growth rate of speleothems. Distinctive speleothem forms like
disques or cave blisters originated by capillary water were found
only in the upper level. Obviously and for the same reason the
hydrostatic pressure on flat sinter formations (walls, ceiling) was
higher than today. This pressure is thought to control the growth
of capillary sinter. Furthermore, higher dripping rates in the cave
cause larger quantities of aerosol water. This is represented by
many occurences of subaerial corralloids and rough surfaces of
sinter formations in the upper cave level.
In the northern Rheinisches Schiefergebirge, the beginning of
extended horizontal cave level development can be appointed to
400,000 to 500,000 years. Certainly, the real beginning of
speleogenesis (random deep phreatic solution pockets) can be
older. DREYBRODT (1990) has calculated ages between 0.4 and
2.5 million years for different karstic systems of the Schwabische
Alb. The results of this study are in agreement with other German
karstic areas.
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Mechanics of cave breakdown: Relative importance of shear
strength and fracture toughness
Elizabeth L. White and William B. White
Environmental Resources Research lnstitute and Department of Geosciences
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802 USA

Zusammenfassung
Einsturz einer Hi:ihlendecke ist ein Problem von Brechmechanisrnen. Vorhandene Modelle fur Einsti.irze sind auf der Theorie von
festen und i.iberhiingenden Balken begri.indet, rnit der Schubkraft des Daches als hauptsiichlicher Parameter. Die Entstehung von
gewi:ilbten Dachprofilen vergri:issert die mechanische Starke. Breite (20-25 m), flache Deeken in den Hi:ihlen der Isla de Mona (Puerto
Rico) ist grosser als die Stabilitiitsgrenzen, die auf zerbrechlichen Modellen begri.indet sind. Man muss die Brech-ziihe in Bilanz
nehmen neben der Schubkraft, um angemessener weise die Stabilitiit der Hi:ihlendecken zu modellieren.

Abstract
Breakdown of cave roofs is essentially a problem in fracture mechanics. Existing models for breakdown are based on the theory of
fixed and cantilever beams with the shear strength of the roof rock as the material parameter. Development of arched roof profiles
increases the overall mechanical strength. Wide (20 - 25 m), flat ceilings in the caves of Isla de Mona (Puerto Rico) exceed stability
limits based on the brittle fracture model. It is necessary to take account of the fracture toughness in addition to shear strength in order
to adequately model the stability of cave ceilings.

The Breakdown Problem
The detailed mechanics of roof failure are based on a model
proposed by DAVI ES ( 1951) who treated breakdown as a
process of brittle fracture of either fixed or cantilever beams. The
analysis was simply a balance between the gravitational load and
the shear strength of the bedrock leading to a very simple
equation for cave roof stability

tc

= p A2 / 2 S

2

t c = 3 p A / 2S

[I]

Cantilever Beam
Fixed Beam
where tc is the critical thickness for beam instability, p = density
of bedrock, A = beam length (equivalent to width of passage),
and S = flexural stress in the extreme fiber. In this model, cave
passages would be stable against breakdown until geological
proce ses modified the parameters in the equations [I] and
produced conditions of instability. WHITE and WHITE (1969)
identified seven geological processes that would destabilize cave
passages and produce breakdown.

Evidence Against the Fixed Beam Model
The fixed beam model implies a completely elastic response
of the ceiling beds. It does not allow for inelastic deformation
and long term creep that could lead to bed failure in the absence
of any geologic changes. Jn the Mammoth Cave System
(Kentucky, USA) there have been three documented roof failures
in the present Century. As part of their investigation of
breakdown in the 1960s WHITE and WHITE ( 1969) prepared a
high precision topographic map of a plastically-deformed
sagging bed in Pohl Avenue in the Unknown Cave portion of the
System. That bed collapsed in the 1970s. Clearly, creep and
plastic defonnation play a role in breakdown collapse.
There are also examples of cave ceilings that are stable when
the fixed beam model predicts they should be unstable. The best
examples known to the authors are the caves of Isla de Mona, a
6-km diameter limestone island located between Puerto Rico and
the Dominican Republic. The Isla de Mona caves are
characterized by wide chambers, typically I - 5 m high but as
much as 20 - 25 111 wide. The ceilings are typically flat, often

punctured by skylights, and rarely having a domal shape to
provide mechanical stability. Yet breakdown in these chambers is
relatively sparse. These chambers would not be mechanically
stable according to the fixed beam model.

Fracture Mechanics
Breakdown

Modeling

of

Cave

The basis for a more comprehensive model was propo ed by
THARP ( 1995). Materials break through a mechanism of crack
propagation. Microcracking, which allows for inelastic
deformation and features within the material that inhibit crack
propagation, can greatly increase the resistance to fracture. In
addition to the shear strength, a critical parameter is the fracture
toughness, K I c.
The Paleozoic limestones which contain most of the caves of
Eastern United States are dense, fine-grained rock. Coarse
fracturing occurs as joints and bedding plane partings, but within
the rock mass there is little to inhibit crack propagation and these
rocks are subject to brittle fracture. It is for this reason that the
fixed beam model has worked so well. However, microcracking
is possible leading to creep and ultimate failure as in the
Mammoth Cave examples.
The Miocene limestones of Isla de Mona have never been
deeply buried. They are porous, and contain an interconnected
arrangement of small vugs. Propagating cracks are blocked by
the vugs and pore spaces. Although the Isla de Mona rocks are
softer than the Paleozoic limestones, they have a much higher
toughness. As a result, the Isla de Mona cave chambers are stable
with greater roof spans than would be expected from the fixed
beam model
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Phreatic Channels in Velika dolina Collapse Doline
(Skocjanske jame Caves, Slovenia)
Martin Knez
Institute for Karst Research ZRC SAZU, SI-6230 Postojna, Slovenia

Abstract
Collapse doline might be an efficient spot to observe and to study phreatic channels. Question, which I wanted to
answer during the research was originated from collapse doline Velika dolina which represents one of biggest collapses in
Skocjanske jame Cave system. After visual observation one can easily notice that underground karstification do not
appear displaced in disorder in rocky walls but is gathered along small number of bedding-planes which author calls main
bedding-planes (Figs. I, 2).
Because similar evidences noticed some other researchers in Slovene karst region , too (SUSTERSIC, 1994 ), there
raised a suspicion: Is it possible to find in this facts widder lawfulness and where are the roots for it.
Main working method was microscoping over 300 thin-sections and there done over 10.000 mesurements presented in
numeric form.
We did not find the concordance between the inception reasons (for instance "trans-bedding contrast" , low grade of
organic substances in the rock, reduction environment in the sediment, the influence of strong acids, others) and the actual
state in Velika Dolina collapse doline (EWERS, 1966; RAUCH & WHITE, 1970; FORD & EWERS, 1978;
WORTHINGTO , I 991; LOWE, 1992). Primary phreatic channels are concentrated along only three "formative"
bedding-planes among 62 observed; less than along 5% of all bedding-planes (KNEZ, 1996). This concordance cannot be
only apparent. But, it was clearly evidenced that the inception, although the rock was very pure, was concentrated on few
bedding-planes only.

Figure I. View of Ve/ika dolina collapse doline (Skocja11ske jame
Caves).
Figure 2. Bedding-planes in Velika dolina collapse doline.
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Artesian speleogenetic setting
Alexander Klimcbouk
Institute of Geological Sciences, National Academy of Sciences, P.O.Box 224/8, Kiev-30, 252030, Ukraine
Abstract
The traditional paradigm of karstology is based largely on the concepts of unconfined or "open" karst. Widely accepted definitions
oftbe tenn "karst" have a largely geomorphological meaning, and formally have left no space for deep-seated artesian karst that is not
manifested at the surface. Here the problem of artesian speleogenesis is overviewed and a new approach is developed based on the nonclassical concept of artesian flow. Major features of artesian speleogenetic settings and artesian cave systems are summarised. Artesian
speleogenetic settings have a number of peculiarities that distinguish them from traditionally defined phreatic conditions in unconfined
karst. The questions of hydrodynamics, dissolution mechanisms, development of conduit systems, cave morphology, and sediments.

1. Introduction: Artesian karst-a conceptual
problem
The origin of the term karst and the history of karstological
studies led to karst being most commonly treated as a specific
landscape or terrain, with distinctive hydrology and landforms
(e.g. JENNINGS, 1985; WHITE, I 988; FORD & WILLIAMS, I 989).
Most karst/speleogenetic theories are concerned with unconfined
karst settings and ultimately imply close hydrological and morphogenetic relationships between the surface and subsurface.
Strictly, such definitions, and the who le traditional karst paradigm, either ignore deep-seated karst that has no apparent relationship with the visible landscape, or treat such features as palaeokarst. Some authors distinguish the special category of intrastratal karst, formed within already buried rocks, where karstification is younger than the cover (QUINLAN, 1978; PALMER &
PALMER, 1989; BOSAK, FORD & GLAZEK, I 989). The latter
authors emphasise that there is abundant modem (active) intrastratal karstification in progress. Confined, or artesian, karst falls
within this category, but the whole concept of intra-strata! karst,
as well as of artesian karst, does not seem to be an essential part
of the traditional karstological paradigm.
A term "karst" is also used to describe particular landforms
and subsurface fearures produced by a speci fie set of processes in
which dissolution is the main one, initiating or triggering other
processes such as erosion, collapse and subsidence, (QUINLAN,
1978; MtLANOVIC, 1981 ; BONACCI, 1987; JAMES & CHOQUETTE,
1988). This allows reference to deep-seated dissolution features
as karst, but does not resolve the general conceptual problem.
A wider approach, long accepted in the Soviet Union, was
that karst was regarded as a process, or a combination of process
and resulting phenomena. In western literature, Huntoon (1995)
discussed a need for a process-oriented definition of karst that
emphasizes its hydrological function and geobydrological
uniqueness, rather then its ambiguous morphological character.
Karst is defined as a geological environment containing soluble
rocks, with a permeability structure dominated by interconnected
conduits dissolved from the host rock, organised to facilitate
fluid circulation in a downgradient direction, and wherein the
permeability structure evolved as a consequence of dissolution
by the fluid (p.343). This definition, which is sufficiently broad
to encompass circulation systems in the unsarurated zone, as well
as in unconfined and confined aquifer system, is adopted here.
Specific works on artesian speleogenesis are scarce. FORD
( 1988) distinguished artesian caves as a type, referring to maze
examples. However, the common view is that "true" artesian
conditions, with lateral basinal flow from distant recharge areas
through separated aquifers, offer limited hydrodynamic and
chemical potential for speleogenesis. Examples of karst in deepseated artesian settings are commonly treated as palaeokarst.
Adoption of the non-classical concept of hydrodynamics of
artesian basins, which implies hydraulic continuity in basins and
close cross-formation communication between aquifers, has allowed new conceptual models concerning artesian speleogenesis
to originate during the last decade. Further development of these
ideas allows abundant provings of deep-seated intra-strata! karst
occurring under present artesian conditions, to be treated as a
modern (active) phenomenon.
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Figure I: Flow pattern in the multi-storey artesian system
(From Shestopalov, 1989). 1 = aquifers, 2-3 = aquitards, 4-5 =flow
directions, 6 = potentiometric surfaces of aquifers. A = area of descending circulation, and B = area of ascending circulation.

2. Concepts of artesian flow
The classic concept of artesian flow implies that recharge occurs only on limited areas where aquifers crop out at the surface
(usually at basin margins) and that groundwater flows laterally
through separate aquifers in the confined area. This brings about
a major problem in interpreting artesian speleogenesis. With a
large distance and travel time through a karst unit, water should
not be capable of further dissolution in the confined flow area.
The origin of maze caves is most commonly attributed to artesian
settings, but strong arguments developed from hydrodynamic
(PALMER, 1975) and kinetic (PALMER, 1991) considerations
questioned the possibility of maze caves origin if lateral artesian
flow is implied through a karst rock unit. There is a common
view that "true" artesian conditions (in the sense of the classical
concept) offer limited hydrodynamic and chemical potential for
karstification. Numerous existing provings ofkarst cavernosity in
deep-seated artesian settings are commonly treated as palaeokarst.
The new approach to the problem is based upon nonclassical concepts of artesian basin hydrodynamics, developed
within mainstream hydrogeology in recent decades from aquifer
and well hydraulics data (on a local scale), and from basin hydraulics and water resources evaluations (on a regional scale).
Hydraulic continuity in basins and close cross-formational communication between aquifers are implied (e.g. MJATIEV, 1947;
SHESTOPALOV, 1981 , 1989; TOTH, 1995; figure I). According to
these views, recharge to, and discharge from, a given aquifer (or
vertical groundwater exchange in a system) may take place
across dividing beds throughout the whole confined flow area. It
is controlled by the head relationships in a system (which are, in
tum, controlled to a significant degree by surface topography;
figure 2) and by the presence of areas (zones) of enhanced permeability in dividing beds (facial "windows", zones of enhanced
fissuring, fault zones, etc.). The most important speleogenetic
implication of this concept is that a karst rock unit can receive
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areally dispersed aggressive recharge from adjacent formatio ns
(KLIMCHOUK, 1994).
Adoption of the non-classical concept of artesian basin hydrodynamics allowed new speleogenetic interpretations to
emerge. It provides an explanation of the artesian origin of some
of the world ' s largest cave systems, in South Dakota and in the
Western Ukraine (FORD, 1989; KLIMCHOUK, 1990, 1992, 1994),
and suggests some approach to the problem (KLIMCHOUK, 1994).

3. Major features of artesian speleogenetic
settings
HydrogeologicaJ structure
In a typical basin, aquifers are separated from each other and
from any upper unconfined aquifer by poorely permeabile beds.
Initial permeabilities of common aquifers (e.g. some elastic
rocks) are normally greater then that of karstifiable units (such as
massive limestones or sulphates) before speleogenesis. Thus,
karst units may initially act as separating beds (aquitards). As late
diagenesis and tectonism impose fissure permeability on a sedimentary sequence, karstifiable units increasingly transmit
groundwater between "normal" (i.e. non-karstic) aquifers in
zones where sufficient head gradients exist. Such simplified hydrostratigraphy, when a karstifiable unit is sandwiched between
formations with initially more favourable aquifer properties,
seems to be ideal for speleogenetic development. It is noteworthy
that when conduit permeability is developed within the karst unit,
conventional karstological wisdom views such hydrostratigraphy
in the opposite way: the karst aquifer, sandwiched between aquitards.
In many cases beds of higher initial porosity and relatively
diffused permeability (such as oolitic beds) exist within a massive and scarcely fissured carbonate sequence (LOWE, 1992).
They will act as aquifers, and hydraulic communication across
dividing compact beds will improve with time through speleogenetic development. More complex relationships occur in thick,
lithologically inhomogeneous sequences, composed, for instance,
of intercalated carbonate, sulphate and elastic beds with contrasting permeabilities. In artesian settings the inversion of hydrogeological functions of different beds in a sequence during
the speleogenetic evolution of karstifiable beds is quite common
(KLIMCHOUK, 1992, 1994; LOWE, 1992). This reflects the generally underestimated fact that karst permeability changes through
time, while the permeability of non-karstic beds is a relatively
static property.
On the local scale, the actual flow paths through a karstifiable
unit are strongly guided by the initial fissure configuration.

Regio nal and local hydrody namics
Artesian basins vary considerably in size, configuration and
hydrogeological structure. Regions with substantial local topography and a stratified sedimentary cover (such as high-relief platforms and foreland basins) are characterised by complex flow
architecture. Besides marginal recharge areas and lateral flow
components, this architecture includes: laterally alternating recharge and discharge areas (areas of correspondingly descending
and ascending cross communication) occurring through the
whole region of confined flow; superimposition of rechargedischarge regimes for particular aquifers in a system, and flow
systems at different scales (SHESTOPALOV, 1981, 1989; TOTH,
1995).
Groundwater circulation in a basin tends to adjust to configurations of maximum and minimum fluid potentials. The latter
may be due to compression, compaction, dilatation, thermal effects, chemical processes, etc, although hydraulic head gradients
become the increasingly prevailing driving force once the subsidence trend of tectonic movement has had reversed. In a typical
basin, stratigraphically lower (older) aquiferous formations crop
out at successively higher elevations along the basin margins,
imposing greater heads.Hence, the regional flow system is normally characterised by an increase in head with depth, so that
ascending cross-formational communication predominates
through the confined flow area. However, local topographic
highs superimpose local flow patterns (recharge/ descending
communication), encompassing mainly the upper part of the hydrogeological sequence. Ascending cross-formational hydraulic

communication is the most common pattern to favour speleogenesis in artesian settings ( figure 2).
In the interior parts of a basin, lateral circulation in an aquifer
is normally slow. Communication across confining beds occurs
even more slowly, commonly measurable only on the time-scales
of centuries or millennia. However, considering the geologically
lengthy time-scales of basinal development, such movement may
account for initiation of proto-conduits, or for speleo-inception in
the context described by LOWE (1992). Conduit development occurs later, when uplift and geomorphic differentiation cause substantial activation of groundwater circulation.
In favourable areas, where upward head gradients are maximised (topographic-potentiometric lows - deeply incised valleys)
and coincide with zones of greatest permeability in confining
beds, particularly in the uppermost one (fault zones, fault-cored
anticlines, structural "windows", etc .), groundwater circulation
can be active enough to account for the full development of cave
systems. The type of cave pattern depends largely upon the existing structural features. Rectilinear fissure caves and small
mazes with fissure-like ascending pits (eastern Missouri, BROD,
1964), or without such pits (Black Sea basin, south Ukraine) can
develop, as can extensive multi-storey mazes such as Wind and
Jewel Caves in the Black Hills (FORD, 1989), the great gypsum
mazes of the Western Ukraine (KLIMCHOUK, 1990, I 992) and
Botovskaya Cave, Siberia (FIUPPOV, 1994). Multi-storey mazes
form when fissures are distributed uniformly in the lateral direction and organised in extensive superimposed networks confined
to specific horizons (KLIMCHOUK, I 994; KLIMCHOUK ET AL.,
1995).
Maze patterns are quite characteristic, although not confined,
to artesian speleogenesis. The diagnostic feature is uniform passage size and morphology at a given locality, regardless of the
pattern type. The fundamental reason is that artesian speleogenesis is largely discharge-controlled, and no considerable increase
in discharge occurs as an initial fissure widens by dissolution.
The simplest architecture that can be considered is that of two
"normal" (non-karstic) aquifers separated by a carbonate unit
with fissure permeability, with the whole system confined by an
upper, non-karstifiable, aquitard. In this case upward circulation
and slow discharge from the system through the upper confining
bed will converge towards an incising valley (figure 2).
According to PALMER 'S (1984) theoretical consideration,
non-uniform enlargement of passages occurs at the early (laminar
flow) stage when the rate at which any route enlarges depends
upon the amount of flow rather than solution kinetics (dischargecontrolled development). Enlargement rates increase if a passage
increases its discharge, either by capturing water from neighbouring passages or by enlarging its primary catchment area.
This explains competitive development of flow routes and the
importance of initial differences in hydraulic efficiency in determining successful conduits in unconfined karsts. At the next
(solution kinetics-controlled) stage, the enlargement rate approaches a constant value, at which successful conduits continue
to develop.
ln the artesian settings specified above the amount of upward
flow is governed not by available recharge to the karstifiable unit
(which is essentially uniform to all fissures contacting the lower
aquifer) but by constrained discharge through the upper confining bed. Even a small dissolutional enlargement of the initial
network in the karst unit will rapidly minimise the head difference in both adjoining aquifers. After that the flow rate will be
governed solely by the upper confining bed's transmissivity,
which is roughly constant and normally relatively low, unless the
confinement is fully breached by an incising valley. Thus, the
enlargement rate for all fissures (conduits) in the network will
also be constant through most of the artesian stage, regardless of
their initial dimensions.
Superimposed upon the general background of ascending circulation in areas of potentiometric lows, local convection cells
may develop. These are driven by density gradients imposed by
thermal or chemical contrasts between the bulk water in the aquifer and recharge water from the underlying formation . This activity may cause pronounced medium-scale effects in an already
formed system (such as the growth of ceiling cupolas, half-tubes,
etc) but can hardly account for the development of an entire cave
system on its own.
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Solutional potential of groundwaters in artesian settings
The concept of cross-formational communication has important implications when considering potential for dissolution. Recharge from an adjacent non-soluble formation can be highly aggressive with respect to a karstifiable rock. This is most evident
in the case of simple dissociation of gypsum, but holds true for
carbonate karst in shallow artesian settings, where soil-generated
CO, is delivered by water from "classic" marginal recharge areas
through non-carbonate aquifers. Waters in deep-seated horizons
often have high concentrations of CO, derived from degradation
of hydrocarbons or from other sources.
During the last decade it has been increasingly recognised
that, in addition to the bicarbonate dissolutional mechanism. a
number of redox reactions, particularly those involving sulphur
compounds and sulphuric acid, may contribute to carbonate dissolution (FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989). Some of the related reactions
generate CO,, leading to doubled solvency. Reactions involving
strong acids ·are believed to be particularly important during the
early stages of speleogenesis (WORTHINGTON, 1992; LOWE &
GUNN, 1995), which, in the light of the above consideration,
commonly occur under artesian conditions. Cross-formational
hydraulic communication is of paramount importance. It allows
the involvement of different chemical mechanisms, as well as
reinforcing mixing corrosion effects, as it causes migration of
various reactants and reaction products between horizons, bringing contrasting geochemical environments and waters of contrasting chemistries into interaction (KLIMCHOUK, 1996). More
extreme thermobaric conditions occurring in deep settings further
increase the range of possible speleogenetic effects. Moreover,
some still more exotic, as yet poorly understood, effects may
have a role in speleogenesis. For instance, radiolysis of underground waters produces free I1 and highly reactive oxidising
agents (VovK, 1979). This and related effects await further
evaluation.

Stages of artesian speleogenesis
(1) During continuing subsidence and burial groundwater
circulation in a basin is driven mainly by pressure heads developed by compaction and dehydration of sediments. Some speleoinception effects may operate at this stage.
(2) As the tectonic regime reverses between subsidence and
uplift, and geomorphic development locally exposes basinal formations, fluid flow becomes increasingly driven by hydraulic
head gradients. Speleogenetic initiation occurs widely during this
stage, even in deep-seated horizons; in favourable conditions true
conduits can develop. Flow is slow, especially if a crossformational component is involved, and elapsed time spans are
commonly large.
(3) As continuing uplift brings artesian aquifers closer to the
denudation surface, circulation in the entire system and the crossformational flow component are increasingly activated. The full
development of cave systems occurs in a pattern of upward crossformational communication in zones of potentiometric lows where valleys incise into the upper confining bed. Deposition of
fine elastic sediments, re-distributed from occasional cavern
breakdown, may begin at this stage.

-- - -

--(4) Breaching of artesian confinement at local discharge areas
dramatically increases upward flow through the system and enhances cave development along preferred routes. This is the last
stage of artesian speleogenesis.
Ongoing entrenchment of major valleys and areal disintegration of the capping aquitard lead to radical re-organisation of recharge-discharge configurations and inversion of flow patterns;
artesian cave systems become relict. A number of speleogenetic
and karst morphogenetic models address these open karst settings, but commonly they fail to explain relict artesian systems
adequately. These models interpret the superimposed cave development in terms of phreatic/water table/vadose flow conditions
and tend to overlook the possibility that previous artesian history
could have influenced such development. The inception horizon
concept of Lowe (l 992), although not directly refferring to confined settings, provided an important step towards the recognition of processes operating deep within rock sequences during a
more extensive geological history.
The succession of stages outlined above applies only to a
given formation. On the regional (basinal) scale, situations representing different stages may occur simultaneously in different
formations, at different depths or in different parts of a basin.

4. Major features of artesian speleogenesis
These can be summarised as follows:
I. The imposition of basic cave system frameworks show no
genetic relationship to modern landscapes. However, in the context of palaeo-geomorphology, active and significant cave
growth is normally induced by and converges towards valleys
incising into an upper aquitard.
2. Caves patterns are guided by fissuring, and passages
within a given series (storey) are quite uniform in size and morphology. Two- or three-dimensional (multi-storey) rectilinear
mazes are typical, although neither confined to nor diagnostic of
artesian speleogenesis.
3. Cei ling cupolas or half-tubes originated by the action of
convection circulation cells or currents are common mediumscale morphological features.
4. Clastic cave sediments are represented mainly by fine
clays and silts. These can be partly autochthonous (comprising
insoluble residues). However, they are mainly allochthonous,
intruded into artesian systems from overlying formations only
during the late stages (stages 3-4). Breakdown processes are induced by a decrease of hydrostatic pressure, and increasing flow
velocities allow some transport and re-distribution of elastic material. However, gradient fields in the aquifer remain much more
uniform, and the energy of water flows remains much lower than
in unconfined settings, so that sediments display fine-grain composition. Whereas sediments in unconfined phreatic and, especially, vadose caves are characterised by great structural and
lithological variation over short distances, and by rapid facies
changes, artesian caves normally contain sediments that are much
more uniform, and display simi lar facies even on a regional scale.
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5. Speleothems commonly, although not inevitably, include
"exotic" hydrothermal minerals, or minerals deposited as the
products of various redox reactions on the physical and geochemical barriers that are typical in the case of ascending crossformational flow .
Most of the above features were suggested (D UBUANSKY,
1980, 1990) and widely cited (e.g.BAKALOWICZ ET AL., 1987,
FORD, 1995) as being characteristic of hydrothermal speleogenesis. However, from the above considerations, it is apparent that
they are diagnostic not of a particular set of physical (thermal)
conditions, but of a specific (confined) type of flow system and
regime. Deep basinal flow is commonly heated, and its upward
discharge generally creates thermal anomalies. Realistically, the
hydrothermal karst concept is largely, although not completely,
encompassed within the artesian karst concept.

5. Conclusions
I . Artesian karst/speleogenesis is widespread through continents and is the common, rather than special, case. It accounts for
the full development of some of the largest known caves in the
world and many shorter caves. It also has an immense importance
in speleo-inception . By far the greatest part of presently unconfined karst rocks experienced more or less prolonged episodes of
basinal development before undergoing major uplift. Thus, artesian karstification almost inevitably precedes unconfined karst
development.
2. Adoption of the non-classical concept of artesian flow in
karst hydrogeology gives a wider perspective for development of
the theory of artesian karst/speleogenesis. The latter is adequate
to explain the hydraulic and chemical mechanisms involved.
There are also numerous provings of modern deep-seated intrastratal karst, and major features of known relict artesian cave
systems.
3. Artesian speleogenesis occurs in different lithologies. It
involves various dissolution mechanisms that operate under different physical parameters, although resulting in similar cave
features. This indicates clearly that the main factor responsible
for the genetic specifics of this kind of speleogenesis is the type
of flow system, not a single chemical or physical peculiarity of
the genetic environment.
4 . Recognition of the scale and importance of artesian
karst/speleogenesis and of hydraulic continuity and crossformational communications between aquifers in artesian basins,
is indispensable for the correct interpretation of speleogenetic
processes (evolution ofkarst aquifers) and the resultant phenomena, regional karst water resource evaluations, and the genesis of
some karst-related mineral deposits. It has numerous other theoretical and practical implications, and ultimately requires in replacement of the traditional karstological paradigm, which is
based largely upon concepts of unconfined karst.
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Speleogenetic effects of water density differences
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Abstract
High solubility of some karst rocks, particularly salt and gypsum, leads to a significant increase in the density of dissolving water.
This can be up to 30% for salt and 0.1 % for gypsum, as compared to aggressive water entering a karst system. Gravitational separation
of water may be well expressed as density stratification or as circulation cells and distinct buoyant currents. Such phenomena may occur
in a single cave pool, or at aquifer scale. The most pronounced speleogenetic effects occur when aggressive water recharges a gypsum
stratum continuously from an underlying formation under sluggish artesian flow conditions. ln this case dissolution by natural
convection flow may affect the cave system layout. More localised effects include the formation of dissolution notches, bevels and
facets (due to density stratification), and formation of ceiling half-tubes, pockets, cupolas,and domepits (by buoyant currents) in
confined settings.

1. Introduction
As a karst rock is dissolved and the solute content of the
dissolving water increases, the solution increases in density. The
greater the solubility of a rock. the greater the density differences
that may develop within an aquifer or water body, especially if
there is a continuous or frequent pulse supply of contrasting
relatively fresh water. This causes gravitational separation and
convectional circulation of water, which are most pronounced
under sluggish laminar flow conditions with continuous fresh
water recharge.
CURL ( 1966) provided a theoretical analysis of cave conduit
enlargement by natural convection in a limestone aquifer,
depicting transition conditions determining the prevalence of
natural convection or forced flow regimes. He found that. with
sufficiently slow water circulation, convection caused by density
differences may be the primary flow mode for limestone
removal. This is made possible by even extremely small
compositional differences. Supposed morphological effects
include the upward enlargement of anastomoses above bedding
planes, development of vertical asymmetry of conduits, and
upward growth of dome-like ceiling features.
This paper discusses hydrological settings and types of water
density difference phenomena. as well as the resulting
morphological effects.

2. Water density stratification and local
convection cells
In shallow phreatic and water-table aquifers with sluggish
flow, or in standing water bodies such as perched cave lakes,
marked water density stratification can develop. To maintain or
reinforce such stratification, continuous or periodic inflow of
relatively "fresh" water is needed. This may enter from above
(vadose percolation). from the side (e.g. from sinking streams) or
from a basal non-karstic aquifer (upward recharge). In all cases,
less dense fresh water will tend to occupy the uppermost
available position, fonning a more or less distinct layer. The
hydrochemical stratification phenomenon is particularly
pronounced, and has been well documented, in gypsum caves.
In passages that originated (or significantly modified) at a
shallow depth below the water-table, flat ceilings ("Laugdecke"
in German) or bevels are common. They are formed by
dissolution in the uppermost, aggressive, layer of water, where a
pattern of small up- and downwelling convection cells ("saltfingers") operates due to small density differences (KEMPE, 1972;

KEMPE ET AL., 1975; figure I-A). Such flat ceilings are best
displayed in gypsum caves in Germany, but also occur in the
Western Ukraine, the Urals and Siberia. Flat ceilings, combined
with inclined facets, are typical for many German caves,
producing cross-section in the form of a tip-down triangle. This
reflects dissolutional widening in low-energy shallow phreatic or
artesian conditions, with successive fast draining, and without
any significant morphological modification under water-table
conditions. However, field observations from caves elsewhere
than Germany suggest that not only flat ceilings, but also ceilings
with cupola-like forms and gothic arch shapes can form under the
same conditions (figure 1-C).
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Figure 1. Wall notching and wall facet formation by
dissolution caused by natural co11vectio11. A = Kempe's model;
B,C,D = typical passage cross-sections from the gypsum caves
of the Western Ukraine, showing varieties of morphological
modification.
In England, distinct water stratification has commonly been
observed by divers in phreatic passages in the limestone caves of
the Yorkshire Dales (CORDINGLEY, I 991 ). Brown "peaty" water
is frequently seen occupying the upper part of the water body,
whilst nearer the floor the water is virtually transparent. The
interface between the two layers is commonly well defined. A
possible explanation of the phenomenon is that relatively fresh
(less dense) peat-stained water replaces most of the water in
phreatic passages during a flood and is then trapped in the higher
levels as denser autogenic percolation water accounts for an
increasing percentage of flow in passages during a drought.
Differential dissolution is believed to account for the formation
of ceiling solution domes. It is also hypothesised that horizontal
wall notches can be formed due to water stratification under
phreatic conditions, instead of being formed at a water-table. as
traditionally believed. Such notches have been observed in
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phreatic passages that have never been drained (CORDINGLEY,
1991).
Hydrochernical stratification of water is well documented
where water bodies with an open surface occur in gypsum caves,
either as aquifer "windows or as perched pools. In the partly
drained Miocene gypsum aquifer of the Western Ukraine (cave
lakes with sluggish flow in Optimisticheskaya Cave) a distinct
density stratification develops, with solute content rising
downward from 1.1-1.3 to 2.0-2.5g r' within a depth of 25-30cm.
Subsequently, SI, increases from -0.4 almost to saturation value,
and dissolution rates (measured from tablet experiments)
decrease from -6.4 to -7 .2mg day cm·' in the uppermost layer to 0.08 to -0.06mg day cm·' at depths below 15cm (KLIMCHOUK &
AKSEM , 1988). This leads to the formation of recent water level
notches in walls. Horizontal notching due to chemical
stratification of water, with higher dissolution rates in the
uppermost layer, is a common morphological effect for caves in
all major karstifiable lithologies (FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989),
although it is best displayed in salts (FRUMKIN, I994) and
gypsum.
The typical morphological elements of notches are steep
inwardly inclined sidewalls, or facets ("Facetten" in German),
described from gypsum caves in Germany (BIESE, 1931; PFEIFFER
& HAH , 1972) and the Urals (LUKIN, 1967), and explained as
being formed due to conduit-scale convection circulation.
Formation of facets in gypsum was studied in detail and
modelled theoretically by KEMPE ( 1972) and KEMPE ET AL
( 1975). Dissolution causes layers of water adjacent to the walls to
become denser than the bulk water in the upper horizon, so that
films of water "slide" downwards along the walls (figure 1-A).
Examples of such l-3mm-thick currents descending the walls
were measured at 3-30cm min-1 in a cave pool by KEMPE ET AL
( 1975). The inclined plane of a facet forms because solute
content increases and dissolution rate decreases as the water in
the layers moves downward.

Morphological effects in the gypsum caves of the Western
Ukraine
The great maze caves in the Western Ukraine originated
under artesian conditions, with dispersed upward recharge into
the cave systems from the basal sandy-carbonate aquifer
(KLIMCHOUK, 1992). The fissure-guided rectilinear passage
networks are developed at several storeys, which are predetermined by the multi-storey occurrence of fissure networks
(KLIMCHOUK, 1994; KLIMCHOUK ET AL., 1995). The multi-storey
structure and different location of artesian cave systems in
relation to modem, deeply entrenched, valleys, combined with
differential regional uplift rates, caused a variety of draining
(dewatering) histories, and hence a varying degree of water-table
modification of passage morphology. Passages with different
degrees of modification may occur at different levels, or in
different areas of a single cave system.
Artesian conduits that have experienced virtually no
modification normally display
fissureand cleft-like
morphologies (figure 1-B). Less commonly they are tubular in
shape. Many passages have one "level" of notching, with
inwardly inclined sidewalls; ceilings may be of different shapes
(figure 1-C). Such formed under shallow artesian conditions,
with dis olution by natural convection operating, and passed
quickly to the fully drained state, so that no tme water-table
notching developed. When more then one level of horizontal
notching occur in the walls (figure 1-0), the additional notches
signify more or less stabilized palaeo-positions of the watertable. They can be traced continuously across large distances
within a given series of a labyrinth.

3. Buoyant currents from basal recharge
under artesian settings
Cave development in artesian settings is commonly
associated with recharge from an underlying aquifer
(KLIMCHOUK, in press). Local hydraulics and details of the
speleogenetic development are well illustrated by the gypsum
caves of the Western Ukraine, although their features are neither
unique to the region nor to gypsum.
Head gradients are directed upwards, but flow is slow due to
the high resistance of the upper aquitard, and of the karstifiable
unit itself during the early stages of speleogenetic development.
As water in the underlying aquifer is less dense than water
already within a karst system, it tends to move upwards by
natural convection, so that forced flow and natural convection
coincide.
When forced flow through the karst system is negligible due
to poor vertical connectivity and the high resistance of flow
paths, the natural convection regime predominates and "closed"
cells develop. After dissolving some material and increasing in
density, the water returns downwards into the underlying aquifer
and outflows laterally with the regional flow. Conduits at the
bottom of the gypsum stratum and along the lowermost available
fissures grow by upward stoping due to natural convection
dissolution. Solution cupolas and domepits develop along
vertical fissures and propagate upwards to, or even beyond, the
edge of the fissure plane. In this way, connections can be
established from two or more neighbouring domepits with open
and interconnected fissures of the next higher storey of fissures.
Thus, backward circulation loops can be extended through two
storeys, continuing the speleogenetic development. As buoyant
currents of aggressive recharge always tend to occupy the
uppermost available space in a developing conduit system,
further upward propagation of dissolutional forms driven by
natural convection will proceed, and eventually lead to
establishment of direct hydraulic connection with the overlying
aquifer.
When the high resistance to flow between the lower and
upper aquifers is destroyed, the equipotential field is drastically
re-organised and forced convection flow becomes predominant.
Because high conductivity is now established through the
gypsum stratum, the head gradient between the two aquifers is
minimised. Flow remains small and slow due to the remaining
relatively high resistivity of the upper aquitard. But, the flow
pattern changes from backward loops and "closed" cells to an
unlooped ascending system. Natural convection still contributes
to the overall flow, and gravitational separation of buoyant
currents becomes perhaps even more distinct, as the general flow
component pattern is now unlooped.
The most common morphological effect of buoyant currents
is the formation of keyhole cross-sections or distinct ceiling halftubes. Keyhole passages are usually assumed to be associated
with vadose incision into the bottom of phreatic passages; halftubes are widely believed to originate from dissolution by
surviving flow through a passage that has become choked with
sediment (FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989). However, half-tubes are
acknowledged as being controversial. It is suggested here that
both features can be formed in artesian caves when natural
buoyant convection currents are established within an unlooped
and generally ascending bulk water flow, as described above,
although other interpretations such as noted above, are not
excluded. Both types of feature are widespread in the gypsum
caves of the Western Ukraine.
In the most complete cases, these features can be traced
through two, or even three, storeys of passages. When a fissure
receives recharge from below, the less dense aggressive water
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Figure 2. Theformatio11 of upward so/utio11forms by buoya11t curre11ts. The diagram shows schematically the re/atio11ship betwee11
lilles of natural co11vection flow a11d forced flow on the mature stage of artesia11 speleogenesis, whe11 co11duit co11nectio11 has already
bee11 established through the gypsum, but the forced flow is still slow due to the major constraillt of the upper aquitard.

tends to occupy the uppermost available space and flows towards
the nearest connection with the upper conduit. The rounded
sections of keyhole passages are formed in this way (figure 2).
The tube climbs the wall where the lower passage joins the upper
one, and continues as a ceiling half-tube in the upper passage.
Half-tubes normally end in a domepit open to the next higher
passage or at the bottom of the overlying aquifer. Though most
convincingly displayed in the gypsum caves of the Western
Ukraine, the suggested mechanism is likely to have broad
applications.
When continuous aggressive recharge takes place under
artesian conditions, circulation cells driven by the density
gradients may develop at aquifer scale within salt deposits
(ANDERSON AND KIRKLA D, 1980).
The density gradients that give rise to natural convection
circulation, can also be developed or reinforced by chemical
mechanisms, by thermal differences or by suspended load
injection. Ascending flow due to thermal convection circulation
is believed to contribute to the development of maze caves in the
Black Hills (BAKALOWICZ ET AL. , 1987). In particular, natural
convection accounts for the upward dissolution of the cupola-like
ceiling forms typical of the highest parts of the multi-storey
Wind Cave and Jewel Cave systems. Suspended load injected
into the cave systems of the Western Ukraine due to occasional
breakdown during the last stage of artesian speleogenesis is
likely to have reinforced the density gradients between the bulk
water in passages and buoyant ascending currents as described
above.

4. Conclusions
1. When continuous or periodic recharge of "fresh" water
occurs, rock dissolution sets up density gradients, which cause
gravitational separation (stratification) of water and drive natural
convection circulation. The phenomenon may operate at local
scale or at aquifer scale, and may be expressed as looped
circulation cells or unlooped directional currents. Because
dissolution always leads to density increase, gravitational
separation of water and natural convection due to this effect are
inherently involved in, and affect the process of, speleogenesis.
Their importance is relatively high in sluggish flow conditions
(particularly in artesian settings) and relatively low to negligible
in cases of high flow velocity. The phenomenon is more
pronounced and more important in gypsum and salt karsts, and in
cases where fresh recharge occurs from below.
atural
convection may also be caused by thermal anomalies.
2. Density stratification and natural convection circulation
(currents)
cause
differential
dissolution
and
related
morphological effects in caves. The formation of flat ceilings,
cupolas and domepits, ceiling half-tubes, keyhole profiles,
inwardly inclined sidewalls and horizontal notches can be
explained in this way.
3. Natural convection circulation and dissolution by buoyant
currents may not only modify passage morphology, but may play
an important role in building up the whole patterns of artesian
cave systems during the early stages of ascending artesian
speleogenesis. They cause upward stoping of dissolutional forms
before the initial flow paths through a karstifiable unit are
hydraulically interconnected and/or where they are highly
resistant to through flow between the input and output
boundaries (between the upper and lower aquifers) .
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Le role de la zone epinoyee dans la speleogenese
par Philippe AUDRA
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Universite de Nice-Sophia-Antipolis, 98 boulevard Edouard Herriot, BP 209, 06204 Nice Cedex.
& Cagep (URA 903), Aix-en-Provence.
Resume
Lors des crues, le niveau de la zone noyee est susceptible de presenter d'importantes variations. Des exemples actuels montrent que
l'ampleur verticale de la zone epinoyee peut atteindre plusieurs centaines de metres. C'est dans la zone epinoyee que se cumulent les
processus mecaniques et chimiques. La concentration de conduits de grande taille en est la marque. Ces processus permettent
notamment de comprendre l'origine de formes qui ne pouvaient s'expliquer par un creusement noye, comme les tubes inclines sur de
grandes denivellations. On insiste sur la pertinence de la conception du drainage de la zone noyee, par des conduit localises dans la
zone epinoyee. Les grands karsts noyes (Vaucluse ... ) pourraient s'expliquer par un noyage posterieur a leur genese.
Abstract : the epiphreatic zone part in the speleogenesis.
During tloodings, the phreatic zone can undergo important level variations. Some contemporary examples show that the vertical
extension of the epiphreatic zone can reach several hundred of metres. Mechanical and chemical processes cumulate in this zone,
marked by a concentration of large galleries. These processes allow to understand the origin of some forms which could not be
explained by a phreatic evolution, such as large sloped tubes. The phreatic zone drainage by conduits located in the epiphreatic zone
seems to be the most adjusted conception. Large phreatic karsts (Vaucluse ... ) could be explained by water-table rises occuring after
their genesis.

1. L'ampleur des mises en charge dans la
zone epinoyee
La mise en charge des parties basses de certains reseaux
karstiques est un foit conn u de longue date. L'exemple le plus
celebre est celui de la grotte de la Luire (Drome, France), ou l'eau
remonte de 450 m avant de "crever" par le porche. Grace a
l'avancee des connaissances liees aux explorations speleologiques
(LI MONDE & al.}, le exemples de mises en charge sur plusieurs
dizaine de metres de hauteur sont innombrables, ceux depassant
I 00 m ne sont pas rares (fig. I).

Cavite
Grotte de la Luire (Drome)
Perte du Calavon (Alpes Hte. Prov.)
Puits des Bans (Hautes-Alpes)
Rescau Fanges-Paradet (Pyr. orient.)
Holloch (Schwvtz)
Reseau des Siebenhengste (Bern)
Reseau du Revest (Alpes maritimes)
Trou Qui Souffle (!sere)
Trou du Renard (Pvrenees atlantiQues)
Aven Souffleur (Vaucluse)
Fontaine de Crevecreur (Htes-Alpes)

Mise en charee
451 m
263 m
217m
170 m
170 m
150m
145 m
120 m
120 m
120 m
100 m

Figure 1 : quelques exemples de mise e11 charge depassa11t
JOO III de hauteur.

Cette portion du karst soumise a des noyages et denoyages
successifs en fonction des variations de niveau de la zone noyee
est appelee "zone epinoyee".

2. Des origines climatiques, structurales et
speleogenetiques

Ces variations de niveau de la zone epinoyee sont liees a
l'arrivee brutale d'importants volumes d'eau, depassant la capacite
d'evacuation des galeries. Ces conduits de taille insuffisante

fonctionnent comme un diaphragme. Ils provoquent une mise en
charge a l'amont de !'obstacle. On observe alors une remontee
dans les conduits verticaux qui fonctionnent en cheminee
d'equilibre et des circulations noyees dans les conduits
horizontaux qui deviennent temporairement actifs.
De tels phenomenes sont lies d'une part a un contexte
climatique fovorisant des ecoulements tres contrastes et d'autre
part a !'existence de secteurs de foible transmissivite a l'aval des
reseaux .
Les types de climats particulierement fovorables sont ceux ou
l'ecart entre les ecoulements de crue et d'etiage est important.
C'est le cas des regions de montagne, ou une grande partie de
l'ecoulement se produit durant la breve periode de fonte des
neiges. Les regions mediterraneennes et tropicales sont egalement
connues pour la brutalite et la concentration des epi odes
pluvieux. Neanmoins, des crues brutales sont possibles dans tous
les types de zones climatiques, car des moyennes tres ponderees
peuvent masquer des episodes exceptionnels.
La presence de zones de conduits a foible permeabilite a
l'aval des reseaux karstiques peut avoir plusieurs origines, qui
peuvent d'ailleurs se combiner (fig. 2) :
- quand les couches calcaires plangent a l'aval en-dessous du
niveau de base local constitue de roches impermeables on a
affaire a un karst barre. Parfois, le barrage est constitue de roches
peu permeables ou legerement fissurees (calcaires mameux,
dolomies, gres ... ), ou des circulations aquiferes existent
cependant (fig. 2-A). II s'agit dans ce cas de karst "semi-barre",
d'origine structurale (AUDRA, 1994).
- quand on observe un etagement des conduits lie a un
enfoncement saccade du niveau de base, bien souvent le reseau
inferieur le plus recent, ou s'effectuent les circulations perennes,
est peu evolue, avec des conduits de petite taille, parfois
impenetrables (fig. 2-B). L'origine est ici speleogenetique.
Dans les deux cas, le karst adopte deux types de
comportements hydrodynamiques en fonction de son etat de
charge. A l'etiage, Jes ecoulements transitent au travers des
fissures et des conduits de foible debit. L'eau ressort au contact
du niveau de base local, par une source generalement
impenetrable. En crue, l'eau excedentaire ne peut franchir Jes
secteurs peu transmissifs et envahit la zone epinoyee. Elle
franchit !'obstacle par des conduits superieurs et sort au niveau
d'un trop-plein perche au-dessus du niveau de base dont les
galeries sont generalement vastes et penetrables.
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l'ampleur depend de la hauteur de la zone epinoyee et peut
atteindre jusqu'il 250 m (fig. 3); ce sont les loop caves 1
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Figure 3 : le reseau de la Ta11ta/l,ijl,/e (Sa/zbourg, Autriche)
prese11te des tubes e11 mo11tag11es russes do11t /es boucles
atteig11a11t plusieurs ce11tai11es de metres d'ampleur
correspo11de11t a u11e a11cie1111e zone epi11oyee (topographie
d'apres COURBON & CHABERT, 1986).
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Figure 2 : zones epi11oyees liees a 1111 karst semi-barre (A) OU
1111e adaptation recente a l'abaisse111e11t du 11iveau de base (BJ.
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Du point de vue morphologique, les deux types de conduits
s'opposent radicalement. Les reseaux inferieurs sont constitues de
fissures a peine elargies, bien souvent impenetrables et noyees.
Les reseaux superieurs localises dans la zone epinoyee presentent
quanta eux des puits et des galeries horizontales ou inclinees de
belle taille en forme de tubes. Ces reseaux sont frequemment
tapisses d'argiles de decantation. abandonnees durant la phase de
decrue.

3. Consequences sur le fonctionnement de
la zone epinoyee et son role
speleogenetique
Tout d'abord, cette zone est soumise a des variations de
pression hydrostatique considerables dont les effets mecaniques
sont incontestables. ainsi qu'il des circulations temporaires
extremement abondantes. La corrosion s'effectue non seulement
pendant la phase de crue ou circulent des eaux agressives
largement renouvelees, mais elle se poursuit en plus apres le
denoyage, grace au film d'eau recouvrant les parois, au contact
avec une atmosphere relativement riche en gaz carbonique. C'est
le "creusement dans la zone inondable", particulierement efficace
(CHOPPY, 1994). L'exceptionnclle concentration de conduits de
grande tail le dans la zone epinoyee en est la traduction.
Tous ces reseaux presentent des sections tubulaires
organisees par les crues en labyrinthe anastomoses (PALMER,
1991 ). Ceux-ci sont disposes selon un plan horizontal, soil pour
des causes structurales (utilisation des joints de stratification
plats), soil au toil de la zone noyee, auquel cas les conduits sont
indifferents a la trame structurale. II s'agit des water table caves
des anglo-saxons (FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989). Les conduits
peuvent egalement s'agencer selon les discontinuites structurales
en toboggans fortement inclines, relies par des puits verticaux ou
des galeries horizontales, leur section etant toujours tubulaire. Lis
forment ainsi de grandes boucles en montagnes russes dont

Ainsi peut s'expliquer l'origine de ces tubes inclines sur
plusieurs centaines de metres de denivellation, caracteristique de
la base des reseaux de montagne. Ils ne peuvent en effet qu'etre
lies aux mises en charge de la zone epinoyee durant les crues et
ne peuvent en aucun cas s'accorder avec une zone noyee dont le
niveau serait stable et largement perche au-dessus du niveau de
base, celle-ci ne pouvant se maintenir sans se vidanger
rapidement a l'exterieur.
Ces phenomenes de mise en charge impliquent done
!'existence de circulations temporairement noyees bien au-dessus
du niveau de base !ors des periodes de crues. Autrement dit, ii est
necessaire d'etre prudent, surtout dans les karsts de montagne,
lorsque l'on considere, comme c'est frequemment le cas,
d'anciens niveaux de galeries en tube comme etant des marqueurs
altitudinaux de niveaux de base passes. Ils peuvent etre en effet
consideres comme tels, a la precaution pres que le niveau de base
pouvait se situer en-dessous des galeries. et parfois plusieurs
centaines de metres plus bas.

4. Vers une remise en cause du creusement
noye profond ?
II est manifeste qu'il est difficile de theoriser ur la
speleogenese profonde, sachant d'une part que l'on ne possede
guere de donnees verifiables sur les phases initiales de
karstification et en particulier sur la genese des proto-conduits et
d'autre part que la connaissance des zones noyees, bien qu'ayant
recemment Fait d'immenses avancees grace a la speleo-plongee,
reste encore bien insuffisante. Neanmoins, certains fails
d'observation s'integrent mal a la theorie du creusement noye
profond et impliquent, sinon une revision complete, tout au
moins certaines remises en cause.
Depuis DAVIS ( 1931) et BRETZ ( 1942). cette theorie admettait
qu'en !'absence d'ecran impermeable a la base de l'aquifere
(autrement dit dans le cas des karsts barres), que les circulations
s'enfonc;aient profondement dans la zone noyee, pour remonter a
la surface au contact du mur impermeable sous la forme d'une
emergence vauclusienne (fig. 4-A) (on exclut le cas particulier
des aquiferes artesiens ou les circulations sont contraintes par la
structure a un cheminement profond). Ainsi expliquait-t-on
l'origine des karsts profondement noyes, draines par des
1 FORD attribue leur genese a un creusement toujours noye. Selon
cet auteur, la difference entre les water table caves et Jes loop

caves serait liee il une fracturation decroissante. A notre avis, la
differenciation provient en Fait des variations du gradient
hydraulique et de l'ampleur de la zone epinoyee (voir aussi
CHOPPY, 1994).
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emergences remontantes dont la fontaine de Vaucluse est
l'exemple le plus marquant. Paradoxalement, on utilisait
simultanement les anciens reseaux horizontaux comme
indicateurs de positions de niveaux de base passes, sousentendant implicitement que les circulations suivaient le toit de la
zone noyee sans s'enfoncer en profondeur !
Or, ii est desormais admis que la structuration du drainage
karstique hierarchise clans le milieu calcaire heterogi:ne s'effectue
sous le contr61e du gradient hydraulique, qui tend ii generer des
drains ou les pertes de charge sont minimales (SWINNERTON,
I932 ; PALMER, 1991 ). Autrement dit, le "chemin de drainage"
(CHOPPY, 1994) tend ii se rapprocher de la ligne droite, en
direction du point d'emergence. Ainsi, clans la zone vadose, Jes
circulations s'enfoncent verticalement sous ]'influence de la seule
gravite. Arrivees au niveau de la zone noyee, elles prennent alors
la direction de ]'emergence selon une pente faible. La ligne droite
etant le plus court chemin, le conduit principal suivra le toit de la
zone noyee (water-table cave), ou se developpera dans la zone
epinoyee, lor qu'elle existe, puisqu'elle offre la moindre
resistance aux circulations, de la faible !'importance des cavites
(fig. 4-8). L'utilisation des discontinuites structurales favorise
]'apparition de tubes en montagnes russes (loop cave). Dans ce
cas, les circulations noyees profondes sont negligeables et ne
peuvent donner naissance ii de conduits suffisamment
importants pour concurrencer ceux de la zone epinoyee.
Les re eaux noyes profonds, pour le quels ii est necessaire de
foumir une explication coherente, auraient clans ce cas une
origine distincte (on ne prend pas ici en consideration les karsts
hydrothermaux dont l'energie de provenance endogi:ne suffit ii
expliquer leur existence). Cette origine pourrait tri:s bien se
trouver dans leur geni:se. Ces karsti fications profondes se seraient
developpee lors de periodes d'abaissement du niveau de base,

puis elles auraient ete noyees suite ii une remontee du niveau de
base. Les reseaux crees ii grande profondeur, puis noyes, seraient
toujours fonctionnels, car ils offrent les meilleures facilites de
circulation du fait de leur anteriorite.
De telles oscillations du niveau de base se sont effectivement
produites durant le Quatemaire sous l'effet des glaciations, ainsi
qu'au Messinien lors de l'assi:chement partiel de la Mediterranee.
Les karsts littoraux, ainsi que ceux situes ii proximite des fleuves
ayant profondement surcreuse leur lit parfois tri:s en amont sur
plusieurs centaines de kilometres durant Jes episodes regre sifs,
ont connu une telle evolution. Des concretions actuellement
noyees ii plus de 100 m de profondeur attestent de la realite de
eel ennoyage (goul de la Tannerie au bard du Rhone en Ardi:che
- ANDRES & LISMONDE, 1995).
Ce modi:le suggi:re ]'abandon d'anciennes theories, en
minorant l'ampleur de la karstification noyee profonde, au profit
d'un drainage localise au toit de la zone noyee et en particulier
dans la zone epinoyee, car ii s'accorde mieux avec Jes
observations accumulees par les progri:s recents des explorations.
II constitue un cadre de reflexion susceptible de mieux
comprendre la realite de ces phenomi:nes majeur qui
conditionnent toute ]'organisation des reseaux que nous etudions.
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Figure 4 : disposition des conduits de drainage de la zone noyee.
A) mode/e critique, avec 1111 cre11se111e11t ,wye profond et ,me
emerge11ce va11cl11sie1111e.
BJ mode/e avec 1111 creuse111e11t au toit de la w11e noyee, da11s la
wne epi11oyee, avec des conduits en 111ontag11e russes. Les
circulatio11s 11oyees profo11des so11t margina/es
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Reconstruction of paleocurrents in caves of the Bystra Valley
(Tatra Mountains, Poland), on the basis of scallops and deposits
analyses
Ditta Kicinska
Hydroconsult, ul. Ratajcaka 10/ 12, 61 - 815 Poznan
Insitute of Geology, Adam Mickiewicz University, ul. Mak6w Polnych 16, 61 - 686 Poznan, Poland

Abstract
Tatra Mountains are the highest and northernmost massif in the West Carpathian system (fig. I). The central and
southern parts of the Tatra Mountains are built of Paleozoic crystalline rocks. The northern slope of the massif consists of
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks. Among them several overthrusted tectonic units are distinguished (which are again
distinguished into shallower Hightatric Succesions and deeper Subtatric Succesions).
The Bystra Valley is the easternmost valley of the West Tatra Mountains. The karst catchment area of the Bystra
Stream is considerably greater than the surface catchment of the Bystra Valley. It resulted from underground water flows,
which created cave systems. The underground flows of big karst springs in the valley are supposed to come from the area
lying east of the valley built up of granitoids rocks and from the west of the valley where sedimentary rocks dominate.
The Southern border of the valley is built up of metamorphic rocks injected by granitoids and overthrusted over a
sedimentary sequence.
The analyses of paleocurrent directions were made in bigger horizontally developed caves (Magurska 1200 m of
length, Goryczkowa 312 m, Kalacka 360 m) lying 50-150 mover the present valley bottom.
The analyses of scallops asymetry and deposits (heavy minerals, roundness grades, grain size) in these caves were
made in order to reconstruct the direction of paleocurrents. Variability of the mineral-petrographic composition and
observations of scallops enable to distinguish two opposite directions of underground flows in these caves (fig. 2 and 3).
The development of underground flows is much more complicated than it was supposed so far.
The analyses of paleocurrents and isotopic dating of speleothems with U/Th method showed that the earlier directions
are older than 210 ka (+I 6/- I 4 ka) and the younger ones are older than 89 ka (+ 10/-9 ka).
This work was supported by grant KBN 0888/P2/94 06.
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Hypothese sur la genese d'un siphon
par J. Foltete
Diren de Franche-Comte, 5, Rue du General Sarrail 25014 Besan9on
Abstract
Mechanical assumptions on waterflows in a limestone massif try to explain the genesis of siphons in the underground networks. This
paper trends to make them complete when groundig them on tectonical and hydraulical data.
Res ume
~es hypotheses mecaniqu~s sur Ies eco_ule'.11ents dans Ies massifs calcaires contribuent ii expliquer la genese des siphons dans les
reseaux souterrams. La presente note v1se a les completer en s'appuyant sur les donnees de la tectonique et de I'hydraulique.

Introduction
De nombreuse rivieres souterraines voient leur cours
emprunter un trace en siphon juste ii l'amont de Ieur
emergence et cela dans une zone ou precisement existent
souvent des galeries superposees, nombreuses, plus ou moins
anastomosees et colmatees, temoins de circulations anciennes.
La presence d'un siphon est, en speleologie, un
phenomene suffisamment general pour que !'on se pose la
question de sa genese : Pourquoi en effet l'eau des massifs
calcaires ne descend elle pas tranquillement, ou par chutes
successives. jusqu'au niveau de !'emergence, pourquoi
!'existence de cette section en conduite forcee juste avant la
sortie ii l'a ir libre?
Les explications mecaniques du phenomene, s'appuyant
sur Ies bilans energetiques des ecoulements, ne repondent que
partiellement aux questions posees; d'autres explications se
trouvent dans la connaissance de la structure du massif mais
cela revient a l'etude d'un cas d'espece ii partir de releves
geologiques et la transposition a d'autres systemes n'est pas
generalisable.

HYPOTHESE
datente des calcalres en bard
de vallae et appal au vide

Une hypothese ancienne
P. Petrequin s'est beaucoup interroge sur cette question,
notamment ii !'occasion de ses sorties et publications sur le
Vemeau *; ii avance l'hypothese de la detente des calcaires en
bordure des vallees. Tres succinctement, on peut resumer
cette hypothese comme suit : Parallelement ii la vallee la
bordure du plateau est affectee par des "plans de detente :'du
calcaire qui entrainent par "appel au vide" une fissuration
transversale au reseau karstique; ces plans affectent le plateau
sur une frange de quelques dizaines a quelques centaines de
metres.
On peut concevoir en effet que dans une vallee ou
!'erosion a fait disparaitre une grande epaisseur de sediment,
des reajustements isostatiques ou lies ii la decompression du
sediment, entrainent des mouvements qui sont a l'origine des
ruptures en bordures; l'interface alors se traduit par un plan
vertical, parallele ii la vallee, limitant deux domaines; ce plan
correspond
ii
une
surface
de
"decohesion"
de
"microfissuration" de la roche et peut etre multiple comme
cela apparait dans ce schema que l'on doit ii Petrequin .
Chacun a pu verifier la justesse de ce schema au cours
d'expeditions speleologiques ou de releve de fissuration. Cette
hypothese est compatible avec l'idee d'un effet qui se propage
ii partir du bord de la vallee vers l'interieur du plateau au fur
et ii mesure de l'elargissement de celle-ci. Dans ce cas, les
panneaux effondres, en bordure de falaise, ne sont que des
reajustements d'equilibre dans la morphologie actuelle.

P. Petrequin, 1980

Autre hypothese
Soil un plateau tel que l'a imagine P. Petrequin Iimite par
une vallee; en bordure de celle-ci et parallelement ii son axe
de developpement, la detente des calcaires a occasionne des
plans de microfissuration; dans ces plans verticaux la porosite
est plus importante que dans le reste du massif entrainant une
meilleure permeabilite verticale.
Si en outre quelque accident tectonique vertical, incident
sur la vallee, recoupe les plans precedents on remarquera que
les conditions sont reunies pour la constitution d'un axe
preferentiel de fissuration a l'intersection des deux plans
verticaux, veritable "puits potentiel" a l'interieur du massif.
En cas de developpement d'un karst ii partir de ]'accident
tectonique precedent le "puits potentiel" est appele ii jouer un
role particulier dans !'apparition du siphon.
L'eau de pluie tombant sur le massif s' infiltre lentement
dans les microfissures sous l'effet combine de la pesanteur et
des forces capillaires opposees. Si ce cheminement croise un
segment plus permeable -joint de stratification, plan de
fissuration- et que ce segment conduise a une zone de libre
ecoulement, l'eau empruntera ce parcours des que la pression
dans le massif sera suffisante, soit au moment de !'averse. Au
voisinage du niveau de base, la presence permanente de l'eau
ameliore la dissolution, par augmentation du temps de contact
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et le processus de creusement d'abri sous roche ou de vasque,
embryon de reseau, pourra s'enclencher. A l'interieur du
massif, dans un "puits potentiel" la karstification se developpe
avec la meme logique de descente vers le niveau de base.
En fond de puits, la ou la dissolution est la plus
importante, !'absence de soutirage par le fond peut ralentir
!'evacuation des produits de dissolution qui se fera neanmoins
par diffusion dans la colonne d'eau puis renouvellement !ors
de la montee de !'averse. Si, au cours de sa descente, la
karstification rencontre un plan horizontal plus fissure ,
pourront se creer des conditions favorables a !'utilisation du
cheminement hydraulique le plus econome en perte de charge
(voir schema). L'agrandissement du schema illustre les
conditions dans lesquelles le "cheminement hydraulique
minimum" pourra entrer en fonctionnement et etre a l'origine
d'un ecoulement en siphon.
Soit un puits P a penneabilite verticale infinie par rapport
a la permeabilite horizontale au fond duquel s'est developpe
un element de conduit karstique AB. En eau basse la charge
hydraulique en A et en B est sensiblement la meme puisque la
ligne piezomi:trique est tri:s proche de l'horizontale; dans ces
condition ii ne peut y avoir de mouvement la charge BB'
consideree comme force motrice est equilibree par la charge
AA' consideree comme la charge s'opposant au mouvement.
En Periode de crue, les ecoulements deviennent turbulents
dans les conduits situes au dessus du niveau statique et la
ligne de charge devient OA"B". La charge en B s'est accrue
considerablement B' etant devenu B" alors que !'augmentation
en A est proportionnellement plus foible A' devenant A".
Dans ce systi:me ii y a desequilibre des pressions, la charge en
B qui se transmet immediatement en A n'est plus compensee
par la charge s'opposant au deplacement AA"; notons que
cette surpression en A est liee a la longueur du tronc;:on AB et
a la tangente de la ligne de charge, laquelle depend des
differences de pertes de charge liees aux ecoulements entre le
puits P et l'exutoire d'une part et a l'amont du puits cote
massif calcaire.
Plus le niveau de crue est eleve dans le massif, plus cette
surpression est importante et pour un niveau de rupture
suffisant les ecoulements se feront dans les microfissures
entre A et 0
Ainsi les conditions pour la creation d'un siphon sont:
L'existence de puits verticaux lies a !'intersection de deux
plans de microfissuration pennettant une circulation de
haut en bas plus facile dans le massif;
Une dissolution maximale sous le niveau de base par
augmentation du temps de contact et une evacuation des
produits de dissolution a la montee des eaux;
L'existence de zone a meilleure permeabilite horizontale,
joint de stratification par exemple, pennettant, par leur
karstification, la creation de segments economes en perte
de charge.

I

1

I

puits : P

Dans cette hypothi:se, ii est admis que la premii:re fissure
horizontale rencontree sous le niveau de base sera kar tifiee et
se developpera en raison de la presence pennanen e d'eau,
limitant d'autres developpements a un niveau inferieu , et que
!'extension vers l'interieur du massif est limitee par I absence
de plan de decompression des que l'on se situe au d la de la
frange de terrain affecte par la detente du calcaire.
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Hydrologie du systeme karstique du Rupt du Puits
(Lorraine/Champagne, France) :
Fonctionnement du siphon aval
par Stephane Jaillet,
Laboratoire de Geographie Physique Appliquee - Universite Michel de Montaigne Bordeaux 3 - 33 405 Talence - France
avec !'aide du Laboratoire de Geographie Physique de l'Universite de Metz - Ile du Saulcy - 57 045 Metz Cedex 1 - France.
Abstract
Under the lowland plateaus located at the border line between Champagne and Lorraine, we find a covered karst called
the "Rupt du Puits", wich is an affluent of the river Saulx. The subterranean main river arm alternately flows under and
overground. Downstream, a 450 m siphon runs into two points of emergences : a permanent one saturing at a flow of
about 300 to 400 1/s, and a temporary one getting active when the permanent one reaches a flow of 200 1/s. Globally the
siphon's feeding pattern is complex. Infiltrating water via the main river arm feeds the springs, though it does not
contribute by more than two thirds to their flow. When reflecting on the origins of the hydrous complement, we are led to
believe that it might be provided by other phenomena, in particular by the Saulx itself. Both the morphological aspects and
the varuous measuring campaigns carried through seem to be indicative of a karstic type water circulation beaneath base
level adding to the downstream water flow.
Key-words : karst system, siphon, water bearing bed/river communication, emergence, Rupt du Puits, Barrois, Lorraine.

Resume
Au contact de la Champagne et de la Lorraine se developpe un karst couvert de bas plateau : le Rupt du Puits, affluent
de la Saulx. Le collecteur souterrain presente une alternance de zones tantot noyees tantot a surface libre. Le siphon aval,
long de 450 m debouche sur deux emergences : l'une perenne saturant vers 300 a 400 1/s et l'autre temporaire se
declenchant quand la perenne est a 200 1/s. Son alimentation est complexe. L'infiltration rejoint, via le collecteur, la zone
des emergences mais ne participe qu'auxx 2/3 de leur debit. La recherche d'un complement hydrique pousse a supposer
une alimentation par d'autres drains et par la Saulx elle-meme. Les donnees morphologiques et Jes differentes campagnes
de mesures tendent a mettre en evidence une circulation karstique, fonctionnant sous niveau de base et participant a
l'alimentation du siphon aval.
Mots-cles : systeme karstique, siphon, echange nappe/riviere, emergence, Rupt du Puits, Barrois, Lorraine.

1. Un karst couvert de Bas-Plateau
Un pays de contact
Entre Lorraine et Champagne, dans la partie est du Bassin Parisien, se developpe le karst couvert du Rupt du Puits.
Plus important systeme karstique souterrain connu du nord de la France, c'est aujourd'hui plus de 21 km de conduits qui
ont ete reconnus. Le plus important reseau de ce systeme developpe aJui seul 11 800 m et fut reconnu en grande partie en
exploration post-siphon au debut des annees 70 avant que ne soit perce un forage d'acces de 47 m qui permet aujourd'hui
de prendre pied directement dans la riviere souterraine. Cette unite hydrogeologique (mise en evidence par de nombreux
tra9ages) assure, en foret de Trois Fontaines, la transition entre deux ensembles morphostructuraux. A !'Quest, c'est le
Perthois et le Vallage ou Jes depots argilo-sableux du Cretace determinent un paysage de plaine atopographie molle.
Ils recouvrent, en discordance, vers !'Est Jes plateaux
calcaires du Barrois. Armes par Jes depots carbonates du
Portlandien, ces derniers offrent un paysage plus sec ou Jes
rivieres (la Saulx et l'Ornain) ont incise des vallees sur une
centaine de metres de profondeur (Fig. 1).
C'est dans ce contexte que se developpe done le
collecteur souterrain du Rupt du Puits. Le drain principal,
long de 7 km, est connu sur plus de 80% de son parcours.
C'est une succession de zones noyees et de zone a surface
libre. De l'amont vers l'aval, la Donna, la Beva et la riviere
souterraine du Rupt de Puits zone trois secteurs ou
l'ecoulement rapide, exonde, tranche avec Jes zones noyees
qui Jes separent (Fig. 2). Le dernier siphon, le plus a l'aval
presente une diffluence. Une premiere branche (la plus au
nord) rejoint !'emergence perenne du Rupt de Frainiau. La
seconde (la plus au sud) file vers la vasque temporaire du
Rupt du Puits. Cette derniere, legerement perchee, fait
office de trop plein de la premiere. C'est cette vasque, qui,
plongee dans les annees 60 - 70, permit la decouverte des
reseaux donnant son nom a tout le systeme. Nous ne nous
Figure 1 : Sihwtion du knrst du Rupt du Puits au contact
interesserons dans le present article qu'au fonctionnement
du Barrois calcaire et du Perthois argilo-sableux.
d'une de ces zones noyees : le siphon aval.
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Fig1tre 2 : Syntltese des resea1tx, des trafages et des
Li mites d1t bas sin d'ali111e11tation d1t Rupt du P1tits

Le siphon aval
Les premieres plongees dans le siphon aval du Rupt du
Puits sont l'oeuvre de Bertrand LEGER. Apres la lecture
d'un article de DESCAVES publie en 1962 dans Spelunca,
il se rend a la fin des annees 60 a Robert Espagne, dans la
Meuse, puis au bord de la vasque et penetre dans la galerie
noyee. Plusieurs plongees seront necessaires pour le
franchir et c'est finalement une equipe de jeunes meusiens
qui le 16 novembre 1971 passe le siphon (LUCION, in
JAILLET, 1994).
II a ete decrit comme suit. C'est une galerie, d' abord
etroite et ebouleuse qui adopte ensuite une section plus
reguliere (3 a 4 m de large pour 2 a 3 m de haut). Trois
cloches franchies a 97, 188 et 256 m, et l' ecoulement
jusqu'alors temporaire devient perenne. A cet endroit, la
fameuse diffluence permet aux ecoulements de filer au
Nord vers le Rupt de Frainiau. Les tentatives de plongees
vers cette branche n'ont rien donne. Un fort remplissage
occupe le fond de la galerie qui, devenant de plus en plus
basse devient infranchissable. Cote Rupt de Frainiau
(l'emergence perenne), les tentatives de plongees n'ont de
meme rien donne. Un amas de blocs barre effectivement
l'acces. De la vasque du Rupt du Puits au collecteur
souterrain, c'est 445 m de siphon qui ont done ete franchit.
C'est a l'epoque un veritable exploit et le Rupt du Puits
restera un temps le plus long reseau au monde explore
derriere siphon. Depuis que le forage d'acces au collecteur
du Rupt du Puits a ete creuse en 1975, il semble que plus
aucun plongeurs n'ait franchi le siphon (Fig. 3). Nous
avons en projet de faire revisiter ce siphon pour en obtenir
un leve morphologique le plus precis possible.
En attendant, c'est comme une boite noire que nous
avons decide d'aborder le fonctionnement de ce soussysteme du systeme karstique du Rupt du Puits.

C'est a dire en analysant ce qui y entre et ce qui en sort. Pour cela plusieurs mesures de debits, conductivites,
temperatures et quelques analyses physico-chimiques complementaires ont ete mises en place (DEVOS et al., 1996). Ces
mesures se repartissent dans l'annee de fa9on heterogene, mais touchent differentes situations hydrologiques.

2. Dix campagnes de mesures de debits sur le siphon aval du Rupt du Puits
A dix reprises, nous avons pu mener des campagnes de mesures sur le siphon aval du Rupt du Puits. Chacun de ces
points de jaugeage a ete mesure a la perche a integration de mesure de debits, tant sous terre qu'aux emergences. Trois
points significatifs ont ete retenus pour caracteriser le fonctionnement du systeme siphon aval. L'entree dans le systeme a
ete mesure dans le collecteur souterrain au point Rl3 . Les sorties du systeme sont Jes deux emergences : Rl4, la vasque
temporaire du Rupt du Puits et Rl5, !'emergence perenne du Rupt de Frainiau. Les valeurs obtenues lors de ces dix
campagnes ont ete rassemblees dans le tableau (Fig. 4).

Rupt de Frnlnlau

Colltt1eur routerr..ln

500m

Figure 3 : Bloc diag ramme d1t site du reseau d1t Rupt du Puits.
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. du reseau du R upt du P.
F'12ure 3 : BIoc d.1a2ramme du site
u1ts.
Campagnes
de mesures
22-Fev-95
23-Fev-95
24-Fev-95
9-Dec-95
25-Fev-96
26-Fev-96
21-Mar-96
7-Avr-96
7-Dec-96
8-Dec-96

Collecteur
R 13 enl/s
139
224
1029
19
316
200
26
22
186
167

Vasque RdP
R 14 en 1/s
0,39
72
1271
0
171
2,2
0
0
99
20

R. Frainiau
R 15 en 1/s
232
272
451
15
219
224
52
38
185
141

Total
Emenzences
232,39
344
1722
15
390
226,2
52
38
284
161

% par rapport

Apport
siphon (1/s))
93 ,39
120
693

au collecteur
67, 19
53,57
67,35
-21,05
23,42
13, 10
100,00
72,73
52,69
-3,59

-4

74
26,2
26
16
98
-6

situation
hvdrolo2iaue
Hautes eaux
Hautes eaux
Crue hivernale
Etiage (Rl5 douteux)
Fonte nivale (petite crue)
Fonte nivale (decrue)
Etiage hivernal
Etiage hivernal
Decrue
Decrue

Figure 4 : Debits (en 1/s) en R13 (collecteur a l'amont du siphon) et aux deux emergences (RU et R15) et apport
calcule du siphon apartir de ces debits, /ors de dix campagnes.
11 apparaH que dans tout les cas (sauf un), le debit awe emergences est superieur a celui du collecteur souterrain. Le
rapport moyen entre l'entree dans le systeme (le collecteur R13) et la sortie du systeme (les emergences R14 + R15) est de
1,6. Selon la situation hydrologique, l' importance relative des dewc emergences varie, exprimant la tres grande variabilite
des debits que peut supporter l'emergence temporaire (ici O a 1271 1/s) a la difference de l'emergence perenne (15 a 451
1/s) (JAILLET, 1996).
Le cas du 9 decembre 1995 est interessant a plus d' un titre. C' est la campagne d' etiage la plus basse. Sous terre, le
debit est de 19 1/s. L'emergence temporaire ne coule pas tandis qu'au Rupt de Frainiau (l'emergence perenne), il coule 15
1/s. C'est le seul cas de deficit. 11 est tres tentant de mettre ce deficit en rapport avec une perte de debit dans le conduit
souterrain a la faveur d'une emergence sous-alluviale aujourd'hui inconnue. L'existence d' autres emergences sousalluviales mise en evidence par tra9age colorimetrique (Viewc Jeand 'Heurs, Usine de Beurey sur Saulx) accredite cette
hypothese. Cependant, il est boo de noter les conditions de mesures mediocres qui regnent a l'emergence du Rupt de
Frainiau (R15) : section large, eau profonde, fond vaseux et surtout vitesse d'ecoulement tres lente. Une erreur de
quelques litres secondes dans la mesure modifie de maniere considerable le resultat. On se gardera done de toutes
conclusions hatives tant que d'autres mesures n'auront pas permis de confrrmer ce fait. Les campagnes ont alors ete
classees selon les debits en Rl3 et representees dans le graphique suivant.
3000

Debits cumules en I / s
2500

2000
Saturation de /'emergence
perenne: le Rupr de Frainiau

1500
Seuil de declenchemenr
de l'emer~ence remporaire
( la vasque clu Rupr du Puirs)

1000

500

0
9-Dec-95

~

7-A IT-96

2I-Mar-96

22-FC\·-95

8-Dcc-96

7-Dcc-%

Rl4 - Vasque Rupt du PuitsSRI5 - Rupt de Frainiau

26-Fc, -%
-

ll-FC\ -95

25-FC\ -%

24-FC\ -95

R I J - C ollecteur ii l 'echelle

Figure 5 : Representation graphique des dix campagnes de mesures de debits aux trois points caracteristiques du
siphon aval du Rupt du Puits.
Sur les quatre premieres campagnes (Fig. 5), quand le debit, augmente sous terre (au collecteur), il augmente (toute
proportion gardee) a !'emergence perenne : le Rupt de Frainiau. La vasque (temporaire) du Rupt du Puits elle, ne coule
toujours pas. A partir d' un certain debit que nous qualifierons de debit seuil, la vasque s'amorce et se met a couler. A
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partir des campagnes de mesures dont nous disposons, il semble raisonnable de penser que ce debit seuil se situe entre 21 o
et 230 1/s. Si le debit au collecteur continue d'augmenter, la vasque temporaire du Rupt du Puits prend le relais et son debit
augmente dans des proportions bien plus importantes que le Rupt de Frainiau qui voit son debit continuer de cro1tre mais
semble vite saturer.
: E~ IERGENCE°FOSSILE ··-,
Pertcs et guuffrcs
Les mesures de conductivites, de temperatures et les
!_SL1PPO __EE _Dl 1 SYSTEME
ne passanl pas par
differentes analyses physico-chimiques realisees sur les
le collecle ur
VASQUE TEl\l PORAIRE
trois points caracteristiques du siphon aval du Rupt du
COLLEC l'H IR
Dll RlfPT Dll PlllTS - R 14
Sot TERR,\J ,'\
Puits permettent de preciser la nature de ces ecoulements
EMERGENCE PERENNE
DL: Rl'PT Dl'
Dl' Rl 1PT DE FRAIN1Al1 - R 15
souterrains (Fig. 6). On constate ainsi que quelle que soit la
PlTfS - R 13
situation hydrologique, la conductivite, la temperature et la
Conduit lnconnu
Drams paralleles
durete totale des emergences sont superieures aux valeurs
EMERGENCE
SO! 'S
au collecteur
du collecteur souterrain. Systematiquement, la vasque
ALLl ' VIALE SllPPOSEE
temporaire du Rupt du Puits est la plus chargee, et la plus
Figure 6
Collductivites, temperatures et
chaude. Certes, durant son parcours noye, l'eau continue a
duretes
totales
lors de quelques campagnes.
se charger, mais Jes 450 m de parcours souterrain ne
suffisent pas a expliquer une telle variation du chimisme.
Ainsi !ors de la campagne du 24 fevrier 1996, la charge dissoute en carbonates double en moins de 500 m de parcours
souterrain noye et ceci pour une vitesse de transit de l'ordre de 3 a 6 heures. Comme pour Jes debits, le chimisme montre
un apport d'eau complementaire dont ii nous faut trouver l'origine.

3. Vers un schema de fonctionnement du siphon
A partir de ce constat, ii convient de tenter de determiner la nature des apports qui permettent d'expliquer
!'augmentation de debit et la variation de chimisme dans le siphon aval du Rupt du Puits (Fig. 7). Ils peuvent selon nous
etre de trois types :
-1- Une serie de drains paralleles au collecteur du Rupt du Puits rejoignent le systeme dans le siphon aval. L ' un au
moins est assez bien connu, c'est le drain parallele des Meilleurs.
Une coloration dans cette galerie a permis de montrer son appartenance au systeme.
A partir d'un certain debit, ce drain se met de meme a
Campagne
deborder
et rejoint le collecteur souterrain du Rupt du
de
Puits complexifiant le systeme d'alimentation du siphon.
mc~ures
-2- Une serie de pertes et de gouffres verticaux existent
9-Dec-95
2-1-Fe, -96
a !'aplomb du siphon aval du Rupt du Puits. En periode de
26-Fev-96
pluie et de hautes eaux, ils contribuent au moins pour
'.!7-Fc\'-96
partie a l'alimentation directe du secteur noye sans passer
21-~ far-96
par le collecteur.
7-.\H-96
-3- Les deux precedents apports ne permettent a priori
Figure 7: Alimentation etfonctiomiement mppme du
pas d'expliquer les centaines de litres a la seconde qui
siphon aval du systeme karstique du Rupt du Puits.
viennent grossir le Rupt du Puits et le Rupt de Frainiau en
periode de crue. ils nous faut supposer !'existence d'un
apport supplementaire qui pourrait etre la Saulx ellememe.
Effectivement, la Saulx decrit un meandre un peu plus en amont au niveau de Vieux Jeand'Heurs. Dans le lit meme de
la Saulx, sourd une emergence sous-alluviale mise en evidence par les trai;:ages montrant !'intense karstification du secteur
sous le niveau de base. On pourrait done supposer que des pertes de la Saulx suivraient un parcours submeridien et
rejoindraient le siphon aval du Rupt du Puits. Le remplissage tardiglaciaire des rivieres lorraines (WEISROCK, 1993) et
done de la Saulx, masquerait ces pertes sous quelques metres d'alluvions.
Conclusion
Le schema propose ne reste pour !'instant qu'a l'etat d'hypothese. Ces hypotheses et une serie d' operations sont
prevues qui permettront de confirmer ou d'infirmer comme par exemple :
- Visite et !eve morphologique en plongee du siphon du Rupt du Puits, reperage des drains annexes.
- Reperage (toujours en plongee) d'eventuelles pertes dans le secteur de Vieux Jeand'Heurs (dans la Saulx).
- Analyses physico-chimiques suivies et comparees entre la Saulx et le reseau karstique.
- Suivis pousses en continu de !'evolution des debits aux trois points de mesure (pose de stations hydrometriques
en cours) et sur la Saulx pour analyser les hydrogrammes des differents systemes. La Saulx ayant un tarissement beaucoup
plus lent a priori que le systeme karstique du Rupt du Puits (rapport d'echelle et principe d'hysteresis).
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The Role of Groundwater in the Genesis of Resava Cave
by Danica Vasileva

Federal Hydrometeorological Institute, Bircaninova 6, I 1000 Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Abstract
Resava Cave is situated in the northern marginal part of the Divljakovac Polje in the eastern part of Yugoslavia. One of the region's
most beautiful caves (also called the Resava Jewel) or was created by a long geological history of primarily groundwater activity. The
cave is impressive and rich in sinter decorations such as stalagmites and stalactites.
The genesis of Resava Cave is very complex and its generation was determined by many factors, primarily by tectonic and
hydrogeological ones.
Water impacts on the cave's genesis have been connected with Alpine orogenesis. In the geological past, a stream flowed through
the Divljakovac Polje. At that time, the river bed was at the cave entrance level and water was discharged in part and infiltrated into
minor and major fissures, resulting in mechanical and chemical processes in the carbonate rocks which created the cave and its present
appearance.

Resume

a

La Caverne Resava est situee au nord bord du champ calcaire Divljakovac la part orientale de Yougoslavie.
Une de la plus belle caverne (appelee aussi la Caverne Gemme) etait cree pendant une longue histoire geologique avec des eaux, en
premier lieu, des eaux outerraines. La caverne semble impressive, rich avec les ornaments des concretions calcaires comme des
stalactites et des stalagmites.
La genese de la Caverne Resava est rres complexe et sa forn1e est definie par beaucoup de facteurs, premierement tectoniqu es et
hydrogeologiques.
Le but de ce travail est une representation de la role des eaux souterraines sur la genese de la Caverne Resava.
L'action des eaux souterraines sur la creation de la caverne etait en liaison avec Orogenese alpine dramatique. Dans le passe
geologique un cours d'eau etait ecoule en traversant le champ de Divljakovac. Autrefois, le fond du lit etait au niveau avec l'entree de la
caverne et une part d'eau etait debordee et penerree a travers les crevasses moins grandes et plus grandes, faisant au long de sa route des
proces mecanique et chimique dans le roches calcaires ce pourquoi on est cree la forme de la caverne avec le temps.

1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to attempt to explain the genesis of
Resava Cave as the result of complex geologic factors, and
especially by groundwater activity. The geology, tectonic
development, geomorphological features surrounding the cave
were presented by YUGOSLAV COMMITTEE FOR INTERNATIO AL
HYDROLOGICAL DECADE ( 1976) and by CIRIC ( 1996). A general
review of the cave's genesis relative to Balkan tectonism was
given by VASILEVA (1995)

tectonic development which continued for a long time on the
Balkan Peninsula. The large carbonate masses were deposited
from Middle Triassic to Upper Cretaceous Time, beginning
approximately 235 million years ago (Table I).
Carbonate rocks of the Tertiary age occur sporadically cover
smaller surfaces.
Intensive tectonic deformation of carbonate rocks related to
Alpine orogenesis, began during movements that created the
chain of mountains such as the Alps, Carpatho-Balkanian Arc,
Caucasus and some mountains in Asia.
During that period of time, the majority of the initial
conditions were created, such as faults. fissure s and cracks.

2. A general review
The recent "static" phase of the Resava Cave's genesis has
been preceded by sedimentation of limestone and intensive
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Alpine orogenesis continued for about 150 mi ll ion years
from the Middle Jura sic. During the Middle Oligocene, this
stage calmed but the tectonic activity continued by neotectonic
development of terrain which is present today. The main stage of
the cave's formation by groundwater activity was related to the
late Tertiary and beginning of Quaternary, when the majority of
territory was covered by water. In the Quaternary, during the
major climatic changes. water played an essential role in genesis
of underground karst forms.

Alpine orogene stage, the limestone of Jurassic-Cretaceous age
was folded with the axes generally oriented north-south. Resava
Cave is situated in the western slopes of Ku-aj's anticline (Figure
2).
By folding of carbonate rocks in Alpine orogenesis, faults
and fissures were created, predominant directions of the future
groundwater flows and underground karst development.

4. Geomorphological features of Resava
Cave
3. Position, geological composition and
tecton ic development of the terrain
The Resava Cave is situated about 140km to the south-east of
Belgrade (Figure I) in the valley of the Divljakovac River, a
southern tributary of the Resava River. The cave entrance is
483m.a.s.l. The cave was discovered more than three decades ago
and was opened in 1972 for tourist visits.

From the geomorphologic point of view, Resava Cave is a very
complex karst phenomenon . The ground plan of the cave is an
irregular shape (Figure 3). This dry cave is a former ponor,
consisting of halls, canals and crevices situated at two levels. The
difference between the highest (482.6) and the lowest elevation
(453. 7) is 28.9m.
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Figure I: Position and geological compositio11 of Resava Cave
surrou11di11gs
(Source:
YUGOSLAV
COMMITTEE
FOR
l TERNATIONAL HYDROLOGICAL DECADE, /976)
The geological composition surrounding Resava Cave
(Figure I) is complex (ANTO IJEVIC et al., 1962; BOGDA OVIC,
J 968) The limestone rocks of Jurassic-Cretaceous age extend as a
belt of I 0km width between Permian sandstone in the west and
Paleozoic chist in the east. The complex geological composition
of terrain is a consequence of tumultuous geological past (CIRIC,
1996).
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The entrance of the cave leads to the Entrance Hall, which
has approximately 630m' of the floor area, and reaches ceiling
heights of 2-3m. From there, the path leads southern and down
into the Bee-Hive, which is 4-5m high and divides into Ponor to
the south and to the Vestibule of History to the north which is 78m high . The path continues north for 20m along a dug passage
and enters the Crystal Hall which is rich in stalactites, and
reaches ceiling heights of about 4m. The Crystal Hall has three
exits: one leads into narrow canal that heads west for about 25m
and opens 3m above the Coral Canal. The second exit is situated
to the north-east with a network of canals and ponors heading
different directions. The final exit leads downstairs (through a
dug canal) for a length of !Orn into the Concert Hall. The Concert
1
Hall has 850m of floor area, reaches a height of about 20m, and
is rich in sinter decorations. A ponor existed at the bottom of the
Concert Hall which was filled when the cave was prepared for
tourist visits.
From here the path leads gradually up to the Coral Canal and
afterwards, to the Entrance Hall where the trail finishes with a
length of 402m through the cave.
Geomorphologic features of the cave, relate to groundwater
flow movements and water action in its mechanical and chemical
formation .

200m

Figure 2: Position of Resava Cave i11 the li111esto11e of Kucaj's
anticline
The main stages of Resava Cave's development can be
involved in the scheme mentioned above. The Permian sandstone
in the west was dragged on the Mesozoic limestone as an
overthrust, probably at the beginning of Tertiary. During the

5. Groundwater impact to Resava Cave
genesis
The rivers Resava and Resavica flow through the investigated
terrain and meet at Despotovac (Figure I). Resava Cave is
situated between the southern tributaries of Resava: Klocanica
River and Divljakovacka River (Figure 2).
By the end of the Tertiary and beginning of the Quaternary.
large quantities of water penetrated this area and flowed into the
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Morava Neogene Basin. At that time, groundwater created the
majority of underground karst phenomena.
Divljakovacka River played an essential role in the creation
of Resava Cave. At that time this river flowed widely through the
valley and its level was above or at the entrance level (Figure 2)
where water directly infiltrated into faults, fissures, cracks and
crevices.
The width of infiltrated water flow was probably not less
than the 20m width of the Entrance Hall. The head of a water was
not less than 2-3m. The velocity of water was not enough to
mechanically erode the carbonate rocks in height, but lateral
water power was strong.
At the bottom of the Entrance Hall, groundwater reached a
certain velocity and divided into two directions: to the southeast
the Bee-Hive, to the east the Coral Canal. The larger quantity of
groundwater flowed southeast, judging by the dimension of the
Bee-Hive, and drained out through the Ponor partly. With
increased velocity, water flowed into the Vestibule of History
and cut a canal afterwards with a height of about 7-8m. By
increasing its velocity and power, the groundwater flow fell into
the Concert Hall. The groundwater flow descended the Coral
Canal with a rapid acceleration along the steep slope of the canal,
and drained out to the beginning of the Concert Hall. At the same
time, the water flow infiltrated into the system of canals in the
Crystal Canal, from where it drained partly through 25m long
canal and fell in the Coral Canal from the height of 3m. The
other part of the groundwater flow caused by the steep slope,
entered the Concert Hall, joining the above mentioned water
flows and with greater mechanical power, dug a cavity of large
dimension (25x34x20m), and afterwards disappeared at to
unknown depths through the ponor at the bottom of the hall,
probably to the south-east direction.
In final stage of cave formation, the rivers cut into carbonate
rocks and descended down gradually to the river bed (about
80m), so it remained out of the river range. Except the temporary
floods, the cave has become dry with permanent moist walls, by
which calmer process of cave formation has continued.
The chemical impact of water on genesis of Resava Cave
related, not only to dissolving of carbonate rocks, but also in its
sedimentation in the form of cave ornaments such as stalactites,
stalagmites, and columns (MIJATOVIC, 1984 ). The sinter
decorations were generated during favourable conditions: a
necessary concentration of calcium carbonate in the water, the
favourable temperature for its sedimentation, also the absence of
mechanical destruction, such as cave floods and collapse of
ceilings caused by earthquake.
There are no cave ornaments in the Entrance Hall because it
has been exposed to external climatic variations which did not
allow creation of appropriate conditions.
The Crystal Hall is very rich in sinter decorations, there are,
especially, numerous small stalactites. There are, also, the
decorations in the Bee-Hive, Vestibule of History, and Coral
Canal. In the Concert Hall are an abundance of stalactites and
stalagmites, and the two massive columns. One is at the
beginning of the hall and is I Orn in diameter. The other is at the
bottom of the hall and has an irregular shape of 5- l 5m in
diameter. Judging by the dimensions of these columns, the time
of their creation is very long and entered Upper Tertiary. That
means the cave, with its system of canals and halls, was also
created during the Tertiary.
Resava Cave had not been researched paleontological during
its discovery. During preparation of the cave for visits, any
remains of the flora and fauna were probably eliminated .
The clayey and muddy traces founded on the walls and
decorations testify that the cave floods temporarily. The

important problem of adequate illumination of the cave has been
solved professionaly (LAZAREVIC, 1991 ), by which the natural
conditions have been protected

6. Discussion
[n previous researches of Resava Cave's genesis, there is no
evidence of the cave's age as underground karst phenomenon, the
age of the oldest ornaments, and nor an age of possible remains
of flora and fauna.
Therefore, an obligation remains to establish the ages
mentioned above and, also, the geomorphologic features of the
cave area by which the data of Resava Cave's genesis would be
complete. Thus, the role of groundwater in Resava Cave's genesis
will become more clear.

Conclusion
A general summary of cave's genesis as a result of the
complex geological-tectonic development on the Balkan
Peninsula has been presented in this paper.
The sedimentation of carbonate rocks began 235 million
years ago, from Middle Triassic to Upper Cretaceous, and the
duration of intensive tectonic development as a consequence of
Alpine orogenesis was for 150 million years from Middle
Jurassic to Middle Oligocene as a pre-phase to the recent "static"
genesis of the cave.
The genesis of Resava Cave, as a result of numerous factors,
primarily ofhydrogeological one, has been presented.
The Divljakovacka river played an important role in the
Resava Cave's creation. At that time, the river bed was at the
cave entrance level and river water was discharged into faults,
fissures, cracks and crevices, resulting in mechanical and
chemical erosion of the carbonate rocks. The analysis of
groundwater flow on cave development has been done indirectly
using the cave's geomorphologic features.
It is believed that the cave with its system of canals and halls
was created during the Tertiary.
Resava Cave is rich in stalactites, stalagmites and columns.
The columns have a large thickness which gives an evidence of
their long period of generation, that probably entered the Upper
Tertiary. Nevertheless, for more exactly determination of Resava
Cave's age and the role of groundwater in its formation, data
obtained by laboratory analysis are necessary.
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Bell hole morphometry of a flank margin cave and possible
genetic models:
Lighthouse Cave, San Salvador, The Bahamas
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Lighthouse cave is a large flank-margin cave that is developed within eolian calcarenites of pre-last Interglacial age,
whilst most of the speleogenesis might have taken place within a time window of about 15 ka during Oxygen Isotope
stage 5 (MYLROIE & CAREW). The cave ceiling displays a vast amount of bell-holes. Bell holes are vertical , cyl indrical
to paraboloidal holes that may penetrate up to several meters into the host rock, in most cases without evidence for any
pre-existing guiding void or fracture. Morphologically, they are superimposed onto the primary (phreatic) cave ceiling.
They may occur isolated, but are most often clustered in groups that, at high density, display polygonal packing
patterns. In the main chamber of the cave, 30 bell holes were measured and accurately located relative to each other.
Due to the distribution over the sloping ceiling of the cave, there appear to be no level (watertable) control in their
distribution . Almost without exception, each bellhole is paired by a floor counterpart (bell-pit) that is slightly wider and
shallower, and aligned vertically beneath. The shape characteristics of the bell holes, their relation to corresponding
floor cavities (bell pits) and their relation to corroded calcite speleothems and evaporite crusts is suggestible of a vadose
origin rather than a phreatic, convection-cell type of formation mechanism. This will be discussed towards various
genetic modes and mathematical models for bellhole development.
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Cave development along the water table in Cobre System (Sierra
de Peiialabra, Cantabrian Mountains, N Spain)
by Carlos Rossi (1), Alfonso Munoz (2) and Adriano Cortel
(1) Dpt. de Petrologia y Geoquimica, Facultad de CC Geol6gicas, Universidad Complutense, 28040 Madrid, Spain. (2)
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Abstract
Cobre Cave System (CCS), with 10.6 km of surveyed passage, is developed in a 150-m-thick sequence of Carboniferous limestones
dipping 45-602 against the valley slope. CCS has a multi-story structure, with abundant relict levels at different elevations in 225 m of
vertical range. Drainage at the modem level is mainly strike-oriented and occurs along two types of passages: (I) a low-gradient canyon
in equilibrium with the water table, (2) a system of phreatic tubes upstream. Six sumps are known in this area that have water at the
same elevation and are thus exposures of the water table. Along the strike, the water-table gradient is very low ( I .4%), having only
minor steps caused by faults. Profiles perpendicular to bedding reveal a more steeper gradient (4 .6%) as a result the lower hydraulic
conductivity in this direction. The low-gradient canyon has several levels of notches with corrosion bevels (flat solutional roofs
regardless of geologic structure) above the modem channel. They can be correlated along great distances and represent paleo-water
tables. Toe canyon may be a 50-m-high, single conduit, but it usually splits into several relict, beveled canyons with separate phreatic
roofs, low-gradient floors and whose elevation ranges do not overlap. The existence of correlatable, beveled canyons in nearly all the
vertical range of the CCS indicates a long history of base level changes characterized by periods of static base level interrupted by
episodic downcutting.

1. Introduction
The recognition of fossilized paleo-water table surfaces in
multiphase caves can serve not only to study base level evolution
but also to understand the present-day hydrology of the system.
In addition. the knowledge of the geometry and gradient of the
present water table will help to validate the paleo-water-table
definition. Several morphologic criteria have been developed to
define paleo-water tables inside multiphase cave systems, such as
the piezometric limit concept (PALMER, 1987-1989), the
distribution of isolated vadose trenches in the upper parts of
phreatic loops (e.g. SMART & CHRISTOPHER, 1989) or the
presence of extensive beveled corrosion notches (FORD &
WILLIAMS, 1989;FRUMK1N, 1995).
Cobre System is a multiphase cave, 10.6 km long, developed
in steeply dipping Carboniferous limestones. The downstream
part of the lowest active level consists of a subhorizontal river
passage that extends for 1.7 km to the spring and is apparently
adjusted to the present base level of the system. This disposition
suggests that the river passage could reflect the water table of a
true phreatic zone. If this phreatic zone really exists downdip the
limestone, and a water table control for the low-gradient river
could be demonstrated, then projected elevations of the stream
will show the topography and gradients of the water table
surface, and eventually the influence of local geological
structures, lithology and recent base level evolution on this
geometry. All these data will be crucial for the definition and
correlation of water-table-controlled, relict features inside the
system, which represents an ideal site for this kind of study, as:
(I) the steeply dipping nature of the beds allows easy
discrimination between lithologic and water-table controls upon
passage development, (2) there is an exceptional development of
beveled notches of great lateral extent that can mark paleo-water
levels very precisely and (3) the system show a well-developed
multi-story structure, with abundant relict vadose, phreatic and
water table passages, over 225 m of vertical range above the
present active level.
Toe aim of this article is to discuss the possible water-table
control for the low-gradient river, and eventually the precise
geometry and controls of this water table. As accurate elevation

data is essential for this analysis, a specific survey have been
carried out along the lowest active level of the cave, with a mean
vertical error estimated in 0.1 % of surveyed length. Elevations of
the water surface, passage floors, notches and corrosion bevels
have been measured in every survey station of the main passage
(128 stations). All these features were correlated in situ and
mapped in profiles. A 3D frame of the survey of the whole cave
system as well as some selected projected profiles have been
produced and analyzed with CAD software. In these profiles the
survey line of the river passage has been transformed to represent
the low water level of the stream.

2. Geological and hydrological setting
Cobre Cave System (CCS) is located in the Sierra of
Peii.alabra, in the central part of the Cantabrian Mountains
(Province of Palencia, N Spain). The cave is developed in a 150m-thick sequence of Carboniferous limestones (the Agujas
Limestone Member) sandwiched between impervious siliciclastic
turbidites of the Vanes and Covarres Formations (VAN DE
GRAAF, 1971). These formations crop out in the south-western
flank of the Sierra, where they show an overturned dip of 45-60 2
against the slope (Fig. !). This structural pattern locates the
position of the karst base level just at the outcrop of the lower
contact between limestones and turbidites, i.e., at the intersection
of this lithologic boundary with the topographic surface. Toe
karst base level is thus stratigraphically perched above the
regional base level, which is located I 00-500 m bellow at the
Pisuerga river valley, built in non-karstifiable rocks.
The outcrop of the lower limestone-turbidite boundary along
the Sierra is marked by several permanent karst springs, each one
being the outlet of a separate cave system. Toe karst is thus
divided into several blocks, separated by major faults and/or
transverse valleys incised into the limestone. Each block drains
preferentially along the strike, discharging at a spring located at

the lowest outcrop point of the limestone. Cobre cave entrance
represents one of this springs, draining a major limestone block
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3. Description of the cave system and its
hydrology
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Fig. 1: Schematic vertical section of CCS In the dip dJrecdon,
showing the response of the cave system to a base-level
lowering (of "a" magnitude) caused by an erosive slope
retreat (of "b" magnitude).
at the south-western corner of the Sierra and giving access to
nearly I O km of surveyed passage.
The Agujas limestone, whose outcrops range in altitude from
1600 to 1900 m as!. in the CCS area, is overlain by
unconformable Triassic Buntsandstein facies (sandstones, shales
and conglomerates), which form the summits of the Sierra at
2100-2300 m asl. As the limestone crop out in only a narrow
strip, sinking surficial streams originated in the Buntsandstein
highlands provide most of the recharge for the karst aquifers in
the underlying limestone .
A significant part of the allogenic recharge to the CCS occurs
via two major penetrable sinks: the Torc6n (explored for 0.9 km
and 140 m in depth) and Se/ (explored for 0.7 km and 115 m in
depth) sinks, both connected hydrologically, but not yet
physically, with the main cave. The streams that sink in Torc6n
and Se! drain the Covarres Cirque and the Sel de la Fuente
valley, two major forms of glacial origin, built essentially in
insoluble Buntsandstein, and partially filled with Pleistocene
moraine deposits (HERNANDEZ-PACHECO, 1944). Torc6n, as
other sinks or paleo-sinks explored along the system, are partial
to entirely filled by till; wedged boulders of limestone and
Buntsandstein conglomerates that can reach several meters in
diameter can be found deep into the cave system, occasionally
sealing some inlet passages.

CCS is comprised of three different sectors (Fig. 2) in terms
of morphology, hydrology and relative age: (I) the low-gradient
Apia canyon; (2) the Sifones-Sel-Torc6n branch; (3) the southeastern branch.
(I) The Apia canyon is a low-gradient river passage in the
downstream part of the system. The active channel is excavated
in the limestone bedrock and shows relatively little elastic bed
load. Although the canyon may be a 50-m-high, single conduit
guided by a mayor phreatic tube, it usually splits into several
relict canyons with separate phreatic roofs, low-gradient floors
and whose elevation ranges do not overlap. Along its entire
elevation range, the canyon and its sub-canyons develop
extensive and correlatable levels of corrosion notches.
(2) The Sifones-Sel-Torc6n branch is a mixture of looping
phreatic tubes and active vadose conduits, which transmit to the
Apia river most of the allogenic water from the Torc6n and Sel
sinks. The entrance series of Torc6n and Sel consist of active
vadose shafts and high-gradient active canyons whose water
finally disappears in impenetrable fissures. These canyons
intersect a system of relict phreatic tubes that loop at elevations
between 95 and 81 m above the spring level (abbreviated as a.s.).
In both caves, narrow vadose canyons are found again below this
depth, giving access to another system of looping tubes in the
range of 62-44 m a.s. and ending in a stagnant sump at the lowest
point. An obviously equivalent and nearby tube system is
accessible from the upstream end of the Apia canyon in Cobre
Cave. This tube system, known as the Sifones series, is
developed in the same elevation range of Sel-Torc6n lowest tube
system, and contains exclusively phreatic tubes that form
remarkable loops of 25 m of maximum amplitude. Five sumps
are known in this area, all having water at near the same
elevation (43-45 m a.s). The more north-westerly of these sumps
supply most of the flow of the low-gradient Apia river, whose
floor is also coincident in elevation with the water levels in the
sumps upstream. The water in the other sumps are apparently
stagnant, but their water levels fluctuate seasonally at least I m.
(3) The south-eastern branch, that will not be discussed in
this paper, consists of a series of upper level relict conduits (the
oldest passages in the CCS) partially captured by modern small
streams infiltrated from the moraine deposits that cover the
limestone in this area. The vadose streams of this branch join
directly the Apia river through the Mareo meander or become
lost in impenetrable fissures towards the active Sifones-SelTorc6n branch.

4. Profiles and gradient of the river
passage
The Apia river extends for 1.7 km, from the active sump that
supplies its water to the spring at the Cobre entrance. The
difference in elevation between the spring and the water-supplier
sump is 44 m, which gives a mean gradient of 2.5%. Seen in
extended profiles (Fig. 3), the gradient is not uniform along the
river passage, which can be subdivided for this purpose into two
separate sectors: the downstream quarter (450 m of passage),
with a mean gradient of 4.6%, and the remaining 1630 m
upstream, with a remarkably less steeper mean gradient of I .4%.
Once again, along each sector the gradient is not uniform. The
shorter and steeper downstream quarter comprises several lowergradient segments separated by short ramps whose location is
controlled by dolomite zones concordant to the bedding (see
further details in ROSSI & MUNOZ, 1993). Upstream, the
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remaining main portion or the river passage shows an almost
uniform gradient, near to the mean value of I .4%, only
interrupted by minor steps of decimetric magnitude associated to
mineralized faults.
If the survey of the river surface is analyzed on projected
profiles, it becomes evident that the gradient thresho ld correlates
with a significant change in passage structural orientation: (I) the
downstream quarter of the river is broadly oriented parallel to the
dip direction of the bedding, and in this sector the cave rapidly
penetrates most of the stratigraphic section of the Agujas
limestone following a series of faults. (2) Upsteam, the main
portion or the river passage follow either faults or bedding planes
(both steeply dipping), but in this case there is a clear general
tendency to drain along the strike of the limestone.

5. Morphology of the active channel
Close to the active channel, the lowest portion of the Apia
canyon contains three extensive levels of solutional subhorizontal notches along the walls (Fig. 3). These notches extend
several meters into the rock, are typically I m deep and show
remarkably flat solutional roofs that bevel the dipping strata
(corrosion bevels, according to FORD & WILLIAMS, 1989,
nomenclature). These beveled notches are partly filled with
fining-upwards sand and gravel sequences capped by flowstone.
In the downstream quarter of the Apia canyon, the present
stream occupies an incised trench under the lowest notch. The
depth of the trench under this notch is maximum near to the
entrance (about 6 m), decreasing rapidly and progressively in the
upstream direction. 560 m away from the entrance this trench
disappears, and the underground river is at the level of the lowest
notch. This lowest notch, which develop a very sharp bevel, can
reach 20 m in width near the entrance, but progressively reduces
upstream until vanishing as a notch approximately I km away
from the spring. The second notch is composed of two subnotches with corresponding bevels located at constant relative
elevations of I and 2 m, respectively, above the bevel of the
lowest notch. This composite notch, especially the upper subnotch, can be correlated along the entire Apia river. This notch is
however interrupted when the phreatic roof descends to its level
or just below, representing paleo-sump sections that represent de
facto piezometric limits (sensu PALMER, 1987), which
demonstrates the strong water-table control in notch origin

6. Discussion
The interpretation of the Apia river in CCS as an exposure of
the water table is supported by (I) the low-gradient and perennial
character of the stream, (2) the upstream origin of the water
supply, directly from flooded phreatic conduits, (3) the
coincidence in elevation between the sumps of the Sifones-Sel-

Torc6n branch upstream and the water level in the Apia river
downstream and (4) the broad parallelism between the profile of
the present stream in Apia canyon and of those of the recent
beveled notches, interpreted in turn as stable water-table features.
The peculiar structural pattern of the limestone, steeply dipping
against valley slope and with underlying impervious rocks,
favors water impoundment and thus produces a phreatic zone
downdip the limestone. The lowest outcrop point of the
limestone-turbidite contact controls the vertical position of the
spring, which in turn controls the elevation of the water table at
the output of the aquifer.
Water table geometry
If the water table is defined by the level of the active passage
floor in the low-gradient river and by sump levels in the phreatic
segments upstream (in the Sifones-Sel-Torc6n branch), then their
projected profile will show the topography of the present water
table surface. Along the strike, the water-table gradient is very
low (I .4%), having minor steps caused by faults that give a
smooth, stair-like geometry to the water table. Profiles in the dip
direction of the bedding, reveal a more steeper gradient of the
water table (above 4 2). This geometry is caused by the lower
hydraulic conductivity in the dip direction, as the flow has to cut
across the bedding; moreover, the limestone has several chertrich beds that act as minor hydrologic barriers. Along the strike,
the hydraulic conductivity is enhanced as underground drainage
is favored by the bedding planes and abundant faults parallel to
bedding. The topography of the stable paleo-water tables
deduced from projected profiles of the beveled notches is roughly
the same (with the above-expressed exceptions), which strongly
supports this interpretation of the water table geometry.
Present development of ac tive phreatlc conduits
As the existence ofa phreatic zone requires effective porosity
below the water table, and the Agujas limestone itself lacks
intrinsic porosity, the phreatic development must be achieved via
solution conduits, open fractures or both. Upstream of the Apia
canyon, in the Sifones sector, perhaps most of the flow occurs
through active phreatic conduits that transmit to the Apia river
the allogenic recharge that enters via the Torc6n and Sel sinks.
The existence of a well integrated tube system in this area is
suggested by: (1) the water of Apia river is supplied by a flooded
rising phreatic tube; (2) the Sifones sector (and also most of the
lower sections of Sel and Torc6n) consists almost exclusively of
dry looping phreatic tubes, generated when the water table was
higher: a similar system could be active today in the same sector
below the water table (3) several stagnant sumps with equivalent
water levels are known in this area, which suggest the existence
of an active system of liked tubes in which a steady phreatic flow
is taking place today.

Upper limit of limestone outcrop
1820ma.s.l.
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Fig. 2: Profile view of the the survey frame of Cobre Cave System along the strike of the limestone.
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Fig. 3: Schematic extended profile of the Apia Canyon (above) and correlation of some representative cross-sections of the
lower part of the canyon (below). Horizontal scale arbitrary.
The existence of phreatic conduits below the level of the
stream in the Apia canyon is more difficult to prove, as no
undoubted tubes have been detected under the shallow water.
Nevertheless, along the whole height of the canyon there are
abundant relict phreatic tubes that can be linked physically to
former canyon levels and notches, distributed in an elevation
range of 50 m above the stream. These relict levels and their
associated tubes will not be discussed in this paper, but work in
progress (ROSSI, CORTEL & KELLER, in prep.) suggests that
the relict low-gradient canyon levels and stories are absolutely
analogous in morphology and long profiles to the modern
channel. The invariable presence of looping phreatic tubes under
every relict level of the Apia canyon strongly suggest that similar
phreatic conduits could be active actually under the stream level.

Evolution of the water table after a recent base level faU
The comparison of the active stream profile of Apia canyon
and the profiles of the recent notches indicates that the river is
actually downcutting: the trench under the lowest notch decrease
progressively in the upstream direction, disappearance 0.5 km
away from the entrance. From this point to its upstream end, the
underground river is still at the level of the latest notch. This
incision seems to be actually in progress, and it is expected that
in some time in the future it will extend upstream to the limit of
the active canyon. The disapparition of the lowest notch I km
away from the spring suggests that this notch was not fully
developed when a base level drop aborted it and caused its
incision. The second notch, however, can be correlated along the
entire Apia river, which indicate that this second notch had thus
enough stable time to develop.
The present water table is thus relatively unequilibrated as a
result of a recent base level drop, which has caused a steeper
gradient than in stable situations. The system will need some
time until reach the equilibrium state, so a base level drop is not
quickly followed by a water table drop, and apparently the
system will downcut a trench along the entire Apia canyon to
stabilize the water table and eventually begin to develop a new
notch. The tube system that is inferred to exist under the Apia
river was not able to divert the flow when base level dropped:
this tube system must not be large- or integrated enough.

Furthermore, as seen in the relict tube systems above in the
canyon, the tubes under the river passage tend to be relatively
short diversions that rejoin the low-gradient passage.
Consequently, as the tube has to divert the water towards the
same passage, the water level in the stream will not drop.
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Multiple paleo-water tables in Agujas Cave System (Sierra de
Penalabra, Cantabrian Mountains, N Spain): Criteria for
recognition and model for vertical evolution
by Carlos Rossi (*), Adriano Cortel and Rocio Arcenegui
(*) Dpt. de Petrologia y Geoquimica, Facultad de CC Geol6gicas, Universidad Complutense, 28040 Madrid, Spain.

Abstract
Agujas System, a multi-phase cave with 9 km of passages, is developed in a 350-m-thick sequence of Carboniferous Limestones
dipping 502 to NE. Ten distinct levels of abandoned sub-horizontal water-table trunks are known, each confined in a specific elevation
range covering together 300 m of depth. The present base level drainage must be about 100 m below the lowest abandoned trunk, but to
date exploration has failed to find access to the lower levels. The relict trunks are wide meandering canyons, 20-40 m high, with lowgradient floors and extensive levels of notches with corrosion bevels. These notches become wider near the base of the canyons,
extending as far as tens of meters into the rock. Looping phreatic tubes develop just below the canyons, emerging from the floor of a
given notch. The extensive notches that bevel dipping strata, their low-gradient character and the multiple vadose-phreatic transitions at
their bases, demonstrate that the beveled canyons are relict water-table trunks. They represent an exceptionally complete record of
paleo-water tables that can be restored in geometry and evolution. Extended periods of constant base level were followed by abrupt
drops (15-60m) producing a new canyon at a lower elevation. Canyon downcutting is very rapid first, but later decelerates and reaches
equilibrium creating wide notches at the water table and phreatic tubes below.

1. Introduction
Agujas Cave System (ACS), with 9 km of surveyed passage,
has a complex multi-story structure developed in more than 300
m of vertical relief. Looping phreatic tubes and vadose highgradient canyons and shafts are present in the entire elevation
range. Nevertheless, most of the explored passages are lowgradient, water-table trunks, which are found almost in every part
and at every elevation. This assemblage of relict conduits
contains an exceptionally complete record of fossilized, stable
paleo-water tables that can be defined by separate criteria and
traced along large areas of the system.
The aim of this article is to describe the general
characteristics of the relict trunks and to show the relationships
between these trunks and the genetically-linked systems ofphreatic tubes. Based on high-quality survey information and detailed
morphological observations, we will support a water-table origin
for the trunks and discuss the water table evolution during trunk
formation and also at the scale of the whole cave system.
ACS, whose explored conduits range in altitude from 1650 to
1950 m a.s.l., is located in the Sierra of Pe.iialabra, in the central
part of the Cantabrian Mountains (Province of Palencia, N
Spain). The cave is developed the Upper Carboniferous Agujas
Limestone (VAN DE GRAAF, 1971), which exceeds 350 m in
thickness in the ACS area. In the southern flank of the Sierra, the
Agujas limestone has an overturned dip of 502 against the slope,
and is sandwiched between conformable impervious turbidites.
This structural pattern favors the development of a true phreatic
zone downdip the limestone and places the karst base level (the
springs) at the outcrop of the lower boundary between limestones
and turbidites. The geometry and gradient of the water table in an
equivalent and nearby karst aquifer is discussed in detail in
ROSSI, MUNOZ & CORTEL (this volume), where the reader
can find additional data of the Pe.iialabra karst.

2. The cave levels
Ten distinct levels of relict low-gradient canyons are known
in ACS to date. These canyons are distributed in more than 300
m of vertical relief, each canyon being confined in a specific
elevation range (Figs. 1 and 2).
The relict canyons are 20- to 40-m-high meandering
passages, with low-gradient floors and guided by looping
phreatic tubes (Fig. 3). They all show extensive levels of

subhorizontal corrosion notches with bevels (flat roofs regardless
of geologic structure). These notches are usually restricted to the
lower parts of the canyons, becoming progressively wider (as far
as tens of meters) towards their bases. The exploration of these
beveled meandering canyons is not an easy job: the notches may
be wide but are usually less than 1 m deep and separated by
narrow trench intervals; frequently, the canyons are interrupted
by breakdown (induced by notching) or by flowstone blockages;
the canyons have a pronounced sinuosity and meanders overlap
at different levels, creating complicated labyrinths where the
explorer has to check regularly the paleo-flow from the scallops
to avoid becoming lost. The guiding phreatic tube at the roof
(devoid of meanders, notches and usually of breakdown) often
represents an alternative and easier route, except where the trench
under the tube is too wide or where a younger vadose capture has
widened the canyon walls.
Systems of linked looping phreatic tubes can be found in the
vertical space between each couple of successive low-gradient
canyons. Each tube system develop below the floor of the upper
canyon and the roof of the subsequent canyon. These tubes are
usually accessible from the floor of a notch in the lower part of
the canyon. Parts of these phreatic systems become the guiding
tubes (the roofs) of the following canyon underneath. So, it
seems that each canyon has associated a system of geneticallyrelated phreatic tubes just below its floor and usually above the
following trunk. Occasionally, some major tubes contain steepto-vertical segments that descend 80 m or more below the floor
level of the parent trunk, covering the depth range of several
trunks.
There are some differences in the style of the trunk-tube
systems between the upper, middle and lower parts of the
explored cave system:
(!) The two uppermost, and therefore oldest, relict trunks are
characterized by the scarcity of notches except in the base of the
canyon, where they acquire an exceptional development: here,
two or three closely-spaced notches show remarkably sharp
bevels that can reach as far as 30 m in width, the maximum
observed in ACS. Below both canyons there are extensive
systems of looping phreatic tubes with multiple connections to
the notches of the canyon floor and even with some maze
sections. The loops of these tubes are usually restricted to a
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Fig. 1: Profile view of the Agujas Cave system along the strike of the bedding. A schematic representation of the low-gradient
canyons ls superimposed over over the survey frame.

vertical range of a few tens of meters below the parent notch, but
they can exceptionally reach maximum vertical ranges of 50 and
80 m, respectively, below the trunks. Most of these tubes remains
undisturbed but some have been captured by younger vadose
streams, that have cut narrow trenches in their floors.
(2) The five levels of subhorizontal canyons situated at
intermediate elevations inside ACS are characterized by the
abundance of beveled notches along most of their vertical
sections. The upper part of these canyons, close to the guiding
tube, usually consists of a notch-free incised interval. The five
canyons cover together about 150 m of vertical amplitude, each
canyon being typically 20-30 m high. The canyons of this part of
ACS are well interconnected by major shafts, many of them
active. With almost 2 km of surveyed passage, the
topographically-lower of these five canyons is now the best
known of ACS.
(3) The two topographically lowest levels of ACS are poorly
developed and also still poorly explored. Both are relatively
narrow and show very few notches. The explored horizontal
segments of these canyons frequently grade to phreatic conduits
below the level of their floors. The present base level drainage
must be about 100 m below the lowest known low-gradient
canyon, but to date exploration has failed to find access to the
lower levels.
The systems of relict low-gradient trunks and phreatic tubes
may be affected by younger vadose captures that cut trenches in
their floors. These trenches are narrow, with high-gradient floors,
devoid of horizontal notching and usually linked to vertical
shafts in both the upstream and downstream directions. Some of
these vadose captures are relict features but many are active:
small streams of aggressive, water can be followed occasionally
for more than 150 m in depth, creating shafts as far as 80 m deep

and using parts of relict trunks and tubes, with or without trench
development in them.

3. Discussion and conclusions
Origin of the low-gradient relict canyons
The beveled low-gradient canyons represent relict water-table
trunks, as demonstrated by: (I) the low-gradient character of the
canyon floors, which transect steeply-dipping beds, cherty
intervals and faults; (2) the presence of extensive levels of
subhorizontal notches that bevel dipping strata (3) the abundant
transitions to phreatic tubes at the canyon floors. Furthermore,
the deduced paleo-water tables show a general gradient towards
the SW, i.e., towards the present base level. Along the strike the
paleo-water-table gradients are usually very low, being
remarkably higher in the dip direction, as expected by the lower
hydraulic conductivity in this direction.
Each relict canyon represents a period characterized by low
rates of lowering of the water table (and thus of the base level).
At the floor of the canyons, extended periods of constant base
level are recorded, which allowed the formation of extensive
corrosion notches at the water table and contemporaneous
phreatic systems below the water table.
The highly stable periods recorded at the canyon floors were
followed by abrupt base level drops (15-60m), deep enough to
cause the abandonment of the passage. Immediately after the
drop, the flow was diverted to lower phreatic conduits that were
rapidly downcut, producing a new canyon at a lower elevation.
The downcutting of this new canyon is very rapid first, but later
decelerates and reaches equilibrium again, creating wide notches
at the water table and phreatic tubes below. This sequence of
events repeated at least ten times, producing an exceptionally
complete record of paleo-water tables that can be restored in
geometry and evolution.
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Each relict trunk shows a characteristic cross section in terms
of relative elevation and relative width of the notches and
trenches. This canyon "fmgerprint" seems to be correlatable
along the explored length of each trunk. The vertical sequence of
canyon fingerprints may be representative of the whole system
and thus offer a basis for correlation with nearby systems.
Further exploration is needed, however, to link the known
sequence with the lowest active level of the cave (the most
obvious datum for correlation) and to clarify this sequence which
at present shows some considerable gaps.

Coexistence of water-table passages with deep phreatlc loops
The
coexistence
of
water-table
canyons
and
contemporaneous deep phreatic loops is a remarkable feature of
ACS. In systems of low water-table relief such as ACS, the
relatively low hydraulic head (the height of the water table above
the spring) reduces the possibility of deep phreatic circulation
and favors the development of water table passages. Moreover, in
tightly folded rocks where fissure frequency is high, such as the
Agujas Limestone, water table caves are favored (FORD &
WILLIAMS, 1989). These and other factors, such as the
aggressiveness of the allogenic water or the siliciclastic (highly
abrasive) composition of the abundant allogenic sediments
carried by the cave streams, have possibly contributed to the
predominance of water-table canyons in ACS.
Nevertheless, abundant phreatic tubes, some of them deep,
were generated under the water-table canyons, apparently at the
same time, as the former are physically connected to the floors of
the later. The reason of this exceptional phreatic circulation under
a low-relief water table must be the relatively high vertical
hydraulic conductivity of the phreatic zone downdip the
limestone: as the strata dip quite steeply, bedding planes tend to
entrain groundwater to great depth. Other factor that could have
favored deep phreatic circulation is the relatively high residence
times of the water table in the same stable position (inferred by

380

Elevation in m above
present base level

-

the well-developed beveled notches) coupled with the high
erosive power of the allogenic water and sediments.

Significance
The record of paleo-water tables, and thus of base level
evolution, is exceptionally complete in ACS and represents a
substantial vertical range (300 m) that further exploration will
extend. This complete record could be the reflect of ( I) an
exceptionally long history of evolution or (2) a highly-sensitive
system to water table fossilization or (3) both factors.
Paleo-water tables are relatively easy to defme and trace
along the system. The combined presence of extensive subhorizontal beveled notches and ofvadose-phreatic morphological
transitions (piezometric limits) at the same elevation are
relatively conclusive criteria for paleo-water table definition. The
levels to which vadose trenches are graded represent an
additional criterion for paleo-water table definition, but it should
be carefuly employed to avoid consideration of trenches caused
by younger captures. Moreover, the paleo-water tables defined
exhibit a low gradient towards the base !eve~ cutting through
structures and steeply-dipping strata, which strongly supports
their interpretation as water-table features.
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Abstract
Sulphuric water corrosion on limestone in cave environment was measured through limestone tablets placed inside the
Frasassi Caves. The room where the experience took place is interested by phreatic sulphuric water flow and shows many
corrosion features and gypsum deposits due to mineralized water reaction with limestone walls.
Some tablets were placed in the groundwater and others exposed to H2S vapours in the cave atmosphere; the experiment had a
term of five years, and half of the tablets were weighed after two and half years. The surface corrosion resulted very evident in
2
every tablet, and the weight loss reached values spreading from 15 to 20 mg/cm /y; the limestone surface was covered by a thin
layer of organic matter, which surely plays an important role in H2S oxidation and in limestone corrosion.
In the groundwater the tablet surface was uniformly corroded; the weight loss resulted the same in the two different
measurement stations and it remained constant during the whole period. The tablets placed in the cave atmosphere were wholly
covered with replacement gypsum, deriving from H,S oxidation and reaction with limestone; the tablet surface - under gypsum
cover - was deeply and quite irregularly corroded; the weight loss shows an increasing velocity in time and reached the highest
values, but it changes owing to the location of each tablet.

lntroduzione
Negli ultimi anni e stato fortemente rivalutato ii ruolo delle
azioni speleogenetiche non collegate alla presenza di CO, nelle
acque carsiche: in diverse aree geografiche sono state segnalate
importanti grotte la cui origine e stata imputata a fenomeni di
ossidazione dell'H,S circolante entro i massicci carsificati
(EGEMEIER, I 981; HILL, 1987; GALDENZI & MENICHETTI, 1995),
mentre e stato ridiscusso ii ruolo dei fenomeni di ossidoriduzione
dello zolfo (FORTI, 1988). La presente ricerca si proponeva
appunto di verificare l'esistenza in grotta di azioni corrosive
dovute alle acque sulfuree e di quantificarne l' intensitil.

Aspetti morfologici
Le Grotte di Frasassi (Appennino Centrale) rappresentano ii
miglior esempio presente in Italia di grotte originate per effetto
della circolazione di acque sulfuree all'interno di un massiccio
calcareo (GALDENZI, 1990); esse sono costituite da un reticolo
molto ramificato, a tratti labirintico, di gallerie e sale disposte su
piu
livelli
sub-orizzontali,
ongmati
m
conseguenza
dell 'approfondimento dell 'idrografia superficiale. L 'evoluzione
della grotta e stata piuttosto rapida, ed i piu antichi speleotemi
trovati non superano i 200.000 anni di eta (TADDEUCCI et al.,
1992). I livelli inferiori della grotta raggiungono la falda
freatica, e qui possono essere effettuate inte1essanti osservazioni
sui presenti processi morfogenetici. La speleogenesi e collegata
principalmente all'ossidazione dell'H,S nella parte superiore della
falda freatica o nell'atmosfera, secondo reazioni, probabilmente
catalizzate da batteri, del tipo:
H,S + 2 0 , + CaCO, + H,0 <====> CaSO, 2H,0 + CO,
Una caratteristica della grotta e costituita dalla presenza di

depositi gessos1, ID tutti i livelli, testimonianza della passata
circolazione delle acque sulfuree. II gesso risulta attualmente in
formazione solo in ambiente aerato, dove le esalazioni di H,S
vengono a reagire con l'ossigeno atmosferico e con le pareti
calcaree. Situazioni morfologiche favorevoli risultano le localitil
in cui acque sulfuree risalgono da condotti con lunghi tratti
sommersi. Le pareti direttamente esposte ai vapori sono
interamente ricoperte da gesso, che si presenta per lo piu in forma
microcristallina, bianco, molle e lattiginoso; nelle zone limitrofe
ii fenomeno si attenua e sulle pareti possono comparire grumi
gessosi piu isolati (Fig. l); queste azioni possono tuttavia
rimanere attive anche a oltre 50 m di distanza dalle acque
sulfuree, secondo la locale circolazione dell'aria. La formazione
de! gesso e Jimitata agli ambienti aerati, mentre sottofalda esso
viene disciolto ed asportato. Le pareti calcaree in cui si e avuta la
formazione di gesso risultano interessate da alveoli e fossette, di
dimensioni centimetriche, ben evidenti dove ii gesso e stato
dilavato dalle acque percolanti (Fig. 2).
Le zone soggette alla circolazione di acque sulfuree sono
estremamente ricche di materiale organico, presente in piccoli
accumoli sapropelitici in falda o nelle diffuse vermicolazioni .
Mollo comuni anche organismi superiori, piu abbondanti che nel
resto della grotta.

Le modalita dell'esperimento
La misura dell'entita della corrosione in aree carsiche e stata
oggetto di numerose ricerche condotte con differenti
metodologie. La misura della perdita di peso di placchette
calcaree esposte agli agenti atmosferici (TRUOOILL, 1975) e
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Fig. I : gesso in formazione sulle pareti ca/caree
sembrato un metodo idoneo ad essere impiegato anche in grotta,
in condizioni ambientali difficili, per verificare l'esistenza di
azioni corrosive dovute alla circolazione di acque sulfuree, e per
quantificame l'intensita. L'esperimento si e protratto per 5 anni,
ed a meta periodo e stata effettuata una prima serie di misure
(GALDENZI & MENICHEITI, 1994). Un altro vantaggio legato
all'impiego di questa metodologia e costituito dalla disponibilita
di una ricca documentazione sui risultati conseguiti in precedenti
esperienze condotte in superficie (GAMS, 1985; STEFANINI et al.,
1985).
La stazione sperimentale e stata installata nel Crepaccio
Sulfureo della Grotta de! Fiume; l'intensa circolazione di acque
sulfuree, l'esistenza di un ampia interfaccia tra la falda freatica
sulfurea e l'atrnosfera della grotta, la diffusa formazione di gesso
sulle pareti hanno infatti consentito di riconoscere condizioni
ottimali. el sito prescelto sono state realizzate tre stazioni di
misura appendendo le placchette con filo di nylon (Fig. 3); nelle
stazioni subacquee sono state collocate almeno 2 placchette,
mentre in ognuna delle 2 stazioni aerate sono state appese 4

gesso

Fig. 3

Fig. 2 : morfologie corrosive sulla parete ca/carea evidenziate
da/ dilavamellfo de/ gesso
placchette. Un'altra placchetta e stata seppellita sotto gesso molle
in formazione.
Le placchette, dalle dimensioni di circa cm 8 x 4 x I , sono
state levigate e misurate per calcolame la superficie laterale. II
peso e stato determinato con precisione di 0.1 mg, previo
essiccarnento in condizioni standard a 110 °C. Esse sono state
realizzate con Calcare Maiolica (Cretacico inferiore), litotipo
affiorante nell'area: si tratta di calcare micritico assai puro, privo
di impurita e di strutture inteme che avrebbero potuto complicare
le operazioni di preparazione e misura delle placchette stesse.
Le placchette sono state posizionate nel marzo 1990 e in
ciascuna stazione sono state prelevate meta delle placchette dopo
due anni e mezzo, nel settembre 1992. Le rimanenti sono state
ritirate nel marzo 1995, dopo 5 anni di

/

Grotta de/ Fiume, ramo sulfureo - schema sito sperimentale
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Fig. 6 : Placcchetta dopo 5 a1111i di immersio11e in acque
s11/f11ree; 11otare le ve11e di calcite in rilievo

Fig. 4: Placchette esposte per 5 a1111i ai vapori di HiS, co11
gesso di 11eoformazio11e

esposizione; una placchetta e andata perduta per la rottura del
filo , fortemente indebolito dalle esalazioni sulfuree.
Le placchette esposte all'aria erano interessate dalla
fonnazione di gesso giil sei mesi dopo l'inizio dell'esperienza; al
momento de! recupero era presente uno spessore variabile di
gesso, sia in fonna bianca, microcristallina, che in fonna
cristallina, generalmente in superficie o dove ii fenomeno era
meno sviluppato (Fig. 4). Prima di pesare le placchette e stato
necessario disciogliere ii gesso in acqua distillata saturata con
polvere di calcare, fino a scoprire la superficie calcarea, che
appare corrosa in maniera molto eterogenea, con "cariature"
profonde alcuni millimetri (Fig. 5). Le placchette erano rivestite
da patine scure, costituite da materia organica, interposte tra
calcare e gesso.
Le placchette lasciate in falda erano invece coperte da uno
spesso strato di materia organica, in cui prosperavano anche
vermi, in corso di studio. La superficie calcarea e unifonnemente
corrosa, priva di gesso, con vene di calcite spatica in rilievo per
corrosione differenziale (Fig. 6 ). La presenza di evidenti
filamenti di materia organica sulla superficie calcarea delle
placchette e poi stata confennata dalle osservazioni al
microscopic elettronico (Fig. 7).

Risultati dell'esperimento
Fig. 5 : Superficie delle placchette dopo ii lavaggio de/ gesso
di 11eoformazio11e

I risultati delle misure relative alla perdita di peso, riportati in
tabella I secondo diverse unitil di misura giil utilizzate in
bibliografia, abbinati alle dirette osservazioni effettuate,
consentono di trarre alcune significative
conclusioni.

Fig. 7: superficie delle placchette al microcoscopio elettronico (11otare la presenza difilamenti di materia organica) it1falda (a
sinistra) - 11el/'atmosfera del/a grotta (a destra)
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Placchetta

mg/cm ' /anno

mg · 10· ' /cm '/ di

mm/I 000 anni

anni

Posizionamento

5

14 , 14

38, 75

55,6

2,5

falda (Staz . B)

9

I 5,24

41,77

59,9

2,5

falda (Staz. A)

7

14,48

39 , 68

56,9

5

falda (Staz. A)

11

15,29

41,89

60, I

5

falda (Staz. A)

3

15 , 17

41 , 56

59 , 7

5

falda (Staz. B)

8

11 , 01

30, I 6

43,3

2,5

aria (Staz . A)

10

6 , 97

19,09

27 ,4

2 ,5

aria (Staz. A)

13

8 , 59

23,55

33 , 8

2,5

aria (Staz. C)

14

16 ,27

44,56

64,0

2,5

aria (Staz. C)

I

17 ,46

47,82

68, 7

5

aria (Staz. A)

12

13 ,89

38 , 06

54,6

5

aria (Staz . A)

2

21 , 56

59,12

84 , 8

5

aria (Staz . C)

15

17 , 6

48,23

69 , 2

2,5

in gesso

Tab. 1- risultati prove di corrosio11e delle acque sulfuree sulle placchette calcaree

- Le placcbette ubicate sottofalda presentano un uniforme grado
2
di corrosione, intorno ai 15 mg/cm /anno, indipendentemente
dalla stazione in cui sono collocati; la perdita di peso per quelle
esposte ai vapori di H,S risulta invece molto piu variabile, in
conformita a quanto riconoscibile anche macroscopicamente.
- La velocitil dei flussi freatici (maggiore nella stazione B che in
A) non ha influenzato i risultati per le placchette ubicate in falda .
Al contrario nell'atmosfera i risultati variano in funzione de! tipo
di circolazione idrica; nella stazione C, ubicata allo sbocco di un
canale sommerso con scorrimento rapido ed abbondanti
esalazioni i valori risultano piu elevati .
- II grado di corrosione in ambiente freatico e rimasto costante
anche in rapporto al tempo di esposizione; le placcbette esposte
ai vapori di H,S banno subito azioni corrosive di intensitil
crescente nel tempo; i valori medi calcolati su base annua per le
placcbette dopa 5 anni di esposizione risultano pari a circa ii
160% di quelli calcolati dopa 2,5 anni. In termini reali la perdita
di peso per le placchette esposte 5 anni e risultata in media di
88,2 mg/cm2, contra i 26 .8 mg/cm' delle placchette prelevate
dopa 2,5 anni ; ipotizzando che ancbe le placchette esposte per 5
anni abbiano subito nel primo periodo una perdita di peso media
pari a 26,8 mg/cm', risulta che nella seconda frazione
dell 'esperimento la corrosione e stata di 61.4 mg/cm' , cioe oltre
due volte maggiore.
I presenti dati indicano che le reazioni di ossidoriduzione dello
zolfo in atrnosfera si sono attivate piu lentamente che non in
falda, verosimilmente per i tempi piu lunghi necessari allo
sviluppo di consistenti colonie batteriche sulle placchette esposte
all 'aria. Gli alti valori misurati per la placcbetta collocata entro
gesso di neoformazione giil esistente sulle pareti della grotta
concordano con questa interpretazione.
- Le azioni corrosive in atrnosfera ad opera di vapori di H,S sono
risultate piu rapide che non in falda; e bene tuttavia ricordare che
questi fenomeni banno una elevata intensitil solo in ristrette
localitil, prossime alle polle di acqua sulfurea, e calano
rapidamente allontanandosi da esse.
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Caves climatic systems
Bulat R. Mavlyudov
Institute of Geography Russian Academy of Sciences Staromonetny per. 29, Moscow 10901 7 Russia
Abstract
Cave climate is not homogeneous. It is possible to choose three basic caves climatic systems in dependence on cave morphology
and ventilation (for caves without water): of horizontal caves (with entrances at different levels), of inclined descending and ascending
caves. In caves of each climatic system there are from 3 to 5 climatic zones. Size and completeness of collection of climatic zones
depends on outside climate and cavern morphological peculiarities. Climate of caverns with complex morphology will have
combinations of basic climatic systems. Cave climatic system can be complicated by accumulation of perennial snow and ice or by
flowing water or completely disturbed by them.

1. Introduction
Investigations of last years shows that we can't compare small
caves climate with large caves climate. There are many caverns
with very big length and big difference between entrances and its
lowest parts. Some of these caverns dissect a few surface climatic
belts. Climate of such caverns have big unhomogeneous. In some
cases we need to say about microclimate of different parts of
caverns. If we carefully consider climatic structure even of not
very big cave we understand that it is not very simple.
Traditional point of view on cave microclimate not allow us to do
climatic description for big quantity of big caverns. In this report
we discuss common principles of caves climatic structures (caves
climatic systems) for caverns with different morphology and size.

2. Factors that define cave climate
They are:
• climate of area where the cave is situated;
• cavern morphology that determines system of air circulation in
it;
• geothermal conditions of the rock massif where cave is
situated;
• system of water streams flows in caverns;
• quantity of precipitation that penetrate in caves (first of all
snow).
We shall discuss influence of these factors on climatic conditions
in caverns in brief.
Air temperature and humidity, wind velocity and direction,
atmospheric pressure will be more important factors of external
climate, that have influence on cave climate. The warmer external
climate will be the higher cave temperature will be. There are
mean year air temperatures (MY AT) up to l2°C in caves of south
slope of the Big Caucasus (TINTILOZOV, 1976). In the middle
Ural cave MYAT is about 5-6°C. There is lower value of air
humidity in the caves in the dry regions but in the wet regions
humidity of cave air is higher. Strong summer wind that blows in
the entrance of small cave can be the reason of cave climate
similar to external. Sudden change of atmospheric pressure leads
to appearance of air flow in or out of the cave.
Air movement is the more significant agent for transmission
of external climate influence inside the caves. In is possible to
choose two main mechanisms of air movement inside the caves
(MAKSIMOVICH, 1963):
l) There is chimney effect of air movement in caverns with
some (two or more) entrances at different altitudes. The reason of
it lays in difference of air columns weights near entrances. There
are air movement from lower entrance to upper in winter and
from upper to lower in summer (LISTOV, 1885). Air flow in the

cave changes its direction when surface air temperature will be
equal to one in the middle part of the cave (neutral zone,
DUBLJANSKI, 1977).
2) In inclined caverns air moves because of difference of air
density in different parts of the cave. Cold external air in winter
ejects more warm cave air in inclined descending caves. Warm
more light air in summer ejects more cold cave air in inclined
ascending caves (MAKSIMOVICH, 1963). Air movement stops
in both cases when external and cave temperatures will be equal.
The air movement in caves can occur also when wind blow in
cave entrances, when moving water takes air with it, when
external atmospheric pressure suddenly changes.
Temperature of rock massif where cave is situated also has
big influence on cave climate. External climate is transmitted
inside the caves by cave wind. It is superimposed on the climate
that rock define in the cave. Water streams also have influence on
the rock temperature around the cave. We can read in scientific
literature two main opinions about temperature inside the caves:
I) MYAT in neutral zone in caves is equal to external MYAT
(PULINA, 1974) and 2) cave MYAT not depends on external
MYAT; it is determined by cave morphology and peculiarity of
air changing with the surface (DUBLJANSKI & LOMAEV,
1980). We can't agree with second opinion because of it is well
known that cave temperature decrease with elevation
(MAKSIMOVICH, 1963).
However we can observe equal values of cave MYAT and
external MYAT not everywhere. From hydrogeothermy we know
that rock temperature at the neutral layer of the earth (layer with
minimum year amplitude of temperature oscillation) have value
on some degrees higher ofMYAT (FROLOV, 1976). This layer
usually situates on depth about 15-20 m lower day surface. For
the area of the former USSR temperature difference changes from
2 to 6°C. Rock temperature increases with depth on I degree on
each 30-40 m . If we shall imagine closed cavern that haven't
contact with day surface air temperature will be equal to the rock
temperature in it. The dipper cave will be the higher temperature
will be in it. We can expect that temperature in deepest parts of
real caves (without water) will be almost equal to surrounding
rock temperature. Investigations in some caves show that MYAT
in their neutral zones are lower the rock temperature. For
example, this difference in the Kungur Cave is about l,0°C and
in the Cave Sumgan-Kutuk (the Ural) is about l,5°C.
Caves usually situate in regions with not equal difference
between external MYAT and rock temperature of neutral layer.
Caves locate also at different depths from day surface. Therefore
it is difficult to expect equal regularities between external and
cave temperatures. For example, MYAT in caves neutral zones in
Carpatians and Podolia is almost equal to theoretical value of
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rock temperature. It exceeds external MY AT on 3.7°C. This
difference in the Kungur Cave consist about 3°C for ventilated
parts and 4°C for not ventilated parts of the cave. In caves and
mines of the Pamirs this difference is about 7°C.
There are regularities of regional changing of cave MYAT in
their neutral zones. Some empirical equations for calculation of
thermal conditions in the caves were received on basis of
statistical analysis of cave temperatures data. For North America
equation is next (MOORE & SILLIAN, 1978): T, = 38 - 0.6L 0.002h, and for Europe it is (CHOPPY, 1977): T, = 54.3 - 0.9L 0.006h, where L is geographical latitude, degrees; h is elevation,
metros. If we shall base on previous discussion it is possible to
suppose that such equations have only estimative character.
The fact that MY AT in big quantity of large caves are higher
than external MYAT allows to say that mean year heat and
moisture flows have constant direction oriented outside from
these caves.
Since heat capacity of water is approximately in 30 times
higher than one of air it is possible to say that influence of water
on cave climate is more intensive than influence of air on it. In
many European caves in low mountain relief influence of water
lead to equality of external and cave MY AT. On the contrary, in
high mountains it is typical for caves with flowing melt water
that caves MY AT are lower than external ones. The supply of
caves by thermal water leads to exceeding cave MY AT above
external one. Seasonal water inputs into caves (floods) lead to
warming of cold zones in some parts of the caves and colding of
warm zones in another.
Snow is accumulated in some caves. Snow is one of sources
of coldness in the caves. Rain as a rule warms cave climate.
ow we shall consider climatic systems of typical caverns
(without water): "horizontal" (the caves with some entrances at
different elevations) and inclined (bag type) caves with one
entrance. We can divide second type into two groups: caves with
entrances in its upper end and caves with entrances in its lower
end. Climate of caves with other morphology we can ascribe to
one of main types or their combinations.

means that during the year LTZ receives more coldness than
warmth, and mean year moisture flow have direction into the
cave.
Cold temperature anomaly zone (A-) Zone A- has
influence of LTZ during the winter and influence of CTZ in
summer. Boundary between zones A- and CTZ lay on the line
with year temperature oscillations about 0.5°C. Air temperature
in zone A- changes from the lowest value at the boundary with
LTZ (T2<T,<T) to temperature at boundary with CTZ
(T,<T2=TJ Coldness flow in zone A- from LTZ in winter is not
compensated by heat flow from L TZ and CTZ in summer. It lead
to cooling of zone A- to MY AT below external MY AT. Since in
winter absolute air humidity grows from boundary with LTZ to
boundary with CTZ, the moisture flow has direction contrary to
air flow (Fig I a).

0. + L TZ

A-

CT 2

A+

UTZ

a

H
1!
-

Fig. 1.

1-=====.'

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Structure of climatic zones of horizontal (a), inclined
descending (b), inclined ascending caves (c). Air circulation in
winter (}), in summer (2); heat flows: in winter (3), in summer
(4); moisture flows: in winter (5), in summer (6).
Fig. 2. Amplitudes of temperature oscillations ill horizontal (a),
inclined descending (b) and inclined ascending (c) caves.

3. Horizontal caves
We can divide horizontal caves into 5 climatic zones
(beginning from lower entrance) : I . Lower transitional zone
(L TZ); 2. Cold temperature anomaly zone (A-); 3. Constant
temperature zone (neutral zone) (CTZ); 4. Warm temperature
anomaly zone (A+); 5. Upper transitional zone (UTZ). The fist
who said about zones A+ and A- in caves was Russian scientist
V.S . LUK.JN, 1965 . Presence of zones A- and A+ in such caves
come in contradiction with conception of existence of equalizing
zone between external climate and cave conditions of V. .
DUBLJA SKI, 1977 and others.
Lower transitional zone (L TZ) LTZ situates near lower
cave entrance. During the cold period of year (between two
changings of air movement direction) external climate have
influence on LTZ by air flow into the cave, by solar radiation and
outside wind . Air temperatures in LTZ in spring and autumn are
positive, in winter they are negative and almost equal to external
temperature. In summer air temperature in LTZ is alittle above
zero because of air moves here through cold zone A-. Size of
LTZ is different in all caves and depends on dimensions of caves
channels, intensity of air circulation, entrance orientation,
directions of main winds in surrounding area, quantity of snow at
entrance of cave. Big part of year external air humidity is higher
than caves one. I.e. moisture flow has direction into the cave and
only in first part of winter it has direction from the cave. There
are typical values of MYAT : T,>T, and humidity : E,>E,. Its

During the year moisture flow in zone A- has transit
orientation to the lower cave entrance. It is possible to see
changing of air temperature in zone A- on Fig. 2. The zone Alength depends on diameter of cave channel, wind velocity in
channel and distance between two entrances.
Zone of constant temperature (neutral zone) (CTZ) CTZ
exist in central parts of caves. The reasons why temperature in
CTZ can differ from rock temperatures we discussed earlier. This
zone length depends on common length of cave and distance
between entrances. When we move further from channels with air
circulation (in maze caves) air temperature and humidity will
increase alittle and amplitudes of their year oscillations are
decrease. As we can see on Fig. la the moisture flow direction is
constant from boundary with zone A+ to boundary with zone Aduring the year and not depends on direction of air circulation.
Warm temperature anomaly zone (A+) Upper entrances in
horizontal caves often exist as fissures and narrow pits. Since
people can't go through them, there is almost no observations in
them. The inner boundary of zone A+ situates on the line with
amplitude of year air temperatures oscillations about 0.5°C
(T. >T4 =T 3) and outer boundary is on maximum va lue of cave
MIAT (T,>T.>TJ Moisture flow on the boundary with CTZ has
direction inside cave in all seasons of year (fig. I a). On the
boundary with UTZ moisture flow in winter has direction out of
cave but in summer it has direction inside cave. MY AT in zone
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A+ are above rock temperature . It connects with situation when
heat flow from boundary with UTZ in summer not compensates
heat flow from CTZ in winter. The zone A+ length depends on
fissures and pits width. This length, as a rule, is smaller than one
of zone A-. Since maximum amplitude of rock massif cooling is
measured from T3 (but not from external MIA1) on absolute
value it is higher than maximum rock massif warming in summer
(Fig. 2). Because of it duration of periods of cave warming and
cooling are different (also as caves wind velocities in summer
and winter). For example, in the Kungur Cave duration of winter
air circulation consists about 200 days (from 1969 to 1993) and
duration of summer air circulation consists about 150 days
(DOROFEEV & MA VL YUDOV, 1993). Melting and condense
water from UTZ has influence on climate of zone A+ in winter.
Flow of warm wet air from zone A+ through UTZ in atmosphere
gives white jets in hard frost (they are like a smoke column).
Warm wet air have contact with rock and snow. As a result melt
water penetrate into UTZ and A+. Water move down and is
warmed from air and rock. In summer warm wet air from surface
through UTZ moves into zone A+ where it has contact with more
cold walls. In result of condensation of vapor the additional heat
penetrates in the cave.
Upper transitional zone (UTZ) UTZ is the equalizing zone
between zone A+ and external climate. Situation in UTZ is
similar to one in LTZ with difference that it has contact with not
A- but with A+ . There are only some measurements of
temperature of air that flow out from UTZ in autumn and winter.
Temperature 6.8°C was in October 1986 in air flow from Kungur
Cave when external air temperature was 0.3°C. In February 1987
temperature of air flow from the cave was about 4.5°C. In
Bzybskij Ridge (the Caucasus) in January 1980 temperature of
air flow from the rock under snow cover consists 2.2°C at
elevation 2000 m. At the upper part of mountain Razvalka in the
North Caucasus temperature of air flows from rocks consisted
6°C but mean winter temperature was about 2.7°C (LUK.IN,
1990). Cooling of UTZ is possible in winter by falling and blown
snow. We can see moisture and heat flows on Fig. la.
Next expressions are truth for winter: T,<T,<T,<T,>T, and E,
<E,<E,<E,>E, , and for summer: T,>T,<T3<T4<T, and
E,>E,<E3<E,<E, It is possible to observe all collection of zones
in the caves where distance between entrances is large. If we take
the cave with lesser length it lead to decreasing on CTZ. If
difference of height between entrances will be lesser it lead to
decreasing of length of zones A+ and A-. It occur because of
decreasing intensity of air circulation and warm and cold inputs
in cavern. It is possible complete elimination of CTZ and part or
complete superposition of zones A+ and A- in the caves with
small length. Decreasing of accessible for people parts of the
caves by narrowness of its galleries lead to situation when we can
see only separate parts of climatic systems. Sometimes we can
see caves that have only A+ or A- zones. Small caves in gypsum
mountain in town Iletsk (the Ural) (LISTOV, 1885) and mine
gallery of mount Razvalka (LUK.IN, 1990) can be examples of
cold caverns. Pits in the Crimea and Caucasus that form in cracks
along escapes can be example of warm caverns. Cave MY AT
exceed external MYAT on 2°C in such pits in the Crimea
(DUBLJANSKI, 1977).

4. Inclined caves
Nature of air movement in the inclined cave connects with air
thermocirculation: cold hard air moves down the slope along
floor of gallery and more warm and more light air moves up the
slope along roof of gallery. In inclined descending caves cold
external air eject warm cave air in winter, but in summer more

light warm air can't penetrate in cold cavern. In inclined
ascending caves warm external air eject more cold cave air in
summer, but in winter cold hard air can't penetrate in warm
cavern.
4a. Inclined descending caves (IDC) There are three
climatic zones in this caves with big length (Fig. I b) : (UTZ),
(A-), (CTZ).
Upper transitional zone UTZ includes upper part of cave
near it entrance (pit or doline). Climate of UTZ is similar to
external because of influence of wind. In winter T, and E, are
almost equal with external. In summer T, in upper part of UTZ
can be higher than external on the sunny places. The lower
boundary of UTZ is situated on the line with minimum MYAT.
Usually the size of UTZ is not very large. In some caves with
wide entrance wind influence can penetrate to considerable
depth. For example in the Cave Bolshoj Buzluk in Crimea this
depth reach 40 m from surface. In summer moisture flow has
direction in the cave in winter it has direction from the cave. If
cave entrance has south orientation the sun can illuminate UTZ
and even A- zone for some time.
Cold temperature anomaly zone (A-) Air movement
depends on: difference external temperature and temperature in
lower part of cave slope and difference of height between
entrance and the end of zone A-. The more difference of
temperatures is the bigger air movement velocity is at a floor of
gallery. The dipper inclined gallery will be the bigger air
movement velocity will be. Decreasing difference of temperature
leads to reduction of air changing between surface and cave. In
zone A- we can see increasing of T, from entrance inside cavern.
Any increasing of external temperature T, and strong wind can
block the cave, i. e. stagnant zone or local whirlwind appear in
UTZ that block penetration of external air in the cave. If
temperature difference between upper and lower parts of zone Awill be sufficiently large local circle air movement occur. It will
not connect with surface (local whirlwind). If height of gallery is
not big but length of it is sufficiently large the air circle
movement can divided into two or more whirlwinds. In
difference from horizontal caves where we can observe almost
constant air movement in zone A- (in winter in one direction, in
summer in another) in IDC air movement is possible only in
winter when T, < T, (i.e. it occur not more than 2/3 of winter
duration). There is moisture flow in winter from CTZ through
zone A- and UTZ to the surface. In summer moisture flow has
direction from surface into the cave to zone A- and also from
CTZ to zone A- . Inner boundary of zone A- lays on the line with
amplitude of air temperature oscillation about 0.5°C.
Constant temperature zone (CTZ)
Amplitude of year oscillations of air temperatures in this
zone is not more than 0.5°C. There is no air circulation in CTZ.
Far from entrance air temperature is almost equal to rock
temperature.
There are all three zones in large IDC. But only two or one
climatic zones can exist in more small caverns. Zone A- has
small size or completely absent if cave entrance has small
dimensions and/or ifin winter it is closed by snow.
4b. Inclined ascending caves (IAC) The structure of
climatic zones ofIAC (Fig. le) is similar to so ofIDC: LTZ, A+,
CTZ. Zone A+ forming by warm light summer air that penetrate
in it. Moisture flow in the cave in winter has direction from zone
A+ to CTZ and through LTZ to the surface. In summer moisture
flow has direction from surface through LTZ and zone A+ to
CTZ. In spring air begins flow in the cave when T,>T,. In autumn
air circulation is ended when T2>T,
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5. Vertical caverns
Pits is IDC but with almost vertical incidence. Air movement,
T and E in them are similar to ones in IDC. Cold air usually
penetrates in pits though center of shaft and more warm air lifts
at perimeter of it. However if pit cross sections on different
depths are not equal replacing of cold air stream occurs to one of
pit wall. Snow accumulates in pits in winter. Snow in pit can melt
or not in dependence from pit depth, degree of its cooling,
quantity of falling and blown snow in it, quantity of heat that
penetrate in pit with rain. Snow is additional source of pits
cooling. The more snow gets into pit the more long time snow
remains in it. Big quantity of snow in pits guarantees
conservation of zero temperatures in pits during all warm period
of year. Very big depth of pits is not favorable for snow
conservation in them because snow gets in warm part of zone Aand melts quickly. In the dry dip caverns T3 can grow with depth
in accordance with geothermal step of that area.

lead to increasing of length of zone A- in the cave on 20-30 m
(MA VLYUDOV, 1985).
But not only natural changing have influence on cave
climate. Anthropogenic factors have big influence on it in last
years. Next factors have influence on air circulation in the caves:
placing of entrance doors, changing of cross sections of caves
galleries, changing of groundwater levels. It leads to changing of
cave climate and first of all dimensions of zones A- and A+.
Since there are not regular meteorological measurements in
majority of russian caves observations of dimensions of zones
with ice can be good indicators of natural or anthropogenic
changing of cave climate.
We discussed climatic systems of main morpho logical types
of caves only in common features. More detail study of them still
wait own investigators.
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7. Conclusion
Cave climatic systems is not something constant. Changing
of external climate has influence on caves climate. First of all
length of zones A+ and A- changes from it. External climate
warming leads to decreasing or decay of zones A- in some caves.
Calculations using mathematical model of air circulation in the
Kungur Cave show that decreasing of external MYAT on I °C
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Abst ract
The conceptual model of heat transfer in karst systems presented here is based on the existing models for the saturated zone and
on a simple air flow model for the unsaturated zone. It is in good agreement with the fields observations. As a first approximation,
it can be used to interpret the temperature responses of karst springs . The shape of the temperature pulses provides information
about the geometry of the conduit network within the saturated zone. The amplitude of the temperature pulses provides
informations about water flow velocities in the unsaturated zone. The positive/negative temperature pulses («warm floods» in
summer and «cold floods» in winter) provide information about the depth of the phreatic wne below the ground surface.
Resume
Le present modele conceptuel des transferts de chaleur dans les systemes karstiques se base, pour la zone saturee, sur les
modeles existants et, pour la zone non saturee, sur un nouveau modele simple des circulations d'air. Ce mdoele est conforme aux
observations de terrain. En premiere approximation , ii peut etre utilise pour interpreter la reponse thermique des sources
karstiques. I..aforme des impulsions de temperature foumit des informations sur la geometrie du reseau de conduits karstiques dans
la zone saturee. L 'amplitude des impulsions de temperature donne des informations surtout sur la vitesse verticale de l 'eau dans la
zone non saturee. L'existence d'impulsions positives ou negatives de la temperature a la source donne des informations sur la
profondeur de la wne saturee sous la surface du bassin versant.

1. Introduction
Temperature records of karst-spring waters can easily be
measured with a high degree of precision. Until recently, interpretations of this parameter have been restricted due to the
absence of a physical concept of heat transfer in karst.
81:NDERnTER et al. (1993) present a first theoretical
concept and model for heat flow processes in carbonate systems. This model considers a single karst conduit which
transmits waters rapidely to the spri ng and exchanges heat
with the rock matrix. Results show that temperature pulses are
only slightly modified by the flow through the conduit.
RENNER ( 1996) has developed a similar approach for modelling beat transfer in the saturated zone (flooded conduits).
He also observed that temperature pulses due to recharge events
can propagate far across the saturated zone before they
dissipate; the shape of the pulse is modified along the underground travel depending on the geometry of the conduit-network (lIEDL et al. 1997). Such a model allows the evaluation of
the effect of different geometrical characteristics of the conduit
network on spring temperature. Applied to a real karst system,
volume, surface and openings of conduits could be estimated. It
is pointed out that the sensitivity of temperature responses on
geometrical parameters of the conduit network is very high .
Nevertheless, in this model, the shape of the input temperature
pulse is considered as a calibrating parameter.
Heat processes within the saturated zone appear to be well
described by the models above. However, there is still no
approach which allows the physical modelling of the beat
transfer processes in the karst unsaturated zone.
The aim of this paper is to present an overview of some
general concepts and physical background which can be
applied to model heat transfer in karst systems .

2. The conceptual model
Basic simplifications
Several different assumptions have to be made in order to
be able to calculate heat flow transfer in karst systems:
I) Conduits are considered as a network of one-dimensional
pipes (no change in fluid velocity at right angle to the flow).

2) Flow velocity within the matrix is low, i.e. it can be
neglected ; heat transfer in the matrix can then be described by
conduction onl y.
3) Conduit walls have simple geometry (circular or
rectangular cross-sections) .
These assumptions apply to both the unsaturated zone and
the saturated zone. The phases that have to be considered are
rock and water in the saturated zone, and rock, air and water in
the unsaturated zone.
Other models can be considered depending on the aims of
the studies. Our model gives a first global approximation of
the heat transfer withi n complete karst systems. It is not the
aim of the study to explain local microclimates in caves.

Boundary conditions
Two types of boundary conditions are considered (figure I).
1) The deep geothermal heat is coming from sources deeper
than the karst system. In continental lithosphere geothermal heat flow ranges between 40 and 70 kW/km 2 depending
on the position on the Earth surface. The heat results of radioactive decay within the continental crust and of temperature gradient between crust and mantle. This implies that
steady state conditions prevail independently from surface
features like karst systems. Here we assume that geothermal heat flow is equal to 60 kW/km 2 •
It can be demonstrated that geothermal heat flow is very
low with respect to water flow through most karst systems. In
temperate areas, the specific discharge of karst springs ranges
between l and I 00 l/s/km2, corresponding to 3 . I 5· l 04 to
3 . L5· I 06 m1 /km2 /y. On the one band, the geothermal energy is
I . 9· I 09 J per year and per km2; on the other hand, the energy
needed to heat I m1 of water by I°C is 4 . 19· I o• J, meaning
that the geothermal heat flow can heat approximately 453 m1
of water by I °C per year. Applied to a karst specific discharge
this flux can heat karst waters by less than 0. 1°C/y. Similar
values stem from BOF.GU ( 1980) and MATHEY ( 1974).
The consequence of this low heat flow is that the lower li mit of karst systems can be considered as a «no heat flow
boundary» as well as a «constant heat flow boundary» . The
model results will hardly be affected by the geothermal flow .
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mass conservation:
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with v=v 0 , n is a nonnal vector to I:, l: is the wall surface of the
conduit segment and Q its volume.

momentum conservation:
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with g=gravitational acceleration and T =viscosity stress tensor.

energy conservation (see equ. 1 I for Qv,):
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that the air temperature is strongly influenced by the heat
exchange with the walls (and/or water). WIGLEY & BROWN
( 1971) have shown that air temperature equilibrates with walls
(and/or water) over a short distance in flow direction, the distance being dependent on the flow velocity and the contact
surface between air and walls (and/or water) . It can be observed
at the cave entrances that the distance, along which temperature significantly varies along the year, is generally quite
short. It is known as the «heterotherrnic zone». This zone
seldomly extends over more than 50 to 100 meters. If the air
flow is very high and the passages very wide, the equilibration
distance can reach about 500 meters. Fields observations
demonstrate that this principle can also be applied to water
temperature, but so far, a theoretical approach of this process
is still lacking. Evaporation/condensation processes may play
an important role.

·dQ- 0

(8)

Q

perfect gas equation:

P=p·R·T

(9)

with R=gas constant

internal energy equation:

5
U=-·R·T
2

(I 0)

Such a problem has to be solved numerically.
<I> and Q. in equ. 8 can be considered as boundary conditions of the conduit system. Meanwhile, to solve the problem
correctly, one has to consider conduit and matrix as a system,
meaning that <I> has to be calculated using equ. l. The full
system is then made up of six nonlinear equations. This is a
very complicated problem to be solved by computer programs.
A further problem is introduced by air humidity (IJI). Humid
air contains more energy than dry air at the same temperature.
This is due to the energy needed to evaporate the amount of
water enclosed in the air. It can easily be shown that a normal
atmospheric vertical temperature gradient for dry air is
9.76°C/k.m, and only 5.1 °C/km for humid (saturated) air (see
ROEDEL 1994). Air within karst conduits is almost saturated,
but atmospheric air, entering the conduits is usually unsaturated This has to be introduced into equation 8 in the last term :

( 11)
It becomes apparent that equation 5 is a special case of
equation 8, except for the hydrodynamical dispersion which is
not considered within equation 8 .

First results and comparison with field data
So far, the conceptual model described above has not been
coded into a computer program. However, two parts have been
modelled separate[ y: the phreatic zone (RENNER 1996) and the
unsaturated zone in a simplified manner (only air circulation
using equations 6 to JO).
Results from the unsaturated zone model show that air temperature is mainly influenced by three factors: the elevation,
the humidity (term 5 in equ. 8) and the heat exchanges between
phases (term 4 in equ. 8). Flow velocity or cross-sectional
variations have only a limited effect on the air temperature.

Heat exchange between air and cave walls
A change in <I> value (energy) in term 4 of equation 8
induces a direct effect on temperature of the air. This shows

Vertical gradients found by our model are 9.76°C/km for
dry air. Humid air gradients are calculated introducing equation
11 in term 5 of equation 8. The calculated value is then
4.80°C/k.m what is not exactly the value expected from the
literature (5 . 10°C/km). This might be due to different physical
constants used in both calculations.
Temperatures have been measured in more than 50 vertical
caves around the world. Gradients ranges between 2 and
5°C/km, most of them being very close to 5°C/km (figure 2).
Lower gradients observed can generally be related to local
conditions like the presence of snow in cave entrances (shafts)
which normally cools the cave down for some hundreds of
meters. In this case, the heat exchange with the conduit's wall
(the snow) is not equal to zero (<I> in equation 8), but is highly
negative. In such cave sections, this effect leads to cooler air
temperatures than the expected outside mean annual
temperature, but this leads also to lower vertical gradients (less
than 5°C/km). If conduits are vertical , cave temperature can be
affected down to 200 or possibly 300 meters. Such a case has
been observed by JEANNtN(1990).

Heat exchanges within the phreatlc zone
Within the phreatic zone, heat exchange between water and
solid rock is of the same type as for air and solid rock.
However, with water having a larger heat capacity, any
disequilibrium between water and rock temperature tends to
extend over much larger distances (kilometers) .
BENDERITTER et al. and RENNER's models are capable of si mulating pretty well the observed temperature variations at
springs. However, in both models, temperature of water entering the phreatic zone, which depends on the processes
described above within the unsaturated zone, is a calibrating
parameter. The model presented here provide independent
information on this input temperature.

Temperature of water entering the phreatic zone
In both saturated models the input records were different:
RENNER used only «cold» inputs and BENDERITT'ER «cold• in
winter and «warm» in summer. In fact these different inputs are
in agreement with our conceptual model.
Our model assumes that temperature of air and water depends on the season down to a depth of about 50 m, possibly
I 00 m below the surface (heterothermic zone). In the catchment studied by BENDERflTER the water table is approximately
10 meters below the surface. Therefore, it has to be expected
that spring water temperature are season dependent.
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Figure 1: Conceptual model of water temperature distribution in karst systems. Air and water temperatures are generally almost equilibrated.

2) The atmosphere exchanges air and water with the karst system. Air and water temperature of the atmosphere, as well
as water quantity mainly depend on meteorological
processes. Fortunately they can easily be measured

Processes
There are different types of heat transfer mechanisms within the karst systems: heat conduction (mainly within the
rock) , heat convection in water, heat convection in air, heat
exchanges (between the three phases), evaporation and condensation, etc. Without having a physical model of each process, it is difficult to evaluate their respective importance.

It can be demonstrated that this process is of importance
only if the respecti ve phase is immobile, i.e. in the solid rock
phase. In fluids, heat conduction is normally low compared to
heat convection. Heat conduction in the rock can be described
by the following equation:

=a· div(). m · grad T..m )

(I)

where a is the thermic conductivity of the rock material and }..,,,
is the heat conductivity of the solid rock:
).nl

a=p ·c

ar
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X

(4)

This equation describes the heat transfer along an isolated
conduit with a constant cross-section. The variations in crosssection can also account for changes in D,.

Equation 4 describes heat transfer along an isolated conduit. If we assume that there are heat exchanges between fluid
in the conduit and matrix , we obtain the following coupled
equation:
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COUPLING CONDUCTION AND CONVECTION

HE.AT CONDUCTION IN lliE MATRIX ROCK

aT"' = a
cl

flow. It depends mainly on the fluid velocity vfl. The velocity
is not constant across the section of a conduit, we therefore
have to account for hydrodynamic dispersion (D). We can then
assume one dimensional conduit flow (in the direction of the
conduit length), but with a dispersion D, describing the effects
of a 3-dimensional velocity field. The equation is :

W

where p is the density and c the heat capacity of the rock. The
heat flux et> across a surface A is :
(3)
et> - -A · Am · grad T,.
Equation I gives the relation between the variation of temperature in time at one point (of/at) and the variation of temperature in space (a·div('1> )). Assuming a geometry for the conduits, heat fluxes across conduit walls can be calculated for a
given temperature distribution in conduit and matrix rock .
CARSLAW & JAF.GER (1959) provide different analytical
solutions for these calculations.
HEAT CONVECTION

This type of heat flux describes the heat transferred by fluid

cl
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ax
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where vfl is the water velocity, pfl is the water density, c11 is
the water heat capacity, A is the contact surface between rock
and water, and z is a direction perpendicular to x.
Analytical solutions of this equation have been developed
for simple geometries (CARSLAW & JAEGER 1959). In a simplified form (dispersion term neglected) and coupled to a water
flow model through pipes, analytical solutions of equ. 5 have
been used by BENDERITTER et al. (1993) and RENNER (1996) to
calculate heat transfer within the phreatic zone of karst
systems. Numerical solutions have been used as well.
PROBLEMS RELATED TO AIR CIRCULATION

Basically equation 5 is valid for any fluid. The first problem with air is the calculation of v11. With air being
compressible, v11 is a function of four variables: head
difference /'ill, pressure P, air temperature T and air density p.
In total there are five unknowns implying that five equations
have to be solved
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Figure 2: Temperaure (air and water are not distinguished here) in two deep caves. Gradients are close to "humid air gradient".
Below the homothennic zone, the water temperature is almost in equilibrium with rock and air temperature (homotherrnic zone), which implies that all three temperatures
increase with depth, independent of the season. As water flows
down quicker than air and rock (!), its temperature tends to be
slightly colder than rock and air. This slight disequilibrium is
a function of the vertical flow velocity of the water. ln the
catchment studied by RENNER the water table is about I 00 to
150 meters below ground surface. The phreatic conduits are
located within the homotherrnic zone. The more rapid the water
flows down, the colder it reaches the phreatic zone.
A further example illustrating the « almost exclusive »
relation between flow velocity (or discharge) and water temperature within the homothermic unsaturated zone has been described by JEANNIN ( 1990): water temperature has been measured
in a cave at a depth of 200 meters, once in summer during a
summer stonn flood (warm infiltration) and a second time in
early spring (April) during snowmelt The discharge in summer
was about twice the one in spring. The water temperature of the
river was about 0.3 °C higher in April than in summer.

Conclusion
The conceptual model presented here assumes that the karst
systems can be considered as composed of three main zones:
the heterothermic zone close to the surface, the unsaturated
homothermic zone and the phreatic zone. 1n each zone, air
water and rock temperature tend to equilibrium. Heat exchange
between air, water and walls is therefore the dominant process
acting in all three zones. Meanwhile, temperature in each zone
appears to depend on different dominating factors .
Air, water and rock temperature in the heterothennic zone
are mainly influenced by the outside temperature.
1n the homothennic unsaturated zone the mean air, rock and
water temperature seem to depend almost exclusively on the air
temperature defining a vertical gradient of about 5°C per I 000
m of elevation. Temporal variations can be induced by slight
disequilibrium of water temperature with respect to rock and air
due to velocity of water. Water is then slightly colder than
rock and air, implying that the quicker the water flows down,
the colder it reaches the phreatic zone. Our model implies
therefore that average air discharge through karst systems are
much higher than average water discharge.
ln the saturated zone, water and rock temperature are hardly
affected by geothennal heat flux. Heat pulses flow through the
saturated zone almost conservatively. The shape of the pulses
are somewhat changed, mainly as a results of the geometry of
the conduit system in the saturated zone.

The conceptual model presented here is in good agreement
with many field observations and represent a valuable extension to the existing models. As a first approximation, it can
be used to interpret the temperature responses of karst springs,
providing different information about the structure of the
systems:
l) The shape of the temperature pulses provides infonnation about the geometry of the conduit network within the
saturated zone (see RENNER, 1996 or l1EDL et al., 1997 for more
details) ;
2) The amplitude of the temperature pulses provides information about the importance of the unsaturated zone and
mainly about flow velocities in it.
3) The positive/negative temperature pulses («warm
floods» in summer and «cold floods» in winter) provide information about the depth of the phreatic zone below the ground
surface. lf the top of the phreatic zone is located within the
heterothermic zone (probably less than 50 meters below
ground), positive (in summer) and negative (in winter) pulses
will be observed. lf the saturated zone is located in the homothermic zone, negative pulses will be observed all along the
year. This can be slightly modified by the presence of large
concentrated infiltrations (large sinks) which may make the
heterothermic zone deeper.
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Hyperthermic caves of the United States
by William R. Halliday
Hawaii Speleological Survey of the National Speleological Society
. P.o. Box 1526, Hilo, Hawaii, U.S.A. 96721

Abstract
In the United States, hyperthermic caves exist in a variety of environments: hot spring terraces, craters of dormant
volcanoes, karsts in thermal areas, and others. Those in craters are of two types. One consists of ablation caves between
fim or ice and the crater wall. The other includes a variety of hollow volcanic features discussed in a companion paper.
Air temperatures are as high as 62°C in a cave in a 1919 lava flow on the floor of Kilauea crater. Relative humidity is near
I 00% and steam currents are common in these caves. New techniques have permitted limited exploration and study of
caves with air temperatures as high as 51 °C. Constant temperature monitoring and maintenance of escape routes is
essential.

1. Introduction
In various parts of the U.S.A. the temperature of some caves is influenced by warm or hot springs, cooling dikes or
sills, diffuse areas of volcanic heat, or localized fumaroles. The two most celebrated hyperthermal caves are karstic
solution caves: Warm River Cave, VA (DOUGLAS, 1964) and Lower Kane Cave, WY (HILL et al, 1976). Newly studied
caves in Kilauea Crater, HI have much higher temperatures and much greater variety of climatic conditions.

2. Hyperthermic karstic solution caves
Air and water temperatures in Warm River Cave reach at least 28°C. A warm stream enters a small terminal passage
and equilibrates its air. ln less constricted areas, the air temperature is essentially normothermic. This is a well-known
thermal area including the famous resorts of Hot and Warm Springs, VA.
Lower Kane Cave contains a seasonal resurgence of a thermal stream. In winter, the stream disappears and fumarolic
gases enter the cave at the resurgence point. Summer air and water temperatures are about 27°C. A dry, detached upper
level passage is less hyperthermic. Other hyperthermic karstic solution caves exist in Wyoming (HILL et al, 1976), in
addition to what may be dissolution caves in hot spring terraces.

3. Hyperthermic travertine caves
Some travertine caves are formed by deposition from thermal waters, and some dissolution occurs within travertine
terraces. Residual heat causes elevated temperatures in various caves in the terraces of Mammoth Hot Springs,
Yellowstone National Park, WY and elsewhere. Steam emerges from the mouths of some of these caves. With about
I 00 m of dendritic passages, Ron's Secret Cave, WA is an example of mildly hyperthermic caves formed by travertine
deposition by a small spring at a temperature ofless than 25 °C (HALLIO AY, 1982).

4. Geothermal ablation caves
Geothermal ablation caves form at the interface of volcanic "hot spots" and glacial ice or fim . Two of the five or six
recorded caves of this type are in Washington state. Large, complex examples exist along the inner crater walls of Mount
Rainier and Mount Baker (K.IVER, 1971 , 1975a, 1975b; HALUDA Y, 1978, 1980; HALLIDAY & COUGHLIN 1970). The
morphology of these caves and their climatic conditions change rapidly with snowpack and variations in volcanic activity.
An old photograph shows the former existence of a similar cave high on the north slope of Mount St. Helens, WA at the
site of the first phase of the 1980 eruptions. In the summer of 1975 only a patch of bare rock marked its former location.
In these caves flakefall and other special hazards of glacier caves are added to those of hyperthermic caves per se
(HALLIDAY, 1974).

5. Hyperthermic lava tube and other caves in pahoehoe basalt
After the primary heat of their speleogenetic processes is dissipated, lava tube and related caves of pahoehoe basalt
flows in Hawaii normally become normothermic within weeks or months. A few are affected by continued or renewed
volcanic activity, or by slower cooling at depth . An example of the latter is a rift tube cave extending lateral to the bottom
of Mauna Ulu crater. This crater was active in 1972-76. In 1981 a residual temperature of 207°C existed in a fissure
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intersecting the cave (FAVRE, 1995). Steamy lava tube caves with temperatures over 50°C exist in and near the Puhimau
steam vent field near the crater of Kilauea volcano . These have not been studied.
Three lava tube caves located between the East Rift Zone of Kilauea volcano and the coastline are hyperthermic. Best
known is Hot Tub Cave, where a bather died -- almost certainly of hypertherrnia. Its bottom is a long, narrow pool with a
temperature said to vary with rainfall. Before the entrance was obstructed to prevent additional deaths, I estimated the air
and water temperatures as about 38°C. Farther east are two other small lava tube caves with localized hyperthermic
sections, in a group of seven nearly parallel caves, perhaps remnants of a braided system. Except for ceiling drip, all are
dry. The westernmost of the group has a 20 meter section where the dripping water is hot and the air temperature
consistently measures about 34 C. A cutaround crawlway in another cave about 200 m farther east is estimated to have a
localized air temperature of about 30°C but has not been studied. Hot Tub Cave is about 4 km from the East Rift Zone and
its hot water probably is the result of localized heating of ground water by residual heat of a 1950 eruption. The cause of
the localized thermal zones of the other caves are less clear. Possibly small dikes extended from the rift zone to their
vicinity in 1950. Solar radiation is not a localized factor.

6. Hyperthermic caves in Kilauea crater, Hawaii
The principal studies of hyperthermic caves in Hawaii have been on the floor of Kilauea crater. The last eruption in
this crater was in 1982 but the Postal Rift lava flow of 1919 has been steaming since its deposition. All the hyperthermic
caves known in this crater are in this flow, but not all its caves are hyperthermic.
These steamy, hypertherrnic caves include small lava tube caves (three in the Postal Rift System and others), boundary
ridge caves of lava rises and other structures (WALKER, 1991) hollow tumuli, and others discussed in my companion
paper. Measured air temperatures are as high as 62°C. Many have humidity approximating I 00 %. In some, steam currents
are constant or intermittent. Their elevated temperatures may be due to residual 1919 heat, to independent shallow magma
bodies, or both.
Using ordinary caving clothing and low tech thermometric equipment, we have developed successful techniques for
brief exploration and study of caves with air temperatures as high as 51 °C. Our worst consequences have been faces
reddened for a few hours (we plan to test face masks and shields soon). Despite the common presence of sweet-tasting
fumes (probably hydrated sulfates), we have had no respiratory difficulties. Above 38°C we have found light cotton
clothing helpful in avoiding steam burns. At lower temperatures clothing seems to be optional.
Especially important is constant monitoring of air temperature. In some caves it has shown microclimates where we
can crawl or stoop beneath steam currents or pockets of very hot air. We use an inexpensive "Radio Shack" digital
thermometer with a response time of 15 seconds and a remote sensor. At all times we expect sudden changes in air flow
and temperature, and we are constantly aware of quick, safe escape routes.
Our learning period was lengthy and we urge similar caution for others working in hot caves. Increasingly, we are
using sublingual digital thermometers as part of our learning. On one occasion we found hyperthermia of 4°C in a caver
after 5 minutes in a cave at 46°C. This correlated with perceptible deterioration of physical and mental performance,
lasting a few hours. Evidently there is considerable variation in tolerance to these conditions.
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Misure di temperatura in due cavita carsiche nella formazione
Gessoso-Solfifera dell'alto Crotonese
(Italia Meridionale)
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Abstract
Air and water temperature measurements have been carried out within Grave Grubbo and Grotta dello Stige caves,
alineated along N-S, karst system of the Gessoso-Solfifera Formation (Croton Basin - Southern Italy). Temporal variations
have been observed in each point of both caves, having different amplitude between air and water. The air temperatures
are not stationary; the swingings are irregular and they not only depend on the entrances; probabily in both caves there are
air of infiltration. Besides, Grotta dello Stige and Grave Grubbo probabily are in collection because there have been
observed the same temperatures of the water. Mean annual temperatures of the water in both caves show a general
increase according to the elevation and isopiezometric trends.

lntroduzione
Con ii presente lavoro si intende dare un contributo alla conoscenza del complesso sistema carsico che si sviluppa nella
Formazione Gessoso-Solfifera affiorante nel Bacino Crotonese, situato sul bordo orientale della Sita (Mediterraneo
Centrale), e in particolare delle cavita denominate Grave Grubbo e Grotta dello Stige. Le due grotte ricadono nella Tav. I
NE (p.p.) "Verzino" de! foglio 237, a sud dell'abitato di Verzino, e sono di facile accesso. Caratteristica fondamentale di
queste due cavita e la presenza, in esse, di un torrente sotterraneo permanente che le rende estremamente attive. Sono state
osservate le variazioni di temperatura sia nello spazio che nel tempo allo scopo di definime ii regime termico.

Geologia e idrogeologia dell'area
L'area in cui ricadono le due cavita oggetto di studio, fa parte de! Bacino Crotonese caratterizzato dalla presenza di una
successione di sedimenti evaporitici di eta Messiniana (Ogniben, 1957; Roda 1964) su cui poggiano sabbie e conglomerati
Pliocenici. Nell'area di affioramento delle evaporiti, l'altitudine dei rilievi varia da 200 m s.l.m., nella parte piu a Sud, a un
massirno di 600 m nella porzione centrale (localita Vigne). In detta area prevalgono nettarnente le forme carsiche ed in
particolare le doline, gli inghiottitoi e le valli cieche. La distribuzione e la forma delle doline e condizionata dall'esistenza
di importanti dislocazioni tettoniche: sono cioe disposte secondo linee di frattura o di faglia e i loro contorni seguono, a
tratti, tali lineamenti. Essendo la formazione evaporitica l'unica unita presente nella zona ad avere una permeabilita, per
fratturazione e carsismo, piuttosto elevata, ne consegue che la circolazione idrica sotterranea si esplica fondamentalmente
in essa, che funge quindi da "roccia serbatoio" (De Paola et alii, 1994); ii deflusso idrico, in generale, segue l'andamento
della topografia, degli allineamenti tettonici e degli strati, evidenziando cosi un movimento delle acque in direzione NWSE. Le due cavita carsiche studiate, Grave Grubbo e Grotta dello Stige, sono percorse da un torrente permanente
alimentato sia dalle acque di falda, sia dalle acque che scorrono nei valloni a seguito di eventi piovosi intensi.

Discussione
In base alle misurazioni fatte, nell'arco di quasi due anni, si possono tentare alcune considerazioni di carattere generale.
Per quanto riguarda la temperatura dell'aria si puo osservare che nessun tratto delle grotte e in condizioni stazionarie. Le
oscillazioni si presentano in maniera irregolare e sembrano non dipendere esclusivamente dalle comunicazioni con
l'estemo; si deve cioe pensare che anche nei tratti intemi ci siano delle infiltrazioni di aria. L'uguaglianza delle
temperature dell'acqua del tratto finale di Grave Grubbo e di quello a monte di Grotta dello Stige conferma l'ipotesi della
continuita delle due grotte, occluse da un tratto sifonante. Considerando globalrnente le temperature medie dell'acqua di
Grave Grubbo e di Grotta dello Stige si nota un generate aumento da Nord verso Sud che segue l'andamento della
topografia e delle isopieze: sembra quindi che l'acqua sotterranea, di cui ii fiume presente nelle due cavita studiate ne e
solo una minima evidenza, si riscaldi durante ii suo percorso: cio e confermato anche dall'afflusso di acqua calda
proveniente dal sifone Sud di Grotta dello Stige. In generate si osserva che nelle due grotte, esiste una circolazione d'aria
in ogni stagione dell'anno e sempre nello stesso verso, influenzata dalla temperatura estema. L'assenza di comunicazioni
intermedie, nelle due grotte, dimostra inoltre quanto le discontinuita strutturali (faglie, fratture), comunicanti con l'estemo,
possano influenzare ii regime terrnico di una cavita.
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Monitoring results in "Gretta Grande del Vento"
{Frasassi, Ancona, Italy) and its visitors' capacity

Arrigo A. Cigna
Societa Speleologica Italiana, Fraz. Tuffo, 1-14023 Cocconato AT, Italy
Abstract
The "Grotta Grande de! Vento" is the Italian show cave with the highest number of visitors. For many years a monitoring network
for the survey of some climatological parameters was been in operation. Now the results obtained for the period 1991-1993 by such a
monitoring network are here reported and examined. The influence of the tourists flow in the cave on air temperature and carbon
dioxide concentration of the cave atmosphere is investigated and an evaluation of the visitors' capacity is estimated.

Rlassunto [Risultati de! monitoraggio nella Grotta Grande de! Vento (Frasassi, Ancona, Italia) e la sua capacita ricettiva]
La Grotta Grande de! Vento e la grotta turistica italiana con ii maggior numero di visitatori. Da parecchi anni e in funzione un
sistema di monitoraggio di alcuni parametri climatologici. In questo lavoro vengono riportati i risultati ottenuti nel periodo 1991-1993
dalla sopra citata rete di monitoraggio e ne viene fatto un esame critico. E' stata inoltre studiata !'influenza de! flusso turistico sulla
temperatura dell'aria e sulla concentrazione dell'anidride carbonica nell'atmosfera della grotta e, su questa base, e sta fatta una stima
della capacita ricettiva della grotta stessa.

1. Introduction
The Grotta Grande de! Vento is one of the most relevant
Italian show caves both for the number of visitors and its intrinsic
characteristcs. Together with the Grotta de! Fiume, they form a
karst system about 20 km long with an abundant cave fauna and
many cave minerals. In fact the genesis of the system is due to
the combined action of thermal water, rich in H2S, and karst
water (CIGNA 1993).
Just after the cave was discovered in 1971 air temperature
within the cave was measured at different instances. Since
September 1974 the cave was opened to tourists who could reach
a trail of 850 metres through an artificial tunnel.
In 1982 a first automatic network consisting of two stations
for the measurement of temperature, humidity, air velocity and
CO2 concentration in air along the tourist trail was set up. The
system was rather unreliable and in 1989 it was replaced by a
new network with six station. The set-up of this network required
a rather long time on account of troubles due to sensors and to
storms resulting in frequent failures (BERTOLANI et al. 1991). On
October 1993 a lightning badly injured the system and up to now
(December 1996) the monitoring was interrupted. It is hoped that
the operation of a more modem and reliable monitoring system
should possibly start in 1997.
In this paper the results obtained in the period 1991 -1993 are
reported and examined with the aim of investigating the
influence of the tourists flow in the cave on air temperature and
carbon dioxide concentration of the cave atmosphere. In addition
the visitors' capacity is estimated and the propagation of the
seasonal thermal wave in different points of the cave is also
studied.

The stations taken into consideration are reported in Table I.
In addition some spot measurements of air temperature obtained
in the period 1972-1978 were also considered to evaluate the
trend of the air temperature in the last twenty years since the
management of the show cave.

Table I: Location of sampling points
Station

Outside
Ancona Hall
Sala dei Duecento
Lake Smeraldo
L'Orsa
Cannella

350
400
500
585
655

Parameter

Air temperature
Air temperature
CO2 concentration
Air temperature
Water temperature
Air temperature

3. Air and water temperature trend
Long term
The plots of the air temperature data over a period of21 years
which are available for two stations (Ancona Hall and Cannella)
show an average increase of about 0.0345 _C per year. This trend
has been calculated for the Cannella values which are less
influenced by the seasonal thermal wave (Fig. 1). Then, the air
temperature in the period 1972-1993 is given by the equation:

T= T 0 + 0.0345 n

2. The data set
As it was reported previuously, the automatic monitoring
network gave a number of wrong results and had some period of
failure. Therefore it was necessary to "clean" the original values
from those which were unmistakable wrong. Fortunately the
wrong values were easily identifiable and therefore the cleaning
did not introduce subjective modifications to the data set.

Distance from
the entrance (m)

where:

TO= l 3. l 6_C (air temperature at Jan. 1972)
n = number of years from 1972

It is interesting to observe that the air temperature calculated
by this equation and extrapolated to Jan. 1996 has a good
agreement with the experimental measurements.
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network. For this reason the sinusoidal best fit of the water
temperatures of "L'Orsa" was carried out for the interval 19921993 only.
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Figure l: Best fit of the air temperature in the period 19721993 for the "Cannella" station.
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But the accuracy and precision of the early measurements
performed in the 70's is rather uncertain on account of possible
systematic errors in the calibration of the thermometers used at
that time and the influence of the seasonal thermal wave which
cannot be taken into due account because of the paucity of data.

Short term
The analysis of the three years ( I 991-1993) here considered
gives results which are much more consistent (on the short term)
on account of a much larger number of measurements and an
intrinsic consistency of the data which were obtained by the same
sensors throughout the whole period.
The average increase of the air temperature is reported in
Table 2

Table 2: Average increase of air temperature in the period
1991-1993.
Station

Ancona Hall
Lake Smeraldo
Cannella

Distance from
the entrance (m)
350
500
655

Increase
_C/year
0.189
0.222
0.042

These results show a correlation between the tourists flow and
the increase of the air temperature inside the show cave. Such an
effect is quite larger for the first two stations which are closer to
the tourist trail, while for the last station (Cannella) which is
beyond such trail, the value of the increase is about 5 times lower
and rather close to the value measured over a period of 21 years.

Seasonal thermal wave
The air temperature outside the cave has obviously a seasonal
variation which is found also inside the cave with a delay
depending on the position and local characteristics. The
sinusoidal best fit of the data available for the period 1991-1993
is given by the equations reported in Table 3.
It must be emphasized that the water temperature measured in
a lake at "L'Orsa" was around I 4.5_C during 1991 and decreased
in an interval of three months to a value around I 3.2_C (Fig. 2).
Unfortunately it is not possible to ascertain if this pattern is due
to a real change
in the water circulation or to a breakdown of the monitoring

1992

1993

Figure 2 : Water temperature measured at "L 'Orsa" station.
The propagation of the thermal wave from outside as detected
from the measurements performed in the "Grotta Grande del
Vento" cannot be through the rock because both the attenuation
and the delay would have been much greater (CIGNA 1978).
A careful examination of the data reported in Table 3 shows
that the air temperature inside the cave is slightly less than the
temperature outside. The attenuation factor of the wave
amplitude is between 25 and 50 for the stations close to the
tourist trail, decreasing to 675 for the station (Cannella) beyond
such a trail. ln Fig. 3 and 4 the sinusoidal best fit of the air
temperature measurements carried out outside the cave and in the
Ancona Hall sare reported.

Table 3: Sinusoidal best fit of temperature values.
Station
Outside
Ancona Hall
Lake Smeraldo
L'Orsa (water)
Cannella

Equation
T(._C) =
T(._C) =
T(._C) =
T(._C) =
T(._C) =

14.23 - 9.45 sin [21t (d +57))
13.73 - 0. I 92 sin [2n (d +27))
13.51 - 0.302 sin [27t (d +33))
13.19 - 0.386 sin [27t (d +57))
13.84 - 0.014 sin [21t (d+125)]

The dates of the first maximum of the sinusoidal best fit
applied to the temperature values measured in the different
stations is reported in Table 4.
The delay with respect to the maximum of the thermal wave
of the outside air emperature is an evaluation of the speed of
propagation of the thermal wave itself. For the stations "Ancona
Hall" and "Lake Smeraldo" there is a delay of about one month
and there is no correlation with the distance from the entrance.
Therefore, it can be inferred that the heat transport is due to the
tourist flow.
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Table 4: Dates oft/1efirst maximum of the sinusoidal best fit.
Station

Distance from
the entrance (m)

Outside
Ancona Hall
Lake Smeraldo
L'Orsa
Cannella
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0
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0

180

Date (days
since
Jan. I st,91)
216
247
241
217
510

350
500
585
655

270

360

Delay
(days)

450

540

630

720

110

0
31
25
I
294

,00
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Figure 3 : Sinusoidal best fit of the air temperature
measurements carried out outside the cave. Air temperature
LC) is reported on the Y-axis and the days since Ja11. 1st, 1991
are reported 011 the X-axis.
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The water temperature as measured at "L'Orsa" appears to be
synchronous with the temperature outside. But it is also possible
that the delay corresponds to whole number of years. ln fact, the
age of the water of some lakes in the same part of the cave was
found to be around some years (CIGNA & GI0RCELLI 1989).

1080

Figure 4 : Sinusoidal best fit of the air temperature
measurements carried out in the Ancona Hall Air temperature
LC) is reported on the Y-axis and the days since Jan. 1st, 1991
are reported on the X-axis. It is also evident the long term
i11crease of about 0.189 _ Clyear.

Obviously, such a flow operates according two mechanisms:
first, each person releases a given amount of heat to the cave
environment, resulting in the positive trend of the temperature
reported in the previous two sub-chapters; second, the tourist
flow causes a slow air circulation resulting in a delayed and
subdued thermal wave along the show cave.
Beyond the part visited by tourists, the thermal wave
propagates much slowlier as it was found for the station
"Cannella" reached by the wave nearly I Omonths later.

In February 1993 a sensor for CO2 was included in the
monitoring network and its concentration was recorded hourly in
the "Sala dei Duecento". The daily average values available are
here reported.
As it can be seen in Fig. 5 the Co 2 concentration is influenced
by two different factors. One is of a nautural origin and it is
responsible of the main mean term variations, the other is due to
the breathing of the visitors and results in the peaks synchronous
with the sundays and the holidays periods. E.g., the peak in April
corresponds to Easter; the short peak at the end of February
seems to be not related to a higher flow of visitors and therefore
it could be due to a natural source.
In 1983 some measurements of the CO2 concentration had
already been carried out in the same station. Unfortunately the
instrument was not fit to operate in a cave environment and after
some month it was no longer recording. Nevertheless the data
obtained at the time gave a first idea on the existence of two
sources (natural and anthropogenic) as it was pointed out by
CASTELLANI (1988) who suggested that there might be a natural
reservoir of Co 2 elsewhere in the cave that was contributing to
the build-up (CIGNA, 1993).
The new set of data obtained at the end of 1993 confirm the
previous hypothesis. While the contribution of visitors to the
Co 2 concentration in show caves has been studied rather
extensively (e.g.: VILLAR et al. 1986) the mechanism and, more
in general, the processes by which CO2 is naturally released in a
cave environment are still unexplained.
Obviously, some hypothesis on possible sources connected
with the seasonal cycle of vegetation and/or a contribution from
thermal water circulation can be formulated . Nevertheless, this
problem should be investigated with great attention because the
identification of the processes involved could greatly contribute
to the knowledge of the cycle of CO2 in caves and, perhaps, to
some details concerning the speleogenesis.

5. Conclusion
The results reported here suggest some further actions m
different fields. With reference to the protection of the cave
environment, the temperature trend in the tourist section of the
cave clearly points out that the present flow rate in the cave is
slightly above the visitors' capacity of the cave itself {CIGNA
1989; CIGNA & FORTI 1990). The pattern of the CO2
concentration in the cave atmosphere seems to confirm a total
recovery of the natural conditions throughout the years.
Therefore the overall effect due the visitors is probably only
on the heat balance of the cave environment. An evaluation of
the "static"heat balance of the cave has been made by
MENICHETTI ( 1997); it would be rather interesting to develop an
appropriate model to take into account the seasonal effect of the
outside temperature as has been carried out recently for the
Castellana caves {CIGNA & DINI 1997).
In any case, for the managemnt of the Grona Grande de!
Vento, it would be convenient to take into account the effect of
the visitors flow on the air temperature of the cave. In particular,
a decrease of the thermal impact could be achieved through a
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reduction of the heat released by both the electrical lighting and
the tourists.
A better choice of the lamps installed in the cave (with a
higher efficiency of light output) and a decrease ot the lighting
time (if compatible with the needs of the show cave) could be
beneficial.
A decrease of the number of visitors would be not acceptable
from an economical point of view of the show cave management.
Therefore the only possibility to decrease the heat released by the
persons would the the reduction of time they spend into the cave.
Such a result would be achieved by the opening of another tunnel
to avoid the return through the same pathway covered when
entering.
The excavation of a new tunnel had already been considered
in the past also for safety reasons: therefore a design already
exists and the requirements to avoid changes in the air circulation
inside the cave have been defined. Then it would be really
worthwhile to take into account the opportunity to have another
artificial access to the show cave.
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Abstract
The negative temperature anomalies in the karst caves of North Albanian Alps are a widespread phenomenon. The
anomalies represent a decrease of the average anomalous temperature of the air and the main rock, in the cave entrances,
in comparison with caves' deeper parts, in the presence of a lot of ice there.
The difference in air exchange between caves with a different morphology and altitude is examined in the paper. An
analysis of the temperature regime of thirty-eight caves has been made. The interaction between ice formations and karst
massif geothermal field is shown. Three types of caves has been determined:
!)warm caves with cold entrances and steady ice accumulations;
2)completely warm caves;
3)cold caves with significant seasonal changes of the air flow in their entrances.
The influence of snowfalls' quantitative balance on caves' temperature regime is investigated. The combination of three
heat bearers: ground atmospheric air, the karst massif and the falling water on it and within it forms a relatively stable
temperature, providing constant seasonal course of the temperature in the caves.
It is shown that the microclimatic regime in caves, as a whole, is not determined by their origin, but depends on two
factors : the angle of ',e negative bias of the caves, from the entrance to the bottom (depth of the karst massif) and the
surface of the entrance aperture cross-cut-section. It has been found that the accumulation of cold increases with the
increasing of the two factors . If the negative slope has a greater angle, and the entrance opening is comparatively small the
cave is classified as "cold".
More than 40% from the investigated caves are glacial. The ice accumulates in the spring, when a big part of the
incoming waters freezes over the supercooled walls of the karst massif. Another way of prolonged ice supply forming is
due to the infiltration humidity, carried up from the bottom to the cave surface, during the winter - spring period.

The negative temperature anomalies' formation in the karst caves of North Albanian Alps is determined by their
peculiarities as physico-geographical objects. They are interesting to study due to their situation in the caves and in the
karst massif, availability to express contrasts in the microclimate of the whole cave, and due to original processes of
atmospheric circulation inside and outside the caves combined with the specificity of hydrological processes (HOTI
MAHIR, 1990).
Temperature anomalies could be defined as a result of microclirnatic processes in the caves that cause a decrease of the
mean annual temperature of the air and the main rock, in the cave entrances, in comparison with caves' deeper parts. Most
of the caves in this region of the Albanian Alps are cold during the whole year because of the constant mean day-time
temperature in the interval of -1 +4 °C, as well as of the existence of great amount of ice, firn and snow in the entrance
cliffs and halls. The basic factors that influence such temperature anomalies' formation are:
I. Caves' morphology.
2. Peculiarities of the local relief.
3. Temperature regime of the underground waters.
4. Their thermal regime which depends on the character and intensity of the air exchange.
The caves are grouped in a zone placed north-west of Shcoder, in the region of the high-mountain village of
Drugomiri, at 800 to 2000m altitude. The mean annual air temperature is in the region of 8 to l 2°C and the mean annual
rainfall is in the interval of 1600 to 3000mm. The rainfall minimum occurs during the summer and the depth of the
maximum seasonal freezing is nearly 120cm. The climate is subtropical and Mediterranean and it is cool and damp in the
mountainous massif covered with limestone (STOEY, 1996).
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The karst massif temperature is in the dynamic interval from 2.6 to 7.8°C in the shade during the summer (SA VELEY,
1985). The rock temperature in the stratum is a constant temperature of 2.6°C, and its temperature in the first level
carrying water is 2.2°C. A field work on defining basic microclimatic elements' regime and the cave typology has been
done as follows :
- depending on the snow-ice stock;
- depending on the temperature of zones with constant temperature (ZCT);
- determining of speleoatmosphere humidity;
- determining of the dynamics of the air exchange;
- determining of the dynamics of the water flowing from the glacier or the snowdrift.
Applying classical methods of microclimate investigation in the caves from the region, data for the basic microclimatic
parameters have been obtained. Comparatively low air temperatures in the interval of -0.8 to +4.4°C have been registered.
These temperatures as well as the availability of snow and ice mass of many years determine the examined caves as icecaves. The zone of thermostatic air begins from the place of the first snow accumulation which imbalances the
microclimate of the caves and they become colder than the others at the same sea level and climatic zone (SHVETSOV &
KOY ALKOV, 1986). In ZCT the relative humidity is 60 to 80% and in most of the caves the flowing and dropping water
is too little. Shift-flowing draughts with high velocities are not typical of the air exchange in caves. The standard
equalization of both cave barometric pressure and that one of the outside ground air layer creates weak draughts outside
and inside without anomalies of the velocity or their direction. Taking into account that the caves in the region are
developed mainly in zones of vertical-going down, passing and horizontal circulation of the underground waters, it is
natural to associate part of the air exchange with karst massif clefts connected with the surface. Velocities of the order of
3
0.005 to 0.020m/s were registered. The air quantity coming in the caves from the plateau is 30m /h for isostatic caves and
3
20 to 25m /h for dynamic ones.
The analysis of the collected material connected with microclimatic studying permits making of following conclusions:
I. Formation of karst, caves and cave systems contributes to accumulation of cold air masses. This determines the caves
investigated as cold and some of them as icy caves.
2. Only the following basic conditions are completed the cold generation. Ice formation and its long period preserving
in the caves from the region are possible because of:
a) considerable height difference of the local relief forms;
b) bag form of the karst systems or siphon available;
c) good cleft net with guaranteed opening on the surface;
d) the bottom of the cave is screened by alluvial material -clay and rubble.
3. The sharp temperature boundary between cold and warm air masses which is on the way of infiltration waters
contribute to detaining and piling up incoming water in hard state.
4. Preserving ice during summer is favoured by the northern slope, the slow melting of the large volume snow stoppers
and cold air standstill in the clefts and negative relief forms .
5. The diurnal temperature amplitude becomes quiet at a depth of35 to 36m from the surface.
6. Ice formations are localized at the cave entrances and on the walls and bottoms of the large vertical caves.
7. The cave ice is poly genetic. At the entrances the ice tongues, firn cones and gaskets are mainly of atmospheric origin
and are formed after making tight snow masses entering from the surface. In the inner parts icy stalactites,
stalagmites, columns, and icy "armours" have mainly hydrogen origin due to both infiltration of atmospheric
rainfalls through the cleft net of the karst massif and freezing of the condensation water.
8. The snow, fim and ice accumulation are favoured by the large initial precipices (>20m). The age of blocks of snow
and ice could be estimated using measurements about their annual layers (SHUMSKI, 1955). In a section of a block
from K25 cave nearly 356 layers has been registered. For K25A cave they are 286. Probably this stratification shows
limited age of the blocks - about 400 years.
9. The optimal water flow supplying levels carrying water is formed from the melting ice and the process of
condensation in cave volume.
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C02 - Gehalte von Luft und Wasser im vadosen Karst und in
der Bodenauf Iage
von Eberhard Pechhold
Am Ring 73, 71642 Ludwigsburg, Deutschland
Abstract
The co 2 available in the soil plays the most important part in determining where and to what extent corrosion of carbonate rock takes place. The Co 2 content of the soil air is a dynamic equilibrium between biological C02 production and Co 2 losses by physical and
chemical processes. The Co 2 concentration, and thus the corrosion, in particular areas of karst rock is reduced mainly by convectioninduced ventilation of the rock and the overlying soil. By the lower Co 2 concentration measured below sloping soil surfaces, the formation of dome reliefs on carbonate rock can be explained as a natural consequence of physicochemical processes without assuming
any special conditions.

Zusammenfassung
Das im Boden verfiigbare C02 bestimmt, wo und in welchem Ausmaf3 Korrosion des Karbonatgesteins stattfindet. Der COrGehalt
der Bodenluft ergibt sich als dynamisches Gleichgewicht zwischen biologischer C02-Produktion und C02-Verlusten durch physikalische und chemische Vorgange. So setzt vor allem eine konvektionsbedingte Ventilation des Karstgesteins und des aufliegenden Bodens
die COrKonzentration und damit die Korrosion im Gestein herab. Mit der durch Messungen belegten niedrigeren C02 - Konzentration
unter geneigt gelagerten Bodenflachen laf3t sich die Entstehung von Kuppenreliefs als natiirliche Folge physikalisch-chemischer Vorgiinge erkliiren, ohne besondere Entstehungsbedingungen vorauszusetzen.

Luftstromungen im Karst
eben Einfluf3grof3en wie Temperatur, Niederschlagsmenge
und Art und Dichte der Vegetation, die in erster Linie die C02 Produktionsrate bestimmen, kommt der den Karst durchstromenden Luft eine besondere Bedeutung beim Verkarstungsprozef3 zu:
Wie da Wasser die Hohlraume des Karstgesteins und die diesem
aufliegende Bodenschicht durchdringt und dort die fiir die Korrosion des Karbonatgesteins maf3gebende C02-Konzentration
beeinfluf3t, o tut dies auch die atmospharische Luft. Wiihrend
Was er dabei der Schwerkraft nach, immer in derselben Richtung
stromt, folgt die Luft einem zeitlich veriinderlichen Druckgefalle,
das ihre jeweilige Stromungsrichtung und -intensitiit bestimmt.
Meist wird dieses Druckgefalle <lurch einen temperaturbedingten
Dichteunterschied zwischen Karstluft und Auf3enluft hervorgerufen . Die zwischen unterschiedlich hoch gelegenen Ein- und
Austrittsstellen im Karst sich ausbildenden Luftstromungen, die
sich z.B. in Hohlen als Hohlenwind bemerkbar machen konnen,
sind somit Konvektionsstrome. Luftstromungen im Karst konnen
aber auch andere Ursachen haben. Beispielsweise konnen, vor
allem in der Nahe grof3erer Karsthohlraume, wetterbedingte
Luftdruckschwankungen zu temporaren Luftstromungen Anlaf3
geben . Auch Wind kann, da er zwischen Luv- und Leehiingen der
Karstoberfliiche erhebliche Druckunterschiede erzeugt, Luftstromungen im darunterliegenden Karst hervorrufen . Die Wege, die
Luftstrome im Karst nehmen, konnen beliebig Jang und kompliziert sein und, im Gegensatz zu Wasserwegen im vadosen Bereich, vertikale Strecken beider Richtungen einschlief3en, beispielsweise von einer Karsthochflache hinab auf den Karstwasserspiegel und wieder hinaufzur Karsthochflache fiihren.
Wiihrend man die Wirkungen des Wassers im Karst intensiv
erforscht hat und noch erforscht, wurde der den Karst durchstromenden Luft, abgesehen von der Wetterfiihrung in begehbaren
Hohlen, die gelegentlich zur Entdeckung neuer Hohlenteile fiihrt,
nur recht wenig Aufmerksamkeit geschenkt.
Es gab zwar friihzeitig Ansiitze, den Einfluf3 von Luftstromungen bei der Karstbildung mitzubetrachten - beispielsweise
sah Alfred Bogli Ventilation durch Kliifte als eine mogliche
Ursache fiir die Entstehung unterschiedlich kalkgesiittigter Was-

ser an (BOGLI, 1969) - , jedoch wurden diese nicht konsequent
weiterverfolgt, um Art und Ausmaf3 der Wirkung von Luftstromungen auf das C02-Angebot und damit auf die Karstbildung zu
bestimmen. Ein Grund dafiir liegl sicher in den mef3technischen
Schwierigkeiten, die man hat, Karstluft nachzuweisen. insbesondere dann, wenn es sich um schwache oder fein verteilt durch
Kliifte und Bodenauflage dringende Luftstromungen handelt.

Messtechnische Erfassung von Karstluftstromen
Eine Moglichkeit, Karstluft von gewohnlicher atmosphiirischer Luft zu unterscheiden und als solche zu identifizieren,
bietet die Messung ihres C0 2 -Gehaltes , der meist erheblich iiber
dem der atmosphiirischen Luft liegt. Jedoch ist die Beurteilung
von Luft allein nach ihrem Co 2- Gehalt schwierig. Da standig
neues Co 2 durch biologische Prozesse entsteht, an die Atmosphare entweicht, durch Korrosion von Karbonatgestein verbraucht oder durch Wasser zugefuhrt oder abtransportiert wird,
schwankt der C0 2 -Gehalt ortlich und zeitlich stark und ist von
vielen Einfluf3grof3en abhangig. Dennoch laf3t sich nach geniigend )anger Beobachtung, hiiufigen Messungen und deren statistischer Auswertung Luft, die durch die Bodenauflage in das
Karstgestein eingedrungen ist oder Kontakt mit Karstwasser
hatte, von Luft unterscheiden, die durch ein offenes Kluftsystem
herangefiihrt wurde oder nur eine Schotterhalde unterquert hat.
Wichtiger noch als Art und Herkunft der Luft festzustellen ist
es, Aus- und Eintrittsstellen von Luftstromen zu finden und diese
beispielsweise Besonderheiten der Karstoberflache zuzuordnen,
um hieraus Auswirkungen der Karstdurchliiftung auf die Korrosion der Gesteinsoberflache und ihre Bedeurung fur das Karstrelief erkennen und abschatzen zu konnen.
Besonders interessant sind hierbei Stellen, an denen Luft auf
einer grof3eren Flache, fein verteilt durch die Bodenauflage hindurchtritt und dabei den Co 2 -Gehalt der Bodenluft verandert.
Derartige Bodenflachen !assen sich im Gelande optisch meist
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nicht erkennen. Man kann hier nur, auf den Zufall hoffend, stationare Bodenluftsonden ausbringen und die CO2 -Konzentration
der Bodenluft, die mit der der Karstluft vergleichbar ist, i1ber
einen langeren Zeitraum hinweg messen. Wechsel der St:romungsrichtung, wie sie bei Konvektionsst:romungen bei einer
Umkehr des Temperaturgefalles zwischen Auf3enluft und
Karstluft auftreten, zeichnen sich im CO2 -Verlauf ah und erlauben es, ventilierte Bereiche der Karstoberfliiche als solche zu
identifizieren. Zurn Nachweis von in der Niihe von Karstquellen
liegenden Lufteintritten kann ergiinzend zur CO2 -Messung in
der Bodenluft das physikalisch geloste CO2 (sogenannte freie
Kohlensiiure) in dem mit der Karstluft in Kontakt befindlichen
Wasser bestimmt werden.
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fi&.....! zeigt z.B. den Verlauf der CO2 -Konzentration der
Bodenluft in jeweils 30 und 50 cm Tiefe im Laubwald
(Schwiibische Alb, 750 m NN). Wiihrend ein erstes Sondenpaar
(HS 30, HS 50) in nicht von Karstluft durchsetztem Boden das
ganze Jahr Ober die i1bliche Zunahme der CO2 - Konzentration
mit der Tiefe zeigt, kehrt sich bei einem zweiten, etwa I km von
dem ersten Sondenpaar entfernt ausgebrachten Sondenpaar (HW
30, HW 50) dieser Gradient um, sobald im Winter die AuJlentemperatur die Temperatur des Karstgesteins unterschreitet und
dadurch eine Ventilation des Bodens aus dem Karstuntergrund
heraus in Gang setzt. Die aus dem Karst aufsteigende Luft enthiilt
hier relativ wenig co 2 ,was auf eine kurze, hindernisarme Zufiihrungsstrecke und fehlenden Kontakt mit Karstwasser schlief3en laf3t.

--FILia

..

'

Fig. 2 zeigt Co 2 -Gehalte der Bodenluft in 20 cm Tiefe im
Bereich einer in Fig. 2a skizzierten Karstkuppe. Wie die Werte
der Sanden WKI und WK2 in den Wintermonaten erkennen
!assen, bildet sich hier eine Karstluftstromung zur Kuppenspitze
hin aus, die die co 2 -Konzentrationen der Bodenluft im Bereich
der Kuppenspitze weit ilher Sommerwerte hinaus ansteigen !assen. Die wie in einem Kamin zur Kuppenspitze aufsteigende
Karstluft enthiilt hier mehr co 2 als die Bodenluft, was auf fein

verteiltes Eindringen in den Karst durch die Bodenauflage hindurch schlief3en liillt. Kontakt mit Karstwasser ist hier nicht anzunehmen, da der Verlauf des CO 2 -Gehaltes des Wassers des das
Gebiet entwiissernden Siebenbrunnens (Fig. 7) darauf keinen
Hinweis gibt.
Nachdem sich die Richtung der Karstluftst:romung mit dem
Temperaturgradienten zwischen Karstluft und Auf3enluft grundsiitzlich umkehrt, darf davon ausgegangen werden, daf3 im Sommer, der fi1r die Korrosion des Karbonatgesteins besonders wichtigen Jahreszeit mit hoher Co 2 - Produktionsrate und hohen
Niederschliigen, sowohl an dem im Zusammenhang mit Fig. I
erwiihnten zweiten Sondenpaar als auch im Bereich der in Fig. 2a
wiedergegebenen Karstkuppe Co 2 - arme AuJlenluft in den Karst
eindringt und dabei die co 2 - Konzentration der Bodenluft
herabsetzt.
Zur COi-Messung in Luft gibt es heute genau und schnell
arbeitende Mef3geriite. lch verwende z.B. ein von der Firma
Drager AG entwickeltes, nach einem optischen Verfahren
(Infrarotabsorption) arbeitendes Geriit (Typbezeichnung: Multiwarn P - co 2 ), das die Luft mittels einer kleinen Pumpe ansaugt
und schon nach wenigen Sekunden einen sehr genauen Wert
anzeigt. Mittels eines selbst gebauten Zusatzes liillt sich das Geriit
auch zur Vor-Ort-Messung des im Wasser physikalisch gelosten
Co 2 einsetzen.

Auswirkung von Luftstromungen im Karst
auf die Karstbildung
Aufgrund von Ober sechs Jahren Mess- und Beobachtungstiitigkeit bin ich heute der Ansicht, daf3 alle wichtigen Einflilsse,
welche die im Karst stromende Luft auf die Karstbildung ausilbt,
letztendlich auf ihrer Fiihigkeit beruhen, gasfcirmiges CO2 zu
transportieren. CO2 -Transport beeinfluJlt die Karstbildung wiederum dart am starksten, wo durch ihn hohe CO2 Konzentrationen, die hohe Korrosionsraten im Karbonatgestein
verursachen konnen, herabgesetzt werden, wie dies zum Beispiel
in einer dem Karstgestein aufliegenden, porosen Bodenschicht,
durch die hindurch CO2 -arme Auf3enluft in den Karst eintritt ,
der Fall ist. Durchsickerndes Niederschlagswasser nimmt in einer
solchen Bodenschicht weniger CO2 auf und kann entsprechend
weniger Karbonatgestein losen. Die Durchluftung des Bodens
bewirkt dam.it hier eine gewisse Abtragungsresistenz des darunterliegenden Karstgesteins im Vergleich zu benachbarten, nicht
oder weniger gut durchlilfteten Bereichen und, ilher langere Zeit
hinweg, ein Herausheben des durchlOfteten Bereichs i1ber seine
Umgebung, also die Entstehung einer Kuppe. Da/3 durch st:romende Luft zumindest zeitweilig auch CO2 in Karstbereiche mit
urspri1nglich niedriger CO2 -Konzentration transportiert wird
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und dort zu erhohter Korrosion fii.hren kann, zeigt das oben im
Zusammenhang mit Fig. 2 beschriebene Beispiel fur die Zeit der
Wintermonate.

Jahresverl au! Boden- C02
last ebener und 30 genelgter Waldboden
C02 (VollL)

Grcrd C

Herabsetzung der C02- Konzentration durch
Konvektion im Hangboden
Bei der grof3en Anzahl von co 2 -Messungen in der Bodenluft, die ich zunachst mit Hilfe einer unmittelbar vor der Messung
in den Boden getriebenen Sonde, bald jedoch mit stationiir eingesetzten Sonden in verschiedensten Boden durchfllhrte, fiel mir
bald auf, daf3 sich in starker geneigt gelagerten Boden, z.B.an
Talhlingen, grundsatzlich ein Durchluftungseffekt zeigt, der die
co 2 -Konzentration der Luft dort starker herabsetzt als in entsprechenden, eben gelagerten Boden und nicht uberall durch in
den Boden ausmundende Karstspalten hervorgerufen sein kann.
Nach genauerer Untersuchung dieser Erscheinung ergab sich als
einzig sinnvolle Erkliirung hierfilr eine Eigenbeluftung des
Rangbodens durch Konvektion infolge eines Temperaturunterschiedes zwischen Bodenluft und Auf3enluft.
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Dank der Neigung der Bodenschicht, die den Aus -und Eintritt von Luft aufunterschiedlicher Rohe ermoglicht, kommt hier,
wie in Fig. 3 schematisch dargestellt, eine Bodenluftstromung
nach demselben Prinzip wie die konvektionsbedingte Karstventilation im Crrof3en in Gang : 1st die Auf3enluft kiilter als die Luft
innerhalb des Rangbodens, so steigt wiirmere und infolgedessen
leichtere, co 2 -haltige Bodenluft innerhalb der porosen Bodenschicht nach oben und saugt kiiltere, CO2 -arme Auf3enluft von
der Seite her nach. 1st die AuBenluft warmer, so sinkt kiiltere
Bodenluft in der Bodenschicht nach unten und saugt wiirmere,
co 2 -arme Auf3enluft von der Seite her nach. In beiden Situationen wird Bodenluft durch Co 2 -arme Auf3enluft ersetzt und die
co2 -Konzentration im Rangboden gegenuber der CO2 Konzentration in vergleichbaren eben gelagerten Boden, in denen
sich wegen der fehlenden Neigung keine Konvektion ausbilden
kann, herabgesetzt.
In manchen Rangbliden bilden sich offenbar durch Aneinanderkoppeln einzelner Konvektionszellen ausgedehnte Bodenluftstromungen aus, die dazu filhren, dal3 im Bereich des RangfuBes
bei gegenuber der Bodenluft kiilterer AuBenluft (z.B.im Winter)
extrem niedrige Co 2 -Konzentrationen, bei wiirmerer Auf3enluft
(z.B.im Sommer) dagegen Co 2 -Konzentrationen, die mit denen
der Bodenluft ebener Boden vergleichbar sind, in der Bodenluft
gemessen werden . Umgekehrt werden am oberen Rangende bei
kiilterer AuBenluft vergleichsweise hohe und bei wiirmerer Auf3enluft niedrige co 2 -Konzentrationen der Bodenluft beobachtet.
Fig. 4 zeigt den Verlauf der CO2-Konzentration der Bodenluft an 30 und 50 cm tiefen Sonden im Laubwald, im Fuf3bereich
eines mit 30-Grad geneigten Ranges und in fast ebenem Boden.
Eine von mir aufgrund der Mef3ergebnisse eines Jahres vorgenommene Abschiitzung der durch die Bodenluftkonvektion an
diesem Hang zu erwartenden Korrosionsminderung ergab knapp
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25%, bezogen auf die Korrosion unter dem entsprechenden, eben
gelagerten Boden (Pechhold 1996).
Es ist klar, daB eine solche Korrosionsminderung unter
Hangboden im bedeckten Karst eine beachtliche Abtragungsresistenz geneigter Fliichen gegenuber ebenen Fliichen schaffi, die
sich im Relief der jeweiligen Karstoberfliiche dokumentieren
muf3. Ober llingere Zeit betrachtet nimmt bei Abtragung einer
Karstfliiche- sofem sich die Klimabedingungen nicht wesentlich
lindem und Erosionseinflusse nicht uberhandnehmen - der Anteil
der abtragungsresistenteren geneigten Fliichen gegenuber dem
der ebenen Fliichen zu, bis schliel3lich nur noch geneigte Fliichen
vorhanden sind und sich die gesamte Karstlandschaft aus kegeligen oder satteldachformigen Vollformen zusammensetzt. Da die
Bodenluftkonvektion in Hangboden mit deren Schriiglage zunimmt, neigen die Hangfliichen daruberhinaus zur Versteilerung
bis es zum Abrutschen der Bodenauflage und zur Ausbildung
nackter Felsflanken kommt, die nur noch in ihrem Fuf3bereich
einer hoheren Korrosion durch Kontakt mit Bodenschichten
ausgesetzt sind und sich dadurch zu senkrechten oder sogar
uberhlingenden Steilwlinden weiterentwickeln konnen.

Beeinflussung des Karstwassers durch Luftstromung im vadosen Bereich
Hohe CO2 -Konzentrationen herrschen meist auch im
Karstwasser, in dem sich in wenig durchlufteten Bereichen der
vadosen Zone das physikalisch geloste CO2 nahezu im Gleichgewicht mit dem CO2 - Gehalt der umgebenden Luft befindet.
Da vor allem rasch flief3endes oder fallendes Wasser CO2 sehr
schnell mit der Umgebungsluft austauscht, entzieht uber die
Wasseroberfliiche streichende oder Tropfwasserzonen durchstromende, co 2 - arme Luft dem Wasser schnell einen grof3en
Tei! des gelosten co 2 , sodal3 zuvor kalkaggressives Wasser
nicht mehr korrodierend wirkt, in manchen Fiillen sogar Kalk
ablagert.
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ROckgang des physikalisch geli:isten co 2 mit der SchOttung.
Durch Offnen von Siphonen und Freiwerden von dicht Ober dem
Wasserspiegel gelegenen luftwegsamen Riiumen infolge des
sinkenden Wasserspiegels wird niimlich der Kontakt zwischen
Wasser und Karstluft und damit der Co 2 -Austritt in die Ober das
Wasser streichende Luft verbessert. Zusiitzlich werden bei weniger Wasser und einer eher zunehmenden Menge zugefiihrter,
Co 2 -iirmerer Luft sowohl das den C02 -Austritt bewirkende
co 2 -Konzentrationsgefalle zwischen Wasser und Luft vergri:i13ert als auch, infolge verringerter Flie13geschwindigkeit, die
Kontaktzeit zwischen Wasser und Luft verliingert und darnit die
co 2 -Abgabe aus dem Wasser weiter verstiirkt.
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In der Falkensteiner Hi:ihle (Schwiibische Alb), ( Fig. 5 ),
stromt im Winter co 2 -arme Aul3enluft vom Eingang her, entgegen der Fliel3richtung des Hi:ihlenbaches bis Zll einem 2200 m
vom Eingang entfemten Siphon . Sie verlal3t das Hi:ihlensystem
fein verteilt durch die etwa I 00 m miichtige Hi:ihlenOberdeckung.
Im Sommer dringt umgekehrt Co 2 - arme Au13enluft durch die
Hohlenilberdeckung in die Hi:ihle ein und stri:imt in Flie13richtung
des Hi:ihlenbaches zum Eingang.
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Fig. 6 zeigt an neun Mel3punkten in der Hi:ihle gemessene
co 2 - Gehalte der Hohlenluft (C02-L) und des Hoh!e~bach~assers (C02-W) im Winter und im Sommer. Vor al!em 1fil Wmter
ist das Hohlenbachwasser, das den gri:il3ten Tei! seines C02 an
die entgegenstri:imende Luft abgibt, im vorderen Tei! der Hi:ihle
stark kal.ki1bersiittigt, was zu Kalkablagerungen im Hohlenbach
auf den ersten 1000 m der Hohlenstrecke gefilhrt hat. Der relativ
niedrige co 2 - Gehalt der von oben her zustromenden Luft
unm.ittelbar vor dem Siphon (Mel3punkt 9) , im Sommer, nimmt
hohlenauswiirts rasch einen hoheren Wert an, was hier klar auf
Kosten des co 2 -Gehaltes des Hohlenbachwassers erfolgt.
Hochwiisser konnen durch Bildung eines zusiitzlichen Siphons
etwa 400 m innerhalb der 1-lohle die Luftstromung ttnterbinden,
was sich, insbesondere im Winter, durch starke Anstiege im C02
. Gehalt des Hohlenbachwassers bemerkbar macht und in der
co 2 - Konzentration der Elsach-1-langquelle (s. Fig. 7) , an der
das Hi:ihlenbachwasser der Falkensteiner Hohle ins Freie tritt,
deutlich wird.
Die in der Falkensteiner Hohle nachweisbare Wirkung stromender Luft auf das Karstwasser kann die Karstbildung prinz.ipiell iiberall im vadosen Karst beeinflussen. Da das Wasser der
vadosen Karstzone oft in phreatische Bereiche abf1.iel3t, kartn eine
Durch!Oftung der vadosen Zone nicht nur dort selbst, sondem bis
weit in die phreatische Zone hinein Korrosion herabsetzen und
damit auch dort auf die Karstbildung einwirken.
Bei Quellen im seichten Karst und im Grenzbereich zum tiefen Karst ist ei.n sicheres lndiz filr den Kontakt mit Karstluft ein

~ ScbOtt.BHQ m l'.! I

Fig. 7 zeigt neben dem Verlauf der Schilttung und des physikalisch gelosten C02 der o. g. Elsach-Hangquelle (EHQ) auch
den Verlauf des Co 2 -Gehalts des Blautopfs (Schwiib.Alb) und
des oben erwiihnten Siebenbrunnens, einer aus dem phreatischen
Karstbereich e..uspringenden Que!le in der mittleren Schwiibischen Alb. Aus dem Rilckgang des Co 2 - Gehaltes des B!autopfwassers wiihrend der n.iederschlagsarmen Zeit van Januar bis
Mitte Marz 1996 liil3t sich h.ier z. B. schliel3en, dal3 auch der aus
dem phreatischen Karstbereich austretende Blautopf von
Karstluft beeinflul3tes Wasser aus dem vadosen Karstbereich
enthiilt.
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Daily atmospheric variation within caves
in southwestern Wisconsin, U.S.A.
by Robert J. Mueller and Michael J. Day
Department of Geography, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5320 I, U.S.A .

Abstract
Although the general body of theory holds that typical cave atmospheres are relatively stable, with predictable
temperatures reflecting the mean annual surface temperature, and consistently high relative humidities. this may not be the
case where short, shallow, ridgetop caves in fractured rocks, particularly caves with multiple entrances, permit
considerable air exchange between the cave passages and the surface.
Caves in southwestern Wisconsin are typically short (less than 300m) and shallow (less than I Orn). Mo t are in ridgetop
locations and have entrances in sinkhole bases or quarry faces . Most have single entrances, but several have multiple
entrances, some natural, others excavated. The Ordovician limestones and dolostones in which many of the caves are
developed are typically thin-bedded and intensely fractured .
Over a two week period from May 26 through June 8, 1990 daily measurements were made of temperature and relative
humidity at seven stations within John Gray Cave, a single sinkhole entrance ridgetop cave in Richland County. The cave
is 232m long, composed of an entrance lobby beneath the sinkhole and three radiating passages 49m, 72m and 111 m in
length.
Mean annual temperature in southwestern Wisconsin is about I 0 degrees C. During the study period mean external
temperature wa 19.0 degrees C, ranging from I 0.0 to 23 .9 degrees C. Lobby temperatures were similar, ranging from
12.5 to 23 .3 degrees C, with a mean of I 8.6 degrees C. Temperatures in the three passages varied less, but with ranges of
6.2 to 8.4 degrees C around station means between 14.1 and I6.4 degrees C. External relative humidity ranged from 32.0
to 90.0%. with a mean of 58.9%. Mean lobby RH was 52.2%, ranging from 41.0 to 69.2%. RH in the three passages
ranged from 38.9 to 65 .6%, with station means between 47.0 and 52.9%.
The temperature data, considerably different from the mean annual surface temperature and with daily variations
reflecting external temperature changes during the study period, coupled with the low and variable relative humidities
within the cave, indicate a dynamic cave atmosphere suggestive of considerable air exchange with the surface.

Zusammenfassung
Es wird in der Literatur allgemein dargelegt, dass die typische Atmosphare in Hohlen relativ stabil ist. Dies mit
voraussagbarer, der Obertlachendurchschnittstemperatur entsprechender Hohlentemperatur und konsistent hoher relativer
Luftfeuchtigkeit. Dies erscheint jedoch nicht der Fall zu sein in kurzen, niedrigen Hohlen, die im obertlachennahen,
frakturierten Gestein gelegen sind. vor allem wenn sie mehrere Eingange besitzen, welche betrachtlichen Luftaustausch
zwischen Aussenoberflache und Hohle zulassen.
Hohlen im si.idwestlichen Wisconsin sind i.iberwiegend kurz (weniger als 300m) und niedrig (weniger als I 0m). Die
Mehrzahl ist oberflachennah und besitzt Eingange <lurch Schlucklocher bzw. Dolinen oder Steinbruchaufschli.isse. Die
meisten Hohlen haben nur einen Eingang, einige jedoch besitzen mehrere entweder nari.irliche oder <lurch
Steinbrucharbeiten verursachte Eingange. Die Kalk- und Dolomitgesteine im Ordovizium, in denen sich viele der Hohlen
gebildet haben. sind typischerweise di.innschichtig und intensiv frakturiert.
Wahrend einer zweiwochigen Untersuchungszeit vom 26. Mai bis 8. Juni 1990 wurden taglich Temperatur und relative
Luftfeuchtigkeit an sieben Messstationen in der John Gray Hohle aufgenommen. Diese Hohle besitzt einen einzigen
Eingang (Doline) und ist auf einer Erhohung im Richland County gelegen. Die Hoh le ist 232m tang und besteht aus einer
Eingang halle unterhalb der Doline und drei davon wegfl.ihrenden Gangen mit jeweils 49m, 72m und 111 m Lange.
Die Jahresdurchschnitt temperatur im si.idwestlichen Wisconsin ist ea. I 0 Grad C. Wahrend der Untersuchungszeit
betrug die durchschnittliche Aussentemperatur 19.0 Grad C mit Schwankungen zwischen 10.0 und 23.9 Grad C.
Temperaturen in der Eingangshalle waren ahnlich, mit Schwankungen zwishen 12.5 und 23.3 Grad C (Durchschnitt
18.6 Grad C). Die Temperatur in den drei Gangen variierte etwas weniger, jedoch immerhin zwischen jeweils 6.2 bis
8.4 Grad C um die Messungsstationsdurchschnittswerte von I4. 1 bis 16.4 Grad C. Die relative Aussenluftfeuchtigkeit
variierte von 32.0 bis 90.0% mit einem Durchschnitt von 58.9%. Die durchschnittliche relative Luftfeuchtigkeit in der
Eingangshalle betrug 52.2% und variierte zwischen 41.0 und 69.2%. Die relative Luftfeuchtigkeit in den 3 Gangen
variierte zwischen 38.9 und 65.6% (Stationsmittel zwischen 47.0 und 52.9%).
Die Temperaturen der Hohle wichen demnach betrachtlich von der durchschnittlichen jahrlichen
Oberflachentemperatur ab . Sie zeigten dazu noch tagliche Schwankungen auf, welche mit den Schwankungen der
Aussentemperaturen wahrend der Untersuchungszeit korrespondierten. Zusammen mit der niedrigen und variablen
relativen Luftfeuchtigkeit in der Hohle zeigen die Oaten eine dynamische Hohlenatmosphare auf, was auf einen
betrachtlichen Luftaustau eh zwischen Hohle und Oberflache hindeutet.
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1. Introduction
The general body of theory, as presented in both introductory
and advanced texts (e.g. MOORE & SULLIVAN, 1978;
WIGLEY & BROWN, 1976) indicates that typical cave
atmospheres are relatively stable, with predictable temperatures
reflecting mean annual surface temperatures, and consistently
high relative humidities. Conversely, detailed studies have shown
that at least some cave atmospheres are more variable,
particularly in short caves, near entrances, and in caves with
more than a single entrance (DA VlES, 1960; CROPLEY, 1965 ;
ATKI SON ET AL, 1983 ; NEPST AD & PISAROWICZ, 1989;
TRAPASSO & KELETSKY, 1994).
On the basis of these previous studies, it is hypothesized here
that cave atmospheric variabi lity is particularly pronounced in the
karst of southwestern Wisconsin, where the caves are typically
short, shallow, in ridgetop locations, and developed in thin
bedded and intensely fractured carbonate rocks. Under such
conditions, it is anticipated that there is considerable exchange of
air between the caves and the surface, resulting in cave
atmospheric variability reflecting changing surface weather
conditions.

2. Caves in southwestern Wisconsin
The karst of southwestern Wisconsin is developed in the
Ordovician-age Prairie du Chien and Platteville-Galena
Formations, and constitutes part of the upper Mississippi Valley
karst, which is essentially coincident with the unglaciated
Driftless Area of the upper Midwest. The carbonate rocks
outcrop typically at or near the summits of interfluvial ridges,
and karst landfonns, with the exception of springs, occur in
disjunct ridgetop clusters.
The karst includes a wide array of dry valleys, sinkholes, caves
and springs (DAY et al, 1989). North of the Wisconsin River
most caves are developed in the Oneota dolostone, which attains
a maximum thickness of about 30m. South of the river caves are
developed in the Platteville-Galena limestones and dolostones,
which attain a total thickness in excess of IOOrn. The carbonate
rocks are variably bedded, and Paleozoic tectonic stresses have
resulted in intense regional and local fracturing, accentuated near
the surface by dissolution and by Pleistocene periglacial
conditions.
Although there are more than 200 caves in southwestern
Wisconsin, most are less than 300m in total length, and none
exceeds I OOOrn (DAY, l 986a,b ). Dimensions are constrained by
the slow dissolution rate of the dolostones, limited ridgetop
catchment areas, thin bedding (typically less than 0.5m), and the
dismemberment of formerly more extensive systems by valley
incision . Most caves are shallow, typically at depths of IOrn or
less, and rarely exceeding a depth of 25m (DAY et al, 1989).

3. Hypotheses and methodology
The research reported here represents a portion of a larger
study of cave atmospheric conditions in southwestern Wisconsin.
The larger study involves longer time periods and several caves,
and is as yet incomplete (Mueller, in progress).
This report deals only with the results obtained from a single
cave (John Gray Cave, in Richland County, Wisconsin) over a
fourteen day period, from May 26 through June 8, during the
summer of 1990.
John Gray Cave is representative of caves formed north of the
Wisconsin River in the Prairie du Chien Formation.
Located on a ridgetop, it has a single sinkhole entrance leading to
an entrance lobby and three radiating passages, which are
essentially the remnants of phreatic tubes, 49m (passage A), 72m

(passage B) and I I Im (passage C) in length (ALEXANDER,
1980). All three passages are less than IO m below the surface of
the ridgetop.
Based on the general body of theory , on the size and
topographic location of the caves in southwestern Wisconsin, and
on the seasonal surface atmospheric situation, the following four
hypotheses are tested here: a) the cave air temperature is
relatively constant, reflecting mean annual surface temperature,
b) the relative humidity of the cave air is consistent and high, c)
the air temperature decreases with distance into the cave, and d)
the relative humidity increases with distance into the cave.
Between May 26 and June 8, 1990 temperature and relative
humidity were measured daily at seven stations within the cave
between 08.30 and 13.00 hours. Station LI was in the entrance
lobby, adjacent to the talus pile beneath the sinkhole entrance;
stations Al and A2 were Sm and 20m respectively into passage
A; stations BI and 82 were !Orn and 55m respectively into
passage B; and stations Cl and C2 were 20m and 25m
respectively into passage C.
Temperature and relative humidity were measured at between
12 and 15 centimeters above lobby and passage floors using a
Pacer Industries digital hygrothermometer with a resolution of
0.1 % RH and 0.1 degrees C. Reading accuracy is estimated
conservatively to be within 1.0% RH and 0.5 degrees C. Surface
temperatures and relative humidities were also measured with the
same hygrothermometer, and were consistent with data for the
same time periods obtai ned from an independent National
Meteorological Service weather station at the Tri-County airport,
located at Lone Rock, Wisconsin, 32km from the cave.

4. Results
Mean surface temperature during the fourteen day monitoring
period was 19.0 degrees C, ranging from a low of I 0.0 degrees C
to a high of 23 .9 degrees C. Temperatures in the entrance lobby
corresponded generally with the surface temperatures, with a
mean of 18.6 degrees C and a range of 11.2 degrees C, from 12.5
degrees C to 23 .3 degrees C. Six of the fourteen lobby
temperature readings were above those of the surface, seven were
below, and one was the same.
Temperatures within the three passages followed generally the
same trends as the surface and the lobby, varying in similar
patterns on a daily basis, but with lower temperature means and
smaller ranges (Table I; Figure I). Temperatures generally
decreased with increasing distance into all three passages, and
passage temperatures in general were lower than those in the
lobby. Passage A, the shortest, was consistently the warmest, and
passage C, the longest, was consistently the coolest (Table I;
Figure I).

Table I. Passage temperatures.
Station Mean Minimum/Maximum
Al
16.4
12.2 / 18.9
A2 15.8
I 1.9 / 18.1
BI
15.4
10.2 / 17.8
82
14.9
9.3 / 17.9
Cl
14.6
8.8 / 17.3
C2
14.1
8.8 / 17.1

Range
6.7
6.2
7.5
8.2
8.4
8.3

Surface relative humidities varied considerably, ranging 58%,
from 32 .0% to 90.0%, with a mean of 58.9%. Relative humidities
within the entrance lobby were similar, but muted, with a range
of27.2%, from 41.0% to 69.2%, and a mean of 52 .2%. Six of the
fourteen lobby RH readings were above those of the surface,
seven were below, and one was the same.
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Relative humidities within the three passages followed
generally the same trends as the surface and the lobby, varying in
similar patterns on a daily basis, but with generally lower means
and smaller ranges (Table 2; Figure 2). Relative humidities
generally increased with increasing distance into the three
passages, although passage
humidities in general were lower than those in the entrance
lobby. Passage C, the longest, had the highest RH readings
consistently, whilst passage A, the shortest, had the lowest.

Table 2. Passage relative humidities.
Station Mean
Al
47 .0
A2 48.1
BI
48.9
B2 50 .2
Cl
51.5
C2 52 .9

Minimum/Maximum Range
17. 1
39.6 I 56 .7
18.1
40.0 I 58.1
38.9 I 60.0
21.1
20.3
41.0 I 61.3
40.7 I 64.8
24.1
24.5
41.1 / 65.6

5. Conclusions
Analysis of the resu lts demonstrates clearly that both
temperature and relative humidity in John Gray Cave throughout
the fourteen day study period fluctuate considerably and mimic
changes in surface atmospheric conditions. This points
unequivocally to a dynamic cave microclimatology linked to
external stimuli via air exchange between the cave and the
surface.
Of the four hypotheses only the third is supported solidly by
the data, and the fourth to a lesser degree. Cave air temperatures
generally are not constant, and do not reflect the mean annual
surface temperature. Likewise, the relative humidity of the cave
air is variable and often falls below 50%. Cave air temperatures
do generally decrease with distance in to the cave, and relative
humidities tend to increase, although not consistently.
Variations in cave air temperature are particularly clear
reflections of surface air temperature changes. This is especially
the case in the entrance lobby where the temperature range ( I 1.2
degrees C) is similar to that at the surface ( 13.9 degrees C).
Lobby temperatures were generally lower than surface
temperatures, but in six instances the lobby was warmer than the
surface, perhaps re ulting from retention of heat in the rock
walls.
Air temperatures within the three passages were generally
lower than those at the surface or in the lobby, and they varied
less, although still by between 6.2 and 8.4 degrees C. As
expected, temperatures within the longest passage were the
lowest, although this passage demonstrated conversely the
greatest temperature range.
Relative humidities within the cave demonstrated essentially
similar patterns, with lobby RH clearly related to surface
conditions, and passage air RH showing similar but depressed
fluctuations . Cave air RH was always less than 70%, while
surface RH ranged up to 90%.
Although the results are suggestive of considerable air
exchange between the surface and the cave, no measurements
have yet been made of air movement either within the cave itself
or through the entrance. Equipment available during this study
was unable to detect air movement of less than 0.2 meters per
second, and monitoring of cave air flows remains a project for
the future.
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Overview of cave minerals onthogeny
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VNIIGEOSYSTEM institute. Moscow 121351, Yartsevskaya ul., 15-21, Russia

Abstract
. The onthogenetic approach in mineralogy, mostly developed in the former USSR, covers the part of the earth science, connecting
mineralogy and crystallography. The subject of study within this approach is the minor mineral bodies hierarchy, their structures and
textures, ~n_d the genetic con~rols for the separate features of the structures and textures. Onthogenetic tools, including the concept of
characteristic symmetry, Cune symmetry principle, conception of mineral bodies with strict or partial interactivity, allow precise reconstruct10n of the genetic mechanisms for the minor mineral bodies. Caves, with their "clear-case" crystallization environments and
~!most unlimite~ sp_ace for free crystallization, allow to study the higher levels of the minor mineral bodies hierarchy, than are displayed
in other geologic sites. The knowledge, received from this, may in its tum be applied to other cases, where the mechanisms are the
same, but are not so clear, and thus significantly enriching the general knowledge of mineralogy.

Introduction
Onthogeny of minerals is one of the main parts of the
mineralogical science in the former USSR, and is almost not
studied abroad. Onthogenetic tools are rather important in
studying
speleothems.
Expecially
cave
environments
(crystallization in empty space) display higher organized objects,
than other geologic environments, thus requesting more powerful
tools for their study.

Basic concepts
The subject of the onthogenetic approach is the minor
mineral bodies hierarchy. the minor mineral bodies interactions.
and the connection between minor mineral bodies and their
parent morphogenetic environments. A "minor mineral body" is
a term. separating the mineral bodies that are to be studied by
means of mineralogy (starting with individual crystals. and
raising to approximately veins). from the mineral bodies, that
must be studied by mean of petrography (these are rocks). In
cave environments minor mineral bodies include objects, starting
with individual crystals, and raising up to whole speleothem
ensembles, reflecting a whole cycle of the cave development
history.

Standard hierarchy
In "usual " (non-cave) mineralogy the mineral bodies
hierarchy is defined as following. According to DYMK0V [ I 991 ],
the term "mineral" is wide, and joins together mineral species,
mineral variety, mineral individual, mineral aggregate. Zhabin
[ 1979] and Godovikov [ 1989] enchanted the list, and now it's as
below (excluding species and varieties. that have strictly the
same sense that in Western science).
- 1-st order mineral individuals. These are simply crystals.
- 2-nd order individuals. These are objects, having an internal
structure, but still no texture. They grow from a single crystal
nucleo during a single-act crystallization process, and may appear
as skeleton crystals, or splitted crystals. Skeleton crystals appear
in environments with high oversaturations and poor feeding or
poor mixing as a result of a disbalance between the rapid growth
possibility and too poor supply for this [GRIG0RJEV, ZHABI
1975]. This leads to rapid growth on edges and tips, without
massive growth on faces. Splitted crystals appear as a result of
mechanical or chemical admixtures in the parent solution, and,
due to the splitting grade, may appear as partly faced cheaf-like
crystals, or spherolites, or spherocrystals (top splitting grade with

complete disappearance of any boundaries between subindividuals, and appearance of curved crystal faces and spherical
cleavage). In Western science skeleton crystals are usually taken
together with dendrites, and spherolites - together with radialfibrous aggregates. This is unlikely, because both dendrites and
radial-fibrous aggregates belong to higher hierarchy levels, grow
from multiple nucleos, and display selection between individuals.
- aggregates. These are minor mineral bodies. displaying
some regular co-growth of multiple mineral aggregates. On this
organization level [MAL TSEV et. al. 1995] some kind of selection
(competition) between individuals is necessary. defining the
texture of the aggregate. Some explorers even take the terms
"aggregates" and " textures" as synonyms. but this is truth only
when considenng the lowest level of texture. By definition,
texture is a set of geometric variations of the structures of mineral
individuals and aggregates in the complete space of synchronous
crystallization [STEPAN0V 1973], and therefore may apply to cogrowths of aggregates. The same kind of aggregate may be built
from different individuals. For example, popcorn and frostwork
appear as the same aggregate - crystallictite [SLETOV 1985], built
from spheroidolites in the first case, or crystals in the second.
- higher organized minor mineral bodies. usually, they need
not to be classified. Outside caves the synchronously generated
minor mineral bodies, having through structure or through
texture, and raising higher than aggregates are only veins or
unique phenomenas. Others convert into rocks, losing through
structure and texture.

Hierarchy enhancement for caves
Caves (or separate rooms) by definition are "complete space
of synchronous crystallization", and all the sinter has through
texture, therefore matches the definition of a minor mineral body.
In spite of this, several organization levels can be observed
clearly higher, than aggregates. They can be observed in almost
all the caves, and so are to be classified.
It 's not enough to simply add some levels. Firstly, one must
define the boundary between aggregates and higher-organized
mineral bodies correctly, because currently it is not clear.
Here we'll consider as aggregates only minor mineral bodies,
having a mono-mineral composition, and built from homogenous
individuals.
I. The first enhancement is needed on the individuals level.
In caves we meet mineral individuals, having both features of
skeleton growth and splitted growth, even other kinds of
abnormal growth, at the same time. These are selenite needles
[MALTSEV 1996], nests [MALTSEV 1997a], etc. They are rare
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enough not to be classified, but usual enough to defi ne a group of
"complicated individuals".
2. Multi-aggregates [MALTSEV 1995). If an aggregate is
something monomineral, mostly built from homogeneous
individuals (both except the case of changing the environment
between crystallization acts), multi-aggregate may consist of
several minera ls, of several kinds of individuals, even may be an
intergrowth of several aggregates, but they are always generated
by the same crystallization environment. To understand the
necessity of this conception, let's discuss two examples. In many
caves we can see the following sequence: calcite corallites,
aragonite crystallictites, hydromagnesite efflorescences. This
sequence can be seen in each single bush or branch, and all three
phases are simultaneous and singenetic. The capillary solution
film, while moving along the multi-aggregate and evaporating,
gets enriched in magnesium, controlling mineral changes. The
magnesium even goes into a cycle, being dissolved in the root
part, where the solution is undersaturated in magnesium
(drawing). Even more - different minerals in the same state of the
crystallization environment grow into different individuals and
aggregates - the crystals splitting grade is very different. This
regular singenetic intergrowth of different minerals in different
aggregates is what we call a multi-aggregate. One can note, that
this example shows a phenomena, which is interesting for general
mineralogy. It is possible to have a complete picture of sequential
crystallization (even without appearance of induction surfaces) in
a synchronous case. Another example is the syngenetic
intergrowth of calcite druses and grainy calcite, described by
DYMK0V & SLET0V [ 1981). An interesting analogy is that the
multi-aggregates conception seems like an onthogenetic
reflection of the paragenesis conception (first observed by
Stepanov [unpublished lectures], that described paragenetic sets
of aggregates, that cover a half of possible multi-aggregates
types), appearing, as a rule, only in karstotypic [M0R0SHKIN,
1986] surroundings.
Multi-aggregates appear as the last hierarchy level, where a
through structure may be observed. On the upper levels we can
only speak about texture. Also, multi-aggregates, as it can be
seen from the first example. appear to be the first level, where we
must speak not only about synchronous crystallization, but
synchronous crystallization and re-crysta ll ization.
3. Crusts. The term was first suggested by STEPAN0V [1971] ,
then concreted by several authors [MALTSEV, 1993, M0R0SHKIN,
1976, 1986). Now it is understood as a union of aggregates and
multi-aggregates, generated within the same crystallization
environment, not only locally in the cave.
Good examples of crusts are the stalactite-stalagmite crust
(union of products of gravitation-controlled dripping and flows),
the corallite crust Uoining all the subaerial popcorn and
frostwork, generated by capillary fi lms evaporation), the
antholite crust Uoining all the efflorescences, generated from the
inside-pores solutions evaporation).
On all the preceding levels, starting from individuals, the
hierarchy can break. Individuals, not joining into aggregates, are
possible (calcite spherolites inclusions in gypsum crystals from
Podolian caves [TURCHIN0V 1993], selenite needles [MALTSEV
1996]). Aggregates, not joining into crusts, are even more usual
(helictites).
4. The last hierarchy level appear in mineral ensembles. This
concept, making a difference to previous ones, is not strictly
determined, and 1t 1s not even transitive. The idea of such
conception was first suggested by STEPAN0V [unpublished
lectures], but its final sense was concreted only in [MALTSEV
1995]. It can be understood as some generalization of the mineral
association conception. As is shown in [MAXIM0VICH 1961 ,
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STEPAN0V 1971a], crystallization processes in each cave element
change, due to microclimate changes, in linear or cyclic manner.
Crystallization environments also change, generating new types
of individuals, new types of aggregates and multi-aggregates,
new types of crusts, they dissolve existing ones. Such sequences
are mostly different in different caves and cave groups. We'll call
a mineral ensemble the sequence of sets of mineral individuals,
aggregates, multi-aggregates, and crusts, generated on the monotone part (to general inundation) of the last crystallization cycle,
that is defining the "mineralogical landscape" of a cave element.
The most important thing that we can get from this
conception, is to make the interaction between cave mineralogists
and normal cavers when exploring a large cave much more
simple. The idea is that in a cave, in a group of caves, even on a
whole karst massif, we can find not only finite, but the very small
quantity of ensembles. For example, in very variable
Kugitangtou caves - 8 [MALTSEV 1993). And in each ensemble a
diagnostics set of 2-5 aggregates and multi-aggregates can be
easily found. So, we have a compact convolution of
mineralogical information, easy to be used by normal cavers, and
informative enough for a mineralogist. It carries almost full
description of the last crystallization cycle in an explored cave
element, and some part of its modern geological history.
5. Non-mineralogical formations. Understanding some
logical impropertness, we'll continue considering them as minor
mineral bodies, studied via means of mineralogy, residual
formations like "gypsum flour" [ANDREICH0UK 1992], or "sulfide
mirrors" [MALTSEV I 993], coming from dissolution or sublimation of speleothems. These formations are really rocks and
theoretically are to be studied by means of petrography, but there
are few of them, and the cumulative effect of this error is not
significant. Moreover, really being rocks, they still join into the
above described hierarchy approximately on the level of multiaggregates, appearing as elements of crusts and ensembles.

Morphogenetic environments
The morphogenetic environment concept (or crystallization
environment) [STEPAN0V 197 la, M0R0SHKIN 1986] is the main
tool, used in the onthogenetic approach. Each individual,
aggregate, or multi-aggregate is a product of some
morphogenetic environment, and the central problem in genetic
modelling is the problem of understanding, which environments,
and in which sequence produced the mineral object that is
studied.
It's evident, that properties of the morphogenetic
environments may be decoded from the mineral bodies features,
but it is not very evident, in what manner. For example, the shape
of individuals give only restricted information on the
environment - only the information on the crystallization
kinetics. It's theoretically impossible [STEPAN0V, 1973] to
decode even the phase conditions of the environment from only
the shape. Individuals and aggregates structure give a bit more
information, but also a poor one. The bigger part of the genetic
information, allowing the real decoding of genesis may be read
from high-level object's texture, mostly through the characteristic
symmetry tool.

Characteristic symmetry
By defi nition, characteristic symmetry of some class of
objects, or some media, or some process (not a certain object), is
a maximum possible symmetry, compatible with existence of this
class, media, or process [ZHABIN 1979] . Characteristic symmetry
is usually referred through some geometrical body, having such
symmetry. The most used kinds are cylindrical symmetry, cone
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symmetry, spherical symmetry. Another useful concept is
dissymmetry, that is defined as some symmetry element, missing
to raise some phenomena to the next level of characteristic
symmetry. We can find an illustration to this when comparing a
cave pearl and a stalagmite. They display the same kind of an
aggregate (druse of spherolites), having spherical symmetry in
their texture. But in the stalagmite case we have a linear
dissymmetry, caused by the gravitation control. It's very
important, that the main symmetry and the dissymetry appear on
different examination levels, in spite of that their causes exist
simultaneously. This means, that the texture symmetry features
raise the contrast between effects, caused by different properties
of the morphogenetic environment, and that's the usual thing.
Usage of the characteristic symmetry concept comes through
the universal Curie symmetry principle: " If some cause has some
consequence, then the consequence' s characteristic symmetry
(dissymetry} is a projection of the cause's characteristic
symmetry (dissymmetry)" [STEPAN0V 1970]. When applied to
the minor mineral bodies genesis, this mostly gives a one-to-one
connection between the texture features and the masstransportation physics in the crystallization environment. For
example, solution flows have spherical mass-transportation
physics on lower levels, overlapped by dissymetries on upper
levels. Thin film evaporation has cone symmetry of masstransportation, aerosol precipitation - cylindrical one, etc.
In reality not only the mass-transportation physics are
important. If we take a usual ice hoarfrost, on the bushes level
we ' ll see the cone texture symmetry, caused by a thin film of
evaporation processes, and not an inverse cone symmetry, that
must appear within sublimation environments. The reason of this
is simple. Ice has low thermal conductivity, vapors condensation
frees a lot of energy, and so does crystallization. Therefore,
cristallisation is possible. So, the areas of preferable condensation
become forbidden for crystallization (no heat removal). Only the
areas of extra heat removal may appear as crystallization areas,
and these are areas of higher evaporation. Some of the latest
studies by other authors also show, that here we deal with a more
complicated process, than a direct crystallization from vapors.
For example, PARUNG0 [ 1983] speaks about "quasi-liquid phase"
on the surface of growing hoarfrost. So, the mass-transportation
physics here is based not by the basic properties of the
environment, but by the energy-transportation physics in it. On
the higher level (crusts) of the same hoarfrost we'll see the
inverse cone symmetry, and air flow geometry controlled
dissymetries.
If we consider the physics of the symmetry features
projection, we must note, that there are only two mechanisms for
this - the nucleation mechanism, and the individuals selection
(competitions) mechanism. The first one defines the low-level
features, the second one - high-level ones. The selection may be
fortuitous, or geometric (both with aligning to the substrate
surface, and both appearing only in spherical symmetry), or
driven by the mass-transportation (energy-transportation) physics
(for lower symmetry classes, with aligning to some definite
direction, or locally defined directions). A good example of
fortuitous selection is seen in druses of spherolites, geometric - in
druses of crystals, definitely directed - in soda-straws, locally
defined - in frostworks and popcorns.
The high contrast and hierarchical construction of the
symmetry and dissymmetry features in the mineral bodies texture
allows clear decoding of the morphogenetic environment
properties in most of the cases, like shown in the example with

Interactive aggregates and multi-aggregates
Not all the mineral aggregates and multi-aggregates are
passive products of some crystallization environment. Some of
them may create the crystallization environment themselves, or
significantly modify the parent environment. The grade of this
effect can be different. The most clear case is shown by the
helictites, described in [SLET0V, 1985]. Several parallel
spherolite bunches, growing together, in some chemical starting
conditions leave a channel between them. At this moment the
aggregate goes out of the controls of the parent environment (that
can be both gravitational or capillary), creating the special
environment with capillary channel, taking the solution from the
parent environment and feeding a very local capillary film spot at
the end. This makes spherolites grow only in sharp sectors, and
this, together with differently located zones of main CO, loss and
of the final evaporation, keeps the aggregate together. We'll call
such aggregates and multi-aggregates strictly interactive, and will
note, that they never belong to some crust.
For strictly interactive aggregates and multi-aggregates their
definition using structure and texture is not complete. We must
speak about a new property - behavior while interacting with
obstacles. For the aragonite helictites from Khaidarkan [SLET0V
1985], four types of behavior are found :
a) breaking (when perpendicular contact);
b) reflection;
c) rounding;
d} building together with further movement along the
obstacle surface. Growing apart again is also typical.
Some multi-aggregates don't create their own environment,
but modify the parent one. So, the multi-aggregate, already
discussed as an example (called multi-corallite), creates itself the
disymmetry of magnesium mass-transportation in the capillary
film, that controls its differences from a regular corallite. Their
behavior is complicated enough, not the same as behavior of
normal corallites - the internal magnesium cycle is much more
sensitive to the closeness of obstacle than growth itself, so some
elements of reflection are always seen. Such aggregates and
multi-aggregates are restrictedly interactive, and usually belong
to some crust.
Some features of interactivity (less grade) may be found also
for almost any dendritic aggregate and multi-aggregate.
The interactivity and behavior concepts have some historic
roots. STEP ANOV [ 1971 b] noted, that the shapes of some
complicated speleothems (corallites, etc.) have a property of high
individuality, known before only for organisms. Now we use the
term "behavior" in the same sense as for organisms, as a product
of interaction with the environment - also in the same sense as for
organisms.

the hoarfrost.

environments on the same hierarchy level. Consequently this

Discussion
The two rather important concepts m the cave minerals
onthogeny, both settled by Stepanov, but never published,
currently became the central points of modem studies. These are
the concept of the hybride textures, and the usuall y
underestimated role of re-crystallization.
It was shown above, that the minor mineral bodies texture
sharpens the contrast between the effects, caused by different
properties of the morphogenetic environment. With this, a minor
mineral body may be produced by two environments with
different physics at the same time. This leads to their appearance
of hybride textures, possessing symmetry features of both
results in contiguous rows of formations . For example, these are
contiguous lines between shields and helictites [SLET0V 1985],
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stalactites and frostwork [MALTSEV 1997b], etc. Some of these
lines are usually interpreted as re-crystallized sequential growth
[MAXIM0VICH 1961 ], but the author couldn't find any evidences
of this. On the opposite, active growth of such hybride
formations is usually seen.
With this, the role of re-crystallization in the speleothems
growth is much greater, than is usually considered. On high
hierarchy levels interactions between the minor mineral bodies
and the parent environments become strong. and the recrystallization is one of the main physical mechanisms for these
interactions. We can take a usual carbonate soda-straw as a good
example of this [MALTSEV I 997b]. The zone of active growth is
controlled by hydrodynamic effects while dripping. This causes
strikes of supersaturation (through C0 1 loss) without re-mixing
of the solution (on corresponding speed). This are conditions for
the skeleton crystals growth, and in reality each soda-straw has a
crown of skeleton crystals on the tip. The pressure pulsation
inside the channel, caused by the came dripping, is the condition
for rapid re-crystallization. And while any re-crystallization
process, poorly balanced individuals, like skeleton crystals, recrystallize first [M0ROSHKIN 1976]. And this is the real reason of
why oda-straws are monocrystalline.
For a lot of other fonnations [MALTSEV 1989, 1993] recrystallization also plays the leading role, as a necessary result of
self-organization of complicated systems.
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Pyrocoproite (Mg (K,Na) 2 P2 O1 , monoclinic), a new mineral from
Arnhem Cave (Namibia), derived from bat guano combustion
By Jacques E.J . Martini
Council for Geoscience, Private Bag X I 12, Pretoria, 00 I, South Africa

Abstract
The author describes a pyrophosphate mineral defined by chemical analyses, X-ray diffraction patterns, cell parameters. mea ured
and calculated densities. and optical characteristics. It forms tiny crystals in slag produced by spontaneous combustion of bat guano in
the deep part of a cave about 2000 years ago. Compari on is made with other minerals described elsewhere in the world and also
derived from fire.

Resume
L'auteur decrit un nouveau mineral, un pyrophosphate, qui est defini par des analyses chimiques, des diagrammcs de diffraction X.
la maille elementaire. les densitcs mesurees et calculee , et les proprietes optiques. II forme des cristaux microscopiques dans des
scories produites par la combustion spontanee de guano de chauve-souris, dans la partie profonde d' une grotte ii y a environ 2000 ans.
Le mineral e t compare avec d'autres especes decrites ailleurs, lesquelles sont aussi derivees de la combustion de matiere organique.

1. Introduction
During the course of a speleological investigation conducted
by the South West African Karst Research Organisation in 1991,
Arnhem Cave. situated 150 km east of Windhoek, was studied
for mineralogy.
The author collected a white. porous and friable slag forming
a thin layer in a profile of the cave soil. It resulted from the
melting of ashes during bat guano combustion about 2000 years
ago and the fire is believed to have been pontaneous (MARTI I
I 994b). Spontaneou ignition of bat guano became recently less
hypothetical after the ob ervation of active burning in a pothole
of Martinique Island (Mouret 1996). Two main mineral phases
were identified (MARTINI 1994a) in this slag: pyrophosphite
(K,Ca P,O,, monoclinic P2 / m) and arnhemitc ((K. a), Mg,
(P,O.),.· 58-O) . Pyropho phite derived from the melting of
orthophosp-hates containing the cations ff or H, • beside K. and
Ca ,._ During the process of combustion, the oxides of the two
fonner elements were lost as volatiles and the orthophosphate
anion was depleted of half an oxygen. thus producing
pyrophosphatcs. Arnhemite is a hydrous pyrophosphate and was
thought to have been derived by hydration of an anhydrous
precursor (MARTI I 1994a). A suitab le primary pha e was
found in the same cave in the course of a more thorough
sampling in 1995 and is the aim of the paper.

2. Description
Phy.~ical properties. In the slag, the mineral fom1s grains a few
IO microns across. without definite crystalline outline. always
corroded and partly replaced by amhemite. It is colourless. The
hardne s cou ld not be measured on account of small grain size.
o cleavage was observed.
The density could not be measured easily by ,,float and sink"
in a mixture of tctrabromoethane and acetone due to the small
grain size and intimate association with amhemite, which is
lighter (2.35 g/cm'). evertheless, at density 2.96 g/cm ' only a
few particles sank and this figure represents the density of the
mineral free of impurities. This value is consistent with the
density calcu lated after the unit cell (2.98 g/cm ').
Optical properties. The mineral is transparent, has a relatively
high rcfringcnce. but a very weak birefringence: a= 1.558. 13 = ?,

y = 1.560. No additional data could be obtained due to the small

size of the grains and their impure nature.
Chemical data. Eight chemical analyses were carried out by
means of an electron microprobe and gave the average values
presented at table I. They yield the empirical fonnula. based on
0=7 :

(K , .,. Na.,.,), ,11 (Mg.,.,.. Ca.,,~)110 P,,.,. 0 .
or ideally:

(K. a), Mg P, 0 ,
The mineral is insoluble in water, but readil y soluble in strong
acids. Pyrocoproite appears to hydrate more easily than
pyrophosphite: among eight studied sample. . in only one
pyrocoproite was not completely altered into arnhcmite; this was
the sample used for this study. In contrast, pyrophosphite was
always present.
Table 1
I

2

J

a,0

4.44

1.92

2.51

K.O

27.13

29.26

28.20

MgO

14.44

12.26

14.35

CaO

1.21

2.95

1.42

P,O,

53.09

53.28

53 .87

JOO.J I %

99.67%

100.35%

TOTAL

I. Pyrocoproite from Arnhem Cave, average of 8 analyses from
the sample containing the anhydrous phase.
2. Pyrocoproite from oven melted amhcmite. from cave; average
of 5 analyses.
3. Synthetic pyrocoproite, average of 2 analyses.
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Crystallography. The X-ray diffraction powder pattern could be
indexed by analogy with the pyrophosphite pattern, which shows
comparable reflections, but shifted towards larger spacings
(table 2). Pyrocoproite is therefore its isomorphic magnesium
equivalent. The cell parametres are:

a=9.410, b=5.424, c=I2.540

A, !3=104.35 °, Z=4.

By analogy with synthetic potassium-calcium pyrophosphate
(BROWN et al 1963), the space group is P2 / m.

Table Z: Diffraction powder patterns: reflections relative intensities, observed and calculated d values, Miller indices.

PYROPHOSPHITE (I<., Ca P, 0 ,)

PYROCOPROITE ((K, Na), Mg P, 0 ,)
1
/111•1

d..,,

d,.,

hkl

63
40
14
17
29
46
94
100
6
29
40
9
17
6
9
14
11
9

4.55
4 . 18
3.488
3.268
3.119
3.040
2.882
2.714
2.411
2.277
2.091
2.021
1.976
1.697
1.656
1.623
1.598
1.567

4 .549
4 . 177
3.491
3.269
3.123
3.037
2.878 ; 2.882
2.715
2.409
2.275
2.089; 2.088
2.025; 2.022
1.974; 1.979
1.700
1.654
1.623
1.596 ; 1.597
1.566

111
202
112
113
104
004
204; 113
311
114
222
222;404
006; 315
224 ; 402
206
133
026; 315; 317
133;422
331

Name and type material. The name is derived from its genesis by
combustion of guano. Type material is deposited at the
Geological Survey of Namibia, in Windhoek.

3. Synthesis and genesis
A concentrate of arnhemite from material collected in 1991
was melted at 700° and produced a slag of pyrocoproite, which
yielded a X-ray diffraction pattern close to the natural mineral
but with slightly smaller cell parametres: a=9.37 l, b=5.4 I 9,
c=I2 .519 A, !3=104.48°. Microprobe analyses (table I} indicate a
lower a content, but higher Ca.
In an attempt to synthetise pure K,Mg P,0-, an equimolar
mi xture of I<., H PO, and Mg (NH,) PO, -6H ,0 was melted at
1100°C. Pyrophosphates formed, but did not combine into
pyrocoproite. The experiment was repeated with the addition of
some CaHPO; 2H,0 and Na , P,O, -I0H , 0. Slag formed, which
after X-ray diffraction and microprobe analyses was found to
consist of xenomorphic pyrophosphite and pyrocoproite, with
euhedral K-Mg orthophosphate. The chemical analysis of
synthetic pyrocoproite is given in table I . The X-ray diffraction
pattern could not be distinguished from the one of natural
material. The success of the synthesis with a and Ca added,
suggests that the presence of these elements favour the formation
of pyrocoproite. In particular Na pyrophosphate considerably
lowers the temperature of fusion.

1
/ 1100

d..,.

d c111c

hkl

2
23
32
2
17
4
33
64
36
100
2
7
3
19
10
3
5
3
2
3
3
5
5

6.77
4.73
4.32
3.614
3.386
3.242
3.137
2.987
2.974
2.821
2.497
2.365
2.250
2. 174
2. 163
2.093
2.049
1.982
1.759
1.721
1.685
1.660
1.631

6.779
4 .731
4.321
3.621
3.388
3.247
3. 138
2.985
2.975
2.816
2.494
2.365
2.253
2.171
2.161
2.092; 2.093
2.048 ; 2.049
1.982; 1.981; 1.982
1.758
1.722
1.687
1.661 ; 1.658
1.630

IOI
111
202
112
113
301
004
113
204
311
114
222
305
222
404
006; 315
402 ; 224
216; 124; 405
206
133
107
133;422
331

During the combustion of bat guano, the process of fonnation
of pyrocoproite may have been comparable with the laboratory
experiments. The starting material may have contained archerite
(KH, PO,), biphosphammite ((NH.) H,POJ, dittmarite (Mg( HJ
PO4 -H,O), stercorite (Na (NH,)(HPO,) -4 H,0), mundrabillaite
and swaknoite (both Ca (NH,), (HPO,), -H,0). which may have
been molten into a pyrophosphate slag. All these minerals have
been identified in the cave, associated with bat guano (MARTINI
1993).

4. The status of pyrocoproite as a mineral
species
It is relevant to briefly review the definition of a mineral
species. Indeed, since the majority of the mineralogists are
involved with hard rocks only, to them this occurrence would
seem odd and therefore they may question the validity of
pyrocoproite as a mineral species.
Minerals are defined as natural compounds or elements,
implying that chemicals manufactured by man are excluded. The
boundary between minerals and artifacts, however, is not sharp:
there is a transition zone of minerals, which formed by natural
processes, but more or less with man ' s aid. Although these
border minerals are not accepted by everybody as genuine
species, they have been established by usage; they are listed in
textbooks, like for instance: LACROIX (1913), PALACHE et al.
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( 1944) and CAIRN CROSS & DIXON ( 1995). Some of them,
like romarchite (ORGA & MA DARINO, 1970) have even
been accepted by the International Commission for
ew
Minerals.
These border minerals can be classified in three categories.
The first one comprises minerals forming by a natural process,
but from artificial material, like for instance the minerals
resulting from weathering of artifacts (metal tools, slag) in
archaeological sites. Romarchite (SnO) is an example. The
second category includes the species resulting from a material
and a process. which are both natural, but could not have formed
without human intervention . They comprise the numerous
minerals forming in the mines. An example is goslarite (ref. in
PALACHE et al. 1944), which was first described in a mine,
where it resulted from a natural oxidation of ore, but was
deposited in an artificial cavity.
The third category are the minerals due to combustion of
natural material in a natural environment, but the fire may be
natural or artificial. To the contrary of the first and second
categories, it is generally not possible to ascertain if there was a
human imput or not from the mineralogical associations or from
the environment context alone. An example of such minerals is
fairchildite (M IL TO
& AXELROD, 1947), resulting from
forest fire. Pyrocoproite is to be classi tied in this third category,
which is the least marked by the influence of man, if there is any.
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The Classification of Cave Minerals and Speleothems
By Carol A. Hill and Paolo Forti

Abstract
The classification scheme of Hill and Forti. as used in the new second edition of Cave Minerals of the World. is
presented as a "practical" solution to the problem of classification of cave minerals and speleothems. Classification of
cave minerals is by crystal class following nomenclature approved by the International Mineralogical Association. These
classes of minerals include the native elements. sulfides. oxides-hydroxides. halides. arsenates. borates, carbonates,
nitrates. phosphates. silicates. sulfates. and vanadates. No attempt is made to classify cave minerals by origin as was
done in the first edition. Minerals in the outside world are not classified by origin due to the complexity of depositional
environments (i.e .. a mineral may form by a number of mechanisms in a variety of different settings), and for the same
reason cave minerals should not be classified according to origin.
In the past. classification of speleothems has been by (I) morphology. (2) origin, or (3) crystallography (fabric). All
three approaches have their problems. The compromise approach of Hill and Forti is based primarily on morphology
(i.e .. the shapes one sees). plus whatever is known about origin and crystallography. In the second edition of Cave
Minerals of the World speleothems are divided into "official" types and subtypes and "unofficial" varieties. A speleothem
type is defined as a group or category of speleothems sharing one or more morphological characteristics and having a
common origin different from other speleothem types (e.g .. speleothem type = cave raft) . A speleothem subtype is
defined as a speleothem which has a structural identity similar to the type. but which has an origin different enough from
the type so as to produce a deviant morphology with additional structural elements (e.g. , speleothem subtype = cave
cone. of type raft) . A speleothem variety is defined as a slightly variant morphology produced by differences in water
flow. mineral composition. color. crystallinity or otl1er factors. Speleothem varieties exist for both types and subtypes
(e.g .. "snowflakes"= variety of type raft "volcano cone"= variety of subtype cone).
It is proposed that in the future new speleothem types. subtypes. and names be officially approved by a UIS
Commission of cave mineralogists.
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Crystallographical observations on calcite rafts from three
Romanian caves
2

losif Viehmann' Lucretia Ghergari Bogdan Petroniu Onac 2

' Speleological Institute "Emil Racovita", Clinicilor 5, 3400 Cluj, Romania
' "Babes-Bolyai" University, Deptartment of Mineralogy, Kogalniceanu I, 3400 Cluj, Romania

Abstract
The paper presents the crystallographical, morphological and mineralogical observations made on seventeen samples of calcite
rafts collected from three Romanian caves (Hoanca Apei. Stanu Ciutii and Ciungi). The two sides of the rafts ex hibit different
morphologies; the upper side is smooth while the underwater side is rough. The 35 m' of "cornflakes-like" deposit (crumbed calcite
raft ) and the filling-drainage mechanism of the pools from Hoanca Apei represent a unique case for the Romanian karst.

1. Introduction
The
paper
emphasises
the
mineralogical
and
crystallographical features of the calcite rafts discovered in 1987
in three pools and an artificial excavation (Ana's hole) in Hoanca
Apei Cave (Bihor Mts.). The observations were compared with
those made on simi lar speleothems from Stanu Ciutii (Padurea
Craiului Mts.) an d Ciungi (Somesan Plateau) caves. In Romania
such speleothcms were previously described from caves at Sura
Mare (LASCU, pers. comm.). Humpleu. Piatra Altarului
(FRATI LA, I 996). Ponoras. Batranului , Osoi (ONAC. I 996).
The calcite raft problem was world-wide treated (generally or in
detail) by SALZER ( 1942). BLACK ( 1953), POMAR et al.
(1975, 1976), HILL! & FORTI (1986), VIEHMANN (1992),
FORTI & CHIESI (1995).
The pools from Hoanca Apei are located in a 15 per 9 m
room (Sala Plutelor), at the far end of an upward side passage,
220 m behind the cave entrance. These hollow basins (down to
45 cm) are placed on an important deposit that consists of
millions of crumbed calcite rafts. The excavation done to a depth
of 165 cm in the center of the room, revealed that the crumbed
calcite rafts sed iment has a thickness of 90 cm. The rest of the
deposit consist of moonmilk that subsequently was formed from
accumulated calcite rafts. In the eastern part of this room there is
a small spring ha ving usually a discharge of8 cm'/s. After heavy
rain s, the di sc harge increase considerably so that the whole room
is flooded. The pools have been found to be temporarily emptied
or filled up with water.

2. Experiments
Two types or experiments were periodically carried out in
the last I O years: chromatic marking of the calcite rafts and tests
concerning filling-drainage mechanism of the pools. The two
experiments proved that the calcite rafts lying on the bottom of
an empty pool are brought back to the surface by a water that
moves per ascensum within the pool (VIEHMA N, 1992). In
Ana's hole, the water filling process lasted about 90 days. which
gives an average value of 1.8 cm in 24 hours. In parallel with
these experiments we measured the carbon dioxide concentration
in the air with a Draeger device (type WG-2M) and the water
temperature in the spring, pools and cave atmosphere. While the
carbon dioxide concentration have shown similar values
everywhere in the cave, the temperature increased from 7. I °C in
the spring to 7.4°C in the pools and to 7.8°C in the cave
atmosphere. The relati ve humidity measured within the cave was
89%.

The surface of most of these rafts range between 1.2 and
3.4 cm' . However. the largest calcite ran floating in one of the
pools could reach. before breaking into pieces, reached a
remarkable area of 600 cm'. BLACK ( 1953) has described
aragonite rafts in Carlsbad Caverns having more than 900 cm' .
Following our calculation the calcite rafts deposit in Hoanca
Apei Cave reaches 35 m·'.

3. Mineralogical, morphological, and
crystallographical observations
Thirteen samples were collected in Hoanca Apei Cave as
following: 9 samples (4-12) collected from different depths of the
calcite rafts deposit (4, 8, 12, 16. 20, 24, 28, 32 and 36 cm),
2 thin rafts formed in Ana's hole (samp le 3 collected in 1995 and
sample 13 collected in 1996), and 2 samples from the other two
pools located in Sala Plutelor (sample I and 2). Three samples
were collected from the Stanu Ciutii Cave; one from the water
surface (sample 14), another sample from the bottom or the same
pool (sample 15) and the third one from the bottom of a dried
pool. Only one sample was collected from Ciungi Cave (sample
17).
The analyses made on these calcite rafts samples consist of
observations with scanning electron microsco pe (SEM),
transmission polarizing microscope and binocular. Several X-ray
diffractions were carried-out in order to test the mineralogical
composition. With respect to the shape and size of the crystals
that build the calcite raft, our samples can be ascribed to the
following 3 groups:
I) Calcite rafts made of large, well developed crystals
(> I00 mm). This type was observed in Stanu Ciutii, Ciungi and
below 15 cm in the calcite rafts deposit from Hoanca Apei Cave.
2) Calcite rafts consisting of medium size crystals ( I 0-100 mm)
with many structural defects (imperfections) (e.g., natural pools
from Hoanca Apei Cave and above 15 cm in the calcite rafts
deposit from the ame cave).
3). Calcite rafts composed of small crystals having many
structural defects (Ana 's hole).

Mineralogical composition
Optical properties and X-ray analyses showed the pre ence
of calcite as main mineral in all samples tested . The white rafts
made up of almost transparent crystals, entirely consist of calcite
while the brown ones are impregnated with clay minerals. The
diffraction patterns obtained of the rafts collected in the artificial
pool from Hoanca Apei (sample 3, first collection) show 3 peaks
of low intensity (3.24-15; 4.25-1; 1.8 1-1) that were ascribed to
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quartz. Under the microscope this mineral cannot be seen due to
the small grain size. In the sample 13 recently collected, the
quartz is missing.

Morphology of the rafts
The two sides of the rafts exhibit different morphologies.
The upper side is smooth and has a granular structure, punched
from place to place (small holes) (Fig. 2a). If the upper side was
corroded than the crystals are clearly outlined (Fig. 2b). The
crystals are mostly skeletic (hopper morphology) and grow with
their c-axis at various angles against the water surface. The
underwater side is rough due to some prismatic crystals that grow
perpendicular and at various angles against the raft surface
(Fig. 2c, d). Other crystals develop around isolated crystals,
resulting finally in radial shaped groups.
On the upper side of some calcite rafts, in small holes
between the crystals, we found a fine yellowish silky powder

b

a

(sample 17 from Ciungi and samples I and 13 from Hoanca
Apei). This powder consists of threadshaped calcite crystals
having almost similar sizes (Fig. le). This type of crystals is
characteristic for moonmilk deposits.
The maximum thickness of the calcite rafts measured in
Hoanca Apei was 0.288 mm, while the rafts that repeatedly sink
and float are between 0.067 and 0.21 mm.

Crystal morphology
The crystals have different sizes depending on the location
and differs even in the same cave as a matter of presence or
absence of the impurities. The calcite impregnated with clay
minerals always forms small crystals whereas the pure ones are
larger. Sometimes the calcite crystals are covered by a thin layer
of cryptocrystalline calcite (sample 17, Ciungi).

d

C

I

1010

1010

0112

a'

a"

b'

c'
1120

Figure 1: The habit of crystals that composed the calcite rafts
The calcite rafts samples framed into the first group consist
mostly of euhedral crystals limited by well developed
crystallographic faces. The crystals have prismatic habit the most
common crystallographical forms being the first order hexagonal
prism { I 010} that usually shows striations along it. Another
frequent form is the positive rhombohedron with smooth faces.
The prismatic crystals differ as the sixth prism faces have various
degrees of development. Hexagonal prisms with equal developed
faces are rare (Figs. I a, a'). As a rule, three of the faces are better
developed when compared to the other three, that are smaller
(sample 14, 16 and less 15 from Stanu Ciutii, 17 from Ciungi)
(Figs. 2d, I a"). The unequal growth of the faces leads to the
development of two types of trigonal prisms: positive {IOIO}
(samples I 5, I 6 from Stanu Ciutii, 17 from Ciungi) (Figs. I b, b')
and negative {O 110} (sample 15-Stanu Ciutii) (Figs. 2c, d and
2c, c'). Sometimes a steep rhombohedron {4041} or {0441}
forms (sample 14-S.!_anu Ciutii). When the calcite crystals grow
parallel to the (I O10) face a tabular-prismatic habit can be
recognized. Among other crystals with different combinations of

crystallographic forms, we want to mention: the {1011}
rhombohedron as a dominant form (Fig. I e) associated with
sec~nd order hexagonal prism {1120} (subordinate) and the
{1011} and
{01 12 } r~mbohedrons together with second order hexagonal
prism {1120 }(Fig. If). Crystals on which both types of prisms
(first and second order) can be distinguished are rare. Faces that
belong to the second order prism show vertical striations due to
alternating growth of the {1010} and {0110} faces. (sample 15,
16 from Stanu Ciutii). A second generation of crystals
represented by first order prism and positive scalenohedron
{5491}, fill the holes left between the other crystals.
Skeletal habit is a typical feature of the crystals that build up
calcite rafts framed by us to the 2nd and 3rd group. The crystals
may form parallel growth of tabular crystals developed parallel to
the prism face {0110} or prismatic crystals with triangular habit
due to the presence of the negative prism (Figs. 2c, f) . The prisms
tip is either a corrosion surface
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Figure 2: Calcite rafts from Hoa11ca Apei Cave. SEM: upper side of the raft: a) (sample 12); b) (sample 11); 1111denvater side of the
raft: c) corroded crystals (sample 4); d) (sample 1J); e) threadshaped calcite, grow11 betwee11 the crystals (sample /);
j) corroded calcite prisms (sample 4).
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generated by dissol~tion (Fig. 2f) or smooth faces of the positive
rhombohedron { I O11} (Fig. 2d). Calcite rafts affected by the
dissolution processes were remarked in Hoanca Apei (both types
of pools) and Ciungi caves.

The presence of impurities and the CO, release lead to the
apparition of structure defects, parallel growth and skeletal
crystals.
The reason for calcite rafts floating was found to be the
surface tension and the presence of skeletal crystals which
contain holes, filled with gas, in between them.

3. Statistical remarks
The statistical results are based on determinations made on
more than I 00 crystals from all 17 calcite raft samples. The most
common crystallographic forms are: {1011 }, {1010}, {1120},
{4041 }, {0441 }, {0112 }, {5491} (Fig. 3a).
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Figure 3: Persistance and frequency of the crystallographica/
forms
The persistence has high values for two of the crystallographical
forms : {IOI I } and { IOI O}. When analysing the combination of
forms, the highest frequency was found at crystals with two
crystallographic forms (Fig. 3b). This means that the growth
conditions are similar even when the floating-drying process is
periodically resumed. Three types of contact twins were
identified . Their twinning planes are (IOI 0), (0112) and (0221 ).

4. The genesis of the calcite rafts
The most important factor in calcite rafts genesis, as in any
other calcite speleothem is the supersaturation of the solution.
This state can be achieved through one of the following
processes:
- the decrease of CO, partial pressure at the water-air interface;
- the loss of CO,, by diffusion into open air will increase the
solution fluidity, speeding up the crystallisation;
- the increase of the solution temperature in pools will diminish
the solubility of calcite bicarbonate and carbon dioxide.
- evaporation;
Very fine clay minerals or calcite crystals particles, as well
as organic material (POMAR et al., 1975, 1976) can act as nuclei
around which calcite rafts will develop. The size of the crystals is
directly related to the number of nuclei ; large crystals will grow
from pure solution, whereas an impure solution will encourage
the growth of small crystals.

5. Conclusions
The calcite rafts samples we studied were formed in two
types of pools. In Hoanca Apei all three basins lie on a huge
calcite rafts deposit and are filled with water through a per
ascensum process, while in the other two caves the pools are
typical rimstone dams being filled by flowing or seeping waters.
Because of the different mechanisms the calcite rafts in Hoanca
Apei will periodically be brought to the surface of the pool,
whereas in Stanu Ciutii and Ciungi the calcite rafts once formed
will either be attached to the sides of the pools or will sink under
their own weight .
Both sides of the rafts consist of calcite crystals that grow
perpendicular and at various angles against the raft surface. The
differences between the two sides are just morphologically ones;
the upper side is smooth while the underwater side is rough. The
dissolution process that affected the calcite rafts from Hoanca
Apei and Ciungi is due to the aggressive waters which enter the
cave after havy rains. If in Ciungi, only the upper side of the rafts
show corroded crystals, in Hoanca Apei both sides exhibit this
phenomenon. The explanation of this peculiar situation is that
when the room become flooded, the aggressive water affects the
upper side of the rafts but when the pools are filled up per
ascensum, only the crystals from the underwater side will be
corroded.
1
The 35 m deposit of "cornflakes-like" (crumbed calcite
rafts) and the filling-drainage mechanism of the pools from
Hoanca Apei represents a unique case for the Romanian karst.
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Abstract
The paper presents the results of a mineralogic and crystallographic study done on crusts and efflorescences collected from
Humpleu cave system. Besides calcite, aragonite and gypsum, a rich association of phosphates (hydroxyapatite,
carbonatehydroxyapatite, brushite, collophane), also the presence of amorphous silica (opal) are highlighted. Our results rely on
observations made with scanning electron microscope, transmiss ion polarising microscopy, thermal and spectral analyses and X-ray
diffraction.

Introduction
Humpleu cave system is composed of Pestera Mare din
Valea Firii cave and Avenul din Poienita pothole and it is located
in the NW part of Apuseni Mountains, on Firii Valley, left side
tributary of Somesul Ca ld River. Humpleu cave system is one of
the most spectacular endokarst phenomena of Roman ia by the
giant dimensions of the passages and because of the abundance
and variety of speleothems (GHERGARI et al., 1992; ONAC, 1992;
PAPIU er al., 1993).
Humpleu cave system was carved in Cretaceous limestones.
It developed on three levels, the lowermost active, an
intermediary fossil level, less deve loped, and the superior fossil
level, made of large ha lls and passages (e. g. Giants' Hall,
500x l 20x30 m or Gabor Halasi Ha ll , 31 Ox I 03x35 111). The
passages explored and surveyed until now have a development of
3 7, I 00 m on a vertical extent of3 l 4 m.
The mineralogical study carried out in Humpleu cave system
is focused on small dimesion minera ls that form deposits such as
crusts, singul ar crystals or crystal gro ups. The samples collected
for minera logical and crystallograph ical analyses come from
several sectors of the cave, exclusive ly from fossil passages (fig.
I). The deposits are ca rbonatic, gypsiferous and phosphatic.

ii( J

•

6

Fig ure I. Map of H11111ple11 cave system with the location of
sampling sites: A. Geog raphical position of H11mple11 cave
syste111 ; B. Plan of Humpleu cave syste111; C. Amphitheatre
Hall; D. Hig h Hall and the beginning of Giants ' Hall; E. lake
Hall, Grenoblese Hall and Arag onite Passage; I . g ours; 2.
Active passage; 3. level curves; 4. shaft; 5. blocks; 6.
stalag111itic do111e; •- sa111pling site.

The methods of analysis that we used were: transm1ss10n
polarisi ng microscopy on thin sections and in immersion,
morpho logic observations by means of electron microscopy
(SEM), X-ray diffractions, thermal and spectral analyses.

Calcite deposits
The chemical phenomena that affect carbonate rocks in cave
environment can be of two types:
-integral d issolution of carbonate rocks by water seeping
through, which forms a solution of Ca(HCO,), solution. that
represents the source of speleothems;
-partial dissolution of carbonate rocks by imbibition, forming a
calcitic or do lomitic powder that fits in the granu lometric sorts of
lutite, silt and arenite, depending on the grain size of the
weathered carbonate rocks.
The studied deposits are of the second type and appear in
venti lated areas of the fossil passages, where speleothems are
lacking. The weathering crust (samples 6,, 29 ,) is formed by a
calcite powder made of grains between 0.0015 and 0.008 mm in
diameter, rarely larger (sample 29,). In the microgranular mass
small fragme nts of micritic limestone appear, proving the origin
of the weathered rock. Sometimes, sub-rounded grains of quartz
and zircon can be found.
In the powdery calcitic mass there are two processes of speleal
genesis to be remarked (sample 6 1):
- forming of acicular calcite crystals, developed parallel to the 'c'
crystallographic axis, similar to the one that is composed of
moonmilk;
- forming of some small columnar calcite crystals (0.02x0.04 0.05x0.2 mm), having both endings well developed (Fig. 2).
Crystallographical forms identified on the columnar calcite
crystals are hexagonal prisms of 1st. order { I 0 To} and Ilnd order
{ 1120} (rarely together), the positive rombohedron { I 0TI } as
dominant forms with high persistence; sometimes negative
rombohedron {0221} substitutes the positive one { 1011 }, the
latter havi ng a lower persistence; the rombohedrons {0441},
{4041 }, {0ll2} and the scalenohedron {2131} have subordinate
developments (Fig. 2).
Dehydrated moonmilk crusts appear on the floor of
Amphitheatre Hall (samp le 28), in Giants Hall and in Charontese
Hall. The morphology of the skeletal calcite crystals that appear
in this deposit corresponds to that of moonmilk described by
GHERGARI et al. (I 993, fig. 4e, fig. 14 respectively) as being a
calcite paramorphosis after polysyntetic twinned aragonite; small
rombic plates are twinned altemantly after face ( 110), the
twinned complex developi ng in the [ 111] direction.
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Coral-like deposits composed of groups of columnar calcite
crystals disposed radial or divergent; the crystals that form
groups have dimensions between 0.03 and 0.2 mm (samples 18,,
19) contain zoned liquid inclusions on the crystallographic faces
and exhibit the same crystallographic forms as those formed in
the weathering crust (sample 6,). The shape of these aggregates
and the radial disposal of the crystals that usually surround other
crystals or some micritic limestone lithoclasts made us suppose
their forming in a weathering crust consisting of a deposit of
microgranular calcite that was subsequently washed away.

Aragonite Passage (samples 16,, 1,), in Grenoblese Hall and in
Charontese Hall (sample 8,).
3. Acicular carbonatebydroxyapatite in association with
aragonite, opal (silica), brushite (Fig. 5 f, g), on the walls of the
Aragonite Passage to the height of2.5-3 m (samples 5,, 24 ,).
From the mineralogical viewpoint, phosphorite is constituted
of hydroxyapatite (main constituent), carbonatehydroxyapatite,
brushite, colophane, associated to aragonite, calcite, opal, iron
and manganese oxides.
The identification of these minerals was based on optical
properties studied by polarising microscopy (Fig. 5 a, b, c),
crystal morphology (SEM) (Fig. 5 d, e, f, g), thermal analyses
(Fig. 3), X-ray diffractometry (Fig. 4) and spectral analyses.
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Figure 2. Crystallographical forms identified 011 calcite
columnar crystals.
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Figure 3. Thermal a11alysis of sample 24 1•

Gypsum deposits
Gypsum forms thin crusts ( 1-2 mm thick) that cover small
surfaces ( 1-3 m' ) on the northern wall of the Aragonite passage
(samples 3,, 10,) and on the sides of the fallen blocks from the
same passage.
Gypsum appears as fibrous aggregates with their elongation
disposed perpendicular to the wall. Crystals can reach 2-3 cm in
length. From our observations on cristals' morphology, we
mention :
-the change of direction of crystals' elongation as an effect of the
change of calcium sulphate solutions concentration;
-bending of fibrous crystals, generating microanthodites;
-presence of some well developed idiomorphous crystals;
-corrosions due to dis olution.
In addition to the gypsum, we identified browny grainshaped hydroxyapatite in small quantities, small calcite and
aragonite crystals and sometimes subrounded quartz grains
included in gypsum crystals, pyrite in sample 3 and limonite as
impregnations in gypsum or in aggregates (sample 10,).

Phosphate deposits (phosphorite)
Phosphorite found in Humpleu cave system exhibits distinct
structural forms, as following:
I . Browny crusts with colomorphous aspect, smooth on the
upper side and partially covered by a calcite powder, and rough
on the lower side (Fig. 5 d, e). Crusts of this type were observed
as spots in two different sites:
- on the western wall of Lake Hall, at some 25 cm above the
floor; the spots have maximum 30 cm in diameter (sample 7,);
- on the walls of Aragonite Passage and accidentally on the floor
(sample 25,).
2. White powdery crusts, frequently with stratified texture
(Fig. 5 a), observed on the floor and on the fallen blocks in

Hydroxyapatite is usually granular - showing no
crystallographic forms - or fibrous, but sometimes tabular
(pseudomorphosis after brushite) or short prismatic. Grainshaped hydroxyapatite aggregates associated to collophane
(partially transformed into a granular or fibrous mass) form,
colomorphous crusts (Fig. 5 d, e) or irregular mas es that
preserve the organic structure that generated them. Granular
aggregates of hydroxyapatite from the lower side of the crusts
contain tiny calcite crystals. The white powdery crusts are
formed by grain-shaped hydroxyapatite in altemance with
fibroradial hydroxyapatite, realizing a vermicular structure due to
the disposition of fibrous aggregates (fig. 5 a, b, c).
Carbonatehydroxyapatite has a acicular habit and forms
effiorescences on the walls of the Aragonite Passage. Acicular
crystals of carbonatehydroxyapatite grow on aragonite crystals or
on opal sticks and often realize latticelike masses (Fig. 5 f, g). Its
identification was based on optical properties (birefringence
higher than hydroxyapatite), thermic analyses (Fig. 3) and X-ray
diffractions (Fig. 4).
Brushite exhibits lamellar or tabular crystals (Fig. 5 c, g)
with oblique extinction (cNp=l4°), with
m=l.545 and
6=0 .012, higher than hydroxyapatite. Brushite associates with
carbonatehydroxyapatite, in which it transforms.
Colophane forms amorphous light-brown masses (observed
at transm1ss1on polarising microscope), with
=1.575 .
Colophane is partially transformed into grain-shaped or fibrous
hydroxyapatite. The colophane quantity is subordinated to that of
hydroxyapatite.
Aragonite realizes acicular crystals, some of these
constituted of two individuals twinned after (010) face (Fig. 5 f,
g). A part of the aragonite crystals are mantled with amorphous
silica (opal) with N=l.531. The presence of silica was
distinguished by optical analyses and confirmed by spectral
analyses.
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3a

3b

3c

3d

3e

3f

3g

Figure 3. a): White po111dery phosporite crust with banded textllre. Granular hydroxyapatite impregnated with manganese oxides
(sample 16,, exterior zone); 1N, I 65X; b): Hydroxyapatite with vermicular structure (sample 161, interior zone); 1N, 330X; c): Fibroradiar hydroxyapatite a11d tabular brushite; the latter substitutes rlwmbol,edral calcite crystals (sample 16 1, i11terior ;;one); I , 330X;
d): SEM. Phosphorite crust 111ith colomorphous aspect (dark grey) covered by calcite crystals (sample 71, upper side); e): SEM.
Hydroxyapatite as tabular crystals, granular a11d 111ith co/omorplwus aspect (sample 71, lower side; j): SEM. Arago11ite crystals
(black) covered by acicular carbonatehydroxyapatite (white) (sample 24 J; g): SEM. Aragonite crystals coated in silica (opal), tabular
brushite crystals a11d acicular crystals of carbonatehydroxyapatite.
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Figure 4. X-ray diflractio11 spectra.

Opal covers aragonite and calcite crystals (the latter are
present in small quantities and represent a first generation of
calcium carbonate, followed by the fom1ing of aragonite). The
order of crystallisation can be deduced from the fact that calcite
crystals are often included in aragoni te. Opal also exhibits as
straight or ramified empty capillaries alike stalactites. In some of
these voids appear carbonate remnants resulted from a corroded
acicular aragonite crystal. We consider as possible the forming of
fine channels inside the opal sticks as a result of dissolution of
acicular aragonite crystals.
Iron oxides and hydroxides sometimes impregnate
hydroxyapatite aggregates on restricted areas, giving them a
brawny-reddish colour.
Manganese oxides appear as films in hydroxyapatite
powdery crusts at certain levels or as dendrites on their surface
(Fig. 5 a).

Conclusions
The crusts and effiorescences from Humpleu cave system
form extremely interesting associations. It is composed of calcite,
aragonite, hydroxyapatite, carbonatehydroxyapatite, brushite,
collophane, gypsum and opal. Iron and manganese oxides and
hydroxides have also been identified. On the basis of our
observation, we deduced the presence of several crystallogenetic
stages: acicu lar and columnar calcite, as well as aragonite crystals
were formed at first. The 2nd stage corresponds to the deposition
of silica (opal), that coated the crystals of the first stage, being
followed by the deposition of the phosphate minerals. The sou rce

of the phosphate ion is the guano deposits from the floors of
passages and halls. With respect to the spatial distribution of
phosphate crusts and effiorescences, we consider the solutions
that form these speleothems move upward on the walls through
capillary channels. Our supposition is supported by their
abundance close to the cave floor, the phosphate speleothems
being totally replaced by calcite and aragonite at heights of over
25 cm on the walls.
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Abstract
Mineralogical and geochemical characteristics of the black sediment coatings covering both sandy alluvium and submerged boulders in
an underground stream, Vantului Cave, Romania, are discussed. An enrichment was observed in manganese and iron towards the upper
part of the sediment-water interface where the overlying water supplies oxygen. The black sediments appear to be mainly composed of
poorly-crystallized manganese oxides and hydroxides (pyrolusite, romanechite, todorokite, rhodochrosite) as well as goethite and
kaolinite. Scanning electon microscope performed on the black earthy sediments show the material to build up botryoidal-like
aggregates. Manganese may migrate in slightly acidic waters as humates or as metallo-organic complexes and is introduced into cave by
stream water. Acid mine waters (with elevated levels of dissolved Fe, Al and SO, ions), which drained into the cave stream, are the
most probable source of iron. Genetically, the black sediments from Vantului Cave seems to be deposited in a pH/Eh controlled
environment. Microorganisms may aid in the deposition of these manganese and iron minerals.

Introduction
A number of manganese oxidation states exist, but only two
2
(Mn • and Mn'') are common in nature. These often occur
together in the same mineral or in closely intergrown aggregates,
giving a continuous series of net oxidation states. While the
mineralogy of iron is relatively simple, the mineralogy of
manganese is complex. Not only are a large number of
manganese phases found, but they are difficult to characterized
because of poor crystallinity, fine grain size, and intimate
intergrowths. The geochemistry of both manganese and iron in
cave environments is governed by oxidation and reduction
reactions.
Manganese and iron oxidation differ in their pH dependence:
iron oxide forms at an appreciable rate of pH's above 6, while the
equivalent rate for Mn oxides is not reached until pH = 8.5
(STUMM & MORGAN, 1981). Thus in cave water (pH= 6-8),
there will be a tendency for iron to be the first precipitate, but for
manganese to remain longer m solution, even when
thermodynamic considerations suggest that both should
precipitate at the same time. So the catalytic effects of oxide
surfaces (MAYNARD, 1983) as well as an possible enzymatic
microbial environment are especially important in the deposition
of iron-manganese oxides (CRERAR et al., 1972; COMAN ,
1979; MARSHALL, 1979; GRADZINSKJ et al., 1995).
Manganese and iron oxide and/or hydroxide minerals in
caves have been found either covering cave walls, stream clasts
and other speleothems, or as black sedimentary deposits (HILL &
FORTI, 1986). Detailed morphological , mineralogical and
genetical studies on these oxides in the cave environment have
been done by CRABTREE (1962), COMAN (1979), MOORE
(1981 ), GASCOINE (1982), HILL ( 1982), WHITE et al. ( 1982),
KASHIMA (1983), PECK (1986), COLEMAN & RAISWELL
(1993), GRADZINSKJ et al. ( 1995), and ONAC (1996).

about 45 km, and is the longest cave system in Romania. The
cave is developed on four levels, the lowest one having an active
stream (SZILAGY et al., 1979). Tracer dye labeling has showed
that the recharge area of the underground flow to Viintului Cave
is linked to the diffuse losses in the Recea Mining Brook Basin
(ORASEANU & GASP AR, 1980-1981 ). Deciduous forests cover
the entire basin, encouraging formation of organic acids derived
from the abundant decomposing vegetation.
There is evidence that mining activities in the area have had a
great impact on the cave environment as the acid-mine waters
(rich in iron, aluminium and silica) drain into the cave via
underground flow. Furthermore, some of the mining galleries
have intercepted voids, fissures or even large passages directly
connected with the cave network. and most of these gaps were
used as storage for barren gangue. The mine water which fluxed
these waste rocks, enabled the deposition of few unsual cave
minerals (e.g., allophane and saponite) as they reacted witli the
limestone bedrock or floor clay.

Geological and speleological setting
Karst near Suncuius, nortbwestem part of Padurea Craiului
Mountains, Romania (Fig. I), is mostly developed in Lower and
Middle Triassic limestones and dolomites. Vantu lui Cave is
located 2.5 km upstream from Suncuius. It has a total length of

Figure 1. Map of Romania showing the karstic area around the
village of Suncuius.
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Location and occurrence of the black sediments
The underground stream bed in Vantului Cave is covered by
black jelly-like sediments. The thickness of these sediments alters
as the distance from the sediment-water interface increased . The
submerged boulders and cobbles can show layers up to 2.5-3 cm
thick while the sandy alluvium is covered with only 2 to 3 mm of
this material. The cave walls alongside the stream are covered
with black coatings of the same material, up to the highest level
reached by the water.
During 1987 and 1989, once a month, in parallel with some
climatic measurements, observations and sampling of the black
sediments were done. In order to establish the coating rate, as
well as to document the occurrence of these black precipitates,
both natural and artificial substrates were put under observations,
as has been described by CARPENTER & HA YES ( 1980).
Submerged cobbles, and boulders are referred to as "natural"
substrates. At the side of each observed natural substrate we
emplaced, at different height, unglazed ceramic tiles (8 by 8 cm)
referred to as "artificial" substrates. After four months, a
continuous black film was observed on all artificial substrates
located in the upper part of the water column . After a two-year
period the coatings that formed on them reached 2 to 2.4 cm in
thickness. The tiles lying on the stream bed or just above the
sediment-water interface showed only isolated spots, and at the
end of the experiment they were covered by a sub-millimetric
black layer.
At the time of black sediment sampling, direct measurements
of the pH and £h were performed. We found the pH to vary
down stream (on about 2 km) from 5.1 to 8, while the £h values
decrease from 0.83 to 0. 1 I volts as we move vertically down the
water column in one sampling location (Fig. 3).

association revealed that the initial black sediments are composed
of amorphous aluminium and silica jelly-like material and poorly
crystallized oxides and hydroxides of manganese and iron .

Thermal analyses
Simultaneous differential thern1al and thermogravimetric anal ys is
(OT A, TGA) were performed with a MOM l 200Q instrument
operated at a heating rate of I 0°C per minute in air with 40-50
mg of dry (over P,O,) sample and hematite as an inert reference
material. Weight loss after static heating to I000°C was around
20%.
Thermal decomposition of the black sediments produce a
low-temperature endotherm at 220°C followed by two other
weak endotherms at 550°C and 720°C. The first two effects are
associated with a weight loss of 14% that derives from the
expulsion of water from amorphous gels and kaolinite. The final
endotherm at 720°C can be attributed to decomposition of
rhodochrosite. Volatilization of resulted CO, produces a weight
loss of 4 to 6%.
Infrared spectroscopic analysis
The sample for the infrared measurements was prepared by
m1x10g the finely ground sample with K.Br powder
(approximately 5% w/w). The infrared spectroscopic analysis
was performed by using a Nicolet 800 FT-IR device equipped
with DTGS (Deuterated try glycyne sulphate) detector and a
Spectra-Tech diffuse reflectance accessory.
Romanechite has sharp absorption peaks at 460, 523 and
580 cm·'. Kaolinite shows three absorption bands of strong to
medium intensity, which include peaks at 435, 538 and 690 cm·'.
Pyrolusite, goethite and rhodochrosite show single bands at 410,
671 and 727 cm·' respectively. Single weak broad band
characteristics of Si-O-Al and of Al-OH were also obtained .

Analytical methods
X-ray flu orescence analyses
Major elements have been analyzed by X-ray fluorescence
(XRF), in a Philips PW 1404 spectrometer, using glass beads
prepared according to the method of NORRISH & HUTTON
( I 969). Twenty-five international standards were used, refined by
least squares' procedures, using Philips model PW 1492 software
for calibration.
Twelve samples collected from three different locations have
given the following mean values (wt. %): SiO, = 28.35, MnO =
27 .32, AI,0, = 19.8, Fe,0 1 = 4 .02, CaO = 3.99, J<.,O = 1.32, MgO
= 0.74, TiO, = 0.5, Ni= 0.45 , Ba= 0.36, S = 0.29.
X-ray Diffraction analyses
X-ray analysis were performed using a Philips powder
diffractometer (PW 1710) with CuKa radiation . All speciments
were continuously scanned from I O to 60° 2S in increments of
0.5° 2S per minute. The digitized scans were then fitted with the
PW-1877 curve program (version 3.6).
Diffractometer tracings from the fine-grained black sediments
consist of broad diffraction bands with superimposed sharp peaks
due primarily to detrital quartz. However, minor amounts of
kaolinite, romanechite, pyrolusite, todorokite, goethite and
possible hollandite have been identified in most of the samples.
In all cases, the broad but consistent character of the diffraction
maximum indicates a material that is poorly crystallized but
certainly not X-ray amorphous.
After heating the initial samples to I 000°C and performing a
new series of X-ray diffraction measurements, the spectra were
better resolved. They showed sharp peaks due to Mn -Al-Fe rich
spinels, pyrolusite, hausmanite, hematite and quartz. This mineral

Scanning electron microscope analyses (SEM)
Further investigations on the black sediments from Vantului
Cave were made with a JEOL JSM6400 scanning electron
microscope. SEM analyses showed a homogeneous mass made
up of welded botryoidal-like agglomerates that proved to consist
mainly of manganese and iron . These agglomerates are covered
by clusters of thin platy crystals (Fig. 2). The diffraction pattern
produced by these crystals is characteristic for phyllosilicates
with pseudo-hexagonal symmetry (kaolinite) .

Results and discussion
Mode of deposition
Two characteristic features distinguish the zone of the sedimentwater interface: active solids and biological activity. Sediment
particles in the upper part of the sediment column remain in
contact with the sediments below it: residence times of the
overlying water are generally much longer than the settling times.
The activity of bacteria is primarily confined to the upper part of
the water-sediment interface, where the exchange with the
overlying water supplies oxygen (CRERAR et al., 1972).
Therefore, the biological activity, the chemical reactions
involving organic matter and minerals, and the faster inorganic
reactions of certain mineral phases make the sediment-water
interface a distinct zone where special conditions for deposition
exist. In this zone, black sediment will accumulate until a steadystate balance is reached between the deposition of the black
sediment coatings and the physical or chemical processes that
remove these coatings. The sharp line of demarcation at the
sediment-water interface on both blocks and tiles suggests a
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Figure 3. Cross-section of the stream bed showing the
depositional environment for manganese and iron sediments,
the accretion rate and Eh values at different depths.

Conclusions
Figure 2. Botryoidal shaped agglomerates covered by clusters
ofthi11 platy crystals (see text/or details).
chemical effect. Eh, in particular, decreases abruptly in the lower
part of the water column from 0.83 to 0.1 I as already mentioned
(Fig. 3). At low Eh values, the predicted pH level necessary to
precipitate either iron or manganese is much higher than at more
positive Eh values (COLLINS & BUOL, 1970). Under these
conditions, manganese-iron precipitates are probably very
unstable, and therefore the accretion rate in this part will be very
reduced.
During our observations, intervals of a partial coating partial removal process were remarked. Periods of heavy rain
when the underground flow became faster and turbulent, and also
dilute the acid mine waters seem to control the depositionremoval process, being in our opinion responsible for the
constant thickness of the black sediments throughout the years.
Accretion rate for the black sediments appear to increase with
distance above the sediment-water interface. Coatings covering
the alluvium are very thin, probably due to the low Eh existent in
that part of the water column . Annual accretion rate as we
measured on the artificial substrates have the following values
(µg cm·' yr·' ): at the sediment level the rate was 15, in the
sediment-water interface, and above it we found 137,211,253
(Fig. 2).

Source of ma nganese and iron
A substantial amount of manganese may be released in the
weathering zone by simple accumulation and decay of plants, and
soluble and insoluble metallo-organic complexes of manganese
may form through surface adsorption, ion exchange, chelation
and formation of protective colloids (CRERAR et al. , 1972).
Manganese appears only as a trace element in the Ladinian
limestone in which Vantului Cave is formed . Owing to this, the
main source of manganese might be the one suggested by
CRERAR et al. (1972) .
Sources for iron in the vicinity of Vantului Cave are easy to
determine. Both refractory clays and the rocks in which these are
to be found (sandstone, microconglomerates) are rich in pyrite
and marcasite. The percolating waters are charged with iron, as
indicated by the presence of millimetric crusts made up of

goethite at many places in the cave. However, the most important
source for iron seems to be the acid mine drainage that pollutes
the underground stream.

The various analyses, to which the black sediments were
subjected, suggest they are composed of amorphous aluminium
and silica jelly-like material and poorly crystallized oxides and
hydroxides of manganese and iron. Among the minerals ascribed
to the later group are: romanechite, todorokite, pyrolusite,
rhodochrosite, goethite and possible hollandite.
The mechanism we suggest for the deposition of the black
coatings in Vantului Cave is one controlled by Eh, pH.
Precipitation of manganese and iron, and also their separation by
precipitation of iron-hydroxide in a lower Eh-pH with retention
in solution of manganese-hydroxide (until a substantial rise in
alkalinity or oxygenation of the solution), seems to be a valid
mechanism in this peculiar case. The role played by
microorganisms is not exactly known, but is to be considered as
potential factor in manganese and iron deposition.
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Cave minerals of the Western Ukraine
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Abstract
Giant maze cave systems in the Miocene gypsum in the Western Ukraine are characterized by abundance and variety of secondary
mineral forms. Original geological, physical and chemical conditions have determined a wide derelopment of mineral formation
processes here. Minerals forming in the gypsum caves of the Western Ukraine belong to the classes of sulphates (gypsum, celestite),
carbonates (calcite, rhodochrosite), silicates (chalcedony), oxides and hydroxides (iron and manganese minerals, ise), and are
represented by various speleothems. Some of them have a certain scientific value.

1. Introduction
Giant maze cave systems in the Badenian (Middle Miocene)
gypsum are characterized by abundance and variety of secondary
mineral forms. Original geological, physical and chemical
conditions (air temperature +8 ,2- 10,5 °C, air humidity 96-100%,
CO, concentration 0,1-4,8%, radon concentration up to 23700
1
Bc/;n ) have determined a wide development of mineral
forn1ation proces es here.
Secondary minerals in the caves of the region belong to the
classes of sulphates, carbonates, silicates, oxides and hydroxides.
Genetic classification of cave minerals of the Western Ukraine is
given in table I, conditions of mineral formation are reflected at
fig. I.
Many of speleothems in the caves of the Western Ukraine are
well known and described, therefore a great attention in this
paper will be given to speleothems. which either have a rare
spreading or have not analogous aggregates in other caves.

2. Sulphates
Gypsum
Gypsum speleothems have a most spreading in the caves of
the region. They are characterized by the variety of morphology
and genesis. Prismatic, rod-like and tabular euhedral crystals
occur most frequently These speleothems were born and grew in
thin capillar water films on the walls and ceilings of the caves.
Commonly, the length of gypsum crystals is 2-10 cm, however
some crystals and crystalline aggregates have length up 70-120
cm.
Speleothems which form through the evaporation of
interstitial seeping water also occur frequenty. There are parallelfibrous aggregates, cave flowers, gypsum needles. In the caves of
the region gypsum needles have length up to 18-27 cm and width
1-3 mm . They grow at the soil-air boundary after the evaporation
of solutions seeping through the cave soil.
Some of the gypsum speleothems (concretions, roses, twins)
grow in the subsurface part of cave soil after the evaporation of
solutions ascending through the soil capillaries. Gypsum twins
have length 7-15 cm and width 1-3 cm. They are ana logous to
"eroded crystals" from the gypsum caves of Italy (HILL &
FORTI , 1986).
Recently characterized (K.LIMCHOUK et al., 1994;
TURCHINOV, 1994) a group of gypsum speleothems of aerosol
origin includes "gypsum snow", frost-like acicular crystals and
gypsum rims. :Gypsum snow" is represented by accumulations of
small acicular gypsum crystals on the floor of cave passages.

These crystals have no attachment with substratum. It is assumed
that origin and initial growth of "gypsum snow" take place in the
cave air. The settling of these components takes plase after
increasing their weight in the process of their growth.
Components of "gypsum snow" settle along the axis of air flow,
therefore accumulations of "gypsum snow" have a stretch form.
Aggregates of frost-like acicular crystals on the walls of caves
and gypsum rims are formed after settling of hydroaerosol drops
and following crystallisation of gypsum. Sometimes clusters of
frost-like crystals occur in shape of horizontal strips of 3-7 cm in
width (fig. 2). This fact testifies to the united level of transfer of
aerosols in conditions of quiet laminar air flow s.
It is assumed, that formation of aerosols in the gypsum caves
of the Western Ukraine is detennined by the enhanced
radioactivity and ionization of the cave air (KLIMCHOUK et al.,
1994).

Celestite
Small ( 1-3 cm) acicular crystuals of celestite have been
discovered in Kristalnaya cave in assotiation with gypsum
crystals (LAZARENKO & SREBRODOLSKY, 1969). Genesis
of celestite is due to strontium which is present in the Miocene
gypsum (up to 3-5%).

3. Carbonates
Calcite
Calcite is a main carbonate mineral in the gypsum caves of
the Western Ukraine. Formation of calcite speleothems is due to
the infiltration into caves of calcium bicarbonate solutions
formed through the dissolution of limestones and marls which
overlie the gypsum stratum.
Many of the carbonate speleothems are represented by well
known aggregates (stalactites, stalagmites, crusts, flowstones,
draperies, conulites), therefore their detailed description does not
adduce in this paper.
Forms, called by pseudohelictites have been found in Mlynki
and Optimisticheskaya caves. Ihere are aggregates of three
curved-facet crystals of 1-3 cm in length, growing on the surface
of calcite crusts or stalactites. These aggregates grow in
conditions of thin capillar film and their shape is determined by
speed of growth of separate cryctals.
Non-described in other caves speleothems have been
discovered in Dzhurinskaya, Optimisticheskaya, lynki , Slavka
caves. There are calcite spherolites of0,2
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Table I. Ge11etic classijicatio11 of cave mi11erals of the Western Ukrai11e
(numbers i11 brackets - see jig. 1)

Classes

Minerals

Sulphates

Gypsum

Celestite

Genesis
Crystallization
from free
flowing water
after CO, Loss:
A. Central canal
B. Dripping
water

Crystallization
from vein water
Subaqueous
crystallization

Crystallization
from aerosols:
A.Crystallization in cave air
B. Crystallization after setting
of aerosols
Crystallization of
gels

Rhodochrosite

Quartz
(chalcedony)

Oxides and
hydroxides
Iron and
Ice
manganese
minerals

stalagmites( 15)
conulites( 16)

Evaporation of
Euhedral
thin film of water crystals (I)

Crystallization in
cave soil

Calcite

Silicates

stalactites( 13)
helictites ( 14)

C . Intensive
infiltration

Evaporation of
seeping interstitial wa ter

Carbonates

Euhedral
crystals ( 12)

crusts ( 17)
flowstones ( 18)
draperies ( 19)
pseudohelictites
(20),crystals (2 I)
spherolites (22)

in composition
of the calcite
crusts (28)

parallel-fibrous
aggregates (2)
cave flowers (3)
needles (4)
concretions(5)
roses (6)
twins (7)
parallel-fibrous
gypsum (8)

boxwork (23)
rafts (24) and their
deposits(25)
gours (26)
cave pearls (27)

"gypsum snow"
(9)
frost-like acicular
crysta ls ( I 0)
rims(ll)

Biochemical
precipitation

Freezing
crystallization
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crusts (29)
boxwork (30)
powderlike
deposits
(31)
stalactites (32)
stalagmites
(33)

/\

/\

I\

I\

31

9

I\

I\

Figure I: Conditions of mineral formation i11 the gypsum caves of the Western Ukraine

to 5-6 mm in diameter which are concluded inside the large
transparent gypsum euhedral crystals (fig. 3). The growth of
these spherolites took place simultaneously with the growth of
the gypsum crystals. Diffused in primary gypsum calcium
carbonate was a source of the matter to the growth of the
spherolites (TURCHINOV, 1993).
Calcite boxwork forms in the zones of jointing through the
near-cavity crystallization of calcite in joints and the following
dissolution of gypsum.
Some of the calcite speleothems form in the subaqueous
environment or on the water surface. Calcite rafts up to 1-1,5 mm
in thickness form on the surface of some underground pools.
Floating rafts continue to grow until they sink from their own
weight, and accumulations of rafts up to 20 cm in thickness form
on the bottom of pools.
Cave pearls up to 15 mm in diameter have been investigated
in Ozemaya cave.

crusts m the zones of jointing. The genesis of the chalcedony
crusts is due to the epigenetic transformations of the Upper
Badenian tuffites, bedding over gypsum. Gelatinous silicic acid,
forming through the montmorillonitization of volcanic ash,
infiltrated to the cave and crystallized here (TURCHINOV,
1993).

Rhodochrosite
This mineral has been found by X-ray difraction study in
the calcite crust in Optimisticheskaya cave. The genesis of
rhodochrosite is due to the dissolution and redeposition of
primary rhodochrosite from the upper Badenian marls which
overlain the gypsum stratum.

4. Silicates
Quartz (Chalcedony)
In the gypsum caves of the Western Ukraine the class of
silicates is represented by chalcedony - a fibrous variety of
quartz. Mineral occurs as thin (up to 2-3 mm) white or yellow

Figure 2: Horizontal strip of the frost-like acicular crystals of
aerosol origin, Optimisticheskaya cave
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Iron and manganese minerals in Zolushka cave are unique,
because their forn,ation is a result of change of hydrochemical
conditions of karst water in process of the artificial drainage of
the gypsum stratum. The precipitation of the iron and manganese
oxides and hydroxides have been realized on the oxidation
geochemical barrier with active participation of anaerobic
microbes (VOLKOV et al. . 1987).

Ice
Cave ice forn,s stalactites and stalagmites in the nearentrance part of some caves during cold season of year. In
Pionerka cave ice column up to 3-7 m in height may be preserved
till the summer (ANDREICHOUK, 1988).

Figure 3: Calcite spherolites (arrows) inside the large gypsum
euhedral crystals. Diameter of the spherolites is 5-6 111111.
Dz/111ri11skaya cave

5. Oxides and hydroxides
lron and manganese oxides and hydroxides
Iron and manganese minerals have a greater occurence in
Zolushka cave. Here they forn, powder-like deposits up to 30-40
cm in thickness. Stalactite-like and stalagmite-like aggregates
occur les frequently . Manganese minerals are represented by
birnessite and asbolan (Co-and i-containing wad) (VOLKOY et
al., 1987). Iron hydroxide occur in amorphous phase FeOOH •
nH,O.
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Abstract
A list of Venezuelan cave minerals and their localities is given together with a short statement of the main features of some of the
occurrences and its possible origin.

Resumen
Se presenta una lista de los minerales secundarios identificados en cavidades venezolanas. Adicionalmente a la localidad, se
presenta un breve enunciado de !as caracteristicas de alguno de los yacimientos y su posible origen.

1. Introduction
Since the very early descriptions of Venezuelan caves,
speleothemes are mentioned as it happens in the 1678 description
of El Guacharo Cave entrance in eastern Venezuela by the
missionary Francisco de Tauste. But apart from such type of
descriptions by many further visitors, the first mineralogical
work of Venezuelan speleothems is that of WHITE et al. (1963)
describing several types of calcite speleothems. They also were
the first to identify gypsum in several types of occurrences. In
this note a list of venezuelan cave minerals is presented with
some brief remarks about the occurrence and the possible origin
of some selected ones.

2. Cave Minerals
A. Carbonates
Aragonite CaCO,
• Cueva de Baruta (Mi. I I), Caracas, Miranda. URBANI ( 1967,
1968). This 200 m long "crystal cave" or geode was opened in
January 1956 during quarry work in dolomitic marble and very
soon vandalized. Aragonite was abundant as anthodites with
needles as long as 5 cm, some transformed to dolomite, showing
high Sr content. It is possible that this element promoted its
crystallization.
• Cueva La Guairita 2 (Mi.16), Caracas, Miranda.
• Cueva Cantera Sur de Baruta (Mi.28), Caracas, Miranda.
• Cueva Ricardo Zuloaga (Mi.42), Miranda. URBANI et al.
( 1995). As needle-like crystals associated with sepiolite in a
cauliflower shaped assemblage.
• Cueva de lglesitas (Mi.SO), Caracas, Miranda.
• Cueva La Peonia (La.2), Lara.
• Cueva de Tiburcio, Yaracuy.

•

Azurite Cu,(CO,),(OH),
Cueva de Baruta (Mi.I I), Miranda.

Calcite CaCO,
As the most common cave mineral it presents a wide variety of
shapes, like stalactites, stalagmites, coatings and crusts,
conulites, coralloids, cups, draperies, flowstone, helictites,
moonmilk, cave pearls, rafts, rimstone dams (gours), cave
clouds, shelfstone, cave shields and spar.
• Cueva de! Guacharo (Mo. I), Monagas. This cave shows the
greater variety of calcite speleothems from Venezuela, like
stalactites, stalagmites, draperies, flowstones, rimstone dams,
helictites, cave pearls, spar and cups. Monocrystalline stalactites
and helictites were studied by WHITE et al. ( 1963). Some orange
to red colored stalactites were studied by WHITE (1981) findi ng
that the colour is due to organic compounds. Stalactites with
concentric layers of calcite and detrital clay formed by periodical
flooding and small stalactites with coralloid tips were reported by
URBANI (1973).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cueva Alfredo Jahn (Mi.35), Miranda.
Cueva Quebrada Marasmita (Mi.6), Miranda.
Cueva de la Discordia I (Fa.34), Falcon.
Cuevas de la Gruta (Mi.12) and Refugio (Mi .30), Miranda.
Cueva de! Cerro Autana (Am.I I), Amazonas.
Cueva de Baruta (Mi . I I), Miranda.
Cueva Walter Dupouy (Mi .2), Miranda.
Cueva de/ cari6n de Sorotamia (Zu.72), Rio Socuy. Zulia.
Cueva Los Encantos, Zulia.

•

Calcite, var Lublinite CaCO,
Cueva la Milagrosa (Mo.22), Monagas. URBANI (J 977b).

Dolomite CaMg(CO,),
• Cueva de Baruta (Mi.I I), Caracas, Miranda. URBANI (1967,
1968). Appear as elongated 1-2 cm long "fingers". Ln thin
sections it shows concentric structures with aragonite in its center
(about 5% of the total sample). Other specimens did not have
aragonite. The insoluble residue of these speleothems is opal. It is
believed that dolomite was formed by transformation of aragonite
under the influence of seeping water with high magnesium
content coming from the dolomitic marble bedrock.
• Hait6n de Sabana Grande (Fa.52), San Luis, Falcon.
URBANI (1977a).
Magnesite MgCO,
• Cueva Quebrada Ocumarito, Distrito Federal. This is a 10 m
long cave developed along a fault zone in serpentinite bedrock.
The crusts may vary from a few millimeters up to 6 cm thickness.

•

Malachite Cu,CO,(OH),
Cueva de Baruta (Mi.I I), Caracas, Miranda.

B. Halides
Halite NaCl
• Cueva Alfredo Jahn (Mi.35), Birongo, Miranda. FORTI &
URBANI ( 1996).

C.

itrates
Nitrammite NH, O,
• Sima Aonda Superior (Bo.54), Auyan-tepui, Bolivar. FORTI
( 1994 ). Forms a very small patch in a well-aerated and protected
niche on the wall of this quartzite cave. The components are
believed to come from the decaying organic matter of the surface.
Sveite KA11 (NO,),Cl1 (0H) 16.8Hp
• Cueva de/ Cerro Autana (Am. I I), Amazonas. MARTINI
(1980); MARTINI & URBANI (1984). This is the first new mineral
for science discovered in a Venezuelan cave. It occurs in a
quartzite cave where it forms crusts and efflorescences in the
walls in patches of about I cm thickness and up to a few square
meters extent. It is clearly seen that the forming solutions seeped
from the bedding planes. It is believed that the K, NO, and Cl
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come from the organic matter at the top of the mountain, while
Al and K are due to weathering of the trace amounts of
plagioclase and micas disseminated in the rock. Its formation
requires the evaporation of large amounts of the very diluted
water.

D. Oxides and hydroxides
Goethite a.FeO(OH)
• Cuevas de/ Cerro Maria Luisa and Conejero, Bolivar. The
caves are developed underneath the lateritic iron crust shielding
the upper part of some hills. Goethite is present as centimeter
long stalactites, stalagmites, flowstones and coatings.
• Sima de la Lluvia de Sarisariiiama (Bo.3), Bolivar. URBANI et
al. ( 1976). Present as coatings and stalagmites including what
seems to be the largest known goethite stalagmite in the world
with about 3 m height and I m diameter.
• Sima Aonda 3, Auyan-tepui, Bolivar.
Ice H,O
• Cuevas de los glaciares de Timoncitos y de/ pico Bompland,
Merida. PEREZ ( 1978). As numerous icicles in small glacier
caves.
Lithiophorite (AI,Li)MnO,(OH),
• Sima Menor de Sarisariiiama o Martel (Bo.2), Bolivar.
URBANI et al. ( I 976). Appears in wrinkled and earthy stalactites
up to 15 cm long and 20 cm in diameter at its base.
Maghemite ? a.Fe,O,
• Cueva La Milagrosa (Mo.22), Monagas. URBANI (1977b).
Appears as crusts of up to 4 mm thickness covering the limestone
walls with a shiny and botryoidal shape and near bat guano
deposits.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Mn-Fe (Amorphous oxides-hydroxides)
Cueva El Santuario, Trujillo. BUZIO & FORTI ( 1994). Forms
black pisolites in a nest of more than a hundred of them,
mainly of 3-5 mm in diameter but one reached 3 cm.
Cueva Alfredo Jahn (Mi.35), Miranda.
Cueva El Saman (Zu.30), Zulia.
Cueva Los Encantos, Fundo Los Encantos, Zulia.
Sumidero Los Cantos (Zu.70), Fundo Los Encantos, Zulia.
Cueva La Peonia (La.2), Lara.

E. Phosphates
Brushite CaHP0,.2H,O
• Cueva de/ India (Mi.24), Miranda. FORTI et al. (1996).
Identified in a light orange powdery and very light material
produced by decomposition of bat guano.
• Cueva de San Sebastian ode la Caridad (Ar.3), Aragua.
• Cueva Ricardo Zu/oaga (Mi.42), Miranda.
•

Carbonate-apatite Ca.(PO,, CO,),
Cueva de/ India (Mi.24), Miranda.

•

Carbonate-fluor-apatite Ca,(PO,,C01) 1F
Cueva de/ India (Mi.24), Miranda.

•
•
•

Carbonate-hydroxyl-apatite Ca,(PO,,C0 1) 1(0H)
Cueva de/ India (Mi.24), Miranda.
Cueva de Los Laureles (Zu.31 ), Zulia.
Cueva de Pardi/la/ (Ar.15), Aragua.

•
•

Chlor-apatite Ca,(PO,),CI
Cueva de/ India (Mi.24), Miranda.
Cueva de Los Laureles (Zu.31 ), Zulia.

Evansite AI,(PO,)(OH),.6H,O (?) Amorphous
• Cueva de Urutany 1 and 2 (Bo.4,.5), Bolivar. Appears as
rough stalagmites (the largest is 60 cm high and 40 cm diameter
in its base) and also as coatings and flowstones on the walls of
these quartzite caves. Color is yellow, yellowish brown and
reddish with concentric layering and flaky appearance. It is very
soft and when dried it breaks at touch. A partial chemical
analysis of this material gave SiO 2 I 1.0%, Al,0, 10.7%, P,01
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4.9%, Na,O 0.6%, H,O 22.2% and minor amounts of Fe,O, and
~O. The remainder, to I 00%, is organic matter. Due to the
amorphous nature of the mineral its identification is not sure and
probably the high silica and organic matter content may be
explained by the presence of allophane and pigotite. The caves
are under a jungle with thick organic soil and contain colonies of
bats what partially explain the presence of P and organic
components while Al and Si may be provided by the weathering
of quartzite.
• Cueva de Aguapira 9 (Bo.17), Aguapira, Bolivar.

Fluor-apatite Ca,(POJ,F
• Sumidero Los Cantos (Zu.70), Zulia. Appears as ½ cm thick
light brown crust protruding 1-2 cm from the limestone bedrock
wall. Found on the ceiling of the cave in a place that remains as
an air-bag at moments of water flood. Appears at the would-be
air-water interface. The sample also contains quartz and illite.
• Cueva de/ India (Mi.24), Miranda.
• Cueva de Pardi/la/ (Ar.15), Aragua.
Hydroxyl-apatite Ca,(POJ,(OH)
• Cueva de/ Guacharo (Mo. I), Monagas. This was the first
Venezuelan cave locality where a phosphate was identified. It
appears as coatings on calcite flowstones and limestone bedrock
in some minor passages that have active bat colonies. The crusts
are black to dark brown of up to 6 mm thickness but usually they
are at the scale of 1-3 mm.
• Cueva El Saman (Zu.30), Zulia. In one of the farthest
passages of this cave, the largest in Venezuela, there is an
irregular black to very dark brown mass of up to 5 cm thickness
and covering about 0.5m2 • The XRD pattern is that of a Mn-Fe
rich amorphous mineral but with all the major hydroxy-apatite
peaks. EDX analyses show the presence of Mn, Fe, Ca, Al, P and
Si.
• Cueva Los Laureles (Zu.31 ), Zulia. Appears as dark brown
to black 1-3 mm thick crusts on the limestone bedrock. EDX
analysis shows that the external surface is rich in Mn and Fe, but
inside only Ca and P were detected steming from hydroxylapatite.
• Cueva de/ India (Mi.24), Miranda.
• Cueva Ricardo Zu/oaga (Mi.42), Miranda. URBANI (1996a).
• Cueva La Torre and Narices de/ Diablo, Guanape,
Anzoategui.
• Cueva de/ Riito, La Aguadita, Churuguara, Falcon.
• Cueva de Lizardo o La Cuevita (Fa.26), Falcon.
• Cueva de San Sebastian o la Caridad (Ar.3), Aragua.
• Cueva de Pararille, Churuguara, Falcon.
• Cueva de Pardillal (Ar.15), Aragua.
• Cueva de lglesitas (Mi.50), Miranda.
Leucophosphite KFe,(POJ,(OH).211.,0
• Cueva de los Cu/ones de Caoma (OF. I 0), Distrito Federal.
URBANI et al. ( 1995a). This is a 30 m long cave in weathered
garnet amphibolite. Leucophosphite is found as roughly 0.1 mm
sized rounded nodules concentrically interlayered with opal in
coralloid fingers. Under the binocular microscope the mineral
shows bright yellowish to red colours.
•
•
•

Whitlockite Ca,(Mg,Fe)H(PO,),
Cueva Ricardo Zuloaga (Mi.42), Miranda.
Cueva de Pardi/la/ (Ar.15), Aragua.
Cueva de Lizardo o La Cuevita (Fa.26), Falcon.

F. Silicates
Allophane (amorphous hydrous aluminum silicate). See
comments under Evansite.
Chalcedony SiO,
• Cueva Cerro Autana (Am. I I), Amazonas. URBANI (1976).
Observed on some coralloid opal speleothems in which under
thin sections the chalcedony (crystallized fibrous quartz) is seen
intermixed with opal and minor calcite layers. The speleothems
are active.
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Opal-A SiO,.nH,O
• Cueva de Baruta (Mi. I I), Miranda. URBANI (1967). Found
as an insoluble residue of dolomite speleothems.
• Sima de la Lluvia de Sarisarinama (Bo.3), Bolivar. Shows a
wide variety of coralloid and cauliflower forms of up to several
square meters of coverage. Also as metric flowstones mainly
covered with coralloid surfaces. The most spectacular forms are
soda-straws and stalactites of as much as 35 cm length with a
diameter of 2.5 cm at the upper part. This stalactitic opal is
translucent and glassy in comparison with the usual darker and
grayish coralloids. Under scanning electron microscope (SEM)
all samples show filament structures suggesting an origin induced
by biogenic activity.
• Cueva de los Cu/ones de Caoma (DF. I 0), DF. URBANI et al.
(I 995). Found as ½-I ½ cm long coralloids in this cave.
Developed in weathered gamet-amphibolite, it is associated with
leucophosphite.
• Most caves in sandstones of the Tertiary Mirador
Formation, Paramo de! Tama and Fila de Capote, Tachira,
Apure: Cueva del Loto (Ap. l) and others.
• In all caves explored in the Precambrian quartzites of the
Roraima Group (Kukenan, Chimanta, Urutany, Aguapira,
Tramen, Roraima, Yuruani, Auyan-tepui. Bolivar and
Amazonas). As coralloid speleothems. Under SEM all samples
viewed (including one from Cueva El Loto, see previous locality)
show numerous organic structures, usually filament-shaped,
suggesting a biogenic induced origin. At the caves of the Aonda
Platform coralloids are always found near the entrances in the
penumbra zone with algae covering parts of the bedrock. Those
coralloids are the ones that show more abundant filamentous
structures under SEM, but they also occur in samples from
deeper inside the caves (URBANI, 1996b).
• Sima Mayor de Sarisariiiama o Humboldt (Bo. I), Bolivar.
• Sima Menor de Sarisariiiama o Martel (Bo.2), Bolivar.
• Cueva de! Cerro Autana (Am.I I), Amazonas.
• Cueva El Abismo (Bo.7), Bolivar.
• Sima Aonda Superior (Bo.54), Bolivar. FORTI, 1994
Palygorskit~ (Mg,Al),Si0,0,.(0H).4H,O
• Cueva Las Ursulas (Mi.47), Miranda. URBANI (1975). As I
mm thick leathery sheets on the walls and fractures of this cave
developed along the joints in quartz-mica-albite-schists. The
sheets are light brown but also reddish due to iron-oxide staining.
They are flexible and associated with minor amounts of calcite.
Sepiolite Mg,Sip.,(OH),.6H,O
• Cueva Ricardo Zuloaga (Mi.42), Miranda. URBANI et al.
( 1995). The mineral is cauliflower-shaped and is deposited along
a I m long fracture at the ceiling. It is about 3 cm wide and 1-1 ½
cm thick. It is soft, wet and plastic. By XRD it appears with lowcrystallinity. EDX analysis shows the presence of Si, Ca and Mg
and the sample heated to 1200°C transforms to diopside (Ca, Mgpyroxene). Ranging out from the moist to drier and older parts of
the occurrence sepiolite becomes more crystalline and an
increasing amount of aragonite appears.

G. Sulfates
Ammonium-jarosite (NH,)Fe,(OH),(S0,) 1
• Cueva Alfredo Jahn (Mi.35), Miranda. FORTI & URBANI
( 1996). This mineral appears in light-blue spots on the calcitic
marble wallrock of the Chaguaramo Saloon with millimetric
thickness and mixed with hydroxyl-apatite. It is believed that the
ammonium required is supplied by the organic matter carried by
the water inside the cave from the tropical forest outside.
Bassanite CaSO,.½H,0
• Cueva de San Sebastian o la Caridad (Ar.3), Aragua. Found
on shale fragments from a collapse inside this cave which formed
in Paleocene limestones. Appears as white to slightly brown
efflorescences of up to 3 mm thickness, soft and dusty, no traces
of gypsum were found . This section of the cave is very dry and
shows temperatures up to 28°C. The finding and analysis took

place in 1983 but in 1996 only gypsum was found in the same
spot, suggesting that bassanite formed directly in this dry
environment and latter hydrated to gypsum.
Epsomite MgS0,.7H,O
• Cueva El Ermitano (La. I), Lara. URBANI ( I 974 ). Appears as
2 cm thick crusts of massive epsomite with coarsely fibrous
nature and transparent crystals. The external part is covered by a
white powdery mineral identified as hexahydrite.
• Cueva de la cantera Sur de Baruta (Mi.28), Miranda.
Gypsum CaS0,.2H,O
• Cueva de[ Guacharo (Mo. I), Monagas. First identified by
WHITE et al. (1963), it appears in a wide variety of occurrences
of white to transparent crystals forming flowers, frostworks,
needle-like crystals, cotton surfaces, cockscomb stalagmites,
crusts on walls and ceilings making up sparkling passages, and
"hair" hanging more than 3 m that can be moved by air blown
onto them.
• Cueva de[ lndio (Mi.24), Miranda. FORTI et al. (1996). Here
two types of occurrences are found, one as very rare crusts 1-2
cm thick of almost transparent fibers, the other and more
common appears as a white to yellowish powdery material
associated with brushite and minerals of the apatite group, both
inside a decomposed bat guano deposit.
• Cueva La Peonia (La.2), Lara.
• Cueva de! Pen6n de[ Diablo (DF.12), Distrito Federal.
• Cueva El Ermitano (La. I), Lara.
• Cueva La Milagrosa (Mo.22), Monagas.
• Cueva Ricardo Zuloaga (Mi.42), Miranda.
• Cueva de San Sebastian o la Caridad (Ar.3), Aragua.
• Hait6n de Sabana Grande (Fa.52), Falcon.
• Sima Mayor de Sarisariiiama or Humboldt (Bo. I), Bolivar.
• Sima Aonda Superior (Bo.54), Bolivar.
• Gruta de los Morrocoyes, Aragua de Maturin, Monagas.
• Cueva de lglesitas (Mi.SO), Caracas, Miranda.
• Cueva de Pardi/la/ (Ar.15), Aragua.

•
•
•

Hexahydrite MgS0,.6H,0
Cueva El Ermitar'io (La. I), Lara. URBANI, 1974. As an in situ
dehydration product of epsomite in this very dry cave.
Gruta de los Morrocoyes, Aragua de Marurin, Monagas.
Koktaite (NH,) 1Ca(SOJ1.H 10
Cueva Alfredo Jahn (Mi.35), Miranda. FORTI & URBANI
(I 996). Appears mixed with hydroxyl-apatite and halite in
pale-gray spots on the marble bedrock.

H. Arseniates
Mangano-berzelite (Na,Ca),(Mg,Mn),(AsOJ,
• Cueva Alfredo Jahn, Miranda. FORTI & URBANI ( 1996). This
is the first report of this mineral in a cave environment and is
found in red to reddish-brown 1-2 mm thick crusts on the
limestone bedrock under the influence of an active stream. It is
associated with amorphous Fe-Mn oxide-hydroxides. Up to date
the provenance of arsenic is unknown.
I. Organic minerals
Pigotite. See comments under Evansite.

J. Related forms
Mud and sand formations
• Cueva de/ Guacharo (Mo. I), Monagas. "Mud and sand
castle" stalagmites have been observed in the Gran Salon de!
Derrumbe.
• Cueva de Baruta (Mi. I I), Miranda.
Clay vermiculations
• Cueva de/ Pio (Mi.22), Miranda. F. URBANI (in HEDGES,
1993:4). It had the best hieroglyphic type vermiculations
observed in Venezuela, now completely vanished due to touching
by thousand of persons that visit the cave annually.
• Sima de/ Naranjo (Mo.41), Monagas.
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•

C11,·1·a Rirnrclu /.11/na!!a (\1i ...J~). \liranda.

•

Ront~iclr,
C11,·1·t1 ,1,. I 11 <,11c11ritt1 l i \ h. I(, l. \l1randa.

Carhide n•la1ecl formation,
C. 1w1·a cl,, la Brn11ila (.\11. I). :--.1iranda. In a 1965 excursion
calcium carbide 11 a, dumped on the llonr or the innermost part of
thl' c:11 e. in 19ll5 on ,uch dump II\ o irregular 11/, cm high
1.:rtical calcit.: lingl'rs .:;-6 111111 in diamctl'r were obsen·ed. Under
SFl\1 the ,urlacl' appears like a smooth polygonal pa1e111ent.
ll'hik at a broken ,urface it 101,ks like dogtooth . par crystals of
miernmet.:r si1e.
•

Guano-fire materia ls
• Sima F11111amla dc> /11 is/a de .\fo11os (An.5). Anzoatcgui.
Ci \L \, & G.1L.1, { 1983 ). The combustion ac1i1·ity started in 1977
11 ith emission or "smoke" at the upper entrance of the ca1 e and
mainly I isible during the rainy season. A year later 11 hen the
ca1 e 11 as e,plored at a depth of', 111 inside the former bat guano
dq1osit the temperature was still higher than I 00°C. The material
was analv,cd chemicalh, but no mineralogical ll'Ork was done.
• . C11c•,:t1 de/ Pc'11ti11 eh• /as C1111cas o 1/C' /0.1· Carrao.,· (Mi.14).
Miranda.
K. :\linerals in artificia l cavities
Calcite. Chalcanthitc. Epsomite. Fe rich (amorphous oxidchydro,idcs). Goethite. Gypsum. Malachite. Melanteritc. Mn rich
(amorphous o"<ide-hydroxidcs). Rozenitc and Sidcrotilc.
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role of magnesium and drip rate
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Abstract
Recent stalagmites and stalactites within Grotte de Clamouse (Southern France) are composed of both calcite and aragonite.
Analyses of precipitating waters allowed us to relate the formation of aragonite to fluid with Mg/Ca ratio higher than 0.6, and to
extremely low drip rates (less than one drop per hour). This last factor enhances degassing effects and subsequently increases the
supersaturntion state of the solution. Both the high magnesium content and the increased supersaturation favour the precipitation of the
calcium carbonate metastable phase. Low drip rate is commonly related to a decrease in water availability within the karst system, i.e. to
generalised dry conditions. In this perspective, aragonite is a good indicator of aridity.
Riassunto
La fonnazione di aragonite, la fase metastabile de! carbonato di calcio, nelle stalagmiti della Grotte de Clan1ouse (Francia
meridionale) e legata ad un rapporto Mg/Ca nelle acque di percolazione superiore a 0.6, abbinato a un gocciolamento molto lento (meno
di una goccia per ora). Questo fatto promuove ii degassamento facendo aumentare la sovrassaturazione dell'acqua. Sia l'elevato
rapporto Mg/Ca, sia l'aumento della sovrassaturazione favoriscono la precipitazione dell'aragonite. Gocciolamenti molto lenti sono
generalmente connessi alla diminuzione del volume d'acqua nell'acquifero, quindi a condizioni climatiche piu secche. In que»1'ottica
l'aragonite si puo ritenere un buon indicatore di aridita.

1. Introduction

2. Present-day environmental setting

In general, the precipitation of aragonite, the unstable CaCO,
polymorph, both in the marine and continental environments
appears to be related to kinetic factors and temperature (BERi'fER,
1975; MORSE & MACKENZIE, 1990). A most important inhibitor
2
in the precipitation kinetics of calcite is the high Mg •
concentration in the solution, whereby an elevated Mg/Ca ratio
of the parent fluid favors the nucleation and growth of aragonite
(MUCCI & MORSE, 1983; GONZALEZ & LOHMANN, 1987). As for
temperature, above 25°C aragonite precipitation rates are much
faster than those of calcite, except for very low saturation states
(BURTON& WALTER, 1987).
Forn1ation of aragonite at surface temperatures in continental
settings is relatively common in caves (CABROL, 1978;
GONZALEZ & LOHMANN, 1987; BAR-MATIHEWS et al., 1991;
RAILSBACK et al., 1994) and sub glacial deposits (FRISIA &
BORSA TO, I 994) in dolomitic terrains. Although aragonite may
precipitate in low temperature caves (4° to 7° C; CABROL, 1978;
1-iAR.'vfON et al., 1983), massive aragonite formation is typical of
warmer caves (T 0 > l 2°C) such as those in southwestern U.S.A.
(MURRAY, 1954), southern France (CABROL, 1978; CABROL &
COUDRA Y, 1982), southern Spain (CARRASCO CANTOS ed., 1993).
Recently, the presence of aragonite in speleothems has been
related to a combination of increase in Mg concentration,
evaporation, decrease in drip rate, and increase in temperature
(RAILSBACK et al., 1994). All these factors commonly combine in
dry seasons or in dry and warm years.
At Grotte de Clamouse, both acicular and massive aragonite
occur (FRISIA & BORSATO, 1997a). At present, massive aragonite
forms only tiny stalagmites, whereas in the past it gave rise to
huge speleothems. Furthermore, many acicular aragonite is being
weathered or replaced by calcite.
In this study we present the results of our investigation at
Grotte de Clamouse about the possible physico-chemical
parameters that favour both the precipitation and preservation of
the unstable CaCO 3 polymorph.

The Grotte•exurgence de Clamouse (Latitude 43°42'33" N,
Longitude 3°36'50" E, elevation 75 m a.s.l.) is located 30 km
west ofMontpellier (Herault, southern France), on the right bank
of the Herault River, 3 km south of the village of Saint Guilhemle-Desert and opens at the southern margin of Causse de la Selle,
a series oflow•elevation calcareous reliefs.
The cave exhibits about 3,500 m of explored galleries
arranged in three different levels (CHOPPY & DUBOIS, 1974). The
non-touristic part of the upper level consists of a large WSW•
trending subhorizontal gallery (mean diameter about 10 m),
about 800 m long (Grande Galerie), which developed about 100
m below the surface.
Most of the cave is cut in Middle Jurassic (Bathonian)
variably dedolomitized oolitic dolostones with high i.ntercrystalline porosity. Speleothems are most abundant and spectacular, in
passages cut in coarsely crystalline, polymodal, calcian (54 to 56
% CaCO,) dolomite. The wealth of speleothems i..n these galleries
may relate to the hydrological properties of the porous dolomite,
such as storage of waters during floods and release of these
waters during droughts. The dolomite-rich passages are also
those which host aragonite speleothems.
On dolomite bedrock soils are shallow and rendzina-lik:e. The
present•day vegetation, typically mediterranean, is a Garrigue
with Quercus cocci/era, Erica multiflora, thyme, rosemary,
Lavander and juniper. This association is typical of calcareous
substrate in arid (xerophile) regions.
Present•day climate in the area is sub•humid mediterranean,
characterized by strong seasonal contrasts which increase from
the coast (Montpellier) to the foothills which are subjected to
alternating periods of drought and floods . The records from
Aniane stations (68 m a.s.1., 3 km SE from the cave), show a
mean annual precipitation of 791 mm/year, and a mean annual
temperature of 14.1 °C. The most striking feature in the climate of
the Herault province is the summer dryness, which, when
coupled with high evapotranspiration, yields a high water deficit
during June, July and August.
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3. Methods
The first part of the Grande Galerie, between the Salle des
Cloches and the Ba/con, is richly decorated by both aragonite and
calcite speleothems, and identifies a stable environment which is
not disturbed by touristic visits. Therefore, it is a suitable study
reach to investigate the spelean environment.
In order to understand the present-day conditions
underpinning the formation of massive aragonite (i.e. aragonite
stalagmites) we analysed the chemistry and measured the driprate of several stalactite drips feeding both calcite (stalactites DI,
C2, C12 and C16) and aragonite (stalactite D6) speleothems from
June ' 95 to November '96.
The water chemistry was subsequently compared with the
chemistry (isotope, major and trace element composition) of the
precipitating carbonates. In all cases, dripwater was sampled just
below the stalagmite tip, before any calcium carbonate
precipitation occurred at the stalagmite tip.
At the same time, one soda straw drip from Salle des Cloches
was monitored for conductivity and temperature. During the
whole 1995-1996 period, conductivity fluctuated between 335
and 390 µS iem (referred to 20°C), whereas temperature remained
remarkably stable at 14.5 (+/-0.02)°C. Relative humidity is
almost at saturation state (from 97 .5 to 99%), and the Salle is not
subjected to measurable air flow.
Stalactites were collected and observed by scanning electron
microscopy to detect crystal habit and ongoing replacement
phenomena. Mineralogy was determined by X-ray diffraction on
powder. Major and trace elements were measured by inductively
coupled plasma atomic absorption spectrometry at University of
Birmingham; carbonate stable isotopes were analysed by mass
spectrometry at Universita di Trieste.

4. Results
The drip rates of the four low discharge soda straws (D6,
Cl6, DI and C12) had a constant discharge of0.00034, 0.0065,
0.053 , and 0.03 ml/minute respectively and did not seem to be
influenced by the rainfall pattern. On the contrary, the fast
dripping cone stalactite C2, had a mean discharge of 1.29
ml/minute, with fluctuation between I and 5.2 ml/minute which
depended on the time elapsed from a major rainfall event.
The comparison between Mg/Ca ratio and drip rates
throughout the year (Fig. !) indicates that the Mg/Ca ratio
remains fairly constant for drips from 10 to 0.0 I ml/minute. For
lower drip rates, the Mg/Ca ratio increases up to a maximum of
0.8 recorded by the D6 stalactite, which feeds an aragonite
stalagmite. Therefore, at Grotte de Clamouse, the calcite and
aragonite field can be identified by two boundaries: i) drip rates
lower than 0.003 ; ii) Mg/Ca ratios higher than 0.62 .
The comparison of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios in both waters
and carbonates (Fig. 2) reflects the weathering of the host rock
and the residence time of the water which reaches the stalactites
feeding both calcite and aragonite. The strong covariation of Sr
and Mg of different cave waters is readily explained by the
progressive precipitation of calcite with much lower Sr/Ca and
Mg/Ca than the parent waters, leaving the waters with enhanced
Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca. Waters precipitating aragonite are at the upper
end of this trend. Different cave rooms show strong Mg/Ca-Sr/Ca
variations, but are offset in Mg, reflecting varying dolomite
contents of the overlying aquifer.
Another factor affecting chemistry is the residence time of
water in the system. Many karst systems have both dolomite and
calcite present along the water flowpath, but the kinetics of the
dolomite component dissolution are significantly slower than that
of the calcite component (see F AIRCHil.,D et al., 1996).
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(D6) stalagmites in Salle des Cloches (samples "C'') and the
Ba/con (samples "D''). The vertical and horizontal Jines define
the stability fields for Grotte de Clamouse calcite and aragonite
(see text for details).
Given a long residence time of water in contact with carbonate
minerals, the solution should become enriched in solutes and
Mg/Ca should rise because of enhanced dolomite dissolution.
This should occur even if the waters rapidly reach equilibrium
with calcite because the solution will still be undersaturated for
dolomite (A1KINSON, 1983). Therefore, even at a given point
with a fixed ratio of calcite to dolomite along the flowpath,
higher Mg/Ca ratio in Grotte de Clamouse seepage waters would
be expected if the residence time of water in the dolomite host
rock was prolonged. In this case, the host rock calcites have less
Sr than the dolomites, so that differential dissolution of calcite
and dolomite also gives rise to Mg-Sr covariations.
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dripwaters and the associated carbonates.
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As for the CaCO 3 precipitates, the aragonites exhibit Srenriched Mg-depleted chemistry, as expected from their partition
coefficients (MORSE & MACKENZIE, 1990). Toe fact that
aragonites show similar Sr/Ca ratios to water around the top of
the Sr-Mg covariation (open circles in Fig. 2) implies, given the
partition coefficient of around 1 for Sr in aragonite, that they
formed from such end-member waters.
Toe stable isotope composition of calcite and aragonite
informs on the precipitation mechanisms. In fact, fluid degassing
results in enrichment in 15DC, whereas evaporation results in
18
increase in 15 0. When these two mechanisms combine, there is a
covariant increase of both (Go ZALEZ & LOHMANN, 1987;
BoRSATO et al. 1996). Toe slope of the regression line depends
on which of the two mechanisms is dominant. Toe stable isotope
composition of aragonite is enriched with respect to calcite in
both 15°C and 15"0 (Fig. 3). This enrichment is, in two samples,
3
ofup to 9%o for 15' C, and up to 2.5%0 for 15"0, values that greatly
exceeds the expected 15°C and 15"0 enrichment factor for
aragonite with respect to calcite (TARUTANI et al., 1969; MORSE
& MACKENZIE, 1990). Consequently, for aragonite precipitation
to occur, degassing must be prolonged and possibly accompanied
by evaporation.
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Fig. 3: Stable isotopic composition of modern stalagmites and
stalactites. The aragonite samples are strongly enriched in lt1C
with respect to d'o. This fact testifies to the prevalence of
degassing on evaporation effect (see text).

5. Discussion
At Grotte de Clamouse, massive aragonite forms for drip
rates lower than 0.003 ml/min and Mg/Ca ratios higher than 0.62.
Temperature does not seem to play a role in controlling aragonite
and calcite precipitation, as both polymorphs form in the same
passage. Although the role of temperature was assessed by
experiments carried out at fixed intervals, i.e. 5°C, 25°C and
37°C (BURTON & WALTER, 1987), by extrapolation of the
experimental datasets for 5° and 25°C it results that above about

12°C aragonite has a precipitation rate higher than calcite. It is
worth mentioning that these precipitation rates are partially
controlled by the carbonate ion concentration only at very low
saturation state, i.e. within the range of cave dripwaters in
temperate settings.
It is, therefore, probable that the interval between 12° to 15°C
identifies the "activation temperature" zone for the precipitation
of aragonite. Within this interval, the controlling factors on the
precipitation of one or the other of the two polymorphs can be
related both to kinetic effects and to thermodynamic equilibrium.
In fact, it should be emphasized that an equilibrium can be
established between a metastable phase and its environment
because of kinetic reasons, given the fact that the Gibbs free
energies of formation for calcite and aragonite differ only by -1
kl/mole (PLUMMER & BUSEMBERG, 1982; MORSE et al., 1980).
This small free energy difference is sufficient for aragonite and
calcite to coexist. Consequently, given the same temperature of
formation, and the small energy difference which would allow
aragonite to precipitate in the same environmental conditions as
calcite, we are now confronted with the understanding of the
possible mechanisms influencing aragonite nucleation and
growth at Clamouse. Our analytical results suggest the following
effects:
1) Increasing concentration of Mg in the solution actually
favours aragonite formation. This datum supports experimental
2
studies which indicate that Mg • inhibits calcite nucleation and
growth as a result of either crystal poisoning or difficulties in
2
rapid dehydration of the Mg • ion. In other words, the presence of
magnesium, which is adsorbed by calcite and much less by
aragonite, directly affects calcite growth rate by the two
aforementioned mechanisms, and, therefore, indirectly favours
the formation of aragonite. However, the Mg/Ca ratios in
Clamouse waters are not high in absolute terms, and are lower
than those responsible for the precipitation of moderate to highMg calcites elsewhere in the field and by experiment in low ionic
strength solutions (HOUSE et al., 1988; Crnu et al., 1989).
Consequently, we believe that the high Mg/Ca ratio of the parent
fluid is not necessarily the major cause of aragonite precipitation
at Clamouse. This inference is supported by recent experiments
on the controls of CaCO3 polymorphism which indicate that
extraneous ions, such as magnesium, are not required to induce
calcite or aragonite to form in vitro, and polymorph formation
could be a function of the structure of the nucleation sites (F ALINI
et al., 1996).
2) Dramatic decrease in drip rate and related degassing .
Stalactites feeding aragonite stalagmites yield one drop each hour
or less. Therefore, each drop has sufficient time to degas
completely, as indicated by the heavier 15J)C values. Progressive
degassing increases the pH of the drip water and, consequently,
the carbonate ion concentration (CO/ ) and the degree of
supersaturation with respect to calcite. Although the
supersaturation of both calcite and aragonite is increased, the
effect is greater on aragonite because it is a more soluble phase.
3) Evaporation effects. Evaporation has been inferred on the
basis of the observed 15" 0 enrichment. However, the study reach
is protected from air currents and the relative humidity is about
99% throughout the year. This would make evaporation difficult.
An alternative hypothesis is that the oxygen isotope enrichment
is also related to kinetic effects. Unfortunately, no data are
available as yet on the complexity of kinetic fractionation during
diffusion of ions across the crystal surface for oxygen isotopes.
Following the model proposed by Turner (1982), it is possible
that kinetic effects on oxygen isotope fractionation are twice that
of carbon isotope fractionation. Consequently, at the present state
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of knowledge it cannot be stated that evaporation has a major
role in aragonite formation.

6. Conclusions
Aragonite formation at Clamouse is probably related to the
combination of high Mg/Ca ratio and slow, prolonged degassing
due to low drip rate. Of the two, degassing may actually control
which polymorph precipitates from the solution at the
temperature of the cave. The prolonged residence time of the
water in the aquifer is the consequence of slow drip rate and
causes the increase of Mg/Ca ratio in dripwater. At present, this
happens in only few places and, in fact, most of the aragonite is
being replaced by calcite under conditions of higher drip rates
(FRJSIA, 1996; FRISIA & BORSA TO, 1997b). Therefore, the present
can be considered as a relatively humid, "calcite" period in
contrast to the time when aragonite was ubiquitous in the
galleries cut in dolomite of the cave. The past precipitation of
massive aragonite throughout most of Clamouse should,
consequently, be related to dramatic decreases in drip rates in
most of the passages. This phenomenon occurs when water
availability at a regional scale decreases, so we can confidently
relate aragonite to relatively more arid time spans. Therefore, the
presence of aragonite in speleothems can be used as a reliable
paleoaridity indicator.
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Aragonitic/Calcitic Coralloids in Carbonate Caves: Evidence for
Solutions of Different Mg Influence
hy Stefan Niggemann, Dirk Habermann, Rainer Oelze und Detl ev K. Richter
lnstilut fi.ir Geologic, Ruhr Univcrsitat Bochum, Universitatsstr. 150, 44780 Bodrnm, Germany
Abstract
Cave coralloids fom1ed undt:r subaerial conditions are precipitations from aerosolian waters with difleri:nt contributions nr ,:;apillury
supplied aqueou · solutions. 'amples from limestone caves in the Sauerland, dolostone caves in the Eitel (both in Gamany) as well as
from rock niches ofSomh Tyrolian dolostone areas (haly) were examined using SEM, cathodolrnuinescence and X ray diffru1.:1iun. Thc
coralloids contain a run scale lamination . The Mg content or the cnralloid calcite shows a positive correlation with th,:; Mg rnntcnl "f
th.: host rnck . In addition to high Mg calcite, aragnnite and hydrated carbonates are conm1on mineral phases in ca\c, \\ithin n11in:
strongly dolnmitisi.:d host rocks. The mineralization oi' arngonite and magnesian calcite is due lo precipitation ln1111 thc rcma1111ng
solutions with higher Mg concentrntions. l ligher temperatures near the entnrnce of the caves produce an addit ional .:t tcct.

Zusammenfassung
Subaerische Koralloide (Knopfohensi.nter etc.) in l Iohlen sind Acrosolbildungen mit unterschiedlich starker fktcili gung kapillan:r
Zulief'erung wafiriger Losungen. Korallnidproben aus Kalkhoh len des Sauerlandes und Dolomilhohlen der l:.iti::I sm~ ie l-clsnisd1en 1111
Dolnmitgestein S0dtirols wurdcn rasterelektronen- und kathndolumineszeoLmikroskopisch sowie rontgendiffraktometrisch un1ersud11.
Die Koralloide weisen einen inlensiven Lagenbau im ~u11-Bercich aur. Der Gehalt an Mol-%-MgCO3 im Calcit der Korull"ide ist
positiv korreliert mit dem pauschalen Mg-Gehalt des Wirtsgcsteins. L1 Iliihlen mil starkerer Dolomitbetonung 1retc11 1usa11lich tu
llikhst-Mg-Calciten Aragonit und Wl.lSscrhaltige Karbonate als Mineralphascn aut: Die Mineralisation von Aragoni! und Mg-rcichcn
Calciten wird bci den Spelaothemen aur ei.ne Bildung aus Restlosu.ngen zunickgeri.ihrt. Lokal stellcn hiihere Tcmpcraturen in
eingangsnahen I kihlenpassagen cinen Zusatze flekt dar.

3. Formation and composition

1. Introduction
Small and breakable subacrial spe le othems - with the exception of helictites nr anthodites are called ·ubaerial cornlloids.
They are precipitations from aerosolian waters with difli:rent
contributions or capillary aqueous solutions. Consequently, the
origin of coralloids is influenced by the host rnck composition
and weathering. Figure I shows l.l formation model.
Our st11dy reli:rs to spdeothcms from caves in limestone
areas or the Saucrland and in dolomitic areas or the Eitel and of
South Tyrol (see Fig. 2).

2. Methods
SLM examinations or the surfaces of coralloids and fractures
were pcrfonm:d using a Cambridge Stereoscan 250 MK 3.
The mineralngy or phases were determined using a Philips X
ray goniometer PW 1050125 at 40 kV and 35 mA with a 2200 W
"Langli:infokus" CuKu. tube and a Ni lilt1:r respectively an AlvlR
Monnchromatur. Ca and Mg Cll11ccntratinns wi:re detennined
rnutindy. A linear shirt or d 11041 bctwi:cn 3,035 A (calcite),
2,886 /\ (dnlumitL•) and 2,742 A (magnesite) under admixture oi'
an intcnwl qua111 standard was assumed (FeO<0,5 Wi.:ight.-%;
Ft ('II rBA!cR & RtCII r! ·R, l LJRX : 242).
I- or CL in\'estigatinns a "hm" cathnde luminesccnce micmscnpc I IC 1-LM was ust:d . CL spectrn wcrc recorded with a digitally t:lll11ntllcd LG & Ci spcctmgruph attached lo a nitrngencoulcd CCO camcra (st:c Nt.t. Sl·R et al., 1996 for further details).
C and O isntnpt' ratios wcre determined using a Finnigan
MJ\ T 251 gas mass spcctrnmcti:r with "triple collector". Data
were corrected tn r1:ac1ion temperatures
25 °C and calibrated
against PDH (SCL' BRt t'KSClllS ct al., I 9')5) .

or

Morphology
The mm 3 to cm 3 sized coralloids an: mustly spherical or
mushroom-like projections (fig. 3) in areas of caves and niches
which had strong draughts. Central deepenings and ri.J1m1ed
i:dg:es are frequent features on the coralloid tops. Lichen or ledgelike formations are also wide~-pri:ad .
The surface of the coralloids from the Sauerland caves is
often formed by relatively smooth faces. These planes seem to be
cut and are independent from crystal faces. Crystal faces are only
developed i.J1 lateral notches between i.J1dividual crystals. They
are steep rhomboedric in the case or calcite and prismatic in
aragonite. The crystals ollen contai.J1 recesses, a fact that can be
explai.J1ed by temporal corrosion or by fast, skeletal groW1h.
Even i.J1 the µm-sealc the surfaces or the coralloids from the
Munterlei Plateau (3), and panicularly tho ·e from the Gr.iuner
Walls (4), are irregular. When thin sections or coralloids were
observed petrographically, it was evident that the nuler
laminations were cryptocrystalline. This formation is probably
caused by a change of fast crystal groW1h at high nucleation rates
(constructivi: phase) and wrrosion (desrn1c1ive phase). The
occurrence of pollen shows that organic material was important.

Internal structu re
Thi: cnralloids examined display a strong, ftm-scaled
lamination structure. The lami.Jmtion i.J1 the coarser crystalline,
pure calcitic coralloids from the Ostenberghohle (I) is
characterized by changes in the abundance of inclusions. This
lamination is independent of the crystallographic orientation and
reproduces a smooth but curved surface in accordance with the
morphology of the coralloids. The inclusion tracks rellect former
adhi:sive water stages ("meniscus ou1li.J1es"), a fact that is typical
tor subacrial speleothems (e.g. MERGKER et al., I Y<J2) . These
authors report thi.: possibility that this intracrystallim: inclusion
arrangement can be cnnfost::d with an "in situ" calcitiLation of
aragonite.
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Figure 3: SEM- photographs of cora/loids. A: Coralloid aggregate from the Oste11berghohle (I). B: Si11gle coralloid from (I).
C: Surface oft/re coralloid (I) showi11g i11tracrystalli11e hollow stmctures. D: Lic/re11-like coralloidfrom t/re Gra,mer Walls (4).

the host rock. So we believe that there is a detrital origin for
dolomite particles found within the speleothems (cf. cathodoluminescence).
Cathodolumlnescence
The cathodoluminescence characteristics of water-free
carbonate phases combined with high resolution spectral analyses
yields the following additional information on the mineralization
of coralloids (cf. Fig. 5):
a. Independent of the Mg content, the calcites show a blue
("intrinsic") luminescence likely produced by structural crystal
imperfections and not by activator elements like Mn 2+ or
REE 3+. The emission spectra of the intrinsic CL are
characterized by 5 maxima of the wide band with wave lengths

between 400 nm and 660 nm. Due to the general origin of
speleothems from meteoric waters with oxidizing conditions an
intrinsic CL characteristic should be expected (but see b-d) .
b. Thin laminae of the calcitic parts are orientated parallel to
the growth front of the coralloids. These layers are independent
of the orientation of the calcite crystals reflecting a growth
limitation by adhesive water. Free calcite growth could not be
seen on the coralloids. The laminae luminesce dull orange.
Emission spectra of these zones show a maximum of the wide
bands at -605 nm proving the fitting ofMn 2+ in the Ca position
of the calcite. With increasing Mg content of the calcite the wide
band maximum shifts to higher wave lengths up to 630 nm (cf.
HABERMANN et al., 1996).
(4)

Mg3 _23 calcite
+ aragonite
(3)
Mg3 _6 calcite
+ aragonite
(2)
Mg 2 _3 calcite
+ aragonite
(1)
Mg<0, 5 calcite

Mg/Ca ratio of the meteoric waters
Figure 4: Chemical compositio11 of arago11ite a11d calcite i11 tire examilled coralloids (localities I to 4). Mg values represelll t/re
ra11ge oft/re measured data.
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b)

Figure I: Model explai11i11g the growth of subaerial coralloids
with diffusio11 limited depositio11 of aerosolia11 particles (OELZE,
1993). These particles, movi11g irregularly 011 ra11dom tracks
(a), more probably hit a projectio11 tha11 a depressio11 (b). Tims,
projectio11s develop to coralloids (I to Ill).

A
Ostenberghohle
87-Hohle
BuchenlochhOhle

Figure 2: Locatio11s of the four coralloid occurre11ces.
J = Ostenbergh6hle near Bestwig (Sparganophyllum Limestone,
Givetium), 2 = B7-H6hle near Jserlohn (Givetian Massive
Limestone and hydrothermal dolomites), 3 = Buchenlochh6hle at
Munterlei Plateau, Gero/stein (Devonian dolomites), 4 = Rock
niche at Grauner Walls, South Tyrol (Ladinian dolomites).

As a rule, fine crystalline calcitic and coarser crystalline
aragonitic layers can be distinguished microscopically in
coralloids from the B7-Hohle (2) and from the Munterlei Plateau
(3). The aragonitic layers are mainly composed of fans of varying
thicknesses. In transmitted light, a light-dark change, reflecting
differences in crystal growth, can be observed. This feature exists
even in calcite internal parts and is reminiscent of stromatolites.
Coralloids from the Grauner Walls (4) are fine crystalline
("cryptocrystalline" - 0 <10 µm) and a layered structure was
only rarely observed. The formation of these coralloids is
reminiscent of the "cauliflower" structures seen in dolomitic
caves of the Franki.sche Alb (South Germany) described by
FISCHBECK& MOUER (1971).

Mineralogical and chemical compos ition
The coralloids from the Ostenberghohle (I) are exclusively
composed of calcite. The d(I04) data of 3,035 - 3,032 A show
very low Mg contents ($ 1 mole-% MgC03, Fig. 4) and thus a
nearly stoichiometric composition. Finding relatively pure calcite
phases was not unexpected as the Sparganophyllum Limestone
host rock comprised of calcite of nearly stoichiometric
composition. This statement is compatible with molar Mg/Caratios of 0,07 to 0,14 determined in cave water by OELZE (1993).
The d(l04) data of coralloid calcite from the B7-Hohle (2;
3,033 - 3,023 A) are shifted towards increased mole-% MgC03
(0,7 - 4,0; Fig. 4). In these samples aragonite is found among
calcite. The Mg calcite as well as the aragonite are not
compatible with the Iserlohn Massive Limestone composed of
nearly stoichiometric calcite. The speleothem composition results
from hydrothermal dolomitization zones developed in the
sampling area. Hence, in comparison with pure limestone areas
the Mg/Ca ratios of cave waters are increased so that Mg
containing calcite and aragonite can develop (cf. FOCHTBAUER &
RICHTER, 1988). But molar Mg/Ca ratios of cave waters distinctly
remain < I in calcite/dolomite mixed rocks. So coralloids from
the B-7-Hohle probably precipitated from remaining
concentrated solutions (see chap. 3).
Calcite, aragonite and hydrated Ca/Mg carbonates can be
determined by X-ray diffraction of coralloid samples from the
Buchenlochhohle (3). The d(l04) values of the main calcite
phases correspond with Mg2 3-7 1-calcites (Fig. 4). In contrast to
pure calcite phases, an increi:sing peak asymmetry towards lower
d values demonstrates a more Mg-rich calcite in the
Buchenlochhohle samples. Thus, in one sample this Mg-richer
calcite phase exists beside the calcite phase of the higher
intensity. This is also expressed in the width at quarter height (=
peak sharpness) ofth~ d(104) r~flexes. ~~se ~ount_to about 5
mm for calcites of stoichiometric compos1t10n with width at half
height of an external driven quartzite standard -d(l 00) quartz- of
3,1 ± 0,1 mm (afterRICIITER, 1984: 21). In contrast, the width at
quarter height of the d(l04) calcites of coralloids from the
Buchenlochhohle reach a maxunum value of I O mm.
The Mg/Ca content of coralloids from the Munterlei Plateau
match the mineralogical composition of speleothems from
dolomitic caves of the Friinkische Alb (cf. TIElZ, 1988). Only the
high Mg calcites need an additional explanation because they are
not recorded as discrete phases. Possibly, on hot summer days the
draughty cave galleries near the entrances of the Munterlei
Plateau undergo an exchange of cold air inside with warm air
outside, so that secondary calcite phases with higher Mg contents
may develop.
The Mg contents of coralloids from the Grauner Walls (4)
vary widely between 3 and 24 mole-% MgC03 (Fig. 4). There
are accumulations of discrete phases for Mg3_7 and Mg! 5-22
calcites with two maximum peaks in the same sample. Beside the
Mg-calcitic phases changing contents of secondary aragonite,
monohydrocalcite, nesquehonite and hydromagnesite can be
found. Some samples also contain a dolomitic phase with 49-51
mole-% MgC03.
Except for the highest Mg calcite the mineralogical
composition of the South Tyrolian coralloids coincides with the
mineralogical composition of speleothems from dolomitic caves
of the Friinkische Alb reported by FISCHBECK & MOLLER (1971)
und TIETZ (1988). Probably the Mg richer calcites are caused by
stronger weathering of the niches above the Reschen Lake and by
temporary higher temperatures (i.e. hot summer days). The latter
effect corresponds with the synthesis of Mg calcite described by
FOCIITBAUER & HARDIE (1980). The stoichiometric dolomite of
the coralloids are in accordance with the dolomite composition of
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c. The calcitic coralloids of the Ostenberghohle (I) contain
thin, pale-blue to violet zones. The emission spectra of these
zones show typical narrow bands indicating the occurrence of
Sm 3+ (peaks al 562, 598/604, 652, 662 and 708 nm), Tb3+ (peak
al ~545 11111) and Dy 3 + (peaks at 486, 580, 672 and 761 11111;
RICHTI:R et al., 1995). The latter authors explain this effect with
the inlluence nr weathering solutions derived from adjoining
siliciclastic rocks.d. The aragonite crystals are green luminescing
with a maximum or the wide bands at ~560 l1ll1 (Mn2+ in
tetraedric coordination). This green luminescence is more or less
near to a dark green-blue colour ("intrinsic" CL) due to the very
low Mn contents in speleothems (see a.). As it is very diflicult to
distinguish pure carbonates based solely on their visual CL
characteristics the use of high resolution ~-pectral analyses is
helpli.tl as it enables you to detect minor traces or Mn in the
Janice. Furthen11ore, the maxin1a of the wide bands are al
difterent positions (520 nm for calcite, 560 11J11 for aragonite).
e. Irregularly formed dolomitic crystals or aggregates are
embedded in the layer structure of the coralloids from the
Buchenlochhohle (3) and the Grauner Walls (4). In the first case
the aggregates emit an orange lwninescence produced by Mn2+
cations present within the dolomite strncrure (Mg layer and Ca
layer). The red luminescing parts of the coralloids from the
Gratmer Walls (4) indicate the sole fining of Mn 2+ in the Mg
position of the dolomite Janice (et: I lABERMA.'IN et al., I 996) .
The CL characteristics of the dolomitic parts within the
coralloids in both cases correspond with the characteristics of the
dolomitic host rock. The dolomites are thus most probably of
detrital origin (cf. mineral phases).

Stable isotopes
The isotopic composition of stalagmites from caves of the
Sauerland are typical of meteoric calcites (8 180-values of -5,9 to
-6,1 and o13 c values of -7,3 to -10,1 (Table I - cf. ALLA.'-: &
MA TillEWS, 1982). The isotopic data of the coralloids from the
Ostenberghohle (I) are within the range of the data of the
stalagmites described above. In the case of the coralloids of the
87-Ilohle (2), however, slightly heavier 6 l 80 and 613c values
were obtained (Table 1). Finally, the isotopic compositions of
coralloids from the Buchenlochhohle (3) and the Grauner Walls
(4) are signilicantly heavier.
The recorded trend is preserved even in consideration of
somewhat higher temperatures of formation or of the partially
Mg calcitic or aragonitic composition (different fractionation
factors) or the coralloids from the Grauner Walls (4). In our
opinion the increasingly (locality I to 4) heavier isotopic
composition of the coralloids retlects the increasing importance
of previously concentrated solutions from which the coralloids
have precipatcd.

4. Summary and discussion
The analyses underline the in1portance of adhesive water
films in the growth of coralloids. The existence of Mn containing
calcite layers on surfaces exposed to the cave is remarkable.
Meteoric cave seepage wmcrs normally indicate oxidizing
conditions. Obviously, speleothems temporarily precipitate under
oxidizing and reducing micro environments. This could also be
shown for speleothems from other localities in very difterenl
climatic zones (e.g. in llowstones of Hydra Island/Greece).
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Table 1: 3 c a11d 8 O composition t>f speleorhems a11d host
rocks from the four localities.
A comparison of the examined localities showed Jhe Mg contelll
within the calcite gradually increased from the Ostenbernhohlc
(I) via the 87-Hohle (2) and the Buchenlochhohle (3) ~o the
Gratmer Walls (4). In addition, the speleothems from the laner
three localities contain aragonite (Fig. 4). From localities I tn 4
an increasing Mg/Ca ratio and/or an increasing temperature of
the cave water would be expected atler experimentally studies by
FOCHTBAUER & HARDIE (1980). Al a first glance, the requiremt:nl
for increasing Mg/Ca ratio of the cave waters coincides with the
increase in the dolomitic portion in the country rocks of the
speleothems (1) to (4).
The mineralogical compositions of the coralloids in localities
(3) and (4) (aragonite, Mg calcite and hydrated Mg/Ca
carbonate), except for the high-Mg calcites of the Graurn:r Walls
(4), are in agreement with the mineralizations of spelcothcms
from dolomitic areas (FISCHBECK 1976, TrHL 1988) . Our
speleothems are found in a temperature range < 30°C and
developed in solutions of carbonate host rocks at any molar
Mg/Ca ratios :S: I. Thus, the precipitation of aragnnitc and highMg calcites requires additional explanation (alicr literature study,
for example FCCHTBAL"ER & 11.ARD[E, 1980). Probably, 1he
crystallization developed from the remaining more cnnccntrJted
solutions with increased Mg/Ca ratios. These solutions ,1riuinatt:d
from seeping waters atler previous precipitation nf calci;e. The
chemical composition of the aragonitic cnralloids l"rnm 1he R7 J-lohle (2) supports this explanation due to abnonnally strong
draught in this locality (full year Jemperature ~ I 0°C). ln this
respect, it is worth to note the decrease in crystal site from (I) 1,1
(4) coeval with an increase in draught. This possibly relle<:ts an
increase in the concentration of the solution from which the
coralloids were precipitated (cf. C/O-isotnpes). This is in
agreement with the observation of special aragonite-rich
coralloids from localities (3) and (4) . Temporarily higher
temperarures (hot swnmer days) may exert an additional cl"lect.
The REE contents of the speleothems from the
Ostenberghohle (I) can be explained by the existence of nearby
siliciclastic sedime111s in the catchment area of the meleoric
waters. Of course, crystallization of these phases should also
reflect previously concentrated solutions because the R.I-1- layers
can mostly be observed in speleothems precipitated untkr
subaerial conditions.
Detrital material (e.g. pollen and host nick detritus) is nf
secondary importance in all examined coralloids.
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Abstract
For many years, the interest of speleothems in the search for palaeoenvironmental informations has been noticed. Since the
beginning of the 90 's, some new methods have been developed to systematize the study of their internal structure and it has been shown
that the crystalline fabrics and the porosity variations can be read as palaeoenvironmental data. In this work, grey levels profiles,
reflectance measurements (l = 635 and 457.9 nm), laser induced fluorescence (excitation at 457.9 nm ; observation at I> 550 nm) and
Raman spectroscopy have been used to study a well laminated part of a stalagmite extracted from the Coufin-Chevaline cave
(Choranche, Vercors, France). Merits and limits of each method are evaluated and organised for a precise stratigraphic study of the
sample in order to reveal environmental informations.

Resume
Depuis de nombreuses annees, ii est apparu que les speleothemes peuvent enregistrer des informations relatives aux paleoclimats.
Depuis le debut des annees 90, uncertain nombre de methodes nouvelles ont ete developpees pour systematiser l'etude de leur structure
interne, afin de mieux apprehender les informations environnementales qu'ils contiennent. Dans ce travail, des mesures de profil de
niveaux de gris, de reflectance (l = 635 and 457 .9 nm) et de fluorescence induite par laser (excitation ii 457.9 nm ; observation ii 11. >
550 nm) ainsi que quelques mesures en spectrometrie Raman ont ete etfectuees sur une portion bien laminee d ' un echantillon
stalagrnitique preleve dans le reseau de Coufin-Chevaline (Vercors, France). Les apports et les limites de ces methodes sont decrits en
vue d'une etude stratigraphique fine de l'echantillon pouvant conduire ii !' acquisition d ' un certain nombre d'informations
environnementales.

1. Introduction
Since the 80 's, the study of speleothems has been included in
the karstologic studies and they are usually used to date karst
landforms and sediments. Particular climatic contexts can be
inferred from their absence/presence since their growth is clearly
dependent on the interactions between climatic and bio-pedologic
conditions (MAIRE, 1990 ; BAKER et al., 1995 ; and references
therein). Since the beginning of the 90 ' s, the internal structure of
speleothems is also actively studied (WHITE & BRENNAN, 1989 ;
KASHIWAYA et al., 1991 ; GASCOYNE, 1992; SHOPOV et al.,
1994; SZABO et al., 1994; GOEDE, 1994 ; BAKER et al., 1993 ;
GENTY & QUINIF, 1996) : existence of hiatus and discontinuities
gives evidence of great tectonic events (MORINAGA et al., 1994 ;
BINI & QUINIF, 1996) ; precise knowledge of the calcite
crystallisation conditions allow us to use the crystalline fabric in
the search for palaeoenvironmental changes (DREYBRODT, 1981 ;
BAR-MATTEWS et al., 1991 ; DICKSON, 1993 ; QUrNIF et al.,
1994 ; GENTY & QUINIF, 1996 ; and references therein) ;
spectroscopic evidence provides informations on the organic
matter content (WHITE, 1981 ; ROUSSEAU, 1992 ; LAURITZE ,
1996 ; and references therein), etc ....
In this work four different methods have been used to study a
well laminated stalagmite extracted from the Coufin-Chevaline
cave (Choranche, Vercors, France) : visual observation, digital
image processing, reflectance measurement using lasers, laserinduced fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy. Their
combination allowed us to increase the quality of the collected
informations. In a first part, we shortly describe these methods.

Comparison between them is given in a second part before
including each one in a methodological way for a precise
stratigraphic analysis where they appear as efficient tools.

2. Description of the methods
Stratigraphic analysis
This method aims at describing the main characteristics of the
crystalline facies evolution. To carry out such a description, it is
necessary to choose a spatial, and then a temporal, resolution
according to the purpose of the study. At this resolution, different
aspects of the speleothem internal structure will appear. Current
knowledge on the development of active modern speleothems
allow us to distinguish several features :
- global crystalline structure (banded, laminated, stromatolitic,
... )
- crystalline fabrics (palisadic, columnar, acicular, ... ) and
crystalline macroscopic colour and opacity
- intra- or inter-crystalline inclusions
These characteristics of the speleothem internal structure help
to reveal different types in the crystal growth processes. This
visual study consists in an observation of the sample with naked
eyes and with binoculars (x 4 to x 40). The time resolution
obtained should permit to distinguish facies evolutions due to
global or local environmental changes.
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Grey level study by digita l image processing
This fast method has been described previously (Gr,n,
1992: G1 ,n & QU\JIF, 1996). It mainly consists in digitally
processing an image of a \ ertical cut made parallel to the gro\\'th
axis of the spelcothem . The , enical section is polished and the
s::1111plc is placed under a, ideo bench. Specific programs permit a
wide range of digital processings including mask filtering,
histogram analysis, smoothing, cross co1Telation of grey-level
profiles. In this \\'ay. it has been established that spcleothcms are
composed. partly or 101ally, of couplers of white-porous laminae
(WPL) and dark-compact laminae (DCL) of submillimetre
dimensions. which are characterised by a different pore density
(Gi:'\TY& QL l'\lf. 1996).
The interest of this method is double : counting the laminae,
and then determining the precise age of the sample, is greatly
lacilitated : determining the thickness of each lamina is also very
easy and allO\\'S a precise study of the speleothem growth rate to
be made. Digital processing also reveals discontinuities in the
sample colour which depends on the crystalline properties of the
calcite. but also on the polished surface state. The brightness of
the surface then pro, ides informations on the crystalline fabric
evolution. Grey-le, cl study of spclcothcm imemal structure has
already permi1ted 10 demonstrate the annual character of lamina
couplets due to \\'ater excess variations. and to establish a
correlation between the WPL growth and water excess periods
(G1::--.n & QL !'\IF. 1996).
Reflectance measurement
When white light falls on a surface. pan of it penetrates in the
material where it is finally absorbed if the sample thickness is
sufficient, another part is diffused at the surlace or in the bulk.
and a last part is reflected at the surface (specular reflection).
Light absorption depends on the wavelength and on the
composition and concentration of the chemical compounds in the
sample. Diffusion is closely related to the physical state of the
sample (porosity. cr) stalline fabrics. inclusions ....) but depends
also on the wavelength. Specular reflection clearly depends on
the staie of the polished surface .
In a real sample, all these processes contribute to its
macroscopic colour which is complementary to the colours
absorbed by the sample. Unusual colours of speleothcms (blue,
green, pink. y.::llow. red . ... ) arc generally anributed to the
presence of metal oxides with concentration in the percent range
(W111rr. I981 ). On the contrary. more classical colours (brown,
beige. milky yellm1 . ... ) h::ne been attributed to organic macromolecules like humic or fulvic acids dissolved by the seepage
water in the pedologic pan of the karst (GASCOYNE. 1977;
W11m. I 981 ; W111n & BR,'J"-..:\'\. I 989; SIIOPO\' e1 al., 1994:
BAKI Re/ ul .. 1993: Gr,rY & QLl'\IF. 1996). To a certain extent,
using a monochromatic light from a laser should allow to favour
one of the physical processes described above.
The experimental set-up is ,ery simple: an elongated laser
beam HOOOx50 pm) \\'ith its great axis parallel to the laminae
illuminates the sample perpendicularly to its polished surface.
Using an elongated beam leads to an averaging in the direction
parallel to the laminae making the method less sensitive to the
microscopic ~urlace defaults. An integrating sphere is used to
collect all the light re-emitted by the sample. Detection is
achic,cd by solid state photo-diodes. T\10 laser wavelengths
hme been used: A. = 635 nm (HeNe laser with a power P = 2
mW) and i.,= 45 7.9 nm (Ar· laser, P = 20 mW). Samples were
atlached LO a 1ran~lation stage dri, cd by a PC which is also used
for data acquisitions. Experimental results have shown that
diffusion is the main physical process at work in the calci1e
samples studied here and that ~elective absorption by organic

molecules cannot be evidenced. probably because of their lo,,
concentration. In these conditions, reflectance measu rements arc
expected to be very similar to the grey-le, el measurements.
~ hich has been con finned by the present work (sec infi·u).
Laser ind uced fluorescence measurements
When excited by UV light. most organic molecules and
especially fulvic/humic acids are characterised by an intense light
emis ion in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. the
intensity of which depends on the molecular concentration(Y A \JC,
& Zt IA \JG. 1995). This fluorescence has been extensively used 10
characterise the speleothems laminae ( BAKER e1 ul., 1993 ;
SHOPOV er al., I994; GENTY & QLli IF, I 996) by assuming it is
due to these organic macro-molecules which arc swept along by
the seepage water and trapped in the calcite during the
crystallisation process (GASCOY NE. 1977 : W111rr-, 1981 : WHITE
& BRE , AN, 1989). In these works, excitation was done in the
UV around 330 nm. and the fluorescence was detected through a
filter centred at about 450 nm.
According to the laser equipment available, our
measurements were made by exciting the sample at}, = 457.9 11111
(Ar· laser P = 30 mW) and the fluorescence was detected through
a low pass filter with a cut-off wavelength of 550 nm. As in the
reflectance measurements, emiued light wa collected by an
integrating sphere and detected using photo-diodes. It is then
easy to change from reflectance to fluorescence measurements by
just inserting the low-pass filter. Reflectance and fluorescence
scans are then made over exactly the same path on the sample.
with the same spatial reso lution. Most of the samples showed a
strong fluorescence with spectra similar to those observed on
commercial humic acids.
Raman spectroscopy
Contrary to the fluorescence experiments which show very
wide. structure-less bands, Raman spectroscopy is potentially
much more selective since it is based on the , ibrational bands
which characterise each type of chemical bonds. Thi technique
is extensively used in chemical characterisation of organic
molecules. and has been recently applied to the study of humic
acids (YANG er al .. 1994 ). Experiments were carried out using the
Raman Micro-Probe of the Laboratoire de Spectroscopic
lnfrarouge et Raman (CNRS and University of Lille). A11cmp1s
to detect vibrational bands of humic acids failed, probably
because of low concentrations and of a diffuse repartition of the
molecules in the samples. Also, relatively intense fluorescence
background prevented the use of the full sensitivity of the
spectrometer.
In fact, Raman micro-spectrometry is much better adapted to
the characterisation of very small grains of a given material
embedded in a matrix. In this work, this technique has been used
only to identify inclusions observed during the microscopic
investigations. In this way, we idcmified se,·cral inclusions like
iron oxide. clay, quartz and rutile partic les. Raman spectrometry
also unambiguously demonstrated the presence of abundant
charcoal particle .
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3. Comparison of the methods
Pre entation o f th e sampl e

The method, shortly dc,cribcd ahO\ c hm·c been appl icd in
the stud~ of a ,talagm1tc sample extracted from the Cathedral
Room or the Coutin-Ch..:,aline ea,..: (Choranchc. Vercors.
France). A drilling was mad-: ,..:rticall) in an acti\c « tan1-1am »
,talagmitc and the stud; or the core was made partly "ithin the
1i·a1111.:,\0rk of an integrated french-he lg1an program (Pl. RRrn r.
1996). In part icular. the we ll laminated upper part whi ch co,·ers
historical times has been studied and is de. cribcd in more dc1aib
in the communication « Enregistremcm de I·acti, ice charbonniere
dans les spekothemes de Choranchc » by PI RRrTTr et al. ( 1997)
at thi, Congr..:s,. 0\\ ing 10 th1.: ac tl\·e character of the stalagmite.
a rclat ,, e chrnnolog) ha bc.:n e,whli,hed .
The spelcothem ,cc11on studied in this work i, main!:,,
compo,1.:d or compact palisadic crystals and only crystal size and
cnalesc.:nce , a1-:r. 1-'rom rop to bonom {ligure I). we obser- c a
1.5 cm thick 7one or n:ry pure white calcite dominated b_ DC'Ls
(1one al). ,1hich o,erla~s a grey layer ,1hich has a thickne s of
about 2 c.: 111. Thi, ,one a2 contains many charcoal inclusions and
i, characterised by crystal face ts more , isible and less
coale,eence. Bclo,1. a 2.2 cm layer has a milky aspect and is
dom111a1ed by \\ell marked \\ PLs (Lone a3). Some detritic layers
arc ab n ob,en ed and an: a,,ociated wi th lamina undulations.
0\\ ing 10 the , anoth fac.:ie, ob,cn ed. this core was choosen for
the n,mparison or the methods.
Rc,ults
Compari,011 bemcen the r..:sults obtained by the different
methoJ, arc presented on figure I. Figure 2 gi\'CS a more detailed
, ie11 nr the /l1n.: a I at higher spatial resolution .
rmm ligure I it is clear that there is a strong correlation
het\\een the r.:lkctance r.:su lh and the grey lc\cl ones. especially
111 thc blue. /\s the grey Jc, cl method n:cords the macroscopic
colour o r calcitc. the ,ignal is ma,imum in the charcoal ,one a2 .
I r the hllll: rclkctancc appear,, Cl') ,imilar. this docs not ,ccm ro
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be true for the red refl ectance whic h shows a more gradual
increase. This can be interpreted as a chang.: in the crystalline
structure. progressively going from compact palisadic crystals 10
Cl)•,tals with modera te coalescence. imilarly. the compact.
coalescent and pa lisad ic mi lky zone a3 contra,t, \I ith the le,,
coalescent zone a2 . This is also intcqJrctcd as an c1 ol ution in the
crystalline structure.
Humic fulvic acids can also play a role in the interprctallon
or the red bl ue diffe rence because of the \ Cl)' imponant red blue
differential absorption observed in these molecules ! GHo 11 &
Cl I\IT71·R. 1979). However. in that case. the ll uorcscencc
intensity whi ch is direc tl y related 10 the molecular concentration.
shou ld also show a strong correlation \\ ith the blue reflectance.
This is clearl y not the case even if there arc some simil aritie,
between them in the zone a I. Although rhe mca,uremcnh arc
made at the same patial rcsolurion , lluorescencc result, do not
sho,, the numerous alternations ohscn·ed in reflectance and in
grey Jc, cls which arc associated to vi sual laminae. Fluorescence
seems to gi\'e more globa l re ults and thi, again rises the
question of the relatio n between organic mailer and I isual
laminae.

4. Discussion
During this comparison. sc1 era! t..:sts were ab o made in order
10 set limits in the app lica bility of the laser methods II hich arc
still under development. They showed thar la,er measurement,
arc scnsi ti1·c to surface state quality. as are the grey lei cl one,.
For example, all methods re, ea led oscillation, 11 hi ch 1, ere due to
a step growth of the columnar crysta ls.
c1erthclcss, all these methods arc clear!) complem.:ntary.
From a meth odologica l poi nt of I icw. they can be orga111sed a,
differen t too ls to be used wi thin an unique approach o r the
internal stru cture of spelcothcms. Th.: first. , isual. lei cl 1s
relic1·ed by image processi ng and its statistical possibilities. Laser
methods can go farther in the stud) by all011 ing the description
of the crystalline structu re \1hich i, often dinicult at ,isual le\el.
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Redundancy between reflectance and grey levels results actually
leads to a link between visual and spectroscopic approaches. This
has been made possible by the similitude between reflectance and
fluorescence protocols which allows us to make the
measurements on identical scans.

5. Conclusion and perspectives
As pointed out above, fluorescence spectra appear as
structure-less bands which are not very characteristic since many
macromolecular samples (wood, paper, various polymers) show
the same type of spectra. Still more puzzling is the observation
that limestone samples from Coufin (but also from some other
caves) are themselves very fluorescent with spectra often almost
identical to those observed in speleothems (BOL YIN &
DESTOMBES, 1997). Work in progress clearly shows that the
fluorescence lifetime of speleothem and limestone samples is
very short, far less than I µs which is the present limit of our
experimental set-up. This contrasts with the long luminescence
sometimes observed on coloured speleothems (WHITE &
BRENNAN. 1989) but this is consistent with the fluorescence
lifetime measured in humic acids which is in the range of a few
ns (Jo ES & INDIG. 1996). By using UV light in reflectance
experiments, it can be expected to obtain more contrasted results
since UV radiations in the 330 nm range are strongly absorbed by
any organic macromolecule. Comparison with fluorescence
results will be then of great interest. Studies using Raman
spectrometry should also be developed in two directions : toward
the in situ detection of humic/fulvic acids by using an excitation
in the near IR where the intrinsic fluorescence background of the
sample is much weaker, and also toward the study of the
crystalline state and porosity of the calcite samples by
quantifying the Raman spectrum of the calcite itself.
evertheless, the preliminary results presented here confirm
that the information content of speleothems is very rich and that
the « speleothem tool » can be used in palaeoenvironmental
studies provided a clear methodological approach is used . This
should allow us to compare speleothem informations coming
from different parts of a given karstic system and then from
different systems. However these results also rise again the
question of the relation between organic matter and visual
laminae.
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Studies of speleothem dissolution on
Cayman Brae and Isla de Mona
Rozemarijn F.A. Tarh ule-Lips and Derek C. Ford
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Resume
Des periods de cessation de croissance ou dissolution des concretions ont eu lieu dans le passe et ont lieu a present. On
est en train de dater ces periods avec la methode U-series TIMS (Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometry) pour que l'on
peut determiner quand elles eu lieu et ce qui peut etre responsable. Cette information, combine avec des donnees sur la
micro-climatologie et des conditions chimiques de l'eau presentes, peut contribuer a la reconstruction de l'histoire
geologique Quatemaire de la Caribique.
Les temps de presence des hiatus de croissance dans des concretions differentes ne coincident pas necessairement. Ceci
suggere que ce qui est responsable pour !'inhibition de croissance ou carrement !'erosion n'est pas une phenomene
regionale mais plutot une phenomene locale determine par des conditions particuliere de grottes et pas par des conditions
climatiques regionales. Des fluctuations climatiques glaciales et interglaciaJes n'ont probablement joue qu'une role
secondaire dans le developpement des concretions. II y a deux causes possibles pour la cessation de croissance ou
dissolution: submersion de la grotte ou corrosion par de l'eau de condensation agressive. Le demiere cause semble etre le
plus probable dans la plupart des cas.

Introduction
Speleothem growth and dissolution are being studied in caves on Cayman Brae, Cayman Islands, and on Isla de Mona,
Puerto Rico. These are two small islands bounded by cliffs containing relict mixing zone caves. At present, the majority of
speleothems in the caves are dry and show signs of dissolution. Comparable dry and/or dissolving periods also existed in
the past and are represented as growth hiatuses in the calcite. In an earlier study on Cayman Brae some of these hiatuses
were dated by alpha-spectrometry. They were found to occur at >350 ka, around 200 ka (oxygen isotope substage 7) and
between 75 ka and 20 ka (oxygen isotope substage 3 and 4). However, not all the samples showed the hiatuses at the same
time.
One of the objectives of this study is to date speleothems by U-series TIMS (Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectrometry)
to better pinpoint when these hiatal episodes occurred and what the possible cause(s) were. At the same time, field
experiments are being carried out to establish what the present microclimatic and water chemical conditions are in the
caves. This might help to explain why speleothem growth is presently occurring only in certain areas in given caves and
what may have occurred in the past. This information may contribute towards a reconstruction of the Quaternary geologic
history of the Caribbean.

Preliminary results
Growth hiatuses in different speleothem samples are not necessarily coincident in time. This suggests that whatever
was responsible for the inhibition of growth or the outright erosion is not a regional but a local phenomenon that has more
to do with particular cave conditions than with the regional climatic conditions. It is inferred that the glacial and
interglacial fluctuations of climate have played a secondary (if any) role in the deposition of the speleothems.
Of the two possible causes for growth cessation/dissolution, i.e. flooding of the cave or corrosion by aggressive
condensation water, the latter appears to be the more probable in most cases, because all sample caves are above sea level
and have been there for at least the past 125 000 years.
Condensation in the cave air was induced with the help of plastic bottles filled with ice. The condensation water was
collected and analysed. Its chemical composition lay between that of local rainwater and speleothem drip water. ·It is, in
general, undersaturated with respect to calcite and dolomite but its aggressiveness can vary with time and space within the
same cave and between caves.
In several caves gypsum tablets of known weight were suspended for a little more than one year. At the end of the
period the tablets were weighed again and dissolution rates were calculated. The surface retreat rate was found to vary
between O and 0.5 mm/yr, indicating that dissolution in the caves is taking place at present.

Conclusion
Both in the past and at present, we find periods of speleothem growth, cessation and/or dissolution. Dating of the
timing of (some of) these periods is under way. However, it is clear that a simple relationship between growth
cessation/dissolution and glacial/interglacial periods can not be established. Instead it seems that cave configuration and
cave microclimatology play important roles, encouraging processes like condensation corrosion to occur.
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Chemical Differences Between Light and Dark Coloured
Speleothem
P.E. van Beynen, D.C. Ford and H.P. Schwarcz
School of Geography and Geology, Mc Master University, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4K I, Canada

Abstract
Twelve speleothem, six light coloured, six dark, were analyzed for their fluorescence and organic characteristics. It
became apparent that fluorescence is caused by fulvic acid , with humic acid having a much lower influence. While darker
specimens contained higher concentrations of organic substances, this does not necessarily lead to higher fluorescence .
Hum in is also a possible contributor to fluorescence . Gel chromatography of the fulvic acid and NMR work still has to be
concluded.

Rationale
Annual laminae have been discovered in speleothem, and each band has a section of light and dark calcite. The main
technique for quantifying this variability in the calcite is the use of luminescence microscopy . However, this microscopic
scale makes analysis of the bands impossible. The only available avenue is to ascertain the chemical differences on a
larger scale, i.e. square centimetres of light and dark speleothem. Of importance is the discovery of the cause of
fluorescence and the characterization of these fluorophores.

Methods
Samples were selected for their uniformity of colour and results of preliminary studies. Their locations stretch across
North America and extend to Wales and Australia. The variable organic concentrations between light and dark specimens
could be obtained by taking dissolved organic carbon measurements and comparing these to the fluorescence of each
sample. Fluorescence spectroscopy of solid and dissolved speleothem should provide some indication of what substance is
causing fluorescence. Dissolved samples were firstly separated into humic acid {HA) and fulvic acid (FA) . These spectra
can be compared to known fluorophores, both organic and ionic. Further identification of the FA fraction will be
undertaken using gel chromatography. Measures of the molecular weight of these compounds are ascertained through
ultrafiltration. NMR could provide clues as to the functional groups present.

Results
Preliminary results have shown that darker speleothem have higher concentrations of organic matter, shown both in the
DOC and precipitate in the dissolved speleothem. Spectroscopic analysis revealed spectra indicative of fulvic acid,
especially in the lighter specimens. However, darker speleothem provided an additional problem of not allowing incoming
light to penetrate the speleothem due to the high concentrations of organics which could produce an extinction effect.
Whether this is a function of the power of the light source has yet to be determined. Rare earth elements may be present,
including Europium, Dysprosium, Uranium and Lead. This has yet to be confirmed with ion probe analysis of the solid
speleothem . Changes in the spectra with different excitation wavelengths suggests more than one humic substance is
contributing to fluorescence. It is hoped that gel chromatography will give further clarification . Spectroscopically the
precipitate produced simi lar spectra to the solid speleothem, suggesting not only FA contributes to fluorescence. Humin
could be a possible contributor as could humic acid. Humic acid was investigated spectroscopically, but it's fluorescence
intensities were very low compared to that of FA, though it's contribution did increase for darker speleothem.

Conclusions
With the advent of new technology it may be possible to analyze annual bands of calcite, but presently much larger
samples and extrapolation of results are required. Fluorescence appears to be caused by organic substances, predominantly
FA, and occurs in higher concentrations in darker speleothem. The type of organics has important implications the
wavelength of excitation used to generate fluorescence. Additional information will be soon available about the character
of the FA and the possible contribution of rare earth elements.
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Ribbon Helictites from Jenolan Caves, NSW Australia
by Jill Rowling,
2 Derribong Place, Thornleigh, NSW Australia 2120

Abstract
An interesting form of helictite has been found at Jenolan Caves. Ribbon helictites are characterised by their flat, thin, ribbon-like
appearance together with an opaque white central canal (diameter around 0.2 mm). Cleavage planes and crystal orientation have been
examined and growth mechanisms suggested. Laser Raman spectroscopy showed the material to be calcite. Ribbon helictites are
associated with areas of cave fill which has reacted chemically with the limestone. The speleothem may be a previously undescribed
variety of hel icti te.

Zusammenfassung
Eine interessante Form von Heliktiten wurde in den Jenolan Hohlen gefunden. Charakteristisch fiir Band-Heliktiten ist die flache,
dilnne und bandiihnliche Erscheinungsform, zusammen rnit dem opaken Mittelkanal (ea. 0,2 mm Durchmesser). Die Spaltebene und
Kristallausrichtung wurden untersucht und ein Wachstumsmechanismus ausgearbeitet. Mittels Laser Raman Spektroskopie konnte das
Material als Kalzit identifiziert werden . Band-Heliktiten werden in Zusammenhang rnit Oberfliichen von Hohlenfiillungen, di e
chemisch mit Kalkstein reagiert haben. Dieses Sintergebilde konnte eine bisher unbeschriebene Art von Heliktit sein.

1. Introduction

3. General Appearance

Jenolan caves are famous throughout the world for their beauty
and variety of speleothems, so it is surprising that the caves
should be the home of a possibly new type of helictite,
previously undescribed in the most commonly referenced book
on cave minerals (HILL AND FORTI, 1986) and apparently not
described in the speleological literature. The ribbon helictites
were first found by the author in June, 1994, in Jubilee Cave, one
of the northern show caves and shortly afterwards in Orient
Cave, one of the southern show caves. A report was forwarded to
the Jenolan Caves Reserve Tru t (J. ROWLING, 1994). Subsequent
trips to the Jubilee Cave revealed that the ribbon helictites were
relatively common in sections of that cave. An article was
prepared for the Journal of the Sydney Speleological Society (J.
ROWLING, 1995) to show other cavers what these helictites
looked like. In August 1995, permission was obtained from the
Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust to remove samples for analysis. A
total of 6 helictites were taken without having to damage any of
the exhibits. These were initially analysed using Laser Raman
Spectroscopy, UV light and a hand lens, and another report was
forwarded to the Jenolan Caves Reserve Trust (J. ROWLI G,
1995). This paper summarises the earlier work and introduces
new discoveries regarding ribbon helictites.

A generalised ribbon helictite is shown in fig. I. Ribbon
helictites are usually attached to the cave wall by a stem in which
a very small canal may be seen. The stem is usually
perpendicular to the cave wall. After a few millimetres, the
helictite develops a flat ribbon, oriented parallel to the stem but
apparently growing outwards, perpendicular to the stem. A
central canal is visible in the stem and ribbon as an opaque white
stripe. At the end of the ribbon is presumably the growing tip.
Fig. 2 is a sketch of the 6 samples from Jubilee Cave. Only
samples 'a', 'b' and 'd' had their stems intact; the stems of 'a' and
'd' were later broken. The longest ribbon helictite seen in Jubilee
Cave is about 120 mm long, about 5 mm wide and about 2 mm
thick.

2. Environment
At Jenolan, Ribbon helictites are associated with areas of cave fill
which has reacted chemically with the silurian limestone
bedrock. This fill is typically composed of rounded pebbles
(shale, quartz porphyry) together with red and yellow muds. The
muds may be chemical reaction products (limonite, etc) from
reactions between oxidising pyrite in the cave fill and the
limestone. In some areas of the Jubilee cave, near to where
ribbon helictites are found , there are small deposits of gypsum on
the floor. Surface coatings (secondary carbonate deposits) in
areas with ribbon helictites vary from sugary (large rhombic- or
scalenohedral- terminated crystals) to smooth. Both the Jubilee
and Orient caves are deep within the tourist caves complex. The
humidity is very high (typically around 98% RH), the
temperature is around I 3°C and the CO 2 level is only mildly
raised (typ. 0.7%). Air movement is very little.

0
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Figure /: General ribbon helictite. s = stem, a = . striations
(pa rallel to c axis), r = ribbon, t = tip, c = central canal, w =
wall of cave.
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Figure 2. Tire 6 samples, 'a' - 'f. Various views.
IR results:

4. Tests Performed
SEM/EDX results:
lnlttal Tests
In order to determine the composition of the ribbon helictites,
some simple initial tests were performed. Hardness: harder than
fingernail, softer than steel, therefore not gypsum or quartz.
Taste: none, therefore not guano-based (salt, nitre, etc). Colour:
transparent. Lustre: glassy. Cleavage: at least one perfect. Crystal
shape: roughly flattened hexagonal prisms with scalenohedral or
blade-like terminations, a little like aragonite.
Phosphorescence and Fluorescence
Ribbon helictite sample 'a' exhibited phosphorescence when a
photographic flash gun was used. Persistence time was about 0.3
seconds. All the ribbon helictite samples fluoresced when
exposed to long wave UV light from a 15 watt tube source.
Samples 'a' and 'b' fluoresced pink-purple; these were from a
relatively clean part of the cave (not in bat guano or mud). The
other samples ('c' - 'f) had been found on a pile of bat guano .
These samples fluoresced a pale green (similar colour to a 7
segment vacuum fluorescent display). The pale green was
brightest at the edges. Parts of samples 'c' - 'f (particularly the
stem) fluoresced pink-purple. The central canals of all samples
either fluoresced green or not at all.
Laser Raman Spectroscopy
Laser Raman spectroscopy was performed on two ribbon helictite
samples and compared with both a calcite reference and aragonite
+ calcite reference (powdered sea shell) (see table I). Sample 'a'
gave a clean response, but the spectrum for sample 'c' was noisy
due to fluorescence . The diagnostic peak for aragonite, 206 cm·',
is missing from the samples' responses however the peak for
calcite at 280 cm·' was strongly evident. These results would
indicate that the ribbon helictites are made of calcite, not
aragonite.
Infra Red Spectroscopy & SEM/EDX
A small piece of broken stem from sample 'a' was recently (1996)
analysed using an IR spectrophotometer and SEM/EDX (energy
dispersive analysis by X-rays using a scanning electron
microscope). The crystal terminations were observed to be as per
fig. 3 (most common form) (P. MAYNARD, pers. comm).

Structure: Calcite (not aragonite)
Anions:
CO/ I 00%
Cations:
Ca 99.5 atomic %
Fe 0.5 atomic%

It was unknown whether the Fe was part of the crystal structure,
or an inclusion, or a surface contaminant.

Samnle Descrlntlon Wave numbers (cm·')
Calcite sample
1088. 714.5. 283.6, 158.4
Published data for
1086, 712 .0, 280.0, 153.0
Calcite
Aragonite + calcite
1084.6, 701.6, 278.6, 204.6, 152.0
samnle
Published data for
1085.0, 702.0, 270.0, 206.0, 189.0, 177.0,
Ara!!onite
151.0, 112.0
Sample 'a'
1082.9, 709.7, 279.8. 152.6
Samole 'c' (noisv)
1088.1, 714.5, 284.2 157.8
Table 1. Laser Raman Spectroscopy results. Only important
peaks have been listed.

5. Under the microscope
Crystal form
The terminals of individual crystals were studied on ribbon
helictite samples 'a', 'b' and 'd'. Fig. 3 illustrates some of these
forms. The long crystals are irregularly hexagonal in cross
section, many being terminated by scalenohedrons or blades.
The Stem
Samples 'a', 'b' and 'd' had their stems intact and could be
examined. Each had a white line running down the stem. In the
case of samples 'b' and 'd', the line ended at a small hole, visible
in the broken stem. In sample 'a', there were two white lines
which appeared to define the boundaries of individual crystals. A
hole was not visible. Fig. 4 shows the broken stem of sample 'd'.
Also visible in this view are some of the cleavage planes. The
stem appears to be composed of a bundle of separate crystals,
aligned with their c axes (optical axis) parallel to the stem as
shown.
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of the central canal of sample 'b'. The central canal here appears
as a set of concentric cones, possibly defined by crystal
boundaries. The shape of the canal may be due to dissolution (P.
MAYNARD, pers. comm).

The tip (growing point?)
The small hole at the tip of sample 'b' was irregular in shape and
may have been damaged. The surrounding material had a glassy
lustre. No canals at the tips of sample 'a' could be seen at the
surface, however the canal appeared to get very close to the tip see fig. 6.

Figure 3. Termi11atio11s of i11dividual calcite crystals as see11 011
ribbo11 helictites. Termi11atio11 'm' is the most commo11 form
see11. Arrow i11dicates c axis.

(a)

Cc)
Figure 4. Broke11 stem· of sample 'd'. View (a) shows broke11
stem s. View (b) is a close-up of the break slwwillg cleavage
pla11es a11d small hole (circled). View (c) is a close up of the
hole showi11g the celltral canal c as an illterstitial site betwee11
crystals.

Figure 5. Sketch of part of ribbon, sample 'b' usi11g tra11smitted
polarised light. Edges of ribbon, E, exhibit bot/, smooth and
rough crystal termi11atio11s. O11/y some surface crystals are
show11. Central ca11al, C, is irregular a11d appears to deli11eate
crystal faces. Directio11 T is toward the tip; S is toward the stem.

The central canal
The central canal was visible in all samples. Samples 'c' and 'd'
had broken sections where the central canal could be inspected.
The canal diameter of sample 'c' was about 0.2 mm diameter,
measured by comparison with a graticule. The canal in sample 'd'
was roughly circular and lined with drusy crystal. In all samples,
the average diameter of the central canal seemed to decrease at
the tip and stem. Assuming that the helictites grow from the tip,
this implies that the average canal diameter of the ribbon
increases with age of an active ribbon helictite. Fig. 5 is a sketch

'

Figure 6. Sketches of the tips of sllmple 'a'. (a) Usi11g
transmitted polarised light, the striatio11s are visible and
parallel to the c axis; (b) using reflected polarised light,
cleavage lines are visible on the surface. The ce11tral ca11al gets
close to the tip, but no hole at the tip could be seen.

The ribbon
The ribbon seems to be formed from close spaced crystal
aggregates with their c axes aligned in the same direction as the
stem. The c axis and striations (see figs. 1 and 2) lie parallel to
the long flat side. The long edges of the ribbon vary from smooth
to angular and sharply defined. They may correspond to crystal
faces. On some ribbon helictites, these edges are rough due to the
steep scalenohedral crystal terminations, but on others, they may
be smooth and glassy. Some of the long crystals superficially
resemble aragonite, however the cleavage is of the calcite type.
Using polarised light, the flat face of sample 'a' was examined for
optical extinction. This sample has two ribbons. Each ribbon
exhibited complete extinction, however, the angle at which this
occurred was different for each ribbon. Looking down the c axis
of samples 'a' and 'c', it was observed that the crystals offset. The
direction of offset varies with individual helictites.
Ovals and other bizarre growths
Many ribbon helictites have an oval shaped side growth that is
attached to the ribbon. Fig. 7 shows an oval on sample 'd'. In the
field, ovals have been seen on several ribbon helictites. They do
not seem to be connected to the central canal, rather they appear
to be part of the ribbon surface. The c axis of crystals comprising
these growths does not seem to be related to that of the nbbon.
They may represent twinning at the ribbon surface. Sample 'f
exhibited a small ribbon growing from the main ribbon (see fig.
2, sample 'f).
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7. Conclusions
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Figure 7. Views of sample 'd'. View (a) shows broken stem S,
and broken ribbon R witl, two ovals 0. View {b) shows detail of
oval. View (c) is a11 enlarged side view of broken ribbon,
showing central ca11a/ CC, cleavage plane CL, l1ackly fractllre
H, and a calcite overgrowth 0. View (d) is an enlarged end view
of broken ribbon also sliowing milky calcite M s11rro1111di11g
central canal, transparellt calcite T, a11d undulose reflection of _
light (wary surface U) of cleavage plane.

6. Growth Mechanisms
The helictite may initially begin as a parallel group of crystals,
close enough for capillary action to take place and build up the
stem. Alternatively, they may begin as fme, straight spicular
helictites. A mechanism for initiation of ribbon growth is yet to
be determined, however it must explain how the central canal
alters its direction from normal to the substrate, to parallel to the
substrate. It must also explain why the c axis of most of the
helictite's crystals remain parallel to the stem, unlike most
helictites in which the c axis is radial to the central canal. Calcite
dissolves or deposits preferentially along the c axis. In ribbon
crystals, the c axis is normal to the central canal. The average
diameter of the central canal may be larger along the ribbon than
at the stem due to this preferential dissolution. The diameter of
the canal at the tip may be small as this may be where calcite is
being initially deposited. The various smooth and rough faces of
ribbons indicate there may be more than one mechanism
involved in the formation of ribbon helictites.

Ribbon helictites are a type of helictite found at Jenolan Caves.
They have been observed in areas where cave fill (river mud and
gravels) has been able to react chemically with the limestone.
Ribbon helictites are characterised by their flattened shape,
visible central canal and a stem with the c axis normal to the
substrate. Although they are relatively common where they occur
at Jenolan, they have not been observed by the author at any
other cave area, nor do they appear to have been previously
described in the speleological literature.
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Stalactites, crystlactites, corlactites, tuflactites - 4 types of
"stalactite-like" formations, generated from
crystallization environments with different physical properties
Vladimir A. Maltsev
VNIIGEOSYSTEM institute. Moscow 121351, Yartsevskaya ul., 15-21, Russia

Abstract
The most usual speleothems - stalactites - appear to be a mixture of at least 4 types, having unsimilar structure and texture,
which seems to be controlled by different crystallization physics. It was first suggested by STEPANOV 1973 to call them "stalactites",
"tuflactites", "crystlactites", "corlactites", etc., but the definitions were based on their textures only, without analyzing structures and
growth kinetics. Recent studies of stalactites crystallization physics have shown strict boundaries for the 4 main types listed above, and
allowed to fon11ulate definitions for these formations. All 4 terms apply to minor mineral bodies with gravitational dissymetry in their
texture, forming in subaerial conditions out of dripping solutions. Among them, the term "stalactites" must be used for the formations
whose crystallization i controlled by hydrodynamic effects; "crystlactites" and "corlactites" - for the formation whose cry tallization
is controlled by evaporation, The "crystlactites" are built of crystals, the "corlactites" of spheroidolites; "tuflactites" - for the
gravitation-controlled tufa formations. In most of the cases crystallization of the "tuflactites" is related to P-T barriers.

Introduction
In the early 70-th STEPA ov ( 1971 , unprinted lectures in
1973) suggested an onthogeny-based classification of
speleothems. One of the central points was a concept of the
network of contiguous genetic lines, connecting different
speleothems through hybridization of their textures.
Let 's ee closely the formation from the fig. I. It has
properties of both a stalactite with a drapery (general geometry,
orientations of crystals, etc.), and of a frostwork bush (lack of
channels, faced surfaces, surface brakes on flow lines, etc.). In
Stepanov's classification this is a crystlactitc - a hybride
formation on the connection line between stalactites and

Figure I . Calcite crystlactite, 8 cm long, from tlle Navstrec/111
Cave, Kllaidarka11 mines, Kirgizsta n.

frostworks. There were suggested also names for some other
"around-stalactites" connection lines. leading to popcorns
(corlactites). to helictites (helilactites), etc. A separate place is
taken by the concept of tuflactites - stalactite-like carbonate
formations of rapid growth. They are not points on some
connection lines, but separate speleothems, that have non-regular
tufa structure, so being not mineral aggregates, but more likely
tufa facies.
The studies by the author have shown, that some of these
formations are really hybride formations as, for exampl~,
helilactites (on the fig. 2 one of such formations is shown), but
some of them appear as separate aggregates with definite growth

Figure 2. Double-hybride formation 40 cm long, with it's
texture, mixed fro m stalactite, shield and helictite. C11ppCoutu1111 cave, Turkmenistan.
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mechanisms. They really have hybride textures, but there are no
any contiguous rows between them. These are real stalactites,
crystlactites, and tuflactites. Corlactites are the same type of
mineral aggregate as crystlactites, and their growth is controlled
by the same mechanism, but they differ in the mineral individual
type (crystals vs. spheroidolites). This strongly affects their
morphology. Therefore, it seems to be reasonable to keep
different terms.

Regular stalactites
On contrary to the wide-spread understanding (HILL &
FORTI, 1986), regular calcite stalactites have the mechanism of
oversaturating of the solution. This process is more complicated,
than simple disbalance between CO, contents in the air and in the
seeping water. MALTSEV 1997 has shown, that in the regular case
for soda-straws the initial disbalance is absent. The
oversaturation appears only on the soda-straw's tip as a result of
hydrodynamic strikes while the disconnection of drops. This
mechanism defines the structure, that can be seen on the figure 3.
The explosive CO, loss in solutions happens from mechanic
impacts. Therefore, any hydrostatic pressure jump strongly
disbalances the solution-air system. Time intervals of impacts are

too short for mixing of the solution. These two conditions
together allow crystals to grow on edges or tips, but forbid
massive growth on faces, and this results in skeletization of the
crystals (ZHABI , 1979). Inside the drop the e crystals are
immediately dissolved again, but along the contact with the air
they survive. On the photo, one can see this "crown" of skeleton
crystals. Skeleton crystals are poorly balanced formations.
Therefore, the pulsations of the pressure inside the channel recrystallize this crown into a monocrystal. The phases of this
process may also be seen from the photo.
The described mechanism has two interesting
consequences. The first is that the channel in regular stalactites is
secondary. It is not a feeding channel, but a result of the
crystallization physics. The cone stalactites are not soda-straws
with later overgrowth, but are simply stalactites with initially
oversaturated feeding. The extra calcite is crystallized on the side
surfaces, and the crystallization on the tip is just the same as for
soda-straws.
The second consequence is much more important. The
pressure impacts while drop disconnection is significant for the
carbonates only. Solubility of usual salts, not needing to lose
carbondioxide for their crystallization, may not significantly
change. Therefore, non-carbonate formations must have some
principally different crystallization mechanisms, and their
structure must be very different. This concept matches general
observations. Non-carbonate stalactites of usual shape are rare.
For example, gypsum stalactites usually appear as chandeliers,
and gypsum "soda-straw-like" stalactites were reported only
several times. Unfortunately without good photos, allowing to
see their structure.

Non-carbonate crystlactites and corlactites

Figure 3. Calcite soda-straw. There ca11 be see11 the "crow11" of
skeleton crystal, a11d its sequential re-crystal/izatio11 imo a
111011ocrystalli11e tube.

In contrary to regular carbonate stalactites, whose
channel alway is a result of their crystallization through
hydrodynamic effects, non-carbonate stalactites have a channel
only in the case of real feeding along it. That is not a general
case. Let's see, what such channel must be alike. In this section
we shall discuss the case, if the oversaturation is the result of·
evaporation (P-T barrier on the opening of the channel will be
discussed in the next section). The channel must not be
controlled by the drop diameter. It may be of variable diameter,
and may roughly correspond to the diameter of the stalactite. In
fact, channels in the gigantic gypsum chandeliers from
Kugitaogtou caves may reach tens of centimeters in diameter,
and channels in small halite stalactites (the only ones transparent
enough to observe the channel without breaking), may be less
than I mm wide. On the figure 4 one can see such kind of
channel.
Not only the existence of the channel, and its shape make
a difference between carbonate and non-carbonate stalactites, but
a lot of their textural and structural features . Firstly, skeleton
growth with permanent re-crystallization, that controls structure
of a regu lar stalactite, is absent. A crystlactite grows originally as
a group of crystals with competition between them, in which
usually only one survives. Secondly, in the case of cone
stalactites, the sharp contrast between core and crust is absent. In
this case, the overgrowing crust, growing from the surface
feeding, does not differ from the core in the crystallization
mechanisms, and therefore, grows as a continuation of the core
without any textural break. Thirdly. As the mechanism is
evaporation, and the water flows on the stalactite surfaces are
usually slow and thin, the crystallization partly depends on the
surface geometry, enforcing on the points with high surface
curvature (M0R0SHKIN, 1976). This provides partial conic
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characteristics symmetry of the aggregate's texture (usual growth
from water flows, losing CO,, has spherical characteristics
symmetry). Therefore, we definitely receive a real hybride
texture between frostworks and stalactites, with no possibility of
separating them on any organization level, as it was proposed by
Stepanov.
Corlactites appear in very similar cases, but only if the
chemical or mechanical admixtures in the solution makes the
crystals grow splitted. All the considerations on the channel
geometry remain the same, but the considerations about their
surface overgrowth change. Splitted crystals, especially if they
are splitted to high grades (spherolites or spherocrystals), do not
have sharp tips and edges. This spreads the surface flow more
regularly, so the hybridization of texture is incomplete. At the
hybridization grade, where the cone symmetry is still hardly
noticeable, separation of texture proceeds, and we can observe
isolated popcorn bushes, mounted into an almost inaffected druse
of spherolites.

the overgrowths - appears step-wise. Therefore, we deal with row
frostworks - crystlactites and popcorn - corlactites. Both of them
have no connection to rea l stalactites.

Tuflactites
Contrary to real stalactites, crystlactites and corlactites,
tuflactites are not some regular-crystalline formations. They were
separated from other formations on the very first stage of
applying onthogenetic approach to the cave mineralogy
(STEPAN0V, 1971 ). By Stepanov's definition, tuflactites are
stalactite-like formations, growing from very strong water flows.
In these conditions the main mechanism for the solution
oversaturating is again mechanical - turbulence of the flow. This
leads to the spatial nucleation, not allowing crystals to start the
competition and to form any kind of a regular aggregate.
Tuflactites may have an internal channel or not. But in any case,
they do not have a monocrystalline core, and their structure
though concentric-zonal, is not radial-fibrous. If the channel
exists, it has irregular geometry. The characteristic symmetry of
texture is spherical. In reality they are the most noticeable kind of
stalactite-like formations in every wet cave, but are rarely studied
- studies concentrate on smaller speleothems. that arc usually
regular.
This definition covers only a part of the stalactite-like
speleothems, specified by lack of regular crystalline structure.
The conditions of spatial nucleation appear on P-T steps on the
feeding channels openings. This can be een in a lot of ore mines,
where tuflactites grow in mines themselves. Sharp P-T barriers,
appearing between feeding fractures and mine galleries even lead

Figure 4. Halite crystlactite, 3 cm Jo11g. Small cave, illlersected
by I11gurotzlow mi11es, Poland.

Carbonate crystlactites and corlactites.
The previous chapter shows the impossibility of real
stalactite appearance in the non-carbonate case. But this does not
mean, that corlactites and crystlactites are absolutely impossible
in the carbonate case.
Corlactites and crystlactites are possible in the carbonate
case if the growth is so slow, that the quantity of material,
crystallizing in the hanging drop between the dripping moments,
becomes compatible with the quantity of material, precipitated
during the one-drop impact. These are very rare conditions for
calcite, usually found only in deep isolated caves, that are
sometimes intersected by mines, like the cave, where the
crystallictite from fig. I grew. But these are not very rare
conditions for aragonite in the case. when its growth is provided
by the pre ence of the Mg ion . The CO, contents regulates the
general carbonate solubility. If we consider the Mg ion
separately, its solubility depends more on the evaporation.
According to that, almost always aragonite crystals in regular
conditions appear splined. Finds of aragonite corlactites are more
usual. The fig . 5 demonstrates the growth zone of such
formation .
In the carbonate case of crystlactites and corlactites we
can clearly recognize, that though they have a real hybride
texture, they can ' t be considered as points on the contiguous
rows, connecting parent aggregates. The classifying feature existence of the re-crystallized central tube, heaving a break to

Figure 5. The growth zone of a11 arago11ite corlactite. CuppCoutu1111 cave, Turkme11ista11.
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to appearance of thin, soda-straw-like formations, but
microcrystalline and high-porous. The author observed such
formations in Khaidarkan and Kadamjai mines in Kirgizstan.
Similar formations, not only carbonate ones, are also reported
from cavities in iron deposits. For example, PLAVSHUDI N ( I 973)
describes cryptomelane tubular stalactites from Nikopol 'skoye
deposition, providing the photos, where the core is definitely an
irregularly microcrystalline.
Tuflactites as corlactites and crystlactites, do not make up
any contiguous connection rows to any of the formations
discussed above. Due to the variations of conditions, they may be
mixed with any other layer (mostly with regular stalactites).

Discussion
This study illustrates a rather important effect. A good
onthogenetic study, like the one of Stepanov, based only on
description of structures and textures of aggregates without any
theoretical modelling (STEPANOV, 1973), gives very precise
results. The stalactite type classification was received from such
study, and it matches the crystallization physics perfectly.
Furthermore, this physics modelling disproved part of the general
ideas.
Probably, it is interesting to continue the modelling with
some neigh boring types of speleothems. Firstly, the stalactite-like
formations are not only those, growing from solutions in
subaerial conditions. For example, icicles (growing from melts)
show a texture very simjlar to real stalactites (MAKKONE , 1988),
and the reasons of this remain unstudied. Another example subaquaeous pseudostalactites, that partly match tuflactites (also
P-T barrier), and partly do not.
The convergence of the formations, appearing on P-T
barriers, and appearing from high turbulence of flows, is of
special interest. STEPANOV ( 1971) has shown non-hybridizing
parallel sets of crystalline and tufa formations for all the
dripstones and flowstones, but this convergence extends this
parallelism. If we consider shields, we shall also see two kinds of
them. Regular shields are built from tufa, probably also grow on
P-T barriers, and use to hybridize with tuflactites. There is
another type of shields, built from spherolites, usually
hybridizing with helictites (SLETOV, I 985; CABROL, 1997).
Probably, there are other crystalline/tufa twin speleothems.
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Abstract
Nodular coralloids, "cave popcorn", are often reported from hypogene caves. In Hungarian hydrothermal caves, cave popcorn display regular distribution on cave walls. In caves composed of a multitude of spherical cupolas, 0.5 to 3.0 rn in diameter, it lines rn Othe
lower halves of each cupola. In large cave rooms it forms slightly undulating "popcorn lines" 1.5 to 2.0 rn below ceiling. Individual
nodules exhibit growth layers which are thicker at the nodules' tips and become thinner or even disappear at their "sterns."
Speleothemic material gets into the cave air during the process of evaporation in hypogene caves during the stage of partial dewatering. Convection, condensation, chemical reactions (including redox- and radiochemical ones) readily occur in the cave atmosphere
at that stage. Aerosols nucleated in the cave atmosphere migrate and settle down under combined action of convective air currents,
Brownian diffusion, and gravitation. Geometry of popcorn deposition zones is governed by cave morphology, as well as by the dimensions of aerosol particles. Monte-Carlo rnodeling suggests that distributions of popcorn similar to those observed in Hungarian caves is
predictable if the speleothemic material was supplied by aerosols.

1. Introduction: speleothems of aerosol origin
A number of speleothern types have been proposed as having
an aerosol origin. CSER & ~ UCHA ( 1968) made the first attempt
to substantiate an aerosol origin for needlelike "helictites"
(hoarfrost) not possessing capillary canals in some Hungarian
caves. According to these authors, such crystal deposition resulted from an electrostatic effect where supersaturated and charged hydroaerosol droplets were deposited at the tips of the
frostwork at the highest potential-gradient points. HALBICHOVA
& JANCARIK (1983) described "aerosol sinter" in the Konepruske
caves, Czechoslovakia, which sinter occurred in thin layers in
the proximity of a cave entrance through which air is flowing. It
was suggested that calcite aerosol particles act as condensation
nuclei for moisture so that, when the air impacts a cave wall, the
calcite is deposited as a thin film coating the wall. Gypsum crystals located on cave walls at passage intersections, "snow" (or
"frost") on the floor, rims, and hollow stalagmites were considered by KLIMCHOUK et al. ( 1995) to be of aerosol origin.
The aerosol hypothesis for speleothem growth has been criticized by MAL TSEV ( 1994 ). In the second edition of their book
"Cave Minerals of the World," HILL & FORTI (in press) introduced a Special Topic Section entitled "Aerosols: are they a mechanism of speleothem growth?" (authored by CIGNA & HILL),
where the comprehensive overview of the problem is given. It is
emphasized that the aerosol hypothesis has neither been proved
nor disproved, and that the major problem with this hypothesis
is the poor understanding of the physics of aerosols in cave atmospheres.
Below, we hypothesize the possibility for cave popcorn to be
formed from the moisture of the cave air with aerosol mass
transfer being crucial to the process.

3. Growth from cave air: supporting evidence
Our hypothesis is based on the three observed features: ( I )
close relation between popcorn and hypogene caves; (2 ) regular
distribution of popcorn on the cave walls; and (3) characteristic
pattern of growth layers in individual nodules of popcorn.
Popcorn and hypogene caves
Cave popcorn is most often reported from hypogene caves.
For instance, the two sites where it is most abundant and where
it was studied in considerable detail are hypogene Carlsbad Cavern in New Mexico, USA and numerous hydrothermal caves in
Hungary. At the beginning of this century the cave popcorn was
even regarded to be evidence for a hydrothermal origin for the
caves of Budapest (TAKAcs-BoLNER & KRAus, 1989).
Distribution of popcorn on the cave walls
Our observations in Hungarian caves have shown that distribution of cave popcorn on the cave walls exhibits the following
regularities (figure I). In "classic" multi-cuspate bush-like hydrothermal caves, such as Batori Cave, popcorn occupies the
lower halves of each spherical cupola (the latter being 0.5 to 3.0
rn in diameter). Thickness of popcorn lining (which is, the

n

2. Cave popcorn
Popcorn is a nodular coralloid, growing roughly perpendicularly to the substratum. Individual nodules are often thinner at
their "sterns" and form larger rounded tips 0.3-0.8 cm in diameter. The typical size of individual nodules is 1-5 cm. Nodules
often grow separately, close to each other; in other instances
individual nodules merge at the advanced stages of growth. They
also may branch and form bush-like aggregates with extremely
variable morphology.

Im
.______,

Figure 1: Distribution of cave popcorn on the walls in Hungarian caves (schematized). Left - multi-cuspate bush-like
hydrothermal cave Btitori; Right - large room in Foldvari
AladarCave
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Figure 2 : Cross section of the cave popcorn nodule in its original growth position. Note the disappearance of growth
layers towards nodules' "stem" (left).
length of individual nodules) increase in each lining zone
downwards. Such pattern repeatedly occur in each cupola, so
that the popcorn-lined and the solutionally-carved parts of the
cave alternate within a 0,5-1,0 m distance.
In cave rooms 3-5 m high and tens of meters long/wide, as in
the Foldvari Aladar Cave, popcorn forms nearly a horizontal
(slightly undulating) line on the wall some 1.5-2.0 m below the
ceiling. Again, the thickness of popcorn lining increases downwards from 0.5-1 .0 cm at the upper limit of the "popcorn line" to
5-6 cm at its bottom.
Fragments of the "popcorn line" were observed in some passages of the network maze of the Szemlo-hegyi Cave. The "line"
is also documented in Carlsbad Cavern, New Mexico, USA
(Hn..L, 1987). Overall distribution of popcorn on the walls in
different (hypogene) caves does not show any relation to the
bedrock lithology.
Growth layers in popcorn nodules
Being cut across the axis of growth, individual nodules exhibit concentric growth rings. Along the growth axis, the layers are
thicker at nodules' tips; some growth layers are present only at
the tips and gradually disappear closer to the "stems" of the nodules (figure 2). The growth layers in Hungarian cave popcorn
are composed of rhombohedral crystals 40-80 µm; there occur
sporadic micritic layers 80-100 µm thick (NAooR, 1993 ).

4. Origin of cave popcorn
The model of popcorn growth must account for all three
features described above.
Previous hypotheses
The following hypotheses have been put forth to explain
popcorn origin: ( l) seepage of water through the cave bedrock
and through the coralloids itself; (2) splashing of dripping water;
(3) deposition from thin films of water flowing over wall irregularities; (4) movement of water upward from pools onto walls
by capillary forces; and (5) condensation of water (Hn..L, 1987;
Hn..L & FORTI, 1986).
Seepage (1) is believed to be the most nearly universal of the
five mechanisms (HILL & FORTI, 1986). It does not explain,
however, regular distribution of popcorn on the cave walls: the
popcorn occurs in caves developed in different rocks; it lines
bedrock and older speleothems cutting across lithologies and
does not show any relation to the character of the substratum.

Deposition from splashing water (2) is feasible; however, the
largest amounts of popcorn form in cave settings where the
presence of dripping water is not possible (e.g., figure I). The
splash aerosol droplets are comparatively large ( 1-100 µm) , and
according to aerosol mechanics they must settle down within
0,1-10,0 m distance from the drip point (assuming the air velocity does not exceed 10 emfs). Hence, this mechanism cannot
account for extensive popcorn deposits covering hundreds of
square meters of the cave walls (unless unrealistically high
number and regular distribution of drip points across the cave is
assumed).
Deposition from gravitation-driven or capillary films (3 and
4) does not account neither for the characteristic morphology of
individual nodules, nor for the uneven distribution of growth
layers in nodules, nor for the regular distribution of popcorn on
the cave walls.
Of the five mechanisms suggested, only condensation (5)
relates deposition of popcorn to the cave atmosphere. We suggest the precipitation of hydroaerosols as another mechanism,
complementary to condensation.
Deposition by aerosol mechanism: a new hypothesis
To allow growth of speleothems from an aerosol phase it is
necessary for aerosols to carry speleothemic material. We suggest that this material gets into the cave atmosphere when mineralized water evaporates. The process is governed by thermodynamic properties of the cave water and atmosphere, such as temperature and saturation pressure of dissolved species. By way of
example: extensive studies of the chemistry of aerosols collected
above the oceans, carried out in 1950s, have shown that the concentrations of major elements in aerosols correspond to those of
oceanic water (AEROSOLS AND CLIMATE, I 991)
Apparently, hypogene caves upon their partial dewatering,
represent the most favorable setting for dynamic processes in the
cave atmosphere above the water table. Intensive evaporation
and thermal convection occur above the surface of hot water,
which contains elevated amounts of dissolved solids and gases.
Vertical temperature gradients in such caves are often high, so
the rising of moist warm air to the upper cooler parts of the cave
leads to condensation, which may happen on the cave walls, but
also in the air, resulting in the nucleation of aerosols. High
thermal gradients, however are not a strictly necessary prerequisite. Nucleation of aerosols may take place even in nearly isothermal environments on local thermodynamic fluctuations.
H2S degassed from water into the cave air may oxidize upon
contact with outside air, forming aggressive H2SO4. Radioactivity in hypogene caves might be elevated due to emanation of
radon and lack of ventilation, which promotes radiochemical
reactions in the air (e.g., conversion of H2S to H2SO4) and creates chemically active hydroaerosols.
Summarizing, the hypogene caves upon their incomplete
dewatering represent a most favorable setting for the appearance
and active migration of hydroaerosols with enhanced chemical
aggressiveness. We suggest that comparatively fast growth of
cave popcorn occurs during the stage of partial draining of hypogene caves and slows down or ceases when the cave acquires a
"normal" ventilated regime.
A site where very fast (artificially enhanced) growth of popcorn can be observed is the Reczk mine in Hungary. There, at
depth exceeding I km, the high-pressure warm mineralized waters seep out of fissures and form aerosols. The latter are transported by air currents created by mining ventilation. Popcorn
grows at intersections of mining galleries; individual nodules
reach size of2-3 cm within a 2-3-year time span.
It should be emphasized that the above outlined mechanism
of generation of autochthonous hydroaerosols carrying speleo-
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themic material is applicable to all hypogene caves - not only
those where the cave popcorn occurs. For popcorn to be formed,
some additional requirements have to be met. We believe, that
one of these requirements is relatively low thermal gradients,
and thus, low velocities of convective air movement, which allows for aerosol precipitation in accordance with aerosol mechanics.
We suggest that the two mechanisms, inherent to hypogene
setting and aerosol systems, air convection and aerosol precipitation, govern the distribution of popcorn on the cave walls.
BADIN0 (1995) has shown that when an aerosol droplet is transported downwards by air flow (which is expected for the convective-cell pattern of air movement), it is compelled to evaporate, and when its size falls below the limit corresponding to its
inside vapor overpressure, the droplet disappears, and the surrounding air equilibrates to a higher vapor pressure. If air becomes
oversaturated, the droplets condense on the lower parts of cave
walls. If these droplets contain dissolved salts, deposition of
aerosol particulate matter may occur.
In those settings where convection is slow or non-existent,
the aerosols are deposited according to the aerosol mechanics. It
will be shown in the following sections that deposition of aerosol particles on the walls will be zoned.
Once the liquid aerosol particle hits the wall or the surface
of a growing popcorn nodule, it may merge with other droplets
to form a thin film of water. Subsequent migration and deposition of spe!eothemic material occur with and within this film
(capillary movement, diffusion, chemical reactions). Because the
"source" of aerosols (and of speleothemic material) is the bulk
of the cave air, the tips of growing nodules are more accessible
than deep "tunnels" between nodules. Hence, the supply of water and solute will be more intensive at the tips, which may account for the thicker growth layers, observed there.
Precipitation of dissolved material from thin films may occur
due to loss of CO2 or due to evaporation. Isotopic values ~PC
and 8 180 of popcorn samples from Carlsbad Cavern plot along
the line which was interpreted by HILL (1987) as the
"evaporation trend." Analysis of published (NAooR, 1993) and
our original data have shown, however, that Hungarian popcorn
does not exhibit such a pattern. Our detailed studies revealed
significant variations (up to 3-4 perrnil) in stable isotopic
properties within individual nodules. Apparently, there must
exist more than one mechanism of calcite deposition in popcorn
layers.

Condensation of the moisture contained in the cave air may
occur onto cave walls and elastic sediments. Beside that, the
moisture can condense in the air, sometimes forming fog
(JAMESON, 1995). Presence of solid aerosol particles in the cave
air promotes condensation and formation of hydroaerosols, because they serve as condensation nuclei. Our studies in the Kungur Cave in the Urals, Russia have shown that solid aerosol
particles, brought into the caves by inward air circulation, acquire a water coat within a few hours (PASHENKO et al., 1993;
1996).

6. Precipitation of aerosol particles inside
caves - theoretical consideration
Let aerosols of different radii r form uniformly within a closed sphere or cube having dimension R. There is no air movement in the cavity. Particles precipitate on the cave surface due
to: (I) Brownian diffusion (coefficient of diffusion D) and (2)
gravitational sedimentation (velocity Vg) . Distribution of the
precipitation on the cave walls needs to be determined. The
boundary condition is the immediate precipitation of a particle
upon its contact with the wall. The latter is typical of particles
with r < I O µm; larger particles cannot be formed by the mechanism of homogeneous nucleation and consequent coagulation.
The characteristic time of the diffusion wandering before a
particle hits the wall is Td = KID, whereas the time of particle
sedimentation is T, = RIVg. Let us introduce a dimensionless
number: CAV(r) = T,/F, = RVg(r)ID(r) . This number characterizes the leading mechanism of particle movement: when CAV is
small, diffusion prevails and sedimentation can be neglected;
conversely, when CAV is large, diffusion can be neglected. It is
to be noted that in a cave of a given size, the CAV depends only
on the size of particles r.
Differential equation describing diffusion and sedimentation
of particles is difficult to solve analytically. Introduction of the
parameter CAV allowed us to obtain numeric solution by the
Monte-Carlo method (direct modeling of particle precipitation
process). The results are shown in figure 3.
In a spherical cavity at CAV=0. I (small particles, diffusion),
aerosols precipitate uniformly on the entire cave surface. At
CAV=5 (large particles, sedimentation), precipitation occurs in
the lower quarter of the sphere. Curves for intermediate CA V's
intersect at approximately 1/3 of the cave height, which means
that 4-6 % of particles of any size, precipitate at such height.

5. Hydroaerosols and speleothemic material
in the cave air
The water in the cave air may exist in gaseous (vapor) and
particulate (aerosol) form, the latter, most probably, being formed through homogeneous and heterogeneous condensation,
developing due to fluctuations in cave temperature and humidity.
The sizes of aerosol particles occurring in the cave air may vary
from -5-10- 7 cm (several molecules) to -0.01 cm (such particles
contain up to 10 16 molecules). Particles falling in the size range
from 0.5- 10-7 to 5.0· 10-7 cm are often called "clusters" to emphasize their unusual properties. Within this size range there occur
a sharp change in many properties of the matter (optical spectra,
energetic levels, thermodynamic constants, etc.) from the molecular level to a level of solids.
Chemical analyses of water condensed from cave air on the
chemically non-reactive surfaces often yield significant concentrations of Ca, Mg, HCO3, and SO4 (tens to hundreds of mg/I;
MA.Is & PAVUZA, 1994). Concentrations measured in cave condensate often appear to exceed those of the atmospheric precipitation in the region (Roosamarijn TARHULE-LIPs, pers. corn.).
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Figure 3 : Precipitation of aerosol particles on the surface of
cave - a Monte-Carlo modeling. Left - spherical cave; right cubic cave. See text for details.
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In a cubic cavity at CA V=0. I , about 35% of particles precipitate on the floor and ceiling; at CA V= I this number reaches
65% and 85% for CAV=5 . So, only precipitation on the vertical
walls is shown in the figure 3. Unlike in spheres, the curves of
precipitation density have maxima. It is most prominent at
CA V=0 . I and disappears at CA V-> I. This means that if cave
aerosol is composed of small particles, its deposition on the cave
wall will not be uniform, and it will form a horizontal "line."
As it is seen from figure 3, the calculated distributions of aerosol precipitation on the cave walls are similar to that observed
in natural caves.

7. Discussion
In constructing the model of cave popcorn growth with an
aerosol supply of dissolved speleothemic material, we used the
following line of reasoning: ( 1) speleothemic material is present
in the cave air (as it is implied by chemical composition of condensate); (2) this material and water can reside in the cave air in
form of a gas (vapor), molecular clusters, and aerosols; (3) the
migration and sedimentation of each form obey physical laws
(gas dynamics and aerosol mechanics); (4) characteristic distribution of cave popcorn on the cave walls, as well as peculiar
form of popcorn nodules and the details of growth layering may
be accounted for by intrinsic features of the aerosol system
(precipitation of particles under action of gravitation and
Brownian diffusion).
Our numeric estimations made for Hungarian caves have
shown that the size of aerosol particles taking part in formation
of cave popcorn must have been 0.01 to 0.02 µm. The characteristic time of popcorn growth is estimated as 3 to 30 thousand
years, which is in agreement with geologically young ages obtained for popcorn samples from Carlsbad Cavern (33 to 45
thousand years; Hn.L, 1987)
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Abstract
Moonmilk deposits from several caves from southern Poland (the Cracow-Wielufl Upland, the Tatra Mts.) have been studied. Two
morphological types of moonmilk - furry and felt - have been distinguished. The former develop exceptional in shallow zone of the
caves. The differentiation of moonmilk depends of the type of water supply. Both types occur primary as wet substance but during
diagenesis become dry, porous and dusty.
Detailed microscopic observations display that moonmilk is organo-mineral mat built up by microorganisms (bacteria and fungi) as
well as low-Mg calcite crystals. The growth of crystals is owing to biomineralization processes (both intra- and extracellular). High
contents of organic matter and recognizing several species of microorganisms in wet moonmilk deposits strongly support the above
conclusion. Diagenetic processes blur the former microbial structures, and therefore in dry moonmilk they are difficult to recognize.

Introduction
Moonmilk speleothems are common cave deposits, which
differ from other autochthonous spelean sediments with massive
and porous fabrics, soft and pasty consistency and very high
contents of the water. Ageing, the moonmilk becomes dry, more
rigid and compact, by secondary cementation, nevertheless the
external morphology stays unchanged.
The moonmilk attracted man's interest for a long time. First,
written records are by Georg Agricola, which described in 16th
Century such speleothems from cave Mondmilchloch in Pilatus
Mount (Switzerland). First scientific hypotheses on moonmilk
origin, are known from 18th century (cf. BER ASCONI, 1961;
FISCHER, 1988).
More recent, petrographical and microbiological studies
revealed relationship between moonmilk and host rock
mineralogies (POBEQUIN, 1960; BROUGHTON, 1971; FISCH BECK &
MOLLER, 1971; HARMON et al., 1983) and needle fibre calcite
crystals as main components of the moonmilk (GRADZINSKI &
RADOMSKI, 1957; HARMAN & DERCO, 1976; STOOPS. 1976). Due
to a common presence of living microbes (H0EG, 1946;
CAUMARTI & RENAULT, 1958; MASON-WILIAMS, 1959, 1961 ;
DANIELL! & EDINGTON, 1983) or their mineral replicas
(SCH EIDER, 1977; JONES & MOTYKA, 1987; JONES &
MACDONALD. 1989) the moonmilk has been regared either as
microbially precipited authochtonous carbonates or as
microbially desintegrated remnants of the host rocks.
This paper presents some results of our studies on the origin
of the moonmilk deposits as resulted from microbially controlled
calcification

Materials and methods
Fresh, soft moonmilk specimens have been collected in
several caves of the Cracow - Wielufl Upland (e.g. Zlodziejska,
Zegar) and the Tatra Mts. (e.g. Szczelina Chocholowska,
Naciekowa, Kozia. Magurska) (S. Poland) (Figure I) differing in
altitude (from 250 to 1800 m. a.s.l.), microclimate and vegetation
cover.
In 24 hours after collecting, the samples were examined by
means of a scanning electron microscopy and by in vitro culture.
These investigations have been supplemented by chemical
analyses of water and organic contents and mineralogical
composition. In order to check postdepositional changes in the
moonmilk deposits, the older, inactive moonmilk speleothems
were examined by means of the same geochemical methods.

V 0

Figure I : Study area map

Results
Types of moonmilk speleothems
We have discriminated two types of moonmi lk speleothems:
the furry and felt moonmilk, which differ in several
morphological and geochemical characteristics (Table 1). The
furry moonmilk cover, up to 40 cm thick, occurs in shallow zone
of caves (2-15 m beneath the surface) while the thinner (up to
10 cm) fe lt moonmilk has been also found in deeper caves
(Figures 2, 3). Felt moonmilk are always covered with thin water
film, dripping slowly down. Furry moonmilk accumulates a
capillary and condensed vapour water. All the studied samples
are built by low magnesiam calcite.

H,O contents
[% by wt.]
CaCO, contents
[% by wt. in dry mass]
organic matter contents
[% by wt. in dry mass]

furry

fe lt

moon milk
71-75

moo nmilk
92-96

88-94

69-74

0.3-2.4

0.8-4. 0

Table I : Basic geochemical charcteristics offres h moomnilk
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Internal fabrics of the moon milk
Fresh moonmilk deposits consist of micritic irregular grains,
needle fibre calcite crystals, fine-grained elastics, calcified
microbe replicas and densely packed, interwoven cells of living
microbes. The last-named form structural framework, which
bound the mineral components of the moonmilk. This organomineral mats is fixed by sticky, exopolymeral mucus, which
isolates the microbes from external environment (Figures 4, 5).
In the aged, consolidated moonmilk the crystalline components
dominate and the microbial replicas are sporadic.

alcalophilus, Selibetria stel/ata, Xanthobacter autorrophicus).
The so called "knallgas-bacteria", belonging to the chemoautholithotrophes, seem to play decisive role in calcification processes.
Other genera (e.g. the alcalophilic chemoheterotrophes) support
the mineralisation processes.

Origin of the moonmilk speleothems
Microbial calcification
Mineral replicas of microbes constructing the moonmilk mat,
show full-relief morphology and similar parameters as the living
organisms (Figure 5, 6). This indicates physiologically-controlled
calcification of the bacteria cells (cf. Jo ES & KAHLE, 1985)
induced by autolytical mineralisation of microbial cell (SZULC &
SMYK, 1994). Very extensive binding of the calcium in carbonate
phase, might be related to Ca-detoxification of the microbial
colonies by mass growth of the cells, known also from other
environments (SIMKISS, 1977; KAzMIERCZAK et al., 1986; SZULC
& SMYK, 1994).
Beside the cellular calcification, the microbial mat, is
intensively cemented by extracellular precipitation of CaCO,.
This process is mediated by knallgas-bacteria, which assimilate
CO, and drive the pH of the mat toward value> 9 (cf. A RAGNO &
SCHLEGEL, 1992).

Figure 2: General view of the furry 1110011111ilk. Szcze/i11a
Clioclio/owska cave

Figure 4: SEM view of the microbial felt moonmi/k mat
(folded due to SEM procedure)

Figure 3: Ge11eral view of the felt 1110011milk. Szczeli11a
C/wcliolowska cave
The mentioned two types of moonmilk comprise the same
components, however their proponion and arrangement are
different. The furry moonmilk displays very high growth
porosity and well developed needle fibrous calcite, growing
freely within the pores (Figure 6). The felt moonmilk lacks of
larger pores and the fabrics are composed of micritic
agglomerates bound together by the mucus (Figure 4). As a rule,
the felt moonmilk comprises substantial amount of mineral
detritus fanning faintly stratified laminae, laid paralelly to
speleothem urface.
Microbial assemblage of the moon milk mat
In vitro culture of the collected samples revealed numerous
genera of bacteria and fungi forming the microbial mat of
moonmilk deposits (i.e. Arthrobacter c1ystallopoietes, Bacillus

Figure 5: Close up of the Figure 4. Note the globular bacteria
cliaills a11d the illterwove11, partly calcijied,filame11tous
bacteria i11 the backgrou11d
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Conclusions
I. Moonmilk. speleothems are mineral-organic mat composed of
living microbes, mineralised microbial cells and extracellular
cement calcite.
2. Mineralisation of the moonmilk mat proceeds as direct,
physiologically-controlled calcification of bacteria cells and by
microbially-mediated extracelullar cementation, resulted from
alkalisation of the mat microenvironment.
3. Chemically controlled, later diagenesis obliterates primary
fabrics of the moonmilk mat.
4. The distinguished furry and felt moonmilk types are resulted
from different hydrodynamic controls.
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Classification of Shields in Shihua Cave, Beijing
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Abstract
Shihua cave, 50 km to the southwest of Beijing, is located in the transition zone from Y anshan Mountain and
Beijing Plane. It developed in the Ordovician limestone and dolo-limestone. The Middle Ordovician limestones are
overlain by carboniferous sediments with coal. The acid groundwater from the carboniferous sediments is benefit to the
development of cave systems in the limestone.
The Shihua cave has 6 levels with a total length of 2900 m. The sixth level is developed under the groundwater
table. In summer, the fifth level is seasonally filled with water.
The first and second levels of the cave system have been public since 1984. The first level is characterized by the
presence of speleothems and moonrnilk. The second level includes two parts, the first presents speleothems, flowstones,
helictites and moonrnilk, the second is predominated by small dropstones, helictites and flowstones.
There are over 1000 shields and larger or smaller plates in Shihua cave. According to their dipping, they may be
classified as vertical plates like the stone walls, horizontal plates with some basket and declined plates. Based on the
position against the root base, they may include cave roof shields, cave wall shields, shields parasitized on stalactites,
stalagmites, columns even flowstone and plates. According to the plate structure, they may be drawn as monoplates, twin
plates, x-plates and network plates. They may be divided into board plates, hair-brush plates, basket shields, mosquitonet shields and column shields. Referring to the relation between the plates and the features below them, most of the
shields grow along fine fissures in the dolomitic rocks.
Shields have been reported from many countries from tropical to temperate climatic zones. HILL & FORTI (1986)
described the shields as «oval or circular speleothems consisting of two spherical, parallel plates or discs, each about a
centirneter thick, which are separated by a medial crack». Based on this definition, the shields broadly developed in
Banqi Water Cave in the Northeastern China, Shihua cave near Beijing, Yaolin cave and Linqi Cave in the eastern
China, Yilin cave in Guangxi, and Swallow cave, Jiuxian cave and Alugu cave in Yunnan. Shihua cave is an important
museum of cave shields in China, not only from the number, but also from the form, size, structure and their growing
base. The author describes the possible classification of shields in Shihua cave.
The Shihua cave is one of the largest and most wonderful show caves in Northern China. The magnificent and
spectacular carbonatic sceneries are mainly distributed in the narrow passages with multiple levels. It is becoming the
main tourist cave in Beijing area, which attracted 400,000 visitors in 1995. The shields are the main attraction in the
Shihua cave.

Introduction
The Shihua cave is located between Yanshan Mountain and Beijing Plane, 50 km to the southwest of Beijing and
26 km to the southwest of Zhoukoudan Beijing Man cave. It is in the temperate climatic zone, with an annual average
temperature of 11 °C, and precipitations of 620 mm. The rain water mainly falls from June to September. It is dry in
winter and spring. The evaporation reaches up to 1477 mm annually.
The Shihua cave develop in the middle Ordovician limestone and dolo-limestone with dense fractures directed
N30-70° E and N0-60° W and dipping at 40-90°. The carboniferous sediments with coal are laid on the limestone. The
acid groundwater from the carboniferous sediments is benefit to the development of the cave systems and fissures in the
limestone. The surface water from the coal piles flows into the limestone through the solutional fissures and sinkholes.
The cave passages and speleothems develop along the faults and fractures.
The red soil and weathering materials cover the limestone and fill the fissures . They formed during the subtropical
and humid climatic conditions of the Tertiary. During the Yanshan Tectonic Movement, which uplifted the Taihang
Mountain and caused the descending of the North China plane and the deposition of Cenozoic formations, 6 levels of
cave system developed. In Shihua cave area, many other cave systems such as Yinhu cave, Kongshui cave, Qingfeng
cave-Bailong cave, Maxian cave, Caoyang cave, Suanluo cave and Baiyin cave are developed.
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Brief description of Shihua Cave
The Shihua cave system consists of 6 levels with a total length of 2900 m (LI, 1993). The first five levels are dry,
the sixth is located in the groundwater. Vertical shafts connect the upper and lower passages. During the rain season, the
fifth level also acts as a flood course. The basic features of the passages are as follows :
The first level consists of three large chambers with a total length of 348 m, the width varies from I. 5 m to 10 m.
The average height is 24.8 m, at an average elevation of 250 m a.s.l. The main speleothems are dropstones such as
stalactites, stalagmites, columns, rocky fall, and shields in different dimensions. The most famous are the vertical shields
named as the jaw wall, the twin shields as the fairy net, and the maze-structure shields.
The second level has 8 chambers and the floor elevation varies from 170 m to 218 m, with a mean value of 202 m
a.s.l. The largest chamber - Central Chamber - is 42 rn high and 23 m wide with a curtain made of a serious boards
about 2 m wide, 20-30 cm thick and 10-15 m high, columns about 30 m high. The western branch is a treasure palace
with white helictites, rocky ear called as the silver flag, and moonrnilk river. It may be divided into two passages, the
upper is the exit and lower is the declinal passage with helictites and micro-stalactites.
The third level is 560 rn long, the elevation of its floor is 155 m above the sea level. The length of the largest
chamber is 160 m. It is characterized by white helictites and a floor covered by the crust of calcareous deposits.
The fourth level is 60 m long and dips along the passage with the flowstone.
The fifth level is 560 m long and develops at an altitude of 120 m above the sea level. Cave pearls and fine sand
occur in the passage. In Summer, it is flooded.
The sixth level develops under the groundwater table.
The shields and plates are deposited in the first and second level. The big shields appear in the first level and
upper and middle parts of the second level, The small appear in the lower branch of the second level. The micro-size
shields are related to the helictites.

The classification of the shields
In 1995, Dr. Peter Habic and I roughly surveyed the shields in the first and second level of Shihua cave system
during his visit. There are about 1200 shields and plates larger or smaller, in which, almost 300 shields and plates with a
diameter more than 0.30 m, most of them in the range of 1-2 m. The shields occur at different dipping angles, on
different bases and in different organizations and structures.
According to the dipping of the shields, they may be classified as vertical plates (Fig. I), horizontal plates (Fig. 2)
and decline plates (Fig. 3). Most of them are dipping with 30-45°.
Based on the growing base, they may include: (I) the cave ceiling shields growing from the cave ceiling, the
shields generally grow from fissures at an angle less than 40° with the ceiling. (2) cave wall shields growing from
fissures of the limestone wall (Fig. 4). They form vertical shields, declinal shields and horizontal shields. (3) shields
growing on stalactites, stalagmites, columns and even one flowstones, shields or plates (Fig. 5).
From the structure of the shields or plates, they may be divided into monoshields or plates (complete shields).
Twin shields share a joint part (Fig. 6), generally taking an angle of 120-150°. Most of them form a shield column and
mosquito net. The x-shields and network plates which usually are microshields growing from the dense joints.
Also - according to the relations of the plates with the features below the plates - they can be divided into board
plates without any dropstones, hair-brush plates with a lot of small pipes hanging, basket shields, mosquito-net shields,
and column shields. The mosquito-net shields with twin shields in Linqi cave, Zhejiang Province, reach a height of 14 m
and a diameter of0.7-1 m (ZHOU, 1992). Some shields take beautiful forms such as the stone fungus and butterfly shields
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 1: The ear-shape shield
from the column in Shihua
cave.

Fig. 2: The monoshield.

Fig. 4: The dragon month
shield from the cave wall
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Fig. 6: The shell shields.

Fig. 3: Horizontal shields and
declinal shield

Fig. 5: Nearly horizontal bridge shield.
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Fig. 7: The stone fungus (a) and butterfly shields (b) in Shihua cave.
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Abstract
This paper presents and analyses morphometric data for limestone pavements in Britain, Eire and Switzerland. It outlines methods
for measurement and analysis and compares and contrasts the morphometry of these landforms, considering variations at and between
sites, and identifying explanatory factors. All the pavements are in hard, compact, mechanically competent and relati vely pure
limestones, with variable texture. Ages vary from Lower Cretaceous and Upper Jurassic in the Alps to Cambrian in Scotland, but are
mostly Carboniferous. Altitudes range from near sea-level in some of the Irish and Cumbrian sites to nearly 3000 m in Switzerland.

Previous literature
There is considerable literature on limestone pavements, but
major morphometric comparisons are still lacking. GOLDIE
( 1973. 1976. 1981) compares some of the present sites. There
was substantial work on the general geomorphology and
geology of these landforms in the I950s and I 960s (e.g.
MOISLEY, 1953; SCHWARZACHER, 1958; SWEETING,
1966; WILLIAMS, 1966; CLAYTON, 1966; DOUGHTY.
1968): Alpine sites were specifically discussed by CORBEL
( 1957) and BOG LI ( 1960), among others. Recent glaciological
discussions include SHARP et al. ( I 989) and research on
smaller-scale forms is exemplified in a recent symposium
(FORNOS and GI ES, 1996).

Data sampling and field methods
Field sampling was carried out to measure sizes of blocks
(clints) and fissures (grikes) on as wide a variety of pavement
outcrops as possible. The field procedure was as follows: at each
site a 10 m by 10 m sampling square of pavement was delimited
and marked with a tape. Five points within this square were
chosen with random numbers. Clint length and width and grike
depth and width nearest to each point were measured (Figure I).
Length was taken along the longest axis with width
perpendicular to that. Clint measurements were made with a
surveying tape and grike measurements with a graduated auger
or a tape. If there were exceptional features or blockage at the
chosen grike sampling point, measurements were made nearby.
Grike orientations and rock dip were measured as well. Rock
samples were collected from sample squares. Pavement
character, details of the surface, nature of solution features and
extent and nature of soil and vegetation were noted.

Site descriptions
1. Switzerla nd: Two Alpine areas were sampled: the Lapis
de Tsanfleuron, at Sanetschpass near Sion and Glattalp, above
Muotathal near Schwyz. The Lapis de Tsanfleuron consists of
very pure Schrattenkalk. Karst features extend from 2000 to
3000 m. Although the area is still partially glaciated, the Glacier
de Tsanfleuron has shrunk since the late 18th century
(CORBEL. 1957). A continental climate prevails, with annual
precipitation below 2000 mm, soils are thin and vegetation
sparse. The Glattalp pavements are on the Quintnerkalk. The
area has probably been ice-free for I 0,000 years (CORBEL,
1957). The climate is wetter and milder than Sanetsch with over
2000 mm precipitation, (altitude 1850 m). Soil and vegetation
are very sparse.

2. Yorkshire: Pavement outcrops were sampled at
Ingleborough, Malham and Wharfedale (Figure 2). All sites are
in Carboniferous Great Scar Limestone, except Oughtershaw
Side, which is in Yoredale Main Limestone. The area is
described in detail in WAL THAM et al. ( 1996). Massive
limestones give a succession of low escarpments supporting
pavements. Possible pavement development is limited by the dip
of 3-5 degrees to east and north, where the limestone becomes
overlain. Devensian glaciers scoured the area and pavements
have developed on the resultant surfaces. The climate is damp,
cool, temperate upland. Annual precipitation ranges between
I 000 and 1500 mm. Highly varied pavements are found in all
the sample areas. Glacial drift causes patchy outcrops. Pavement
outcrops in Wharfedale follow the valley sides, and are limited
by overlying beds.
3. Ireland: Extensive limestone pavements outcrop on
Arainn, Aran Islands, Co. Galway and on Burren, Co. Clare
(Figure 2). The Burren sites extend from sea-level to 300 m and
those on Arainn up to 120 m. On Burren, general relief and
pavement form are influenced by gentle folding and both areas
have a southerly dip of 2-5 degrees. There is evidence of
faulting. The pavements are in well-jointed, well-bedded
Carboniferous Limestone, similar to those of N.W . England.
Both areas have been glacially scoured, by ice from the northeast. Thin glacial deposits are found and both areas are relatively
bare.
4. Cumbria : Carboniferous Limestone outcrops in Cumbria
are small but scattered (Figure 2). Lithology is similar
throughout the region, although thickness varies. Morecambe
Bay, Farleton Knott and Orton-Asby were sampled . Farleton
Knott has extensive pavement on which varied forms are found ,
influenced by folding and fracturing (MOSELEY, 1973). Hutton
Roof Crags is steeply sloping with excellent Rinnenkarren . The
low sites near Morecambe Bay are well vegetated, the higher
sites less so. The Orton-Asby escarpment lies between 290 and
350 m and gentle folding influences pavement form (GOLDIE,
1993, 1995). Erosion by Lake District and local Howgill F.ell
ice, as evidenced by erratics, may not have been very vigorous.
Numerous small pavements occur around Morecambe Bay:
Hampsfield Fell, Great Urswick, Birkrigg Common and
Gaitbarrows.
5. Wales: Pavements are in either heavily weathered
limestone, as at Cader Fawr, or very laminated limestone
(THOMAS, 1959). North Wales outcrops are more massive (e.g.
Eyarth Rocks, Great Orme, Din Lligwy). Frost action is
significant in such conditions. There has also been some human
damage.
6. Scotland : Limestone pavement occurs on Dalradian
Limestone, on both Skye and the mainland. On Skye undamaged
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massive pavement was sampled on outcrops just above sea-level,
near Torrin by Loch Slappin , and in Strath Suardal, south-west
of Broadford . These sites are largely intact.

Analysis of morphometric data
All the data sets were compared and frequency distributions
of clint length, clint width, grike width and grike depth were
analysed in detail. In interpreting the results it is important to
note that the sample size varies from I O for Scottish sites to 510
for Burren (Table I).
The histograms of the total data set (Figure 3) show that all
the variables are highly skewed. This is typical of morphometric
properties which have physical lower limits close to zero but no
definite physical upper limits. The histograms are all drawn with
horizontal scale the range of the variable and 50 classes: this
brings out a contrast between clint length, clint width and grike
width on the one hand and grike depth on the other. Grike depth
has a distribution made approximately symmetrical by
transformations close to the quare or cube root, whereas the
other three are more skewed in distribution and would require a
transformation closer to the logarithm. In fact, they are close to
lognormal in shape. while grike depth is more like a gamma
distribution . For simplicity, however, all have been logged for
several graphical analyses.
Clint length : Mean clint lengths of 4.49 m for Glattalp and
4.04 m for Sanetsch compared with 5.09 m on Burren and
4. 75 m on Ara inn (Table I). Thus Burren has the longest clints
overall. These re ults contrast with means below 3 m in
Wharfedale, Wales and the Malham area. Ingleborough,
Cumbria and Scotland by comparison have mean clint lengths
between 3 and 4 m. The mean for the whole data set is 4. 13 m.
Arainn has the greatest dispersion of values around the mean
with a standard deviation of 8.36 m, closely followed by Burren
with 7.27 m and then Glattalp with 7. 16 m. The Wharfedale clint
length data have the smallest dispersion of values with a
standard deviation of 0.91 m. The greatest range of values is
found on Burren with a minimum clint length measured of
0.23 m and a maximum of 88 m. The narrowest range of values
was found in Wharfedale where the respective figures are 0.56 m
and 4 .27 m. These characteristics emphasise the similarity of the
distributions for Arainn, Burren and Cumbria and suggest some
similarity between Glattalp and Sanetsch and to a lesser degree
lngleborough. The Wharfedale and Malham data sets also have
features in common .
Clint width : The clint width data show somewhat different
features (Table I). The highest mean width is on Arainn at
1.92 m, closely followed by the Scottish sites with a mean width
of 1.88 m. The latter set of sites, having a mean length of
3.09 m, clearly have squarer clints than the Arainn set. The area
with the longest clints, Burren, has the third widest, with a mean
width of 1.66 m. Thus this set is more elongated still than Arainn
and Scotland. The most elongated clints are at Glattalp. At the
lower end of the scale the lowest mean width is in Wharfedale
with 0.84 m, closely followed by Malham with 0.88 m, although
both sites are less square than Scotland. The greatest dispersion
around the mean is in the Arainn data and the least dispersion in
Wharfedale. Arainn also provides the greatest range of values,
with a minimum of 0.02 m and a maximum of 25 m. The
Malham sample has the narrowest range of width values, from
0.23 m to 2.59 m. It emphasises similarities between various
pairs of sites, namely Burren and Cumbria, Ingleborough and
Sanetsch, and Malham and Wharfedale.
The scatter plot of clint length against clint width (Figure 4)
for the N.W. England sites is useful for demonstrating varying

degrees of elongation of the clints. Logarithmic scales are used
to accommodate the great variations in size, allowing particular
ratios of clint length to clint width to be shown by parallel lines.
The lowest line on the plot shows equal length and width (square
clints) and is a limit: width cannot exceed length . Above that
line of equality, parallels show ratios of 2, 5 and I 0. Cumbria
(C) clearly has many large clints, several of which are also
considerably elongated. Wharfedale (W) has some clints I 0
times as long as wide, although these are fairly small .
Ingleborough (I) has a few very elongated mid-sized clints,
while Cumbria bas both mid-sized and large elongated clints.
These results indicate a dominant joint set which may reflect
structural controls in the areas concerned. The scatter plot of
clint length against clint width for the Irish and Swiss sites was
prepared separately for clarity (Figure 5). umerous sites on
Burren and Arainn have both large and small clints which are
very elongated. Glattalp has one extremely elongated clint.
Grike width : Glattalp has the largest mean grike width at
28 .9 cm, compared with 26.2 cm in Scotland. The Arainn
pavements have the narrowest grikes with a mean grike width of
9.6 cm. The Welsh sites average 12.9 cm and the next widest are
on Burren, at 14.3 cm, then Cumbria at 16.7 cm. Malham,
Wharfedale and Sanetsch all have values around 18 cm, while
Ingleborough has mean 19. 1 cm. Scotland has the highest
dispersion followed by Glattalp, although Cumbria's range of
values is the greatest, 2-140 cm. The narrowest range is at the
Scottish sites, 6-59 cm.
Grike depth: Mean grike depths range from 42 .6 cm in
Wales to 103.9 cm on Ingleborough . The Scottish mean is
slightly greater than in Wales, while Arainn and Sanetsch have
similar values, 62. 1 and 63.1 cm. Wharfedale averages 74 .6 cm,
just a little less than Glattalp at 79.7 cm. Burren and Cumbria
have similar mean grike depths (87 .9, 88.7 cm). The greatest
range of depths was found at the Cumbrian sites, 12-274 cm.
The Welsh sites had the most limited range, 4-95 cm: it was also
the only area to have no grikes measured over I m.

Limestone character
Thin sections were taken of limestones in most sample areas
and examined for sparry calcite, quartz content and other
characteristics. Influence of these lithological factors on
pavement forms was discussed by SWEETING (1966) and
GOLDIE ( 1976). This paper extends discussion to other areas.
Nearly all the limestones are the same basic type, biosparites and
sparry limestones, with variations in freshness, texture, fossil
content, sparry calcite content and additional minerals.
Limestones vary more at Sanetsch than within any other
comparable area sampled. Sparry calcite contents of 35-90% are
found . Quartz content ranges 1-10%. Fossil content is highly
variable. This contrasts markedly with Glattalp, where all six
sections were very dark, fine-textured biomicrites with only
moderate fossil content, sparry calcite content is about 5%.
Quartz is present in all the Glattalp samples up to about I%.
By comparison the Northern England thin sections vary
much less being predominantly medium-textured, with sparry
calcite and quartz varying from 50 to 80% and O to 1%
respectively. Many are altered, cracked and iron-stained. All
samples are fossiliferous. Cumbria varied less than Yorkshire:
50- 5% sparry calcite and less fossiliferous and less quartzitic.
Burren sections contained 45-80% sparry calcite, mostly 5570%. Arainn samples are similar but less sparitic, 45-55%. They
are medium to coarse-textured: quartz was detectable in some up
to 3%. Most samples contained some shaly partings. Several
show alteration and iron stain and most are highly fossiliferous.
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GOLDIE ( 1976) could not demonstrate a clear influence of
sparry calcite content on clint size. This study still does not
reveal a close relationship between morphometry and sparriness
of limestone. Structural and other factors appear to be more
important and within-sample variation is considerable. Close
fractures in fault zones are the cause of some of the lower clint
widths and lengths (eg the Clouds, Cumbria; Blue Scar,
Wharfedale).

pavements. It is thus perhaps surprising that there is considerable
similarity in their morphometry. Some of the differences may be
explained by time available for the forms to develop since
glaciation. Limestone properties do not appear to account for
much variation. Glaciation did not always leave smooth plane
surfaces in which fissures were en larged and on which runnels
developed. Further work is needed before the morphometric
differences can be fully explained .

Discussion
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References
Processes involved in the development of the basic
pavement form may affect their morphometry. Glaciation has
been stressed as the main stripping agent producing this surface,
but survival of elements of landforms from before the Last
Glaciation may explain some larger negative landforms,
especially where glaciation may have been less severe than
hitherto assumed, for example the northwestem comer of the
Yorkshire Dales. BURGESS and MITCHELL ( I 992-3) and
VINCENT ( 1995) consider palaeokarstic origins for aspects of
pavement form . Numerous factors influence limestone
pavements and their development (e.g. SWEETING, 1966;
WILLIAMS, 1966; GOLDIE, 1976). The factors being
emphasised here relate to the limestones themselves and the
differing effects of glaciation. Varying effects of human
occupation both directly and indirectly through soil and
vegetation cover also need consideration.
Sanetsch is the only sample area currently near a glacier and
its mounding is distinctive. The other sites are largely more flatbedded. At Sanetsch, observations suggested distance from the
glacier possibly influences clint size. GOLDIE's (1976) data
suggest a trend to greater dissection away from the glacier.
Duration of pavement exposure to subaerial denudation and
solution under soil and vegetation influence pavement
morphometry, although not as strongly as might be expected.
The area immediately by the glacier is where SHARP et al.
( 1989) demonstrated the role of subglacial drainage in producing
surface forms. Away from the ice-covered area the mounded
topography, type of limestone bedding and jointing density must
play a part in interfering with the influence of duration of
exposure from beneath ice. Over time solutional erosion
becomes more important and the effects of subglacial drainage
less.
Pavement slope is quite variable so morphometric data were
considered in relation to slope. o very strong connection was
revealed although for Sanetsch the largest clint length mean was
obtained on gentle rather than on very gentle slopes. Elsewhere,
slope is clearly a cause of variety of arrangement of features for
example at The Clouds, Hutton Roof and Farleton Fell
(Cumbria) .

Conclusion
This work has established morphometric characteristics of
several limestone pavements in differing environments.
Numerous controlling factors can be identified, including
topographic slope, bedrock dip, closeness of fractures and
varying durations of solution, under soil cover or subaerially.
Varying degrees of runne l development, with enlargement of
fissures, and physical weathering, prod uce a gradual breakdown
of the clints. All these ultimate and intermediate factors combine
in complex ways to produce huge morphological variety on
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n

mean

SD

min

max

Cumbria
Burren
Arainn
Glattalp
Sanetsch
lngleborough
Malham
Wharfedale
Wales
Scotland

250
510
200
29
100
138
35
70
85
10

368.08
508.84
475.43
448.62
404.15
337.24
235.20
181.04
226.28
309.30

595.91
727.20
836.23
715.91
403.57
325.69
209.29
90.54
346.33
315.39

30
23
23
50
52
13
56
56
9
32

4600
8800
6000
4000
2400
2182
975
427
2700
1018

Grike width (cm)
Cumbria
Burren
Arainn
Glattalp
Sanetsch
lngleborough
Malham
Wharfedale
Wales
Scotland

250
510
200
29
100
138
35
70
85
10

16.73
14.26
9.56
28.93
17.99
19.05
17.66
17.77
12.92
26.20

10.64
7.69
7.66
15.92
14.22
10.13
14.18
13.90
9.36
20.15

10
5
I
2
6

140
71
100
80
140
56
61
76
46
59

Clint width (cm)
Cumbria
Burren
Arainn
Glanalp
Sanetsch
lngleborough
Malham
Wharfedale
Wales
Scotland

250
510
200
29
100
138
35
70
85
10

142.32
165.63
192 . 12
104.69
147.03
139.30
88.40
83.51
95.55
188.10

146.46
210.18
295.66
66.81
224.52
118.09
49.71
45.04
135 .28
225.88

13
10

1200
2500
2 2500
260
2100
823
25
229
1200
717

Grike depth (cm)
Cumbria
Burren
Arainn
Glanalp
Sanetsch
Ingleborough
Malham
Wharfedale
Wales
Scotland

250
510
200
29
100
138
35
70
85
10

88.67
87.88
62.05
79.69
63.07
103.85
92.49
74.57
42.58
49.10

45.61
41.64
30.44
26.10
30.60
45.72
43.87
28.14
20.15
23.49

12
8
9
50
20
5
38
15
4
22

274
260
157
140
150
244
244
168
95
105

Clint length (cm)

15
10
5
23
5
4
20

Table 1
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Epikarstic features in zones affected by periglacial processes example of the Silesian-Cracow Upland (Poland)
Andrzej Tye
Department of Geomorphology, University of Silesia, ul. Bedzinska 60, 41-200 Sosnowiec, Poland

Abstract
Occurence of the epikarstic (subcutaneous) zone in the upper part of most carbonate massives complicates control of karst water
chemistry and morphogenetic processes. The nature of the epikarstic zone, affected by strong physical weathering and periglacial
processes during the late Pleistocene within Middle Triassic dolomites and limestones and Upper Jurassic limestones of the SilesianCracow Upland is presented. Case studies of the upper part of epikarst with nonactive patterned-grounds and polygons have been
carried out in several outcrops of the area. During Pleistocene glaciations, the investigated karst area, situated close to the southern limit
of ice-sheet, was strongly modelled by frost action.

Resume
La zone epikarstique, affectant les parties superieures de la plupart des massifs karstiques, complique le chimisme des eaux
karstiques et modifie les processus morphogenetiques. Dans I 'article, on presente des traits caracteristiques de J'epikarst dans Jes
calcaires et dolomies du Triassique moyen et du Jurassique superieur du Plateau de Silesie-Cracovie, ayant ete transforme par !'intense
alteration physique et Jes processus periglaciaires, au cours du Pleistocene tardif. A cette epoque, Ja region etudiee se trouvait dans le
voisinage direct de l 'etendue sud de la glaciation continentale et etait fort modelee par I'action du gel. On a presente en detail des
exemples de plusieurs affleurements de la zone epikarstique.

1. Introduction
The epikarstic zone after GUNN (I 986), MANGIN &
8AKALOWICZ ( I 989), FORD & WILLIAMS (I 989) and K.LIMCHOUK
(1995) or subcutaneous zone after WILLIAMS (1983) forms the
upper layer of carbonate rocks affected by weathering processes.
This layer is usually several meters thick, highly fissured and
karstified. It is a transitional zone between surface or soil horizon
and bulk mass of the karst rocks in the depth. WILLIAMS (1983)
showed a distinct difference between the permeability of the
epikarstic zone and the underlying vadose zone. This factor
causes a perched aquifer to form within the epikarst. Water
storaged in this aquifer and flows centripetally toward main joints
in the underlying vadose zone.
As it is shown in the cited literature, this specificity of
epikarst hydrology influences the morphogenetic processes in
karst. Autogenic diffuse recharge in the upper part of epikarstic
zone and concentration of the flow in major joints in its lower
part are responsible for solution doline initiation (WILLIAMS,
1983). More complex roles of epikarst morphogenetics in karst
are presented by K.LIMCHOUK ( 1995 and earlier publications). In
his opinion development of karren fields, shafts, collapse dolines
and closed depressions are different stages of such
morphogenesis. These forms develop as a result of intense
widening of major joints, progressing downwards formation of
vertical "hidden" shafts. Collapses and further deve lopment of
closed depressions are results of progressive increase of shaft
diameter.
Because development of the upper layer of carbonate
massives is strongly controlled by weathering processes the
nature of the epikarstic zone is influenced by climatic conditions
much more than other zones in karst. Case studies and field
observations of the epikarstic zone on the Silesian-Cracow
Upland affected by periglacial processes in Pleistocene climate
are presented.

2. Geological settings of the studied area
The study area for the investigations of the epikarstic zone on
the Silesian-Cracow Upland covers two most important karst

aquifers developed in Middle Triassic limestones and dolomites
and Upper Jurassic limestones (figure I). Field observations were
conducted in several quarries within both geological formations.
Epikarsts developed in Gogolian strata of the Middle Triassic
excavations in vicinity ofOlkusz, Tarnowskie Gory and Mikolow
were investigated. Investigations of epikarst in Oxfordian
limestone were carried out in quarries in vicinity of Klucze and
Zawiercie.
Triassic carbonate rocks in the studied outcrops are mostly
represented by pelitic, crinoide and marly limestone belonging to
Gogolian strata of lower Middle Triassic (Muschelkalk).
Limestones are bedded with different thickness of layers (0.05-2
m). The uppermost layer of the geological profile of the Gogolian
strata is built by thin-bedded limestones with intercalations of
marls. With diminishing thickness of layers decrease resistivity to
physical weathering. Most karstified are thick beds of the
Gogolian strata.
The complex of Upper Jurassic limestones of the investigated
area is more beterogenous. The geological profile is divided into
rocky, bedded and chalky limestones. There is evident difference
between the mentioned rock types in the karstification degree.
Most karstified and jointed are rocky limestones. They build
residual hills - an important morphological feature of the E part
of the Silesian-Cracow Upland, with a great number of small
caves. Rocky limestones are accompanied by plate, thin-bedded
and chalky limestones.

3. Fossil periglacial structures within the
epikarst of the Silesian-Cracow Upland
Presented geological settings create specific and complex
features in the epikarstic zone of the Silesian-Cracow Upland. As
it is shown on figure I, the investigated area is situated in a zone
of direct and indirect influence of Pleistocene glaciation. Some of
the studied outcrops (e.g. Mikolow, Tarnowskie Gory) are related
to the limit of the Sanian and Odranian glaciations and probably,
the carbonate rocks in these places were covered by glacial and
fluvioglacial sediments. It is necessary to point out that all obser-
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Figure J : Karst phenomena of the Silesian-Cracow Upland. A- location: B- geographical division; 1- karst i11 Upper Jurassic
limestones; 2- karst i11 Upper Jurassic limesto11es covered by Quaternary sediments; 3- karst in Middle Triassic limestones and
dolomites; 4- karst in Middle Triassic carbo11ates covered by impermeable sediments of Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic; 5- karst
i11 Devonia11 limesto11es; 6 residual hills; 7- complexes of dolities; 8- paleokarstic features; 9- most important caves; JO- karst
springs; 11- sinkho/es induced by human activity. Dotted line show southern limit of the continental glaciation in Pleistocene.
ved walls in quarries of Triassic and Jurassic limestones are
devoid of sedimentary cover now (lack of Quaternary deposits).
This indicates that sediments of two older Pleistocene glaciations
were removed from the karst plateaus (probably during Masovien
interglacial period) and the complex of carbonate rocks was
transformed during Vistulian glaciation. In the polar and subpolar
climate of this glaciation upper layer of fissured and karstified
rocks was affected by periglacial processes. It is well visible in
the studied outcrops as thick strata of limestone rubble resulted
by frost action (figure 2). There are common sequences of fossil
periglacial forms related to strong physical weathering and
sorting. Forms of patterned-grounds - sorted stony circles,
polygons and debris islands occur within the limestones of the
Middle Triassic and Upper Jurassic (figure 3 and 4). Well sorted
grounds are 2-4 m of diameter (Tvc , 1994; 1996).
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ALEXANDROWICZ ( 1958) has reported features of periglacial
cryogenic disturbances within the upper layer of limestones of the
Gogolian strata from quarries in the vicinity of Tarnowsk.ie Gory
and Mierzecice. Besides the mentioned patterned grounds be has
described fold structures built by fragments of limestones
inherent in nonstratified marls and sandy clay. The amplitude of
the folds was ea. 0.5 m and tabular stones were composed of
"synclines" and "anticlines".
In all investigated quarries of the Silesian-Cracow-Upland, the
occurence of fossil periglacial forms within epikarst are related to
the lithology of Middle Triassic and Upper Jurassic limestones.
Patterned-grounds and other cryogenic disturbances are well
defined in plate, thin-bedded limestones.
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Figure 2 : Thick strata of limestone rubble in the upper part of
the epikarst in Upper Jurassic limesto11e resulted by frost actio11
(quarry wall in Boguci11 near O/kusz).

Figure 3 : Upper layer of the epikarstic zone affected by frost
action - strong physical weathering and sorting (quarry wall in
Bogucin near O/kus.).

4. Morphogenetical importance of epikarstic
zone affected by frost action
Fossil periglacial forms of patterned-grounds in the upper
part of epikarst have significant importance for the hydrology and
morphogenesis of karst of Middle Triassic and Upper Jurassic
limestones of the Silesian-Cracow Upland.
First, rock layer just below soil or slope sediments shows a
strong physical weathering as a result of frost action and as a
consequence of sorting, tabular stones tend to be on edge with
their long axis in the vertical plane parallel to the border of
circles or polygons. Most of the stones dip at angles> 45° (figure
3 and 4). In effect, zones of patterned-ground within the bedded
limestones are more permeable than the same limestone without

influence of frost action. Stony borders of sorted circles and
polygons are most permeable. These phenomena increase with
the size of patterned-grounds. With increasing size of forms, the
size of border stones increases as well as the depth of the physical
weathering and sorting (figure 4). Another important factor
controlling the hydrological significance of affected layers of
rock is the connection of periglacial forms with underlying
karstified limestones. From this point of view there are two
groups of sorted circles and polygons: ( 1) small stony circles
hanging within fine material, not related to rock debris and
underlying rocks, (2) large and medium size stony circles and
polygons connected with fissured and karstified lower part of
epikarstic zone. Both are important for dispersed recharge of
underlying epikarst, but only the second one plays an important
role in transmission of water and pollutions to the aquifer.

Figure 4: Profile of the limestone rubble with fossil periglacial
forms of patterned grounds (according to TYC, 1996). /fissured and jointed limestone; 2- clay with sand and debris
admixture; 3- sorted stony circle with fine material inside.
Secondly, sorted stony circles, polygons and debris islands of
sorted commonly due to a border of stones surrounding finer
material and of semi-conical shape have hydrologic and
morphogenetic properties very similar to closed depressions in
karst. Two most important hydrologic features of epikarst storage, as a result of delay in trough-flow of diffusely infiltrated
precipitation and flow, initially diffused and concentrated while
passing from epikarstic zone to the underlying zones of the
aquifer are accelerated due to horizon of patterned-grounds
within the upper part of epikarst.
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Contribution

a la comprehension du fonctionnement hydraulique
de l'epikarst ; experiences d'arrosage
sur le site de Bure (Jura, Suisse)
par Vincent Puech & Pierre-Yves Jeannin

Centre d'hydrogeologie de l'Universite, Rue Emile-Argand 11 , CH-2007 Neuchatel, Suisse

Abstract
In order to study the hydraulic behavior of the epikarst, we carried out several irrigation field experiments. A several tens square
meters area was irrigated simulating precipitation between 8 and 20 mm/h . Simultaneously the infiltration was recorded using rain
gauges at several points located in the cave below.
These experiments show that, after a dry period, the first amount of infiltrated water (about 15 mm) is absorbed and stored by the
epikarst and constitute the «basis recharge of the epikarst». During this first recharge time, there is almost no reaction in the cave system.
When the basis recharge of the epikarst is exceeded, the major part of the infiltration quickly flows towards the karst conduits network
(more than 55% of the injected water quickly converge to the conduits). Finally, after the end of the recharge period, the so called «basi s
recharge» is slowly drained.

Resume
Le comportement hydraulique de l' epikarst du plateau de Bure (Jura, Suisse) a ete etudie en arrosant une surface de sol de quelques
dizaines de metres carres avec des infiltrations d'intensites comprises entre 8 et 20 mm/h. L'effet de ces aspersions a ete observe ii !'aide
de pluviographes installes dans une grotte sous-jacente.
Ces experiences ont permis d ' observer, qu ' apres une periode seche, la premiere partie des precipitations (env. 15 mm) est absorbee
et retenue dans l'epikarst et n'engendre pas, ou peu, de reaction en profondeur. Une fois que ce ,,stock de base" de l'epikarst est sature,
les ecoulements s' organisent dans l'epikarst et une bonne partie de l'eau converge rapidement vers les drains karstiques profonds (plus
2
de 55 % de l 'eau injectee sur 30 m est recuperee rapidement). Apres la fin de la periode de recharge, la reserve de base de l'epikarst se
vidange relativement lentement (plusieurs jours).
·

1. Introduction et buts

2. Localisation et presentation geologique

La vulnerabilite des aquiferes karstiques est liee aux ecoulements particuliers qui caracterisent ces terrains (crues brutales
et decrues rapides). En effet, la rapidite d'acheminement des eaux
vers l'exutoire est un facteur defavorable puisque les processus
tents d'auto-epuration et de dilution ne peuvent s'operer.
Le transfer! rapide des eaux depuis la surface jusqu ' au reseau
de conduits est rendu possible par !'existence d'une couche
superficielle permeable appelee epikarst.
S'il est venu ii !'esprit des hydrogeologues et des geomorphologues (MANG! 1975, WILLIAMS 1983) de differencier la
zone epikarstique du reste du massif, c'est que cette zone possede
des proprietes particulieres. En effet, etant par definition situe en
surface, l' epikarst est soumis ii une alteration poussee liee ii une
forte dissolution (50 %, voire 80 % de la dissolution totale a lieu
dans les premiers metres de terrain), aux phenomenes de
decompression de la roche ii proximite de la surface, ou encore ii
!'action de la gelifraction, des racines, etc. L 'intense fracturation
et karstification qui en decoulent conferent ii l' epikarst une plus
grande porosite et permeabilite que le reste du massif. D ' un point
de vue hydraulique, ii est admis depuis longtemps (MA GIN
1975) que la difference de permeabilite entre l'epikarst et les
terrains sous-jacents peut entrainer la formation d ' une nappe
epikarstique temporaire. Ensuite, soit l'eau momentanement
stockee est drainee rapidement, via les petits conduits de
l'epikarst, en direction du reseau de conduits karstiques de
grande permeabilite (transit rapide vers l' exutoire), soit elle
s' infiltrera de maniere plus diffuse dans les volumes de roche
fracturee peu permeable, situes sous la zone epikarstique (temps
de transfer! longs).
Cet article presente les resultats obtenus sur un site experimental du Jura suisse. Ces experiences avaient pour but de

Le site choisi pour proceder aux experiences est situe sur un
plateau calcaire d'une altitude moyenne de 500 m, pres du village
de Bure (canton du Jura, Suisse), non loin de la ville de
Porrentruy. Du point de vue geologique, ce plateau appartient au
Jura tabulaire. II s' agit d' un plateau sub-tabulaire ii soubassement
Jurassique superieur, incline vers le nord et recoupe par des
fractures meridiennes.
L' aquifere karstique se developpe dans le Kimmeridgien inferieur, dans les formations nommees : calcaire ii Astartes et
Natices, calcaires sublithographiques ou calcaire mameux
(Sequanien inferieur dans la terminologie suisse).
Le plateau de Bure est draine par la riviere souterraine de la
Milandrine, affluent souterrain de l'Allaine. Le reseau speleologique se developpe sur une dizaine de kilometres.
Le karst jurassien du site du Maira est presque totalement
recouvert par des sots dont l'epaisseur peut varier entre quelques
centimetres et plusieurs metres. II est done particulierement
difficile d' observer directement l'epikarst. Divers travaux
effectues sur le site (nombreux forages, geophysique, etc.) nous
apprennent que l'on peut observer une extension en profondeur
de l' epikarst allant jusqu'il 10 voire 20 metres (TuRBERG 1993,
DA VEIGA 1995, THIERRIN 1996), la limite de l' epikarst etant
consideree comme la limite inferieure de la zone intensement
fracturee au sommet du substratum calcaire.
Un petit secteur du bassin de la Milandrine a ete choisi pour
ces experiences. 11 a la particularite de se trouver 35 metres audessus de la grotte de Milandre, ce qui permet d 'observer directement l'arrivee des infiltrations dans la riviere souterraine. La
galerie ii cet endroit est situee au droit d' une faille majeure qui
influence la permeabilite des terrains - done Jes infiltrations jusqu'en surface. Le site etudie, c'est evident, correspond ii un

comprendre et de quantifier la reponse d'un type d'epikarst

cas particulier. II n'a pas la pretention d'etre representatif de

particulier ii une arrivee d' eau produite par un arrosage au sol
(voir aussi THIERRIN 1996 et PUECH 1996).

!'ensemble du karst Jurassien, ni meme du karst du plateau de
Bure.
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3. Buts et dispositif experimental
Le premier objectif a ete de mesurer le temps de parcours
(tp) de l'eau entre la surface, au moment ou l'on commence
!'experience, et la galerie, au moment ou !'on y observe les
prernieres arrivees d'eau. Le deuxieme objectif etait d'evaluer le
taux de recuperation dans la grotte de l'eau injectee en surface.
Le troisieme objectif etait de voir si ces parametres varient en
fonction de I'intensite de l'arrosage.
Pour I'observation souterraine des infiltrations, plusieurs
pluviographes ont ete installes dans la galerie situee sous le site
d'arrosage (figure 1). Les pluviographes ont ete places sous
diverses arrivees d'eau de maniere a observer differents types
d'ecoulements : le pluviographe n°2 a ete pose au milieu de la
galerie au-dessous d'une cherninee karstique (ecoulement
rapide). Les pluviographes n° I, 3, 4 et 5 ont ete places le long
des parois a divers endroits sous des concretions ou des petites
fissures.
Les arrosages ont ete fairs par creneau, c'est-a-dire en alternant les periodes d'arrosage a debit constant et de repos (cf.
figure 2).
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Figure I : Extrait de la topographie de la grotte au niveau du
site d'et11de.

4. Resultats et interpretation
Temps de parcours
Par hypothese, posons que le temps de parcours (tp) correspond a la somme d'un temps de transfert (tT) et d'un temps
de saturation min imale (ts) de l'epikarst. On a tp=tT+ts. Le
«temps de transfert» est suppose etre le temps mis par l'eau pour
aller de la base de l'epikarst jusqu ' aux pluviographes. Le «temps
de saturation minimale» est la duree necessaire ii l'epikarst pour
arriver ii un degre de saturation minimal qui permet a l'eau de le
traverser (c'est la somrne de l'eau de retention dans le sol ainsi
qu'a la surface de la roche, et de l'eau de la nappe epikarstique
temporaire).
Deux series d'arrosages ont ete effectuees pour mesurer ces
differents temps.
Arrosage I (surface arrosee SI =70 m2, figure I)
La demiere precipitation avant cette experience remonte ii 16
jours, ce qui a du permettre au stock d'humidite des sols et de
l'epikarst de descendre ii une valeur foible (ii s' agit d'une periode
estivale). Quatre injections de duree et d'intensite legerement
variables sont infiltrees (figure 2).

La reaction des pluviographes ii la premiere injection est de
foible amplitude et debute plus de 90 minutes apres le debut de
!'injection. La reaction aux injections suivantes est plus rapide et
de plus forte amplitude.
Considerons d'abord les variations d' amplitude. Le pluviographe n° I n 'atteint une valeur maximale de percolation que pour
le quatrieme creneau. Pour les autres creneaux, ii arrive
respectivement ii 25%, 75%, 95% de cette valeur. Or, tous les
creneaux d'arrosage soot d'une intensite et d'un vo-lume emblables. Ceci nous indique clairement qu'il chaque creneau
d'arrosage une partie de l'eau sert ii augmenter encore «le taux de
saturation» de l'epikarst, c'est-a-dire que les in-filtrations en
profondeur se font parallelement ii la mise en re-serve de 1'eau .
On obtient un resultat similaire si I'on con-sidere le volume
infiltre plutot que !'amplitude. Une reaction semblable du
pluviographe n°2 ne peut pas etre exclue' .
Considerons maintenant les temps de reaction du pluviographe qui reagit le plus rapidement aux infiltrations. Le pluviographe n°2, qui capte les infiltrations les plus rapides, reagit
90 minutes apres le debut de premier creneau d'injection (tp I =90
min). Ce temps de reaction diminue progressivement pour
atteindre 26 minutes au quatrieme creneau (tp4=26 min). En
supposant que <d'etat d'humidite» de l'epikarst etait minimal au
debut du premier creneau (ts=max) et maximal au debut du
quatrieme creneau (ts=O), nous pouvons alors estimer le temps de
transfert et le temps de saturation minimal {ts) :
tT=tp4=26 minutes
ts=tp I -ts=64 minutes
Vu les conditions d'arrosage ( I 9 1/min et 25 1/min.), ce temps
de saturation correspond ii un volume stocke dans l'epikarst' de :
Ve= 90 min • 19 1/min - 26 min*25 1/min = 1060 litres.
La zone etudiee couvrant une superficie de 70 m', ce volume
correspond ii une precipitation de 15 mm.
La «recharge de base» de l'epikarst, qui correspond au
volume minimal necessaire avant que la capacite de drainage et
de concentration de l'eau dans l'epikarst soit effective, est done
1

Le pluviometre n°2 semble arriver rapidement a un regime permanent;
ce n'est cependant pas le cas, on a simplement atteint les limites de
mesure de l'appareil.
' En theorie, ce stock se situe entre le sol et la galerie, mais d'apri:s la
morphologie souterraine (calcaire massif et compact), on peut admettre
que la majeure partie de ce stock se constitue a proximite de la surface.
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d'environ 15 mm au niveau de la zone etudiee. Ce volume ne
correspond pas a la recharge totale de l'epikarst qui, comme on
l'a vu, continue d 'a ugmenter alors que les infiltrations en
profondeur sont effectives. D 'apres !'analyse des pluviographes
et pour ces conditions d 'arrosage, la recharge totale serait
d'environ 2000 litres (30mm).
Le quatrieme arrosage, effectue environ l O heures apres la fin
du troisieme, nous renseigne sur la vidange de la «recharge de
base» : apres environ I O heures de repos, le temps de transfert
passe a 30 minutes. C'est-a-dire seulement 4 minutes de plus que
pour le 3'""" creneau. On peut done deduire que la vidange de
l'eau retenue dans l'epikarst a ete de l'ordre de :
30 min * 23 l/min - 26 min * 25 l/min = 40 litres.
ll reste done encore a peu pres l 000 litres stockes apres dix
heures sans arrosage. ll s'agit cependant d'une periode nocturne
pendant laquelle l'evapotranspiration est foible.

(debit de 15 l/min). Le ,,stock de base" de l'epikarst peut alors
etre estime a :
89 min * 16 l/min - 76 min * 15 l/min = 300 I.
La vidange de cette «recharge de base de l 'epikarst» a done
ete de 700 litres en 3 jours (les 2/3), ce qui est nettement plus
eleve que I 'estimation precedente qui correspondait a une periode
nocturne uniquement.
Les faibles temps de transfert obtenus demontrent que le site
etudie presente une composante tres permeable qui ne se met a
fonctionner qu'apres que la ,,recharge de base de l'epikarst" soit
suffisante (apres une precipitation de l'ordre de 15 a 30 mm).
L 'observation aux autres pluviographes et en particulier au
pluviographe n°4 met egalement en evidence !'existence d ' une
composante lente correspondant a la vidange de cette ,,recharge
de base" et alimentant les volumes de calcaires fissures peu
permeables.

Arrosage 2 (surface arrosee S2=30m', figure l)
A part une surface d'injection plus petite que pour l'essai
precedent, les conditions sont les memes. La figure 3 presente les
resultats obtenus.

Essa i de recuperation maximale
La composante rapide des ecoulements provient essentiellement de la cheminee captee par le pluviometre n° 2. Pour
evaluer la part de la composante rapide, ii a suffi de mesurer le
volume total provenant de cette cheminee. Une biiche a done ete
installee et le volume recupere !ors de l 'arrosage n°2 (figure 3) a
ainsi pu etre evalue.
Pour le premier creneau, la recuperation est de I I 00 litres sur
les 3460 injectes, soit 32 %. La biiche ne recuperant pas la
totalite des ecoulements, ce taux pourrait atteindre 45% au
maximum (valeur estimee).
Pour le deuxii:me creneau, la recuperation est de 1900 litres
sur les 3440 injectes, soit 55 %. En tenant compte de la recuperation incomplete dans la biiche, ce taux pourrait atteindre 80
%.
La difference entre les deux creneaux n°2 et 3 doit correspondre a la recharge du ,,stock de 1'epikarst". Elle est comprise
entre 900 et 1200 litres (selon la recuperation admise dans la
biiche). En ajoutant les 300 litres qui restent theoriquement dans
le stock de base, on obtient le stock total (stock maximum pour
cette intensite puisque !'on a atteint un regime permanent).
11 ressort de ces mesures que sur le site utilise pour cette injection, 50 a 80 % des infiltrations peuvent circuler tres rapidement vers la rivii:re souterraine. Ce pourcentage diminue
cependant nettement pour de foibles infiltrations, lorsque le
,,stock de base de I'epikarst" n 'est pas encore sature.
Le deuxii:me creneau d ' aspersion presente un regime permanent tri:s rapidement apres le debut de !' injection. Ace stade,
le stock de l'epikarst ne varie plus (ii serait surprenant que la
recharge de ce stock se fasse a un regime permanent). ll est done
probable que les 20 a 45 % restant alimentent une autre zone que
celle de la galerie. Cette autre zone est peut-etre constituee par les
volumes de roche peu permeable. Pour comparaison, JEA I &
GRASSO ( 1995) ont evalue la recharge respective des conduits
karstiques et des volumes de roche peu permeable a partir d ' une
etude du flot de base de la rivii:re souterraine. lls remarquent que
plus de 21 % des infiltrations alimentent les volumes de roche peu
permeable, mais plus vraisemblablement environ 50%. Sachant
qu ' une partie du ,,stock de base de l'epikarst" s'ajoute au
pourcentage calcule ci-dessus, les ordres de grandeurs calcules
par JEANNIN & GRASSO sont tout a fair comparables a ceux
obtenus dans les experiences d 'aspersion presentees ici.
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Figure 3: Reponse des pluv10graphes a /'arrosage n°2
Cette experience a ete effectuee sur quatre jours et en trois
creneaux d'arrosage. Le premier (non represente) a ete injecte
trois jours avant les deux creneaux donnes en figure 3 (creneaux
n°2 et 3). En admettant le stock nul avant le premier creneau et
complet au debut du troisieme, on obtient :
Ve2=89* 16-30* I 5=970 I (soit 30 mm sur la surface arrosee).
Le stock est done tres eleve comparativement a l'essai precedent. Mais le temps de parcours est ici estime a partir du
pluviographe n°5. Or, celui-ci a un temps de reaction legerement
plus long que le pluviographe n°2 (qui a du etre enleve), ce qui
introduit une surestimation de la recharge de base. De plus, les
effets de bords sont ici certainement proportionnellement plus
importants. Malgre cela, on peut conclure que la reserve d'eau de
la surface SI se situe principalement dans la partie correspondant
a la surface S2 (que l' on vient d ' arroser). Ceci traduit le role
important joue par les sols, car par opposition a l'autre partie ou
la roche est presque aftleurante, la surface S2 est recouverte
d'une epaisseur de sol de plus d ' un metre.
La duree de repos entre les creneaux I et 2 a ete de 69 heures.
Apres 69 h, le temps de reaction est passe de 86 76 minutes

a

Variation de l'intensite d'arrosage
Le rolejoue par la saturation du ,,stock de base de l'epikarst ..
a ete demontre dans les paragraphes qui precedent. Une fois le
stock sature, le fonctionnement de l'epikarst varie-t-il en fonction
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de l'intensite des infiltrations ? Sachant que Ja densite de
fracturation et le degre de karstification decroissent rapidement
en profondeur, ii faut s'attendre a une saturation rapide au niveau
de !'interface entre l'epikarst et la zone de roche moins
permeable sous-jacente. Cette saturation devrait entrainer des
ecoulements hypodermiques sub-horizontaux rapides en direction
du reseau karstique et la proportion du volume d'eau rechargeant
la zone peu permeable devrait ainsi etre d'autant plus forte que
l'intensite d'arrosage est faible .

Arrosage 3 (S3=40 m2, figures I et 4)
L'arrosage est effectue en trois creneaux : le premier est
destine a saturer le ,,stock" et Jes creneaux deux et trois ont des
intensites respectives de 13 et 5 1/min.
La methode d'interpretation est basee sur le rapport de
l'intensite des deux reponses J'une par rapport a l'autre en
comparaison avec le rapport de l'intensite des deux arrosages.
Le rapport des arrosages est de 5/13=0.38. Autrement dit,
l' intensite du creneau 2 atteint 38 % de celle du premier.
Le rapport des intensites des reponses au pluviographe I est
de 80/ 105=0.76, c'est-a-dire que !'amplitude de la reponse au
deuxieme creneau atteint 76 % de celle du premier. Au pluviographe 5, ce meme rapport est de 85 %.
La repartition des infiltrations varie done en fonction de
l'iatensite d'arrosage. La repoase a un faible arrosage est ici
proportionnellement plus grande que celle a ua arrosage intense.
II semble done que l'oa atteint rapidement Jes limites de drainage
de l'eau en direction de la galerie ou sont places nos
pluviographes. L'eau est alors poussee lateralement lorsque l'on
augmeate le debit (effets de bords de plus en plus importaats).
Relevons que l 'inteasite d 'aspersion maxima le est de 20 mm/h ce
qui correspond a des evenemeats pluviometriques exceptionnels
(22 mm/h atteint le 22.09.90).

5. Conclusion
Ces experiences nous ont permis de mettre en evidence
quelques particularites du fonctionnement hydraulique de
l' epikarst, que l'on peut resumer en trois points :
1 - Lors d' une infiltration, les premiers apports d'eau (ici env. 15
mm) servent a reconstituer la «recharge de base» de l'epikarst
(nappe epikarstique). Durant cette phase, ii n'y a pas, ou peu,
de reaction en profondeur. L'irnportance de cette recharge
depend de l'epaisseur de sol et de l'epikarst.
2 - Lorsque le «stock de base» est sature, l 'epikarst peut
commencer a developper pleinement son comportement
hydraulique particulier (conformement a MA NGIN 1975 ou
SMART & FRIEDERICH 1986). En fonction de l'intensite des
infiltrations, une partie croissante de l'eau transite rapidement
vers le reseau karstique profond. Des ecoulements subhorizontaux peuvent apparaitre dans l'epikarst en fonction
des differents gradients de permeabilite. Le stock d'eau dans
l'epikarst continue cependant a augmenter jusqu'a une valeur
limite. Et, si les infiltrations sont constantes, un regime
permanent peut etre atteint a ce stade seulement. L'eau
infiltree dans l'epikarst se repartit entre les drains kar tiques
(ecoulement rapide), et la recharge des volumes de calcaires
fissures peu permeables.
3 - A la fin de la periode de recharge, les parties permeables de
l 'epikarst se vidangent rapidement, alors que s'effectue un
tarissement (ou plutot un egouttement) relativement lent de
l'eau de la «reserve de base» de l'epikarst. A ce stade, la
distinction entre les ecoulements tents dans les

volumes de calcaires fissures peu permeables entourant les
conduits karstiques et l'egouttement lent du stock de base de
l 'epikarst ne peut pas etre effectuee.
Pour tenter d'obtenir une image un peu plus representative de
differents types d 'epikarsts, des essais similaires seront effectues
sur d'autres secteurs du bassin versant de la Milandrine. De
meme, un suivi en continu de la reponse aux pluviographes face
aux precipitations naturelles est actuellement en cours, et devrait
apporter des informations complementaires sur les grandes lignes
du fonctionnement de l'epikarst. Cette etude montre que
l 'epikarst joue un role fondarnental sur la repartition des
infiltrations entre la composante rapide et la composante lente
des ecoulements, ce qui est tres important pour !'evaluation de la
vulnerabilite des aquiferes karstiques.
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Abstract : Intensity of corrosion in some soils of Southern Jura (France), preliminary note
Experimental estimation of dissolution in different soils has been performed. 33 standardized limestone tablets were buried into
different soil horizons and weighed regularly twice a year. The results are expressed in g/m'/year and transformed into mm/I 000 yea rs.
We have selected three limestone types in order to compare their dissolution in different horizons. These data were used for a rough
e timation of the time necessary for the formation of limestone soils, under the asumption that insoluble residue is the only source of
mineral soil. About I million years was estimated for 89 to 112 cm of mineral soils.
Key-words : Dissolution of limestone, soils, Southern Jura, France.

Resume
Des experiences ont ete faites pour estimer l'intensite de la dissolution des calcaires dans les sols du Jura meridional. 33 plaquenes
calcaires standardisees ont ete deposees dans differents horizons et pesees regulierement deux fois par an. Les resultats sont exprimes
en g/m2/a n puis transformes en mm/I 000 ans.
Nous avons choisi trois types de calcaires pour comparer leur dissolution dans Jes differents horizons. Ces differentes donnees sont
utilisees pour une estimation approximative du temps necessaire pour la formation d'un sol sur roche calcaire en supposant que Jes
residus insolubles sont Jes seules sources des mineraux des sols. Pour I million d'annees est estimee la formation d'un sol de 89 a 112
cm.
Mots-cles: Dissolution des calcaires, sols, Jura meridional, France.

Introduction
La fomiation des sols issus de roches carbonatees n'est pas
suffisamment clarifiee malgre les differentes investigations.
Parmi ces principaux problemes de discussion on trouve l'origine
des mineraux de ces so ls. C'est evident qu'une partie des
mineraux de ces sols est originaire des residus insolubles des
roches, mais des materiaux allochtones, surtout sous forme de
depots eoliens, peuvent en faire partie (BARSHAD, J. et al., I 956;
WER ER, J., 1958; KH A , R.D., 1959; CIRIC, M. et
ALEKSA DROVIC, D., I 061; 8 0TTNER, P., 1971 ; MACLEOD, D.A.,
1980). La relation entre ces differentes sources est tres
importante pour la formation des sols en regions calcaires.
Si on considere les residus insolubles comme une source
possible de la partie minerale, ii faut tenir compte que la quantile
de ce residu est tres faible et que la dissolution est egalement
faible. La corrosion chimique des calcaires et des dolomies est
connue comme un processus lent, mais la dimension reelle du
facteur temps reste determiner partir des experiences sur le
terrain dans des conditions differentes. C'est la raison pour
laquelle nous avons essaye d'estimer l'intensite de la dissolution
des calcaires dans le sol.
De telles experiences avaient ere realisees par C. EK dans sa
these de doctoral ( 1969) puis par M. KUPPER, egalement dans sa
these de doctorat ( 1981 ). Mais ces experiences n'ont pas donne
lieu a des publications dans des revues largement diffusees.

a

a

Methodes et localisation des sites

Nos experiences ont ete realisees dans la region d'Jzemore a
600-750 m d'altitude, ce qui peut etre considere comme
representatif du Jura exteme (etage collineen). D'autres
plaquenes ont ete deposees precedemment dans differents
ecotopes (SBAI, A., 1992).

Les temperatures moyennes annuelles a lzemore son t de 9° C
( 1973-1992) et le total pluviometrique annuel est de 14 79 mm
( 1961-1992).
Dans chaque horizon, ont ete exposees trois plaquettes de
calcaires; ces plaquenes ont ete pesees regulierement deux fois
par an.
Puisque Jes calcaires et Jes dolomies sont, dans la formation
des sols, exposes a la dissolution, en contact du sol, nous avons
choisi 5 sites et 7 profils.

Site 1 Chaine des Bethiants, Heyriat, Mont Chakamont.
* Profil I : sol brun calcique superficiel sur calcaire mameux
et sur colline (2 horizons).
A I : 0-10 cm, agregats avec une belle structure
B : I 0-20 cm, sol argileux limoneux brun jaunatre
(I OYR3/4), uniforme avec des gravillons, structure
polyedrique
C : calcaire marneux.
* Profil 2 : sol brun colluvial (calcique ?) : milieu a bonne
agressivite (2 horizons).
A I : 0-15 cm, sol brun fonce, structure polyedrique,
systeme racinaire, I OYR3/3
B : > 15 cm, sol brun, structure polyedrique
C: moraine.
Site 2 : Versant est de la chaine des Berthiants
* Rendzine humifere sur moraine et sur versant ( I seul
horizon)
Al: 0-14 cm, sol riche en matiere organique (racines)
structure grumeleuse, I OYR3/3
A IC : 14-30 cm, zone plus riche en graviers, sol brun
fonce
C : moraine.
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Site 3: Plaine d'lzemore
* Rendzine rubefiee sur nappe glacio-lacustre, sol calcique,
fersiallitique, le fer provient des fragments du
Cretace inferieur, filtre poreux (2 horizons) .
A I : 0-15 cm, sol fersiallitique, structure grumeleuse, 7,5
YR3.3 , beaucoup moins de cailloux par rapport a
AIC
A IC : I 5-25 cm, horizon de transition, sol tres charge en
elements grossiers (graviers)
C : nappe glacio-lacustre d'Izemore.
Site 4 : Versant ouest de la chaine des Joux blanches
* Renszine colluviale sur eboulis ( I seul horizon)
A : 0-10 cm, sol tres sableux, graveleux, I0YR3/4
C: eboulis.
Site 5 : Sommet de la chaine des Joux blanches
* Profil I : sol brun humifere superficiel a blocs entre les
lapies, milieu acide ( I seul horizon)
A I : 0-15 cm, sol brun tres fonce ( I 0YR2/2), tres riche
en matiere organique, structure grumeleuse,
C : calcaire du Jurassique superieur
* Profil 2 : sol de depression karstique tres profond (2
horizons), moins humifere que le profil precedent.
A I : 0-10 cm, sol moins humifere, argileux, structure
polyedrique
B : I 0-50-100 cm ? sol argileux avec graviers
C : calcaire du Jurassique superieur.
Dans chaque horizon, ont ete exposees trois plaquettes de
calcaires differents : calcaire oolithique du Cretace inferieur
(Valanginien, Groissiat), calcaire lithographique du Jurassique
superieur (Kimmeridgien-Portlandien, Mont de Verlon, Viry) et
calcaire dolomitique du Jurassique moyen (Bajocien, Bugey

meridional} soil un total de 33 plaquettes. Nous avons essaye de
ne pas perturber l'environnement pedologique dans lequel ont
ete mises ces plaquettes.

Resultats et discussion
La perte de poids des differentes plaquenes est significative
dans tous les horizons. Neanrnoins, on constate une difference
entre Jes differents profils et au sein du meme profil. D'un profil
a l'autre, ce sont Jes sols sur Jes sommets qui marquent Jes fortes
pertes de poids de plaquettes. Ces sols ont des teneurs en argile
elevees (35 %). Ils en est de meme des sols des depressions sur
Jes chaines (20-30 %). Les sols sableux ou qui contiennent une
proportion elevee de sable et de limons grossiers se caracterisent
par des pertes de poids faibles. Ces sols ont des conditions
pedoclimatiques seches tres prononcees en comparaison avec les
autres sols.
Au sein du meme profil, Jes horizons superieurs (A)
enregistrent Jes pertes elevees. Ce qui est normal si on considere
que ces horizons contiennent une forte proportion de matiere
organique et par consequent une forte production de CO2 et
d'acides organiques qui causent une forte corrosion.
Les trois types de calcaires etudies ont des comportements
qui ne different pas beaucoup. Meme le calcaire dolomitique du
Bajocien a des pertes de poids elevees. On a souvent pense que
Jes dolomies ou Jes calcaires dolomitiques sont moins solubles
que les calcaires. Cependant, ces calcaires dolomitiques laissent
sur place une pellicule blanche de dissolution au contact avec le
sol.
Des correlations ont ete faites entre la dissolution d'une part
et la texture et les parametres physico-chimiques des sols d'autre
part (Tab I. I).

s

Dissolution 93-94

Argiles
0,45

Limons
0,26

Sables
0,02

Calcimetrie
0,58

pH
0,72

CO2
0,84

C
0,68

CEC
0,03

ea++
0,80

0,80

Dissolution 94-95

0,52

0,04

0,22

0,63

0,71

0,77

0,65

0,08

0,85

0,83

Tableau J : Coefficiems de correlatio11 de la dissolutio11 avec la texture et les parametres physico-chimiques.

On note une forte correlation entre la dissolution et ea++,
CO 2, S, pH ... La dissolution et Ca++ sont inversement correles.
Ces differentes donnees peuvent etre utilisees pour une
estimation approximative du temps necessaire pour le
developpement des sols sur calcaire, en supposant qu'ils derivent
seulement des residus insolubles, sans depot de materiel
allochtone, et en negligeant Jes variations climatiques au cours
du temps qui constituent un facteur approprie a la dissolution des
calcaires. Les calculs faits sous ces hypothetiques limites nous
donnent simplement un ordre de grandeur. lls montrent que le
temps necessaire pour la formation d'un sol de 90 a I 10 cm par
exemple derive de calcaires Iithographique ou oolithique avec
4,9 % de fraction insoluble s'eleve a I million d'annees. Les
fissures doivent augmenter la surface de disso lution et par
consequent son intensite. En effet, Jes calcaires du Jura
meridional et surtout Jes calcaires du Jurassique superieur sont
tres fractures. ceci peut done augmenter I'ordre des resultats
obtenus.
En Grece, MACLEOD, D.A. ( 1980), a calcule indirectement
que la formation de 40 cm de sol rouge mediterraneen en Epire
(Grece), a partir des calcaires de Pantokraton qui ont 0,15 % de
residus insolubles, necessiterait 5 millions d'annees.
En Yougoslavie, au Mont lgman, CIRIC M. et SENIC P.
( 1985) estiment a 1,5 - 2 millions d'annees la formation d'un sol
de 20 cm sur des calcaires avec 0,3 % d'insolubles. Si on prend
en compte que les calcaires de Pantokraton ou du Mont Igman
ont un pourcentage tres faible de residu insoluble et que le climat

mediterraneen est Iargement favorab le a la dissolution des
calcaires, ces calculs different de nos experiences. Ceci
s'explique par la proportion de la fraction insoluble : 4,9 %
contre 0, 15 et 0,3 %.
Le terrain etudie a ete affecte par des glaciations au cours du
Pleistocene, done dans plusieurs endroits la couverture du sol a
ete enlevee au lavage OU carrement erodee (SBA!, A., 1987).
Dans plusieurs endroits, on peut trouver des sols bien
developpes. A partie des resultats de nos experiences la
proportion des mineraux dans le sol n'est pas due a
!'accumulation des residus insolubles en moins de I 0.000 ans
(periode post-Wurm), mais egalement a des colluvions et des
depots allochtones.
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Carbon dioxide in soil and its drive to karst processes: A case
study in transitional zone between North and South China
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Introduction
Zhen'an County of Shanxi Province is situated in climatically transitional zone between North and South China, where
Yudong (Fish-cave) Underground Stream was formed . The mean annual air temperature here is about 11 °C, and 850 mm
for mean annual precipitation. The karstified rock is predominately Carboniferous-Permian limestone intercalated with coal
measures. Due to the sinkholes in recharge area, Yudong Underground Stream is connected to the peak-cluster depressions,
where terra rossa and loess formed. The length of the stream is about 30 km, with catchment area of 85 km2 and flood peak
discharge of about 10 m3/s. Because of these characteristics, this area become a important site to study the karst processes.

Study method
a. CO 2 content at depth of20cm and 50 cm in soil was measured in situ with COrGASTEC meter.
b. Temperature, pH and [HCO 3-] of water from Yudong Underground Stream were measured in situ with portable pHmeter and alkalinity meter. CO 2 partial pressure in water was calculated with W ATSPEC computer program, by using
the field observation data.
All measurements were made once a month.

Results
Figure 1 and figure 2 show the results from this study.
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Discussion and conclusion
It can be seen that CO 2 partial pressure (Pco2 ) in soil changes with season remarkably, with the highest value (> 10,000
ppm) in summer and the lowest value (<1,000 ppm) in winter. This may be due to the strongest biological activities in
summer and the lowest biological activities in winter, and can be further evidenced by the good relation with air
temperature (figure 1).
CO 2 partial pressure (Pco 2) in water is related to that in soil, which can be infered by the fact that both show the same
fluctuations (figure 2). From the basic chemical principle, it can be known that high Pco 2 in water increases the dissolution
rates and the solubility of limestone, due to the reaction: CaCO3 +CO 2+H2 O • Ca2 ++2HCO3-. This is the reason why the
[HCO 3-] in water shows the same behaviour as Pco 2 in water (figure 2).
So, it is concluded that it is the CO 2 in soil that drives the karst processes under soil layer. Due to the seasonality of
biological activity, CO 2 content in soil changes with season, so do the karst processes. The significance of this investigation
lies not only in understanding the mechanisms of carbonate rock dissolution, but also in revealing the role of karst
processes in the sink of global green-house gas, which has been given little attention in the study of global carbon cycle.
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The influence of the soil air Pca2 on the chemical
composition of karst spring water
(Swabian Alb, SW Germany)
Torsten Clemens, Claudia Miiller, Martin Sauter
University ofTubingen, Applied Geology, Sigwartstr. 10, D-72076 Tubingen, Germany
Abstract
The principal source of carbon dioxide, available for the dissolution of carbonate rock is found in the soil zone. However only few
studies have been conducted where both, the P col in the soil atmosphere and the chemical composition of spring water have been
compared. In this study the P eo1 in the soil was measured at various depths beneath the surface and for different types of vegetation in a
well defined holokarst groundwater catchment. Further, the chemical composition of the spring water was determined.
The results show that the spring water is always saturated with respect to calcite and that the water reaches the equilibrium
concentration of calcium in the subcutaneous zone under open system conditions with respect to carbon dioxide. The C0 1 content of the
spring water and of the soil decreases during the winter months. The P col in the soil increases with depth and is dependent on the type of
vegetation. The comparison of different groundwater catchments with 50 % and 20 % of agricultural land showed that the calcium
content of the spring water is dependent on the vegetation in the catchment area. Therefore the determination of the denudation rate for
the geological past should not be based on todays water composition affected by agricultural activity.

Zusammenfassung
Als Hauptquelle fur das Kohlendioxid, ein wichtiger Faktor bei der Verkarstung von Karbonaten, werden die biologischen
Abbauprozesse in der Bodenzone angenommen. Es gibt jedoch bisher wenige Arbeiten, die den Kohlendioxidgehalt in der Bodenzone
und gleichzeitig die chemische Zusammensetzung von Wassern von Karstquellen untersuchten. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde der
P col im Boden in einem Holokarsteinzugsgebiet fur verschiedene Vegetationen und Tiefen unter der Oberflache gemessen. Weiterhin
wurde die chemische Zusammensetzung des Quellwassers bestimmt.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, daJ3 das Quellwasser immer gesattigt in bezug auf Kalzit ist und sich im Epikarst in einem offenen System in
bezug auf C01 entwickelte. Der Kohlendioxidgehalt des Quellwassers und der Bodenluft nimmt wiihrend des Winters ab. Der Peru im
Boden nimmt mit der Tiefe zu und ist von der Art der Vegetation abhiingig. Der Vergleich zweier Einzugsgebiete mit unterschiedlichen
Anteilen an ackerbaulicher Nutzung (50 % gegenuber 20 %) ergab, daB der Kalziumionengehalt des Quellwassers von der Vegetation
des Einzugsgebietes abhiingig ist. Diese Beobachtungen fillrren zu dem Schluf3, daJ3 sich die Denudationsrate zu fruheren Zeiten von
Karstgebieten, die durch die Landwirtschaft stark verandert wurden, nicht bestimmen liil3t.

Introduction
Carbonate minerals are only slightly soluble in water. The
solubility of these minerals is determined by the action of the
carbonic acid and therefore strongly dependent on the partial
pressure of carbon dioxide (PcoJ The principal source of carbon
dioxide, available for the dissolution of carbonate rock has been
suggested to lie in the soil zone. Therefore concentrated on the
investigation of the soil parameters such as vegetation cover,
grain size and pore volume on the soil air Peru
(GERSTENHAUER 1972, MIOTKE 1974).
Furthermore, studies were performed showing that the seasonal
variation of springwater chemistry can be used to classify
carbonate springs into diffuse-flow and conduit-flow types
(SHUSTER & WlillE 1971 ). The P col in the spring water of the
different types was examined and found that the C01 pressures of
conduit springwaters show a regular seasonal trend whereas the
C0 1 content of diffuse-flow springs is highly variable
(SHUSTER & WlillE 1972). JACOBSON & LANGMUIR
(1974) found in diffuse-flow spring waters only small changes in
the Peru after storm events. SCANLON & THRAILKlLL (1987)
observed temporal variations in all Inner Bluegrass karst springs
with the lowest values of P col after snow melt in the early spring.
A strong annual cycle appears in the data of karst springs in
Kentucky when the data are averaged on a monthly basis (HESS

& WHITE 1993).

In addition to the studies of the karst spring water mentioned
above investigations were conducted inferring from the chemical
composition of spring water on the soil air P col (HARMON et al.
1975, DRAKE & WIGLEY 1975). DRAKE (1980) showed that
the chemical composition of springwater was an indication
whether the water evolved under open or closed system
conditions with respect to COr
Only few studies were performed comparing the soil air Peru
with the chemical composition of karst spring water.
ATKINSON (1977) suggested from a comparison ofkarst spring
water in the Mendip Hills and soil air Peru that another source of
C01 apart from the soil must exist.
The study presented here was carried out on the Swabian Alb.
The aim of the study was to determine the source of the P cru in
the water of a karst spring. Furthermore the parameters
determining the C01 content of the water were examined.

Geographical and Geological Setting
The project area is situated on the Swabian Alb approximately
60 km south of Stuttgart, SW Germany. The Swabian Alb
consists of Upper Jurassic limestones. This study was performed
in the catchment of the Ach-spring which is located in the well
karstified Kimmeridgian bioherm facies at an altitude of 557 m.
The Ach-Spring is a conduit karst spring with a mean discharge
of590L/s.
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Methods
The catchment area of the Ach-spring was determined at 50
2
km based on geological information and tracer tests. Boreholes
for the measurement of the soil air P 002 were drilled to different
depths below ground for different types of vegetation. The soil
air Pall was determined using a DRAGER-multiwarn infraredspectroscope ( resolution: 0.0 I Vo!%).
Further, the soil profile was examined in the laboratory for
different parameters, i.e. grain size distribution, percentage of
organic material, calcite content and pH in order to determine the
reason for the different soil air Pcm beneath different types of
vegetation.
The concentration of CO2 in the water of the Ach-spring was
determined using Henry's law
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Results
The temporal variations of the soil air Pcm for the sites are
shown in Figures 1-3.
The time series of the soil air P 002 show that the soil Pcm
generally increases with depth. In February 1996 the curves
exhibit smaller differences in the soil air Pcm because the frozen
soil inhibits the gas diffusion to the atmosphere. The soil air Pcm
decreases during the winter in all sample sites and increases again
towards the spring. The strong increase in the soil air Pcm at the
arable site was probably due to the fertilising increasing the
biological degradation processes in the soil. The lowest soil air
P 002 is measured at the sample site covered by beech, higher
values are found beneath the fir and the highest values beneath
the arable field.
The reason for the different P 002 at the sample sites was found
in the humus matter. Beneath the forest the humus matter consists
of moder with only 5.3 % of organic matter and explains the low
pH of 4.9 of the soil water, determined according to SCHEFFER
& SCHACHTSCHABEL (1975) . The soil beneath the field
consists of mull with 8.61 % organic matter with a pH of 6.5 of
the soil water. The results indicate that the conditions for the
development of the edaphon are favourable beneath the field .
Therefore the air P col in the arable soil is considerably higher
than in the forested stands.

20.01 .96

10.03.96

29.04.96

Figure 1: Soil air P co, fo r two different depths at the beech
sta11d.

1,6

SI= log [(ac,2+ ¾c03 - K,)/(¾+ K ) ]
with the activities a of the species and the equilibrium constants
K, and K, The temperature dependence of K,, ~ and K, was
calculated using the equations given by PLUMMER &
BUSENBERG (1982).
The first 90 m of the Wimsen-cave from which the Ach-spring
emerges are accessible on a boat. Afterwards a siphon has to be
dived through. The air Pcm of the cave on both sides of the
siphon was measured with the DRAGER-multiwam infraredspectroscope to obtain a value for the Pcm in the vadose wne of
the aquifer.
In order to compare the effect of different vegetation covers on
the composition of springwater at a catchment scale two further
karst springs were examined.
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P was measured in the gas phase of a sample bottle after
equilibration.
The pH was measured with a pH-meter and C"00, · of the spring
water was determined by titration directly after taking the water
samples. The samples were acidified with HNO, and later
analysed for Ca2', Mg2 on a Perkin Elmer Model 1100 atomic
adsorption spectrometer (AAS). The saturation index SI was
calculated using
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Figure 2: Soil air P C0 2 for three different dep ths at the spruce
sta11d.
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Figure 3: Soil air PC0 2 for three diff ere11t depths at the arable
site.
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The temporal variation of the Pcm in the water of the Achspring is depicted in Figure 4. The Pcm in the water of the Achspring decreases during the winter. The decreasing Pcm
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1,2) the soil air Pco1 at different depths approaches a more
uniform value.
The soil air P col is considerably higher in arable soils than in
forest soils. Similar results were obtained by GERSTENHAUER
(1972), MIOTKE (1974) and PECJ-IBOLD (1994) in soils of the
Rhein-Main-Area, Canada and the Swabian Alb . The soil
examination in the laboratory shows that the soil beneath the
forest has a low pH and lower organic carbon content
disfavouring the growth of the edaphon as compared to arable
soil.
CO1 -contents in spring water of the Ach-spring decreases
during the winter months. However, the Pcm in the spring water
is considerably higher than the soil air Pcor Even during flood
events the P col of the spring water only decreases slightly .
Therefore the water must equilibrate with the Pcm of a source
other than the soil air P cor This source probably lies in the
subcutaneous zone where a perched aquifer is developed
(WILLIAMS 1983, SAUTER 1992). A conceptual model of the
soil and subcutaneous zone is shown in Figure 5.

29.04.96

doline

Fig11re 4: PC02 in the spring water of the Ach-Spring.
content during the winter months was also measured in the
Echaz-spring positioned at the northern edge of the Swabian Alb.
The water of the Ach-spring was always saturated or
supersaturated with respect to calcite with SI ranging from 0.02
to 0.38.
The arithmetic means of the Pcm and ca2•-concentration in the
water of three springs on the Swabian Alb are shown in Figure 5.
The differences can be explained by the different vegetation
covers of the three catchments. 60% of the catchment of the
Echaz-spring, 50% of the Ach-spring catchment and only 20% of
the Brenztopf catchment are arable fields.
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Fig11re 5: Arithmetic mean of the chemical composition of the
water of the Echaz-spring (1), Ach-spring (2) and Brenztopf
(3).

Discussion
The increase in the soil air P col with the depth (Figure 1-3) has
been found by REARDON et al. (1979) in calcareous soil in
Canada and MIOTKE (1974) in soils in Germany. The reason for
the increase is the production of CO2 in the soil by the edaphon
and the gaseous exchange by diffusion to the atmosphere. If the
gas exchange is inhibited as in February and March 1996 (Figure

ii

capillary barrier
prevents
rapid
percolation

subcutaneous zone

Fig11re 6: Conceptual model of the soil and s11bc11taneo11s zane
(modified after WILLIAMS 1983).
The temperature is almost constant during the year and
postulated to be between I °C and 2 °C lower than in the aquifer
lying 200 m below (RENNER 1996). The equilibration of
recharge water with calcite in the subcutaneous zone is further
supported by the measurements of BEHRINGER (1987) who
found that the water entering the Nebelhohle cave (Swabian Alb)
which lies 30 m below the surface is saturated with respect to
calcite. ATKINSON (1977) concluded from comparing the CO1content of spring waters and soil air Pcm in the Mendip hills that
the source of col is not the soil air pcm but the "ground air" col
located in the vadose zone.
The equilibration of the water with calcite in the subcutaneous
zone explains the supersaturation observed in the spring water.
During the flow of the water through the vadose zone, C01
diffuses into the cave air in the vadose zone. This assumption is
supported by the measurement of the cave air P col in a part of the
cave, sealed to the atmosphere by a siphon. The P col of the cave
air was 1.6 Val% which can only be explained by degassing of
water as observed by EK & GEWELT (1985). Furthermore, the
higher temperature in the aquifer leads to lower solubilities of
calcite and therefore higher oversaturation of the water which
equilibrated in the cooler subcutaneous zone.
The results show that the vegetation cover of a catchment has
an important influence on the chemical composition of karst
spring water. Therefore the ecological model of soil C01
production introduced by DRAKE & WIGLEY (1975) and
modified by DRAKE (1980) cannot be generally applied. This
model is based on the assumption that the variations in
vegetation are less important because of the temporal and spatial
integrating effects of groundwater recharge. This is true for
anthropogenically unaffected catchments however in regions
affected by agriculture this modification can overwhelm the
natural climatic effect.
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The results of the study presented here further indicate that the
use of actual carbonate concentrations in karst spring water of the
Swabian Alb in order to determine the denudation rate may not
be used to calculate the denudation rate of the region in the
geological past.

Conclusions
The soil air Pcm was measured in sample sites at the Swabian
Alb covered by different types of vegetation in different depths
below the surface. These results were compared with the
chemical composition of the karst spring draining the catchment.
The results show that the soil air Pcm increases with depth and
is considerably higher in soils covered by fields than by forest.
The reason for the differences was found in laboratory
investigations of the soil to be the favourable environment for the
evolution of the edaphon in field soils. The increase of the Pcm
with the depth below the surface is caused by the diffusional
exchange of the soil air with the atmosphere.
The P of the spring water decreases during the winter months
and is considerably higher than the soil air P co,· Therefore the
source of the CO, is supposed to be in the subcutaneous zone.
The equilibration of the water with respect to calcite under open
system conditions with respect to CO, explains the saturation
measured in water in a cave of the vadose zone 30 m below the
surface.
The differences in the Pco, and calcite concentrations of springs
on the Swabian Alb draining catchments covered by 50 % or
80 % of forest shows that the vegetation is an important control
of the chemical composition of karst spring water. Therefore
assumptions about the differences in the soil air P co, without
taking into account the vegetation must be used with caution.
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A theoretical model for the distribution and transport of carbon
dioxide in the epikarst
William B. White and Elizabeth L. White

Department of Geosciences and Environmental Resources Research institute
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802 USA

Zusammenfassung
Die chemikalischen Funktionen des Epikarstes sind abhangig von der CO 2-Bildung und vom Transport, welche mit
Hilfe von vier miteinander gekoppelten Prozessen modelliert werden konnen: (i) Geschwindigkeit der CO1-Bildung. (ii)
Infiltration des Regenwassers <lurch die Bodenschicht, um das Gestein zu erreichen. (iii) Losungsgeschwindigkeit des CO1
des versickernden Wassers. (iv) Geschwindigkeit des CO1-Yerlustes <lurch Diffusion aufwarts <lurch den Boden zur
Atmosphare.
Diese
vier
Prozesse
bestimmen den Anteil des Co 2, der das
Gestein erreicht.

The Conceptual Model
The amount of col that ultimately ends
up in the karst water depends on the rate of
col generation, the time distribution of
infiltrating water, on the kinetics of the
dissolution of CO 2 in water, balanced off
against the loss of CO1 upward into the
atmosphere (Fig. I). The model for col
transport in the epikarst is determined by
four coupled rate equations.

0

C02 loss
C02
dissolution

C02
generation

.

Carbon Dioxide Generation
The ultimate sources of carbon dioxide
in the epikarst are exhalation from plant
roots, from the decay of organic material in
the soil, and from the action of
microorganisms. In northern climates, CO 1
producing processes operate at a maximum
rate in the summer and either slow or stop
during the winter. CO 1 generation can be
modeled as a time-dependent function of
the soil temperature.

B

.

..

Infiltration Rate of Storm
Water
There is a very large literature and good
theoretical description and infiltration water movement in unsaturated soils. The rate of infiltration depends on storm
intensity, storm spacing, and antecedent soil moisture conditions.

Dissolution Kinetics of Carbon Dioxide
The rate equation for the mass transfer of carbon dioxide from the gas phase to the infiltrating water has been worked
out in laboratory experiments.

Carbon Dioxide Loss
Carbon dioxide diffuses upward through the porous soil so that some fraction of the generated CO1 is ultimately lost to
the atmosphere. This term in the overall model can be described by Fickian diffusion with a diffusivity determined by the
soil porosity.
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The nature and principal characteristics of epikarst
Alexander Klimchouk
1nstitute of Geological Sciences, National Academy of Sciences, P.O.Box 224/8, Kiev-30, 252030, Ukraine

The epikarstic zone is the uppermost zone of exposed
karstified rocks whose porosity, due to fissuring and diffused
kar tification, is considerably enhanced compared to the bulk
rock mass below.
The formation of the epikarstic zone is the result of
interaction of various endogenetic and exogenetic processes
(Fig. I). It is usually initiated by mechanical processes rather than
dissolution. Stress-release causes fissuring to develop in the nearsurface zone. Porosity and permeability of the rock increases due
to increasing density and opening of fissures and bedding plane
partings. Physical weathering also operates in some climates
mainly the short-term temperature fluctuations at the surface,
contribute to further fragmentation of the rock. All kinds of
mechanical fragmentation facilitate chemical weathering in the
near-surface zone of the exposed rock.
Chemical weathering proceeds differently on different rocks.
Rocks with more inert components form a weathering (residual)
crust with deep chemical and mineralogical transformations of
the initial rock, while some readily soluble rocks, such as
limestones, form the epikarstic zone with only minor chemical
transformations, and with porosity further enhanced by solution.
True residual materials (such as soils) normally form in small
quantities and tend to be washed away through karst systems. An
ability of a karst system to transmit fine elastic material generated
by weathering is the important property for the development of
the epikarstic zone.
Thus. the formation of the weathering crust in the geological
meaning, and of the epikarstic zone, can be regarded as different
types of hypergenesis. The epikarstic zone is a product of

weathering processes specific to some readily soluble rocks. The
development of epikarst depends on mechanical properties of the
rock, initial partings structure, chemical purity, climate, the rate
of uplift and denudation and the previous karstification history
(the presence of inherited karst porosity formed in the internal
zones of a massif before an uplift and exposure).
In some readily soluble rocks, such as gypsum, the
epikarstic zone does not develop, at least in semi-arid and arid
climates. The main reason is that dissolution-precipitation
processes are strongly affected by changes of physical conditions
within a range commonly occurring at the near-surface zone, so
that precipitation/re-crystallisation results in sealing of fissures in
the near-surface zone and in cementation of clasts.
Structural characteristics of the typical epikarstic zone are
overviewed in the paper, as well as the principal features of
epikarst hydrology (Fig.2). The latter include:
- Diffused absorption of a surface run off;
- Retention of vertical percolation;
- Storage of groundwater;
- Flow concentration at the base of the epikarstic zone,
- Condensation of water during the air exchange between the
external atmosphere and the aerated space of the vadose zone.
The epikarstic zone comprises an important subsystem of a
karst system, and determines to a great extent both speleogenesis
at the top of the vadose zone and karst morphogenesis at the
surface.
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Changes in chemical composition and physical parameters of
water in an alpine karst system
(Totes Gebirge, Steiermark, Austria)
Christof Harlacher, Torsten Clemens, Martin Sauter

University ofTubingen, Applied Geology, Sigwartstr. 10, D-72076 Tubingen, Germany
Abstract
The chemical composition and temperature ofkarst water were studied in an alpine karst system (Totes Gebirge, Austria) in order to
inve~igate the spatial distribution of the carbonate dissolution and the role of the epikarst for the dissolution processes. Discharge,
specific conductance and temperature of water were continuously monitored using data loggers in caves at different levels of the vadose
zone and in groundwater emerging from a spring at the base of the plateau. Further, the chemical composition of the water was
determined during peak flow and low water periods.
During low water periods, the water was saturated with respect to calcite in the whole system. Following recharge events,
undersaturation was observed in the vadose zone as well as in the spring water. Therefore the enlargement of the conduits in the
phreatic zone of alpine holokarst areas can only occur during recharge events whereas during low water periods dissolution only takes
place in the epikarst.

Zusammenfassung
Die che~sche Zusammensetzung und die Temperatur von Karstwassem wurden in einem alpinen Karstsystem untersucht (Totes
Gebirge, Osterreich), mit dem Ziel die raumliche Verteilung der Kalzitlosung und den Einflul3 des Epikarstes fi1r die Karbonatlosung zu
ermitteln. In verschiedenen Tiefen in Hohlensystemen sowie an Karstquellen am Rand des Gebirgsstockes wurden die Schuttung, die
elektrische Leitfahigkeit und die Temperatur des Wassers mit Datenloggem kontinuierlich aufgezeichnet. Des weiteren wurde die
chemische Zusammensetzung des Wassers bei Trockenwetterbedingungen und bei Hochwasserereignissen bestimmt.
Bei Trockenwetter war im gesamten System das Wasser in bezug aufKalzit gesattigt bzw. ubersattigt. Nach Niederschlagsereignissen
wurde Untersattigung des Wassers in der vadosen Zone und an der Quelle festgestellt. Demzufolge ist davon auszugehen, dal3 die
Karstrohren in der phreatischen Zone alpiner Holokarstgebiete nur wahrend Niederschlagsereignissen erweitert werden, wahrend
Trockenwetterbedingungen hingegen findet die Losung nur im Epikarst statt.

Introduction
The variation in the calcium concentration and temperature of
limestone springs can be used in order to classify karst aquifers.
SHUSTER & WJITTE (I 971) found that springs fed by open
conduits respond rapidly to fluctuations in discharge, whereas
springs fed by small fissures, exhibit little change in temperature
or water chemistry after recharge events. The conduit-springs
examined by SHUSTER & WJITTE (1971) were always
aggressive with respect to calcite.
JAKUCS (1959), TERNAN (1972) and JACOBSON &
LANGMUJR (1974) attributed the variability in calcium
hardness to differences in the recharge process. The influence of
these different types of water transmission in the saturated zone
and recharge on the spring hydrograph was analysed by SMART
& HOBBS (1986). RENNER (1996) used water temperature
data, provided by a spring in the karst of the Swabian Alb, in
order to obtain information on the geometry of the conduit
system.
The distribution of solutional erosion of limestone was
examined by CORBEL (I 959). He concluded that in alpine karst
areas between 50 % and 80 % of the dissolution occurs in the
endokarst. SMITH & ATKINSON (1976) propose that between
50 % and 90 % of the solutional erosion occurs close to the
surface in temperate climates, however they had not enough data
to determine the percentage of subsurface erosion in alpine areas.
THRAILKILL & ROBL (1981) found that in limestone aquifers
in Kentucky which are not overlain by other lithologies,
essentially all dissolution of calcite is occurring at the soil-rock

interface.
Due to the high amount of dissolution close to the surface,
fissures in the uppermost zone are enlarged. As a result a zone

develops which functions as a water storage. Evidence for this
zone - the epikarst - is provided by BAKALOWICZ et al. (1974),
MANGIN (1975), GUNN (1981), WILLIAMS (1983) and
SAUTER (1992).
Continuous recordings of discharge, electrical conductance and
temperature of water in karst areas are generally available only
from karst springs of highlands. Data from alpine holokarst areas
are scarce. Furthermore comparisons between the water
chemistry and its variations in the vadose zone and in the karst
springs are lacking due to the lack of accessibility of the actual
feeder system in the vadose zone . In alpine karst areas the huge
vadose zone, up to 1000 m deep, offers the possibility to provide
data directly from the vadose feeder system.
In this paper the temporal and spatial distnlmtion of the
chemical composition and temperature of water in an alpine karst
area is analysed with respect to the spatial and temporal
distribution of dissolution of limestone. Data were collected at a
spring at the base in the South of the Totes Gebirge plateau as
well as in vertical shafts in the vadose zone of the karst area in
order to obtain information about the epikarst in this alpine karst
area and the temporal and spatial distribution of dissolution

Geographical and Geological Setting
The Totes Gebirge is the largest limestone plateau in Northern
Limestone Alps, covering an area of approximately 500 km' . It is
situated 60 km East of Salzburg (Austria). The Totes Gebirge
consists of a sequence of Triassic and Jurassic limestones and
dolostones and is part of the Northern Calcareous Alps. A
geologic cross section with the location of the karst spring, the
vertical shafts and the water table is depicted in figure I .
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Figure 1: Geologic cross section of tire Totes Gebirge and
location of the vertical shafts and the karst spring.

The base of the sequence consists of 1000 m of Triassic
dolostone (Hauptdolomit). It is followed by 1000 m of Triassic
limestone (Dachsteinkalk). The uppermost 150 m of limestones
are of Jurassic age (Plassen-Kalk) and are separated from the
underlying Triassic limestones by a silicate rich layer (Oberalmer
Kalk) . The strata dip in SE direction with 20° to 30°.
The elevation of the plateau ranges from 1600 m to 2100 m.
The plateau ends in 1000 m deep steep cliffs in the North and the
South. With an average precipitation of 2200 mm/y the region is
the area with highest precipitation in Austria.
The karstification of the region began during the Aquitanian
(KUFFNER, 1994). As a result of the uplift of the Alps several
cave levels developed. Today, the region is characterised by
conduit springs at the base of the plateau and of feeder conduits
in the vadose :zone that could be followed down to a depth of
1000 m below the surface of the plateau.

The temperature dependence of K,, K,, K,. and K, was calculated
using the equations given by PLUMMER & BUSENBERG
(1982).
Furthermore air Pen, and air temperature were measured at
different elevations in both caves with a DRAGER-multiwarn
infroredspectroscope (resolution 0.01 Vo!¾) and a thermometer
(resolution 0.05 °C) respectively.

Results
Low water periods
During the low water period the stream in the Altherren-cave
80 m below the surface discharges only a few mLls. Arithmetic
mean values of the chemical and physical parameters of the water
are given in table I. The Pen, of the cave water was 0.045 ± 0.0 I
Vol¾.
The values in the Dellerklapf-cave 220 m below the surface are
similar (table I) to the one from the Altherren-cave.
The chemical and physical parameters of the Zimitz-spring
water differ somewhat from the water in the caves. The water
temperature is considerably higher and the saturation index less
than in the cave water. Calcium and magnesium concentrations
are comparable with the one in the cave waters.

Methods
Over a 2 ½ month period, 116 water samples were collected.
Waterlevel, electric conductance and temperature of the water
were monitored by automatic digital dataloggers (PHYTEC,
PRODATA) with a sampling frequency of7 to 10 minutes at the
spring and in two feeder caves in the vadose zone. During some
high water events in the caves the sampling frequency was
reduced to one minute for better temporal resolution.
The spring is situated in the South of the plateau at 1000 m
altitude. The entrances of the caves are located on the plateau on
an altitude of 1790 m (162713 Atherren-cave) and 1700 m
(1627134 Dellerklapf-cave). The dataloggers were installed in the
caves at 80 m (Atherren-cave) and 220 m (Dellerklapf-cave)
below the surface.
Waterlevel was measured at a resolution of I mm, electric
conductance at 0.1 µS iem (WTW LA 1/T) and the water
temperature at 0.0 I °C. The electrical conductance values are
temperature corrected for 25 °C.
During low water level and during some recharge events pH
and hydrogen carbonate concentration were determined
immediately after sampling. The samples were acidified with

Recharge events
On the 2nd of August 1996 a 45 minute storm provided 19.9
mm of precipitation and caused a flood event in the Altherrencave within 15 to 25 minutes after the commencement of
precipitation. The discharge of the stream increased within 2
minutes from 10 mL/s to about 5 Lis. At the same time as
discharge increased, specific conductance decreased from 240
µSiem to 122 µSiem and temperature increased from 2.5 °C to
6.3 °C. CIICm- decreased from 2.6 mmol/L to 1.4 mmol/L, the SI
dropped from +0.5 to -0.5, Cc.'• from 1.5 mmol/L to 0.8 mmol/L
2
and c..,, • from 0.04 mmol/L to 0.025 mmol/L (s. Figure 2) .
On the 14"' of August we observed in the Dellerklapf-cave the
effects of a storm on the chemical and physical parameters. The
changes of the parameters resembled the observations in the
Altherren-cave: the discharge increased from 10 mLls to 1.5 Lis
and the specific conductance decreased from 185 to 172. The
temperature increased during the flood event from 2.2 °C to
2.5°C.
The Zimitz-spring in the South of the plateau discharges about
30 Lis during dry periods. On the 4th of September a flood

temperature in °C specific conductance in Cc.2+ in
c..,,2+ in
SI
µSiem
mmol/L
mmol/L
250 ± 18
1.4 ± 0.2
0.03 ±0.005
0.42±0.1
Altherren-cave
2.3 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.1
0.08 ± 0.003
0.35 ± 0.1
Dellerklapf-cave 2.05 ± 0.25
180± 6
1.3 ± 0.1
0.05 ± 0.004
-0.05 ± 0.15
4 .2 ± 0.1
190±5
Zimitz-spring
Table I: Temperature and chemical composition of the water in tire caves and at the spring/or dry periods.
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pH
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Figure 2: Discharge, electrical cond11ctance, temperature and
SI in the Altherren-cave at 80m below the surface.

Figure 3: Discharge, electrical conductance and temperan,re
in the Dellerklapf-cave 220 m below tire surface.

was analysed. In addition to the automatically monitoring
dataloggers, 23 water samples were collected over a 36 hour
period. Within 30 minutes the discharge increased from about 30
Us to 1000 Us. As the discharge passed beyond 300 to 350 Us,
a second spring became active, 50 m higher in elevation than the
observed one . The lag time between precipitation on the plateau
and the response of the spring was about 3 to 4 hours. In contrast
to the variation of water temperature in the cave which exhibits
an increase during the recharge event, at the spring the water
temperature decreased after a short positive peak. With
continuing high discharge the temperature increased above the
pre-event value . 30 minutes after the commencement of the
flood, specific conductance decreased in two steps from I 92
2
µS iem to 178 µSiem. C,,. • and
showed a brief rise at first but
both decreased during the event. The SI decreased during the
flood event to -1 .2 and rised afterwards to O (Figure 4).

Vo!%) than the soil air P cm in the epilcarst. This degassing causes
the observed supersaturation. In contrast to the cave stream
water, the spring water is saturated (SI = 0 ± 0.15). During dry
periods the spring is mainly fed by water stored in the phreatic
zone. This water has reached the phreatic zone in a state of
undersaturation during recharge events and becomes saturated
without degassing, because the time period of flow through the

0:00

Discussion
During dry periods the water in the vadose zone is
supersaturated with respect to calcite (SI = 0.35 ± 0.1). The
supersaturation and the Peru of the water (0.045 Vo!%) indicate
that the water reaches saturation in the epikarst with the soil air
P cor In the vadose zone this water degasses during low flow
conditions because the cave air P co2 is significantly less (0.03
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Cave alr Pcm and cave alr temperature
The Pcoi in the Altherren-cave and Dellerklapf-cave does not
exhibit a major variation. The Pco 2-values (0.02 Vo!% to 0.03
Val%) are in the range of the C0 2-concentration in the
atmosphere and are only slightly elevated in those parts of the
cave with little air movement (0.04 Vo!%). The air temperatures
in the caves are also almost constant at 2.0 ± 0.2 °C. An altitude
dependent gradient in cave air temperature, as descnoed by
JEANNIN (1990) from caves in Switzerland, was not observed.
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Figure 4: Discharge, electrical conductance, temperature and
SI in the Zimitz-spring at the base of the plateau.
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vadose zone is too short for significant degassing. Therefore the
spring water does not exhibit a significant oversaturation.
The water temperature is equal to the temperature of the cave
air in the zone during dry periods. During recharge events, the
water remains undersaturated in the vadose zone and in the
spring. This is due to the shorter remaining time in the epikarst,
which prevents the water to become saturated with calcite. The
dissolution capacity of the water in the vadose zone is only 0.6
mmol/L, which indicates that even during flood events most of
the dissolution takes place in the epikarst. Therefore enlargement
of conduits in the vadose zone as well as in the phreatic zone can
only occur during recharge events. The increase of 3.5 °C in the
water temperature in the Altherren-cave (80 m below the surface)
shows, that the time recharge which is stored in the epikarst, is
not long enough to adjust it to the temperature in that zone. In the
Dellerklapf-cave (220 m below surface) the positive shift in
temperature is dampened. At greater depth of the vadose zone the
water temperature is close to the cave air temperature. The
recharge water enters the phreatic zone with a temperature of
approximatly 2.2 °C. Due to the conduit type of feeder system in
the phreatic zone, recharge water is transmitted rapidly to the
spring and causes a negative deviation of the spring water temperature. A similar observation was made by RENNER (1996) for
the Gallusquelle, a spring in the karst of the Swabian Alb.
Before the fast recharge water reaches the Zimitz-spring,
temperature rises above background levels synchroneously with a
discharge increase. This rise may be caused by the recharge water
of the zone close to the spring where the vadose zone is only
some meters thick. Therefore the water can reach the phreatic
zone without adapting to the lower temperature of the vadose
zone.

Conclusions
The electric conductance, water temperature and pressure head
were measured in two caves in the vadose zone of an alpine karst
area and in a spring at the base of the Totes Gebirge plateau.
Furthermore the chemical composition of the water was
determined during low water and flood periods.
The results show that the temperature of the water equilibrates
with the cave air temperature in the vadose zone and the
temperature in the phreatic zone during low water periods.
During recharge events, the warmer event water causes a positive
shift in the temperature which is more and more dampened in the
vadose zone with increasing depth below the surface. At the
spring, a recharge event leads to a negative deviation of the water
temperature. This effect is due to the adaption to the temperature
of the vadose zone by the event water which is afterwards rapidly
conveyed in the phreatic zone towards the spring.
Furthermore the data show that the water is supersaturated
during low flow conditions in the vadose zone due to degassing
of CO, into the cave air. During dry periods water at the spring is
close to saturation because it is fed by phreatic water. During
flood periods the water is undersaturated in the vadose zone as
well as at the spring. This indicates that enlargement of conduits
in the phreatic zone only occurs during recharge events.
Furthermore the input concentrations of calcium from the vadose
zone even during peak flow are close to saturation because of the
dissolution in the epikarstic zone.
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Definition and characteristics of stone forest epikarst aquifers in
South China
Peter W. Huntoon
Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming 82071 U.S.A.

Abstract
Epikarsts serve as hosts for shallow, thin, largely unconfined aquifers, herein called stone forest aquifers. Stone forest aquifers are
characterized by very large lateral permeabilities and small reservoir storage. These aquifers occur in lowland environments such as
karst plains, valley floors and floors of karst depressions. Most of the ground water exploited from them in south China is produced
from under broad karst plains and along stream valleys.
Stone forest aquifers occupy the epikarst zone where the undissolved carbonate bedrock, which is virtually impermeable, serves as a
structural framework that holds saturated or partially saturated unconsolidated infills comprised of soils, dissolution residual clays and
externally derived elastics sediments.
The water in the stone forest aquifers usually represents the top of a fully saturated substrate. Consequently, in lowland areas, there
usually is no underlying vadose zone. Lateral circulation predominates.
Storage within the stone forest aquifers occurs within dissolution voids and dissolution-widened fractures in the carbonates, and,
more importantly, in the intergranular porosity within the unconsolidated infills. Permeability through the aquifers in decreasing order
of importance results from : (I) partings between the carbonates and infills, (2) interconnected dissolution cavities within the carbonate
bedrock, and (3) intergranular permeability within the infills. The largest permeabilities are associated with the partings between the
carbonate bedrock and the infills at the bases of the dissolution fissures which separate the stone pinnacles.
The large lateral transmissivities and poor storage characteristics of stone forest aquifers causes them to be difficult to manage.
Seasonal recharge during the wet season, although it commonly fully saturates the aquifers, is quickly transmitted out of the area during
the dry season . Water levels decline rapidly as the water is lost from storage and little water remains in the aquifers to sustain yields
during the latter parts of the dry season.
Two common hazards plague regions underlain by stone forest aquifers: (I) sinkhole collapses and (2) leaky dams. The sinkholes
usually result from collapses of the infill material into the space created by dissolution near the base of the epikarst zone. Dam failures
are characterized by lateral underflow through the epikarst zone under the dam.

Stone forests

Kunming stone forest

The Chinese term "stone forest" is defined in YUAN ( 1988)
as: "a complex landscape consisting of dense rock spires having a
variety of shapes separated by numerous dissolution-widened
fractures (grikes) . The surfaces of the spires and walls of the
grikes exhibit vertical flutes (lapies). The spires are commonly
about 20 m high although the highest reach 50 m. The upper
surfaces of the spires are modified by dissolution by rain water."
See Figure I.
The origin of stone forests is the subject of debate with some
workers claiming that stone forests develop under soils whereas
others believe they are surface dissolution forms . The Chinese
perspective on this debate is briefly summarized in JIANG, YUAN
& HUNTOON (1993). My experience in the karst areas of
southeast Asia is that most stone forests are at least partially
buried by combinations of soils, dissolution residuals and
externally derived elastic sediments (Figure 2). These
unconsolidated materials will be collectively referred to as infills
in this article. The bulk of the dissolution which gives rise to
stone forests in this environment appears to take place below the
in fills.
I have not observed fundamental morphologic distinctions
between the bare epikarst and soil-covered epikarst that I have
examined in southeast Asia. In fact, as I compared profiles
through both types in quarry walls, wells, and outcrops along
stream channels and excavations, taxonomic distinctions between
the morphologies found in different settings became even more ·
ambiguous. This finding has been reinforced by tracing epikarst
exposures from bare hill environments into quarried soil-covered
zones in the adjacent plains in Guangxi and Guizhou . Little
morphologic variability is evident, other than obvious

The 912 km Lunan stone forest is an archetypical example of
a stone forest from which the geometric characteristics that are
described herein were observed. It is located 84 km southeast of
Kunming, Yunnan Province, Peoples Republic of China (LIAO &
Xu, 1993). This stone forest is commonly known as the Kunming
stone forest by international tourists.
The Lunan stone forest is a spectacularly well developed
epikarst characterized by stone pinnacles separated by dissolved
fi ssures (Figure I). The pinnacles reach heights of 50 m. The
attribute which makes this stone forest so unique is that the
infilling sediments have been almost totally removed so we can
see the complete three-dimensional morphology of the dissolved
carbonate bedrock.

dissolutional modification of the exposed spires by rainfall.

2

Epikarst
Stone forests are spectacular epikarst features and as such
they have a significant hydraulic function . The word "epikarst"
was first employed as an adjective to qualify a class of aquifers
by MANG IN ( I 974-75) in mountainous terrain. He defined
"epikarst aquifer" to denote saturated zones within the intensely
dissolved veneers on carbonate sections beneath soils and on
exposed carbonate outcrops.
Mangin's usage of epikarst aquifer, as well as its use by most
subsequent workers, is restricted to the saturated parts of
dissolution veneers occurring on elevated outcrops which are
separated from underlying aerially extensive aquifers by a vadose
zone. Although there are important lateral circulation
components within the elevated epikarst aquifers, they were
initially conceptualized as compartmentalized collector systems
which ultimately funnel water to infiltration conduits through the
vadose zone (WILLIAMS, 1985). Consequently, vertical flow was
emphasized over lateral circulation, particularly in alpine and
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Figure J. Stone pillars suc/r as t/rese serve as tire framework for
stone forest aquifers w/ren i11fil/ed with sdiuments. Kunming
stone forest, Yunnan Province, C/rina.

unconsolidated infills comprised of soils, dissolution residual
clays and externally derived elastics sediments.
When I was searching for a term to describe the shallow,
unconfined epikarst aquifers that serve as the primary water
supplies for many towns and rural areas in south China, I wanted
to find a term that also conveyed the characteristics of the highly
dissolved carbonate substrate that served as a framework for such
aquifers. The term "stone forest aquifer" ideally served this need
because it conveys a robust visual image. Compare this to the
obvious alternative - epikarst aquifer - which would mean little to
most people. My choice resulted directly from a visit to the
famous Lunan (Kunming) stone forest.
The term "stone forest aquifer" was also deliberately chosen
to avoid having to distinguish between the saturated and
unsaturated parts of the epikarst morphologic zone, and the
controversies that karstologists engage in as they try to draw
taxonomic distinctions between the myriad epikarst dissolutional
landforms. Instead, the term stone forest aquifer focuses on
commonalities in hydraulic function within the epikarst zone, and
carries with it the notion of saturation which is implicit in the
noun aquifer.
The total area underlain by carbonate rocks in China is
6
3.4xl0 km' . Most of these carbonates are buried by Quaternary
deposits or other rocks. Carbonates crop out over 910,000 km'
(LI and others, 1985), and, of that total, about 100,000 km' is
tower karst in Guizhou and Yunnan provinces, and the Guangxi
Autonomous Region. Owing to this vast distribution of
carbonates, and the fact that stone forest aquifers provide most of
the exploitable ground water in the south China karst belt, it is
clear why stone forest aquifers are of such importance. Their
importance is accentuated by the huge populations that depend

sub-alpine areas.
Since introduction of the concept of an epikarst aquifer,
epikarst has been widely adopted as a noun to denote the
morphology of the highly dissolved veneer itself. This usage is
adopted here.
Epikarst is an intensely dissolved zone consisting of an
intricate network of intersecting roofless dissolutionwidened fissures, cavities, and tubes dissolved into the
uppermost part of the carbonate bedrock. The
dissolution features in the epikarst zone are organized to
move infiltrating water laterally to downgradient seeps
and springs or to collector structures such as shafts that
conduct the water farther into the subsurface.
Lateral ground water movement predominates over vertical
movement in ~ost epikarst zones, especially in lowland
environments such as the many karst plains, valley floors and
floors of karst depressions found throughout southeast China and
elsewhere in the world. Epikarst zones are commonly
ephemerally or partially saturated (MILLS, 1989).

Stone forest aquifers and their importance
ln many low-lying environments, the epikarst serves as an
host for shal low, thin, largely unconfined aquifers, herein called
stone forest aquifers. Stone forest aquifers are characterized by
very large lateral permeabilities and small reservoir storage.
Stone forest aquifers occur in areas underlain by carbonate
rocks. They occupy the epikarst zone where the undissolved
carbonate bedrock, which is virtually impermeable, serves as a
structural framework that holds saturated or partially saturated

Figure 2. Laborers /ra ve started to dig into tire solution cavities
in a well in a stone forest aquifer after removing the
overburden near Xiaopingyang, Gua11gxi Autonomous Region,
Chilla.
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on them. Approximately 100 million Chinese live in the south
China karst belt.

Aquifer properties
Stone forest aquifers occur under flat areas within the south
China karst belt, including karst peneplains, river valleys, all
classes of karst depressions, and various flat upland areas. Most
of the exploitable ground water is produced from under broad
karst plains and along stream valleys (Figure 3).

Porosity of
epikarst zone
in carbonate
bedrock without
elastic infill

80

POROSITY
1000--='20=--40""="""_50_--,80~-1~00
POROSITY (Percent)

Figure 4. Porosity distributions in a typical stone forest aquifer
based 011 oberservations from hand dug wells and quarries,
Guangxi Autonomous Region, China.
Figure 3. Stone forest aquifers underlie the karst plains shown
her, Guangxi Autonomous Region, China.
The water in the stone forest aquifers usually represents the
top of a fully saturated substrate. Consequently, in lowland areas,
there usually is no underlying vadose zone. Lateral circulation
predominates. Storage within the stone forest aquifers occurs
within dissolution voids and dissolution-widened fractures in the
carbonates, and, more importantly, in the intergranular porosity
within the unconsolidated infills. Permeability results from, in
decreasing order of importance: (I) partings between the
carbonates and infills, (2) interconnected dissolution cavities
within the carbonate bedrock, and (3) intergranular permeability
within the infills.
In most case that I examined, the largest permeabilities were
associated with the partings that develop between the carbonate
bedrock and the infills. Such partings are most prevalent between
the infills and bedrock at the bases of the dissolution fissures
which separate the stone pinnacles. These partings tend to be
laterally interconnected and highly permeable. The permeabilities
of the infills are generally very small owing to the presence of
clays.
Figure 4 summarizes the porosity distributions in a typical
stone forest aquifer. Notice that the carbonate bedrock, which
comprises the framework for the stone forest aquifer, generally
has negligible permeability. The volume of limestone dissolved
from the epikarst zone is a significant fraction of the total volume
of rock, often being more than 80 or even 90 percent near the
tops of the pinnacles. However, when the dissolved voids
between the pinnacles are filled, the available ground water
storage is reduced to the porosity of the infilling material
represented by the left-hand curve on Figure 4.
The reservoir characteristics of stone forest aquifers are very
poor. As shown on Figure 4, the saturated zone is thin, usually
less than 30 m, because the porosity falls to negligible values
below the base of the epikarst zone. At those depths, available

porosity occurs only as dissolved openings along fractures and,
rarely, as caves.
Permeabilities within stone forest aquifers are highly
anisotropic and heterogeneous. In general, vertical permeabilities
are small owing to the layering of the infills and the fact that
many layers are clay rich. Lateral permeabilities through the
elastic infills tend to be small near the surface, but reach conduit
values in the interconnected separations that develop between the
elastic infills and the underlying bedrock near the base of the
dissolved fissures.
The lateral permeability distribution shown on Figure 5 is
that observed in many hand dug wells in the south China stone
forest aquifers. The highest yields typically are encountered at or
very near the bases of the elastic infills. Most of the water flows
into the wells from the partings between the infills and the bases
of the epikarst fissures.
I interpret the development of the water-yielding partings to
be direct evidence that dissolution of the carbonate bedrock is
most active below the bases of the elastic infills. Commonly, the
entire infill section fails when catastrophic sinkhole collapses
occur in stone forest aquifers. This fact also reveals that
dissolutional space is being created at the base of the epikarst
zone.
The elastic infills within the stone forest aquifers can serve as
effective vertical as well as lateral seals. For example, small
artesian rises are often observed in wells drilled or dug into such
infills, revealing the presence of vertical seals. Likewise, variable
heads observed within clusters of adjacent karst windows in
stone forest aquifers indicate the presence of lateral seals
(HUNTOON, 1992a, p. 172-173). The compartmentalization of
stone forest aquifers by lateral seals tends to be a local
phenomenon.
More commonly, stone forest aquifers are characterized by
excellent lateral circulation. Thus, the dominant flow direction
through them is horizontal.
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Figure 5. Idealized vertical permeability distributions in a
typical stone forest aquifer based on oberservations from hand
dug wells, Guangxi Autonomous Region, China.

Seasonal responses
The south China karst belt lies within the humid subtropical
monsoon climatic zone. In a typical year, 70 to 75 percent of the
precipitation falls during the April to August period. This
produces widespread flooding of karst depressions and the stone
forest aquifers become fully recharged.
Water levels fall rapidly once the rains cease. A major
fraction of the water leaves in the form of lateral circulation
through the basal parts of the aquifers. The interconnected
separations between the elastic infills and carbonate bedrock
serve as very effective drains which allow for rapid circulation to
incised streams, to caves through nearby bedrock hills, or to
lowland springs. Water levels drop sufficiently by October or
November so that farmers must lift the water from wells and
karst windows even in lowland areas which were previously
flooded . By December, the bulk of the seasonal recharge has left
the region and drought conditions begin to set in.

Hazards
Two common hazards plague regions underlain by stone
forest aquifers: (1) sinkhole collapses and (2) leaky dams.
Ground water pumpage results in reduced pressures near the
bases of the elastic infills in the stone forest aquifers. The result
is failure of the infills due to the collapse of the infill material
into the space created by dissolution near the base of the epikarst
zone. The ground suddenly subsides between the stone pillars
and ribs, often exposing the water table in the form of an
artificially created karst window.
The sinkhole collapses are usually concentrated close to large
capacity wells, and chains of sinkholes revealed the orientations
of the most productive fissures that supplied the wells. Virtually
all of the collapses that I observed in the karst plains of south
China were caused by failures of the elastic infills, not collapses
of caves.
Dam fa ilures, characterized by lateral underflow through the

epikarst zone under the dam, are common throughout the south
China karst. The problem is circulation through the permeable
stone forest aquifers, not leakage through caves. ln most cases,
the foundations of the leaky dams were set directly on the
undisturbed land surface. A remedy is to excavate all the infill
material from the epikarst zone under the dam site, and seal the
dissolution fissures and tubes that are found . Complete grout
curtains under the entire dam and abutments finish the job.
Technical limitations and high costs of such extensive pre-dam
construction work appear to preclude success in many cases.

Discussion
One primary source for potable ground water in the south
China karst belt is the shallow stone forest epikarst aquifers. The
reliability of stone forest aquifer supplies has been adversely
impacted by massive post-1958 deforestation. Removal of the
forests has significant diminished seasonal upland storage of
water allowing for catastrophic flooding during the wet season
and rapid streamflow recessions during the dry season. The stone
forest aquifers, which rely on dry season releases from the
forested uplands, now experience greatly diminished recharge
during the dry season. This important hydrologic factor coupled
with the poor storage characteristics and large lateral
transmissivities of the aquifers makes for a precarious water
supply during the latter part of the dry season. The impact on the
local population is of serious concern because the south China
karst belt is host to approximately I 00 million people who live
three crop failures away from starvation .
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II ruolo dello strata limite turbolento
nella morfogenesi dei rillenkarren
Sergio Martini
Pian d 'Ordia 190, 1-19024 Varese Ligure, Italy

Abstract
Some observations on rillenkarren epigenetic morphology may show the prevailing occurrence of turbulent boundary layer property
for their genesis, through minimization of the shearing stress acting on the rock wall; a "water flow-karren" interaction model is
suggested and, by means of a physical quantity derived from the channels geometrical configuration and named "effective excavation
factor", a procedure is formulated to account for such an hydrodynamical efficiency.

Riassunto
Alcune osservazioni relative alle morfologie epigee a campi solcati suggeriscono di poter attribuire alla loro genesi ii preponderante
concorso delle proprietil dello strato limite turbolento, ci6 in ragione della capacitil di tali superficie di minimizzare gli sforzi di attrito a
parete; si propone quindi un modello di interazione "flusso idrico-karren" e si formula una procedura che ne giustifica l'efficacia
idrodinamica tramite ii calcolo di una grandezza fisica dipendente dalla configurazione geometrica dei solchi, detta "fattore di
escavazione efficace".

Forme di dissoluzione superficiale
Le morfologie "karren" sono fortemente dipendenti dai
dettagli dell'ambiente in cui hanno origine; ii modello
morfogenetico di queste strutture, quindi, e reso complesso
dall'entitil dei parametri che le controllano e dalle loro
interrelazioni : lo studio teorico che propongo si limita a
considerare forme risultanti da flussi di superficie scorrenti su
aree in pendenza, cioe i rillenkarren. Rammento come la loro
formazione sia stata sperimentata (GLEW, 1977) per mezzo di un
"simulatore di pioggia" su blocchi di salgemma; dai risultati
ottenuti si rileva come i rillenkarren costituiscano una morfologia
stabile ripetentesi nelle rocce senza variazioni nella geometria
generale: i solchi si producono nella direzione della massima
pendenza e terminano quando ii tlusso che discende la parete
".. .raggiunge uno spessore critico" . Lo sviluppo dei rillenkarren
sembrerebbe quindi associato agli stadi inc1p1enti de!
dilavamento superficiale, dove la pellicola d'acqua e sottile e la
sua velocitil minore. Variando la pendenza dei suoi modelli Glew
ha dimostrato che la lunghezza dei solchi, dalla cresta alla linea
di rottura, e funzione dell'angolo di inclinazione della superficie
dilavata: questo, infatti , varia ii modulo della componente
gravitativa applicata alla massa fluida e quindi ne varia la
velocitil di scorrimento.

II "bursting" nello strato limite turbolento
E accertato sia su base teorica che sperimentale che gli sforzi
di Reynolds all'intemo di correnti turbolente di parete sono
preponderatamente dovuti al processo di "bursting" nello strato
limite turbolento (WILLMARTH, 1977; BLACKWELDER,
1979); questo fenomeno, che e conseguenza dell'instabilitil
provocata dall'azione di vortici di perturbazione controrotanti
(fig. I) allineati con la direzione della corrente media (COLES,
1987), consiste nell'iniezione inrermittente dello strato limite di
fluido a bassa velocitil proveniente dal substrato viscoso
prossimo alla parete e conduce quindi ad un intenso trasporto
trasversale di quantitil di moto che e nuovamente responsabile di
un incremento delle tluttuazioni turbolente. Un punto di flesso e
quindi una condizione di instabilitil si produce nei profili di
velocitil media sotto all'azione di questi vortici che hanno origine
nel processo di genesi della turbolenza ad opera di instabilitil

successive (STUART, 1987). Allorche ii punto di tlesso si
allontana dalla parete e l'azione delle forze viscose si attenua
compaiono delle instabilitil secondarie che innescano ii bursting
(LUMLEY, 1979). Si pu6 dedurre (JANG, 1984; JANG, 1986)
un modello teorico sulla genesi del "bursting" basato
sull'interazione non lineare di due classi di onde di perturbazione
tridirnensionali : questa conduce a risonanza per una lunghezza
d'onda trasversale adimensionale A.* = 90 (le lunghezze
contrassegnate con ii sirnbolo • sono adimensionalizzate rispetto
alla velocitil di attrito a parete e alla viscositil cinematica); le
misure sperimentali della spaziatura trasversale delle bande di
fluido rallentato rispetto alla corrente media operate da diversi
autori sono in perfetto accordo con tale lunghezza d'onda.

Influenza dei campi solcati sullo strato limite
turbo lento
Sulla base del modello di "bursting" (iniezione interrnittente
di strato limite di fluido a bassa velocitil) ora descritto e possibile
irnmaginare come l'esistenza di morfologie superficiali tipo
rillenkarren e quindi la genesi di canalicoli concordi al flusso
della corrente idrica (normalmente paralleli alla linea di massima
pendenza) sulla superficie di rocce carbonatiche soggette ad
intenso dilavamento costituisca una condizione di "economia" e
quindi di "stabilitil" del sistema, provocando una riduzione della
circolazione dei vortici di perturbazione in ragione del formarsi
di vortici longitudinali secondari originantisi in corrispondenza
delle "creste" dei canalicoli: questo, concordemente a quanto
deterrninato sperimentalmente, si verifica allorche la spaziatura
trasversale D* tra i canaletti de! campo solcato e dell'ordine di
1/4 della lunghezza d'onda trasversale caratteristica dei vortici
controrotanti (WALSH, 1982; BECHERT, 1985). La profonditil
adimensionale Z* dei solchi de! rillenkarren dovrebbe inoltre
essere dell'ordine dello spessore locale del substrato viscoso
(COLES, 1987).
Un decremento nella diffusione della quantitil di moto
perpendicolarmente alla superficie de! letto di scorrimento ed un
decremento
delle
tluttuazioni
turbolente
si
hanno
conseguentemente alla riduzione della componente longitudinale
del vettore vorticitil, ma la frequenza delle iniezioni intermittenti
di strato limite di fluido a bassa velocitil ("bursting") rimarrebbe
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inalterata (WALSH, I 984 ); contemporaneamente a questo
"meccanismo", pen'>, se ne verifica un secondo in grado di
controllare la geometria dei campi solcati : nelle aree
corrispondenti ai minimi (avvallamenti) ed ai massimi (creste)
delle scanalature ii flusso idrico presenta una velocita media ed
un gradiente alla parete rispettivamente minore e maggiore
rispetto a quelli che si avrebbero nel caso di un flusso idrico che
scorra, con la medesima velocita estema media, su di una
superficie di roccia piana.
All'intemo dei solchi hanno luogo riduzioni del gradiente che
agiscono quindi su superfici di area ben maggiore rispetto a
quelle interessate dagli incrernenti del gradiente. Ne deriva in
definitiva una riduzione netta del coefficiente di attrito medio alla
parete, per un'entita ta le da poter compensare l'incremento di
superficie bagnata cbe la lastra rocciosa scanalata inevitabilmente
cornporta. Si puo far rilevare come, mentre ii primo modello
proposto si basa su di un'analisi fenomenologica concorde
all'interpretazione dei dati sperimentali, ii secondo puo essere
descritto in forrna analitica, sempre nell'ipotesi cbe l'altezza
geometrica dei solchi sia dello stesso ordine di grandezza dello
spessore del substrato viscoso, all'intemo del quale la
distribuzione della cornponente longitudinale della velocita e
lineare.

Calcolo del fattore di escavazione efficace
mediante trasformazioni conformi
Un buon metodo per detenninare l'efficacia dei campi solcati
lo si ottiene analizzando come ii profilo di velocita relativo ad
una superficie di roccia piana si modifica per la presenza di
canalicoli e questo, limitatamente al substrato viscoso, e possibile
con metodi analitici . lmponendo la condizione di una corrente
stazionaria di un fluido incomprimibile, in assenza di forze di
massa, l'equazione di avier-Stokes per la cornponente u della
valocita nella direzione del moto:
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si riduce all'equazione di Laplace nel piano y-z:
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Soluzione della (2) e ii profilo di velocita lineare: u = ky

(3)

Caratteristico del substrato viscoso di una superficie piana.
Se al posto di una superficie piana (bidimensionale) considero
una superficie caratterizzata dalla presenza di solchi longitudinali
(tridimensionale), introduco necessariamente la dipendenza dalla
coordinata z. Occorre quindi trasforrnare la geometria e le
proprieta della corrente fluida, note nelle condizioni di
scorrimento sulla parete piana, in quelle relative al rillenkarren di
geometria voluta. el primo caso la descrizione esaustiva si
ottiene per mezzo di una griglia ortogonale in cui ogni linea
orizzontale rappresenta una linea a velocita costante deterrninata
dalla (3). Sulla superficie di un campo solcato le linee a velocita
costante non sono piu rettilinee ma si conforrnano alle nuove
condizioni al contomo periodiche vinco late dalla geometria dei
canalicoli : la distribuzione dei gradienti di velocita sul campo
solcato e calcolabile deterrninando l'andamento di tali linee. Dato
che per le ipotesi fatte ii substrata viscoso
govemato
dall'equazione di Laplace (2), l'andamento delle linee a velocita
costante sul
rillenkarren
si
puo ottenere,
mediante

e

generalizzazione di una metodologia proposta da BECHERT
( 1986), per mezzo della tecnica delle trasforrnazioni confonni ; in
questo modo: a) si ottengono soluzioni in forrna chiusa; b) i punti
singolari sul contomo (vincolati dalla geometria del campo
solcato) risultano di agevole trattamento; c) un parametro
geometrico cbe consente di valutare !'influenza dei solchi sul
profilo di velocita (nelle immediate vicinanze della parete) detto
"Fattore di escavazione efficace", e ricavabile mediante
espressione analitica. Tali soluzioni sono ottenibili per ogni
geometria di interesse applicativo mediante algoritmi basati sulle
trasforrnazioni di Schwarz-Christoffel e di Kutta-Joukowski. Allo
scopo di ricadere in geometrie le piu possibili rappresentative di
situazioni "reali" ci si e Iimitati ad esaminare le tre configurazioni
di campi solcati con canalicoli a sezione "tipo", cioe quelli cbe in
natura
sembrano
poter
essere
soggetti
a
maggior
generalizzazione: solcbi con sezione a "setti" ; solchi con sezione
"concava" e solchi con sezione a "dente di sega" (MARTINl ,
1997).

Confronto fra le varie geometrie dei campi
solcati
L'andamento de! fattore di escavazione efficace e stato
calcolato, per tutte le geometrie considerate, in funzione de!
rapporto Z/D Ira l'altezza dei solchi e la distanza intercorrente tra
gli stessi . Come risulta chiaramente in figura 2, la curva della
funzione Ze/D=f(Z/D) indica cbe le tre geometrie considerate
denunciano caratteristiche piu o meno identiche: l'andamento e
monotono tendente ad un valore asintotico pari ad (Ze/D)max =
0,2206.
L'unica dipendenza che si rileva dalla geometria dei solchi e
la rapidita con la quale si tende all'asintoto: comunque, se ii
rapporto Z/D non presenta valori troppo grandi solo la geometria
a setti conduce ad un valore di Ze/D molto prossirno al valore
asintotico;
valori de! fattore di escavazione efficace
corrispondente alle geornetrie concava e a dente di sega sono via
via minori .
Val utazione dell'efficacia dei campi solcati : confrontando i
dati di resistenza superficiale ottenuti per via sperimentale
(WALSH, 1982; WALSH, 1984) con ii valore del fattore di
escavazione efficace ottenuto analiticamente si puo valutare
l'efficacia cbe i diversi tipi di solcbi presentano nella riduzione
degli sforzi di attrito.
Allo scopo risulta necessario calcolare ii valore del rapporto
Ze/D per le varie geometrie, cosi da poter valutare la resistenza
allo scorrimento de! fluido indipendentemente da ogni "Fattore di
forrna" : i dati ottenuti per via sperimentale, infatti , vengono
norrnalmente fomiti come rapporto tra la resistenza di attrito
della superficie a solchi e quella della superficie piana in
funzione della spaziatura adimensionalizzata D* -intercorrente tra
i solchi che, essendo rappresentativi di sezioni dalla di versa
geometria, non risultano direttamente confrontabili . Si tenga
comunque presente che una indicazione quantitativa della
riduzione di resistenza d'attrito ottenibile da un rillenkarren
rispetto ad una superficie rocciosa piana si puo avere solamente
per mezzo di risultati sperimentali : ii Fattore di escavazione
efficace permette di ottenere informazioni qualitative, o
comunque semplicemente indicative.
Mettendo insieme i dati sperimentali con i valori del rappono
Ze/D per le diverse geometrie e prescindendo dalle alterazioni
comunque presenti nelle situazioni reali, si ottiene un diagrarnma
(fig.3) rappresentativo de! "funzionamento" di vari tipi di campi
solcati (cioe di vari tipi di solchi) in varie condizioni di deflusso
idrico. Graficando D* in scala logaritmica, le condizioni che
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comportano una diminuzione effettiva della resistenza di attrito
sono ben discriminabili rispetto a quelle che ne comportano un
aumento, mediante una retta nel piano (D*, Ze/D); sempre dallo
stesso diagramma risaltano due regioni (A et B) in cui l'azione
dei canalicoli risulta particolarmente importante nella
diminuzione della resistenza: non e improbabile che queste due
diverse aree siano rappresentative della diversa dipendenza che i
due (diversi) meccanismi di interazione rillenkarren-strato limite
presentati precedentemente hanno nei confronti della spaziatura
laterale adimensionalizzata D*. II primo meccanismo (influenza
de! "bursting" nello strato limite) e infatti fortemente dipendente
dalla grandezza adimensionale D* : allorche i solchi siano
distanziati piu di 1/4 della lunghezza d'onda trasversale dei
vortici controrotanti la sua efficacia comincia a diminuire (sono
proprio i vortici controrotanti, infatti , i responsabili de!
"bursting") . II secondo meccanismo (riduzione media dei
gradienti di velocitil e quindi dello sforzo a parete), invece, none
funzione di D* ma solo dell'andamento della sezione: tanto !'area
della superficie bagnata quanto la distribuzione dei gradienti di
velocitil, infatti, dipendono solamente dalla forma della sezione
dei solchi . Tutto cio, ovviamente, rispettate le ipotesi premesse e,
in particolare, nei limiti dello spazio intemo al substrato viscoso.
L'influenza del "bursting" sullo strato limite risulta allora
perfettamente efficace solo nella zona A: aumentando ii valore
del rapporto Ze/D (aumento della superficie bagnata) la sua
efficacia risu lta diminuita dalla minore riduzione di resistenza
consentita dal meccanismo di riduzione dei gradienti di velocitil.
Complessivamente, quindi , per i due meccanismi agenti
contemporaneamente si ottiene l'efficacia massima per valori de!
fattore di escavazione efficace tra 0. 16 e 0. 17. E' a questo pun to
scontato come nell'area B risulti preponderante l'azione de!
meccanismo di riduzione dei gradienti di velocitil (si ha infatti un
minore aumento della superficie bagnata per valori ridotti del
rapporto Ze/D) rispetto al meccanismo d'influenza de! "bursting"
sullo strato limite. ell'area B, quindi, si hanno riduzioni della
resistenza di attrito inferiori a quelle che si ottengono nell'area A,
ma comunque meno dipendenti dalla grandezza D*, cioe dalle
condizioni della corrente fluida .

Conclusioni
el caso di deflusso idrico su campo solcato (rillenkarren) ii
coefficiente di attrito di parete risulta influenzato dalla sinergia di
due meccanismi di interazione tra correnti turbolente e solchi : I)
l'alterazione della circolazione dei vort1c1 controrotanti
responsabili de! "bursting" dello strato limite e ii primo
meccanismo: questi e funzione della grandezza adimensionale
"spaziatura laterale" D* e presenta ii massimo dell'efficacia per
valori di D* all'incirca inferiori a 20 .2) la riduzione dei gradienti
di velocitil e dei gradienti alla parete e ii secondo meccanismo:
questi riesce parzialmente a controbilanciare l'incremento di

superficie bagnata che la geometria dei campi solcati
necessariamente comporta. La determinazione dei valori del
fattore di escavazione efficace per varie geometrie di campi
solcati e l'esame di tali dati porta ad apprezzame la morfologia
secondo un criterio di stabilitil strutturale ed equilibrio energetico
de! sistema "flusso idrico-rillenkarren" ; a tutto questo dovril
seguire un'attivitil sperimentale e di campagna atta a confermare
o meno la validitil delle ipotesi fatte sul loro meccanismo di
interazione con la corrente turbolenta di parete.
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Determination of the hydraulic characteristics of the epikarst
- Local and regional approaches Martin Sauter
Applied Geology, University ofTUbingen, Sigwartstrasse I 0, 72076 Tilbingen, Germany

Abstract
The role of the epikarst for the spatial and temporal distribution of recharge water has been recognised for some time. Further, with
its position close to the surface. its high porosity and high hydraulic conductivity, as well as the considerable content in organic matter,
the epikarst is regarded to dominate the release of organic contaminants in case of accidental spills. The geometry of the epikarst has
been studied in several karst depressions with an integrated geophysical approach. The hydraulic properties of this important compartment of a karst system was investigated at local scale in a karst depression.

The epikarst
The epikarst can be usually described as a zone with significant fracturing, solutional enlargement of the fractures and is therefore
characterised by high storage and high hydraulic conductivity. In the Swabian Alb region. SW-Germany, its thickness is estimated to
vary between a few to approximately I O m and vertical drainage is generally restricted by a less permeable base. This reduction in
hydraulic conductivity is believed to be a result of the decrease in fracture apertures and due to the sealing effect of the residual products
of the weathering processes. The above described structure of the epikarst explains the development of a thin saturated zone, i.e. a
perched aquifer, where flow occurs laterally. The epikarst water mainly drains via solution shafts to the phreatic zone. The described
structure of the epikarst explains why this zone plays a major role in the temporal and spatial distribution of groundwater recharge and
with its high content in organic matter, acting as a so rbent, it is believed to be of considerable importance for the release of organic
contaminants. Using geological, hydrogeological and geophysical techniques, the geometry and the characteristics of this horizon was
studied in detail.

Geological investigations
In order to obtain information on the geological structure and the base of the epikarst ea. 40 small diameter boreholes were drilled
using a hammer coring technique was used . Some of the boreholes were equipped as piezometers. The results of the geological investigations show that the top zone of the karst system also consists of thick unconsolidated material, which can be further differentiated
geologically. These deposits are the result of the complex history and geological/geomorphological processes of the recent quaternary
period (< I 00000a). Therefore the concept of the epikarst needs to be modified to include the complex structure of the depression fill as
well because due to its hydraulic properties it can have an important role on the temporal and spatial variation of groundwater recharge
and the storage of contaminants. Figure I shows a geological cross-section of the unconsolidated material, covering the limestone. The
thickness of this zone varies between a few decimetres and approximately 15 m, depending on the position re lative to the centre of the
depression. The basis consists of weathered limestone and residual loam with relatively low permeability. It is followed by a thick layer
ofsolifluction material, which was transported during the interglacials into the topographically low areas. The centre of the depression is
frequently filled with eolian sediments, e.g. loess. The solifluction material is loosely consolidated and highly porous with hydraulic
3
conductivity of approximately I 0· 5 rn/s, while the hydraulic conductivity of silty, loamy centre fill varies between I 0·7 and I 0· rn/s.
Therefore, only in the low conductive areas, a perched water level could be detected.

Geophysical investigations
This complex structure of the epikarstic zone requires adapted methods of investigation. Geophysical techniques had been used to
delineate the boundaries of the depression, to differentiate the internal structure of the fill and to detect local perched saturated zones.
However, due to this complexity, a single geophysical technique usually gives ambiguous results. DC-resistivity mapping provides a
quick overview of the subsurface geology. The geoelectric properties influence the results to a lesser degree. compared to other methods. The geoelectric survey assists in designing appropriate shotpoint arrays for the seismic refraction survey. Shotpoints should be
located above the topographical highs of the bedrock. With refraction seismics the structure of the boundary between bedrock and
unconsolidated material can be resolved . Under favourable conditions, i.e. electrically low absorption materials, ground penetrating
radar displays very good resolution for lithological and structural differences of bedrock and depression fill.
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Epikarst Aquifer in Fengcong Regions, South China
SONGLinhua
Group of Karstology and Speleology, Institute of Geography, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 10010 I, China

Abstract
The fengcong karst landform is well developed in the slopes between Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau and Guangxi
basin. The strong uplift of the region caused a deep cutting of the surface and subsurface drainage courses. Consequently,
the thickness of the vadose zone ranges from some tens to several hundred meters. Even if the region is situated in the
subtropical monsoon climatic zone with annual precipitations of 1000 - 2000 mm, it is very dry in winter and spring.
The underground drainage system consists of a main course and tributaries absorbing the water by the karstic
fissures in this thick vadose zone. It is very difficult to locate the drainage systems. Also, it is invaluable to drill borehole
for water supply for the dispersed habitants in fengcong regions. An valuable approach to solve the problems of water
supply for the decentralized habitants, is to build water tanks and pools.
The surface water from the nearby hills is rich in organism and sediments. It is seriously polluted. However, the
epikarst spring is a good and sufficient source for a fine quality water supply. During the raining season, it is better to
diverse the epikarst spring to the water tanks and pools. The advantages of this technique are: (1) the generally high
quality of the epikarst water; (2) the rather stable drains; (3) easy supply as the spring usually is at a higher position than
the settlements; and (4) easy management.
It is important to improve the ecological system which controls the duration and storage of epikarst aquifer. The
small springs of epikarst aquifer in the exposed karst hill only last for several months in the raining season. But in the
forest covering karst hill, it lasts almost a year. To develop the epikarst water resource, the ecosystem should be
improved.

Theoretical consideration
The definition and characteristics of epikarst (subcutaneous karst) aquifer have been discussed by many authors
since the seventies (MANGIN, 1973-1975; GUNN, 1978, 1981 , 1983; WrLLIAMS, 1983, 1985; SONG, 1986; KLIMCHOUK,
1995). This paper is stressed on the development of epikarst water resource.
The joints and openings in limestone close to the surface have been strongly enlarged and widened by the physochemical weathering to form the fissure nets. Below the weathering zone, the density and dimensions of the fissures
decrease very fast, and fissures are gradually closed with the increasing depth. The weathering residuals including debris
and soil are filled into the opened fissures . The rain infiltrates into the fissures . A part of the water is stored in the fissure
nets to form the epikarst aquifer while the less fractured limestone below acts as an impermeable media. Some water in
the epikarst aquifer will be drained down along the main and opened fractures towards the saturated zone. The epikarst
aquifer forms the hydraulic dolinal structure around the vertical fast flow channel (Fig. 1).
In some cases, the water in the epikarst aquifer is drained directly to the cave in fast flow and/or slow flow. The
velocity of percolating through the limestone massif to the cave roof varies from 0.048 cm/s to 0.11 cm/s or the discharge
from 1.441/h to 216 1/h, the minimum 0.03 1/h and maximum for the jet flow being 1620 1/h in Planina Jama (HAB1c,
1979).
The epikarst may be developed both in the depression and limestone hills. The difference between the epikarst
aquifers in the depression and hills are: The epikarst in the depression is shaped as the dolinal zone, the water is
centralized to the vertical shaft, the vertical flow is dominant. The epikarst in the limestone hills has the shape of a
convex curve with some local hydraulic dolines, which may be parallel to the hill slope. The water in the epikarst aquifer
is drained in two directions, vertical to recharge the saturated zone and lateral to be drained out as the fissure spring or
seasonal spring with lower discharge (Fig. 2).
In some cases, the epikarst water may represent important water resources for the local people in the dry karst
areas.

Characteristics of epikarst aquifer in Fengcong regions
The fengcong karst landform is well developed on the slopes between Yunnan Plateau, Guizhou Plateau and
Guangxi basin. With the strong uplift of the region, the drainage system cut down deeply, and the vadose zone got thick
from some tens to several hundred meters. The descending of the drainage base stimulates an intensive vertical
karstification, which created new dolines, depressions, collapses and other new features in the karstic basins, depressions,
poljes, valleys even on the plateau surface to form the double structure of depressions (So Get al ., 1993). Though the
fengcong regions are located in the warm and humid tropical and subtropical monsoon climatic zones with precipitations
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of 1,000-2,000 mm per year, it is very dry from winter to the early summer. But even in the raining season, after some
days of no rain, the rapid infiltration into the epikarst aquifer causes a lack of the surface water resource. During at least
3-6 months a year, about 10 million people are short in water supply.
50-60% of the rainwater on the karstic fengcong hills directly infiltrate into the fissures in the limestone and 3040% of the rainwater form the surface runoff into the underground drainage system or at some places directly into the
surface rivers. This means that most of the water flow into the epikarst aquifer to recharge the saturated zone and /or to
discharge to the springs at suitable locations. This implies that the regime of the karstic water in the epikarst aquifer is
controlled by the meteoric water. Generally, the springs flow in the raining seasons and delay about 2-3 months after the
rain season. Because of the narrow limits of the collecting area, the spring discharge varies in the range of 0.10-2 1/s,
most at the rates of0.5 - 11/s. The epikarst aquifer water flows in a diffuse status and in full contact with the limestone.
It has the time to dissolve the bedrock to become saturated in calcite (SIC) and dolomite (SID). The mineral contents in
the epikarst water are very close to the one in the saturated zone and higher than the one of the underground rivers
(SONG et al., 1985). As the water diffuses in the epikarst aquifer, it is very clear and good for drinking even after heavy
rain.
The occurrence of epikarst water usually distribute along the faults, contacts between limestone and nonlimestone,
for example the Shuidou spring with constant discharge of 0.2 1/s in the spring and 0.5 1/s in summer and autumn occurs
on the contact of limestone with interbedded shales in the Zhenning limestone. The epikarst water flows out from the
lateral fissures to form the temporary water «pond» as it exists in Longshi, Dahua county and at the knick point of the
landform. For example, the spring of Longla in Mashan County appears at the transition from steep to gentle slope.

The development of epikarst aquifer
In the karst fengcong areas, the underground drainage systems generally are very deep and difficult to be located
exactly. Therefore, it is impossible to use the water resource for water supply. Even if the ground river is found, it can not
be used because of the high elevation difference of up to 100 m to 300 m. The habitants are dispersed in separate
depressions and built an uniform water supply system through the karst hills, depressions and valleys. The very
monogenerous karstic water-bearing bulk makes big trouble to drill boreholes for water supply.
The best way to solve the shortage of the water in fengcong areas is to develop the rainwater resources, to store
rainwater in water tanks or pools. In the fengcong areas, each family builds her own water tank to store the surface runoff
water. Generally, the water is charged with sediments and organism, causing a bad water quality in the tanks. Another
3
problem is, that in general the capacity of the water tank storage is limited to 10-20 m .
The advantages of the epikarst aquifer are:
(1) good water quality. The rainwater infiltrates into the soil covering the limestone or filling in the fissures of the
limestone mass and is filtered by the soil lays and small fractures. The sediments and organisms remain in the soil and
small fractures . The epikarst water contains very few sediments and organisms, the water is good for human and animal
drinking.
(2) Rather stable discharge. The surface runoff is changing quickly with the rainfall, the high flow appears just
during or soon after storm and heavy rain and decreases fast with the decreasing of the rain intensity. The water tank
only store the heavy rain water. The epikarst spring may flows for 2-3 months after raining season and even with low
discharge the whole year. The water may be kept in the big pool or water tank net (Fig. 3). Generally, an epikarst spring
with a discharge of 1 1/s may be enough for 1728 persons (water supply standard is 50 1/p.d) if the spring remains
100 days. There is a big potential of epikarst spring to solve some of the water supply problems.
(3) The water resource is easy to manage. It is very simple to get the water from the epikarst spring to the water
tank or water pools. Commonly the springs distribute on the hill slope and are higher than the village. The water
automatically flows into the storage or the houses. The farmers use plastic tubes of 0.5 cm in diameter to divert the water
to the houses.
The individual water tanks are built for the scattered farmers. The large pool is better for the water supply for the
big village as to reduce the cost. The Qibailong epikarst spring with 2-3 1/s in the rain season on the limestone hill
supplies water to the water tank nets as shown in Fig. 3.
The regime of epikarst springs is controlled by ecology. For example, the epikarst spring with 0.3 1/s discharge on
the karst hill in Longla village, Guangxi, dried out after deforestation in the 50's. The villagers had to fetch the water
from a big spring 5 km away and with an elevation difference of about 200 m. Later, the village recognized the
significance of ecology to the water supply and closed the hills 30 years ago. Now the hills are covered by the forest, the
epikarst spring provides water for 125 people during the whole year.
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Le karst en tant que contrainte physique en amenagement du
territoire. Exemple de la commune de Sprimont (Belgique)
par Camille EK et Damien CLOSSON

Resume

La Direction de I' Amenagement du Territoire (D.G.A.T.L.P.) de la Region Wallonne (Belgique) met ajour Jes "plans
de secteur", documents cartographiques qui planifient la gestion du sol. Les contraintes physiques sont prises en compte.
Dans ce contexte, le Departement de Geographie Physique de I'Universite de Liege a ete charge de realiser entre
autres, une carte des contraintes karstiques (cartes I, 2 et 3) et un document de synthese qui rep rend I' ensemble des
contraintes physiques (carte 4). Les risques d'effondrements karstiques y occupent une place importante.

Abstract: Karst, a physical constraint in land-use planning. The case of the municipality of Sprimont
(Belgium)
The Head of Town and Country Planning of the Walloon Region (Belgium) updates the "planning maps", cartographic
documents for the management of the country. Physical hazard and constraints are taken into account.
The Department of Physical Geography of the University of Liege was in charge, of producing a hazard map of karst
(maps I, 2 and 3) and a synthesis document which combines all the constraints (map 4 ). The risk of karst collapse is one
of the predominant features .
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Human impact on karst environment of the Silesian-Cracow
Region in South Poland
Marian Pulina, Andrzej Tye, Jacek Rozkowski
Department of Geomorphology, University of Silesia, ul. Bedzinska 60, 41-200 Sosnowiec, Poland

Abstract
The Silesian-Cracow Region a complex of carbonate and evaporite karst areas include unique in Central Europe with important
paleokarst features. For many centuries this region is known as an area of lead-zinc and salt exploitation and for several decades there
was groundwater pumping from karst-fissured aquifers. As a result, karst environments are under strong impact of human activity,
which is a predominant factor controlling contemporary karst processes of the region. Examples of some catastrophic phenomena in
karst influenced by mining (Olkusz and Wieliczka mines) and construction (artificial dam in Przeczyce) are presented.

Resume

L'etendue du Plateau de Silesie-Cracovie englobe des regions du karst carbonate, gypseux et salin, representant un cas unique a
l 'echelle de !'Europe Centrale. Un role important est attribue au paleokarst du Tertiaire. La region de Silesie-Cracovie est connue
depuis longtemps pour son exploitation du zinc, du plomb, du sel et depuis Jes demieres dizaines d'annees pour celle d'importantes
quantites d'eaux souterraines a partir des niveaux karstiques fissureux . II en resulte que cette region est soumise a une forte influence de
l 'homme qui peut etre consideree conune un facteur controlant le developpement des phenomenes karstiques. Dans I'article, on presente
des phenomenes catastrophiques dus a !'exploitation miniere (region d'Olkusz et de Wieliczka) et au fonctionnement du barrage de
Przeczyce.

1. Introduction
The Silesian-Cracow Region is situated in southern Poland.
Several significant carbonate and gypsum-salt karstic areas occur
there (figure I). The most important of them are the karstic areas
in the Middle Triassic limestones and dolomites of Silesian
Upland and in the Upper Jurassic limestones of CracowCzestocbowa Upland (GLAZEK et al. 1982). Geologically they
belong to the Silesian-Cracow monocline. The thickness of the
carbonate rock complexes reaches 400 m (in some places). The
karstic areas represent polygenetic highland karst of altitude from
250 to 500 m above sea level. Karst in the Triassic carbonate
rocks is covered by glacial and fluvioglacial sediments of the San
and Odra glaciation in most of the area. The third interesting
karstic area of Silesian-Cracow Region is situated outside of the
uplands in the Tertiary salt-gypsum complex of the Wieliczka
foot-hills (GLAZEK et al. 1982). Geologically it occurs in the
Carpathian overthrust zone.

The investigated karstic areas of Silesian-Cracow Region
have been under human impact for centuries because of rich
deposits of silver, zinc and lead ores in Silesian Upland and rocksalt deposit in Wieliczka vicinity. The first salt mines in
Wieliczka were built in the 13th century and exploitation of
silver and lead ores in vicinity of Tamowskie Gory and Olkusz
took place in the medieval ages. At present, the Silesian-Cracow
Region is the biggest urban-industrial agglomeration in Poland
with a large water demand. The fissured-karsric aquifers in close
vicinity of the Silesia and Cracow agglomerations are intensively
exploited for water supply. Complexity of economical problems
connected with use of the karstic areas of Silesian-Cracow
Region causes big changes in the karstic environment. Such
changes often implicate catastrophic phenomena with
consequences much stronger than effects of natural proces es.
Three specific examples of influence of technical transformation
on the karstic environment of the region which caused sequences
of catastrophic changes in karstic water circulation are presented
in this paper.
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2. Influence of dam construction in
Przeczyce on karstic environment
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Figure I : J11vestigated karst areas of the Si/esian-Cracow

Region. 1- Przeczyce area; 2- O/kusz ore-beari11g district;
3- Wie/iczka area.

The Silesian-Cracow monocline is characteristic by some
structural thresholds found on outcrops of the carbonate rocks.
The threshold oflimestones and dolomites of the Middle Triassic
age, is the most distinct in Silesian Upland. Characteristic
features of this area are gate valleys of the main rivers developed
in the glacial period, of direction NE-SW. In the middle part of
the above mentioned threshold, between Siewierz and Przeczyce,
lies the gate section of the lower Czarna Przemsza river valley. In
this valley, cut deeply in the carbonate rocks, there are big level
differences. The whole area shows numerous surface karstic
forms and karstic hydrography. In natural conditions the
discussed fragment of the Czama Przemsza river valley drained a
Triassic aquifer with numerous karstic spring.
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In the 60s in a gate part of the river an artificial large water
reservoir was formed by a darn construction in Przeczyce (figure
2). From the beginning, the location of the reservoir in the karstic
massif gave problems with exploitation of the reservoir and
caused changes in hydrography of the area. Water damming in a
zone of numerous fossil karstic forms and active water outflows
caused violent changes of groundwater circulation direction.
Some springs draining the Triassic aquifer located inside of the
artificial reservoir have changed into sinkholes reaching the
karstic massif (figure 2). As a result a zone of new springs was
formed below the dam and some of them became hazardous to
technical objects and buildings in Przeczyce.

3. K~rstic processes in the Triassic
carbonate rocks activated by ore mining in
Olkusz area
In the eastern part of Silesian Upland, in the west of Cracow,
the oldest european centre of silver and lead and from the 19th
century also zinc and lead ores exploitation is situated.
Exploitation in past with different intensity is now succede by
underground mining on the depth from some dozens to 150 m.
The ore deposit is of Missisippi-Valley type and is directly
connected with the karstic phenomena in carbonate rocks of the
Middle Triassic. At present the deposit is exploited by three
mmes.
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Figure 2 : Groundwater circulation in the area of the artificial
dam i11 Przeczyce after establishment of the superficial lake
(according to JANKOWSKI, 1983, modified). 1- artificial lake;
2- springs existed before construction; 3- new springs created
after construction; 4- swallow holes developed on lake bottom;
5- zone of new springs; 6- zone of old springs; 7- submerged
springs; 8- main directions of groundwater flow; 9- flu vial and
dry valleys; 10- hills.
Detailed hydrological and hydrochemical investigations
carried out in the whole area of Przeczyce reservoir impact
allowed to study the influence of water damming. In the gate part
of the Czarna Przemsza river there was a change of the direction
of water flow into the massif (PULINA, 1974; JANKOWSKJ, 1983;
PULINA & Tvc, 1987). As a result of damming, water reached a
level of non active karstic channels. As an effect the old, well
developed, underground water flow routes, cutting short the
Czama Przemsza river meander upwards dam, have been
activated (figure 2).
In spite of almost 30 years which have passed from the dam
construction the active processes of fossil karst exhumation take
place till now. This is evidenced in new places of water escape
from the reservoir and new outflows below the dam. The
problems with exploitation of the reservoir still exist and constant
hydrotechnical works in the basin of the reservoir are needed.

I

12

Figure 3 : Collapse and piping induced by human activity in
the O/kusz lead-zinc ores exploitation district of the Silesian
Upland (Poland) (according to TYC 1994, modified).
A- Location of the O/kusz lead-zinc ores exploitation district.
B- Geological situation (without Quaternary deposits) and
C- schema showing development of collapse and piping
processes: 1- Quaternary deposits (sands and clays);
2- carbonate rocks of (Jurassic); 3- impermeable rocks (Upper
Triassic-Lower Jurassic); 4- carbonate rocks (Triassic);
5- impermeable rocks (Paleozoic); 6- fillings of karst forms
(paleokarst); 7- main faults 8- location of areas of collapse and
piping occurrence; 9- mine galeries; JO- extent of the cone of
hydraulic depression in Triassic rocks; 11- decrease of
underground water level due to lead-zinc ores and water
exploitation; 12- direction of sediment migration within
paleokarst due to underground water withdrawal.
Due to exploitation of zinc and lead ores in the fissuredkarstic Triassic aquifer, 245 m3/min of water is pumped from
mine workings and together with municipal intakes - volume of
1
about 380 m /min (MOTYKA, 1988). As an effect, a cone of
hydraulic depression of about 350 km' has been developed
(figure 3). An intensive artificial drainage - especially at the end
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of the 70s - caused decay of some parts of the natural river
network and recharged springs from the Triassic and Quaternary
sediments. At the same time, changes in structure of the aquifer,
in gradients of water flow as well as changes of hydrodynamic
zones in the massif took place. In the Triassic carbonate series
new features in form of mine workings (water galleries) became a
master conduit in a fu~ctional scheme of the aquifer. A new
arrangement of massif drainage hierarchy has been created in
which water galleries and draining mine workings have taken
over the function of the karstic channels. This is evidenced by
numerous outflows from cavities and karstic channels with very
high discharge rate. It should be emphasized that contemporary
artificial drai nage caused the connection of individ ual systems of
deep phreatic circulation separated before by fault zones.
The advanced exhumation processes of filled karstic forms
follow the processes of hydrological changes in aquifer being
exploited. As a result, influx of suspended fine grai ned mineral
matter to the workings and development of numerous sinkholes
and induced sinkholes on the surface take place (Tvc, 1989;
1990; 1994). Sinkholes are the most catastrophic result of
exploitation in the discussed karstic area. A spatial picture of the
area in which collapse sinks occur is shown in figure 3. The
range of this phenomenon is closely connected with a zone of
hydraulic depression impact but the origin of these forms is
different (Tvc, 1994). There are collapse sinks connected directly
with system of ore exploitation in mine workings as well as
induced forms developing outside this area. During the time
period of the most intensive processing (1978-1983) the volume
of sinkhole formed in the whole area of exploitation was about
990 000 m'. The the biggest sinkhole was about 300 000 m'. At
the end of the 80s a development of new forms has been
distinctly reduced (figure 3).

4. Karstic processes in gypsum-salt rocks of
Wieliczka mine activated by mine workings
Jn a distance of about 30 km to the east from Cracow the
historical salt mine Wieliczka exploitating rock salt of Tertiary
age is situated. The karstic phenomena in the vicinity of
Wieliczka are located within salt and sulphate rocks. In April
1992 the karstic processes were activated in the surroundings of
the transverse gallery of the mine where gypsum cap was
disturbed by mine workings. This cap isolated deposit from
inflow of allochtonous water.
Salt deposit in Wieliczka consists of two parts: beds and
blocks. Marly claystones with gypsum inserts cover it. The
Tertiary clayey-marly and sandy sediments (Skawina and
Chodenica beds) occur in a zone of deposit boundary in three
overthrusts. Chodenica sandstones influencing water flow into
Mina gallery are recharged indirectly from Quaternary deposits
and/or from Tertiary sands (Bogucice sands) occuring in the
further foregound of the mine (figure 4) (GARLICK! & WILK,
1993).
The aquifer being filled since the end of the last glaciation
was originally in a phreatic stage with circulation lasting for
centuries. The solution was close to equilibrium in moderated
state of saturation of salt and sulphate rocks.
Since the start of mining exploitation the aquifer was
constantly under human impact with episodes of partial drainage.
Accelaration of output as well as introducing the wet exploitation
in the 50s and 60s caused distinct deterioration of

5
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Figure 4 : Geological map of Wieliczka salt deposit area
(according to S zYBIST, 1994). 1 - area of probable outcrops of
Chodenica sandsto11es beneath Quaternary sediments,
2 - southern boundary of Chodenica sandstone beds, 3 - area of
gypsum cap occuring beneath Quaternary sedime11ts,
4 - northern boundary of salt deposit, 5 - southem boundary of
salt deposit, 6 - boundary of the Carpathia11 overthrust,
7 - boundary of mine-field Wieliczka, 8 - shaft, 9 - the most
important outflows at the northern bou11dary of deposit,
10 - basi11s without outflow
geomechanical conditions of the mine. Fissuring of the rock
massif, formation of caverns in the block deposit and in the
gypsum sediments were the result of uncontrolled leaching of salt
lumps. Leaching of sulphate binder of Chodenica sandstones as
well as high pressure of edge water caused a violent drainage of
water from rock massif (up to the surface). Mina gallery became
a natural water receiver after uncovering of the sandstones. A
cone of depression has been formed which is not being filled at
present. Water inflow through rock massif into Mina gallery has
been stabilized at the volume of 150 1/min (GARLICK! er al.,
1996).

Vs = -5.78 • 0.862 x Vr
Figure 5 : Variability of total volume of rock voids (Vr,
thousands of m') and of subsidi11g trough volume i11crease (Vs,
thousands of m') in distinguished cycles
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From April 1992 to August 1994 three cycles of
transportation and removing of rocks from massif with
diminishing dynamics were observed (figure 5). During the first
cycle evacuation of rock cavities of the volume of 40000 m'
filled with high mineralised solution, mainly from salt leaching
(concentration of aCl to 220 g/1) as well as transportation of a
large amount of silty material from gypsum-silty cover (33000 t)
took place. This cycle ended by fonning of sink.hole of 28000 m'
volume in the foregound of Mina gallery. During the next cycles
water from sinkhole area was less mineralised (40- IO g aCl/1)
and amount of suspended matter was smaller (14000-10000 t).
Cavities in rock massif became finally cleaned up from the
insoluble material having caused silting-up. Zone of constant
drainage to Mina gallery has been fonned.

circulation level in the period before burying carbonate karst by
glacial and fluvioglacial sediments.
ln case of Wieliczka salt mine the main process causing
developoment of rock transfonnation is dissolution of gypsumsalt rock complex after inrush of a big volume of water. Due to
the type of evaporite karst in this area the changed water
circulation in massif does not use fossil courses as it happened in
the areas of Olkusz and Przeczyce. New circulation courses were
developed in the massif after activation of gypsum and salt
dissolution processes by human activities. The reason of it was
dissolution processes in evaporate karst are faster than in
carbonate karst. 1n case of carbonate karst exhumated karst
forms, which existed before, caused catastrophic scale of
phenomena induced by human activity.

5. Conclusions
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Environmental change and human impact
on the arid karst of the Nullarbor Plain, Australia
David Gillieson
School of Geography & Oceanography, University of New South Wales,
Canberra ACT 2601, Australia.

Abstract
The arid karst of the Nullarbor Plain has considerable scientific, aesthetic and economic significance in a continent not
well endowed with limestone landscapes. Unfortunately there are many problems and conflicts, many of which have
arisen from uncontrolled development at the absolute limit of pastoralism. Management of increasing numbers of visitors
to the caves and karst requires that resource inventories and management plans for each management unit be drawn up and
used. Groundwater resources need to be evaluated, used conservatively and protected from pollution. In common with
many deserts, the Nullarbor Plain has been used for weapons testing due to its remote location and low intensity land use,
leaving a legacy of radionuclides.
Resume
Le karst du domaine aride de la Nullarbor Plain a une importance scientifique, esthetique et economique considerable
dans un continent ou les pays calcaires sont rares. Malheureusement, il n 'y a pas mal de problemes et de con flits , dont
beaucoup resultent d'un piiturage excessif jusqu'au dela des limites naturelles. Le nombre augmentant de visiteurs des
cavemes et du karst demande d'etablir et d'appliquer un inventaire des ressources et des plans de gestion. Les eaux
souterraines doivent etre evaluees, consumees economiquement et protectees contre des pollutions. Comme des autres
deserts , la Nullarbor Plain a ete utilisee pour tester des armes nucleaires en laissant une contamination radioactive.

1. Introduction
Australia is well known as a dry continent; this reputation can be best demonstrated by the fact that two thirds of the
continent has no runoff at all. One third has less than 250 mm of rainfall and the 750 mm isohyet is rarely more than
250 kilometres inland. Much of the remainder is only seasonally or episodically moist and therefore geomorphic processes
can only operate for relatively short periods. The Nullarbor Plain is Australia's largest arid karst (220,000km2) and
perhaps the most intensively studied (figure 1). The region has an arid to semi-arid climate with annual rainfall between
150 and 250mm, while annual evaporation is 1250-2500mm. The Nullarbor has no surface drainage, but relict stream
channels are found on the northern and western flanks of the plain. Elsewhere the nearly flat plain has structurally aligned
depressions with claypans (LOWRY & JENNINGS, 1974). These claypans act to channel the slight runoff and direct it
into dolines and blowholes. Dolines are sparse, steep sided and show evidence of collapse into underlying cavities.
Blowholes are very numerous, fed by deep solution pipes of complex origin. The caves are extensive, much modified by
salt wedging and collapse processes, and commonly descend gently to near-static pools and lakes of brackish to saline
water. A low gradient watertable underlies the plain and its depth ranges from 30m in the north to 120m in the south. The
flooded tunnels of Cocklebiddy Cave are in excess of six kilometres long - only explorable by scuba diving. Withdrawal
of hydrostatic support at times of lower sea level has led to collapse into these watertable caves, allowing entry into large
caverns such as at Cocklebiddy, Koonalda, Abrakurrie and Weebubbie Caves. LOWRY & JENNINGS (1974) provide the
definitive introduction to the geomorphology while more recent detail is given by GILLIESON & SPATE (1992).
Some solution of limestone does occur in the coastal fringe of the Nullarbor Plain and mixing corrosion may be
important in this: the large caves of the Nullarbor may have been initially formed by enhanced solution at the mixing zone
of fresh and saline waters (JAMES et al., 1990). The groundwater of the Eucla Basin has a high salinity (LAU et al., 1987)
and some solution may also be occurring at great depth in the limestone. Inland periodic low-intensity rainfall may cause
some solution on the margins of claypans, and calcretes are forming, but overall rates of solution must be very low. Of
more significance are the intrusions of rain depressions of tropical origin which occur two or three times per decade.
These have the capacity to dump large amounts of water on the western Nullarbor, flooding claypans and dolines, and
perhaps maintaining epiphreatic passage forms in several caves such as Thampanna and Old Homestead.

2. Land degradation issues
To the Aborigines of the Miming, Wirangu and Kokata language groups, the Nullarbor Plain was a bare, hostile
environment (termed "Undiri") inhabited by malevolent subterranean spirits. These were encountered in dolines and
caves, and such places are still shunned by some traditional people. The Aborigines thus avoided most of the treeless
plain, although important trading and ceremonial pathways crossed it from south to north and from east to west. In 1865
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Edward DeLisser explored and named the Nullarbor Plain, and by 1872 sheep were being grazed near Eucla. The
Nullarbor Plain is marginal pastoral land at best; it lacks high quality water and its pastures are in poor condition, the low
and erratic rainfall produces long periods of aridity, and the depressed state of the pastoral industry mitigates against
technological improvements but favours overstocking with sheep. Thus stocking rates frequently exceed the carrying
capacity of the native shrubs and grasses. This permits land degradation expressed as wind erosion and weed invasion, as
well as native vegetation decline. The frequency of fires has also increased since European settlement: this is related to
controlled burns, to sparks from trains on the Transcontinental railway, and to the increased flammability of shrubby
growth promoted by sheep and rabbit grazing. Rabbits are also implicated in the decline of the bluebush Maireana
sedifolia and the saltbush Atriplex vesicaria; these species, once dominant over much of the plain, have been eliminated
over large areas and have been replaced by degraded grasslands. In Western Australia, rabbits are held to be the principal
cause of accelerated soil loss on Nullarbor pastoral lands, and the recent spread of the Calichi virus as a biological control
agent may eliminate 90% of rabbits for up to 8 years.
Anthropogenic Caesium-137 has been used extensively as a tool to measure rates and patterns of soil erosion. Fallout
of this nuclide is derived from atmospheric testing of atomic weapons during and after the 1950's, with the first detectable
137
Cs occurring in 1958 within Australia. It's properties as a unique and discrete label of surface soil make it ideal as a
tracer to test comparative rates of erosion, in which caesium measurements in erosion or deposition sites are compared to
the known total or 'reference' fallout at that location (GILLIESON et al., 1996). The results of this analysis can be used to
estimate net depth of soil loss (and hence tonnes/ha assuming a mean soil bulk density) from the averaged percentage
depletion of soils for each paddock (Table 1). On the heavily grazed karst depressions of Mundrabilla Station the soil loss
ranges from 13 - 31mm (average 21mm), and converts to a soil movement of 1.7 - 4.0 t.ha-1.y-1. This is high and
consistent with other estimates of soil erosion in the Australian arid zone. In contrast, soil loss from the lightly grazed
depressions of Arubiddy station ranges from 9 - 22mm (average 14mm), and this converts to a soil movement of 1.3 - 3.0
t. ha-1 .y- 1_ Although these latter rates are modest, nutrient loss and soil seedbank decline can be severe as these resources
are all in the top 25mm of soil. The major risk of wind erosion is nonnally around stock watering points or during drought
conditions.
The settlement of the Nullarbor was critically dependent on water supply, and cave lakes were key resources for the
pastoral industry. Direct stock access was rarely possible, so many wells and bores were sunk to intersect the groundwater.
Typical of these sites is Koonalda Cave. It has unacceptable soil degradation due to runoff and siltation from its seriously
overgrazed catchment, and the underground lake is seriously polluted by rafts of sheep dung and leachates from old
machinery. The debris associated with underground pumping of stock water causes both visual and chemical pollution,
and other stations still use bores directly into the limestone aquifer. There have been recent activities aimed at cleaning up
rubbish, fencing the doline and gating the cave, and a cleanup of similar debris has also been undertaken at Weebubbie
Cave. Today most travellers cross the Nullarbor at high speed on the Eyre Highway; less than 1% have the Nullarbor as a
primary destination. Most casual visitors (including some divers) go to easily accessible Weebubbie and Cocklebiddy
Caves, and are virtually uncontrolled in their activities. Several property owners carefully screen visitors and only allow
access to accredited cavers. There is surprisingly little evidence of damage or littering at cave sites, although soil
compaction around the dolines is a problem. Two commercial tour operators make regular visits to caves but seem to have
a good conservation ethic. Recently a section of the entrance of Weebubbie Cave collapsed, prompting closure by the
Western Australia Department of Land Administration. This may not be enforceable, and land management agencies may
just have to accept that such events are a normal part of the geomorphic processes in this arid karst.

3. The legacy of weapons testing
In common with many deserts, the Nullarbor has been used for weapons testing due to its remote location and low
intensity land use. Between 1953 and 1963 the U.K Atomic Weapons Research Establishment conducted seven major
trials in which nuclear devices were exploded on karst. In addition, trials were conducted to measure the dispersal of
fission and activation products and their effects on biota. At four sites near Maralinga (figure 1) Plutonium isotopes
(Pu239, Pu240, Pu241) were dispersed in substantial quantities. The activity ratio of Plutonium-239 to Americium-241 is
7.4±0.6, and so the activity concentration of Americium-241 can be used to estimate the Plutonium-239 activity in soil. At
the Taranaki site (figure 2) a large area has soil activities in excess of 20kBq.kg- 1. Most of these isotopes are relatively
insoluble and are transported on the clay coatings of soil particles. Due to the higher gamma activity of the silt fraction in
the soil, the concentration in inhalable dust is about 80kBq.kg- 1. Although calculated dust loadings (LOKAN, 1985:59)
are not significant, they assume that no dust is raised by either visitors, as a result of vegetation disturbance, or by feral
animals. In addition, there is the potential for groundwater pollution by direct entry of fission products or, in the case of
Arn241, a slightly more soluble radionuclide (JAMES, 1989). Clean-up activities and scientific investigations continue to
the present. A major report (LOKAN, 1985) concludes that the regions near the ground zero of several trials have gamma
radiation dose rates in excess of the maximum recommended dose rate for continuous occupancy, and that occupancy will
not be safe until 2030-2050AD. Elsewhere in South Australia ALLISON et al. (1985) have investigated the rate of
recharge of karst groundwater, for both exposed karst and that overlain by dunes. Recharge rates vary from 60mm yr-1 for
secondary dolines to 0.06mm yr-1 for calcrete flats. Recharge rates for vegetated dunes are 0.06mm yr-1, for cleared
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dunes they are 14rrun yr-1. Thus the highest rates of recharge are associated with collapse dolines, where hydraulic
conductivity is enhanced by fissures. This has implications for the accession of radionuclides into the Maralinga karst.

4. Discussion
The arid karsts of Australia have considerable scientific, aesthetic and economic significance in a continent not well
endowed with limestone landscapes. This has been recognised by the declaration of several National Parks and equivalent
reserves on arid karst, and an increasing attention to appropriate land tenure and use. Although many of the pastoralists are
the second or third generation to occupy the land, their tenure is insecure and this does not promote good management.
The depressed state of the pastoral industry means that most properties are under-capitalised, and there is thus
considerable pressure to overstock in times of drought. Given the low stock numbers and limited number of people
involved, it would be sensible to make pastoral activities secondary to conservation priorities in the arid karstlands. Yet
the only viable alternative is some limited form of tourism. Management of visitors to the caves and karst requires that
resource inventories and management plans for each area be drawn up and used. There is a need for a continuous ranger
presence for education and land management. Some zoning and rationing of cave access may be necessary to limit the
alteration of a resource which is clearly not regenerating.
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Table 1: Mu11drabilla a11d Arubiddy Statio11s, Nullarbor Plai11.
Caesium-137 i11ve11tories a11d estimated soil loss
Mundrabilla
Paddock

Mean Caesium
Inventory (Bq.m- 2)

Mean% ref.
inventory

Mean soil loss
(mm over 30y)

No.l bore
Webbs Cave
Gorringe Cave
Boondara bore
Uanna bore
Thampanna
Cave

335.4 ± 22
322.6 ± 26
307.3 ± 39
316.5±52
234.4
453 .7 ± 13

74.0
71.2
67.8
69.8
51.7
100.1

20
21
23
22
31
0

(t.ha- 1.y-l)
2.6
2.7
3.0
2.8
4.0
0

Arubiddy
Paddock

Mean Caesium
Inventory (Bq.m-2)

Mean% ref.
inventory

Mean soil loss
(mm over 30y)

Mean soil loss
t.ha-1.y-1

Bluebush
(ungrazed)
Day's
Dipper
Reserve
The Oaks

462.18 ± 48.44

105.92

0

0.0

368.46 ± 39.26
292 .67 ± 23.97
262.34 ± 29.00
463.53 ± 32.75

84.44
67.07
60.12
77.17

9
19
22
7

1.3
2.7
3.0
1.4

Mean soil loss
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Les geotopes karstiques du canton de Fribourg (Suisse)
Vincent Grandgirard & Michel Spicher
Institut de Geographie, Universite de Fribourg, Perolles, CH - 1700 Fribourg, Suisse
Abs tract
Within the scope of the development of a sector plan of landscapes and sites for the canton of Fribourg, our research group has
established an inventory of geomorphological geotopes. This inventory takes into account more than 300 geotopes that
illustrate the activity of five major geomorphological processes (fluvial, glacial, karstic, limnopaludal and slope processes).
In the canton of Fribourg, 55 karstic geotopes have been selected within the prealpine area. They consist of typical karstic
landforms (such as dolines and uvalas, karren, subterranean cave systems, defiles and cluses, dry valleys) as well as landforms
resulting from past or current activity of several processes (such as glacio-karstic valleys and depressions). Complexes of
landforms , particularly representative of the karstic process, are also underscored .

Re su me
Dans le cadre de la realisation du plan sectoriel des paysages et des sites du canton de Fribourg, notre groupe de recherches a
elabore un inventaire des geotopes geomorphologiques. Ce dernier recense plus de 300 objets illustrant l'activite de cinq
processus majeurs (fluviatile, glaciaire, karstique, limno-palustre et gravitaire).
Au sein des Prealpes fribourgeoises, 55 geotopes karstiques ont ete selectionnes. Ces derniers consistent en formes typiques
du modele karstique (dolines et ouvalas, lapies, reseaux de cavites souterraines, defiles et cluses , vallees seches) ainsi qu'en formes
resultant de l'activite passee ou actuelle de plusieurs processus (vallees et depressions glacio-karstiques). Des complexes de
formes, particulierement representatifs du processus karstique, sont egalement mis en evidence.

1. Introduction
Le terme «geoco pes» designe des «portions de la geosphere presentant une importance particuliere pour la comprehension de l'histoire de la Terre» (GRANDGIRARD, 1996). En
fonction de leurs caracteristiques, les geotopes peuvent etre
ranges en plusieurs types , correspondant aux differents
domaines des sciences de la Terre. On peut ainsi distinguer des
geotopes structuraux, mineralogiques , petrographiques ,
paleontologiques. stratigraphiques, sedimentologiques, geomorphologiques. etc. Un meme geotope peut appartenir a
plusieurs types.
Les geotopes geomorphologiques correspondent a des
formes du relief, actives ou non, qui delivrent des informations
permettant de decrypter l'histoire de la Terre et/ou d'apprehender son evolution actuelle et future.
En pays calcaire, le relief est profondement marque par
!'action du processus karstique, souvent dominante. L'amenagement des regions karstiques pose de nombreux problemes
specifiques, en particulier dans les domaines de la conservation de la nature et des paysages ainsi que de la protection
des eaux souterraines. Diverses recherches appliquees, menees
notamment en Belgique (DE BR0YER, 1979), en Suisse (BOYER,
GRANDGIRARD & M0NBAR0N , 1995), en France (H0BLEA,
1995) et en Slovenie (R0JSEK, 1994 et 1995), se sont
efforcees d'apporter des solutions a de tels problemes dans des
circonstances particulieres.
La presente communication presente les modalites de la
prise en compte des phenomenes karstiques par le plan
sectoriel des paysages et des sites du canton de Fribourg. Le
canton de Fribourg ( I 670 km 2) se situe a l'W de la Suisse, a
cheval sur le Plateau molassique et les Alpes (ou, plus precisement, les Prealpes). [I se caracterise par un environnement
nature! riche et diversifie.

2. Le plan sectoriel des paysages
et des sites
Le plan sectoriel des paysages et des sites du canton de
Fribourg, en cours d'elaboration, est un instrument d'amenagement du territoire. Ce plan sectoriel procede a la selection
des sites remarquables (sites naturels, culturels et geologiques-

geomorphologiques), presentant un interet cantonal, et definit
les objectifs et principes qui regissent leur gestion (TEAM+,
1995 ).
En vue de leur prise en compte par ce plan sectoriel, les
sites geomorphologiques d'importance cantonale ont ete
selectionnes et decrits dans le cadre de la realisation de l'inventaire des geotopes geomorphologiques du canton de Fribourg
(GRANDGffiARD, 1996 & a paral'tre a).

3. L'inventaire
des geotopes geomorphologiques
Les objectifs
L'i nventaire des geotopes geomorphologiques permet de
mettre en exergue les richesses geomorphologiques du canton
de Fribourg. II se presente comme un catalogue des reliefs
observables sur le territoire cantonal, chaque type de rel ief
etant illustre par un ou plusieurs exemples remarquables.
Cet inventaire sert une triple cause:
- ii rend attentif a !'importance de la geomorphologie pour
l'etude et la gestion du milieu nature!;
- ii livre des informations detaillees sur la nature et la genese
des reliefs fribourgeois, permettant de decrire et de comprendre les paysages de ce canton;
- i I fournit la liste des objets geomorphologiques de plus
grande valeur, qui meritent une attention particuliere.
JI est important de preciser que les objets geomorphologiques qui ne sont pas repertories ne sont pas pour autant
depourvus de valeur et que, pour toute action ayant des repercussions sur les reliefs et/ou leur dynamique, la composante
geomorphologique doit etre consideree.

La demarche
L'inventaire des geotopes geomorphologiques constitue
une donnee de base pour des utilisateurs qui , le plus souvent, ne
possedent pas de competences particulieres dans le domaine
des sciences de la Terre. Pour qu'il soit consulte, l'inventa ire
doit livrer des resultats convaincants et comprehensibles. II
doit par consequent reposer sur une demarche clairement definie, basee sur des donnees scientifiques solides.
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La demarche que nous avons mise au point pour la realisation de cet inventaire se decompose en cinq etapes successive , que nous evoquons brievement ci-dessous.
La diversite et la complexite des objets geomorphologiques est telle que la categorisation de ces derniers est une
etape preliminaire indispensable. Conformement au mode de
categorisation classique dans la geomorphologie contemporaine, qui range les formes du relief en fonction du (des) proces us responsable(s) de leur genese, nous classons les objets
geomorphologiques en quatre categories de complexite croissante (fig. I): les formes isolees, les ensembles de formes, les
complexes de formes et les systemes geomorphologiques.

Un processus dominant
Un type de forme

Formes
isolees

Complexes
de formes

Un processus dominant
Plusieurs types de tormes

Plusieurs processus dominants
Plusieurs types de formes

Ensembles
de formes

Systemes
geomorphologiques

Figure I: Les quatre categories
p h o log iq ues

d'o bjets geo mor-

II convient ensuite de proceder a l'in ve nta i re aussi
exhaustif que possible des objets geomorphologiques observables sur le territoire prospecte. Ces derniers sont mis en evidence par !'analyse de cartes topographiques et geologiques
ainsi que de photographies aeriennes, par l'etude de la Iinerature scientifique disponible dans le domaine des sciences de la
Terre et par des reconnaissances sur le terrain. En raison de la
multiplicite, de la complexite et de !'evolution des phenomenes consideres, un tel inventaire ne peut pretendre etre
parfaitement exhausti f.
L'eva lu ation de ces objets , a !'aide de criteres judicieusement choisis, est un prealable indispen able a la selection
de geotopes geomorphologiques. Les criteres utilises pour
!'evaluation des objets geomorphologiques permettent d'en
apprecier la valeur scientifique, du point de vue de la geomorphologie. En fonction de leur importance dans le processus
d'evaluation, nous distinguons deux types de criteres: les facteurs et Ies indicateurs (fig. 2). Les facteurs sont les criteres
fondamentaux . La valeur d'un objet geomorphologique correspond a la combinaison des resultats obtenus lors de !'appreciation de chaque facteur. Les indicateurs sont des criteres secondaires, a considerer lors de !'evaluation des facteurs. Un indicateur donne peut servir a !'appreciation de plusieurs facteurs.
Dimensions,
confi gurati on geometrlque
lntegrite
Geotopes englobes
Representatlvlte,
exemplarlte
Rarete

Constituti on
Age

Geo-dlverslte
Assoclativlte des formes
Nombre de formes

Valeur
paleogeograph lque
Site d'etude partlculler

Distribution des formes
Contexte, envlronnement
Actlvite morphogenlque,
fonctionnallte

Figure 2: Les criteres utilises
des objets geomo rp liologiques

pour

/'evaluation

Deux conditions fondamentales gouvernent la selection
des geotopes geomorphologiques: premierement, seuls sont
retenus les objets dont la valeur geomorphologique est importance (importance cantonale au moins) et deuxiemement. !'ensemble des geotopes doit etre representatif de la diversite des
reliefs observables au sein du territoire cantonal.
Enfin, une description circonstanciee de chaque geotope
est consignee dans une base de donnees structuree et aisement
consultable. Cette derniere represente une source d'informations pour les amenagistes, Jes protecteurs de la nature ainsi
que pour d'autres utilisateurs occasionnels. Pour chaque geotope, cette base de donnees fournit les informations suivantes:
identification et designation, localisation et delimitation,
description geomorphologique, morphogenese et acti vi te
actuelle, resultats de !'evaluation et sources bibliographiques.

Les resultats
L'inventaire des geotopes geomorphologiques du canton de
Fribourg recense plus de 300 geotopes, representant pres de 40
types de formes et illustrant l'activite de cinq processus
(fluviatile, glaciaire, karstique, limno-palustre et gravitaire).
55 geotopes karstiques ont ete selectionnes. !ls consistent
en formes typiques du modele karstique ainsi qu'en formes
resultant de l'activite passee ou actuelle de plusieurs processus.
Des complexes de formes, particulierement represencatifs du
processus karstique, ont egalement ete mis en evidence.

4. Contexte geologique, hydrogeologique
et geomorphologique
Les geotopes karstiques du canton se situent tous au sein de
la nappe des Prealpes medianes plastiques. Cette derniere e
compose d'une epaisse succession de calcaires, de marnocalcaires et de marnes principalement (fig. 3). Sa structure se
caracterise par une succession assez reguliere d'anticlinaux et
de synclinaux dont les plans axiaux sont tres inclines . Les
disharmonies de plissement y sont frequentes, etant donne que
Jes calcaires massifs du Malm se component de fa9on plus
competente que les autres formations rocheuses. Ces calcaires
massifs sont d'ailleurs a l'origine des falaises les plus imposantes. Les decrochements observables au sein des Prealpes
medianes plastiques (essentiellement dextres , ±N-S) sont
contemporains du plissement (TROMPY, 1980).
Bien que la dissolution du gypse (fig. 3, I) soit responsable du fa9onnement de depressions karstiques, Jes formations triasiques (I a 3) sont dans !'ensemble peu permeables.
Les calcaires du Lias (4 a 7), peu karstifies parce que trop siliceux, sont cependant bien fissures et peuvent etre consideres
comme permeables. Les unites inferieures de la formation du
Staldengraben (A et B, 8), epaisses et marneuses, se caracterient par une permeabilite faible, qui augmente dans Jes unites
superieures (C et D, 9 et I0). Les phenomenes karstiques s'observent essentiellemenl au sein des formations des calcaires
massifs du Malm (12 et 13) et des calcaires plaquetes du Cretace
inferieur ( 14 ), qui se distinguent par leur fissuration i mportante et Ieur forte permeabilite. Enfin, alors que la formation de
l'lntyamon ( 15) et Ies flyschs ( 17) sont quasi-impermeables,
Jes Couches rouges ( 16) presentent une permeabilite faible a
moyenne, qui varie en fonction de l'intensite de la fissuration
(MOLLER & PLANCHEREL, 1982).
Au moment de la mise en place des Prealpes, les cours d'eau
exeri;:aient une intense activite erosive, qui est a l'origine du
decapage des flyschs de la nappe de la Simme et des formations
superieures de la nappe des Prealpes medianes (MAIRE, 1990).
Des la fin du Tertiaire, fortement influencees par les conditions
lithologiques (formations rocheuses superficielles per-
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meables) et structurales (plis, plongements axiaux, ensellements, decrochements, etc.), !'erosion karstique et !'erosion
fluviatile ont conjugue leurs effets pour modeler Jes principaux
traits du reseau hydrographique (BUG NON, 1988). Certains
reseaux souterrains ont egalement ete formes a cette epoque
(TESTAZ, 1969).
::j

18. Quatemaire
17. Fiyschs (marnes et gres calcaires)
16. Couches rouges (calcaires, marnocalcaires et marnes)
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15. Formation de l'lntyamon (calcaires,
calcaires argileux et mames)
14. Calcaires plaquetes (en bancs Ires minces)
12-13. Calcaires massifs (en bancs epais)
11 . Calcaires noduleux (marno-calcaires
noduleux)
10. F. du Staldengraben, D (calcaires marnogreseux et ma rnes, suivis de calcaires
siliceux)
9. F.du Staldengraben, C (calcaires greseux
et oolithiques altemes avec des marnes)
8. F.du Staldengraben, AJB (marnes
et mamo-calcaires)
6-7. Calcaires siliceux (avec intercalations
mameuses)
5. Calcaires spathiques (calcaires
echinodermiques et brechiques)
4. Calcaires oolithiques (calcaires greseux
et oolithiques)
3. Calcaires lumachelliques (calcaires ± marneux, souvent dolomitiques et marnes)
2. Formation dolomitique (cornieules, dolomies
et calcaires dolomitiques)
1. Formation evaporitique (gypse)

] environ 100 m.

Figu r e 3: Lith ostratig r ap h ie des Prea lp es me dianes p lastiques (d 'ap r es MOLLER & P LANC H EREL,
1982; PLANC HEREL, 1979 ET WE I DMANN, 1993)

Au cours du Quaternaire, des glaciers regionaux ou locaux
ont a plusieurs reprises envahi les val lees prealpines. Ces glaciers ont profondement marque le relief des Prealpes medianes,
affouillant les vallees originelles, fac;:onnant des cirques dans
les zones d'alimentation , creusant des ombilics et des vallons
en auge, etc. Les reliefs les plus eleves, libres de glace, etaient
soumis a l'activite des facteurs d'erosion periglaciaires
(gelifraction, formation sporadique de lapies). L'activite karstique profonde etait aJors entravee, tant en altitude (presence de
permafrost) que dans les zones basses (couvertes de glace)
(TESTAZ, 1969). Durant les periodes interglaciaires ou interstadiaires, les ecoulements superficiels et souterrains ont ete les
principaux facteurs d'erosion. La corrosion superficielle et
semi-profonde ainsi que !'erosion fluviatile ont ete particulierement virulentes durant les phases de transition climatique
(Fonte des glaces).
Actuellement. !'evolution geomorphologique des Prealpes
medianes est en grande partie regie par l'activite des cours d'eau
superficiels qui , pour la plupart, n'ont pas encore atteint leur
profit d'equil ibre. Les regions karstiques, qui abondent, sont le
siege de nombreux phenomenes de dissolutions, qui s'exercent
tant en surface qu'en profondeur. Les conditions climatiques qui
y regnent (climat tempere humide: precipitations importantes,
surtout en ete, couverture neigeuse de decembre a avril, restitution des eaux de fusion nivale au printemps et au debut de l'ete,
etc.) so nt favorables a la karsti rication (TESTAZ, I 969 &

1970) . Enfin, dissolution et gelifraction combinent leurs
effets pour disloquer les bancs rocheux, souvent fissures. Ces
mecanismes sont a l'origine de !'accumulation de materi aux
eboules sur les versants et au pied des parois rocheuses.

5. Les geotopes karstiques
Les 55 geotopes karstiques du canton de Fribourg se repartissent comme suit:
- six ensembles de dolines;
deux ouvalas;
- cinq lapies et deux ensembles de lapies;
- neuf reseaux de cavites souterraines;
- quatre defiles (ou cluses) et deux ensembles de defiles (ou
cluses);
deux vallees seches et un ensemble de vallees seches;
quatre vallees glacio-karstiques;
neuf depressions glacio-karstiques et trois ensembles de
depressions glacio-karstiques ;
six complexes karstiques.
Dans le cadre de l'inventaire des geotopes geomorphologiques, les phenomenes hydrogeologiques tels que sources,
resurgences, pertes concentrees ou di ff uses, etc. n'ont ete
consideres que dans la mesure oil ils sont lies a des formes de
terrain clairement identifiables . Suivant les propositions de
specialistes geologues et hydrogeologues, le plan sectoriel
des paysages et des sites repertorie neanmoins les principales
manifestations hydrogeologiques (meme lorsqu'elles ne sont
pas associees a des formes de terrain remarquables).

Les formes isolees et les ensembles de formes
•

Les dolines

Dans Jes Prealpes medianes, les dolines sont frequemment
groupees en champs de dolines. En vertu de cette caracteristique essentielle, les six geotopes recenses sont des ensembles
de dolines. Ces six ensembles sont repartis a la surface des
formations evaporitique et dolomitique (fig. 3, I et 2) ainsi que
des formations des calcaires massifs et plaquetes (12 a 14). lls
renferment chacun entre 8 et I 03 dolines.
Les dolines sont des formes actives, dont la valeur paleogeographique est faible. De plus, Jes dolines des Prealpes
fribourgeoises n'ont Fait l'objet d'aucune etude specifique. Les
criteres determinants pour !'evaluation des ensembles de
dolines sont par consequent la representativite-exemplarite,
l'integrite et la rarete (fig. 2).
L'exemplarite des ensembles de dolines est principalement
appreciee en fonction des dimensions, de la configuration
geometrique et de l'activite des formes qui les constituent. Le
contexte (geologique surtout) ainsi que le nombre, la distribution et l'associativite des dolines sont egalement consideres.
Les do lines observees illustrent plusieurs types theoriques en
fonction de la lithologie sur lesquelles elles se developpent.
Les gypses de la formation evaporitique ( I) sont favorables a
la formation de tres nombreuses dolines de dissolution de dimensions faibles a moyennes (q uelques metres de diametre),
presentant une forme arrondie. Ces dolines sont le plus souvent colonisees par la vegetation et leur activite est restreinte.
A la surface des formations des calcaires massifs et plaquetes
( 12 a 14), on trouve a la fois des do lines de dissolution et des
dolines d'effondrement, dont l'activite est manifeste. Alors que
leur forme est irreguliere, les dimensions de ces dolines so nt
en general assez importantes (diametre d'une dizaine de
metres). La distribution de ces dolines est fortement conditionnee par Jes elements structuraux (failles p. ex.). Enfin, Jes
dolines associees aux lithologies de la formation dolomitique
(2) ne sont pas particulierement representatives.
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Les dolines, peu accessibles, sont en general intactes.
Quelques-unes soot alterees par la constructions de routes ou de
chalets. L'integrite des ensembles de dolines peut neanmoins
etre qualifiee de bonne.
Bien que les dolines soient frequentes au sein des Prealpes
fribourgeoises, elles ne sont que rarement observees a la surface de la formation dolomitique (2). La rarete des ensembles de
dolines a egalement ete appreciee en fonction de deux specificites: les ensembles presentant le plus grand nombre de formes
et au sein desquels Jes dolines sont Jes mieux developpees ont
ete valorises.

•

Les ouvalas

Deux ouvalas. localises a la surface des formations des calcaires massifs et plaquetes ( 12 a 14), ont ete repertories en tant
que geotopes. D'autres ouvalas, de valeur moindre, ont ete observes dans Jes formations evaporitique et dolomitique ( I et 2).
Les ouvalas sont des depressions karstiques nees de la coalescence de plusieurs dolines . lls peuvent par consequent etre
evalues suivant Jes memes criteres que ces dernieres. D'une
fa~on generale, Jes ouvalas sont des formes assez rares dans Jes
Prealpes fribourgeoises. Leur representativite-exemplarite est
le critere decisif en vue de leur evaluation. Les deux geotopes
soot les ouvalas Jes plus imposants. lls soot intacts et aisement identifiables.

•

Les lapies

Les lapies des Prealpes medianes fribourgeoises affectent
essentiellement Jes formations des calcaires massifs et plaquetes ( 12 a 14). II apparaissent plus rarement a la surface de la
formation du Staldengraben (unites C et D, 9 et I 0) . Plus
precisement, Jes sept geotopes recenses consistent en champs
de lapies. Deux d'entre eux se composent meme de plusieurs
champs de lapies et forment, selon notre mode de categorisation, des ensembles.
Pour !'evaluation des lapies, Jes criteres discriminants sont
la representativite-exemplarite et la rarete. Les autres facteurs
livrent des resultats identiques pour tous les lapies recenses.
Les champs de lapies observes presentent une tres grande
variete de microformes (lapies nus, semi-couverts et couverts,
lapies de joints de stratification, de diaclases ou de fissures ,
lapies a cannelures, a rigoles , a meandres, lapies de parois,
puits de lapies, lapies a pierrailles, etc.). Les dimensions, la
configuration geometrique, la diversite et la distribution de ces
microformes ainsi que le contexte geologique et geomorphologique sont Jes principaux indicateurs permettant d'apprecier
l'exemplarite des champs de lapies.
Frequemment observes au sein des PreaJpes fribourgeoises,
Jes lapies s'etendent generalement sur des surfaces limitees.
Pour cette raison, la rarete des champs de lapies a ete appreciee
principalement en fonction de leur surface. Dans certains cas,
la nature du substratum constitue egalement un indicateur
permettant d'apprecier la rarete (v. ci-dessus, formation du
Staldengraben, unites C et D).
En vertu de ces conceptions, les geotopes sont des champs
de lapies de grande etendue, presentant de nombreuses microformes de dissolution. Ces dernieres soot aisement identifiables et illustrent clairement le contexte et les modalites de
leur formation.

•

Les reseaux de cav ites souterraines

Les reseaux de cavites souterraines des Prealpes fribourgeoises soot localisees exclusivement au sein des formations
des calcaires massifs et plaquetes ( 12 a 14); elles se developpent a la faveur d'accidents tectoniques (tels que decrochements

ou failles). Parmi les nombreuses cavites recensees et explorees, neuf sont considerees comme des geotopes.
L'evaluation des cavites souterraines repose sur !'analyse
de leur representativite-exemplarite, de leur integrite, de leur
rarete ainsi que de leur importance comme site d'etude particulier. La valeur paleogeographique, jugee identique pour toutes
les cavites, ne constitue pas un critere discriminant.
La representativite d'un reseau de cavites souterraines depend essentiellement de la diversite, de la configuration ainsi
que de la distribution des vides karstiques et des concretions qui
s'y sont developpees. L'activite des mecanismes de dissolution, liee a !'infiltration et a la circulation de l'eau au sein des
massifs calcaires, contribue egalement a determiner la representativite-exemplarite de ces formes .
Les cavites intactes soot valorisees par rapport a celles qui
ont subi des degradations. Les cavites souterraines font en
effet l'objet de nombreuses sollicitations. Nous pouvons
mentionner en particulier leur utilisation occasionnelle
comme depotoirs et, dans une moindre mesure, !'exploration
intensive et l'amenagement de certaines galeries par Jes speleologues (ARBENZ & BITIERLI, 1995).
La rarete des reseaux de cavites souterraines est evaluee
principalement en fonction de leur extension (developpement
horizontal et denivel lation) et de leur configuration. La
richesse en concretions ainsi que la diversite et les dimensions
de ces dernieres sont egalement prises en compte.
Enfin, l'etude detaillee (description, cartographie, genese
et evolution, activite, etc.) de certaines cavites contribue a en
accro1tre la valeur scientifique. En effet, Jes donnees qui y sont
collectees permettent une meilleure comprehension du
contexte geomorphologique et des phenomenes endokarstiques en general; elles constituent en outre les fondements des
recherches ulterieures.

•

Les defiles et les cluses

Les defiles sont des segments de vallees, etroits et profondement entailles dans le substratum rocheux. Le terme de
«c luses» designe Jes passages qui recoupent transversalement
une structure plissee. Dans les Prealpes medianes fribourgeoises, Jes defiles et cluses entaillent Jes anticlinaux et les
synclinaux asymetriques qui forment les reliefs montagneux du
canton. lls traversent toutes les formations rocheuses comprises entre la formation des calcaires oolithiques et celle des
calcaires plaquetes (entre 4 et 14). Quatre defiles (ou cluses) et
deux ensembles de defiles (ou cluses) constituent des geotopes.
Les criteres «va leur paleogeographique>> et «site d'etude
particulier» ne permettent pas d'operer une selection parmi Jes
defiles et les cl uses. Pour ces formes, les criteres discriminants
sont par consequent la representativite-exemplarite, l'integrite
et la rarete.
L'evaluation de la representativite des defiles et cluses se
fonde essentiellement sur leurs dimensions et leur configuration. Ainsi, Jes defiles et cluses sont juges d'autant plus representatifs et exemplaires que la declivite et la denivellation de
leurs versants sont importantes.
Les dimensions des defiles et cluses Jes meuent a l'abri de
graves alterations. L'exploitation de carrieres constitue toutefois une atteinte non negligeable, qui contribue a devaloriser
certaines de ces formes.
Les principaux indicateurs pour !'estimation de la rarete
sont Jes dimensions et le contexte geologique. Les defiles et
cluses les plus rares sont ceux dont la dimension verticale
(denivellation des versants) est importante et ceux qui recoupent un grand nombre de formations geologiques. La rarete des
ensembles de defiles a en outre ete evaluee en fonction du
nombre de formes associees.
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•

Les vallees seches

D'apres les nombreuses etudes geomorphologiques et geologiques consultees, la plupart des vallees des Prealpes fribourgeoises ont ete soumises a !'action de glaciers locaux lors
du dernier episode glaciaire. Au sein des formations calcaires,
quelques vallees ne presentent cependant aucune trace d'activite
glaciaire. En !'absence d'ecoulement permanents, ces vallees
sont considerees comme des vallees seches.
Deux vallees seches isolees et un ensemble de trois vallees
seches ont ete selectionnes comme geotopes. lls se situent au
sein des formations des calcaires oolithiques (4), des calcaires
siliceux (6 et 7), du Staldengraben (8 a 10), des calcaires massifs et des calcaires plaquetes (12 a 14).
Les criteres discriminants en vue de !'evaluation des vallees
seches sont leur representativite-exemplarite et leur rarete.
Leur integrite est en general bonne tandis que leur valeur
pa leogeographique et leur valeur en tant que sites d'etude particuliers sont faibles.
Une denivellation importante entre le talweg et le sommet
des versants facilite !'identification des vallees seches et
contribue a en accroitre l'exemplarite. L'activite karstique dont
elles sont le siege, qui se manifeste par !'absence d'ecoulements superficiels, est egalement un critere essentiel pour
!'evaluation de leur representativite-exemplarite.
La rarete des vallees seches est avant tout estimee en fonction de leur extension longitudinale, les vallees les plus
longues etant Les plus rares. Leur contexte geomorphologique
contribue egalement parfois a leur rarete. Enfin, pour Jes
ensembles de formes, le nombre de vallees englobees est un
facteur de rarete determinant.

•

Les vallees glacio-karsti ques

Les vallees glacio-karstiques sont d'anciennes vallees glaciaires, souvent suspendues, plus ou moins surcreusees, dont
!'evolution recente et actuelle est regie quasi-exclusivement
par le processus karstique. Dans le cadre de l'inventaire des
geotopes geomorphologiques, les vallees d'origine glaciaire
drainees par un cours d'eau sont considerees comme des auges
glaciaires, meme si elles sont le siege de phenomenes karstiques. Ces formes ne sont pas considerees dans le present
compte-rendu.
Les vallees glacio-karstiques des Prealpes fribourgeoises
sont localisees dans la formation du Staldengraben (8 a I 0)
ainsi que dans les formations des calcaires massifs et plaquetes
(12 a 14). Quatre d'entre elles sont des geotopes.
Pour !'evaluation des vallees glacio-karstiques, les criteres
les plus pertinents sont la representativite-exemplarite, la rarete et la valeur en tant que site d'erude particulier. Les quelques
amenagements qu'on y observe (construction de chalets, de
routes ou de sentiers pedestres) ne portent pas atteinte a leurs
caracteristiques geomorphologiques (morphologie et fonctionnalite). Enfin, ces vallees possedent un certain interet paleogeographique (traces de l'activite glaciaire passee, temoins
du retrait glaciaire et de !'evolution recente) , juge identique
pour toutes les formes considerees.
L'exemplarite des vallees glacio-karstiques est appreciee
en fonction de leur configuration et de leur activite actuelle.
Les vallees encaissees, presentant de nombreuses formes
d'origine glaciaire (ci rques , ombilics et verrous, accumulations
morainiques, etc.) et sieges de phenomenes attestant l'activite
du processus karstique sont les plus representatives.
La rarete des vallees glacio-karstiques s'evalue principalement en fonction de leurs dimensions. Les vallees les plus
rares sont les plus longues et les plus encaissees. La richesse
en formes-temoins d'origine glaciaire ainsi qu 'en phenomenes
karstiques contribue egalement a en accroitre la rarete.

Certaines vallees ont ete l'objet de recherches approfondies, qui leur conferent une vaJeur scientifique accrue.

•

Les depressions glacio-ka rstiques

Les depressions glacio-karstiques sont des formes polygeniques caracterisees par une depression majeure, siege de pertes
karstiques. Ces cu vettes sont le resultat d'un surcreusement
glaciaire au fond d'un cirque ou d'une vallee. La dissolution
nivale et la gelifraction sont les principaux mecanismes qui en
regissent !'evolution actuelle.
Les depressions glacio-karstiques abo ndent dans les
Prealpes fribourgeoises. Elles se rencontrent dans toutes les
formations geologiques, meme si la lithologie est peu propice
a la karstification. L'absence d'ecoulements et/ou !'infiltration
des eaux de surface attestent cependant l'activite karstique
actuelle. Neuf depressions glacio-karstiques et trois ensembles
de depressions sont consideres comme des geotopes.
L'exemplarite des depressions glacio-karstiques depend
surtout de leur contexte geologique et geomorphologique, de
leur configuration et de leur dynamique actuelle. Une importance particuliere a ete attribuee a la profondeur de ces depressions (qui temoigne du surcreusement glaciaire et/ou de la
dissolution karstique) et a l'infi ltration des eaux de surface.
L'evaluation de la representativite des ensembles de formes
tient egalement compte du nombre et de la distribution des
depressions (p. ex. au fond de cirques voisins ou d'om bilics
etages le long d'une vallee glaciaire).
Difficilement accessibles, les depressions glacio-karstiques sont peu menacees. Bien qu 'e lles soient en general
intactes et actives, certaines d'entre elles sont alterees par des
constructions et des routes d'acces.
Les depressions glacio-karstiques presentent le plus souvent une forme arrondie voire elliptique et sont associees a des
cirques glaciaires ou a des ombilics. Certaines specificites
telles que leurs dimensions importantes (s urface, profondeur)
ou leur contexte (p. ex. au fond d'une vallee glaciaire, a cheval
sur les bassins d'alimentation de plusieurs sources karstiques)
contribuent a en accrottre la rarete. La rarete des ensembles de
formes est appreciee en fonction du nombre de formes
associees ainsi que de la disposition de ces dernieres.
L'analyse des depressions glacio-karstiques (de leur
configuration, de leur remplissage, de leur contexte et de leur
dynamique) Ii vre d'interessantes information s concernant
!'evolution morphogenique regionaJe depuis le dernier episode
glaciaire.
Enfin, la valeur scientifique des depressions glacio-karstiques est renforcee par Jes nombreuses erudes dont elles ont
ete l'objet. En outre, !'analyse du remplissage sedimentaire
progressif de ces depressions permettrait une meilleure comprehension de leur evolution et de la morphogenese karstique
en general (TESTAZ, 1966).

Les complexes karstiques
Les complexes karstiques consistent en surfaces d'etendue
variable ou de nombreuses formes de dissolution superficielles
et souterraines coexistent et evoluent conjointement. Dans les
Prealpes fribourgeoises, six complexes karstiques sont consideres comme des geotopes. La plupart affectent les formations
du Staldengraben (unites C et D, 9 et 10), des calcaires massifs
et plaquetes (12 a 14) et presentent une tres grande variete de
formes. Un de ces complexes fait neanmoins exception:
constitue de dolines et de depressions glacio-karstiques, ii se
situe au sein des formations du Trias et du Lias inferieur ( I a 4).
Les complexes sont evalues d'apres les memes criteres que
Jes formes isolees et les ensembles de formes. Le critere
«geoto pes englobes» s'y ajoute parfois. Les complexes karsSymposium 8: Karst Geomorphology
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tiques sont intacts et actifs (certaines formes isolees sont
parfois alterees. sans que les complexes ne soient pour autant
deprecies). Tous livrent des informations interessantes
concernant !'evolution des reliefs prealpins. Pour ces complexes, Jes criteres «integrite» et «valeur paleogeographique»
ne sont par consequent pas discriminants.
L'appreciation de l'exemplarite-representativite des complexes karstiques consiste a juger de leur aptitude a rendre
compte de l'activite passee ou actuelle du processus karstique
dans une region donnee. Elle peut se fonder sur la prise en
consideration de tous les indicateurs presentes sur la figure 2.
Les complexes karstiques sont d'autant plus rares que leur
surface est importante et que le nombre et la diversite des
formes qu'ils comprennent sont grands. La rarete de certains
complexes karstiques est fonction de leur contexte geologique
(v. ci-dessus) .
Certains complexes karstiques ont fait l'objet d'etudes geologiques generales ainsi que d'analyses approfondies, portant
notamment sur leurs caracteristiques hydrogeologiques ou
geomorphologiques. Leur valeur en tant que sites d'etude particulier en est considerablement accrue.
Les six complexes renferment chacun entre un et cinq geotopes karstiques de complexite moindre (formes isolees et
ensembles de formes). L'interet geomorphologique des complexes karstiques, qui constituent l'environnement de ces
formes et ensembles de valeur, en est renforce.

6. Conclusion:
la gestion des geotopes karstiques
Selon le dossier d'avant-projet (TEAM+, I 995), le plan sectoriel des paysages et des sites du canton de Fribourg vise la
prevention des atteintes irreversibles aux geotopes soumis
des sollicitations particulieres et/ou menaces en tant qu 'elements caracteristiques du paysage. Les mesures
prendre en
vue de satisfaire a cet objectif general dependent des menaces
qui pesent sur les geotopes (GRANDGIRARD, a parattre b).
Les geotopes karstiques du canton de Fribourg sont situes
dans des regions montagneuses, elevees et accidentees; ils
sont globalement peu menaces. Ces geotopes sont neanmoins
l'objet de degradations, qui ne peuvent etre compensees. Pour
cette raison, leur gestion repose essentiellement sur des
mesures de protection. Ces dernieres peuvent consister en creations de reserves naturelles (cf. DE BR0YER, 1979 et RoJSEK,
1995) ou en restrictions d'utilisation, notamment dans les cas
de frequentation excessive ou peu respectueuse des cavites
souterraines (cf. AR BENZ & BITIERLI, 1995 et HO BLEA, 1995).
Ces mesures peuvent en outre s'accompagner d'actions
d'information et de mise en valeur (p. ex. creation de sentiers
didactiques, operations de depollution des depressions et cavites contaminees), destinees a encourager la prise de
conscience de la valeur du patrimoine karstique par le plus
grand nombre.
En Sui se, les dispositions legales en matiere d'amenagement du territoire, de protection de la nature et du paysage, de
protection de l'environnement et de protection des eaux
seraient en principe suffisantes pour assurer la gestion des
geotopes karstique. Les faits demontrent cependant que la
valeur de ce type de patrimoine n'est que rarement reconnue.
L'inventaire des geotopes geomorphologiques du canton de
Fribourg et le plan sectoriel des paysages et des sites constituent des instruments qui permettent a la fois de mettre en
evidence la richesse des phenomenes karstiques et d'assurer
leur protection de fa~on ciblee et efficace.

a

a
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Reflexion sur les facteurs controlant la karstification
dans l'Arc alpin
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Abstract: Consideration about mechanisms regulating the karstification in the Alpine range.
Most of the large alpine cave systems have been made up during the eogene and have evolved during the Quaternary. Following
the first neogene uplifts, extensive subhorizontal systems, sometimes layered, have occured. At the beginning of the Upper Miocene,
they have been perched by the important uplift. Then, they have been cut and dryed out by vertical shafts, from plio-quaternary age.
Allogenic water have extensively contributed to their elaboration. In the Tertiary, thanks to the low relief and to the weathered rock
covers, the systems develop in a fluvio-karst context. In the Quaternary, glacial waters have hollowed out the alpine shafts and
reactived the old perched systems. These cave systems are geodynamic and geomorphologic milestones.

Resume
La plupart des grands reseaux alpins se sont elabores au eogene et ont evolue durant le Quaternaire. Des les premieres phases de
surrection neogenes, de vastes complexes de galeries subhorizontales, parfois etages, se sont mis en place. Le soulevement important
amorce a la fin du Miocene les a perche. Ils ont alors ete demanteles et asseches par des reseaux de puits d'une grande extension
verticale, d'iige plio-quaternaire. Les apports d'eaux allogenes ont largemeat contribue a leur formation. Au Tertiaire, grace aux reliefs
peu eleves et aux couvertures d'alterites, les reseaux s'organisent dans un coatexte de fluvio-karst. Au Quaternaire, les eaux glaciaires
ont creuse les gouffres et reactive les anciens reseaux perches. Ces reseaux sont des jalons geodynamiques et geomorphologiques.

1. Evolution des karsts alpins depuis le
debut du Tertiaire
Des tluvio-karsts avec un gradient modere, jusqu'a la fin du
Miocene
Durant une bonne partie du Tertiaire, les zones alpines
externes, ou se localisent la plupart des massifs karstiques, ne
sont guere soulevees. Plateaux et basses montagnes, proches du
niveau de base, n'offrent qu'un faible gradient attitudinal.
Les massifs cristallins internes et les massifs anciens
dominent ces plates-formes sedimentaires. De ces amonts
descendent des cours d'eau, qui couvrent les piemonts
sedimentaires d'ependages detritiques : sables eocenes en
peripherie des massifs anciens (Prealpes fran9aises), Augensteine
oligocenes dans les Alpes calcaires du nord de l'Autriche.
Dans un contexte climatique de type tropical, ces couvertures
detritiques sont soumises a une puissante alteration
("siderolithique", Bohnerz). Une legere surrection permet la
karstification des calcaires, par crypto-corrosion sous ces
couvertures detritiques (MAIRE, 1990). II s'elabore un paysage
ubiquiste de buttes karstiques : Coulmes en Yercors (DELAN ov
& al., 1988), Campo dei Fiori (UGGERI, 1992), Raxlandschaft des
Alpes calcaires autrichiennes (LANGENSCHEIDT, 1986), sommets
coniques des Alpes juliennes (HABIC, 1992).
Dans la zone interne en position plus elevee, comme pour le
Marguareis, !'evolution s'amorce par decapage des couvertures
autochtones (flyschs), avec egalement une action de la cryptocorrosion au travers des calcschistes tres permeables (MAIRE,
1990).
La lente surrection accroit progressivement le gradient et les
cours d'eaux allogenes disparaissent au contact des calcaires,
alimentant le karst profond. Poljes, vallees aveugles et pertes de
rivieres constituent alors un flu vio-karst.
Les reseaux souterrains sont subhorizontaux du fait du faible
gradient. L'alimentation abondante par les rivieres allogenes
produit de vastes galeries qui s'etagent sur quelques dizaines de
metres dans les limites de la zone epinoyee : les crues brutales,
liees tant au climat contraste qu'a la presence d'un amont
impermeable, n'activent que temporairemeat les etages superieurs
(AUDRA, 1994).
Par ailleurs, les reseaux sont egalement alimentes par les
infiltrations descendant au travers de la zone vadose qui

empruntent des conduits subverticaux de type puits-meandres ou
des galeries inclinees (BINI, 1994 ; BINI & UGGERJ, 1992).
Les remplissages karstiques de cette periode sont tres
caracteristiques (AUDRA, 1995). Les depots detritiques
proviennent du soutirage des couvertures superficielles alterees.
lls se composent d'argiles rougeiitres, de pisolites de fer issues du
demantelement d'anciennes cuirasses, de billes de quartz ainsi
que de mineraux resistants (zircon, tourmaline, muscovite ... ).
Les roches et mineraux facilement alterables (biotite,
feldspaths ... )
sont
en
general
inexistants.
Les
concretions refletent les conditions climatiques chaudes avec une
vegetation abondante, liees tant au climat d'alors qu'a !'altitude
moindre des massifs, comme le montrent les mesures sur les
isotopes de l'oxygene (FRISIA & al., 1994). Elles sont massives,
avec des cristallisations transparentes. Cependant, la degradation
des couvertures bio-pedologiques !ors des crises climatiques
episodiques, entrainant un soutirage des sols dans le karst, se
traduit par des concretions teintees de rouge.

La surrection alpine aboutit a des karsts perches.
Role regional de la regression messinienne
Deux phenomenes marquent la charniere Miocene-Pliocene.
La regression messinienne affecte le versant mediterraneen draine
par des fleuves dependant du bas niveau regressif (Bas-Rhone,
Provence, plaine du Po et sans doute Alpes juliennes). Le
paroxysme alpin (ou phase tectonique rhodanienne) renouvelle
en partie la trame structurale. Cette tectonisation est suivie d'une
phase importante de soulevement tout au long du Pliocene, qui se
poursuit de maniere variable selon les lieux durant le Pleistocene.
C'est la periode de constitution des grands reseaux souterrains
que l'on connait actuellement.
La phase rhodanienne agit de maniere differente selon les
regions. Dans les massifs constitues d'alternances de couches
marneuses et calcaires, comme les Prealpes fran9aises du nord,
les mouvements se traduisent par des deformations souples
plissees et chevauchantes, remodelant profondement les
anciennes structures geologiques. En Autriche, ou les assises

calcaires atteignent plus de I 000 m d'epaisseur, les mouvements
se

traduisent

par

des

rejeux

cassants

subverticaux.
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soulevement de quelques centaines de metres accompagne cette
phase de tectonisation.
De grands reseaux subhorizontaux se mettent alors en place,
conformement a cette nouvelle trame structurale. Dans les
Prealpes fran~aises, certains beneficient d'apports fluviatiles de
poljes intra-montagnards (antre de Venus - DELANNOY, 1992) ou
peut-etre alpi ns (Chartreuse ? - HOBLEA, a paraitre) d'autres se
limitent
un drainage local (grotte Vallier). En Autriche, les
Riesenhohlen (Eisriesenwelt, Tantalhohle, Raucherkarhohle ... ),
doivent leur gigantisme aux puissants apports des grandes
rivieres alpines.
En surface, l'accroissement du gradient active !'erosion des
couvertures qui sont piegees dans le karst. Ces alterites remaniees
se melent, lorsque l'alimentation est egalement allogene, a des
elements fluviatiles beaucoup mains alteres (fragments rocheux,
mineraux fragiles plus frequents) . Les concretions massives
attestent de la persistence d'un climat chaud.
Les reseaux de la generation precedente sont perches par la
surrection, disloques par la tectonique. Amputes de leur bassin
versant, ils sont deconnectes des circulations et n'ont
generalement pas de lien avec les grands reseaux nouvellement
crees.
Au cours du Pliocene, le soulevement se poursuit
continuellement, renfor~ant encore le gradient de plusieurs
centaines de metres, ce qui porte le mouvement vertical depuis la
fin du Miocene a plus d'un kilometre. Les vallees s'adaptent par
un creusement en profondeur, qui s'accompagne d'un evasement
des versants. Ainsi, les grands reseaux perdent leur alimentation,
par diminution de leur impluvium karstique (Vallier), par
disparition de l'apport al logene (Eisriesenwelt) et deviennent
inactifs. Les niveaux de circulation s'enfoncent, fa~onnant des
etages inferieurs de conduits marquant chacune des phases de
repit. L'accroissement considerable du potentiel hydraulique livre
un zone vadose de plus de I 000 m de hauteur, que les
infiltrations verticales vont creuser en puits et meandres,
recoupant "a l'emporte-piece" les differents niveaux horizontaux
des generations precedentes. Les conduits de la zone epinoyee
correspondent a de grands tubes inclines selon le pendage
(Holloch). Du fait de l'importante surrection, les massifs calcaires
ainsi que leur soubassement impermeable s'elevent au-dessus du
fond des vallees. Pour certains d'entre eux, une faib le portion
descend jusqu'au niveau de base ou se localisent les emergences :
ii s'agit desormais de karsts perches.

a

La regression messinienne est un evenement extremement
brutal, qui se traduit par un puissant surcreusement des vallees
jusqu'a l'interieur de l'arc al pin ( I 000 m au niveau des lacs
italiens) . Elle se manifeste alors que la surrection rhodanienne est
deja amorcee (CLAUZO , 1996), elle va done en accroitre les
effets morphologiques sur le versant meridional alpin.
L'evasement des versants decapite les anciens reseaux. Un
nouveau systeme de drainage subvertical se met en place dans la
zone vadose etendue vers le bas, qui recoupe les anciens etages
horizontaux. La transgression pliocene transforme en rias ces
vallees, bientot remplies de sediments. De ce fait, une grande
partie de la base du karst est ennoyee, partiellement colmatee
(BI 1, 1994). Seuls les drains majeurs restent fonctionnels
(emergences sous-lacustres lombardes, sources vauclusiennes
bordant la vallee du Rhone . .. ).

La reactivation par les glaciers pleistoci:nes
A l'aube du Pleistocene, les reliefs sont pratiquement en
place ; les vallees subissent un surcreusement modere sous l'effet
des glaciations. II serait de l'ordre de 200 a 300 ma Vallier et aux
Siebenhengste, ou !'on retrouve des temoins des premieres
glaciations dominant d'autant les moraines recentes (AUDRA,
1994 ; JEANNIN, I 991 ). Ces depots prouvent la mise en place
anterieure des grands reseaux. Les nouveaux developpements
sont generalement limites aux niveaux les plus profonds.
Par ailleurs, des karsts plus recents (Valais, Alpes intemes
dauphinoises, Kitzsteinhom ... ) se mettent en place en fonction

du decapage des couvertures, amorce au Pliocene et poursuivi au
cours du Pleistocene (MAIRE, 1990). Leur jeunesse relative se
traduit par des formes et des systemes de drainage peu evolues.
Les grands reseaux poursuivent leur etagement en suivant les
variations du niveau de base, tant d'origine tectonique que
glaciaire. Dans le massif du Marguareis, d'anciens conduits
horizontaux su.r montent de I 00
200 m les canyons actifs
(EUSEBIO & VtGNA, 1996), tandis qu'aux Siebenhengste les
circulations s'enfoncent dans des niveaux inferieurs inconnus
(JEANNIN, 1990).
Dans la zone vadose, les puits et meandres evoluent par
erosion regressive, creant des reseaux paralleles.
Les remplissages se disposent en fonction de colmatages et
de decolmatages successifs des reseaux preexistants {AUDRA,
1994 ; BINI, 1994 ). Dans la zone vadose, on observe des
bourrages de galets morainiques provenant de pertes glaciaires,
passant a des sediments fluvio-glaciaires sablo-graveleux
(HLADNIK & KRANJC, 1977). Mais la grande originalite reside
dans les mises en charge considerables des reseaux, qui sont
reactives sur plusieurs centaines de metres de hauteur. Les
fusions glaciaires estivales provoquent une sedimentation varvee,
caracteristique de cette zone epinoyee (AUDRA, 1995). En milieu
periglaciaire, on observe des decharges de gelifracts, des laves
torrentielles liees la gelifluxion (Dachsteinhohle) et des limons
issus du remaniement des la:ss (UGGERI, & al. , 1990). Durant les
interglaciaires, avec la reconquete de la vegetation, le
concretionnement reprend, les depots detritiques sont cimentes en
conglomerats (MAIRE & QUINIF, 1990). Les concretions inactives
localisees au-dessus de l'actuelle limite de la Foret se rattachent a
d'anciens interglaciaires plus chauds que l'actuel (grotte Vallier) .

a

a

On observe ainsi, en fonction de !'evolution des conditions
environnementales, le passage du type fluvio-karst, fonctionnel
jusqu'au debut du Pliocene a des karsts perches par la surrection
au cours du Pliocene, en partie inactifs. Par la suite, les reseaux
seront partiellement reactives sous l'effet des glaciations.

2. Les facteurs de contr61e de la
karstification alpine
D'une maniere generale, la karstification, est controlee par
deux parametres fondamentaux, le gradient altitudinal qui
determine la vitesse de circulation et le volume d'eau transitant au
travers du karst, responsable de l'agrandissement des conduits.
Secondairement, la presence de couvertures bio-pedologiques
pourra renforcer l'agressivite des eaux en les acidifiant.
Le gradient altitudinal est obtenu des lors qu'un relief se
developpe au -dessus du niveau de base, generalement sous l'effet
d'une surrection tectonique (une regression peut accentuer
l'ampleur du gradient).
Lorsque la surrection est progressive, les reseaux s'etagent,
chaque niveau nouvellement cree est alimente par les fuites de
l'ancien etage superieur, qui va progressivement se desactiver en
raison de sa situation de plus en plus perchee. C'est dans ce
contexte que les karsts evoluent depuis la fin du Miocene. En
consequence, si les grands reseaux sont perches par la surrection,
ils restent neanmoins integres aux reseaux plus recents qui vont
les recouper. Ainsi, dans la Dent de Crolles, on connait quatre
etages successifs interconnectes, dont le plus recent est bloque
sur les mames impermeables.
En revanche, si les mouvements ont une composante
tangentielle, accompagnee d'une tectonisation (plissements,
chevauchements ... ), ou s'ils sont tres rapides, les anciens reseaux
sont segmentes par la tectonique et detruits par les
effondrements.
L'apparition
d'une
structure
differente
conditionne la naissance de reseaux adaptes au nouveau contexte,

totalement distincts des reseaux anterieurs. Ainsi, les reseaux
miocenes (ou plus anciens), anterieurs au paroxysme alpin, ne
sont generalement pas integres aux grands reseaux post-miocenes
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et apparaissent l'etat de vestiges fragmentes, avec des conduits
colmates par les effondrements (Ruinenhoh/en ... ).
De tels bouleversements tectoniques modifient aussi bien Jes
structures que Jes grandes lignes du relief. C'est ainsi que les
directions de drainage peuvent se renverser, comme pour Jes
Alpes juliennes, qui sont drainees vers !'est en direction du bassin
pannonien avant le paroxysme alpin, puis ulterieurement vers
l'Adriatique, au sud-ouest (HABIC, 1992).
Les oscillations du niveau de base peuvent aussi provenir des
variations climatiques. Les regressions messinienne et glacioeustatiques ont eut un impact capital sur Jes karsts de la bordure
meridionale des Alpes, en engendrant des circulation profondes,
en-dessous du niveau de base actuel. Le surcreusement glaciaire
des vallees alpines produit le meme effet. A la suite de la
transgression pliocene, ou !ors des interglaciaires, le niveau de
base remonte. Les karsts littoraux s'ennoient (Calanques
provem,:ales), l'alluvionnement exhausse Jes vallees alpines. De
ce fait, Jes exutoires sont enfouis sous Jes sediments, donnant des
reseaux "encapuchonnes", avec une base noyee et un colmatage
d'une partie des conduits. Les sous-ecoulements pennanents
diffusent dans la nappe alluviale alors que les sources de tropplein se disposent au niveau actuel de la vallee, comme pour Ies
reseaux savoyards du Haut-Giffre (MAIRE, 1990). II en resulte, en
dehors des massifs perches sur des impenneables, que la plupart
des karst possedent une base ennoyee.
Le climat joue egalement un role direct, par le controle qu'il
exerce sur le volume des precipitations (saisons seches et
humides altemees d'ampleur variable au Tertiaire, glaciations au
Quatemaire, crues saisonnieres de fonte nivale pendant les
interglaciaires). C'est une donnee fondamentale influant sur la
vitesse de karstification propre a chaque periode.
Tectonique et climat se combinent pour definir les principales
caracteristiques de chaque phase, qui sont regies par deux
parametres fondamentaux : Ies eaux allogenes et Jes couvertures
bio-pedologiques. Les grandes phases de speleogenese
correspondent aux periodes ou les karsts beneficient d'un surcroit
d'alimentation s'additionnant aux infiltrations locales.
Jusqu'a la fin du Miocene, c'est dans un contexte de reliefs
peu souleves que fonctionnent les fluvio-karsts, grace a la
juxtaposition de zones impenneables aux massifs calcaires. Le
climat favorise le developpement des alterites et de la vegetation.
La karstification par crypto-corrosion est extremement active,
grace a l'effet acidifiant des couvertures detritiques et de la
vegetation sur les eaux infiltrees.
La surrection pliocene interrompt ce mode de fonctionnement
en perchant Ies karsts au-dessus des grandes circulations
fluviatiles regionales. Les couvertures sont progressivement
decapees, sous l'effet conjugues de la surrection et de la
degradation climatique.
Au cours du Pleistocene, les grands glaciers alpins atteignent
des altitudes elevees et reactivent une partie des reseaux perches
alimentes par les eaux de fusion glaciaire. L'abrasion glaciaire
acheve le deblaiement des alterites, a te l point que dans nombre
de massifs karstiques, les seuls temoins de ces couvertures
tertiaires sont les remplissages pieges dans les anciens reseaux.
C'est ainsi que les reseaux karstiques et en particulier les
niveaux etages de conduits horizontaux, peuvent etre consideres
comme des indicateurs de la position d'anciens niveaux de base,
qui renseignent quanta eux sur les conditions geodynamigues et
paleoclimatigues d'alors.

chronologie relative precise des evenements. Cette methode,
certes classique, n'en demeure pas moins fondamentale, les
nombreuses resultats novateurs recents sont la pour le prouver.
- la speleomorphologie, dont l'approche est indissociable de
la precedente, pennet, entre autres, de reperer la position des
niveaux de circulation passes, en s'appuyant en particulier sur les
drains horizontaux, marquant la limite zone vadose / zone noyee.
Quoique de portee plus locale, elle complete Jes donnees
regionales "externes", bien souvent deficientes pour les periodes
anciennes.
- enfin, l'etude des remplissages karstiques renseigne sur Ies
conditions hydrodynamiques, paleoclimatiques, permettant de
reconstituer plus precisement le fonctionnement karstique propre
a chaque phase. A ceci s'ajoute la possibilite de datations
absolues, bien que les methodes actuelles ne soient guere
performantes au-dela du Pleistocene moyen, laissant dans
l'obscurite la plus grande partie de l'histoire des karsts.
La principale difficulte reside dans !'analyse precise des
fonctionnement propres a chaque phase, qui n'est reellement
possible que lorsque chacune se differencie des autres par un
niveau bien individualise de conduits. Malheureusement, au
Pleistocene, les variations rapides et considerables de la position
du niveau de base, vont imbriquer les temoins de chaque phase
qu'il sera difficile de differencier. Les secteurs ou Jes niveaux de
karstification sont bien individualises grace a !'existence de
calcaires sur de grandes denivellations offrent pour cela plus de
potentialites, tout comme les marqueurs chronologiques bien
etablis : regression messinienne, paleomagnetisme pour le
Pleistocene. De nouvelles methodes comme la tephrochronologie
devraient apporter de nouvelles donnees. Enfin, une reflexion sur
la signification precise des differentes fonnes de conduits
elabores en zone epinoyee et noyee en tant que marqueurs de la
position du niveau de base merite d'etre entreprise (cf. article du
meme auteur dans ces Actes).
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Aufbau und Speleogenese eines hochalpinen Karstsystems
(Kolkblaser-Monsterhohle-System,
Steinernes Meer, Osterreich; L = 43.4 km, HO= -711 m)
von Dipl. Geol. M. Denneborg
Speleologische ArbeitsGruppe Aachen (SAGA) Laatbankstraat 40 NL - 6291 ED Vaals

Zusammenfassung
Das 1982 entdeckte Kolkblaser-Monsterhohle-System (KMS) irn Steinemen Meer zeigt wesentliche Aspekte der Entstehung der hochalpinen Karstsysteme in den nordlichen Kalkalpen in Osterreich. Typisch fiir die nordlichen Kalkalpen ist
eine prinzipielle Gliederung in drei Etagen, die irn wesentlichen mit den Hebungs- und Stillstandphasen der alpinen Gebirgsbildung korreliert (Ruinenhohlenetage, Riesenhohlenetage, Quellhohlenetage). Im Steinemen Meer konnten bisher
die oberste und unterste Etage nachgewiesen werden.

Abstract
The Kolkblaser-Monsterhohle-System discovered in 1982, shows main aspects of the karstification of the Alpine karst
systems in the Nordliche Kalkalpen of Austria. Typical for the caves of the Nordliche Kalkalpen are three main levels
which correspond more or less with the uplift of the Alps (level of cave ruins, level of giant caves, level of spring caves).
In the Steinemes Meer the upper and lower levels exist (resp. are discovered).

1. Einleitung
In den Hohlen der nordlichen Kalkalpen (Abb. 1) liillt sich eine generelle Gliederung in drei Etagen feststellen, die eine
Korrelation mit den Hebe- und Stillstandsphasen der Alpen nahelegt (u.a. Bd. 2 SAIZBURGER HbHLENBUCH, 1977). Im

Steinemen Meer finden sich ebenfalls Hinweise, die diese These stiitzen. Folgende Etagen werden unterschieden: Ruinenhohlenetage (Kap. 2), Riesenhohlenetage (Kap. 4) und Quellhohlenetage (Kap. 5). Im Steinemen Meer finden sich ebenfalls Hinweise, die diese These stiitzen. Hier wurde zwischen den beiden obersten Etagen noch eine Zwischenetage
(Kap. 3) festgestellt.
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Abb. 1: Lage der nordlichen Kalka/pen

2. Ruinenhohlenetage {2100-2250 m 0. M.)
Das Kolkblaser-Monsterhohle-System (KMS) ist das derzeit gr6J3te bekannte Hohlensystem in der Ruinenhohlenetage, da
die Randgipfel irn Steinemen Meer iiber 2300 m reichen und diese Gange erhalten geblieben sind, wahrend sie in den
ubrigen Kalkplateaus weitgehend erodiert wurden. Typisch sind groJ3e, horiwntale und versturzgepragte Gange von bis zu
20 x 20 m Durchmesser. Im KMS sind drei, mehrere hundert m lange Gangstiicke erhalten geblieben, die irn parallelen
Abstand von ea. 700 m von Siiden nach Norden ziehen (Giga, Supertramp, Vo,wiirts, Abb. 2, Abb. 3). Im Siiden werden
die Gange von einer hundert Meter hohen Steilwand abgeschnitten; irn Norden enden sie in groJ3en Schneekegeln. Nach
schneearmen Wintern kann das KMS vom Plateau aus erreicht werden. Teilweise lassen sich die gro13en Gange noch als
Hoh1enruinen auf dem Plateau verfolgen (Grunschartenhohle, Abb. 2).
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Abb. 3: Schematischer Nord-Sud Aufriss des Kolkbliiser-Mo11sterholile-Systems
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Die Gange der Ruinenhohlenetage entstanden, als vor Hebung der Alpen und vor Ausbildung der tiefen Quertaler Fliisse
aus weit sudlich gelegenen Einzugsgebieten auBerhalb der Kalkgebiete auf ihrem Weg nach Norden in die Kalke eintraten
und diese durchflossen haben (FluBhohlen). Als Beleg finden sich Quarzgerolle, die aus den mehrere Kilometer entfernten
Zentralalpen stammen (Abb. 4).
Die weitaus gro/3ten Wassermassen flossen in den mehr oder
weniger horizontalen Gangen mit leichtem Gefalle nach
Norden auf eine Ur-Donau (?) zu. Da fur die Gangaus- S
bildung letztlich immer die Hohenlage des Vorfluterniveaus
entscheidend ist, wurden die rnit ea. 30 bis 40 Grad nach
Norden einfallenden Schichtpakete durchschnitten, auch
wenn sich die Gangausbildung lokal an den geologischtektonischen Gegebenheiten orientierte.

vor ea TO N,o JohrM· lw9Msleinflusse

Abb. 4: Entstehung der RuinenlloMenetage

3. Zwischenetage im Steinernen Meer
Die bislang im KMS entdeckten Gange unterhalb der Ruinenhohlenetage reichen bis auf ein Niveau von ea. 1700 rn; das
Pfingstschachtsystem bis 1492 m. Sie werden zu einer Zwischenetage zusarnmengefaflt, zu der folgende Gangsysteme
gerechnet werden:
•

horizontale, N-S gerichtete Gange (2050-1900 m ii. M.)

Die Gange unterlagern die Ruinenhohlenetage und sind fast zeitgleich entstanden, der Durchrnesser ist rnit 8 bis
12 mjedoch geringer.
•

geneigte, NW-SE gerichtete Gange (2100-1700 m ii. M.)

Die Gange sind an der rnit ea. 300 nach Norden einfallenden Schichtung orientiert (Durchrnesser: 3 bis 8 m). Diese
Gange stellen - nach der Ruinenhohlenetage - die spatere fossile Hauptentwasserung dar (regionale Flie/3systeme)
und reichen vermutlich weit nach Norden unter das Plateau. Leider endeten die Vorsto/3e bislang in einer ausgedehnten, min. 100 m rnachtigen Lehrn- und Gerollzone zwischen 1800 und 1700 m. Die Anlage der Gange erfolgte
wahrscheinlich gleichzeitig rnit den horizontalen, uberlagernden Gangsystemen durch tieferreichende Grundwasserzirkulationssysteme (tiefphreatisch), iiber die zunachstjedoch nur ein geringer Anteil der Grundwasserbewegung erfolgte. Erst bei der Heraushebung der Alpen wurden die Druckrohren ausgebildet, die noch spater durch Gravitationsgerinne vados uberpragt wurden (Schliissellochprofile).
•

horizontale, E-W gerichtete Gange (2000-1700 m ii. M.)

Diese Gange sind Zubringer mit einem Durchrnesser von 2 bis 5 m, die anniihernd rechtwinklig (z.B. Naher Osten)
auf die NW-SE gerichteten Gangen sto/3en, die eine lokale Vorfluterfunktion hatten. Ergebnis ist ein spalierartiges
Entwiisserungsnetz. Die Hohenlage der Zubringer nimmt nach Norden bin mit den fallenden Vorflutem von ea. 2000
auf 1750 m ab.
•

Schacht- Maandersysteme

Die aktiven und z.T. fossilen Schacht-Maandersysteme verbinden die eher horiwntal ausgerichteten Gange. Bislang
wurden vier schwebende Siphons rnit ausgedehnten Riickstauwnen im Bereich der Kalk/Dolomitgrenze angetroffen,
die auf eine - zurnindest kleinraurnige - Verkarstung des unterlagernden Dolomites hinweisen. Die Hohenlage der Siphons nimmt nach Norden rnit der fallenden Kalk-Dolomitgrenze ab (Abb. 3).

4. Riesenhohlenetage (1400-1600 m i.i. M.)
In dieser Etage befinden sich in Osterreich viele gro/3e Hohlensysteme (Tantalhohle, Dachsteinmarnrnuthohle, Eisriesenwelt, etc.). Charakteristisch sind gro/3e, subhorizontale Gange rnit deutlichen Gegensteigungen und machtigen Lehmablagerungen. Sie entstanden unter phreatischen Bedingungen. Ein Zustrom von Einzugsgebieten auBerhalb der Kalkgebiete
bestand wahrscheinlich immer noch.
Im Steinernen Meer ist diese Etage unseres Erachtens nicht vorhanden, da die hochanstehenden und geringer verkarstungsfahigen Dolomite am Siidrand des Steinernen Meeres einen Wasserzustrom von auBerhalb der Kalkgebiete verhinderten und die Verkarstung nur durch die Niederschlagswasser im Bereich der Kalke erfolgte, so daI3 die entsprechenden
Gange am Nordrand des Plateaus auch kleinraurniger ausgebildet sind als in der Riesenhohlenetage.
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5. Quellhohlenetage (850-1000 m 0. M.)
Die Quellhohlenetage weist in den nordliehen Kalkalpen sowohl aktive als aueh iiberlagemde, ausgedehnte fossile Hohlen
auf (Bergersystem, Hirlatzhohle). Im Steinemen Meer ist die heutige Entwasserung sowohl naeh Norden als aueh naeh
Siiden geriehtet. Im Norden liegt die Salz&rabenhohle (ea. 9 km Lange) als ein fossiler Quellaustritt ea. 100 m iiber dem
Vorflutniveau, dem Konigssee (Abb. 5). Uber absteigende Gange kann der heutige Karstwasserspiegel erreieht werden.
Die Entwasserung erfolgt direkt in den Konigssee. Typiseh sind Druekrohren ohne groBe Lehrnablagerungen. Im Siiden
liegt ein ergiebiger, doeh engraurniger Quellkomplex (BuehweiBbaehquellen) mitten im Dolornit. Die Wasserseheide ist
3
noeh nieht bekannt. Beide Quellkomplexe konnen Sehiittungen bis zu mehreren m /s aufweisen. Der groBte Anteil der
Entwasserung diirfte jedoeh naeh Norden erfolgen.
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Abb. 5: Schematisclier Nord-Siid Schnitt durch das Steinerne Meer

6. SchluBfolgerungen
Die bisherigen Forsehungen irn Steinemen Meer (und im Vergleieh mit anderen Hohlensystemen) zeigen, daB die Entwieklung und der Autbau der Hohlensysteme irn wesentliehen vom Autbau der regionalen und lokalen GrundwasserflieBsysteme bestirnmt wird. Hierbei spielt die Lage des Vorfluters die entseheidende Rolle. Geringe Potentialdifferenzen
(Hohenuntersehiede) fiihren zu eher horiwntalen Systemen, wobei je naeh Maehtigkeit des Grundwasserleiters und Aufbau der regionalen FlieBsysteme bereits die tieferen Niveaus in ihrer Grundstruktur angelegt werden. Rohe Potentialdifferenzen fiihren zu eher vertikal entwiekelten Systemen, die sieh im Quellbereieh dureh ausgedehnte und tiefe Siphons auszeiehnen (aufsteigende Grundwasserbewegung in den Aussiekerungsgebieten). Modifiziert wird dieser Autbau dureh
geringerdurehlassige, unterlagernde Sehiehten, die wie irn Steinemen Meer einen Zustrom von aul3erhalb verhinderten
und eher zur Ausbildung ,,eolleeteur" artiger Systeme fiihrte.
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Abstract
At least 13 glaciations occurred during the last 2.6 Ma in the Southern pre-alpine valleys, the glaciers being valley and warm ones.
Unlike it was previously assumed till few years ago, the origin of these valleys is due to fluvial erosion related to Messinian marine
regression. The valley slopes modelling is Messinian in age, too, while caves are older. The only glacier action on caves was a sediment
in-filling sub-sequently eroded.
Du~ng glaciations, karst systems in these valleys could be: a) isolated, without any glacial water flowing; b) flooded, connected to
the glacier water-filled zone; c) active, scoured by a stream sinking at glacier sides or in a sub-glacial position. The stream could flow to
the flooded zone (b), or scour all the unflooded system long (thanks to the non-continuous arrangement of the water-filled zone) down
to the resurgence zone, the latter being generally located in a sub-glacier position.
_T~e glacier/karst system is a very dynamic one: it could get active, flooded or isolated depending on endo- and sub-glacial drainage
variations.

Glaciations
As for the study of Quaternary geological and climatic
events, the current trend is to reject the traditional Penck &
Bruckner's theory for a new construction in terms of
"stratigraphycal units" instead of "glaciations" (BOWEN, 1978;
SIBRAVA et al., 1986; BINI, in press).
As a result, words such as Wiirm, Riss, etc ... , are now
meaningless, being the term "glaciation" assigned to a single
glacier advance and recession, whose deposits are distinguishable
from the ones related to other glaciations by evidence of
extensive recession or of periods of warmer climate (RICHMOND,
1986). Each geological body is picked up on the basis of its
sedimentological and paleontological features, and can only be
arranged in a relative sequence with just a local currency, if a
geochronological dating is lacking (RICHMOND & FULLERTON,
1986).
Thanks to this new conception, in the pre-alpine valleys (Fig.
I) at least 13 glaciations are singled out for the last 2.6 Ma. Each
of them gets its name from the respective geological unit, and has
a strictly local currency (DA ROLD, 1990; BIN!, in press):
glaciations thus have a different name in each valley, being the
most recent of them generally referred to as LGM (Last Glacial
Maximum) as for the Alps. The two oldest glaciations are
Pliocenic in age, indicatively corresponding to isotope stages 96100, while the LGM is related to isotope st~ge 2.

Glaciations and pre-alpine valleys
The presence of these valleys and of the lakes occupying the
floor of some of them (Orta, Maggiore, Come, lseo, Garda
Lakes) (Fig. I) was traditionally related to glacial erosion. It is at
present well agreed these valleys are on the contrary related to
the Messinian marine regression (Miocene), their origin thus
being due to fluvial erosion (BINI, 1994 for a general review).
This theory is proved by the valleys continuing under the Po
Plain, well South to the limit reached by glaciers, and by the
spotting of relict marine lower Pliocene deposits in the valleys.
As a general rule, glaciers worked on valley slopes as a remodelling agent, but on many spots Tertiary hot-wet tropical
climate features and palaeosols are well preserved, sometimes
with a marine Pliocene cover.

Glaciers
The glaciers scouring alpine and pre-alpine valleys all had
the same trait, being valley temperated glaciers. Their tracks and
feeding areas were always the same, just like the petrological
contents of the removed materials. While at the amphitheatre
different glaciers of different glaciations show different extents

Fig. 1 - The main Lombard pre-alpine valleys

(up to 15 km South to the main lakes), on the valley slopes the
altitude where we can find glacial deposits related to different
glaciations is similar for all the glaciers, even if it is not possible
to draw a global glacial extent limit, because of non-uniform
erosion on deposits and because of post-upper Pliocene
neotectonic movements. The Maximum Extention Glacier
(MEG) limit in the central area of Como Lake (M . Croce di
Muggio) is 1630 m a.s.l., while the LGM is 1485 m. In a
Southern area, the MEG limit ranges from 1150 m (Pian del
Tivano) (Fig.2) to 1310 m (Passo del Cainallo, Grigna), while the
LGM limit in the same area ranges from 1000 to 1240 m a.s.1.,
with an altitude difference not exceeding 150 m.

Karst
The karstic evolution begins as soon as the area is lifted
above sea level (upper Olig. - lower Mioc.), in a palaeogeographical environment well different from the present one,
though the main valley floors were already working as a base
level. During Messinian age, the excavation of deep canyons
along pre-existing valleys (Fig. 2) caused a dramatic lowering of
the base level, followed by a complete re-arrangement of the
karstic networks, which got deeper and deeper. The Pliocene
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marine transgression caused a new re-arrangement, the karst
network getting mostly under sea level.
During these periods, in the region the climate was a hot-wet
tropical one, characterized by a great amount of water circulating
during wet season. At the same time, tectonic upliftings were at
work, causing breaking up of the karst networks and a
continuous re-arrangement of the underground drainage system.
Anyway, karstic networks were already well developped long
before the beginning of Plio-Quatemary glaciations.

Connections of glaciers to endokarst
networks
The deep pre-alpine valleys are mostly cut in limestone and
dolomitic rocks containing well developped karstic networks.
These networks are cut under valley slopes, while they are absent
under valley floors, the latter being covered by thick PlioQuaternary deposits.
Glaciers show different influences on karstic networks, thus
working with a different effect during their advance, fluctuations,
covering and recession phases.
A) advance phase, divided into Al) periglacial advance and
A2) fluctuations phases.
During this fase, the deciduous forest covering the valley
slopes changes to an evergreen one, later leaving place for tundra
and finally for naked surfaces with no vegetation cover. The
vegetation cover decline causes a changing in the chemical
contents of the endokarst circulating waters, thus leading to a
karstic dissolution rate decrease (FORD, 1971)
Should the rocky surface be covered with soil, seasonal ice is
formed, together with solifluxtion generated earth flows, which
pile up on the slope feet with a total thickness reaching up to
I Om (BINI , 1987).
Should cave entrances be present on the slopes, these
alteration earths may be carried into them as debris flows, thus
causing a partial or complete cave occlusion. Such occurences
are common in the environs of Varese, Como and Bergamo, thus
being a peculiar feature in cave evolution in the Lombard prealpine valleys.
Should the rocky surface not be covered with soil, is
gelifraction active, causing the forming of a centirnetric sharpedged debris. This debris piles up on the slope feet and may
mingle with colluvial deposits. Should cave entrances be there,
gelifraction debris may enter the endokarst.
The entrance parts of many caves may moreover get turned
into a "glaciere" filled with snow-storing- or percolating water
freezing-derived ice (dynamic and stato-dynarnic "glacieres"),
thus undergoing a re-arrangement of their water drainage.
In the A2 phase, the advancing glacier gets closer and closer
to cave entrances, though its advance is not continuous, and
several fluctuations of the glacier front and related lateral tills
generally occur.
Glacial debris may be injected into cave entrances (FORD &
WILLIAMS, 1989), karstic springs may be filled up and debris
may be carried deeper and deeper by karst circulating waters.
During this phase, debris is mainly built of meltout- and flow
tills: since they are generally pervious, many debris-filled spring
caves are still working.
An increase in the amount of endokarst circulating water may
occur, but the direct sinking of glacial streams is generally not so
common an occurence, specially on valley slopes. Anyway,
meltwater effects on karst networks in the pre-alpine valleys look
generally very scanty, and we do not have a conspicuous
evidence for either remarkable galleries enlargement or vadose
entrenchment, being most underground canyons pre-glacial in
origin.
B) Covering phase, till the maximum glacier expanse.
During this phase, the glacier caps the whole karstic systems
and it works at its maximum erosion rate, the latter being much
more remarkable on valley floors and glacial cirques than on
valley slopes (FINCKH et al. , 1984). Its main effect is the erasure

of surface features (Ford & Willams, 1989), though many of
them may nervertheless survive one or more glaciations.
Underground galleries may often get unroofed, though this is a
much more frequent occurence in glacial cirque areas rather than
on valley slopes.
In the pre-alpine valleys, both deposition and erosion are
discontinuous as for both time and space, and valley floors do not
undergo entrenchment, so that base levels are not lowered any
further: as valleys pre-date glaciations, glaciers effects are
generally restricted to valley infilling removal {BIN! et al.,1994).
During this phase, on pre-alpine valley slopes the main
glacier effect is not erosion, but a spreading of a discontinuous
lodgement till cover, thus making the slopes impervious and
possibly closing cave entrances, springs and sinking points and
therefore causing a re-arrangement of the endokarstic drainage
system.
C) recession phase, divided into Cl) fluctuations and C2)
periglacial recession phases.
During recession phases, glaciers undergo in an inverse sense
the same sequence as the A-phase, but with some remarkable
differences.
1) the recession rate is higher than the advance one
2) during these phases deposition of loess is active, thus
possibly improving karstic system in-filling
3) the slope re-colonization by a forest cover (previously
drawn back to the central part of the Po Plain) is rather quick, so
that during the earlier recession phases the glacier front should be
already surrounded by forest (BINI, 1987).
Both surface tills and deposits related to glacial debris
transport into endokarstic systems re-arrange both the surface and
underground drainage, so that at the end of a glaciation they may
not gain a complete recover, thus being very different from the
pre-glacial ones {BINI, 1987).
The development of peat-bogs on glacial deposits produces
acid water, possibly increasing deep endokarstic dissolution rate,
while the till cover prevents limestone surfaces from being
dissolved, specially if the former is carbonate in content (FORD &
WILLIAMS, 1989).
During recession phases, we do not certainly observe those
tremendous meltwater amounts so many authors believe in : a
glacier may withdraw without any large fluctuation of its glacial
front discharge, since its recession is due to a negative massbalance.
Karstic networks lying totally above the glacial extent limit
are sub-mitted to a periglacial influence all the glaciation long.
D) During post-glacial phase, karstic systems re-gain their
previous ro le, but generally with a different arrangement of their
underground drainage, because of glacial debris deposits inside
of them. In addition, surface till deposits get eroded and the
parent debris is carried into caves.
As a general rule limestone and dolomite slopes are not
affected by tensional release collapses, unlike crystalline rock
slopes.
We must emphasize a karstic system never behaves the same
way during different glaciations, and the glacier influence upon it
changes, too.

Formation of endokarst features
Many authors believe, or believed, the development of most
surface and underground karst in the Alps is due to glaciations,
being the last one held to be mostly responsible for this. In prealpine valleys caves we do not have evidence either of
development of new caves or of remarkable changes in their
features during glaciations. It is of course possible some pits or
galleries could develop during this phase, but we do not observe
any deep vadose canyon related to meltwater streams: if e~er
existing, canyons are generally found in caves above the glacial
limit or in valleys where glaciers never scoured.
In the meanwhile, the spotting of boulders and peebbles
trapped between roof stalactites shows several phases of galleries
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infilling and eroding occured with no remarkable changing in
pre-dating features, including cave decorations.
Several authors (WARWICK, 1956) deny the importance of the
role played by glacier weight, which does not seem to be heavy
enough to cause sub-surface karst voids collapse, particularly on
valley slopes. According to these assumptions, any evidence of
such collapses is not detectable in this area.
The presence of suspended karst systems do not prove a
glacial origin of the valleys, since most of them pre-dates any
Plio-Quatemary glaciation, as shown by calcite cave deposits
older than 1,5 Ma (UGGERI, 1992).

Endokarst water circulation
The main point in the study of connections of glaciers to
endokarst networks is about endokarst hydrology during
glaciation phases.
A thick warrnglacier does not generally has a continuous
saturated zone inside, but, on the contrary, only a network of
water-filled conducts, variously linked one with the others. A
glacier aquifer is therefore a non homogeneous and anisotropic
one: a sub-surface water table may exist, but it is generally a non
continuous one, while as a rule at the glacier base, outside
Rothlisberger & ye channels only a thin water film is observed,
and it is a discontinuous one, too, because of colder zones in the
ice body and/or obstacles increasing pressure ice melting.
Furthermore the endo-glacier aquifer structure, its water table
geometry and the sub-glacier water arrangement are all dynamic
features, quickly varying in time and space, often with a seasonal
cycle. As a consequence, connections of endo and sub-glacier
waters to endokarst ones are varying in time and space, too.
We may assume 3 possible hypotheses for water circulation
in a karstic network during the maximum glacier expanse phase:
A) the karstic network is isolated and shows no glacial water
circulation
B) the karstic network is completely drowned
C) the karstic network is active and scoured by waters
feeding underground streams that can flow into the drowned
parts or scour the whole system long to sub-glacial springs.
A) The network may get isolated by an ice stopper or by a
lodgement till cover, or it may simply be in touch with parts of
the glacier at present devoid of water, so that the karstic system is
not scoured by any glacier water stream.
B) Karst systems in the valley slopes may have their waterfilled zone in continuity to the glacier's one only provided an
endo- or sub-glacier channel is by chance temporarely in direct
touch with a cave entrance or a sinking point: such an occurence
has very little chance on valleys slopes, being much more
probable on a plateau or in a glacial cirque.
Anyway, whatever the water feeding source, if ice makes the
slopes impervious and cave entrances are closed by lodgement
tills, a rise in the water filled zone upper limit may occur, thus
causing a flooding of the lowest parts of the systems, or even of
the whole of them. Such an occurence is proved by the spotting
of fine-grained deposits inside caves. Furthermore, their
sedimentological analyses shows most systems underwent several
repeated cycles of flooding and retreating of the floods.
C) The active parts may be restricted to the surface closer
zones, or be on the contrary developped the whole system long,
down to the resurgence zone, the latter being located in a subglacial zone or even outside the glacier covered area.

Endokarst sediments
The only way of testing the soundness of the forementioned
hydraulic circulation hypothesis is to study the main characters
and the spread of cave sediments, since they are the only real
datum on connection of glaciers to endokarst networks.
In caves submitted to periglacial conditions all glaciations
long, we can find altered earths flow deposits, sharp-edged

gelifraction debris and, more seldom, alluvial deposits whose
origin is not related to a glacial melt-water circulation.
In caves lower than or close to the glaciers limit we generally
find large amounts of glacier-related deposits, often partly or
totally occluding cave galleries. These sediments may be directly
related to glaciers, i.e. carried into caves by glacial meltwaters, or
be the result of surface glacial deposit erosion . They generally
show 3 dominant facies: A) lacustrine deposits B) alluvial
deposits and C) debris flow deposits facies .
A) Lacustrine deposits are not present in all karstic systems,
and are found only at some spots, but they can be very thick and
widely extended. They are built of flat-laminated carbonatic silts,
indicating a deposition in very cold and thus non-aggressive
waters. These lacustrine sequences often enclose alluvial
deposits, such as gravels rich in exotic materials. Dendritic surge
marks may show flooding and retreating phases, while the
deposits sealing by calcite films suggests us the occurence of
several glacial events.
The presence of lacustrine deposits is due to a total flooding
of the system up to the deposits altitude. At lower altitudes only
alluvial sediments are spotted, and we can therefore assume the
down-laying of lacustrine deposits only occurred close to the airwater limit in a system filled with water to an altitude related to
the glacier upper limit, assuming that slopes were made
completely impervious.
As a general rule, such an effect is utterly discontinuous in
time and space, thus causing repeated phases of flooding and of
slow or sudden retreating of the floods, in an extremely dynamic
situation.
8) Alluvial deposits are scattered throughout all caves at
altitudes lower than the glaciers limit. They are built of fine- to
coarse- grained gravels with exotic grains, and by both matrixsupported, massive, poorly bedded sands and clean, grainsupported, well bedded and sometimes imbricated gravels. The
older deposits are often cemented and their spread shows that
most galleries were sub-mitted to one or more infilling and
eroding phases. Often it is not possible to sort glacial water
alluvial deposits out of deposits having the same petrographic
and granulometric features, but originated by different processes,
i.e. by debris flow, glacial or alluvial-glacial deposits erosion . As
a rule, the latter processes are generally younger than the
maximum glacier expanse phase and are much more likely to
occur than the former ones, because direct debris transport into
caves by glacial streams is generally a rare occurence, specially
on valley slopes.
C) Flow deposits show the same cave spread as alluvial
deposits and are built of a matrix-supported diamicton with both
local and exotic grains, devoid of either any bedding or
sedimentary structure. Sometimes their grains are weathered and
shows deposits older than the last glaciation were carried into
caves from the surface. They may come directly from glaciers
(flowtills) or from tills laid down during maximum expance
phases and later eroded during recession and post-glacial phases.

Conclusions
The Plio-Quatemary glaciations do not seem to have affected
karstic systems in the Southern pre-alpine valleys with any
remarkable speleogenetic effects. Since the caves pre-date
glaciations and were already well developped long before, the
glaciers effects on them are generally restricted to the transport of
great amounts of debris and sediments into caves.
These deposits may cause a partial or total occlusion of most
galleries, thus causing a remarkable re-arrangement of the underground drainage system .
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Fig. 2 - This scheme shows the altitude relationships of karstic networks with glaciers in the central area of Lake of Como.
MEG Ma.ximun Extention Glacier limit
LGM Last Glacial Maximum limit
underground drainage directions as shown by dye-tracing
hypothetic underground drainage directions for deeper, flooded parts
1- Abisso de/ Cippei 2 - Grotta presso la Capanna Stoppani 3 - Bus de la Niccolina 4 - Grotta Tacchi- Grotta Zelbio system
5 - Falchi della Rupe over-flooding springs 6 - hypothetic peren11ial springs of the karst 11etwork of Pia11i de/ Tivano 7 - Pizza/a
spring- cave 8 - hypothetic perennial springs of the karst network of Piazza/a
The present floor of the valley nowadays occupied by the Lake of Como is found at a depth of 410 m, that is at an altitude of- 210 m
u.s.L.Accordi11g to seismic data, the canyon bottom is covered with Plio-Quaternary sediments to an altitude of- 750 u.s.L,thas is to
say they are at least 540 m thick.
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Entwicklungsgeschichte der Hohlen im Gebiet HohgantSieben Hengste-Thunersee (Berner Oberland, Schweiz)
von Thomas Bitterli (1) und Pierre-Yves Jeannin (2)
{l) Schonaustr. 54, CH-4058 Basel

(2) Derendingerstr. 111, D-72072 Ttibingen
Abstract
In this paper we present how the development of the cave systems in the region Hohgant-Sieben Hengst<r-Lake of Thun can be
derived by using speleomorphologic observations. Several times during the course of the cave system, the karstwater table abruptly
dropped for some hundred meters. These changes were normally combined with tectonic uplift and consequent deepening of the
valleys. Galleries ofphreatic origin partly developed close to the ancient karstwater table, however, some important draining axes were
reaching 200-300 m below this level (in some extreme cases 500 m or even more).
Repeatedly, the continuously refined models of the developmental history have led to the discovery of unknown caves or cave
parts; and these discoveries, in turn, contributed to the improvement of the models. One conclusion of these models is very clear: the
250 km of conduits actually known represent only a small portion of the whole extent of the cave system.
Zusammenfassung
Mit Hilfe von speliiomorphologischen Beobachtungen wird versucht, die Entwicklungsabfolge der Hohlensysteme der Region
Hohgant-Sieben Hengsttr-Thunersee aufzuzeigen. Im Verlaufe der Hohlenentwicklung liisst sich mehrmals eine sprungweise
Absenkung des Karstwasserspiegels um jeweils mehrere hundert Meter nachweisen. Diese Absenkungen hangen weitgehend mit
tektonischen Hebungen und Taleintiefungen zusarnmen. Die phreatisch entstandenen Gange verlaufen teilweise nahe dem jeweiligen
Karstwasserspiegel, einige grosse Entwiisserungsachsen jedoch reichen durchwegs in Tiefen von 200-300 m (im Extremfall sogar iiber
500 m).
Die laufend verfeinerten Modelle zur Entwicklungsgeschichte haben wiederholt zur Entdeckung neuer Hohlenteile gefuhrt, welche
ihrerseits wieder zur Verbesserung der Modelle beitragen. Eines zeigen die Modelle jedenfalls ganz deutlich: die bekannten Gange von
gesamthaft 250 km Lange stellen lediglich einen Bruchteil des ganzen Hohlensystems dar.

Einleitung
Das Hohgant-Sieben Hengsttr-Hohlensystem bildet mit einer
Lange von 140 km und 1340 m Tiefe eines der bedeutendsten der
Welt. Die Markierversuche belegen ein gut entwickeltes
Karstsystem, welches sich von den Austritt.5orten beim Thunersee iiber 20 km weit gegen NE, entlang der nordlichen Alpenkette (Randkette) bis zur Schrattenfluh, erstreckt. Die kumulierte Lange der in diesem Gebiet bekannten Hohlen iibersteigt 250 km. Versuche zur Aufgliederung der Entwicklungsgeschichte finden sich in HOF, ROUILLER & JEANNIN ( 1985),
BITTERLI (I 988) und JEANNIN (1989b, 1996).
Die Hohlensysteme zeigen einen uniibersichtlichen, gebietsweise ausgesprochen labyrinthischen Charakter (siehe
Fig. I). Die heute vorliegende geometrische Anordnung liisst sich
nur erkliiren durch die zu verschiedenen Zeitabschnitten erfolgte
Ausbildung an sich unabhangiger Hohlensysteme, die mehr oder
weniger zufiillig miteinander verbunden sind.
Die Entwirrung solcher mehrfach vernetzter Hohlensysteme,
d.h. die Erkennung der Entwicklungsabfolge und die widerspruchsfreie Zuordnung der Forrnen und Ablagerungen zu den
erkannten Phasen, bildet eine der anspruchsvollsten Aufgaben
der modernen Hohlenforschung. Da die interne Entwicklung
eines Karstsystems meist eine Reaktion auf Veranderungen der
Aussenwelt (z.B. Relief der Erdoberfliiche, Klima, Vegetation)
darstellt, kom.mt diesem jungen Wissenschaftszweig eine
Schliisselrolle fur die noch weitgehend unbekannte geologische
Geschichte der letzten paar hunderttausend bis Millionen Jahre
zu. Die entsprechenden lnformationen und Relikte an der
Erdoberfliiche sind in der Regel der Erosion zum Opfer gefallen.

Methodik
In der Erdgeschichte kennt man sowohl kontinuierliche, dynamische Prozesse als auch abrupte und katastrophale Ereignisse,

wobei letztere unter Umstiinden tiefgreifende Auswirkungen
haben konnen. Die Entwicklung der Karstsysteme macht hierin
keine Ausnahme, zumal sie unmittelbar an Faktoren der
Aussenwelt gekoppelt ist. Solche einschneidenden Ereignisse
konnen sein:
• Tektonisch bedingte Hebungen mit gleichzeitiger Tieferlegung der Talsohlen: Absenkung der Vorflut und darnit des
Karstwasserspiegels.
• «Dberwindung» von geologischen Barrieren innerhalb des
Karstsystems: Absenkung eines lokalen, nicht an eine Talsohle gekoppelten Karstwasserspiegels.
• Tektonische Bewegungen: Eroffnung neuer Fliesswege.
• Auffiillung von Tiilern infolge tektonisch bedingter Absenkung oder Gletscherbildung: Anstieg des Karstwasserspiegels.
• Erweiterung oder Verlust eines ganzen Einzugsgebietes (z.B.
durch Taleintiefung): Anderungen in der Schiittung und im
Fliessverhalten.
• Ubergang Warrnzeit zu Kaltzeit: Erosion der Boden und
Einschwemmung in den Karst (erkennbar an den fur Boden
typischen Tonmineral-Umwandlungen).
Ubergang Kaltzeit zu Warmzeit: Schiittungszunahme mit
grossen jahreszeitlichen Schwankungen, starke Erosion.
Die bisherigen Kenntnisse deuten darauf hin, <lass ein Karstsystem jeweils mit geringer Verzogerung (in geologischen
Zeitmassstiiben gerechnet) auf wesentliche Veranderungen der
Aussenwelt reagiert. Einige dieser Anderungen, welche an der
Erdoberfliiche iiber eine liingere Zeit hinweg abliefen, widerspiegeln sich im Karstsystem als ausgesprochen deutliches Signal. So ist der Ubergang zwischen vados und phreatisch gebildeten Giingen, welcher dem ehemaligen Karstwasserspiegel
entspricht, oft gut eingrenzbar. Die vertikalen Anderungen dieser
Marke erfolgten jeweils sprungweise, und zwar - im Sinne der
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allgemeinen Hebungstendenz des Alpenkorpers - jeweils um
mehrere hundert Meter nach unten. Die vergleichsweise
kurzzeitigen eiszeitlichen Aohebungen des Karstwasserspiegels
bingegen schlagen sicb kaum in der Gangmorphologie (aber sehr
wohl in den Sedimenten) nieder.
Dank dieser Diskretisierung sind wir tiberhaupt erst in der
Lage, einen groben Raster der Entwicklungsgescbicbte des
Karstsystems zu erarbeiten. Die einzelnen, <lurch die beschriebenen abrupten Ereignisse abgetrennten Phasen !assen sich durch
folgende Grossen charakterisieren:
• Uber langere Zeit hinweg konstanter, iiber grosseren Bereich
nachvollziebbarer Karstwasserspiegel mit geringem Gefalle:
abzuleiten aus dem hocbsten Verlauf zusarnmenbangender
phreatiscber Systeme (Minimalbohe) bzw. aus dem Ubergang
in vadose, gleichzeitig entstandene Zubringer (absolute
Hohe).
• Macbtigkeit der Hochwasserzone: sie fiihrt zu einer gewissen
«Verschmieruog)) der Abgrenzung zwischen phreatischen
und vadosen Gangformen, allenfalls zur Vorspiegelung eines
hohergelegenen
Pseudo-Karstwasserspiegels.
Die
Hochwasserzone kann auch in einem gut entwickelten Karst
durcbaus eine Machtigkeit von I 00 m erreichen.
• System von subborizontalen, phreatischen Gangen, welche
sich bevorzugt knapp unter dem Karstwasserspiegel erstrecken.
• Grosse, auf bedeutende Distanzen gebiindelten Entwasserungsachsen, welche bis zu einigen hundert Meter unter den
Karstwasserspiegel reichen konnen. Solche Gange konnen
auf lange Strecken subhorizontal verlaufen, aber aucb bedeutende vertikale Spriinge aufweisen.
Zu den Grossen, welche sich innerhalb einer Phase our geringfugig andern, ziihlen wir: geometriscbe Anordnung der Einzugsgebiete und Austrittsstellen, hydraulischer Gradient,
Fliessrichtungen, mittlere Schiittungen, tages- und jabreszeitlicbe
Scbiittungsschwankungen. Ebenso gehoren dazu die klimatischen
Faktoren, welche iiber Ablagerung und Erosion der
Hoblensedimente sowie iiber Sinterbildung und Korrosion entscbeiden. Sedimenteinlagerung erfolgt bevorzugt wahrend
Kaltzeiten (kein schiitzender Boden, Moriinenschutt), Sinterbildung wiihrend Warmzeiten (Boden mit CO2-Produktion).
Im folgenden wird versucht, die einzelnen Phasen im Gebiet
Hohgant-Sieben Hengste-Thunersee anhand der Entwicklung
des Karstwasserspiegels zu beschreiben. Andere Ereignisse (z.B.
tektonische Bewegungen, Ablagerung und Erosion von
Sedirnenten, Sinterbildung und Korrosion) konnen jeweils our
bedingt herbeigezogen werden: die Unterscheidung zwiscben
lokaler und regionaler Relevanz ist teilweise schwierig, und
vorlaufig liegen noch zu wenig Oaten fur eine eindeutige relative
Altersfolge vor.
Die Phasen werden anhand von Typlokalitaten (Hohlenname
oder Hohlenteil) benannt, wobei jeweils die zugehorige Hohe des
Karstwasserspiegels beigestellt ist. Die Angabe von Hohenkoten
bezieht sich jeweils auf aktuelle Hohe iiber Meer. lnfolge
seitheriger Hebungen entsprechen sie nicht der absoluten Hohe
zur Entstehungszeit der Hohlengange.

Phase «L16-P2 » (mind. 1900 m)
Die Erosion hat nur einen geringen Prozentsatz der Gebietsflache
in Hohenlagen iiber 1800 m belassen. Gleicbwohl sind in den
bochstgelegenen Bereichen Uberreste von grossen, phreatisch
entstandenen Gangen erbalten geblieben, welche einen
ebemaligen Karstwasserspiegel auf mindestens 1900 m Hobe
anzeigen (Fig. 2). Sofern es sich tatsacblicb um eine einzige
Phase handelt, weist die phreatiscbe Zone einen Tiefgang von

mehr als 150 m auf. Zurnindest im Bereich der Sieben Hengste
zeichnet sich eine Entwasserung gegen NE, d.b. entgegen der
beutigen Entwasserungsrichtung, ab.
Ein derart hochgelegener Karstwasserspiegel ist nur unter der
Annahme eines Reliefs ohne die heutigen, iiber 1300 m tiefen
Taleinscbnitte
vorstellbar.
Ahniicb
hocbgelegene
und
grossraumige Fossilsysteme bestehen auf der Schrattentluh. Es
ist denkbar, dass die Karstgebiete Sieben Hengste-HohgantSchrattenfluh einst eine zusarnrnenhiingende Einheit bildeten .
Die Sedimentfullungen und Sinterbildungen dieser hochgeJegenen Gange sind bislang noch kaum untersucht.

Phase «Glaciere-Haglatsch» (1720 m)
Diese Phase ist im Bereich der Sieben Hengste, aber auch rund
um den Hohgant (obere Anteile K2 und FI, Hagliitscb und
Gopital), <lurch ein weitumspannendes Netz von recht grossen
und oft labyrinthischen Gangen mehrfach belegt (Fig. 2). Die
wichtigsten, mehrere Kilometer umfassenden Hauptentwasserungsachsen belegen einen tiefreicbenden Karst von rnindestens
250 m unter dem Karstwasserspiegel. Oft verlauft dieser
Hauptzug parallel zum Schichtstreichen und damit auch im tiefphreatischen Bereich auf weite Strecken horizontal. Dieser
Hauptzug wird an diversen Orten von phreatischen Gangen
iiberlagert, welcbe sich im Bereicb des darnaligen Karstwasserspiegels erstrecken.
Afmlich der vorhergehenden Phase war die Entwasserung im
Bereich der Sieben Hengste eindeutig nach NE, im Bereich der
Haglatschhohle demgegeniiber nacb E bis SW gerichtet. Somit
deutet vieles auf einen dazumaligen Austritt im Bereicb des
beutigen Fallbachtales hin, welcher die Wasser von beiden Seiten
her einzog. Wie aus der Fig. 2 leicht ersichtlich ist, sind v.a. im
flachenmassig grosseren, ostlichen Teileinzugsgebiet noch
zahlreicbe Gange unentdeckt. Aber auch weiter im W, gegen das
heutige Aaretal zu, sind in dieser Hobenlage bislang kaum
Hoblen bekannt, so dass vorlaufig nichts iiber eine gleichzeitige
Entwasserung in Richtung eines moglicben Palao-Aaretales
ausgesagt werden kann (vgl. GERBER, BIITERLI, JEANNIN &
MOREL 1994).
Die Gange der Phase «Glaciere-Haglatsch» zeichnen sich
durcb bedeutende Lehm- und Sandfullungen aus. Detaillierte
Profilaufnahmen im westlichen Teileinzugsgebiet deuten auf
kaltzeitliche, phreatisch erfolgte Ablagerungen hin (JEANNIN
1989a). Darunter finden sich grosse Granitgerolle in 1700 m
Hohe, welche nur mit Femtransport <lurch Gletscher erklart
werden konnen. Da die grossen Gletschervorstosse der quartiiren
Kaltzeiten nacb bisherigen Kenntnissen nie eine Hohe von
1450 m iiberschritten, muss von einer praquartiiren Ablagerung
dieser Sedimente ausgegangen werden.
Im ostlichen Teileinzugsgebiet sind derartige Funde bislang
ausstehend. Zumindest in der Haglatschhohle herrschten sebr
ruhige Ablagerungsbedingungen mit geringen Fliessgeschwindigkeiten vor. Auf die Austrocknung und Setzung der
Sedimente, folgte eine durchdringende Versinterung, welche
teilweise wieder korrodiert und von einer Mondmilchkruste
iiberzogen wurde, und schliesslich die Ausraumung eines
Grossteils der Sedimente <lurch in die basale Sandlage infiltrierende Wasser.

Phase «86.5-Maanderhohle» (1585 m)
Der grosse Tiefgang der phreatischen Zone der Phase «GlaciereHaglatsch» macht es ausserordentlich scbwierig, tiefergelegene,
iiberschneidende Karstwasserstiinde zu erkennen. Dies betrifft
insbesondere die beiden Phasen «B6.5-Miianderhiihle» (135 m
tiefer) und «Lausannois» (215 m tiefer), in welcben die bereits
bestebenden Gange der Phase «Glaciere-Haglatsch» mitbenutzt
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und zugleich neue Gange geschaffen wurden.
Im Bereich der Sieben Hengste bestehen einige mehr oder
weniger isolierte Hohlen oder Hohlenteile, welche eindeutig der
Phase «B6.5---Maanderhohle» zugeordnet werden konnen (Fig. 2,
vgl. BITTERLI, in Vorb.). Die Entwasserung ist wiederum gegen
NE, d.h. zum Fallbachtal hin, gerichtet. Im nordlichen
Teileinzugsgebiet fehlen - abgesehen von der Maanderhohle entsprechende Zeugen. Fiir die beschrankte Verbreitung dieser
Phase auf den Bereich der Sieben Hengste fehlt bislang eine
befriedigende Erklarung.
Auch diese Gange zeigen massive Sedimentfiillungen, darunter grosse Granitgerolle weit iiber dem bislang belegten
Hochststand der quartaren Gletschervorstosse (JEANNIN 1989b,
1991).

Phase «Lausannois» (1505 m)
Im NE-Teil der Sieben Hengste kann ein ehemaliger
Karstwasserspiegel ziemlich genau auf 1505 m eingrenzt werden
(Fig. 2, BITTERLI 1990). Die Entwasserung war stets noch gegen
NE, zum Fallbachtal bin, gerichtet. Ausserhalb des Bereichs der
Sieben Hengste fehlen entsprechende Hinweise auf dieses
Niveau. Es stellt sich also dieselbe Frage wie bei der
vorhergehende Phase «B6.5---Maanderhohle».
Die Sedimentuntersuchung zweier Profilschnitte (JEANNIN
1989b) ergab eine weitgehend phreatisch erfolgte, vermutlich
kaltzeitliche Ablagerung bei vergleichsweise geringen Fliessgeschwindigkeiten. Die Ablagerung wird gefolgt von einer
massiven Versinterung. Bei einigen dieser Tropfsteinvorkommen
sind altemierend Aragonit- und Kalzitlagen ausgebildet. Die
intensiv rote Einfarbung em1ger Sintergebilde erfolgte
demgegeniiber vie! spater. Vermutlich im Zusarnmenhang mit
der Ausbildung der Zubringer zum System «Fl-Faustloch» wurde ein Tei! der Sedimente wieder ausgeraumt.
Seit der Gangausbildung erfolgten bescheidene tektonische
Bewegungen auf dextralen E-W-Horizontalverschiebungen
(Grossenordnung 20-30 cm, maximale NNW-SSE-Kompressionsrichtung) . Sie konnten bislang nur in Gangen nachgewiesen
werden, welche nicht jiinger als die Phase «Lausannois» sind.
Vermutlich haben sie zum Ausbildungsmuster der nachfolgenden
Phase «Fl - Faustloch» beigetragen (JEANNIN 1990).

Phase «F1--Faustloch » (1440 m)
Mit der Absenkung des Karstwasserspiegels auf eine Hohenlage
von 1440 m erfolgte eine vollige Umorientierung des Entwasserungssystems. Im Gegensatz zu alien vorhergegangenen
Phasen war die Entwasserung des gesamten Gebietes deutlich
nach SW, in Richtung des heutigen Aaretals, gerichtet (siehe
Fig. 3). Die Hochwasserzone dieses bedeutenden Systems reichte
wahrscheinlich einige Dutzend Meter iiber den Niedrigwasserstand und wies moglicherweise mit dem 60-70 m hohergelegenen fossilen Austritt der Phase «Lausannois» einen
Uberlauf ins Fallbachtal auf.
Die Gange der Phase «Fl-Faustloch» sind sehr ausgedehnt
und grossraumig. Die diversen Zubringer aus dem vadosen Bereich tauchen mehr oder weniger der Schichtung folgend bis 200250 m unter den vermuteten Karstwasserspiegel ab. Hier bildet
sich ein eigentlicher Kollektor heraus, welcher vom FI und K2
her nach SW zieht und damit die Zufliisse von den Sieben
Hengsten her einzieht. Erstrnals in der hydrogeologischen
Geschichte iibemimmt nun auch die geologisch bedeutende
Hohgant-Sundlauenen-Verwerfung (Sprunghohe in diesem Bereich : 200-300 m) die Funktion einer Barriere: im Falle des K2
bildete sich daran ein immenses Labyrinth heraus. Wegen des
parallel zur Verwerfung gerichteten hydraulischen Gradienten
wurde sie aber nirgends iiberwunden.

Zu Beginn der «Zone Profonde» durchquert der grosse Kollektor eine bedeutende Verwerfung, in deren Bereich sich ein
wahrhaft dreidimensionales Labyrinth herausbildete. Die
Hauptachse sinkt bier in eine Tiefe von 350-400 m unter den
damaligen Karstwasserspiegel ab. Unklar werden die Verhaltnisse ab jenem Punkt im Faustloch, wo der grosse Gang steil
abbricht, und gleichzeitig die Hohgant-Sundlauenen-Verwerfung
quert. Dieser Verlauf ergabe eine Tiefenlage der phreatischen
Gange der Phase «F 1-Faustloch» von - je nach Vari ante - 600 m
oder 850 m.
Stattdessen besteht auch die Moglichkeit, dass das Wasser
durch bislang nicht bekannte Wege zum A2 aufstieg und weiterhin auf der bisherigen Seite der Hohgant-Sundlauenen-Verwerfung dem Aaretal oder Justistal (Fig. 3) zustrebte. Von diesem unterirdischen Verlauf von iiber 6 km Luftlinie sind nur
wenige und kurze Ausschnitte bekannt.
Praktisch in sarntlichen Fossilgangen, welche mit der Achse
Fl-Faustloch verkniipft sind, lassen sich tektonische Bewegungen von 1-5 cm auf Schichtfugen und Kliiften nachweisen,
welche nach der Gangbildung erfolgt sind. Die Bewegungsrichtungen zeigen eine vertikale Kompression und eine EW-Dehnung an (JEANNIN 1990).
Einige noch schlecht belegte Anzeichen im FI und im Endlabyrinth des K2 deuten auf die Existenz einer jiingeren Phase
mit einer Hohe des Karstwasserspiegels auf 1290-1300 m hin.

Phase «Beatushohle--Josephine» (1120 m)
Fiir die weitere Absenkungsgeschichte des Karstwasserspiegels
bestehen nur wenige konkrete Hinweise. Im gehobenen NWFliigel bildet die schwer durchlassige Unterlage siidwestlich des
A2 eine Schwelle (Fig. 3). Sobald der Wasserspiegel unter eine
Hohe von etwa 1400 m ii.M. absinkt, bewirkt diese geologische
Schwelle die hydraulische Abkoppelung des quellnahen
siidwestlichen vom entfemten nordostlichen Einzugsgebiet.
Wahrend sich das quellnahe Einzugsgebiet der Beatushohle
weiterhin auf dem gehobenen NW-Fliigel der Hohgant-Sundlauenen-Verwerfung entwickeln konnte, mussten sich die Wasser
des entfemteren Einzugsgebietes Hohgant-Sieben Hengste ihren
Weg via den tieferliegenden SE-Fliigel suchen, in welchem dann
auf grosser Strecke gespannte Verhaltnisse vorlagen.
Die grosse, durchgehende Deckenellipse der Beatushohle
belegt einen Tiefgang der phreatischen Zone von rund 400 m,
wobei der Eingang vermutlich den Tiefstpunkt darstellt. Vermutlich ist der ehemalige Austritt in westlicher Richtung zu suchen.
Im Einzugsgebiet Hohgant-Sieben Hengste herrschten
bergwarts der «Zone Profonde» vadose Verhaltnisse. Damit erfolgte auch die Dberwindung der Hohgant-Sundlauenen-Verwerfung im FI und K2 . Ein Teil dieser Wasser querte die Verwerfung moglicherweise ein zweites Mai und erreichte auf tieferem
Weg die phreatische Zone der «Zone Profonde». Die Hohe des
damaligen Karstwasserspiegels !asst sich im Zubringermaander
zum Faustlocb mit etwa 1120 m eingrenzen. Im Faustloch
scbliesslich bahnte sich das Wasser definitiv seinen Weg auf die
Ostseite der Hohgant-Sundlauenen-Verwerfung und floss via die
Josephine in den Barenscbacbt. Der Tiefgang der phreatischen
Zone betrug damit mindestens 350 m, der Wiederaufstieg der
gespannten Wasser im Bereicb des heutigen Aaretales diirfte
immer nocb durch 100-200 m eigentlich undurcblassigen
Sandstein und Flysch (oder allenfalls durcb die Lokkergesteinsfiillung des Aaretales) erfolgt sein.
Vor allem zwischen dem Faustloch und dem Barenscbacht
besteht eine Zone starker Sedimentverfiillung, welche noch zu
phreatischer Zeit entstanden sein diirfte. In der Beatushoble
finden sich zudem einige grossere Granitgerolle.
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Phase « Dent-Tranchante--Akkordloch »

(770 m)
Anzeichen fiir ein tieferes Niveau in der Beatusboble bestehen
erst auf 770 m. Dieselbe Hohenlage fiir die phreatische Zone
zeichnet sich im Faustloch ab, wo der Tiefgang der phreatischen
Zone mindestens 170 m ausmacht (Fig. 3).
Der Biirenschacht zeigt zwei Niveaus von Fossilgangen,
welche untereinander mehrfach <lurch ebenfalls phreatische
Rarnpen und Gange verbunden sind. Die urspriingliche Anlage
des Ganggeriistes erfolgte bereits friiher (v.a. Phase
«Beatushohle-Josephine» ). Die Phase «Dent-Tranchante-Akkordloch» fiihrte zur Ausbildung eines ergiinzenden Ganggeflechtes rund um den Karstwasserspiegel auf 770 m.
Grosse Teile des Barenschachtes, aber vor allem <lessen
fossile Austritte, sind massiv m.it Sedimenten verstopft. Auch
bier finden sich grosse Kristallinfragmente. 1m Faustloch reicben
die Ablagerungen bis zu I 00 m iiber den damaligen Karstwasserspiegel.
Der grosste Teil der Gange im Barenschacht findet sich in
einem tieferen Niveau, welches sich hobenmiissig allerdings
nicht sehr deutlich festlegen !asst (rund 680 m). Ein wesentlicher
Tei! davon diirfte jedenfalls bereits wiihrend friiherer Pbasen
angelegt worden sein.

Heutige Verhaltnisse (560 m)
Der heutige Karstwasserspiegel auf rund 560 m zeigt zumindest
im Barenschacht keine enormen Schwankungen. 1m Faustloch
sind Schwankungen von 5-10 m sehr hiiufig, solche von iiber
15 m hingegen ausgesprochen selten. Trotz dieser bescheidenen
Hochwasserzone ist kein offensicbtliches eigenes Niveau
erkennbar; es werden durchwegs die in vorhergehenden Phasen
geschaffenen Gangsysteme benutzt.
Gemass Markierversuchen umfasst das beutige Einzugsgebiet
der Quellaustritte im Thunersee zumindest einen Tei! der 20 km
entfernten Schrattenflub. Die rasche Durchlaufzeit des
Markierstoffes (38 h) verleitet zur Annahrne eines Systems
grossraumiger Gange, womoglich sogar begleitet von fossilen
Niveaus. Gleicbwohl ist bis heute noch kein einziger Gang bekannt, welcher eindeutig dem Schrattenflub-System angehort. So
bleibt unklar, ab welchem Zeitpunkt sich dieses grosse Einzugsgebiet «anhiingte».

Schlussfolgerungen
Die umfangreicben Forschungsresultate im Gebiet HohgantSieben Hengste-Thunersee erlauben es, eine vorliiufige Entwicklungsgescbicbte dieses riesigen und mehrphasig entstandenen Karstsystems zusarnmenstellen. Auch wenn etliche Fragen
offen bleiben, so iibersteigt der Detaillierungsgrad dieser
relativen Abfolge bei weitem die reichlicb vagen und widerspriichlicben Vorstellungen der Geologen zu den friihquartiiren und jungtertiiiren Ereignisse.
Bereits anband der vorliegenden Ergebnisse !assen sich
mehrere Phasen ausscheiden, welche auch erdgescbicbtlich von
Bedeutung sind:
• Die iiltesten Gange (Phase «Ll6-P2») entsprecben einem
Vorflutniveau von beute mindestens 1900 m Hohe, d.h.
1300 m iiber dem aktuellen Niveau. Moglicherweise umfasste das Einzugsgebiet auch die beutige Schrattenfluh.
• Die Phase «Glaciere-Haglatscb» bedingte eine Hohe des
Vorfluters auf rund 1720 m. Einiges deutet auf einen damaligen Austritt im Fallbacbtal bin. Es ist sehr woh l vorstellbar,
<lass die Ur-Aare urspriinglich via das Fallbachtal ins
Mittelland entwiisserte (siebe Fig. 2).
• Die Bedeutung der beiden Phasen «86.5-Maanderhohle»
( 1585 m) und «Lausannois» ( 1505 m) ist vorliiufig unklar.

•

•

•

Moglicherweise sind die beiden Systeme nur lokal
ausgebildet. Beide Systeme entwiisserten jedenfalls ins
Fallbachtal, docb ist aucb eine gleichzeitige Eintiefung des
heutigen Aaretals denkbar. Funde von Granitgerollen weit
iiber dem bislang belegten Hochststand der quartaren
Gletschervorstosse deuten auf ein priiquartares Alter dieser
und der vorhergehenden Phasen hin.
Die vollzogene Umpolung des Karstentwasserungssystems
m.it der Phase «Fl-Faustloch» ist eine Folge der Eintiefung
des heutigen Aaretales auf rund 1400-1440 m . Das Fallbachtal hat dam.it seine regionale Bedeutung praktisch
vollstiindig verloren.
Die Phase «Josepbine-Beatushohle» geht auf eine Vorflut in
der Hohenlage von 1100-1120 m zuriick, welche der
damaligen Soble des Aaretals entsprach. Der problematische
Aufstieg der Karstwiisser ostlich der Hohgant-S undlauenenVerwerfung (Biirenschacht) aus einer Tiefe von mindestens
350 m konnte <lurch eine tiefgreifende Talfiillung begiinstigt
worden sein.
Die Phase «Dent-Tranchante-Akkordloch» entspricht einer
Hohenlage des Aaretals von 770 m. Seither bat sich das
Aaretal um weitere 200 m eingetieft, ohne eindeutige Hohlenniveaus zu schaffen.

Der Versuch, diese relative Abfolge der Hohlenentwicklung vor
allem mit Hilfe der Ablagerungen und Sinterbildungen zu
verfeinern, m.it absoluten Datierungen zu kalibrieren und rnit
Ereignissen der Aussenwelt zu korrelieren, ist nicht our fiir den
Hohlenforscber bei seiner Suche nach Neuland von Interesse. Er
bildet auch ein wesentliches Hilfsmittel zur Erarbeitung der
geologischen Geschichte der letzten paar Millionen Jahre.
[m.merhin umfasst praktisch jede der ausscheidbaren Phasen
warm- und kaltzeitliche Ablagerungen, deren wissenschaftliche
Inforrnationen sonst nirgends mehr registriert sind.
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Le synclinal oriental de Chartreuse - facteurs influant sur la
genese des grands reseaux
par Bernard Loiseleur
Chemin de la Liasse 39, F-69570, Dardilly, France

Resume
Le synclinal oriental de Chartreuse est forme par l'alignement des cinq massifs du Granier, de l'Alpe, du Seuil, de Bellefond et de la
dent de Crolles. L'ossature en est constituee par Jes calcaires urgoniens particulierement propices a la karstification superficielle et
profonde. Trois d'entre eux possedent de grands reseaux explores, tous d'un developpement superieur a 40 km .. Les deux autres sont
beaucoup mains riches en cavites explorees. La co=unication cherche a faire la part de chacune des raisons d'origine diverses
pouvant justifier le sous-developpement apparent des reseaux du Seuil et de Bellefond.
Abstract
The eastern Chartreuse syncline is a strip of five massifs : Granier, Alpe, Seuil, Bellefond and Dent de Crolles. The urgonian
limestone is the main karstified level. It is covered with large clints. Deep and long caves are numerous. Three of them (Dent de
Crolles, Alpe, Granier) are more than fourty kilometers long. But on Seuil and Bellefond the nerworks are rather less important.
Various reasons may justify such differences. They are the object of this co=unication.

1. Introduction
Le synclinal oriental de Chartreuse est le composant essentiel
de la Chartreuse orientate. Ses limites soot marquees a l'ouest par
le chevauchement oriental de Chartreuse, qui court des Bauges au
Vercors, et a !'est par le Gresivaudan et la vallee de l'Isere. Du
sud au nord se succedent les massifs de la Dent de Crolles (2,3
km), de Bellefond (2 km'), du Seuil (13 km\ de l'Alpe (10 km')
et du Granier (2,8 km). Il appartient a !'ensemble cartusien qui,
en limite du domaine jurassien, releve pour l'essentiel du
domaine subalpin.

2. La problematique des grands reseaux
L'ensemble karstique ainsi forme renferme ace jour trois des
sept plus grands reseaux speleologiques franyais et les deux plus
vastes des Alpes franyaises, le Trou qui souffie (Vercors)
depassant de peu le Granier :
• le reseau de l'Alpe - 60 195 metres
• le reseau de la Dent de Crolles - 50 000 metres
• le reseau du Granier - 39 000 metres.
D'autres cavites non reliees aux precedentes portent le
developpement connu au dela de 88 km sous l' Alpe et de 55 km
sous le Granier. A !'inverse, le Seuil ne renferme ace jour que 38
km de conduits explores dont 16 km pour le seul reseau de
Malissard. Quant a Bellefond, toute cavite importante en est
absente. Or le Seuil est le plus vaste massif du synclinal oriental.
Quant a Bellefond, ii s'agit de la continuation nord de la Dent de
1
Crolles. La densite de galeries est de 22 000 m/k.m sous la Dent
de Crolles, de 8 800 mlk.m' sous I' Alpe et de 2 900 mlk.m' au
Seuil . Elle est proche de OaBellefond.
Des massifs d'aspects tres semblables presentent done
d'evidentes disparites aux plans des reseaux explores et de la
repartition des cavites, alors meme que les conditions climatiques
et done les conditions de karstification ont du rester homogenes a
travers le temps. La problematique est d'etablir si cela tient a de
reelles differences structurelles, ou si cela ne resulte que d'ecarts
dans l'avancement des explorations, lies a des facteurs
secondaires ayant limite celles-ci. Il faut noter que, en termes
d'efforts speleologiques, tous ces massifs se trouvent sur un
meme pied, aucun d'entre eux n'ayant fait l'objet d'un
ostracisme particulier. Tout au plus, selon !'adage que le succes
appelle le succes et le collecteur les speleologues, le Seuil et

Bellefond sont dans Jes annees 90 l'objet d'une moindre
attention.

3. La disposition des grands reseaux connus
Si trois grands reseaux sont connus, leur distribution spatiale
est sensiblement differente.
3.1 La Dent de Crolles
Le collecteur y est reconnu sur la longueur de la gouttiere
synclinale. En dehors de l'exsurgence du Guiers mart, les acces
preferentiels au reseau se font a partir du flanc des falaises, a !'est
et a l'ouest. Mais la forme effilee du massif cote sud et la
position des orifices connus ne permet pas de conclure quant a
leur situation initiate, avant recul des falaises. Le Trou du Glas
lui-meme est une ancienne emergence et se developpe
parallelement a !'axe synclinal. L'essentiel des conduits est
reparti en plusieurs etages non loin de !'axe synclinal et ii faut
remarquer que la densite maximale, creant un veritable labyrinthe
de puits et couloirs, se trouve entre le trou du Glas et le Guiers
mart sur une bande d'une largeur de 400 metres. Ce lacis se
developpe entre 1350 m et 1600 m d'altitude. Plus au sud, la
largeur s'en reduit a 200 metres jusqu'au double conduit grotte
Chevalier - grotte Annette. Le flanc est presente peu de galeries
explorees, a !'exception du gouffre Therese et de la galerie Spit.
La galerie du solitaire, vers 1450 m, marque la limite est des
galeries. Sur le plateau, en dehors des deux acces au reseau (P40,
gouffre Therese), les gouffres sont globalement peu nombreux et
peu profonds, meme si, en trois points, des remontees ont permis
de se rapprocher tres pres de la surface. Elles s'arretent sur le
niveau a orbitolines, difficilement franchi au P40 (galerie
d'York).
3.2 L'Alpe
Les reseaux de I' Alpe et du Pinet presentent un grand nombre
d'entrees (35 et 13) tant a partir du flanc ouest que du plateau
sommital. Le collecteur principal est reconnu sur la quasi totalite
de sa longueur. L'idee generalement reyue est que le flanc est ne
presente pas de cavites. En fait, ii faut plut6t dire que la aussi ii
ne presente pas de cavites humainement reliees au reseau
principal. Certes le collecteur de l'Alpe marque sensiblement la
limite est du reseau, mais !'analyse statistique realisee par le
SCAL (ROMANI L., 1995) montre un flanc est riche en orifices
- qui 'ne passent pas' . La falaise ouest renferme des cavites de
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haut niveau (Biolet, grotte aux ours, Pinet, ...) considerees parfois
corn.me d'anciens collecteurs antepliocenes (Biolet) en raison de
leur disposition et de leur morphologie. Surtout, le volet ouest du
synclinal est riche de gouffres a grand developpement connectes
aux deux reseaux principaux mentionnes ci-dessus. La densite
globale de conduits reste tres inferieure a celle rencontree a la
Dent de Crolles, en particulier du fait d' un lacis de conduit sur
!' axe synclinal bien moindre.
3.3 Le Granier
Le collecteur principal a disparu avec la gouttiere synclinale.
Les orifices se situent dans les falaises corn.me sur le plateau.
L'absence de collecteur explique que Jes cavites explorees se
regroupent en plusieurs reseaux non relies. La aussi a l' ouest
existent des grottes de haut niveau (Pincherins, Balme a
Collomb, Grande ourse). La disposition generale des cavites est
tres semblable a celle rencontree sur le secteur occidental de
l'Alpe.
L'opposition morphologique est done forte entre Alpe et
Granier d'une part, Dent de Crolles d' autre part. La
caracteristique commune est !' existence d'un reseau profond de
grand developpement. A !' inverse au Seuil et a Bellefond, Jes
cavites de bordure sont absentes - hors Jes exsurgences (Guiers
vif, Mort- Ru, Fontaine noire) . En particulier, aucune cavite n' est
connue en face ouest sur la longue arete des Lances de Malissard.
Quelques orifices sans suites notables existent en face est sur le
Seuil (Palais des choucas) . L' existence d'au moins deux
collecteurs paralleles alimentant l'exsurgence du Guiers vif est
presumee mais reste pure hypothese dans la mesure ou le
collecteur principal n'a pu etre atteint ni par l' exsurgence, ni a
partir du plateau. Quant a Bellefond, la disparition de !'axe
synclinal a desorganise le drainage.

4. Le contexte geomorphologique
Si, globalement, on parle du synclinal oriental de Chartreuse,
dans le detail, Jes dispositions rencontrees varient avec Jes
massifs corn.me le montrent Jes coupes geologiques est-ouest
(GJDON M., 1990).
Le massif du Granier se presente sous la forme d' un volet
synclinal pente vers l'Est avec un pendage moyen de l'ordre de
10°. Le volet oriental a disparu, l'axe synclinal n'apparait plus au
niveau de l'Urgonien mais seulement de l'Hauterivien, niveau
dans lequel se situe l'exsurgence principale des Eparres.
A I' Alpe le synclinal est comp let, Jes deux flancs
symetriquement repartis autour d' une gouttiere axiale coincidant
sensiblement avec la faille N-S (faille de la Gorgette) qui court
depuis la Dent de Crolles. Le pendage est faible et n'atteint
exceptionnellement 30° qu'au niveau de la flexure axiale dont le
bord ouest est assez redresse au dessus de la faille de la Gorgette.
L'axe synclinal coincide avec !'axe geometrique du massif.
L'exsurgence du Cemon s'aligne sur le decrochement de
l'Alpette.
Au Seuil, le synclinal a conserve ses deux flancs, mais ceuxci sont fortement dissymetriques et la gouttiere axiale ne coincide
qu'en partie avec la faille de la Gorgette. Entre Marcieu et le
cirque de St Meme, celle-ci est doublee par un eventail de petites
failles dont la terminaison se marque sur la faille decrochante du
Fourneau. Le rejet de !'ensemble est de 100 metres. L'axe
synclinal est tres decale vers l'ouest du massif. Le pendage
moyen cote ouest est de 40° au dessus d'une flexure tres brutale.
Quant au pendage du flanc est, ii atteint 30° mais seulement sur
la partie la plus elevee. Le cccur du synclinal presente un pendage
inferieur a 5° ouest sur une largeur de 700 metres. La forme de
combe est done tres marquee.

A :Sellefond ne subsiste que le volet oriental du synclinal. La
disposition est done exactement contraire a celle rencontree au
Granier. Encore, ce volet est ii fortement entame par Jes
eboulements du chaos. Bellefond a du constituer le prolongement
hydrologique de la Dent de Crolles avant que ne se creuse le
cirque du Prayet.
Enfrn, la Dent de Crolles possede une structure synclinale
dont le volet occidental diminue progressivement d'amplitude du
sud vers le nord pour disparai'tre completement au niveau de la
grotte-exsurgence du Guiers mort a !' occasion du passage du
decrochement du Prayet.
Le facteur morphologique le plus favorable est done la
conjugaison entre !'axe synclinal et la faille de la Gorgette
accompagnee d'un pendage modere du volet synclinal ouest. On
releve ainsi la difference entre Alpe et Seuil ou le developpement
transversal du niveau urgonien est comparable (2500 metres).
Mais le faible pendage a clairement favorise !' implantation de
cavites bien developpees sur l'Alpe. A !'inverse, au Seuil, le
flanc ouest du synclinal est trop redresse pour avoir permis le
developpement de cavites notables. Depuis I' Alpette de la Dame
(Seuil) ces differences morphologiques sont parfaitement
visibles. Ce pendage des Lances de Malissard justifie egalement
l'inexistence de cavites de haut niveau telles Glas ou Biolet liees
precisement a une inclinaison assez faible pour avoir permis la
constitution de cavites transverses au synclinal.
Quant a la difference de comportement speleologique entre
Jes flancs est et ouest du synclinal, ii s'agit d'une constatation
empirique pour laquelle il n'y a pas d'explication satisfaisante, si
ce n'est - pure supposition - !'existence d'un paleo-versant plus
developpe cote ouest (flanc anticlinal disparu) .

5. La stratigraphie
L' ensemble stratigraphique est, du nord au sud, tres
homogene. L'essentiel de l'ossature du synclinal est constitue par
la masse urgonienne qui forme des remparts tres eleves au dessus
des vallees environnantes. Par suite du creusement progressif de
celles-ci, Jes cinq massifs consideres sont restes suspendus en
hauteur. Le niveau de basse theorique actuel est done constitue
par les mames hauteriviennes. Ce niveau peut etre traverse a
!'occasion d'accidents tectoniques importants (Les Eparres,
Fontaine noire, le Mort-Ru sont situees dans le Valanginien).
Au dessus de la masse urgonienne superieure subsistent
localement des lambeaux d' Aptien superieur (lumachelles) et de
Senonien (craie mameuse). C'est le cas sur l'Alpe, dans le cccur
du synclinal, et au Seuil, d'une part a l' Alpette de la Dame et,
d'autre part, dans le cccur du synclinal sur la prairie de Marcieu.
A !'inverse, l'Urgonien superieur a pu disparaitre en tout ou
partie. C'est le cas sur la plus grande partie du Granier ainsi
qu' au Seuil sur le vallon de la Rousse, sous Jes falaises des
Roches blanches et sur Jes pentes est des lances de Malissard a
!'aplomb du vallon de Marcieu. Il faut noter que la disparition
des lumachelles sur !' axe synclinal du Seuil doit resulter d'une
action erosive recente. En effet, la sequence urgonienne y est
complete. Ceci laisse a penser que la couverture de lumachelles,
voire de Senonien n'y a disparu que tres recemment. De la meme
maniere, on trouve sur les cretes du Haut du Seuil des blocs de
lumachelles epars.
Les lumachelles ne constituent pas un obstacle total a la
karstification. Plusieurs gouffres importants s'y ouvrent et Jes
traversent (V92, V94 et FJS4 l au Seuil, Golet du Tambourin,
Source vieille, Grand Ragne sur I' Alpe entre autres). La densite
de cavites y est toutefois moins elevee que dans l'Urgonien. En
effet, d'une part ces zones sont occupees par des prairies qui
colmatent le lapiez, et ,d'autre part, constituant des zones
d' alpages, les orifices y ont souvent ete obstrues volontairement.
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De plus, Les conduits horizontaux qui s'y developpent sont
souvent de petites dimensions.
Le niveau a orbitolines qui separe Urgonien superieur et
Urgonien inferieur joue un role essentiel. Situe a 80 metres du
haut de l'Urgonien, ii constitue un frein puissant a !'exploration
speleologique, specialement sur le Seuil. Sur une vingtaine de
metres altement de minces bancs calcaires et des niveaux plus
marneux. Ils provoquent souvent la formation soit de vastes
salles, au sol plat couvert d' eboulis infranchissables resultant
d'un processus d' incasion, soit de galeries etroites comblees par
Jes remplissages. Au Seuil, ce niveau n'est franchi aisement que
dans trois cavites, le Trou des Flammes, le Trou de la Turbine et
le FJS41 . Partout ailleurs, le deblaiement est insuffisant pour
permettre le passage du speleologue et seuls des travaux
importants ont pertnis de depasser cet horizon. Ce n'est qu' a
partir d' une taille suffisante des cavites que ['obstacle est
surmonte. C'est precisement le cas sur I' Alpe la plupart du temps
oil la decompression du massif sur le flanc ouest est associee au
passage d' accidents tectoniques decrochants importants.
La disparition de l 'Urgonien superieur et du niveau a
orbitolines facilite la penetration profonde des reseaux. C'est le
cas au Granier ou de tres nombreux gouffres du plateau passent,
Encore a-t-il fallu attendre la decouverte des Myriades, puis, dans
Jes annees 90, le boom des explorations du au Speleo Club de
Savoie pour constater cet effet. A !'inverse, au Seuil, ii n'en est
rien. En effet, ce niveau est absent en plusieurs endroits,
notamment les pentes des lances de Malissard au dessus du
vallon de Marcieu et le versant incline situe sous les Roches
blanches. Mais les enormes eboulis qui ont resultes du glissement
sur le substratum constitue par le niveau a orbitolines sont recents
et n'ont pas ete evacues. D'autre part, si !'on suppose sur Les
lances de Malissard [' existence de cavites anciennes calees sur le
niveau a orbitolines la disparition de l'Urgonien superieur a
entraine leur demantelement pur et simple. Seu!, au nord du
Seuil, le trou de I' Alpe beneficie de cette disposition pour
plonger directement jusqu'a -243 m.
A ['inverse, le contact Urgonien superieur - lumachelles a
favorise la formation de gouffres, en particulier a I' Alpe ou
paradoxalement cette limite parait avoir peu fluctue dans le
temps.

6. La tectonique
Elle est tres comparable du nord au sud du synclinal. Les
massifs sont separes par des decrochements dextres N50 qui
decalent progressivement !'axe synclinal de !'est vers l'ouest. Du
nord au sud, on passe de la dominante volet ouest a la dominante
volet est. Le decoupage transversal des massifs resulte de
fractures regroupes en plusieurs families (GIDON M ., 1990) liees
a la direction de raccourcissement NI00.
Une faille longitudinale NI0 prenant naissance au sud de la
Dent de Crolles (faille de la Gorgette) court jusqu'au Granier.
Sur la dent de Crolles, elle passe a l' ouest de !' axe synclinal,
puis, sur le Seuil, elle se confond d'abord avec celui-ci avant de
s'en eloigner franchement a !' est. A !'occasion du decrochement
de l'Alpe, elle repasse a l'ouest de !'axe synclinal.
Elle joue un role important au Seuil. En effet, c'est elle qui y
conditionne !'existence probable de deux collecteurs paralleles.
Ceci est lie a son important rejet (allant jusqu'a l00 metres) qui
decale vers le haut le compartiment occidental et met en contact
les marnes hauteriviennes a l'ouest avec l'Urgonien a !'est. Il en
resulte que le karst constitue par la partie orientale du massif est
barre. Du habert ruine de Marcieu au cirque de St Meme, elle
court plusieurs centaines de metres a !'est de l'axe synclinal
(LOISELEUR B., 1994). De plus le faisceau de failles nord-sud
de faible rejet compris entre elle et l'axe synclinal gene la

concentration des ecoulements s'ecoulant d'est en ouest (sens du
pendage). Ainsi, aucun affluent ne rejoint la riviere de Malissard
en rive droite, a !'exception du Trou des Flammes. Tous ces
ecoulements ne convergent que sur la faille decrochante du
Fourneau, tres pres de l'exsurgence du Guiers vif.
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Fig11re 1 : Co11pe transverse du massif du Seuil au niveau du
gouffre F JS41. Le compartiment est est barre.

Compression et decompression des massifs ont un role actif.
Ainsi, au Granier, volet synclinal pose sur un soubassement
marneux, la decompression generale observee a pour
consequence la genese de vides souterrains importants.
Inversement, au Seuil, la compression des couches de l'Urgonien
liee au tres fort pendage du volet ouest contrarie la formation de
cavites penetrables. Par contre, toujours au Seuil, l'ouverture au
niveau du Barremien inferieur liee a une flexure brutale a pertnis
au collecteur occidental de se developper pratiquement a
!'aplomb des cretes de Malissart.

7. L'evolution paleo-geographique
Il s' agit du facteur qui a le plus conditionne !' evolution
ancienne et la formation des reseaux de Chartreuse. Il est en effet
necessaire de faire appel a Lui pour expliquer soit Les dimensions
de certaines galeries (grotte Chevalier a la Dent de Crolles), soit
la disposition de certaines cavites (grotte du Biolet, grotte des
Pincherins), soit la densite de conduits. Il est aussi le plus
difficile a maitriser. Plusieurs theories ont ete elaborees ace sujet
depuis Cl. Mugnier (MUGNIER C.,1965) qui fait appel a une
karstification antepliocene, jusqu'a a Ph. Audra et F. Hoblea
(AUDRA P. et al.,1993). Quant aux mecanismes et a la
chronologie des mouvements ayant amene a la mise en place des
reliefs actuels, ils restent malgre tout tres hypothetiques et
complexes compte tenu des multiples phenomenes ayant interfere
entre eux depuis le Cretace superieur jusqu'au Pleistocene. Le
point essentiel non resolu concerne !'extension ancienne des
elements manquants du synclinal et Les conditions de leur
disparition. M.Gidon emet a ce titre des hypotheses sur une
troncature plane ayant affecte Jes massifs a une epoque antemiocene, et en tout cas avant la surrection finale du massif alpin.
Dans ces conditions, des bassins d'alimentation auraient pu
exister au sud de la Dent de Crolles - prolongation du synclinal comme a l'ouest et au nord de l'Alpe et du Granier - flan
anticlinal. A la Dent de Crolles comme a Bellefond, le volet
synclinal ouest aujourd'hui disparu se developpait entre Jes
failles du col de Baure et de la Gorgette avec un pendage
certainement tres fort si on en juge par celui des couches
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marneuses au col des Ayes (GIDON M., 1993). De plus, Jes
failles decrochantes de Bellefond et du Prayet limitaient leur
extension. En ce sens, le paleo-versant occidental de la Dent de
Crolles ne pouvait etre que fort reduit. TI presentait un aspect tres
semblable a celui des lances de Malissart. On ne rencontre
d'ailleurs pas, dans le reseau de la Dent de Crolles, de vestiges de
galeries provenant de l' ouest ce qui serait le cas si la situation
avait ete identique a celle prevalant encore sur I' Alpe. Il en etait
de meme a Bellefond. Au Seuil par contre, en raison du passage
de la faille decrochante de Bellefond qui barre !'axe synclinal,
aucun ecoulement axial n'a pu etre a l'origine de vastes galeries
comparables a la grone Chevallier.
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8. L'histoire des explorations
II existe une formule la plupart du temps verifiee qui est 'la

-··-· •-Ju•~

ou ii y a des speleologues, ii y a des cavites'. Elle ne se verifie
pas completement dans le cas present. En effet, on peut estirner
que depuis 60 ans, tous Jes massifs consideres ont fait l'objet
d'investigations importantes, en particulier de la part du Speleoclub de Savoie. La Dent de Crolles, a partir de 1936, a ete l'objet
des travaux de l'equipe de Pierre Chevalier. A la meme epoque,
une premiere visite a la grotte du Guiers vif par la meme equipe
ne livra pas de suite susceptible de fideliser les explorateurs. TI
faut dire qu'en termes d'explorations, c'est !'existence des
grandes cavites de haut niveau qui a servi de declencheur : Trou
du Glas a la Dent de Crolles, Biolet a l'Alpe, Balrne a Collomb
au Granier. Les explorations par le plateau ne soot venues que
plus tard. Or, au Seuil en !'absence d'acces lateraux, seules Jes
gouffres ont ete susceptibles de fournir des acces au collecteur.
Ce fut le cas du Gouffre cavernicole en 1981 puis du Trou des
flarnrnes, connu depuis 1973, mais pour lequel l'acces au
collecteur ne fut decouvert qu'en 1984.

9. Impact des glaciations
Dans toute la Chartreuse, Jes periodes glaciaires se sont
traduite de fai;on homogene par la formation de glaciers locaux
dont Jes traces subsistent en divers points. En particulier Jes axes
synclinaux ont partout ete occupes par des langues glaciaires.

0

....

s
1 • Granier

2 -Alpe
3-Seuil
4. BeUefond

5 · Dent de C,olles

t
Figure 2 : Schema general du synclinal oriental de Chartreuse.

1o. Conclusions
Deux types de grand reseaux cohabitent. L'un privilegie le
creusement a partir d'un paleo-versant ouest et nord (Alpe,
Granier), l' autre, le creusement a partir d'un paleo-versant sud
(Dent de Crolles). Le flanc est du synclinal est partout pauvre en
cavites. Le Seuil presente la meme morphologie que la Dent de
Crolles mais n'a pu beneficier de l'apports de bassins aujourd'hui
disparu. Le cavernement ne peut y etre que moindre. Bellefond se
compare au flanc est de la Dent de Crolles. Il est peu probable
qu'un reseau maille y existe.
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Neotectonique et speleogenese :
application au massif pyreneen des Arbailles (France)
par Nathalie Vanara et Richard Maire
Laboratoire de Geographie Physique Appliquee et DYMSET (CNRS),
Institut de Geographie, Universite de Bordeaux III, 33405 Talence cedex, France
Abstract
In the alpine ranges, the plio-quatemary tectonics is recorded by speleogenesis steps. The Arbailles massif is a folded area of
Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous limestones belonging to the north-pyrenean zone, located in an active seismic area. The plio-quatemary
uplift, of I 000 m according to the altitude of the dry valleys levels, permitted the lowering of the base level and the deepening of
endokarst. The cave levels indicate the steps of uplift. During Quaternary, the morphology of galleries was modified by a compressive
tectonics. The recurrent faulting provoked the shearing of walls and rock falls. Speleothems recorded paleoseisms by broken stalagmite
massifs. The Uffh dating of older stalagmitic generation in the lower level ofNebele cave (alt. 365 m, base level 200 m) indicates an
uplift average of 0,4 mm/yr from 400 000 years.

Resume
Dans les chaines alpines, l'etude des etapes de la speleogenese permet d'estimer l'irnportance de la surrection plio-quatemaire. Le
karst des Arbailles, unite plissee de calcaires jurassico-cretaces de la zone nord-pyreneenne, est localise dans un contexte sismique actif.
La surrection plio-quatemaire, estimee a I 000 m d'apres les niveaux etages de vallees seches, a permis l'etagement des reseaux
souterrains. Au cours du Quatemaire, le drainage hypoge (captures) et la morphologie des conduits ont ete modifies par la surrection
(tectonique compressive principaJement). Le rejeu des failles a entraine le cisaillement des parois des galeries et des chutes de blocs
(tremies, chaos). Les speleothemes ont egalement enregistre des paleoseismes : massifs de stalagmites brisees, chutes de stalactites. La
datation Uffh de la generation la plus ancienne de stalagmites dans la niveau inferieur du Nebele indique un taux moyen de surrection
de 0,4 mm/an depuis 400 000 ans.

1. Introduction

Le massif basque des Arbailles (165 krn 2) appartient aux
chainons calcaires de la zone nord-pyreneenne (figure 1). II
presence une surface fluvio-karstique heritee, a buttes residuelles
( 1000-1250 m) fa9onnee dans les calcaires jurassico-cretaces et
perchee a plus de 800 m au-dessus du niveau de base regional.
Les etages genetiques de cavites et les rejeux de failles actives
indiquent une forte activite tectonique de surrection au cours du
Pleistocene. Actuellement, la zone est toujours sismiquement
active. On observe une correspondance entre l'etagement des
cavites et celui des principaux niveaux des vallees seches
perchees.

I- Certaines galeries perchees se developpent sur des niveaux
lithostratigraphiques comme les calcaires mameux de l'Aptien
inferieur et du Neocomien (Grande Bidouze).
2- D'autres sont des niveaux "fossiles" genetiques marques par de
grandes galeries subhorizontales creusees dans la masse des
calcaires et correspondant a un ancien stationnement du niveau
de base local (V ANA RA, 1996).
Sur la bordure E du massif, on distingue un etagement des
reseaux le long de la vallee seche d'Ithe (figure 2) : niveau de
365 m du Nebele et niveau de 675 m d'Etxanko Zola.

Figure 1 : Situatio11 geographique du massif des Arbailles.

2. Les indices neotectoniques globaux
l'etagement des cavites
Les recherches speleologiques ont permis le recensement de
600 cavites sur l'ensemble du massif (DELAITRE, 1995).
37 gouffres depassent 100 m de denivellation. Parmi eux 16 ont
plus de 200 m de profondeur et/ou plus de 1000 m de
developpement.
Les types de reseaux
L'anciennete de la karstification est attestee par l'existence de
plusieurs families de cavites. Les reseaux mis au jour, localises
sur les buttes et les versants, sont les temoins de cavites

anciennes, concretionnees, decapitees par !'erosion (Belchou,
1120 m ; Heguillore, 990 m). Pour les reseaux souterrains, on
observe deux types d'etagement :

Figure 2 : Carte geo111orphologique si111p/ifiee de la partie NE
du massif des Arbailles. 1- Butte residue/le de la haute surface
(>1000 m), 2- Rupture de pente avec corniche,
3- Rupture de pente convexe, 4- Crete, 5- Vallee seche et
prolongement suppose, 6- Emergence, 7- Cours d'eau,
8- Faille normale, 9- Niveau 350-400, m 10- Niveau 680750 m, 11- Niveau 800-850 m, 12- Niveau 900-950.
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Figure 3 : Coupe projetee du reseau Nebele (Toporobot, topographie Col/ectif Nebele).
Sur le karst sommital des Arbailles, au-dessus de I 000 m, Jes
grands gouffres a structure verticale soot egalement lies a la
surrection du massif. Ils s'ouvreot geoeralement daos Jes calcaires
marneux albiens comme le gouffre d'Aphanice (-504 m) dont le
puits de 335 m traverse les calcaires urgonieos a la faveur d'uoe
faille majeure.

plafond, mais ils peuvent atteindre jusqu'a J m dans Etxanko
Zola. La plupart des grands ecroulements observes dans le
Nebele soot lies directement aux rejeux recents des failles. II ne
s'agit pas de vides tectoniques tels que les rampes mortes
d'ecailles (hypothese actuelle pour la salle de la Verna a la Pierre
Saint-Martin, BOURROUILH & al., 1996).

Les niveaux du Nebele et d'Extzanko Zola
Le reseau du Nebele (alt. 465 m, 14 km, -160 m) se
developpe dans les calcaires du Dogger a la base du massif. Un
grand niveau de galeries seches, localise a 365 m d'altitude,
indique un stade de creusement en regime noye, genere par
l'ancien niveau de base (figure 3). Cet etage correspond au
niveau inferieur de vallee seche situe vers 380 m (Jaquiborda)
au-dessus d'Aussurucq . Un tra~age a la fluoresceine prouve que
Jes eaux du reseau du Nebele emergent a la source d'Uthurbietta.
Plus haut, le reseau d'Extzanko Zola (alt. 645 m, 4 km) est le
temoin d'une ancienne emergence de la vallee d'Ithe. Le niveau
fossile des "Planches a Clous" (675 m) presente un profit en
"montagnes russes" typique d'un ancien oiveau noye qui
emergeait a la hauteur du niveau subhorizontal de 700 m de la
grande vallee seche d'lthe. A la suite de la surrection, la galerie
des Plaoches a Clous s'est assechee de meme que la conduite
forcee de la zone d'entree. En surface, !'erosion regressive dans la
vallee de l'Apoura est responsable de la capture de l'amont de la
vallee d'lthe et de son assechement. La capture des eaux
souterraines du reseau d'Etxanko Zola vers le nouveau niveau de
base de l'Apoura (Cent Sources) s'est effectuee a la faveur du
pendage general vers le S et le SW et de la fracturation NW-SE
et N-S.

Determination des contraintes tectoniques recentes
Les structures compressives de la phase pyreneenne
(raccourcissement majeur N020 et secondairement N030, N 160
et NI 10) soot profondement influencees par les dispositifs mis en
place lors de la distension mesozorque, d'ou !'existence de cinq
directions de fracturations privilegiees : N035-40, N080, N 120,
NI 70 et NOOO (OLLIER & ROVIRA, 1983).

3. Les indices de compression recents dans
les cavites
L'activite tectonique quatemaire est prouvee dans les cavites
par des indices varies : failles actives, cisaillement des parois des
galeries et des speleothemes, broyages dans !'axe des failles,
ecroulements, tremies, chutes de speleothemes. Ces temoins
nombreux et remarquables par leur nettete n'ont rien a voir avec
uoe simple detente des parois : ils expriment essentiellement des
rejeux de failles actives en regime compressif. En revanche, les
cassures et Jes joints rejouant par relaxation des contraintes a la
suite de la surrection soot moins faciles a mettre en evidence.

Chutes de speleothemes et ecroulements (paleoseismes et
failles actives)
Des paleoseismes soot attestes par des chutes de blocs et de
speleothemes. Dans le reseau fossile du Nebele (365 m), divers
types de concretions soot affectes par les mouvements
neotectoniques : cisaillements affectant simultanement la paroi et
Jes stalagmites, stalactites cassees et plantees dans les banquettes
argileuses, cimetieres de stalactites et de pitiers brises. Les
observations de ce type se font par dizaines. Les failles actives
jouent principalement en regime compressif et induisent une
fracturation secondaire oblique et/ou perpendiculaire a la
direction principale : fissures irregulieres de cisaillement,
reouvertures de stylolithes, de joints de fracture calcites et de
joints de stratification. Les rejeux provoquent de petits decalages
atteignant frequemment 5 a I O cm mesurables sur Jes coupoles de

Figure 4 : Plan du reseau Nebele (Toporobot, topographie
Co/lectif Nebele) et diagramme de directions des galeries de
plus de JO m de long, reseau du Nebele (308 valeurs).
La neotectonique (Quaternaire moyen et recent) fait rejouer
certaines families de fractures. Dans le reseau d'Extanko Zola
(niveau fossile de 675 m exploitant un accident N040), on
observe un serrage N 110 des anciennes fractures avec eclatement
de la roche posterieurement au creusement de la galerie datee du
Pleistocene inferieur (VANARA, MAIRE & LACROIX, 1997). Les
galeries du reseau Nebele exploitent principalement les accidents
Nl60-170, Nl20-140 et N000-010 (figure 4). Les mesures de
fracturation effectuees dans des galeries situees a 365 et 415 m
font apparaitre plusieurs directions preferentielles, en particulier
N060-080 et N 150-160 pour les petits joints reouverts (figure 5).
Les mouvements tectoniques quaternaires soot accompagnes par
des cisaillements au trace irregulier dont les directions soot
obliques par rapport aux failles majeures.

Figure 5 : Diagramme de fracturation du reseau Nebele,
1- fissures de cisaillement et ecailles (85 valeurs),
2- fractures (35 valeurs) 3- anciennes fractures reouvertes (32
valeurs). Intervalle: 5°, rayon JO%.
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4. Les etapes de la surrection
Les arguments geomorphologiques
Des paleocavites, recoupees par !'erosion, temoignent d'une
karstogenese ancienne puisque leur situation au sommet des
buttes ou sur les versants, implique la disparition d'une tranche
de calcaire importante. Les arguments geomorphologiques
plaident en faveur d'une karstification remontant au Tertiaire
superieur. Les gros massifs stalagmitiques, constitues de calcite
pure, suggerent un environnement chaud et stable. Certains
depots detritiques de paleocavites (Bedola) montrent un cortege
mineralogique d'origine allochtone (verre, feldspath, amphibole,
rutile, calcedoine, etc.). Celle-ci provient d'un ancien amont
aujourd'hui deconnecte en raison de l'enfoncement des vallees
peripheriques consecutif ii la surrection. On retrouve aussi de
nombreux elements de cuirasses ferrugineuses indiquant une
genese en zone mal drainee, dans un contexte karstique de basse
altitude (V ANA RA, MAIRE & LACROIX, 1997).
La composante de surrection quaternaire (figure 6)
La vitesse de surrection quatemaire a ete estimee par la
datation Uffh de stalagmites. Ainsi le niveau du Nebele situe ii la
cote 365 m est forme par des conduits dont la morphologie en
"conduite forcee" indique un creusement en regime noye. II
emergeait ii !'altitude de l'ancien niveau de base. A la suite de
l'approfondissement de la vallee consecutif ii la surrection, la
galerie s'asseche et des speleothemes se deposent. Or, ii existe
une foible latence entre l'assechement et la precipitation de la
calcite due aux eaux de percolation. En datant par la methode
Uffh la calcite de la generation de stalagmites la plus ancienne
du niveau de 365 m, on date done le debut de l'assechement et
par consequent le debut de la surrection.
La generation la plus ancienne, reposant sur le plancher de la
galerie, est iigee de 407 000 ans (+78 700, -46 600). Une autre
famille de stalagmites scellant des remplissages argileux est datee
de 95 000 ans (+ 3 I 00, -3 000). Elle se situe done dans
l'interglaciaire du stade isotopique 5 (Eemien ls) (analyses
CERAK, Y. QUINIF, Mons, Belgique). On estime done que le
massif s'est souleve de plus de 165 m en 400 000 ans environ,
soit un taux de surrection de 0,4 mm/an.
La composante de surrection quatemaire serait de l'ordre de
700 m en tablant sur ce taux moyen de 0,4 mm/an. Le premier
grand niveau perche de vallees seches (Elsarre, lthe, alt. 700 m)
daterait du Pleistocene inforieur ( 1,3 ii 1,5 Ma). Les niveaux
superieurs de vallees seches (Sorzauqui, Thartassu) seraient ii la
Ii mite Pleistocene-Pliocene ( 1,9 ii 2, I Ma). Par consequent, la
haute surface situee entre I 000 et 1200 m d'altitude daterait du
Pliocene, ce qui est confirme par la flore tertiaire decouverte dans
la concretion du Belchou. On estime done la surrection plioquatemaire ii I 000 m au moins.
La surrection plio-quatemaire resulte de mouvements
tectoniques principalement compressifs. Le niveau intermediaire

d'lthe marque un stade d'arret au cours du Pleistocene qui a
permis !'elaboration d'un profil en long tendu de plusieurs
kilometres, incline ii I ou 2°, interrompu ii l'aval par une reculee
ou une gorge dont l'iige est contemporain de la demiere phase de
soulevement. Ce type de niveau ne peut perdurer que dan s une
roche carbonatee <lure et fissuree permettant un bon drainage
souterrain.
Plus au sud, dans le massif de la Pierre-Saint-Martin. Jes
speleothemes herites observes ii l'affleurement ii plus de 2000 m
ont tous plus de 400 000 ans. Comme ces demiers ne se forment
pas dans l'etage supraforestier, ils sont la preuve d'un contexte
climatique plus chaud et d'un soulevement important (81 1& al.,
1989 ; MAIRE, 1990).

5. Conclusion
A l'Oligocene superieur et au Miocene inforieur-moyen, le
massif des Arbailles est en continuite morphologique avec les
poudingues de Mendibelza au sud et les flyschs au nord . La
proximite du niveau de base et le climat tropical humide sont
favorables ii une importante alteration ferralitique. Un systeme
fluviatile beneficiant des amonts greso-conglomeratiques se met
en place sur la couverture semi-impermeable des calcaires
mameux albiens et des affleurements residuels de flysch. A partir
de la fin du Miocene superieur, puis au Plio-Pleistoci:ne, la
chaine pyreneenne connait une grande phase de surrection
provoquant un etagement des cavites et des vallees seches. Le
niveau majeur de vallee seche d'Elsarre et d'Jthe (700 m) n'a pu
s'elaborer que lorsqu'il etait raccorde directement, ii l'aval, au
niveau de base et ,ii l'amont, au massif de Mendibelza
(Pleistocene inforieur). Les reseaux souterrains d'Etxanko Zola et
du Nebele se sont done formes au cours du Pleistoci:ne inferieur
et moyen apres la deconnexion de ces vallees avec leur amont
impermeable (tableau I).
L'evolution rnorphologique des galeries indique une
influence majeure des failles actives au Pleistocene : cisaillement
des parois, chaos de blocs, chutes de speleothemes.
Actuellement, l'essentiel du drainage s'effectue par des systi:mes
souterrains qui n'ont aucune liaison avec le paleoreseau
hydrographique. La carte des seismes (magnitude 3 4 depuis
1900) des Pyrenees occidentales montre une activite sismique
importante au niveau de la zone nord-pyreneenne ou se situe le
grand accident decrochant E-W (seisme d'Arette en 1967,
magnitude 5,3) (figure 7). Une autre ligne orientee N-S, situee
sur un accident transverse, va de la bordure orientate des
Arbailles ii la vallee de Ronca! en Navarre en passant par la
Haute Soule. Le massif des Arbailles apparait done dans un
contexte sismique actif et les chutes de speleothemes du Nebele
temoignent de paleoseismes majeurs qui se sont produits entre
400 000 ans et aujourd'hui.
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Figure 6 : Correspo11da11ce e11tre les stades de surrectio11, /es 11iveaux de val/ees seches et /es 11iveaux souterrai11s.
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Le reseau de la Pierre-Saint-Martin permet des observations
similaires (MAIRE, 1990). De meme, des mouvements
tectoniques recents ont ete etudies dans Jes cavites des Alpes de
Lombardie en zone sismique active (B1N1 et al., 1992)
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Figure 7: Carte des seismes de magnitude 1 4 depuis 1900 dans
Les Pyre11ees occidentales (Massi11on, 1979; ficl,ier de sismicite
de /'Observatoire Midi-Pyrenees , 1995, syntl,ese A. Souriau,
modijie).
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Periodes
et ages

Niveaux etages (endo et
exokarstiques)

Actuel
Pleistocene
moven
Pleistocene
inferieur

Niveau de base regional
(200 m)
Niveau de 365 m du Nebele
0,4 Ma (Ufrh)
Niveau d'Elsarre-Ithe 700 m
A 1,3-1 ,5 Ma

Pleistocene
inf.-Pliocene

Niveau Sorzau9ui-Thartassu
850-950 m A 1,8-2 Ma

Composante de
surrection depui s
l'Actuel
Surrection en cours
(zone sismique acti ve)
> 160 m (0.4 mm/an)
>450 m (demiere
grande phase de
surrection)
>700 m

SUP.

Pliocene
Fin Miocene
Oligo. sup.Miocene

Haute surface Arbailles
Sommets bunes 1100-1250 m
Debut
epiro2enese
Phase de stabi Ii te et
d'alteration

>I000m

> 1300 m environ

-

Tableau I : Chronologie generale des evenements morphotecto11iques sur le massif des Arbailles
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Geography and Speleology
Oscarlina Aparecida Furquim Scaleante
Esta9ao Floresta, Av. Oscar Pedroso Horta, 144 13083-510 Campinas, SP, Brazil

Abstract
Speleology as a science is still in its infancy in Brazil, not yet having achieved academic identity. In contrast to most of the
sciences, however, it involves a multidisciplinary field of study combining the efforts of geologists, paleontologists,
archaeologists, biologists, etc. Speleologic work requires the combined efforts of many professionals, each studying
specialized aspects inside caves, but more or less independently.
It is suggested here, however, that speleological work should not be conducted as a multi-disciplinary endeavor, but rather as
an inter-disciplinary one. The traditional emphasis of scientific inquiry involves a single, positivist method of investigation
which leads to a fragmented view of the world and its problems, but interdisciplinarity is necessary to deal with the
complexities of modem-day problems. This is where geography can be make an important contribution.

Resumo
A espeleologia e uma ciencia que da seus primeiros passos no Brasil, pois ainda nao possui identidade academica.
Diferente das demais em decorrencia do proprio contexto historico em que nasce, trata-se de uma ciencia multidisciplinar,
pois congrega geologos, paleontologos, arqueologos, biologos, etc. Enfim, uma equipe de trabalhos espeleologicos so se
considera completa se contar corn profissionais de diversas areas do conhecimento que adentram as cavemas, cada um
estudando aquilo que lhe interessa no seu campo de estudo especifico.
A proposta que se faz e que tais equipes espeleologicas, em lugar de multi, passem a ser interdisciplinares. Juntamente
corn esta sugestao, e apresentada a maneira pela qua! a ciencia geografica pode oferecer a sua contribui9ao a espeleologia
brasileira.
A busca da interdisciplinaridade ocorre como saida para uma seria insuficiencia de procedimentos cientificos para
abordagem dos problemas da atualidade, ou seja, as forrnas de trabalho dentro das ciencias estao dando mostras de
esgotamento.
Essa falta de metodologia mais abrangente para estudar os diversos fenomenos se da em virtude da forma9ao classica das
ciencias, as quais se consolidaram numa epoca em que a forma de produzir conhecimento obedecia aos metodos
positivistas.
As raizes positivistas dificultam enormemente o chegar a interdisciplinaridade, tendo em vista o habito de visao
fragmentada que os cientistas foram adquirindo corn o passar do tempo.
Porem, nao havendo condi96es para decodificar as mensagens que atualmente se nos apresentam, vale a ardua tentativa de
se revolucionar os metodos cientificos que ate hoje vigoram, porque eles nao mais nos fomecem as respostas que
prercisamos.
Em tempos de busca de aperfei9oamento para produ9ao de conhecimento e de fundamental importancia manter contatos
intemacionais entre cientistas de varias areas do saber.

Introduction
At the present time, it is extremely important to join efforts to promote the equilibrium between man and nature, both
threatened with extinction if we are unable to understand and act in the face of socio-environmental dilemmas. Speleology
seems to be unaware of the importance and possible contributions of geography, while geography ignores caves.
Speleology is already a multidisciplinary science combining the efforts of history, biology, archeology, paleontology,
psychology, geology, etc., but it should not ignore the possible contributions of geography. Nor should geography, basically
concerned with society in general (ANDRADE, 1994) as inserted in the construction of spaces, deny greater attention to
speleology. The latter is a new science in Brazil, not yet having achieved academic identity, but our caves, the objective of its
study, are rapidly acquiring a new status. They have been recognized by society as more than mere accidents of nature. Man
finds himself more closely linked to these "geographic accidents" than ever before due to the demands of tourism, sportsmen,
mining, and the damming of rivers for the generation of energy.
Geography is a science which studies nature, not in isolation, but always in conjunction with some sort of social aspect; it
is a science whose principal objective is to study the society/spaces produced by man or the natural spaces which he alters,
and it is relevant wherever human society exists. It is exactly this interface between society and nature which links geography
to speleology, rather than the "borrowed" view of geomorphology, as "only part of geomorphological knowledge is
assimilated by geography" (MARJNHO, 1995).
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lnterdisciplinarity
The world ecological conference RIO 92 gave rise to many questions about the environment and the quality of human
lives. There seems to be an ever-growing consensus that the problems facing us today must be dealt with in a more global or
holistic manner, being studied from all possible angles to ensure greater possibilities for understanding and solution, thus
leading to "anthropogenic alterations" rather than "anthropogenic destruction" (HELENE and BICUDO, 1994).
The best path to an understanding of unfamiliar phenomena or situations is through scientific interdisciplinarity. This
interaction between various sciences integrates concepts and methods, with the common objective of a unified approach and a
more complete understanding of human development within a reorganized world. Such interdisciplinarity should help provide
new perspectives for accumulated knowledge and, by the reconciliation of knowledge and practice, furnish a basis not only
for the confirmation of what already exists but also what is to come. This practice seeks answers to the emerging questions
which have not yet been contemplated by political science, sociology, biology, or even modem scientific technologies
(FREITAG et al. , 1992).
Living with interdisciplinarity is a complex task because all of the present-day sciences were created as independent,
compartmentalized disciplines. The positivism which reigned from the end of the 19th century until the middle of the 20th
was basically responsible for this compartmentalization of scientific knowledge, and the positivist methods of description,
analysis, experimentation, measurement, and rigorous control of phenomena gave rise to models of scientific procedures
which accepted as science only that which could be fit into these pre-established models. But these models envision static
concepts, not dynamic interaction, and this has hindered the advance of knowledge because many aspects of our reality today
no longer fit into these traditional niches or approaches. We can now see that the consolidation of the sciences is necessary to
provide space for the consideration of new aspects and new approaches which will lead to a more complete view of natural
phenomena.
Since the knowledge available today was constructed within a methodology based on separation and specialization,
extreme efforts may be required to achieve what is sought. Geography has already embarked on this path, eliminating the
traditional distinction between physical geography and human geography to form a single, integrated discipline (ANDRADE,
1985; LACOSTE, 1976). In its struggle for academic legitimacy, speleology in Brazil should follow the example of
geography and promote interdisciplinarity, thus fostering a more complete comprehension of the natural subterranean world
and man's position in it so that the social impacts on nature can be minimized while providing maximal benefits for man. It
must be remembered that a cave consists of far more than empty internal space: it involves a whole complex of interrelated
systems, including the exokarstic geologic formations and the hydrologic systems which depend for their continued existence
on human activities. In order to guarantee the necessary protection/conservation of that which nature has given us, it is
necessary to cultivate a more global view contemplating not only natural phenomena, but a combination with nature inserted
in society, so that the best means of exploitation of former can be used to help overcome the shortcomings of the latter.

Relationship between Geography and the Caves
How should geography fit into the work of the speleologists of Brazil, a third-world country with serious social problems
which has wrought tremendous depredation on nature. Caves are a natural phenomena, and geography is interested in the
"comprehension/ approach of social relationships as a component of the diverse scenes in which they are inserted: the
presence of natural aspects is not dissociated from the play of reciprocal influences involved in the organization of society"
(MENDONC::A, 1994). Such a geography should concern itself with the new socio-environmental question of the caves. If a
cave is not respected, the use and occupation of the land may lead to the destruction of the forest to plant crops, the change in
the course of a river for personal benefit, or the inappropriate construction of dams which flood caves and archeological sites,
in addition to the rampant destruction wrought by various mining acitvities for conducted with exclusive consideration of
financial profits.

Relationship beween Society and the Caves
The relationship between society and nature should be taken more seriously by speleoloigists. They need to remember that
human society is linked, either directly or indirectly, with their object of study or they will see this destroyed by the action of
man. Whether organizing an expedition to explore an area and draw topographical maps or making a detailed study of the
fauna of a cave or some paleontological escavation of interest, the speleologist should not hold himself aloof from the
inhabitants of the area. He must remember how the humble inhabitants think and live (generally in misery). It is not unusual
for speleologists to stay in the homes of these local inhabitants when exploring caves, and they generally encounter a very
degrading way of life: the family lives poorly, eats poorly, and often has no convenient source of fresh water. It is difficult to
expect people living in such sub-human conditions to respect nature. They do not even have access to medical assistance, nor
are retirement benefits available when they can no longer work. Historical conditions inherited from the period of slavery
have shown that the individual does not actually own his land and is always being threatened with expulsion -- Why should
one be concerned about its preservation? The Brazilian society has always been an elitist one, and marks have remained on the
collective memory. The owner of the sugar mill or the coffee baron controlled the slaves, and the rich landowner often
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continued the same treatment for the rural worker. Preference was given to foreign workers, and local workers were rejected
as "surplus" by the large farmers because they would not accept the cruel treatment dispensed to slaves. A large segment of
the population thus found itself segregated because it was neither rich nor slave.
Speleologists often encounter irreversible destruction provoked by the action of man, but much of this damage could have
been avoided by a bit of local awareness. The destruction of one cave in Bonito would never have happened if the local
population had realized that the speleothems were not precious stones, and the road passing directly over the Toca dos Ossos
in Bahia would never have been built in such a precarious place if people had been aware of the danger of destruction .
Speleological activity cannot afford to ignore the question of the human society, since this society is moving ever closer to
the caves; moreover, speleologists should be able to provide a positive impact on the local population and help promote a
better way of life for the local inhabitants in the surrounding areas, thus helping prevent the destruction of these caves. These
examples show how speleology and geography could benefit from a closer approximation. Not only must the actions of the
local inhabitants be considered in the preservation of the caves, but the so-called ecological tourism which bas been emerging
in the country in the past few years has also been having an effect, and the increasing demand for energy bas provoked the
flooding of large areas containing caves and archeological sites. There is much for geography to do.

Conclusion
What is proposed here is a non-fragmented search for knowledge, questioning the legitimacy of the model of production
and organization of scientific knowledge which produces specialists who are more and more specialized (SOUZA, 1994). It is
to suggest interdisciplinarity, not a simple cooperation between specialists, each working independently, but a more complete
understanding of an integrated whole which is greater than the sum of its parts.
Speleologists can leave their marks on the world by helping to improve the local conditions of life. The path of humanity
in Brazil has not led to complete development and a dignified life for all, but rather progress for the privileged few.
Interdisciplinarity in Brazilian speleology, rather than multidisciplinarity, should lead to greater concern about the local
inhabitants, including their education, so they can take on a part of the preservation of our caves.
No single science is the owner of truth, nor is a science a static entity; all are constantly looking for new challenges, and
interdisciplinarity may be a good one. In Latin America this position has special significance, due to the sub-human living
conditions of the majority of the population. The speleologist traverses the country from one end to the other, meeting natives
who help him in locating caves and providing shelter, but these individuals see no improvements in their lives after these
visits. Speleologists come and go, but the miserable life of the community goes on. The Vale do Riberia, for example, has the
largest concentration of caves in the State of Sao Paulo, and possibly in Brazil, but it is also one of the poorest regions of the
country. Not even the rampant tourism flooding the area has been sufficient to raise the economic standards of the local
population. Members of the scientific community are constantly in attendance there -- walking the trails and exploring the
caves -- but then they leave. The story has been repeated for years. It is time for the speleologist to take a more active role.
The place to start may easily be the inclusion of a geographer in the team.
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Response of karst environment to acid rains
(example: The Massif of Snieznik - The Sudety Mountains
Polish and Czech sides)
by Piotr Glowacki & Marian Pulina
Department of Geomorphology, University of Silesia, ul. Bedzinska 60, 41-200 Sosnowiec, Poland

The aim of this speech is the presentation of hydrochemical
processes occurring in the area built of carbonate rocks which is
a buffer against anthropogenically transformed precipitation. The
Massifof Snieznik is the area fulfilling the conditions for such an
investigation. It is built of Precambrian metamorphic rocks (acid
schists and gneiss as well as alkaline marbles) with numerous
karst forms (Jaskinia Niedzwiedzia - Bear Cave - a natural
museum and tourist attraction). The area is located in the zone of
transborder flow of air masses, the most intensively transformed
ones in Europe, where significant amount of contamination from
the atmosphere is being removed by precipitation in the mountain
regions. The massif has been being affected by acid rains for over
thirty years. The authors would like to present the results of
extensive, interdisciplinary investigations carried out in two
hydrological years ( 1992, 1993), based on the results obtained
from permanent monitoring stations.
The model of the hydrochemical processes in the carbonate
area of the Massif of Snieznik is based on average results of
numerous data presented as a balance of load in tons/km'/year.
The model includes the following :
I . Exterior elements (precipitation waters, non-karst surface
waters)
2. Karst massif with an epikarst zone and large caves in the
hydrological vadose zone. Mixed waters from the border of the
phreatic and vadose zones)
3. Waters flowing out of the massif.
The authors would like to emphasize significant difference
between anthropogenic loads on the northern and the southern
slopes of the Massif of Snieznik, e.g. NO3- (from 3 up to
6 t!km'/year) with extremely acid precipitation (pH = from 3.7 to
3.3)! The karst massif with a large cave Jaskinia iedzwiedzia
was the main site of the investigation determining occurence of
"acid cave rains" . They are caused by waters infiltrating from the
epikarst zone (mainly in the initial stage of snow melting as well
as after intensive summer precipitation) and anthropogenically
transformed condensation waters from cave chambers opened for
tourists (contents of Co 2 in the air from 0.03 to 0.32%).
Corrosion of cave deposits is the result of activity of
condensation waters of low mineralization, low pH and high
aggressiveness. The corrosion is less intensive in places where
condensation waters are mixed with percolation ones. Intensity of
corrosion depends also on intensity of the tourist traffic and the
season of the year (in summer - intensive tourist traffic and low
level of water). The condensation waters constitute less than
twenty per cent of the total hydrological balance of the cave.

Determination of exchange balance of certain ions in karst
environment is the main result of the research. They prove the
important role of the karst region as a buffer for the most
intensively transformed precipitation waters on the continent.
Various levels of resistance to such influence were observed in
particular parts of the Massif of Sniezik. The southern slopes
have exceeded the level of resistance to anthropopression (no
difference between surface waters from karst and non-karst
springs). The northern slopes are still "fighting" and the level has
not been exceeded yet even in the vicinity of Jaskinia
Niedzwiedzia, where intensive, but controlled tourist traffic
occurs (high pH in the karst springs when compared with the
non-karst springs, the same content of nitrates in both types of
waters).
This conclusion is also proved by different levels of
distruction of forests on both sides of the Massif of Snieznik. The
results of the investigation on the influence of anthropopression
in Jaskinia Niedzwiedzia have been used to determine limits of
intensity of the tourist traffic in the cave (it is open I 0 months a
year, 5-6 days a week and the amount of visitors is limited to
450 persons per day) . It is absolutely necessary to continue
further investigations to determine so called "critical loads" for
various areas considering their geological structure and carrying
on recultivation of the areas affected by acid rains.
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La tectonique et le karst
par Jacques Choppy
182 rue de Vaugirard, F-75015 Paris

Abstract : Tectonics and karst
A systematic study of the role of tectonics in karst leads to contradict a few theories generally admitted.
The part played by tectonics is limited. Karst forms have no relationship with the importance of geological discontinuity surfaces
Uoints and bedding planes) and have much smaller dimensions. Often small fissures and bedding planes used at the beginning of the
cave formation are no longer detectable.And it is wrong to say that tectonics «controls» karst.
Karstic drainage, between the sinkhole at the surface and the outlet, is controled by the «drainage route», which is characterized by
a minimum pressure drop and causes a drainage concentration to its advantage. Little by little, the whole drainage forms an outlet of
considerable volume.
In this perspective, faults, folds are (<used» by the drainage route. Thus they can play various roles : drain, barrier, indifferent. And,
according to the dip, the roles of discontinuity surfaces are varied.
At last, various underground forms as well as surface forms, can only be explained by a a slackening.

Resume

Une etude synthetique du role de la tectonique dans le karst conduit acontredire plusieurs opinions generalement admises :
Le role de la tectonique est limite : Les formes karstiques sont sans relation avec !'importance des surfaces de discontinuite
geologiques (fractures et joints de stratification), et de dimensions tres inferieures. Souvent les modestes diaclases et joints de
stratification utilises au debut du creusement ne sont plus decelables. Et ii est faux de dire que la tectonique «commande» le karst.
Ce qui « commande » les circulations karstiques, entre le point d'absorption en surface et !'emergence, c'est le «chemin de
drainage»; celui-ci est caracterise par une perte de charge minimum, et ii provoque a son profit la concentrations du drainage. De proche
en proche, !'ensemble des circulations aboutit a une emergence de volume considerable.
Dans cette optique, les failles, les plis soot «utilises» par le chemin de drainage. Ils peuvent alors jouer des roles divers : drain,
barriere, indifferent. Et, selon le pendage, le role des surfaces de discontinuite est divers.
Entin, diverses formes profondes comme de surface ne peuvent guere etre expliquees que par une distension.

Un travail de synthese detaille (CHOPPY l 990-1992) sur le
role des facteurs tectoniques dans le karst conduit a contredire
plusieurs opinions generalement admises.

1. Le role de la tectonique est limite
On a pu dire que la dependance du karst a la tectonique "est
loin d'etre totale" (CAV AILLE 1962). Cette proposition est a la
fois fausse et vraie.
Fausse, car ii est bien difficile d ' imaginer que, dans une
roche tres peu poreuse, une circulation karstique ait pu debuter si
ce n 'est dans les fractures et joints de stratification.
Mais cette proposition est vraie, car certaines formes
karstiques n' ont pas de relation cl a ire avec les structures
tectoniques, ou n'en apparaissent que tres localement
influencees : Contrairement a ce qui est si souvent represente sur
des schemas, le croisement de deux fractures provoque rarement
une amplification des vides karstiques. Quant a !'intersection
d'un joint de stratification et d'une fracture, elle s'exprime
souvent par la nette preponderance de I' une des deux surfaces de
discontinuite, l'autre ne faisant que de la figuration .
D'ordinaire, Jes directions tectoniques importantes ne sont
suivies par des conduits karstiques que sur des longueurs breves :
Des gouttieres synclinales sont utilisees sur des distances
kilometriques, mais le trajet souterrain ne suit !'axe synclinal
proprement dit que sur des longueurs plus courtes. Des
circulations connues par coloration suivent la direction d'une
faille sur des distances egalement kilometriques, mais on ne
connait pas de galerie penetrable suivant une faille surplus d'un
kilometre.
Cette (<indifference» pour des failles, des plis a semble
paradoxale : clans la grotte de Han (Belgique), creusee clans des
strates pentees ou a !'occasion de diaclases, on observe que tous
Jes conduits sont cependant a peu pres horizontaux (MARTEL

l 894). De meme, dans la Bachat di Fayes (Haute-Savoie),
«bizarrement la direction generale ne suit ni le pendage, ni une
fracturation precise, mais une direction intermediaire»; de sorte
que, frequemment, «le reseau connu se developpe ... selon deux
directions bien definies, l'une parallele, l'autre perpendiculaire
au pendage»
Et ((Certains elements structuraux influem;:ant fortement
l'alignement des gouffres et des dolines en surface restent
apparemment sans effet sur !'orientation des cavites karstiques en
profondeurn (MARTEL 1894, 429). En surface, si les bassins
fermes, les poljes sont de dimensions comparables a celles de
structures tectoniques de moyenne extension et du reste orientes
par elles, ce sont en fait des formes non karstiques, dont le karst a
permis la conservation grace au drainage souterrain, mais sans
apporter de retouches importantes. Seuls les mega-couloirs du
karst de quelques regions atteignent des longueurs kilometriques.
II est done faux de dire que la fracturation «commande» le
developpement du karst. De sorte que les correlations statistiques
entre phenomenes tectoniques observes en surface et formes
karstiques ne peuvent suggerer que des presomptions, car elles
ignorent les autres facteurs qui interviennent dans la
karstification. Du reste les phenomenes geologiques sont souvent
beaucoup plus compliques dans l'interieur d' un massif que ce
que nous pouvons en connaitre par Jes observations exterieures.

2. Le chemin de drainage
En fait, le karst suit une autre logique : les circulations
karstiques sont «commandees» par ce qu ' il faut nommer le
chemin de drainage, qui est celui de perte de charge minimum
entre un point d'absorption de l'eau en surface et !'emergence.
Cette notion explique le «mepris» des circulations pour s'adapter
au relief exterieur comme a certaines surfaces de discontinuite
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geologiques : Celles-ci sont en fait seulement «utilisees» par le
chemin de drainage :
Le chemin de drainage concentre a son profit le drainage.
Cela pennet de comprendre la re-organisation des circulations
karstiques en profondeur, done !' existence d' emergences de
volume considerable.

3. Utilisation des structures tectoniques
Contrairement ace qui fut souvent admis, on observe que :
- Certains anticlinaux sont favorables aux circulations
souterraines, surtout a proximite de la surface.
- Les failles jouent un role original, induisant des
morphologies specifiques ; le role individuel des diaclases est
mediocre, mais leur role collectif est important, notarnment dans
la zone d'alteration epikarstique.
- Des failles inverses sont effectivement utilisees par les
circulations (ii est vrai qu 'elles ont surpris les auteurs, qui les ont
done mentionnees); a la phase de compression, une phase de
distension aurait-elle succede ? Des decrochements sont assez
souvent utilises, mais beaucoup semblent « indifferents ».
En effet, trois types de fonctionnement (drain, barriere,
indifferent) sont depuis longtemps connus pour les failles. Une
classification du meme type s'impose pour les plis. Et une faille
peut etre a la fois barriere et drain. Le role d ' une fracturation
dense semble tres variable, allant du drain a la barriere.
Les conduits en bai"onnette et le pseudo-meandre nous
introduisent dans la notion d'utilisation alternee des facteurs, qui
semble fort generale ; a fortiori dans le cas de fractures
conjuguees. Les utilisations complementaires de facteurs,
definissant chacun une partie de la fonne, sont egalement
frequentes.
Dans !'utilisation de la structuration tectonique par le karst,
on constate souvent que :
- Si le pendage est faible, !' organisation des drainages
subhorizontaux est tres dependante des joints de stratification ;
leurs ondulations et certaines fractures semblent souvent
responsables de la localisation precise des ecoulements. La
plupart des denivellations brutales des circulations sont liees a
des fractures et surtout a des failles .
- Lorsque le pendage s ' accroit, les creusements de type
« monoclinal », c'est-a-dire selon la ligne de plus grande pente
des surfaces de discontinuite Uoints de stratification, failles et
peut-etre diaclases) sont responsables de la majorite des conduits
pentes.
- En cas de pendage tres eleve, les joints de stratification et
les fractures jouent des roles remarquablement interchangeables.

4. Role de la distension
La distension se rencontre logiquement dans un massif en
surrection, mais on sait combien la chose est banale. Les
caracteristiques des circulations karstiques correspondantes soot
alors modifiees ; LJSZKOWSKA, LISZKOWSK.I (1995) en ont
fait l'etude theorique. lnversement, c' est par la distension qu'une
surrection peut intervenir dans le developpement karstique.
En profondeur apparaissent des elargissements de fissures
dans des localisations inconnues ailleurs (dans les banquettes
resultant d ' un surcreusement, par exemple), et des effondrements
de plafond de faible portee. C'est alors que des fractures sont

utilisees sur Jes longueurs les plus grandes. Certains reseaux
mailles, pour le moins, semblent provoques par une distension .
Les phenomenes dits par Jes speleologues "de neotectonique"
sont facilites .
En surface, les localisations apparemment aleatoires des
reliefs ruinifonnes, des couloirs du karst, ou leur developpement
plus spectaculaire, trouvent dans une distension une explication
vraisemblable.
II ne faut pas confondre la distension avec une moindre
compression ou un appel au vide. Et ii ne faudrait pas penser
(RAFFY 1977) qu 'une distension est indispensable au
developpement des phenomenes karstiques : d'une part, les
exemples vraisemblables montrent que les cas raisonnablement
credibles soot assez disperses. Dans des zones en compression
comme ii en existe en Quercy, par exemple, on trouve de
nombreuses cavites et depressions karstiques. Et des exfoliations
de parois de conduit a grande profondeur montrent !'existence de
contraintes de compression importantes.

5. Conclusion
Le karst utilise indifferemment les defonnations tectoniques,
qu ' elles soient minimes, invisibles a l'echelle du geologue, ou
considerables.
Si le role des facteurs structuraux apparait sans rapport avec
leur importance geologique, c'est qu ' ils sont seulement
«utilises», dans la mesure ou ils «correspondent par ailleurs a une
direction privilegiee de developpement de la cavite» (CHOPPY
1985). La diversite de ces «utilisations» est considerable. Et ii ne
se degage pas de «regle» applicable a !'ensemble des karsts ; ace
niveau, toute tentative de prevision semble vouee a l' echec.
Un aspect du facteur tectonique est neanmoins souvent
ignore : Dans la plupart des karsts de montagne, la surrection, de
I 00 a I 000 mm/millenaire, est souvent dix fois superieure a la
dissolution karstique (de 10 a 100 mm d' epaisseur equivalente de
roche enlevee par millenaire). On corn;:oit alors que «le
perchement relatif de la plupart des unites karstiques de
montagne soit maintenu et meme renforce» (JULIAN 1992), et
que certaines fonnes semblent Iiees a une distension.
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Monitoring tropical geosystem, underground topography and
potential water resources for sustainable development using
geoinformatics- Indian case study
R.B. Singh

Department of Geography, University of Delhi, Delhi- I I 0007, India

Abstract
The advancement of geoinformatics technique provides ready access to interpret various geological, topographic or spatial data in a
relational data base correlation, analysis and modelling. The emphasis is on integration of conventional land based and remotely sensed
data so as to develop comprehensive data bases in a particular area which can be used for micro-level planning. The empirical analysis
of ground water resources includes, i) spatial data; aquifer catchment boundry, well location; ii) parameter data relating to properties
and qualities i.e. aquifer parameters, ground water quality etc.; iii) aquifer depth data; depth to water table, well hole depth, depth to
water bearing information; and iv) temporal data; ground water hydrographs and land use etc. Specific research and inventory is needed
for value assessment including evaluation techniques for drinking water, and irrigation. It is true that in a dynamic context, the overall
interest of a country may dictate certain modifications in the existing resource utilization but it needs to be stressed that these should be
introduced in such a manner that the natural endowments and recent advances in technology are kept in view. In this way, geoinformatics can play an effective role for decision support of sustainable development and management of the natural resources.

Introduction
The geosystem resources are a prime natural capital for human
sustenance and regional development. The development, utilization and conservation of geosystem resources particularly hydrological input is one of the major priority sectors in the national planning process. India is endowed with not only vast and
varied geosystems but also huge network of river basins. Recently India is facing the problem of distribution of water from
surplus to deficit areas for utilization in various sectors. As Hydrology is concerned with the water in streams and lakes, rainfall
and snowfall, snow and ice on the land, water occurring below
the earth's surface in the pores of the soil and rocks
(Subramanya, I 984 ), the application of geoinformatics becomes
essential for the study of complex parameters which comes into
play in the overall hydrological cycle.
Monitory of the geosystem (SINGH, 1992; SINGH & HAIGH,
1995) and its underground topography is a critical function
which entails accurate information for effective implementation
of resource planning. Without accurate information about various
geosystem and hydrological parameters, any sort of water monitoring and management is futile. Monitoring refers to the assembling of various data sets which are coordinated and used for
evaluation of the status of any geosystem. Therefore, one can
ascribe the following subsystems for geosystem monitoring
(SI GH, 1996) :
(i) precise and adequate resource inventory or data base,
(ii) establishment of various networks for observation and coordination of hydrological and geological events;
(iii) analyse and yield current and time series information on the
status of geosystem;
(iv) test the scientific hypothesis about the interaction and functioning of geosystem and finally to predict resource potentials.

Geoinformatics technology
The generation of geoinformatics data is the foundation upon
which a sound geosystem monitoring is based. Availability of
authentic and reliable geosystem data also helps in processing the
utilization pattern, future needs, and management strategy. The
science of geoinformatics is a multi-disciplinary subject for

extracting reliable georeferenced data of geosystem and the
environment. This covers the data acquisition, processing, and
representation of geospatial data. Under geoinformatics, the
techniques relating to surveying, geodesy, photogrammetry,
remote sensing, cartography, GIS and GPS, are being combined
for solving local, regional, national and global problems. Geoinformatics monitor the spatial/location of objects and characteristics of natural or geosystems features and aerial coverage of the
earth. The emerging advance technologies in remote sen ing, i.e.
Very High Resolution Satellite Images, Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR), Airborne Remote Sensing and GPS are providing great
opportunities to monitor and manage geosystem in a sustainable
manner (MURAI, 1996).

New Opportunities in Application of Geoinformatics
With launching operational remote sensing satellites IRS- I A
( 1988) and I B (1991) and setting up of information systems like
NNRMS, NRIS, RRSSCs and NRDMS, about 350 national/regional level remote sensing application projects have
been conducted in India. The successful launch of second generation and indigenously built IRS-1 C satellite on 28th December, 1995 in India has provided tremendous opportunities for
applying space informatics in areas of environmental monitoring
and natura l resources management (SINGH , 1994). Browse data
for PAN and LISS - lII are being generated for users.
The IRS-IC marks a major milestone in India's satellite remote sensing programme by contributing to National Natural
Resources Management System with better resolution, coverage
and revisit in order to provide invaluable data on environmental
resources. The IRS- IC surveys the whole earth surface in just
24 days.
The IRS- IC satellite has three types of advanced imaging ensors. The Panchromatic Camera (PAN) provides very high spatial
resolution data of 5.8 m and a ground swath of 70 km. The PA
camera can be steered to ± 26 degrees which in tum increases
revisit capability to 5 days. Linear Imaging and Self Scanning
(LISS-JII) Sensor provides multispectral data collected in four
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bands. The Wide Field Sensor (WiFS) collects data in two spectral bands (Table I). All the three cameras are operating in real
time over Indian ground station visibility circle two or three
times a day (NRSA, 1995)

Table J Characteristics of IRS-JC Sensors

Table 2 Method/or ground water exploration
Remote Sensing
Data Products
I . Colour composite
maps

Images for aquifer mapping
over granitic terrain.

Application

Grand
Swath
(km)
70

Bands/Regions
(Microns)

2. Band 7 Landsat
and IRS images

Drainage pattern, density &
texture.

PAN

Spatial
Resolution
(m)
5.8

Visible Region
0.50 - 0.75

LISS-III
Visible and Infra-red

3. Digitally enhanced Landsat, fRS
and spot images

23.5

141

Shortwave Infra-red

70.5

148

0.52 - 0.59
0.62 - 0.68
1.55 - 1.70

Lineaments, fracture types &
symmetry; continuous &
linear stream channels,
valleys, aligned pattern of
ponds.
Delineates landforms.

WiFS

188

810

4. Image classification & density
slicing
5. Thermal infra
red images

Geologic structure & water
bodies.

6. GIS overlays

Homogenous unit over a
granitic terrain are combined
with GJS overlay analysis to
produce area-wise maps of
varying recharge possibilities.

Sensors

Visible Region
0.62 - 0.86
Near Infra-red
0.77- 0.86

Applications of geoinformatics in ground
water exploration
The application of geoinformatics promotes the appropriate
use of photo-hydrogeologic, remote sensing and GIS based techniques in the identification of occurrence and availability of
ground water of diverse geological environments. The image
intepretation helps to detect the location of aquifers from surface
features.
Linear and morphologic features indicate possible presence of
ground water. Drilling and testing of sites selected by remote
sensing technology have achieved 85 per cent success in crystalline hard rocks. Land forms, drainage characteristics, soil tones,
outcrop types, land occurrence (Table 2).
Colour composite images prepared for temporal satellite data
are exclusive images for ground water interpretations. But fracture-trace and lineament maps, palaeo-drainage and weathered
zones are detected on near-infrared images and large scale air
photos (SHARMA, 1996).
Ground water recharge possibi lities of a granitic terrain is
controlled mainly by the factors of geologic structure and surface
weathering. Low sun Angle and digitally enhanced satellite
imagery, and aerial photography have their proven utility in the
evaluation of a site for ground water recharge. Most common use
of satellite imageries is for structural interpretation and particularly lineament analysis. The small scale, large area coverage
from imagery provides a synoptic coverage of spatial features
whereas 3-0 interpretation of topographic and morphologic
features of landscape provide a detailed account of recharge and
discharge situation of a granitic terrain. Fractured granite rocks
normally exhibit secondary porosity only. Primary porosity is
absent in them either because of their original texture or because
of changes in their texture by geological processes. Secondary
openings result from stresses caused by folding, faulting, fracturing or flexing. Weathering processes serve to enlarge these
openings. Topography, depth of weathering, degree of jointing
and climate have a large influence on the ground water potential
of a granitic rock terrain (Table 3 & 4; Fig. I) (SHARMA, 1996).

This is supplemented by satellite lineament mapping. A
lineament is a mappable feature of surface whose parts align in a
straight or slightly curving relationship. The surface expression
that makes up a lineament may be a geomorphic or tonal expression of lineaments. Lineaments which are composite comprise
more than one type of feature such as combination of stream
segments, straight ridge and tonal anomalies etc. Lineaments
represent zones of weakness leading to greater infiltration of
water underground through fractures and linear features.

Table 3 Hydrologic significance of morphologic units in Swarnamukhi sub-basin
Landform

Ground water possibility

Inselberg Area
(granite ridges)

Granite-gneiss, fracture perme
ability high, recharge and run-off
potential.

Pediment slope/
colluvial fan

Zone of infiltration & probable
source of base-flow.

Pediplain or
buried pediment surface

Deeply weathered surface,
tributary valley bottoms and
possible source of reasonable
good water supply.
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Table 4 Hydrologic sig11ijicance of morphogeologic units ill
Nagari sub-basin
Landfonn

Ground water possibility

I . Granite hills
generating area.

Less jointed granite rocks; run-off

2.

Pediment plain fringing and encircling
granite outcrops; zone of infiltration;
possible fractures revealed through
pediment zone in tributary valley o
Nagari are areas of infilteration.

Pediment
slope

3. Buried
pediment

Deeply weathered basement, tributary
valley of Goddu Vanka stream has relat
ively greater possibility of obtaining
moderately large ground water supplies.

Conclusion
Inspite of various research activities, there is a serious gap in
knowledge, especially with regard to understanding the geosystem - hydrologic interactive processes. In such interdependent
situation, multi-dimensional and long tenn studies are needed in
order to understand macro to micro-level geosystem functioning.
The comparative studies of various geosystems in different climatic conditions will help in filling the gaps and better understanding of the influence of natural processes on hydrological
cycle.
A systematic, accurate and up-to-date monitoring of geosystem and underground topography are essential for water resource
management and sustainable development planning. At any
particular point of time, the geospheric resource planning of the
country is detennined by physical, economic and institutional
factors taken together. The tenn geosystem carries different
connotations and implications in systems, land evaluation and

sustainable land use measuring through carrying capacity. With
the help of large scale topographical maps, air photographs and
remote sensing data, it is possible to identify a hierarchic system
of critical geospheric units. This further needs to (i) evaluate the
positive and negative aspects of capabilities and (ii) identify the
gap between its present productivity and potential. This gap
needs to be reduced over the years so as to achieve land use
specialization and integrated land use both in physical and economic tenns at micro-level. This can be achieved by developing
an institutional setup equipped with modem geoinfonnatics
techniques for continuous monitoring and modeling. Geoinformatics will be more and more advanced under the support of
computer, space and multi-media technologies.
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The Effects of Aridity and Topography
on Limestone Cave Development
by George Veni,
George Veni and Associates, 11304 Candle Park, San Antonio, Texas 78249-4421 , U.S.A.

Abstract
The effects of aridity and topography on cave development were examined by analyzing the precipitation at and geologic origins of 615
caves across the Edwards Plateau, Texas, U .S.A . Topographic slopes were also measured for the entrances of 338 of the caves. Precipitation
in the study area ranges from 34-81 cm/year, and most of the caves were located in the stream-dissected and topographically diverse Plateau
margin. There were insufficient data to quantify the absolute values of cave development relative to precipitation; however, vadose caves
were found to increase in frequency by 0.3%/cm of mean annual precipitation, up to about 63.5 to 67.5 cm/year, and then increase with a
frequency of 0.78%/cm at higher rainfalls. The abrupt gain in frequency appears to coincide with the presence of thicker and more
continuous soil coverage. Analyses of topographic slopes revealed that vadose caves preferentially develop in level or near-level terrains;
over 80% occur in slopes of <5%. Springs and paleosprings increase numerically relative to precipitation, and develop primarily in nearvertical or near-level terrain. Unless perched on impermeable formations, c!iffside springs generally drain comparatively small drainage
areas while streambed springs drain comparatively large areas. Phreatic relict caves form by hydrologic regimes which are unrelated to
modem conditions; thus, they do not correlate to current climates and topographies.

Resumen
Los efectos de aridad y topografia en el desarollo de cuevas fueran examinados por la analasis de !as origines geol6gicas y precipitaci6n
en !as alrededores de 615 cavemas en la meseta Edwards de Texas, EUA. Cuestas topograficas fueran medidas por 338 de las cuevas.
Precipitaci6n en el area de estudio llega entre 34 y 81 cm/a.ti.o, y la mayoria de Las cuevas se localiz.a en !as orillas de la meseta donde se
encuentra terreno mas inclinada y cortada por ea.ii.atlas. No fueron datos suficientes para determinar la relaci6n exacto entre precipitaci6n y el
desarrollo de cuevas, pero se encuentra que Las cuevas vadosos incrementaron en frecuencia por 0.3%/cm de precipitaci6n media anual hasta
aproximadamente 63 .5 a 67.5 cm/a.ti.o, y en seguida incrementar con una frecuencia de 0.78%/cm con mas precipitaci6n. El precipitado
ganacia en frecuencia aparece coincidir con la presencia de suelos mas gruesos y continuosos. Analisis de cuestas topograficas revell6 que
cuevas vadosas favoran terrenos pianos o cerca de piano. Mas de 80% occuren en cuestas menos de 5%. Manatia!es y paleo-manatiales
incrementan numericamente relativo al precipitaci6n, y revellen principalmente en terrenos muy verticales o muy pianos. Si no ubican arriba
de formaciones inpermeables, manatiales en relices generalmente drenajen areas relativamente pequefias, y manatiales en arroyos drenajen
areas relativamente grandes. Cuevas freaticas y f6siles fueron formadas por condiciones hidrol6gicas sin relaci6n con los de! presente dia,
entonces no tienen correlaci6n con climas y topografias corrientes.

1. Introduction
Limestone in arid climates is known to have poorly developed

2)

karst due to low precipitation and minimal soil development, which
significantly limits carbon dioxide production needed for calcium
carbonate dissolution (e.g. JENNINGS 1985; FORD & Wlll.JAMS,
1989). While denudation of limestone karst has been measured in
different precipitation regimes, development of limestone caves as a
function of precipitation has not been quantified. Similarly, the
effects of topography on cave development have not been examined.

In this study I have determined the topography and mean annual
precipitation at, and origin of 615 caves in a 420-km-Iong west to
east band extending across the Edwards Plateau, Texas, U.S.A. In
this region, mean precipitation ranges from 34-81 cm/year, from
sub-arid to sub-humid climates, and the land surface around cave
entrances slopes 0-902 from the horizontal. This range of conditions
provides sufficient variation to measure the effects of aridity and
topography on cave development.

3)

Each cave' s entrance must be located with sufficient
precision on 1:24,000 scale topographic maps so mean
land slope at the entrance could be measured.
The likely origin of each cave had to be known or
determinable based on personal knowledge of the site, or
be morphologically or hydrologically clear from written
descriptions, photographs, and/or maps.

With cave locations established, lithologies were determined
from geologic maps (BARNES 1977, 1979, 1981a, 1981b, 1982,
1983), and mean annual precipitations were determined from the
Climatic Atlas of Texas (LARKIN & BOMAR, 1983). Land slopes at
the cave entrances were measured directly from the topographic
maps and calculated in degrees slope from the horizontal plane.
Generally, about a 100-m-diameter transect was measured, which
easily encompassed most drainage areas flowing into Edwards
Plateau cave entrances; larger and smaller areas were also
measured if they better represented actual conditions. The caves
located in streambeds were also noted.

2. Methodology
I examined the files of the Texas Speleological Survey for caves
across the Edwards Plateau. The criteria I used for accepting a cave
into the database for this study were:
I) The cave must be formed in the Edwards or equivalent
limestones to minimize variations from significantly
different limestone lithologies.

Caves were classified by their origin as one of five types:
1) Phreatic relicts: hydrologically inactive caves formed
during pre-existing hydrological conditions.
2) Vadose caves: hydrologically active caves, primarily sites
of groundwater recharge, fonning under current
hydrological conditions.
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3)

Transitional caves: phreatic relicts which are undergoing
current vadose modification into recharge sites.
4) Paleosprings: hydrologically inactive sites of groundwater
discharge.
5) Springs: hydrologically active sites of groundwater
discharge.
In the western portion of the Plateau, 277 collapse features were
included in the study, based on geologic mapping, drilling, and
research which demonstrated they are large, relict phreatic conduits
(FREEMA , 1968; YE 1, 1994 ). Since they do not have entrance ,
they were not con idered in the analyses oftopograpnic slope.
The number of known caves is skewed upward toward the
wetter, eastern half of the Edwards Plateau, nearer urban population
centers where more exploration of the karst has occurred.
Consequently, in the precipitation-based analyses below, which are
affected by this non-uniform distribution, the number of caves was
converted to percents of cave types to diminish explorational bias in
the results. However, the analyses on topographic slope below are
unaffected by regional variations in exploration, and the data ' s
absolute numerical values are used.
One of the analyses in the following section compares the
distribution of phreatic and vadose caves. The actual number of
these caves is not known. However, phreatic relicts appear to have a
relatively uniform distribution throughout the Plateau, and while
they do not nece sarily dictate vadose cave distribution, they serve
in this study as a paleohydrological standard by which to measure
the development of modem vadose caves.

3. Results
Figure I plots the percent of cave types against precipitation.
Phreatic relict caves and vadose caves together account for 60-100%
of the caves in each precipitation range. The percent of pnreatic
relicts declines markedly with increased precipitation, wnile vadose
caves increase in relative abundance, with a good inverse correlation
of R= -0.9 or an 81 % interdependence. Despite fluctuations in the
plot at the 45-53 and 57-65 cm/year ranges, probably due to few
known caves in those areas, vadose caves increase in overall relative

frequency along a regression-determined rate of0.5%/cm of mean
annual precipitation. Further, two rates appear to actually occur,
one of0.3%/cm up to about 67.5 cm/year, and 0.78%/cm at higher
mean annual precipitations.
The distribution of transitional caves support the above data
by generally increasing with precipitation. However, the sudden
increase in transitional caves in the 59.5-67.5 cm/year range may
indicate that accelerated vadose development begins at about 63.5
cm/year mean annual precipitation instead of 67.5 cm/year, as
indicated by the vadose caves alone. Unfortunately, these
increases in vadose and transitional cave development can only
tentatively be proposed as measurable relationships since few
caves are known in the 59.5-67.5 cm/year range. Meanwhile, until
more caves are found and examined, it is important to note that
these possible increases seem to relate to the occurrence of more
continuous and thicker soils on the Edwards Plateau. Future
studies should include comparisons with soil distributions, to
include known distribution of paleosols which do not exceed the
ages of the caves.
The relative occurrence of springs and paleospring shows no
significant cnange with precipitation in Figure I, due to a
proportional increase in the number of cave springs with
precipitation. Springs and paleosprings generally account for
about 10-20% of the caves. Where precipitation is <45 cm/year,
they apparently drop to 0-2% of the total, but this is probably a
misleading low value resulting from four factors:
I) insufficient exploration of probable spring areas;
2) minimal documentation of small paleospring caves;
3) nonrecognition of the greater number of springs which are
only seasonally active in drier climates; and
4) deep pnreatic groundwater circulation in the drier regions.
In the Edwards Plateau region, spring caves are rarely of
significant size because valley incision along the Plateau margin
results in their rapid abandonment in favor of lower and more
hydrologically favorable discharge sites. Major spring caves,
including the longest cave in Texas, occur primarily at the base of
the limestone where groundwater cannot migrate tnrough
impermeable underlying units to topographically lower locations.
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Figure I: Variatio11s in the perce11t of cave types with precipitatio11.
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Although the precise percentages of springs and paleosprings require
better definition, their generally low numbers support a model of
dendritic aquifer development, where relatively few springs are fed
by a relatively high number of recharge sites.
Figure 2 iUustrates some effects of topography on cave
development by comparing land slope at the entrances of 316 caves
with the caves' speleogenetic types. Slopes in the figure range in
one-degree increments from 0- l 6Q, then in a I 0-degree increment
from 80-90Q; data on an additional 16 caves scattered between I 779Q were too few to be significant and were excluded from the
graph.
The most dramatic aspect of Figure 2 is that vadose and
transitional caves preferentially develop in low gradient topography.
Respectively, 87.3% and 81.6% of vadose and transitional caves
occurs in slopes of 0-5 2• Their declines in number with increased
slopes follow exponential and near exponential functions. Although
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further indicates that the rate of sinkhole development cannot
compete with the rate of erosion in steep terrains. Closer field
investigations also show that vadose caves on steep slopes often
form when local surfaces are relatively level, but are later
intersected by retreating valley margins or deepened by continued
karst development.
In contrast to steep terrains, runoff on low-slope topographies
is slow or ponded. Surface water is retained on the limestone for
longer periods of time, allowing greater infiltration down steep,
but initially poorly permeable hydraulic gradients. However, this
promotes dissolution of fractures into permeable openings which
self-accelerate their growth by capturing increasing volumes of
runoff through sinkhole development. This low-slope effect is not
limited to upland areas, and is evident in streambeds. Of the
338 caves that were topographically analyzed, 31 (9.2%) were
located in streambeds (21 vadose, 7 transitional, I phreatic relict,
and 2 springs). Figure 2 plots the number of vadose and
transitional caves in streambeds, and
like their non-streambed plots, the
caves' occurrence decreases at a nearly
exponential rate with increasing slopes,
with 64.3% occurring where the stream
gradients are < I2 .
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Figure 2: Variations in the number and types of caves with the topographic slope at the cave
entrances (*streambed category only includes vadose and transitional caves in streams).

the Edwards Plateau might seem to have a disproportionate
percentage of low gradient areas, most of the caves in this study
were located in the rolling and highly stream-dissected margin of the
Plateau, where a broad range of gradients occurs and level areas do
not comprise the majority of the surface area. In support of the data
distribution, vadose caves in hilly terrain often occur in narrow but
roughly level benches between steep slopes.
Slow runoff of rainfall is the primary cause of greater vadose
cave development and modification in low-slope terrains. In steep
terrains, there is a much higher hydraulic inertia for rapid overland
flow through open, low impedance channels rather than into the
ground through fractures of far lower transmissivities. Although
high secondary permeabilities could solutionally develop in the
fractures and eventually form caves, channel and valley erosion is
generally greater than the rate of cave development. The prevalence
of vadose caves in level areas of both uplands and floodplains

Figure 2 shows that phreatic relict
caves have no correlation to topographic
slope. They occur in roughly equal
numbers throughout most slope ranges.
This is expected since they pre-date and
have no hydrologic relationship to
modem hydrologic conditions. In
contrast, paleosprings are only known
from nearly vertical slopes. Two factors
contribute to this distribution. First,
most paleosprings are short-lived
features which drain nearby upland
areas along steep hydraulic gradients to
nearby valleys, and are abandoned for
lower flow routes as the valleys deepen.
Second, paleosprings
are
better
preserved in cliffs; in level terrain they
become sinks for water and often fill
with sediment, or cannot be easily
distinguished from vadose caves.
Springs form predominantly in either

the very steep or very flat slopes. They
tend to occur in cliffs when capturing
local upland drainage, and in streambeds when capturing regional
drainage recharged throughout the entire valley or from larger
areas.

4. Conclusions
The adage "caves are where you find them" was coined to
humorously explain what was considered an inexplicable pattern
of cave distribution. This study joins the growing body of
knowledge which demonstrates that caves occur in predictable
patterns, and it is the first to quantify some of the effects of aridity
and topographic slope. While there were insufficient data to
determine absolute values in quantifying the development of caves
with increased precipitation I found that vadose caves increase in
relative frequency by 0.3%/cm of mean annual precipitation, up to
about 63 .5 to 67.5 cm/year, and then increase with a frequency of
0.78%/cm at higher rainfalls. The sudden gain in frequency
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roughly correlates with the presence of thicker and more continuous
soil coverage. My analyses of topographic slopes found vadose
caves initially tend to develop in level or near-level terrains, with
over 80% occurring in slopes of <5%. Springs and paleosprings
increase numerically in proportion to precipitation, and occur mostly
in either near-vertical or near-level terrain. Unless perched on
impermeable formations, cliffside springs tend to drain relatively
small drainage areas, while streambed springs drain relatively large
areas. Phreatic relict caves were formed by hydrologic regimes
which are unrelated to modem conditions, and thus do not correlate
to current climates and topographies. These caves are still "where
you find them," unless you can determine the conditions which
created them.
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Cave Rocky Relief and its Speleogenetical Significance
Tadej Slabe
Karst Research Institute, Scientific Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Titov trg 2,
SI-6230 POSTOJNA, Slovenia

Abstract
Cave rocky relief is an important evidence on the formation and development of karst caves and, as such an
indispensable component of speleomorphogenetical studies.

1. Introduction
Factors shaping the karst underground leave the traces on the rocky perimeter of the caverns. The associated rocky
features are called rocky relief. The supposition that cave relief may be an important evidence on the formation and
development of karst caves was checked by a great pattern of various Slovene caves. The methodological foundations of
origin and development of rocky features and their association into rocky relief are determined and at the same time the
speleogenetical significance of rocky relief in selected areas of the Slovene karst is evaluated.

2. Rocky features
Rocky features (Table 1) are controlled by mutual relation of lithology, how it is fissured and bedded and by various
processes that affect the rock surface. The dominant processes influencing the rocky perimeter moulding are solution of
the rock, mechanical corrasion when water flow transports the load and tears protruding pieces of the rock from its
surface, and weathering. The factors that decide about origin and development of typical rocky features enable the acting
of processes and removal of their products. These factors act on lines, planes or points. The first is controlled by turbulent
water and air flow , by percolation water, then by a smaller quantity of water flowing on rocky bottom or above finegrained deposit. Stable factors acting on the surface are stagnant water or moisture at the contact with the fine-grained
sediment. These are characterised by diffusion removal of the products of rock solution. The point factors are waterfall,
water infiltrated from the fissures in the ceiling and cave drips.
Several authors have reported studies and determined of the association of scallop length and water flow velocity that
forms them. I stated that the size of scallops (Figure I) is also controlled by composition of the rock and how it is fissured,
and that scallops in certain hydraulic conditions obtain a typical shape. I divided the shape of ceiling pockets and
determined a decisive importance of hydraulic conditions in variously shaped passages for their origin and development.
There are also various sorts of potholes of typical shapes. The pendants I divided into columns, knives and "eeri". Their
origin and shape are mostly controlled by fissures in the rock and hydraulic conditions. Wall notches indicate water level,
joining of passages or water flow above a deposit. Smaller amount of water incise various floor channels (Figure 2) into
rocky bottom of passages.
Above-sediment rocky features are: ceiling and wall channels, anastomoses, ceiling pockets that are characteristic for
the passages that were filled up by flood deposits. Experiments in plaster of Paris are useful in explaining their origin and
development. At first the water flowed through a siphon below a plaster of Paris slab evenly, later drainage was taken over
by single channels. A levelled network of channels developed typical of well developed anastomoses. Typical traces in
epiphreatic passages which are more affected by water level oscillations than water flow are the below-sediment solution
bevels, pits and points. The origin of solution bevels and their shape on the walls with different inclinations were also
confirmed by laboratory experiments.
On relatively homogeneous, but grained rock prominent traces of trickling water occur. Homogeneous rocky surface
are vertical and rather smooth. On inclined rocky surfaces different bevels develop. Pits are due to water dripping off the
ceiling fissure and they occurred in plaster of Paris also . Below ice rock is usually smooth.
In a selected passage I measured climatic conditions, condensation moisture and studied the impacts on its walls.
Abundant condensation due to distinct air current causes the origin of ceiling pockets, scallops and flutes while smaller
condensation moisture dissolves rocky and flowstone surface by different degree. Also below the lichens the rocky surface
in thinly etched.

3. Rocky relief
Jn active caves or shafts rocky relief reflects their uniform or diverse formation. Thus one may define a typical rocky
relief shaped by single factors . Water flows that by various velocity and turbulence corrosionally dissolve or
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Table 1: Rocky features, factors and conditions controlling their origin, and processes shaping them.

ROCKY FEATURES

THE MODE
OF WATER
FLOW
(REMOVAL OF
PRODUCTS)

FACTORS

CONDITIONS
OF ORIGIN
(hydrological
zones)

PROCESS
ON THE
ROCK

L

large scallops. ceiling pocket
scallop ceiling pocket, wall notches
scallops. potholes. floor channel.
flutes

turbulence

water flow

phreatic
epiphreatic
vadose

turbulence

air flow

vadose

I

large scallops, ceiling pockets,
channel

corrosion
corrosion.
mech.acl.
corrosion,
mech.act.
corrosion

N
recharge

channels. solution niche

E

of

trickling water

vadose

filtering of
deposit

epiphreatic

corrosion,
mech.act.

below sediment channel
small water

above deposit

A

on rocky floor
ceiling channel. anastomosis

quantity

corrosion
epiphreatic
phreatic
vadose
corrosion

floor channel

R
corrosion
p

niche. pocket
niche. pocket
niche. wall notch
below sediment niche, pocket

L

stagnant
water
deposit

phreatic
epiphreatic
vadose
epiphreatic

corrosion
corrosion
corrosion
corrosion

A

ice cover

vadose

corrosion

lichens

vadose

corrosion

dripping

vadose

corrosion,
mech.act.

filtering of a
fissure

vadose

I

N

falling water flow

vadose

N
below ice notch. notche

E
biogene furrows

p
floor pit

0
ceiling pocket

pothole

corrosion

mech.act. ,
corrosion

T
block breakdown
chip breakdown

*

*
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*

mechanical
desintegration

mechanically polish rocks of different structure and differently fissured on the perimeter of passages and shape typical
rocky relief in various hydrological zones. In the phreatic zone water flow is usually slower and scallops are therefore
bigger; through seasonally flooded passages fast and slow water streams are flowing. On lee-ward parts in wider pasages
water flow deposits fine-grained sediments below which, in dry periods, below-sediment rocky features occur. Estavellas
too, have a unique rocky relief; that reflects (below sediment pits and bevels) frequent alternating of water level intheir
lower parts and periodical outbreak of water out of the cave or fast water flow into the cave. Fast water flows with free
surface commonly transform the riverbed in the passages only.
Rocky relief formed by trickling water is mostly controlled by composition, fissures, bedding and inclination of rock
over which various amounts of water trickles.
Shape properties of passages, specially those in larger cave systems are basic for explanation of the underground karst.
In the same cave several different development phases may occur. In larger caverns rocky relief is a combination of traces
of past development periods and their recent formation. The traces of different development periods are preserved in old
caves also. That the diversity of rocky relief is sensible is specially seen in typical caves fan aquifer. Gradual or intensive
karstification of karst regions due to changed hydrological conditions is also reflected in rocky relief of caves. Water level
in an aquifer lowers due to tectonic uplifting of karst terrains, due to erosional lowering of impermeable barrier that
surround them and, of course, due to climatic conditions that commonly cause their frequent variations. Through passages
flooded in past, today flows a fast water stream with free surface or else, the traces of water flow are old. Also less
distinctive factors as is, for example, water flow above fine-grained deposits, acting on single parts of perimeter only or
they are less efficient, biocorrosion, enabling preservation of old, once prevailing traces.
Rocky relief may frequently display very clear traces of the most prominent, prevailing development phases of a cave.
It also offers rather complete insight into cave formation during these periods. Development phases of rocky relief usually
appear in levels, and only when les efficient younger factors partly cover traces of older ones, development may be
followed on the same rocky surface. However, only rocky relief is usually not sufficient to provide an entire insight into
cave development. The traces of older cave formation are covered by younger processes in particular, when development
periods occur at the same altitude and when karstification is not intensive. This is most commonly due to tectonic
properties of aquifers and sediment deposition. Rocky relief does not give a direct temporal determination of cave
development phases.

Figure 1: Scallops that were mecha11ical/y deepened
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Figure 2: Floor cha1111el

4. Conclusion
Diverse network of rocky relief may be seen by rich and heterogeneous material offered by simple outflow and
throughflow karst aquifers. To simulate rocky features in plaster of Paris proved to be advantageous. This is a step
forward from observations of the factors that mou ld a rock. The origin of rocky features is studied rather irregularly, to
some of them more attention was given than to the others. Yet numerous ways for future studies are opened, as are
detailed observations and comparisons of rocky features forms. The process affecting a rock may be rather reliably seen
by observing the rocky surface by scanning electron microscopy.
The results of study of rocky features must be further complemented by observing other types of karst, as is thermal
karst, coastal karst or karst in various rocks . The basic properties of rocky relief are presented in hydrologically differing
types of passages. But rocky relief should be studied in comparison with the form of passages and various types of caves
and then these results must be involved into a complete model (hydrogeological, morphogenetical) of a karst aquifer.
In short, rocky relief is important although a limited evidence of actual and previous formation of karst caves. The
knowledge is an indispensable component ofmorphogenetical studies.
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Solutionally Enlarged Glacial Striae on Ordovician Dolomites in
Western Wyoming, USA
Keith E. Goggin
Dept. of Geology, University of Georgia, Athens GA, USA
Douglas M. Medville
11762 Indian Ridge Rd., Reston VA, USA

Abstract
Glaciated pavements on carbonate rocks are found in several locations on the west slope of the Teton range, Wyoming, USA, at
elevations between 2800 and 3000 meters. One such surface (43 41' N. Lat., 110 54' W. Long.), an exposure of the upper Ordovician
Bighorn Dolomite, has an aerial extent of approximately 6 square kilometers. This exposure exhibits a wide range of classic karren
forms (e.g., large kluftkarren, spitzkarren, trittkarren), as well as an unusual and possibly unique form, consisting of a system of
subparallel furrows having both linear and lateral extents of hundreds of meters. The furrows have been observed only on the dolomite.
Individual furrows vary from about 10 cm to one meter in width and depth. The furrows appear to be the product of solutional
enlargement of glacial striae on the dolomite surface resulting from Pleistocene alpine valley glaciation. While the furrows are found on
several stratigraphic horizons in the dolomite, lithologic changes between members exhibit no observable controls on furrow
development. The furrows are observed on both horizontal and vertical rock surfaces, follow valley trends, and exhibit no relation to
current drainage patterns or structural dip, all of which suggest a synglacial origin for the furrow patterns. Large kluftkarren that are
parallel or subparallel to regional strike are crossed by the furrows at oblique angles. Examination of the cross-cutting relations between
the furrows and the kluftkarren as well as the sizes and configuration of the furrows above and below the kluftkarren indicates that the
furrows predate the kluftkarren.

Introduction : Geology and Glacial History
The area described in this paper is located in Darby Canyon, on
the western side of the Teton mountain range, in western
Wyoming, USA. Elevations in the area vary from 2700 meters to
about 3000 meters above sea level and the study area has an
aerial extent of about 6 square kilometers. Rocks of Cambrian
through Mississippian age are exposed in Darby Canyon with the
Ordovician Bighorn Dolomite the dominant rock type. The
regional dip is to the west-northwest at 8-12 degrees. The
solutionally enlarged glacial striae descnbed below are
developed exclusively on the Bighorn Dolomite.
The Bighorn Dolomite is easily identified in outcrop by its very
massive nature and tendency to form cliffs having vertical
extents of 150-200 meters. The Bighorn was first subdivided into
three Lithologic members (based on rock type) by DARTON
(1906). These members consist of the basal Lander Sandstone
which is overlain by the unnamed massive dolomite member and
the Leigh Dolomite member. Only the top two members are
present in Darby Canyon. The unnamed member consists of an
extremely resistant, massive, granular dolomite and weathers
with a characteristic "fretlike" texture (KEEFER and VAN LIEU,
1966). This rough, pitted weathering pattern is consistently
present in all exposures and appears to be in excess of 90 meters
thick locally.
The Leigh dolomite Member is a thinly bedded, light gray to
white pure dolomite which weathers to a chalky white. The
Leigh Member and the underlying unnamed dolomite are
conformable and appear to have a gradational contact. Due to the
gradational nature of this contact and the lack of detailed
stratigraphic sections locally, the thickness of the Leigh Member
was not determined, but appears to be about 10 meters. Based on
the paleontological work of several researchers, the age of the
Bighorn dolomite is considered to be Late Ordovician. KEEFER
and VAN LIEU (1966) include a summary of the relevant
discussions concerning the age determination of these rocks.

Three major stages of glaciation occurred during the Pleistocene
in the study area: Pinedale, Bull Lake, and several pre-Bull Lake
events (LOVE and REED, 1971). The peak of the Pinedale
glaciation occurred about 25,000 years b.p. (GOOD and
PIERCE, 1996) and is probably the event that initiated the
geomorphic features described in this paper. The Bull Lake
glaciation predates the Pinedale and has been dated at 140,000
years b.p. (GOOD and PIERCE, 1996). While some terminal
moraines from this period remain, most of the Bull Lake features
have been obscured by Pinedale glaciation. Pre-Bull Lake
glaciers were present as far back as the Pliocene, with the oldest
age estimates set at about 5.3 million years b.p . (LOVE and
REED, 1971).
Karst features found in the study area are typical for alpine karst
terranes. Cave entrances, sinking streams, and surficial karren
forms are all present. The most obvious karst form consists of
many large, open joints (Bogaz-------a large, corridor-like type of
kluftkarren), (SWEETING, 1972). Field measurements have
shown several of these bogaz to be in excess of 30 meters in
depth. Other, smaller karren forms are present as well, including
rillenkarren, trittkarren, spitzkarren, rinnenkarren and solution
basins. Morphologic descriptions of these forms are found in
SWEETING (1972), BOGLI (1980), JENNINGS (1985), and
WHITE (1987). SWEETING (1972) provides the following
definition of karren, which applies to all of the above forms:
"Minor solution channels on a karst surface caused by meteoric
or soil water before it permeates underground. The individual
channel-form depends on the nature and disposition of the rock
and the solution process." The geomorphic feature described
below differs from the karren features noted above in scale and
origin, although they most closely resemble very long, low
gradient rinnenkarren. It is possible that an example of this
feature is presented in FORD and WILLIAMS (1989), p. 478,
where a "glacial-moulded ridge in marble" is illustrated.
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development,
e.g.,
rillenkarren, is seen on
furrow walls and in the
rounded bases of the
furrows, trittkarren have
also been observed. Where
solution has removed sufficient quantities of dolomite, residual furrow walls
are reduced to aligned
spitzkarren. In some areas,
the karren and indeed the
furrows themselves are no
longer present as a result of
local snow-melt ponding in
low gradient areas.

Figure 1: Study Area map showi11g the dOJ,mslope tre11ds of
selected furrows a11d structural attih1des

Location and Description of the Furrows
The system of furrows observed in the study area can be
followed down slope for more than 3 kilometers; from the upper
terminus of Darby Canyon at an elevation of about 3000 meters
to a series of cliffs terminating the Bighorn outcrop, at an
elevation of2700 meters. The aerial extent of the furrows and the
measured down slope trends of selected furrows as well as the
local dip are shown in Figure I. The furrows themselves are
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Individual furrows can be followed
for distances of up to I 00 meters and are generally parallel or
slightly subparallel to adjacent furrows throughout their length.
Locally, the furrows exhibit a somewhat chaotic pattern,
apparently in response to abrupt changes in topography such as
small cliffs (up to 5 meters in height) of bedrock resulting from
glacial plucking.The furrows are 12 to 30 cm deep and are
spaced 25 to 65 cm apart, on average although substantial
differences in furrow density, width, and depth occur across the
upper Darby Canyon basin. On occasion, furrows having widths
and depths of up to one meter are observed. Secondary karren
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The furrows have been
observed on rocks of both
the Leigh Member and the
underlying, unnamed dolomite within the Bighorn.
Although no detailed chemical analyses have been
performed on these rocks,
it appears that there are no
lithologic
controls
on
furrow formation; i.e., the
directional orientation of
the furrows is not controlled by joints or bedding
partings. The directional
orientation of the furrows
varies across the structural
surface represented by
upper Darby
Canyon.
Along
the
canyon's
northern margin the downvalley direction of the
furrows is 280 to 290
degrees. In the center of the
basin, two km. to the south,
the down-valley direction is 320 to 330 degrees The directional
orientation of the furrows appears to be controlled by the
direction of movement of valley glaciation rather than by the
local dip since the measured difference between furrow trends
anq dip direction is up to 30 degrees and the furrow trends
parallel the major axes of re-entrant valleys to upper Darby
Canyon as illustrated in figure I. Also, a glacial origin may be
indicated by the presence of subdued furrows on vertical rock
surfaces at those locations where small escarpments, due to
glacial plucking, are observed.

Furrow Size Distributions
To estimate of the distribution of furrow widths and depths, a
traverse of the area containing the furrows was conducted. This
traverse, at elevation 2860 meters, covered a kilometer of linear
extent at a bearing of 200 degrees; about perpendicular to the
furrow trend. Over this distance, 253 furrows were measured.
These had a mean width of 35.6 cm and mean depth of 17.4 cm.
It was observed however, that furrow density, width, and depth
varied greatly as the traverse was conducted. Near the northern
margin of the basin, the furrows tended to be both more shallow
and narrow than in the center of the basin and accounted for a
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Fig ure 2: View across Darby Ca11yo11f11rrows

smaller percentage of the traverse distance (i.e., the furrows
occupied a smaller percentage of the surface area).
The 178 furrows measured at the northern margin of the basin
had a mean width of 22.9 cm (standard. deviation (sd) = 4.9 cm)
while the 75 furrows measured in the center of the basin had a
mean width of 65 .6 cm (sd = I 2.2 cm). Using a distribution-free
statistical test (Kolmogov-Smirnov), it was concluded that at the
.01 level of significance, the two samples of furrow width were
not drawn from the same population. Similarly, mean furrow
depth at the northern margin of Upper Darby Canyon was 12.4
cm (sd = 1.8 cm) while in the center of the basin the mean depth
was 29.3 cm (sd = 5.2 cm) and again, it was found that the
difference in the mean depth was sufficiently large to reject the
hypothesis, again at the .OJ level of significance, that the two
furrowsamp les were drawn from the same population.
It is clear that as one traverses the width of Upper Darby Canyon,
furrow width and depth increase. This may be due to a greater
glacial load in the center of the canyon causing deeper initiating
striae to develop or to increased post-glacial seasonal snowpack
and snowmelt in the canyon's center, resulting in a higher rate of
corrosion of the striae in the dolomite than occurs along the
canyon's northern margin. We postulate that many of the protofurrows in the canyon's center have coalesced into the fewer,
deeper furrows observed and that this accounts for the higher
percentage of linear traverse distance accounted for by the
furrows in the center than at the northern margin of the canyon
(61.5% vs. 34.0%).

Age and Origin of the Furrows
Field observations present several lines of evidence regarding the
age of the furrows with respect to other features found in the
study area. For example, present surface drainage channels exist
in the study area, although these are dry for much of the year.
Due to the karstic nature of the study area, active surface

drainage is generally limited to
the spring snow melt. These
channels consist of meandering
trenches in the bedrock, with
local
shallow
depressions
where ponding occurs during
wet periods. Though the
channels were formed by
corrosion of bedrock, there has
been little secondary karren
development on the walls of
these channels. Several areas
were observed in which these
drainage channels cut across
furrows. In many areas, the
furrows show little or no
relationship to present day
drainage patterns. The lack of
secondary karren development
on the drainage channels and
the presence of karren on the
furrows indicates that the
furrows predate the formation
of the channels. The fact that
the channels are dissolutional
in origin suggests that the older furrows must predate these. This
is consistent with the synglacial origin hypothesis noted below.
Many sub-linear, north-south trending bogaz are present in the
study area. The furrows generally have a down-slope trend (to
the west) in the main Darby Canyon, while they trend north to
northwest in the side valleys. Close examination of the furrow
and bogaz intersections shows that individual furrows do not
terminate on the up-slope sides of the bogaz, but instead can be
seen to cross the bogaz openings with no apparent directional
deviation. This crosscutting relationship may suggest that the
furrows were present before the bogaz were formed.

Origin of the Furrows
To accurately date the origin of the furrows, the chemical
composition of the bedrock must be analyzed and dissolution
rates calculated. Although this analysis has not been performed,
field observations support the following qualitative hypothesis
for furrow genesis. The evidence given above for the relative age
of the furrows strongly suggests a synglacial origin for the
furrows. In rocks that are more resistant to chemical weathering
(such as granites), glacial striae can persist for thousands of
years; however, SWEETING (1972) notes that on recent
exhumed limestones in Europe, these striae are eroded away in
about I O years. The solutional enlargement of the striae found in
the study area suggests that the dolomite is resistant enough to
chemical erosion to retain the original striations, but sufficiently
susceptible to corrosion to allow solutional enlargement of
selected striae to take place. The process of preferential
enlargement apparently erases striae located between the
preferred striations, resulting in the large furrows visible today
with occasional smaller, perched furrow remnants between
these). The presence of furrows that are skewed with respect
present drainage suggests that this process was initiated during
glacial retreat. Subsequent furrow development most likely
occurs on an annual basis, as seasonal snows melt and drain
along the downslope trending furrows.
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Figure 3: Darby Canyon furrows showing secondary solution
on furrow walls
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Simultaneous systematic evolution of Fenglin karst landforms
Zhu Xueweo
Institute of Karst Geology, Chinese Academy of Geologic Sciences;
40 Qixing Road, Guilin 541004, Guangxi, P.R.China

Abstract
The Fenglin Karst of South China is topographically divided into two very different morphologic landform types:
Fengcong (peak-cluster depression, or cone karst) and Fenglin (peak-forest plain, or tower karst and using the same name
as the region) . Fengcong landforms seem to be in a young stage of development while Fenglin landforms are in an old
stage. For a long time, it has been accepted that there is a geomorphic and evolutionary relationship between the two
types. The author, from the view point of non-uniformity and differences in exchange of material and energy under
various conditions within a open system, proposes a new concept of simultaneous systematic evolution of Fenglin Karst
landforms, namely, the two main type landforms could develop parallely and synergetically within the same genetic
system.

Introduction
Fenglin Karst, formed in widespread, exposed, thick-bedded carbonate rocks accompanied by an intense exchange of
material and energy, is a kind of holokarst and is classified into two main morphologic types: Fengcong (peak-cluster
depression , cone karst) and Fenglin (peak-forest plain, tower karst). Generally speaking, Fenglin Karst spreads over an
2
area of 140,000 km in Southern China. Fengcong occupies 86% of the total area while Fenglin occupies 14%. This is
quite unusual in comparison with karst landforms of the same or similar type in the world.
Deduced from geomorphic cycle theory (DAVIS, 1899), academic circles have long believed that the formation and
evolution of Fenglin Karst landforms followed a geomorphologic sequence model from Fengcong to Fenglin (including
isolated-peak plain and residual-hill plain). Consequently, this geomorphological sequence represents an age series from
young to old respectively.
In recent years, the author's research, in light of system theory, and taking such aspects as landform charateristics,
mutual relationships, internal conditions and external environments into consideration, has come to the conclusion that the
above mentioned sequential evolution probably is neither the only nor the main model for the formation and development
ofFenglin Karst landforms.

Fenglin Karst Distribution
In China, the distributional relationship between the two main types of Fenglin Karst landforms is that the ratio of
Fenglin to Fengcong increases from the Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau to the Guangxi Basin . However, if these two landform
types are analyzed on the basis of a hydrologic watershed or an input-output system of material and energy, they both
actually exist in the same system and usually have similar genetic and systematic relationships. Guilin Fenglin Karst, for
2
example, has a total area of 2,400 km in the upstream region above Yangshuo within the Lijiang River Basin and 52% of
this region is covered by Fengcong (therefore, the Fenglin-Fengcong ratio is still less than 1). Even though isolated-peak
plain is the dominant geomorphic landscape in the area between Guangdong and Guangxi Province, Fengcong landforms
still accompany Fenglin. This topographic discordance within the same zone is difficult to explain using existing
geomorphic cycle theory.

Research Results
In contrast to Fenglin landforms, research has shown that the Fengcong subsystem is quite stable in evolution and
has a relatively high degree of order in its internal structure (i .e. cave and hydrologic systems). Studies on cave
development and speleothems also indicate that Fengcong is not necessarily younger than Fenglin in evolution age, but
often the contrary. Even in the same geographic region or in an hydrologically independent river basin, the internal
conditions (including lithology, strata thickness and occurence, exposure and distribution relationship with the adjacent
nonkarst strata, other geologic and tectonic factors, etc.) and the external environment (including climate, hydrology, base
level variation, etc.), both of which control and affect the evolution of Fengcong and Fenglin landforms, are not all the
same in different locations. A geomorphologic zone with a deep watertable is the best place for developing Fengcong
landforms while an area with a watertable close to the surface is most suitable for the formation of a Fenglin landscape.
The type of material and energy movement is definitely different during the formation process of the two type Fenglin
Karst landforms. The surface topography of Fengcong is mainly formed by the vertical movement of meteoric waters,
while Fenglin is the result of horizontal corrosion by surface water flow. The initial orientation of landform evolution,
controlled by both internal conditions and the external environment, is largely responsible for its successive development.
In addition, research on the characteristics of cave evolution in the isolated-peak, insular-Fengcong and residual-hills
of a Fenglin subsystem shows that positive reliefs over the plain give no evidence of originating from early Fengcong
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landform. On the contrary, they are the result of a long term independent evolution under the condition of planation of
Fenglin landforms.

Conclusions
The author therefore proposes that, in most circumstances, the formation of Fengcong and Fenglin landforms is mainly
a result of different initial evolutionary orientations(Fig. l ). That is to say, the two morphologic types could develop
parallelly within the same system but restrain and affect eachother mutually. This is the simultaneous system evolution
theory of Fenglin Karst, and its basic principle is as follows: In an input-output system ( i.e. hydrologic system) , the
uneven spatial distribution of the exchange of material and energy and the change in geological process due to differences
in both the internal conditions and the external environment will result in a parallel development of the two types of
Fenglin Karst landforms through reciprocal inhibition and depending upon and synergizing with each other. Fenglin, for
instance, is most easily formed along the interface between limestone and noncarbonate rocks where the karst strata is
gently dipping and underlaid by an impermeable layer, and recharged by alot of allogenic water. Fengcong will primarily
develop from the initial surface funnelization of meteoric waters in an area with a deep ground water table.
The simultaneous system evolution theory of Fenglin Karst breaks the classical geomorphological cycle theory which
has become a fixed model in geomorphology for over a century. The nature, character, distribution, and evolution of
Fenglin Karst, in light of this theory, has pointed out a new direction for further study, and also has a great instructional
significance for resource exploitation, environment conservation, and other practi~al activities in Fenglin Karst areas.
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Reconstruction of the Development of Semiblind Ponor
Valleys in Moravian Karst Based on Geophysical Surveying ,
Czech Republic
Jaroslav Kadlec
Czech Geological Survey, 118 21 Prague, Czech Republic

Abstract
At the border between the Devonian limestones of Moravian Karst and the Lower Carboniferous non-karstic sediments deep valleys
originated during the Cenozoic. These valleys are filled mostly by fluvial sediments up to 60 m thick. Measurements in a network of
gravity profiles complemented by vertical electrical sounding measurements were conducted in two semiblind valleys situated on the
northern rim of Moravian Karst. The geophysical data allowed to produce 3-D diagrams of valleys without sedimentary fill. Based on
the shape of the valleys and the fluvia l sediments of different ages preserved in the surrounding caves a reconstruction of the
development of the valleys and of the genesis of cave systems in Moravian Karst during the Cenozoic is possible.

1. Introduction
The Moravian Karst area is located 200 km SE of Prague.
The limestone area is bounded by faults against Lower
Carboniferous non-karstic sediments in the north and in the east.
Deep ponor valleys were incised by streams near this boundary
during the Cenozoic and subsequently filled with flu vial
sediments. In the e valleys, surface streams sink under the
surface and flow through cave systems more than 20 km long in
total. Two ponor valleys originated at the northern margin of
Moravian Karst - the Sloup Valley and the Holstejn Valley. The
present surface of sediments filling these valleys lies 470 m
above sea level. Boreholes drilled more than three decades ago
revealed that the thickne s of fluvial sediments in the valleys
ranges between 25 and 58 m {DVORAK, 1961 ). Reconstruction of
the development of ponor valleys and cave systems in the part
of Moravian Karst is exemplified in this contribution on the
Sloup Valley, which contains the Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves. The
cave system includes two horizontal levels connected by several
chasms. The present surface stream sinks at the upper level of
caves and, vertically dropping by 70 m, flows through the lower
cave level to the Amaterska Cave .

2. Shape of the ponor valleys as determined
by geophysical surveying
The study was conducted using a combination of
gravitational method and vertical electrical sounding. A grid of
transversal and longitudinal gravity profiles complemented by
vertical electrical soundings was measured in the Sloup and
Holstejn valleys. Processing and evaluation of the obtained
geophysical data provided an idea of the physiography of the
valleys under the sedimentary fill across the individual profiles.
They revealed that the shapes of both valleys are identical. 3-D
images of the valleys stripped of their sedimentary fill can be
modelled on the computer (Fig. I).
The image shows what the Sloup Valley would look like
after the remova l of all its sediments. The valley has the highest
depth in its western part (i.e. , on the right in Fig. 1). A relict of a
narrow, canyon-like valley is developed here with its bottom
lying at 400 m above sea level. The stream which formed this
blind canyon terminated by an almost 100 m high terminal wall
was flowing horizontally into the Amaterska Cave. The present
thickness of fluvial sediment fill reaches 70 m here. The eastern

tract of the deep canyon is surrounded by a ramp-like limestone
plateau, the surface of which lies 30 m above the canyon bottom.
To the south, this surface gradually passes into the bottom of the
narrow tract of the valley (Fig. I). Thicknesses of flu vial
sediments above the plateau and in the narrow valley range
between 35 and 40 m.

3. Origin and history of the Sloup Valley
The genesis of the valley is closely linked with the
surrounding cave systems which were draining the basin in
different periods. It is essential to know the shapes of all parts of
depressions for the reconstruction of the origin, development and
filling history of the ponor valleys at the N margin of Moravian
Karst. The previous authors (PANOS, 1961 ; Stelcl , 1962) did not
have the necessary data at their disposal; therefore, their ideas
suffered of a number of inconsistencies.
In the Paleogene, surface streams in the Moravian Karst area
formed shallow valleys. First horizontal cave systems originated
at the levels of the bottoms of these oldest valleys. The upper
level of the Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves dates back to this time
(e.g., HYPR, 1980). A relict of old flu vial sediments with strongly
weathered greywacke pebbles is known from thi cave. Above
the sandy gravels, silts with an inverse paleomagnetic polarity are
deposited (SROVBEK & DIEHL, 1995). The intensive weathering
of greywacke pebbles along with the inverse values of
paleomagnetic polarity from the silts indicate a con iderable age
for these fl uvial sediments. They are most probably older than
the paleomagnetic Brunhes/Matuyama boundary, i.e., they were
deposited in the Lower Pleistocene or earlier. It cannot be
excluded that these sediments were deposited in times when only
a shallow valley existed.
The shallow valleys of Paleogene age were deepened by
surface streams in Moravian Karst during the Lower Miocene
(e.g., HYPR, 1980). Deep canyons originated whose bottoms
became an erosional basis for the northern part of Moravian
Karst. As a result of a relatively rapid change in gradient
characteristics, the surface drainage was replaced by underground
drainage and the Amaterska Cave with adjacent cave systems
were formed (KADLECOVA & KADLEC, I 995). Retrograde ero
sion of a stream sinking in the Sloup Valley was a response to the
new gradient characteristics.
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Figure 1 : The Sloup Valley stripped of its sedimentary fill; a view from the NE. Lines numbered 1 through 5 mark
the locations of transversal gravity profiles, the dotted line shows the level of the present surface of the
sedimentary fill in the valley. The shape of the valley at locations of transversal gravity profiles is shown on the
left. 2.5 times exaggerated.
This erosion gave rise to a narrow, deep canyon at the western
flank of the shallow valley. From here, water was horizontally
drained by the Amaterska Cave. The upper level of the
Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves got into hanging position after the
incision of the deep canyon, lying some 65 m above the stream
level (see Fig. 2). As a result, it could not be flown by an active
stream.
In early Middle Miocene (during Lower Badenian), sea
transgressed over the Moravian Karst and other areas on the E
margin of the Bohemian Massif. The surface of the karst area
was covered by marine sandy gravels and clays and all karst
processes were interrupted. Also the semi-blind Sloup Valley
was filled with marine sediments.
After the retreat of the sea ( in late Lower Badenian),
streams in Moravian Karst began to erode the marine deposits.
The surface stream found its way to the original pre-Badenian
cave system (the Amaterska Cave) after some time. Marine
sediments were then removed from the canyon in the Sloup
valley by fluvial erosion and water was again horizontally
flowing to cave systems in the same manner as before the
marine transgression (see Fig. 2).
The mouth of the cave system at the head of the blind
canyon got blocked due to severe floodings or rockfall, which
led to gradual filling of most of the canyon-like valley with
fluvial sediments. In the Pliocene, the whole Moravian Karst
area and its vicinity was getting slightly tilted towards the east
as a result of doming of the Bohemian Massif. The courses of
streams in the ponor valleys started to shift to the east, and a
karst pediplanation process was initiated, lasting till the present
(PANOS, 1963). The Sloup Valley was widening in the eastward
direction and the limestone plateau surface originated, which is
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visible in the eastern part of the depression in Fig. 1. The
stream was sinking by the SE valley wall thus forming the
lower level of the Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves system. This level
was used by the stream to flow back to the Amaterska Cave.
Climatic
changes
which
occurred
at
the
Pliocene/Pleistocene boundary had a deep influence on the
processes in the Moravian Karst area. Large floodings taking
place in transition periods between colder and warmer episodes
were responsible for gradual filling of ponor tracts of cave
systems with elastic sediments. This probably resulted al o in
blocking the ponors. The water then could not flow into caves
but flowed through channels on the surfaces of karst canyons.
This situation led to the accumulation of elastic sediments in the
Sloup Valley and to its filling with fluvial deposits up to the
upper cave level. After a long pause, the stream penetrated
again to the upper level of the Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves (see
Fig. 2). Chasms originated between the upper and lower cave
levels to allow water to return to the lower drainage level (the
Amaterska Cave). Through these chasms the stream dropped
vertically by 70 m.
A new interruption in the drainage of the Sloupskososuvske Caves occurred due to blocking of the cave corridors
by elastic sediments at the Lower/Middle Pleistocene
boundary, or possibly in the Middle Pleistocene. The stream
was flowing on the surface to the southern end of the Sloup
Valley where it was sinking in a cave called Sloupske Vintoky
(Fig. 1). From this ponor upstream, retrograde erosion started to
be effective forming a narrow part of the valley whose bottom
was lying at the same altitude as the surface of the ramp-like
plateau in the broad part of the valley. This narrow part got
filled with fluvial sediments as early as in the Middle
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Pleistocene as documented by a fossil soil sediment preserved
above the fluvial fill of the narrow part of the Holstejn valley.
Micromorphological study has shown that the soil sediment
comes from the last interglacial (SMOLiKOVA & KADLEC, 1993).
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to this cave. Fluvial sediments ranked withi n the last
interglacial are exposed at bases of measured sections in
extensive archeological excavations in the Kulna Cave. Wellknown sections with loess and debris intervals rep resenting a
complete sedimentary record of the last glacial are exposed in
their hangingwall (V ALOCH , 1988). During the Upper
Pleistocene, the stream was flowi ng through the upper level of
the Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves where it deposited thick
accumulations of fluvia l sandy gravels .
No substantial changes occurred in the Sloup Valley in the
Holocene. The surface stream was sinking in the frontal part of
the upper level of the Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves, dropped
vertically by 65 metres into the lower level wherefrom it was
flowing horizontally to the Amaterska Cave. This situation lasts
till the present.
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4. Conclusions
I.

Upper Miocene/
Lower Pllocene

2.
Lower Pliocene

3.
Upper Pllocen e/
Lower Pleistocene

Lower Plelstocene

4.

5.
Middle Pleistocene

Geophysical measurements were successfully used for the
determination of the topography of sediment-filled ponor
valleys in Moravian Karst. Morphology of the valleys
allowed to reconstruct the history of the valleys as well as
of extensive cave systems in the northern Moravian Karst
area.
The topographies of the Sloup and Holstej n valleys are
identical. The va lleys are the deepest in their western tracts
where rel icts of deep, canyon-li ke valleys are preserved
being filled with fluvial sediments of probably Pliocene
age.
The va lleys were widened towards east and ramp-like
plateaus
originated
in
their
bottoms
at
the
Miocene/Pl iocene boundary and especially during the
Pliocene. The broad valley tracts upstream of the plateaus
are fi lled with Lower Pleistocene fl uvia l sediments.
The narrow valley tracts originated in late Lower
Pleistocene and in the Middle Pleistocene. They were
filled with fluvia l sediments of Middle Pleistocene age.
The presented model of the origin and fill ing history of the
Sloup and Holstejn va lleys does not necessarily imply
numerous repeated periods of sediment accumulation and
erosion duri ng the Quaternary as suggested by some older
studies.

Upper Plelstocene

Figure 2 : Development of the Sloup Valley. Left - a
vertical profile with indicated valley development at
the location of transversal gravity profile 2. Right - a
longitudinal vertical section across the valley from
gravity profile 2 toward the S end of the valley. Small
black triangle in the transversal section - active cave
level, empty triangle - nonactive cave level. The
course of the stream is marked by a heavy line. For
other explanations see the text.
Jn the Upper Pleistocene, the surface of sediments filling
the valley was lying at about the same altitude as it is today. A
narrow valley in front of the Kulna Cave - it is a part of the
upper level of Sloupsko-sosuvske Caves - has been already
filled with fluvial sediments which allowed the stream to flow
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Sulfuric Acid Karst: What is it Good For?
By Carol A. Hill
Sulfuric acid caves make up a small minority of the world's caves, probably less than 5%. These form primarily in
one of two ways: by the oxidation of sulfide ore bodies. or by the oxidation of H2S derived from the degassing of
hydrocarbon basins. Only five cave systems are known to form by the latter mechanism. the caves of the Guadalupe
Mountains, New Mexico (e.g .. Carlsbad Cavern, Lechuguilla Cave) being the prime example. Sulfuric acid caves related
to hydrocarbon basins can be recognized by their large passage size. ramiform-spongework pattern, horizontal passages
connected by deep pits or fissures. location beneath structural and stratigraphic traps, gypsum and native sulfur deposits,
and the sulfuric acid/ H2S indicator minerals endellite. alunite. natroalunite, tyuyamunite and metatyuyamunite.
The mechanisms which produce sulfuric acid karst/caves are "good" for a number of reasons. The H2S which is
genetically responsible for these caves around a hydrocarbon basin can also produce a number of economic deposits or
create the porosity needed for these deposits. " H2S -related porosity" refers to porosity created in a H2S system where
dissolution can be produced by the mixing of waters of different H2S content or by the oxidation of H2S. "Sulfuric acid
oil-field karst" refers to a specific kind of H2S -related porosity where carbonate reservoirs of cavernous size have been
dissolved by a sulfuric acid mechanism. Possible examples of H2S -generated porosity systems are the Lisbume field,
Prudhoe Bay. Alaska. and some of the e:-.tremely productive fields of the Middle East.
Hydrogen sulfide produced in association with hydrocarbons may also be responsible for economic epigenetic native
sulfur deposits within a basin. or it can also - upon migrating into the carbonate reef margin - be responsible for
Mississippi Valley-type lead-zinc sulfide deposits . Here. sulfide deposits can be produced in the zone of reduction, and
sulfuric acid caves can be produced in the zone of oxidation. Thus, sulfuric acid caves may be exploration indicators for
hydrocarbons, native sulfur, and Mississippi Valley-type ore deposits. The role of the migration of H2S has hitherto been
underestimated as a speleogenesis mechanism and in the formation of ore deposits and reservoir porosity. Speleologists
in the next millenium should consider applying their knowledge of sulfuric acid karst processes to the field of economic
geology.
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Karst denudation in Irkutsk Region
Elena Trofimova
Institute of Geography, Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences
Ulanbatorskaya str. l , Irkutsk, 664033 Russia
Abstract
Using method of prof. M. Pulina karst denudation is tallied up for 93 river basins of Irkutsk Region. Its schematic map was created.
Two big regions with karst denudation from 20 to 50 mm/I 000 years and three small regions with values from 20 to 30 mm/I 000 years
are distinguished. Considerable values of karst denudation are explained in the context of peculiarities of karst processes in the Region.
Zusammenfassung
Mit Hilfe der Methode von Prof. M. Pulina ist die Karstdenudation von 93 Flusseinzugsgebieten von Irkutsk abgeschiitzt warden .
Dabei wurde eine schematische Karte der Karstdenudation erstellt. Zwei grossere Gebiete mit Karstdenudationen von 20 bis
50 mm/1000 Jahre und drei kleinere Gebiete mit solchen von 20 bis 30 mm/I 000 Jahre sind speziell behandelt warden . Die bedeutende
Karstdenudation wird im Kontext mit speziellen Karstprozessen in diesen Gebieten erkliirt.

1. Introduction
Areas covered by karst rocks occupies about 50 % of Irkutsk
1
Region, a total of more than 400 .000 km . Soluble rocks are
disposed in all stratigrafic stratums and geostructural elements of
two main karst regions, the Siberian Platform and its mountain
range. Karst is developed in carbonate and sulphate rocks and
salts of Lower Cambrian, dolomites and limestones of the
Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian of Platform and Precambrian
rocks of mountain regions, crystalline marbles, limestones and
dolomites. Depending on geological , geomorphological and
hydrogeological conditions, karst occurs on the surface of the
earth or revealed at depths of more than one kilometre. That is
why the objective estimation of intensity of modem karst
processes is really necessary for the considered area.

accounted in computations. Neglection of the content of another
dissolved component is the common lack of these methods. The
approach of PULINA (I 968, 1992) eliminates this lack. It allows
to include into the calcu lations the content of water dissolved
components as in salts by precipitation. And nevertheless. very
often scientists work with the more simple method of CORB EL
( 1959) only.
With the aim of a comparison of the methods of CORB EL
( I 959) and PULINA ( I 968, 1992), computations of karst
denudation (we will only consider chemical part of karst
denudation) were tallied up for four river basins of Irkutsk
Region in relationship about which in karstological literature
repeatedly was published (GvozoETSKY, 1972; CHIKISHEV, 1973;
and etc.).

2. Experience of regional investigations

River basin

VoLOGODSKY ( 1975) was the first karstologist who
systematized all infonnation about karst phenomena in Irkutsk
Region . Using the abound data of field observations he
distinguished four types of areas with different intensity of karst
processes: weak exhibition, weak. sometimes strong, strong and
strong in separate parts.
LITVIN ( 1988) explored karst in researched area after
VOLOGODSKY ( 1975). Works of LITVIN ( 1988) are the first
attempts of regional characterisation of the karst quantitatively.
He discerned four categories of areas attacked by karst in
Priangarje and Pribajkalje: very poor, single manifestings of
karst; poor - less than IO %; mean - I0-25 %; high - 25-50 %.
Attack of area by karst is defined as ratio of areas with relatively
high concentration of surface forms and fixed underground forms
(for example, caves) to all area. But the considered index doesn 't
depend on age and modem activity of karst. Moreover, karst
forms are not the indications of modem karst processes (GAMS,
I 976). It is required to choose the quantitative way of research to
the intensity of karst processes.

3. Methods of explorations
Much research activities were devoted to karst denudation .
There are some quantitative approaches to estimate its intensity.
Firstly, strategies of KRUBER ( 1915) and CORBEL ( 1959) and
etc. Data about the content of calcium carbonate dissolved in
water are used in calculations. Secondly, ways of WILLIAMS
( I 963) and GAMS ( 1969), calcium and magnesium carbonates are

Bajronovka
Zalari
Manzurka
Lena (head
river)

Karst denudation
Pulina
Corbel
6,4
6,0
7,2
2,2
5,7
7,8

13,4
16,5

Type of karst
carbonate
carbonate and
sulphate
carbonate,
sulphate and salt

Table 1
Comparative calculations of karst denudation
after methods of CORBEL (1959) and P ULJNA (1968, 1992)

These calculations were accomplished for river basins which
are distinguished by different types of karst - carbonate, sulphate
and salt.
As will be apparent from table I, strategy of CORBEL ( 1959)
gives understated results, especially in areas with exhibitions of
uncarbonate karst. That is the reason why the more complicated
calculation method of PULINA (1968 , 1992) will be more
convenient for quantitative estimation of karst denudation in the
Region.

4. Calculation of karst denudation
Leaning on the method of PULINA ( 1968, 1992), the
calcu lations of karst denudation were accomplished for 93 river
basins situated in different parts of Irkutsk Region, on Siberian
Platform and its mou ntain range. With the aim to except the
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influence of tranzit water's mineralization we will consider small
and middle river basins only. 33 % of the rivers have the overall
area less than I 000 km'.
It was used the information about average annual
mineralization as well as average annual runoff which was
averaged at all period of hydrological observations. Annual
mineralization was determined as averaged one in different
phases of hydrological regime - winter and summer drought, rise,
recession of flood and crest. The same procedure was realized for
precipitation . Data about their mineralization were received from
observations in meteorological stations which are disposed in
different parts of area: Preobrazhenka (north part of Irkutsk
Region), Boljshie Koty (west shore of lake Baikal), KhamarDaban (western Khamar-Daban range) and Mondy (East Sayan
range).
It is necessary to note that PU LINA ( 1968) tried his method in
the researched area middle of the sixties for several river valleys see table 2. As evident from table 2, some divergences occur
between data of PULINA ( 1968) and our calculations. These
differences in values of karst denudation is possible to explain by
the following.

Karst area
South Scarp of Siberian Platform:
River Basins:
Unga
Osa
Sayan Scarp:
Boljshaya Belaya basin
Western Khamar-Daban :
Sludyanka
Pokhabikha

Karst denudation
Pulina
Author
( 1968)
8,1
19,7

21,8
21,0

8,3

12,7

61 ,4
61,4

27,4
50,9

Table 2
Karst de11udatio11 in Irkutsk Region,111 1/km 1/year or 111111/JO00
years
In the first place, representative row of observations taking into
consideration the phase of high and small water content in
averaging of hydrological characters is going on for not less than
30 years in Siberia. Duration of observations of the hydrological
regime of rivers, are presented in table 2, existed only for 30 in
the middle of the sixties. For instance, gauging station in Unga
basin was found in 1963 only. In the second place, it is possible,
Pulina sampled the water for hydrochemical analysis in one, not
in all, phases of hydrological regime of rivers. While, for
example, for Unga basin, differences in mineralization of waters
in winter drought and crest reach 2200 mg/I.
The schematic map of karst denudation was created basing
on calculated data for 93 river basins (fig.). These basins are
united to follow groups in value of karst denudation: I - less
5 mm/1000 years - 2 - 5-10; 3 - 10-15; 4 - 15-20; 5 - 20-50·
6 - more than 50 mm/ I 000 years.

5. Characters of reg ions with intensive
development of karst
Maximum values of karst denudation are observed in two
main regions:
First, East bordering of Siberian Platform, belt with width
40-80 km, area of spreading of carbonate and sulphate rocks of
Lower Cambrian with stratums of salt. Valley of Kirenga with
tributaries and valley of Chuya (right tributary of Lena) are

assigned to this region. Karst denudation vary between 20 and 50
mm/1000 years.
Typical karst features such as single and group potholes
(dolines), ponors, karst basins, dry valleys, estavelles, karst
springs and lakes, underground cavities and caves are encounted
here.
A lot of dolines are located on the basin divide between
rivers Levaya Kirenga and Tongoda. The depth of potholes are
changed from 1-3 to 30-40 m and the width is to 200-400 m.
Some are the ponors for surface streams. Karst basins are noted
in right part of catchment of river Kirenga. Collapse depressions
have the sizes from few metres to I 0-15 kilometres in length and
from several metres to several kilometres in width. Dry valleys
are revealed in basins of Handa, Okukikta and etc. Host of karst
springs are disposed here, very often they have a chlorinenatrium or sulphate-hydrocarbonate content and mineralization
up to 2,7 g/1. Karst lakes Blizhnee (valley of river Okunajka,
length of it is 3 km) and Ploschadinskoe (left tributary of Lena,
length of it is 2,5 km) are the most representative lakes
occupying the karst basins. A wide known spring is situated at
the left shore of river Kirenga, near village Ermaki, its
mineralization is 3 g/1, discharge is JOO 1/s. Few caves are
discovered in valleys of Uljkan and Kirenga. Two caves in
limestones are disposed near town Kirensk.
Maximum karst denudation is in basin of river Minya - 52, I
mm/1000 years. That is maximum for Irkutsk Region. Powerful
karst springs of chlorine-natrium content with mineralization
more than 600 mg/I and discharge I 000-1500 1/s are revealed
here.
In opinion of VOLOGODSKY ( 1975), this area is strongly
exhibited of karst processes generally. LITVI ( I 988) reasons that
this area is characterized by different categories of attacks by
karst - from very poor with single manifestings to mean. But as
for basin of Minya, he think that this basin is without significant
distribution of karst (LITVfN, 1988).
Second, south shore of lake Baikal, western Khaman-Daban
range (basins of Pokhabikha, Bezimyanka, Kharlakhta and etc.) area of spreading of Archean rocks represented by carbonate
rocks (marbles) in alternation with gneisses and crystalline
schists. The peculiarity of karst here is the placing to tectonic
crevasses and zones of faults along that the underground water
leakage occurs. Maximum of karst denudation fall in Pokhabikha
valley - 50,9, minimum - in Snezhnaya valley - 6,3 mm/1000
years. There are follow forms of karst manifestings: a lot of
springs, dry valleys, sinking streams and its restoration,
underground cavities filled by water. Karst potholes and karst
basins are presented weakly. It is conceivable, that is why LITVIN
( 1988) interprets that the karst processes don ' t develop in this
region. VOLOGODSKY ( 1975) assignes this area to one of strong
karst along tectonic crevasses and zones of tectonic faults .
Modulus of springs runoff are 1,0 -1,65 1/s from I km'.
Distribution of springs is very irregular. Areas without it, with
dry valleys and parts of loss of runoff are changed by a group
characterized by seepages of underground waters. Discharges of
springs reach 20 1/s, mineralization - to 500 mg/I. Multitude of
sinking streams are fixed in basin of rivers Pravaya Pokhabiha 3
to 5 m /s to I km of river length, Sludyanka - 0, 18, Uluntuj (right
tributary of Sludyanka) - 0, 17 (HYDRODEOLOGY, 1968).
Underground cavities with waters are revealed in mountain drifts
of Sludyanka deposit.
Three separate small regions with karst denudation from 20
to 30 mm/I 000 years are distinguished too. Two regions are
connected with impact of sulphate karst.
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Figure: Karst denudation in Irkutsk Region:
1 - < 5 111111/ 1000 years; 2 - 5-10; 3 - 10-15; 4 - 15-20; 5 - 20-30; 6 - 30-50; 7 - > 50.
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First, upper part of Bratsk reservoir, basins of Osa (right
shore) and Unga (left shore}, karst is displayed in sulphate and
carbonate rocks of Upper Cambrian.
Upper part of Bratsk reservoir LITVIN ( 1988) refers to
category of areas with high attacking by karst processes. In
Irkutsk Region, according this author, such high activities of
karst is observed only here. This area is distinguished into a
group of weak, sometimes strong manifestings of karst in view of
VOLOGODSKY ( 1975).
Forms of surface and underground karst are exhibited
actively here. Multitude of dolines are presented broadly. They
are found as single potholes as groups with 2-4 and 20-30 ones.
Diametre of it is about 25-100 m and depth is up to I 0-20 m. The
arrangement of dolines in one direction - in chain, along systems
of tectonic crevasses - is the peculiarity of some. Karst basins
with a length up to 2 km are noted in valleys of Bakhtaj, Shaloty,
Meljkhetuj. Sometimes there are dolines and karst basins with
lakes at the bottom. Valleys of streams are the dry valleys
frequently. Runoff occurs in separate parts, in head rivers,
usually. The lengths of dry valleys exceed 20 km, for instance,
the largest ones - Shaloty, Bakhtaj, Noty. Areas with sinking
streams are found. Flow of small rivers Noty and Nukutka
(discharges are 30-40 1/s) has disappeared completely. Karst
springs are noted too. Meerovskij spring in basin of Unga is the
most prominent, discharge is 150 1/s and mineralization is 5 g/1.
A lot of underground cavities was revealed by Ljvova in
prospecting of Ust-Shaloty gyps deposit. Some caves are located
in the investigated region: Balaganskaya (length is 1200 m, depth
is 20 m), Novonukutskaya (accordingly, 150 and I O m) and
Orgalejskaya (correspondingly, 175 and 5 m).
Second, north-west part of Irkutsk Region, valley of
Vikhoreva, karst processes are exhibited in sulphate rocks of
Upper Ordovician. It is the Vologodsky's opinion, this area of
weak displaying of karst (VOLOGODSKY, 1975). Litvin didn't
explorate one at all.
Typical dolines are distributed weakly. Sinking streams are
met - rivers Dolnovka, Kaltuk , Sukhoj Log (Dry valley in
English). But, as is noted in HYDROGEOLOGY ( 1968), tectonic
fractures occur here. They are responsible for leakage of high
mineralised underground aquifers, in the left part of catchment of
river Vikhoreva especially. That is why considerable karst
denudation (28,5 nun/1000 years) is observed in this region.
And third, head river of Uda, area of spreading of marbles in
alternations with crystalline schists of Upper Proterozoic age.
According to VOLOGODSKY ( 1975), this area of weak
manifestings ofkarst, Litvin didn't research its generally.
Typical forms of karst relief are noted - potholes, dry valleys,
sinking streams and gushings springs. A lot of caves are situated
here. The most known are Zimnyaya Skazka (length is 780,
depth is 28 m) and Spirinskaya (correspondingly, 540 and 45 m).
Mountain terrain (mean high of basin is 1760 m above Baltic sea)
is the main factor in intensive development ofkarst here.
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Conclusions
I.
Karst denudation is changed from 1,9 to 52, I nun/ I 000
years in Irkutsk Region. River basins with a denudation less than
5 nun/1000 years are refered to basins with weak display of karst
processes. Karst denudation was distributed in the following
way. Siberian Platform: carbonate karst, values vary from 12, I to
14,2 nun/1000 years, sulphate karst - from 12, 1 to 28,5,
carbonate and sulphate - from 21,0 to 21, 7. Say an Scarp and
Sayan mountain: carbonate karst, denudation is 5,8-21,6,
carbonate, sulphate and salt - 8,9-16,4 nun/1000 years. Karst
denudation in carbonate karst of Khamar-Daban range, as
mentioned above, is changed from 6,3 to 50,9 nun/ 1000 years.
East bordering of Siberian Platform, considered va lues vary
between 7,6 and 52,1 nun/1000 years for carbonate, sulphate and
salt karst.
2.
It is necessary to estimate the value of underground
karst denudation separately by reasons of a lot of springs with
high mineralization and big discharge.
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Karst geomorphological process and climate
Lin Junshu, Li Juzhang & Fang Jinfu
Institute of Geography, Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing 100101, China
Abstract
Studies of dissolution rates in various areas of China lead to the consideration of seven equations in order to link environmental
factors to dissolution rates. The model shows that precipitation is the most important factor affecting the rate of denudation. The
temperature plays an important role as well. The temperature of l5°C appears to be a threshold. Lithological and morphological
factors play less important roles in the dissolution process.

Introduction
Dissolution is the main geomorphological process in karst
landform development. This implies that the circulation and the
chemical composition of karst groundwater have to be
considered in any geomorphological study. The first methods for
assessing the dissolution rates were developed during the last
century (FoRD et al. 1989, SWEETING, 1965). Today, the most
common methods used to assess denudation rates are: limestone
tablets, micro-erosion measurements and formulae based on
water characteristics.
J. Corbel (1957, 1959) proposed one of these formulae:

ET
ET 1
X =4-• 100'
JOO n

x =4-

whereX is the value of carbonate rock solution (m3/km2.a, or
mrn/ka), E is annual runoff (dm), T is mean water hardness
CaCO3 or CaCO3 + MgCOJ (mg/I) and n is the proportion of
carbonate rock in the catchment. Later, WILLIAMS (1968), GAMs
(1967), PlJLINA (1971) and SMITH et al. (1976) derived new
formulae from this one. Other approaches have been presented
by DRAK & foRD ( 1973 ), WmTE (1984 ), PALMER ( 1984 ), etc.
The results discussed in this paper are based on
measurments of water chemistry and runoff at 124 karstic
springs or underground rivers in the Hongshui River Basin.
From this data, the denudation rates were calculated by the
means of Cobel's formula. Further observations have been
carried out in this basin as in some others (Beijing, Shandong
and areas of North China). Limestone tablets were used to
measure the dissolution rates in a dozen of places located in the
tropical karst area of South China as well as in the temperate
karst area of North China. Comparative studies between these
data lead to conclusions about the relations between solution
process and environmental factors i.e. climate.

quantifying tool in order to detect relationships between karst
processes and environmental factors.
The solution rates depend on environmental factors, e.g.
annual precipitation, temperature, lithology and morphology.
These parameters have to be observed at each point in order to
examine their relative importance.
A power relation could be established between most of these
factors and the solution rates. This mathematical method has
been used to simulate the process.
In figure 1, the positive correlation between dissolution rates
and precipitations can be recognised. Similar diagrams have
shown that the influence of relief and temperature are of lower
importance (in the Hongshui River Basin). FANG JJNGFU et al.
( 1993) and LI JUZHANG et al. (I 994) found the following
relations between the solution rate X and precipitation P, runoff
E, lithology L and geomorphology G (in the Hongshui River
Basin) :

ln(XJ = -4.32 + 0.567ln(E) + 0.807In(L) + 0.497In(G)
and

In(X) = 1. 03 In(P) + 0. 74 In(l) + 0.482In(G)
As the weight of each factor of this equation must depend on
environmental conditions, we can express this using a variable
weighting model ( LI JuzHANG et al. 1994 ):

ln(XJ = ap ln(P) + al ln(L) + aGln(G) =
(a + b + c)
b
c
(- - + + - -)
In(P) ln(L) ln(G)

a

and so it is given by

Solution process as a responses to multiple
environmental factors
From the discharge Q and its solute content T the Corbel
formula gives the total denudation rate X over the limestone part
of the catchment area, namely X = Q · T . This simple formula
arbitrarily assumes a runoff coefficient of 0.25 (the proportion of
the total precipitation which recharges the groundwater Q).
Further, applying one single formula over the whole catchment
assumes that this coefficient is the same over the whole
catchment area. This cannot always be assumed. For instance,
the runoff coefficient ranges between 0.3 and 0.9 in the
Hongshui River Basin. The value is lower in karst areas of north
China. The Corbel formula has been used here only as a

ln(XJ =

1
(4.210 + 0.829 + 0.295 -0.636)
ln(P) ln(L) In(G)

where ap, al, aG are respectively the factor weight for
precipitation, rock solubility and landfonn relief a, b and c are
coefficients.

Dissolution and temperature
The effect of temperature on limestone dissolution is an
important topic. Some experiments showed that at a constant
partial pressure of C02, an increase in temperature reduces the
absorbtion coefficient of C~, leading to a negative correlation
(Smith et al. 1976; Ford et al . 1989). Other experiments showed
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that the dissolution rate of carbonates correspond to the
Boussinesque recession equation of COi, meaning that
temperatures lower than 0.5°C and higher than 60°C are not
favourable for dissolution (HUANG SHANGYU et al. 1987, 1991 ).
In addition, some studies suggest that the kinetics of the
processes are more rapid at higher temperatures. It is well
known that a temperature increase of 10°C accelerates the
chemical reaction by a factor of two (Boou, 1980; SWEETING,
1965). Biogenic processes are influenced by temperature and
might also play a certain role (JAKucs, 1977).
Using observations of limestone tablets in natural
environments from south to north China, we could simulate the
relationship between observed dissolution rates X1w , total
precipitation during the observation period Pot, annual
precipitation Pym, and mean annual temperature Tam. These
simulations show that the dissolution is affected not only by
precipitation but also by temperature. The relation is found to
be the following :

ln(X1w) = -14.9 +

l

2

31.9
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( - - +- - + - - - - )
ln(p J ln(p ym) 10 -1n(201)
0

T = Ta,n -15 if T.m > 15
T = 45 - 3Tam if Tom:;; 15
The dissolution rate for the same precipitation increases
when the mean annual temperature is both lower or higher than
l5°C. This value appears then to be a threshold. This shows that
temperature is associated with precipitation in the dissolution
process. This corresponds to the transition between temperate
and subtropical areas, i.e . between the Qinling Mountain and the
Huaihe River in China.
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Deep Messinian Karst in Mediterranean Area
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Abstract
The karstic base level was lowered up to I 000 + 2000 m below the actual sea level, during the dissecation of the Mediterranean Sea
from Messinian Stage (Upper Miocene, 6.3 m. y.) to Zanchean Stage (Pliocene, 5.2 + 5.3 m.y.).
According to this event in Mediterranean Area we may have deep karst systems and the presence of a great reserve o thermal fresh
or brackish waters, in connection or not with the supply area.

Riassunto
ln conseguenza del disseccamento de! Mare Mediterraneo dal Messiniano (Miocene sup. 6,3 m. a.) allo Zancheano (Pliocene
5,2 +5 ,3 m. a.}, ii livello di base carsico si abbasso di I 000+2000 m sono l'attuale levello de! mare.
In conseguenza puo essere presente nell 'area de! Mediterraneo un carsismo profondo, contenente grandi riserve di acque termali
dolci o salmastre, ancora o non, in connessione con !'area di ricarica.

1. Preview
During Messinian Stage (Upper Miocene Epoch 6.3 m.y.) the
Mediterranean Sea was totally dissecated (fig. I) and in
consequence the erosion level of rivers and the base level of the
karstic waters follows the level of the sea, 1000 + 2000 meters
under the actual level (CITA & CORSELLI, 1993).
According to the tectonic and stratigraphic studies, in
Messinian Stage the connection between Atlantic Ocean and
Mediterranean Sea (between Spain and Marocco) was closed.
The Mediterranean sea is now, and was in greater measure at that
time of warmer climate, deficient in the water cycle and in a short
time almost totally dried. This fact is documented by the
thickness and extension of the evaporites (essentially gypsum,
but also kainite and halite) not only in outcrops but also on the
bottom of the sea.
As a consequence of that the hydrographic network
dramatically lowered, as proved by the deep canyons
accompanying main rivers like the Nile and Rodan . These
evidence have been discovered by geophysical research and oil
drills. A large lake occupied at that age the area between Alps
and Apennines in northern Italy, where the big alpine rivers
merged in.
The alpine rivers were influent streams in this lake ("Padano
Lake"), with big canyons, in the place were we have now the
piedmonts lakes: Maggiore, Como, Garda. Also karstic base level
was lowered at the new sea level (FI K, 1978).
In the Zanchean Stage (Pliocene 5.2+5.3 m.y.) the connection
between the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic Ocean was reopened
and the original level of the Mediterranean Sea was restored in a
short time.
The ile and Rodan came back to original level and the
canyons were filled by sediments. Also the level of the deep karst
was lifted to previous level but the karstic voids and channels of
the Messinian karst non necessary were closed. This voids
contain now a very big reserve of thermal waters according to
geothermal gradient. In some cases we have brackish water,
caused by intrusion of marine waters (fig. 2). Wben the tectonic
and/or sedimentation have occluded the karstic outfalls in the sea,
we have a resource of fresh water (fig. 3). When the karstic
system is still active, we have a recharge and the resource is
renovable.

2. Examples of deep Messinian karst in SW
Sardinia
Since 1975, with the financial support of CEE and mines
located in the Iglesiente Area (led, zinc, barite mines) and Sulci s
Area (coal mines) investigations have been carried out about the
hydrogeology of carbonatic rocks from Cambrian to Eocene.
Direct knowledge on the karstic circulation has been acquired
until a depth of 250 m below actual sea level in the lglesiente
area and until 400 m in the Sulcis zone. Indirect informations
have been obtained by means of drills (depth of I 000 m) and
geophysical prospecting (4000 m). A detailed study of karst
passages have been enterprised for that part above sea level,
showing similarities and differences with the correspective
cavities present at different depth until 400 m below sea level.
Detailed studies have been brought out concerning filling
deposits, waters and their geochemistry.
ln the mining district of Iglesiente a sea water intrusion has
been observed in deep Messinian karst in Cambrian limestone
formation (mineralized with Pb+Zn, fluorite, barite ores). The
flow pumped out from the mining area ranges around 2000 1/s;
40% of this water is associated with the input of sea water. We
have also an elevated grade of heavy metals related to residual
clay in waters (Hg, Zn, Cd, Fe).
In the mining district of Sulcis the coal beds are located in
the "Miliolithic limestone" formation (Eocene). The deep karst
evolution on this formation stopped in the early stage and the sea
water intrusion didn't appear, the flow pumped out is given by
fresh water with a volume ranging around 30 1/s and 42°C
(fig. 3).

3. Examples of deep Messinian karst in
Venetian and Po Valleys
In the Mesozoic and Tertiary Series (essentially limestones
and dolomi tes) of the Southern Alps are present old deep karstic
systems, that feed some thermal fresh waters springs (PICCOLI et
al. , 1976) (fig. 4). We may remember Sirmione (Southern border
of Garda Lake), Verona, Abano - Montegrono - Battaglia Terme
district, Vicenza wells and springs, Grado and Monfalcone at the
eastern boundary of Venetian plain.
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4. Other examples

scientific interest but also for practical implication related to the
research of new fresh and thermal resources.

Recently the genesis of the Movile Cave (on the border of
Black Sea, Romania) is related to Messinian stage. We have
some other indications of Messinian karst in Southern Italy,
Greece and Croatia - Albania. Perspective of study are present in
Balearic Islands, Spain and other states of the Mediterranean
area.
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5. Conclusions
With the data in our possession (remote sensing by satellite
and aircraft, geoelectrical profiles, deep seismic soundings,
isotopic geochemistry). detailed geology and hydrogeology and
comparisons with other situations it is now possible the
formulation of the hypothesis about Messinian karst.
We define Messinian karst a very deep karst ( 1 to 2 km or
more) related to the dissecation of the Mediterranean sea in
Messinian stage. (PERNA, 1994) This is a depth undoubtedly
superior than that connected with the vertical drop of the sea
during glaciations (about I 00 m). This karst may be also now in
connection with upper actual karstic circulation of waters.
The hypothesis of the existence of Messinian karst must be
confirmed with further examples and studies not only for

Fig. I. Actual Mediterraneaa11 Sea (from CITA & C0RSELLI,
1993, modified).
Jn the Messi11ia11 Stage the Gibraltar (7) strait was closed.
With the closure of N Bethic (5) ad S Rifa11 (6) Straits the
Mediterra11ea11 sea was isolated from Atla11tic Ocea11 a11d
dried almost completely. The exte11sion of evaporites
(b), Lake Pada110 (c) and Lake Mer (a) is indicated.
(I) Venetia11 Prealps, (2) Sulcis - Jglesie11te (SW Sardi11ia),
(3) Balearic Islands, (4) Movile Cave, Rumania, (8) Rho11e
River, (9) Nile River, (JO) Black Sea, (I I) Darda11elli Strait.

1
Fig. 2. Ill the Jglesie11te Area (SW Sardi11ia) there are ore
deposits (Pb, Zn, pyrite,barite, fluorite) in Cambria11
carbonatic sequence. The same rocks are interested by
policyclic karsts from Ordovicia11 to Actual. Jn the
Monteponi and San Giova1111i mines we have brackish water
circulation, while Masua and Campo Pisano present fresh
waters. Seismic bzvestigation revealed the presence of
sedimetary rocks at a depth of more than -4000 m. We
suppose that this complex is overtrusted and is present a
second Cambric sequence: carbonatic rocks of the deeper
structure are also interested by Messinian karst and are in
connection with sea. The sea water mixed with fresh water
(old and actual) upwell through a transversal fault present
in the Monteponi sinc/bze and mix with actual karstic water.
Hydrogeological model: (a) Sea water; (b) Thermal sea
water; (c) Fresh water; (d) Brackish thermal water; (e)
faults; (j) overtrust fault; (I) Pre Cambrian; (2) Lower
Cambrian, Nebida Fms.(Sandstone); (3) Lower Cambrian,
Gonnesa Fms. (Limestone and dolomite); (4) Middle

Cambrian,Cabitza

Fms.

(shale);

(5)

E

w

1>a

•b

-ctd

/I -¥MS

Ordovician

("Puddinga'~; (6) Post Messinian sediments; (7) Cixerri
Fms (sandstone, shale).
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Fig. 3 /11 the Sulcis Area, Miliolitic limesto11e Fms
(Ce11owic) is illlerested by a circulation of thermal waters
(42°C) i11 a karstic 1101 much evoluted system. Below we have
a co11ti11e11tal Permo - Triassic impermeable series and then
the karsified Cambrian carbo11atic sequence. The two
gro1mdwaters are not connected. The deep thermal water
circulatio11 produce an extended thermal anomaly, tha
interest all the Sulcis Area.
Hydrogeological model: (a) Sea water; (b) Thermal sea
water; (c) Karsic water; (d) Brackish thermal water;
(j) fault,· (MS) Maladroxia Spring; (111) Sea level; (NFM)
Nuraxi Figus coal mine.
(1) lower Cambrian, Nebida. Fms. (Are11arie); (2) Lower
Cambrian, Go1111esa Fms. (Karsijied Limestone and
dolomia); (3) Middle Cambrian, Cabitza Fms. (Shale);
(4) From Per111ia11 to Ordovician (Shale, conglomerate,
sandstone etc. (impermeable); (5) Cenowic: "Miliolitico"
karsijied limestone, (6) Cenozoic: Limestone, marl, argillite
e coal beds ("Produttivo"); (7) Middle Eocene - Lower
Oligocene Cixerri Fms: Conglomerate, sandstone, shal,
(8) Cenowic Vulca11ites, (9) Quatemary: Sands.

l>a ••b - c td /e • I
01 @]2 IEJ3 IE!4 Cill)s

Em] s ~7

Fig. 4. Hydrogeologic scheme of the Aba110, Montegrotto and Battaglia Terme hydrothermal area (From PICCOLI et al, 1976).
Geologic stereogram of Western Veneto, with w11es of alimentatio11 ) in Venetia11 Prealps) and outcrops of Thermal circuit
(Euganei hills, SW of Padua).
(BC) Crista/line basament; (PW) = Permian- Werfen (sa11dsto11es, limestones, domites, gypsum); (TG) = Trias a11d Jurassic
(Limestones and dolomites); (GR) = Jurassic (Nodular limesto11es of Rosso Ammonitico Frm.); (CR) = Cretaceous (Bia11co11e
limestones a11d Scag/ia Rossa Frm.); (EO) = Eocene and Oligoce11e (Nummolitic limesto11e); (EI) = Eoce11e inf e medio (flysch),
(Ml) = Mioce11e inf (li111esto11e and marls); (MS) = Middle and inf Eocene (elastic facies); (PI) Inf Pliocene (sands); (PS) Upper
Pliocene (sands and clay); (QJ = Quatemary (Marine and coastals sediments a11d alluvium); (V) = eruptive bodies; (j) faults.
1. Abano, (2) Montegrotto; (3) Battaglia Terme.
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Studio morfoevolutivo del fenomeno a carsico dell'altopiano
carbonatico di Cantanhede (a NW di Coimbra - Portogallo)
Luca Antonio DIMUCCIO'
' Dipartimento di Geologia e Geofisica, Universita di Bari, Via E. Orabona 4, 70 I 25 Bari, Italia.

Abstract
The limestone plateau of Cantanhede, placed at about I 30 m of altitude, is situated at the Orio Meso-Cenozoic
Occidental Portughese (Centre-Northern sector). The plateau is modelled on Jurassic limestone rocks and shows a karst
landscape characterized by solution cavities of variable shapes and depth, filled with a fine well-cemented sediment. The
morphologic evolution of the area can be divided in four main phases: the first one is represented by a severe and complex
phase of karst development occurred in the Mesozoic and by a following burial of karst landforms; the second phase,
occurred during the Tertiary, was enhanced by important erosive processes which brought to the reexhumation of karst
paleolandforms with subsequent new karst development also under-cover; the third phase occurred between Quaternary
and Tertiary and was characterized by transgression-regression cycles with the formation of wide flat surfaces which
strongly affect the present landscape; finally , during the last phase, occurred during the Quaternary, erosion processes
were responsible for the reexumation of paleokarst landforms.

lntroduzione

L'altopiano di Cantanhede e un rilievo poco esteso con caratteristiche geologiche, strutturali e morfologiche ben
definite ed e situato a pochi km a NW della citta di Coimbra. Pecularita di quest' area e la presenza di un largo
affioramento calcareo e calcareo-marnoso del Dogger su cui poggia una copertura detritica post-Giurassica. L'andamento
del paesaggio e evidentemente condizionato dalla presenza degli affioramenti carbonatici, interessati da strutture
tettoniche; queste ne hanno condizionato la permeabilita favorendo cosi lo sviluppo di fenomeni carsici. L'obiettivo di
questo lavoro e ricostruire l' evoluzione e quindi la successione degli eventi che hanno permesso all ' area di assumere
caratteri morfologici cosi ben definiti . Questo studio e centrato sull'analisi della evoluzione del fenomeno carsico e quindi
nella descrizione e interpretazione delle differenti forme presenti, nell 'analisi della rete idrografica e dei fenomeni di
idrologia profonda che si possono riconoscere. Cio, naturalmente, non puo prescindere dal riconoscimento e dalla
descrizione delle litologie e della tettonica dell'area in esame.

Depositi di copertura in rapporto alle forme carsiche epigee e ipogee
Sono di vari tipi i depositi incontrati nell'altopiano carbonatico di Cantanhede, e nelle aree marginali, che possono
fornire importanti indicazioni circa ii modo in cui si e svi luppato ii rilievo in rapporto alla sua evoluzione paleogeografica
e tettonica da cui poter risalire ai processi di carsificazione e alle relazioni di questi con i differenti climi che si sono
susseguiti nel tempo. I depositi studiati, escludendo naturalmente le formazioni carbonatiche che in questo caso
consideriarno come substrato, possono dividersi in 5 gruppi principali: depositi arenosi (Cretacei); depositi conglomeratici
e sabbiosi (Pliocenici); depositi colluviali (Quaternari); depositi travertinosi (Quaternari); materiale che fossilizza le
depressioni carsiche. I depositi arenosi (Cretacei) in alcuni casi riempiono direttamente alcune depressioni carsiche a
testimonianza della presenza di una fase di carsificazione pre-Cretacea o essenzialmente Giurassica, caratterizzata anche
dalla presenza di argille iperallumonose in facies bauxitica. La presenza, in alcune forme carsiche superficiali (Karren e
doline funivole) e sotterranee (grotte e cavita da pori sin-diagenetici), di un deposito poligenico rossastro (derivante dalla
rimobilizzazione di quello Cretaceo con l' aggiunta di materiale di descalcificazione piu una propria evoluzione
pedogenetica), anteriore alle sabbie e conglomerati Pliocenici, testimonia la presenza di una serie di fasi di Riesumazione,
Carsificazione e Interramento differenziale durante ii Terziario. I travertini e la presenza di depositi derivanti dal
rimaneggiamento di sabbie quaternarie (depositi colluviali) e Plioceniche, in altre forme carsiche superficiali (karren
giganti), invece, testimoniano una importante carsificazione anche nel Quaternario.

Sintesi e Conclusioni
L'Altopiano Carbonatico di Cantanhede risulta modellato su rocce carbonatiche fratturate di eta Giurassica interessate
da imponenti forme carsiche relitte in parte sepolte (fossilizzate) da depositi terrigeni superficiali post-Giurassici. Lo
studio congiunto dei depositi superficiali e l'analisi delle forme del paesaggio ha permesso di distinguere quattro fasi
principali nell'evoluzione morfologica dell'area: la prima include una fase di carsificazione accentuata e complessa
durante ii Mesozoico; un'altra essenzialmente terziaria in cui si verificano importanti fenomeni erosivi con riesumazione di
paleoforme carsiche e conseguente ripresa dei processi carsici superficiale e sotto copertura; la terza fase, verificatasi al
passaggio dal Terziario al Quaternario, e marcata da ripetute ingressioni marine con ii modellamento di superfici subpianeggianti determinanti per l'attuale configurazione del paesaggio; l'ultima fase e quella Quaternaria in cui si ha nuova
erosione con conseguente totale o parziale riesumazione delle fonne carsiche ereditate dalle fasi anteriori.
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Quelques observations sur les lapiaz de Majorque
par Jacques Choppy
182 rue de Vaugirard, F-75015 Paris

Abstract: A few observations on the Mallorca limestone pavements
Through a detailed study of limestone pavements under very different climates, I have been able to distinguish «nival» forms
and «pluvial» forms.
At Majorca the first forms are found as solution flutes (rillenkarren) and terraces. But there are also pluvial flutes, small terraces
and runnels.
Of course, nival forms are fossil at Majorca, their presence being explained by the last glaciations.

Resume
Une etude approfondie des lapiaz sous Jes climats Jes plus divers m'a permis de distinguer des formes «nivales» et des forrnes
«pluviales».
A Majorque, on trouve les premieres sous formes de cannelures et de terrasses. Mais ii existe aussi des cannelures pluviales, des
terrassettes et des rigoles ou «runnels».
Les formes nivales sont a Majorque evidemment fossiles ; leur existence se comprend a la lumiere du developpement des demieres
glaciations.

Ces observations sur Jes lapiaz de Majorque sont
!'application d'etudes approfondies menees dans des regions
variees : notarnment, dans Jes lapiaz haut-alpins, je fus conduit
(CHOPPY 1995, 1996)
distinguer des formes nivales,
systematiques dans des regions a enneigement prolonge et
inconnues dans d'autres ; et des fo rmes pluviales, que !'on
trouve seulement dans Jes zones ou la pluie tombe sur la roche
nue, et pas dans celles a enneigement prolonge. Une coupure
aussi nette justifie l'emploi d' expressions genetiques,
indispensables pour regrouper des formes diverses ; a defaut, ii
faudrait du reste donner a cbacune de ces formes une
denomination descriptive, necessairement complexe.

a

sur Majorque, en particulier dans Jes communications du
Symposium de 1995.
- Ailleurs, Jes sillons des cannelures nivales sont entailles de
terrassettes superposees qui ne se rencontrent qu'en climat
relativement chaud, au moins mediterraneen, tandis que Jes cretes
separant les cannelures nivales sont entaillees de cannelures
pluviales {photo 6). Le meme tableau, visible a la sierra de!
Endrinal (Andalousie), est represente par DELANNOY, DIAZ
DEL OLMO ( 1986).
- Les terrasses decrites ci-dessus soot frequemment creusees
de kamenitzas de petite taille {photo 7), et de rigoles ("runnels"
de HUTCHINSON 1996 - photo 8). Ces formes soot en partie
liees a des processus biologiques.

Formes nivales
- A Majorque, meme d'apres photos, on est frappe par la
presence generalisee de cannelures nivales {photo 1); ii est
evident que ce sont des formes heritees, ayant du reste continue
d' evoluer, mais ii est remarquable de les trouver dans les
conditions geographiques actuelles.
- Les aspects de pinacles {photo 2) semblent pour une part
dus a la fracturation ; ils soot scul ptes de cannelures nivales, et ii
serait hasardeux d'en faire une forme tropicale.
- Aux formes nivales, on doit rattacher des terrasses, qui sont
des surfaces d' egalisation interrompant la base de cannelures
nivales {photo 3), et pouvant etre au sommet d'autres cannelures
nivales ; ces terrasses atteignent des dimensions pluridecimetriques, plus vastes que celles connues ailleurs ; mais,
ayant subi une evolution, elles ne peuvent etre mises en relation
avec le climat actuel.
- Aux formes nivales, on doit probablement rattacher un petit
groupe de rigoles en demi-fuseau sur une surface en pente de 15
a20° (photo 4).

Conclusion

Formes pluviales

HUTCHINSON D.W. - 1996, Runnels, rinnenkarren and
miianderkarren : form, classification and relationships ; Actes
du symposium "Karren Landforms", Soller 1995, Palma,
209-18 .

Ces formes nivales ont presque toujours evolue :
- Le cas le plus habituel est celui ou les cannelures nivales
sont entaillees par des cannelures pluviales {photo 5) ou
degradees par une probable evolution sous couverture. Ces
cannelures pluviales soot longuement etudiees dans la litterature

On peut etre surpris de la place que j'accorde a des forrnes
nivales. L'existence de telles formes n'est pourtant pas inconnue
dans le domaine mediterraneen : jusqu'au niveau de la mer dans
les calanques du littoral fran~ais, et a partir de 900 metres
d'altitude au Liban; dans ce pays, ces formes sont meme
actuellement fonctionne lles vers 1500 metres d'altitude, car les
precipitations s'y font presqu'exclusivement sous forrne de neige.
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Photo 1 : cam,elures nivales, c'est-a-dire sillons jointifs entail/ant des parois en forte pente, de 10 a 20 centimetres de largeur en
general, s 'accroisant vers le bas; a Majorque, c'est seu/ement vu de loin que leur aspect est caracteristique

Photo 2 : pinacles
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Photo 3 : terrasse; Les ca11nelures pluviales entail/ant les canne/ures nivales sont bien visibles sur cette photo; la terrasse est el/e111e111e entaillee par ,me corrosion sous couverture d'humus

Photo 4 : Les jambes du personnage, en haut a droite, do1111ent l'echelle. D'apres /eur largeur, ii est probable qu'il s 'agit ici
d'a11cie1111es rigoles 11ivales; /es micro-baquets etages 11e so11t pas rares dans ce ge11re de rigoles
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Photo 5 : cannelures nivales entaillees par des cannelures
pluviales; ces demieres sont des sillons jointifs de I a 2
centimetres de largeur en general, s'ame11uisa11t vers le bas; le
couteau a I I cm de long

Photo 7: terrasse entaillee de kamenitzas; meme couteau

cannelures nivales entailles de terrassettes
Photo 6
superposees; meme couteau que sur la photo precedente

Photo 8 : terrasse entaillee d'une rigole; meme couteau
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Karst of the Tatra Mountains
by Jerzy Glazek
Institute of Geology of the A. Mickiewicz Unjversity ul. Mak6w Polnych 16, PL 61-606 Poznan, Poland
Abstract
The karst is developed on the N slope of the the Tatras in narrow structural belts of limestones and dolomites of the Middle Triassic
and limestones of the Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous. More than 800 caves are known in the Tatras. Among them 8 caves are
longer than 5 km and 7 are deeper than 300 m. The bigest cave system Wielka Sniezna - Wielka Litworowa reaches 17.3 km of length
and 814 m of denivelation . Their development and age are discussed.

Resume
Le karst est developpe dans le versant nord des Tatra dans les bandes structurales etroites de dolomites et calcaires du Trias moyen
et de calcaires malmo-neocomiens. II y a plus que 800 cavernes connues dans les Tatra. Parmi celles-ci, 8 cavites ont une longueur qui
depasse 5 km et 7 gouffres ont une profondeur qui depasse 300 m. Le plus grand gouffre de ces montagnes est le systeme Wielka
Sniezna - Wielka Litworowa qui mesure I 7.3 km de longueur et 814 m de denivelation. Le developpement et l'iige de ce karst est
discute dans cet article.

Introduction
The Tatra Mts. represent little but the highest and northern
most alpine massif in the whole Carpathian belt. They are
latitudinally elongated and asymmetric with steep S and SE
slopes and relatively smooth N and W slopes. The Tatras are c.
55 km long and 15 km wide with the highest peaks reaching
2655 m a. s. I. on the S side of the main crest elevated to 263 7 m
a. s. I. The total surface reaches 785 km', of which only 175 km'
of the
slope belong to Poland, while over 3/4 of the area lie
within Slovakia. The morphological asymmetry is caused by
geological structure in which karst rocks occur on the
slope
between sedimentary seq uences, while the main ridge and S
slope are built up of crystalline rocks. Thus over 50 % of the
Tatra karst areas with nearly all biggest and deepest caves belong
to Poland (Fig. I). This part is thoroughly penetrated by cavers
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and investigated, as an unique high mountainous karst area in
whole country. On the contrary, the Slovakian part, as remote
and one of several very interesting karst areas in that country is
much lesser penetrated and investigated. Thus this paper is based
mainly on the observations in the Polish part of the mountains
(Fig. 2).
Scarce information on caves, huge karst springs and dry
valleys in the Tatra Mts. were published since 17th century. The
first was a citation of shepherds opinions (J. P. HAIN 1681 ), that
in Tatra is a cave (Magurska Cave? - g in Fig. 2) plenty of huge
"dragon bones" ( Ursus spelaeus bones). Precise hydrologic
observations on Tatra karst were published by L. ZEJSZNER
(1844). Description of 30 caves and sketch-maps of two of them
in the Polish West Tatra were published by J. G.
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Figure 1: Sketcl,-map of tl,e Tatra Mou mains s!,owi11g distribution of karst rocks in tl,e structural context (based 011 FUSAN et al.,
1963 a11d MAHEL' et al., 1964): 1 - Paleozoic crystalline massif, 2 - crystalline cores of High-Tatric nappes, 3 - basal silicic/astics
of High-Tatric units (Lower Triassic), 4 - carbonates (Middle Triassic - Lower Cretaceous), 5 - Mesozoic 11011 karst deposits, 6 Eoce11e basal carbonate co11glo111erates, 7 - Podhale jlysci,, 8 - overtlirust of High-Tatric nappe, 9 - overtl,rusts of Sub-Tatric
11appes,
10 - faults, 11 - Slovakia11 caves 111e11tio11ed in tl,e text (a - Javorillka, b - Belanska), 12 - important peaks with altitudes a. s. l in m
representillg tl,e higi,est poi11ts on crystalline and 011 carbonate rocks, 13 - state boundary. Tl,e i11set shows the wider context:
J -frontal overthrust of the External Carpathian, 2 - Pie11iny Klippen Belt- the boundary of the Internal Carpathians
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Figure 2: Karst areas in geological structure of the Polish Tatra Mountains
Rocks: Palaeozoic metamorphics and granitoids: 1 - of the Tatro crystalline core, 2 - of the overthrusted units; Mesozoic
sedimentary: 3 - non karst (1111soluble or weak soluble), 4 - karst (limestones and dolomites); Tertiary sedimelltary: 5 - karst
(detrital
carbo11ate),
6
11011
karst
(Podhale
jlysch).
lmportant
tectonic
boundaries:
7 - overthrusts, 8 - faults. Karst fealllres: 9 - swa/lets, 10 - karst springs, 11 - caves, 12 - caves mentioned in the text (a Chocholowska Szcze/i11a, b - Mrozna, c - Mietusia, d - Wielka Litworowa - Wielka Sniezna, two main entrances, e - Bystrej, f Kasprowa Niz11ia, g - Magurska), 13 - periodical streams, 14 - stated u11derground drai11age co11ectio11s. B01111daries of: 15 - the
Tatra National Park, 16 - the states
PAWLIKOWSKI (1877) . The Cave Belanska (on the eastern
slope of Tatra Mts. - b in Fig. I) plenty of speleothems was
discovered in 1881 and immediately managed for tourists in
1882 and lighted with electricity in 1896, in both cases as the
first in the area. Excellent maps (UIS grade 6) of some caves
were prepared by brothers S. and T . ZWOLINSKI between 1923
and 1955 . The KOWALSKI'S (1953) monograph contains maps
and description of 70 caves from Polish part of the mountains.
Between them, the longest was the Szczelina Chocholowska
Cave ( 1650 m - a in Fig. 2) and the deepest was the M ietusia
Cave (-213 m - c in Fig. 2). This famous monograph contains
also a complete bibliography of papers published till 1952, thus
they will be omitted here. At that time in the Slovakian part the
longest and deepest cave was Belanska Jaskyna (1752 m and 160
m respectively). A surge of interest in caving and development of
caving techniques lead to many new discoveries since that time.
Recently in the Polish part of the Tatras are known c. 600
caves, among them 7 caves are longer than 5 km and 7 are deeper
than 300 m (GRODZICKI, 1991-1996), additional over 200
caves are known from Slovakian part, among them only one
Javorinka Cave reaches 5 km of length and 232 m of depth
(PA VLARCIK, 1984, I 986). Acrually the biggest cave system
Wielka Sniezna - Wielka Litworowa (d in Fig. 2), joined at the
turn of years 1995/96 reaches 17.3 km of aggregate passage
length and 814 m ofdenivelation (JOKIEL, 1996; Fig. 3).

Geological setting
The karst phenomena in the Tatras occur in narrow belts of
carbonate rocks directed E-W and dipping to the N. These
strucrures represent nappe-strips (LUGEON 1903) and are

complicated by transversal elevations and depressions (Fig. I).
These sedimentary rocks belong to two sequences: shallower
High-Tatric and deeper Sub-Tatric. Both of them contain shallow
marine, layered limestone and dolomites of the Middle Triassic
reaching by places I km of thickness. Morover the High-Tatric
sequence comprises pelagic limestones with thin detrital ones of
the Middle Jurassic in the bottom part and the Urgonian facies of
the Lower Cretaceous at the top (of total thickness up to 300 m),
which are replaced by deep marine carbo-silite sequence in the
Sub-Tatric zone. The High-Tatric zone was obliquely uplifted
and eroded during the Late Triassic - Earl y Jurassic, which
resulted in direct deposition of Middle Jurassic detrital
limestones on Middle Triassic carbonates in the stratigraphic
column of High-Tatric nappes. With this hiarus are connected
elastic dykes resembling structures described by BAUD &
MASSON ( 1975) in Saint-Triphon . They represents the oldest
traces ofpaleokarst processes in the Tatra Mts.
The Urgonian carbonate platform of the High-Tatric succession has been drowned during the Albian and covered with
turbidite formation together with Sub-Tatric zone. Probably since
the Turonian whole area was strongly compressed and folded
into nappe structures. They were subsequently uplifted and
eroded till Middle Eocene. Late Eocene conglomerates and
calcarenites upward replaced by Oligocene flysch have been
deposited over older Tatric structures. Traces of subtropical
weathering and karstification are known at the base of Eocene
transgression (GLAZEK, 1989), which could be correlated with
excellent contemporaneous tropical karst described in Hungary
(BARDOSSY & KORDOS , 1989) and S Slovakia (Cl CURA,
1993).
Since the Middle Miocene the Tarras have been subject to
further deformation, asymmetric uplift and erosion of c. 4 km
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Fig. 3. East-west section of the biggest cave system in the
Tatras: Wielka Sniezna - Wielka Litworowa (modified after
Caving Section of Wroclaw Alpine Club, 1996). The system is
developed beneath overthrusted crystalline rocks ill steeply
dipping limestones of High-Tatric nappe. Vertical invasion
caves crosses the older horiwntal cave at c. 1400 111 a. s. I.
S - marked sinhole reproduced in tectonized granitoids 011 the
top, which probably caused developement of Partie
Wroclawskie. Further explorations are promising both in
climbing up, as well as in diving the sump

-807m
-1100

thick sedimentary overburden (BURCHART, 1972), which
finally caused the development of high mountainous karst during
the Pliocene and Quaternary.

Cave systems
Among bigger karst caves multiphase cave systems
dominate, some portion of them are typical vadose, the other
phreatic or water-table. A storied arrangement of horizontal
conduits, connected by shafts (Fig. 3) and scanty speleothems are

characteristic features of Tatra caves (RUDNICKI, 1967). The
spelethem deposition is restricted to the interglacial stages with
climate similar to that of present day. Palaeontological materials
in the cave deposits are poor and point only to the Late
Pleistocene and Holocene. There are not evidences of prehistoric
man inhabitance in Tatra caves. Horizontal passages of shallow
phreatic or water-table character of various age have been
encountered near the valley bottoms, 40-60, 80-120, 200-230 and
3S0-400 m above present valley bottoms. The highest horizontal
passages are broader and probably Upper Miocene in age, the
passages lying at relative height 200-230 m could be treated as
Lower Pliocene, and those at the height 80-120 m as Late
Pliocene. The cave Chocholowska Szczelina (a in Fig. 2)
elevated c. SO m exhibits speleothems of Middle Pleistocene age,
about 300 ka (DULINSKI, 1988). While the caves Bystra and
Kasprowa Nizna (cf. e and f respectively in Fig. 2) at the level of
valley bottom contains vadose speleothems older than 120 ka and
should be older than the Upper Pleistocene (HERCMA , 1991 ).
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Fig. 4: Influence of karst intervalley flows on water balances of neighbouring valleys (Bystrej, O/czyska and Suchej Wody) surface
catchments. Based on tracing experiments (DABROWSKI 1967) and balance calculations (MALECKA 1996)
I - resurgences (B - Bystrej, G - Goryczkowe, 0 - O/czyskie), 2 - swal/ets, 3 - main surface watersheds,
4 - secondary watersheds, 5 - indexes of water balances: a - precipitations, b - evaporation, c - surface outflow; + and - 011
diagrams represent stated outflow difference from the calculated value
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Thus the role of glacial overdeepening of valleys in the Tarras is
negligible. Dating of cave deposits with different methods place
temporal constrains of local glaciations in the Tatras. The last
glaciation ceased completely speleothem deposition beetwen 23
and 10 ka. The vertical caves revealed early stages of speleogenesis and may be treated as vadose invasion caves developed by
the inflow of melt waters from glaciers and snow caps covering
flat ridges (fields) during deglaciation (Fig. 3), they could be
treated as montainous proglacial caves (GLAZEK et al., 1977).
ln the Tatra Mts. only the mentioned Belanska Cave (b in
Fig. I) and Mrozna Cave (b in Fig. 2) are fully adapted for
tourists, however four others in the Polish part of the mountains
are partly adapted for tourists (there are marked trails, steps and
chains). The Tatra Mountains on both side of state boundary are
legislated as national parks, the caving there needs special
permission of managments.

Karst hydrogeology
The karst areas are discharged by few springs which reach a
yield of 2.0 m' /sec. Even main streams crossing carbonate belts
totally lost the water in dry years. The subsurface outflow from
one valley to another one is also seen in the calculation of water
balance (MALECK.A, 1996) and in depth of valley incission.
There due to lost of water the main, strongly glaciated Suchej
Wody Valley is over 100 m less incised than lesser valleys
Olczyska and Bystrej on the boundary of mountains (Fig. 4).
Probably subglacial karst outflow of melt waters from hot glacier
flor caused increased friction and stopped for long time glacial
tongue.
Tracing of underground water paths showed three types of
karst circulation. The short and shallow across the structural belts
of carbonates and along the valleys, with minimal velocity
between I 00 and 1,500 rn/h. The deeper and longer ones along
the structural belts toward the transversal depressions, with
minimal velocities 20 - 300 rn/h (Figs. 2 and 4). The third ones,
hitherto nor proven -directly, the deepest underground system
along the dips fed the artesian Podhale basin of hot fresh waters
along the paths of up to 3 km deep and up to 15 km long. It
needs further isotopic studies for determination of mean
residence time and reserves of these hot waters.

Karst geomorphology
Numerous surface karst forms shows definite zonal
arrangement. Karren associated with bare dolinas and vadose
shafts predominate above 1,500 m a.s.l. Dolinas reproduced in
drift deposits associated with horizontal phreatic caves
predominate below this level. All these surface karst forms are of
Late Pleistocene and Holocene age. To older forms belong domeshaped peaks of some smoothed limestone ridges. Under these
ridges (e.g. Czerwone Wierchy) are known largest multistored
cave systems of different age. They are probably remnants of the
Late Miocene and the Early Pliocene relief together with the
highest horizontal caves they were created under warmer and
humid climate. The intensity of present-day karstification is
characterized by karst denudation rate of c. 40 m'/km'/yr at
hihger carbonate surfaces to c. 90 m' lkm'/yr below the timber
line, i. e. about 1550 m a. s. I. (KOT ARBA, I 972).
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Karst morphology in Bazovski part of Vratsa mountain
(Stara Planina, NW Bulgaria)
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Geological Institute of Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Acad. G.Bonchev str, 81.24, 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria,
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Abstract
Vratsa mountain is situated in the West Stara Planina. The investigated karst massive takes the southeastem part of the mountain.
The studied territory covers 69.7 km'.
Zgorigrad anticline builds up the Bazovski part of Vratsa mountain and the Mid-Upper Triassic and Upper Jurassic-Lower
Cretaceous carbonates are subjected to karstification. The faulting is a precondition for tectonic fracturing of high degree. The karst
waters are supplied by infiltration of rains and the massive is drained entirely by the river drainage system.
The su rface forms are presented by cleft. runnels and rill karren; 153 dolines of different types; 15 uvalas. The vertical caves are.
prevailing among the subsurface karst forms - the most important here are Pukoya (- l 78m) and Yavorets (-14 7m).
The recent karst in Bazovski part is a result of various paleogeographical conditions during the Quaternary, accompanied by higher
neotectonic activity

1. Introduction
Vratsa mountain is one of the most interesting karst massifs
in Bulgaria . It is situated in West Stara Planina (Balkan) and
attracts the attention with numerous karst forms and complicate
orographic, lithostratigraphic and tectonic conditions on a
comparatively small territory. Thi s investigation is connected
with the main morphologic characteristics of the karst from the
southeastern part of the mountain, known as Bazovski part.
The studied region is clearly morphologically marked out. At
northwest the Streshero part of Vratsa mountain is separated
through the deep valley of Leva river. The southeastem boundary
of the studied territory is the valley of Zlatitsa river. To southeast
the massif is limited by the Stara Planina Iskar gorge and to
northwest its boundary with the Vratsa plain is marked by the
imposing cliffofVezhdata. The noted boundaries of tectonic and
erosional type enclose a territory of69.7 km' (Fig. I).
The delevelling in Bazovski part of Vratsa mountain varies
from 250 m (the regional base-level of lskar river) to 1394 m
(peak of Buk). The region is named to peak of Bazova mogila
( 1314 m) which visually dominates over the rest of peaks.
The karst morphology and evolution of the studied area are
examined by RADEV ( 1915), MISH EV & POPOV (1958),
BENDEREV et al. ( 1979), ANGELOVA et al. ( I 995). The caves are
investigated and mapped by speleoclubs "Edelweiss" and
" Akademik" (Sofia) and "Veslets" (Vratsa).

Zgorigrad anticline is the most sizable structure here. It is crossed
by the Leva river valley which also marks the W boundary of
the region. The core of the anticline is constructed by Permia n
conglomerates, outcropped in the Leva 's valley. The limbs and
the crest are built up by Triassic, Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous
sediments. According to TRONKOV (1965) its main strike is I 201300. To SSW the anticline is limited by Plakalnitsa reverse-fault
but to east it is cut by Kostalevo reverse-fault (Fig I - CD. @).

2. Preconditions for karstification
Geological settings
Bazovski part of Vratsa mountain is geologically complicated
- the rocks of that part are quite different by age, origin and
tectonic processing. The karstification is spread over the MidUpper Triassic, Upper Jurassic - Lower Cretaceous carbonates on
area of 55.6 km'. The Lower Triassic elastics build up a regional
impermeable horizon (Fig. I).
The limestones in the investigated region are characterized by
low contents of insoluble residue, thatswhy they are subjected to
intensive karst denudation . The last one in Vratsa mountain is
determined through Pulina 's equation and amounts to 24
mm/I 000 years - relatively great va lue compared to another karst
areas in Bulgaria (MARCOVICZ et al., 1972).

Figure 1 : Locatio11 a11d geological sketch of Bazovski pan of
Vratsa 111 ou11tai11: CD - Plakal11itsa reverse fault; @ - Kostalevo
reverse fau lt.

Plakalnitsa reverse-fault is the main fault-structure in Vratsa
mountain . It has a constant strike of 120° but the dip of fault-
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plane varies from 42° to 50°. The vertical displacement reaches
up to 2000 m at the Iskar river valley where the Paleozoic
sediments lay over the Upper Triassic ones that are subjected to
karstification. The strike of Kostalevo reverse-fault is 160-170°
and it is clearly expressed on the surface through the "Vezhdata"
cliff over 6-7 km.
These fault structures determine the high frequency of
tectonic jointing. To find the connection between the orientation
of karst forms and joints there were measured out the directions
of the galleries of 43 caves (62 measurements). Measuring of I 86
joints in 5 points of the studied area was made also. Analyzing
the diagrams it is find out there is clearly expressed structural
predetermination in the karst forming, i.e. there is N-S oriented
maximum at the preferred d irections of cave passages and it is
analogous to the diaclases'configuration in Bazovski part of
Vratsa mountain (Fig. 2) .
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Figure 2 : Rose diagrams: A - Preferred orientation of cave
passages; B - Joints directions.
Besides the joints' strikes it is important also their density
(per linear meter). It varies from 4 to 9 joints and the greater
degree of jointing is incidental to the points near to tectonic
faults where the deep chasms are located.
The Mid-Triassic and Lower Cretaceous limestones form a
common karst aquifer. Its supply is through infiltration of rains,
exceptionally. Hence, this fact explains the variable yield of karst
springs - for example the yield of "Ezeroto" spring in the eastern
1
foot of the massif varies from 6 to 2000 dm /sec (ANTONOV &
DANCHEV, 1980). For the deep drainage of the studied area a
permanent water-saturated zone with complete hydraulic
connection in the channel-gallery net is not formed. In the known
parts of the high-situated caves and chasms subsurface streams
and rivers are not established.

Geographical settings
The relief is one of the factors that act directly upon the
overland flow and infiltration of surface waters, and hence the
intensity of karstification. To clarify its concrete significance for
Bazovski part of Vratsa mountain it is necessary to examine the
orographic characteristics.
It is adapted the view that the crestal denudational plane of
Vratsa mountain /at altitude of I OOO- l 200m in the investigated
area/ is aged as Early Miocene (GALABOV, 1982, In: Geography
of Bulgaria, Vol. I). This plane has been altered by the karst
processes and it is presented by residual karst heights /named
"mogilas"/, divided by uvalas and dolines. The heights are
defined by MISHEV & POPOV (1958) as "hums" and are examined
as relict forms of tropical cone and tower karst. As far as is
known in regional aspect that the "hums" are residual features in
the poljes of Dinarides then their treatment as mountain
morphographic unit is quite unconvincingly.
One of the basic geomorphological factors for karstification
is the dip of topographical surface. Quite many authors have been
worked on the relations between the spreading of karst forms and
slope decline (GVOZDETSKII, 1988). For that purpose it was
worked out a topoisocline model of Bazovski part of Vratsa
mountain (Fig.3) The morphometrical indices of average
declination of the slopes is calculated through Volkov's method
as tangential function of the differences in the altitudes of the
highest and lowest points in each square with known area and the
distance between these points /in meters/. Map-measuring is
2
made on topographic map scaled I :25000 on area of I km • The
density of dolines in the studied region is determined using a
detailed working map of the karst forms on the same territory and
scale, prepared by speleoclub "Edelweiss" - Sofia.
The most considerable average slope declines are fixed for
the eastern and northern peripheral parts of the massif where the
maximum of it reaches 32-40°. The areas with minimum declines
are highly situated and coincide with the crest denudation plane.
Comparing both two models is established that the maximum of
average decline of the areas with dolines is 15-18°. The greatest
depression density (18 dolines per sq.km) is fixed on area with
4.9° declination. About 70% of depressions are formed on a plane
declined to 10° and this fact confirms the inverse proportion in
the growth of both indices.
The avera3e annual rainfall is 8 l l mm. 1t is interesting to
find what kind of rain portions feecs the flow and therefore it is
necessary to determine the evapotranspiration. Its determination
is made through the Turk's equation, depending on the altitude.
As initial data ~re used the average annual indices such as rain
and temperaturt-, obtained by the only meteorological station in
the region - Vratsa. The evapotranspiration decreases
proportional ly to the increasing of altitude - from 507 mm (300400 m GL - Vratsa) to 402 mm (1300-1400 m GL).
Consequently, the greatest rain portions that feed the
underground flow are noticed in the high areas of Bazovski part 683 mm in the altitude range of 1300-1400 m.
Karst in the studied area is covered by thin layer of brown
forest soils (in some places are missing at all), highly permeable.
The flora of the region is presented mainly by herbaceous
species. The higher parts are characterized by beech-trees (Fagus
sp.) and hornbeams (Carpinus sp.). The enrichment of the rainwaters with C02 by the soils and flora is not investigated
particularly for the region.
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Figure 3 : Relations between dolines distribution and slope
declination: A - Depression density model 011 the studied area
from SW; B - Topoisocline model on the studied area from
SW.

3. Karst landforms
Different classifications of the karst landscapes have been
published based on important indications. An attempt for the
karst characterization of studied territory founded on existing
typology is made.
According to Quinlan ( I 978) /ln:WHITE, 1988/ the
landscapes could be defined through the dominating karst forms.
In this way, the Bazovski part has some features of cockpit karst,
such as high doline-area ratio and low depression density.
Depending on cover the karst landscape is subsoil (covered by
thin soil-herbaceous layer) and in some places - naked (denuded
karst). According to the hydrographical scheme of JAKUCS ( 1979)
the studied area is typical example for autogenous karst and after
GvozoETSKII ( 1988) it could be related to the mid-mountain
karst.

Surface landforms
The epikarst forms on studied territory has been investigated
already by RA DEV ( I 9 I 5) whose classic work is still actual.
The Bazovski part ofVratsa mountain is distinguished for the
considerable distribution by area of different karren. The cleft
karren are most frequently seen and their depth varies from
several centimeters to 1.5-2 m. Their dominating directions of
growth are 0-20" and 40-60' . They form not big but difficult
karren fields. There are established runnels whose depth does not
exceed 0.5-0 .6 m. The rills are peculiar to the steep rock slopes in
the massif periphery and to the entrances of some chasms.

The dolines are the most widespread surface karst forms in
the studied area. There are 153 dolines fixed on a working map
of the karst forms scaled as I: I 0000 and prepared by "Edelweiss"
speleoclub. The main index at the degree of surface karstification
determination is the depression density - its value for the
Bazovski part ofVratsa mountain is 2.75 dolines per sq. km. The
relatively low density depends on the great karst area. The
doline-area ratio is 0.26 and the area of individual dolines is
2
14.8 km • Their size varies from 2-3 m to 200m and they are
quite morphologically divers. The soil-mantled sinkholes with
slant slopes are prevailing but the collapse sinks with vertical
walls are widespread also.
RADEV ( 1915) describes in details 15 uvalas in the studied
region. Generally, it could be differentiated prolonged uvalas and
funnel-shaped uvalas. Depending on the structural settings their
prevailing direction of growth is N-S with maximum length to
1200-1400 m. The diameter of funnel-shaped uvalas reached up
to 300 m (at depth of 150-160 m) - for example "Goliam
Skravenik" in the central parts of the massif. According to the
local toponymy not only in the studied area but in the whole
Western Stara Planina the term "uvala" is known as "valog".

Underground landforms
There are known and mapped out about 160 caves and
chasms, catalogued in Bulgarian Federation of Speleology. The
small caves are prevailing. Only 21 of them have more than 50 m
length and 6 caves are more than 100 m long. The longest cave in
the region is Varteshkata (# 13) - 158 m. The chasms are typical
for the Bazovski part. Here the most sizable are Pukoya ( - I 78
m), Yavorets ( -14 7 m) and Panchovi Grarnadi ( - I 02 m). The
first ones are known also with their impressive pits - 140 m very
steep (75-85°) passage in Pukoya and 75 m entrance pit in
Yavorets.
The cave sediments are presented by gravitational and fluvial
deposits and speleothems. The weathering detritus is widespread
in the entrance parts of the caves. The great block breakdowns
(with the size of blocks 4-5 m) are very characteristic for some
caves like Varteshkata (# 13), Dedovata ( -60 m) etc. The
speleothems are multiple - for example in Varteshkata (# 13)
there are very interesting cylindrical stalagmites up to 4.5 m high
and 12-15 cm in diameter.
The mesokarst forms come in the range of 250-1250 m
altitude (there are caves on the medow of lskar river). The main
base-level in Upper Pliocene and Quaternary is Iskar river and
during the relatively calm tectonic periods its terraces form the
Stara Planina Iskar gorge. The positive neotectonic movements
determine the stages of river's incising and the forming of
contemporary karst landscape in Bazovski part of Vratsa
mountain. BENDEREV et al.(1979) and ANGELOVA et al.(1995)
correlate the relative altitudes of caves levels and the altitude of
terraces above the base-level within the boundaries of
investigated area. The results obtained show that from the
beginning of Early Pleistocene to the present days the Vratsa
mountain has been elevated about 120-140 m. The Early
Pleistocene is characterized with the most intensive karstification
also.

4. Conclusion
This work examines some important aspects of karst
geomorphology in a classic mountain karst region in Bulgaria.
There is an optimal combination of karstification factors in
Bazovski part of Vratsa mountain - such as lithological, tectonic,
orographic and climatic. It should be underlined that for the
accurate age determination of karst forms it is necessary to use
Symposium 8: Karst Geomorphology 411

the methods of absolute geochronology which are principal for
karst evolution reconstruction.
The neotectonic movements' indices, in some caves and
chasms are very interesting about the history of recent karst and
are an object of future investigation.
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Karstological Investigations in the Middle Basin of lada Valley
(Padurea Craiului Mountains, Romania)
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Abstract
The Middle Basin of Jada Valley hosts some well developed and particular endokarst forms, many of which were discovered in the
last years, by means of prospection or mining works. The surveys carried out in the cavities of the area, combined with altimetric
measurements and observations on morphology and hydrology, revealed the presence of five well delimited karstification levels,
developed on a vertical extent of350 m.

Resume
Le Bassin Moyen de la Vallee de Jada est une zone ou Jes phenomenes endokarstiques sont particuliers et bien developpes.
Beaucoup de ces formes ont ete decouvertes par prospection ou travaux miniers dans les dernieres annees. Les topographies effectuees,
combinees avec mesures altimetriques et avec des observations morphologiques et bydrologiques, ont mis en evidence cinq niveaux de
karstification bien delimites, developpes sur une extension verticale de 350 m.

1. Introduction
The speleological investigations performed in the last yea rs
in the Middle Ba in of lada Valley had their result in some new
discoveries of very
interesting caves, studied from
morphological , speleogenetic and mineralogical viewpoints
(Rusu, I 988 ; LAURITZEN, 0 AC, 1995 ; ONAC, 1996; ONAC,
LAUR ITZEN, l 996; VREM IR, I 994, 1995, 1996; VREMIR, KOVACS,
1996). Some of these caves were intercepted by mining works or
hydro-power tunnels (VREMIR, 1994), showing a series of voids
and drainage segments whose integration in the hydrological
system and even in the karst evolution of the area may be
problematic.
This was the main reason for the most recent started work,
the typological classification of nearly 250 caves and potholes
(VREMIR, 1996), simultaneously with altimetric zoning of the
most characteristic caves and radiometric analyses on
speleothems (LAURITZEN, 0 AC, 1995; ONAC, 1996; ONAC,
LAURITZE , 1996).

evident fragmentation and folding during Laramian orogenesis
(fig. 2).
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2. Geographical position
The Middle Basin of Jada Valley is situated at the Eastern
limit of Padurea Craiului Mountains, the Jada being an important
left side tributary to Crisul Repede river that it reaches near Bulz
(Bihor county). The studied area extends on some 20 sq km,
from downstream the village ofRemeti to Lesu lake (fig.lb).
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3. Geology
From geological standpoint, the Middle Basin of Iada Valley
belongs to the Remeti Graben, one of the major tectonic features
of the Padurea Craiului Mountains. The Remeti Graben consists
mostly of a quasi-sedimentary series known as the Bihor
Autocluonous. The Bihor Autochtonous consists of alternating
detrital and carbonate deposits, of ages generally ranging from
Upper Permian to Upper Cretaceous.
The karstifiable rocks are Middle Triassic limestones and
dolomites (Anisian, Ladinian), Jurassic (Upper SinemurianCarixian and Upper Callovian-Tithonian) limestones and Lower
Cretaceous (Neocomian-Lower Aptian) limestones (IANOVICI et
al, 1976; ORASEANU, l 991 ). The sedimentary formations suffered

Figure la,b: Geographical positio11 of the Middle Basi11 of Jada
Valley
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Figure 2. Geological and hydrogeological map of the Middle Basin of Jada Valley. Karstijiable rocks (Mesozaic carbonate series):
an-Anisian dolomites and limestones; ld-Ladinian recifal limestones; si2-cx-Upper Sinemurian-Carixian encrinitic sandy
limestones; c/2-th-Upper Callovian-Tithonian limestones; ne-apl-Neocomian-Lower Aptian limestones with pachyodonts.
Unkarstijiab/e rocks: S.cr-Precambrian cristalline schists; he-sil-Hettangian-Lower Sinem11rian q11artzitic sandstones, plastic
shales; sn-Senonian shales and sandstones. Laramian 111ag111atites: 1rrhyolites; 8-dacites. (from ORASEANU, 1991).

4. Karst Typology
Taking into account the litho-tectonic conditions, we
consider the karst of the Jada area as an embedded graben karst
(BLEAH U, 1982). The development of the hydrographic network
evolved in concordance with the development of the main
surface drainage, represented by lada Valley, which followed in
this perimeter the sedimentary band of carbonate rocks. The
density of the hydrographic network, especially in the peripheric
zone of the Basin, was conditioned by the igneous and
metamorphic rocks features, which also led to a rather high
density of drainage in the interior of the graben, respectively in
the karsti fication area.
The moulding of Jada Valley began in the Neogene,
simultaneously with that of the Crisul Repede River, the former
being tributary to the Simleu Basin (situated North of lada
Valley) down to the state of the erosion level of 700 m (Rus u,
1988).
The endokarst of the Middle Basin of Iada Valley area is
represented by almost 250 caves and potholes out of which,
however, 70% are holes with developments of less than 50 m
(VREMIR, 1996). From typological viewpoint (COCEAN, 1990),
these are mainly subcutaneous caves or results of the drainage of
the hill-slopes. The potholes represent only 9,4% of the total

systems (including caves with pitch-type entrances). This fact
may well be attributed to the small extent of plain , plateau-like
zones. The active caves represent only 13% of the systems, but
the total length of their afferent passages exceeds 56% of the
totally known length.
We consider this situation typical for the graben karst, in
which overlapping of the karstification levels is obvious, the
succession taking place in a long period of time, simultaneously
with filling processes of the fossil caves.

5. Karstification levels
We divided the Middle Basin of Jada Valley in three areas,
dominated by specific litho-tectonic conditioned characters:
A. Lesului Valley Subbasin-the karstifiable rocks appear in
patches, interrupted by a series of faults, with less possibilities of
tracing distinct levels;
B. The middle area of the Remeti Graben-between Lesu dam
and the village of Remeti . This part boasts the most typical
phenomena of a very clear overlapping of the caves, exhibiting
the most varied karst forms . It also has the highest density of
cavities/sq km in Padurea Craiului Mountains (Rus u, 1988).
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Figure 3. Perspective cross-section i11 the Middle Basin of Jada Valley, showing the caves and the karstijication levels.

C. The subbasin of the Bisericii Valley and the perimeter
downstream the village of Remeti shows the same situation as in
the Lesului Valley area, but with less developed karst forms .
Most of our work was focused on the median zone of the
Remeti Graben (figure 2), the area between Salatruc Hill to the
West, downstream to the village of Remeti, on a 5 km long
segment of lada Valley.
We noticed the existence of 5 different karstification levels
(fig. 3), developed within a vertical extent of 350 m. On both
sides of the valley, at particular heights, one might observe
segments of insurgent or resurgent caves, mostly opened and
some partially destroyed by erosion. The filling courses being
very strong, only parts of the old systems are known by
intercepted segments.

Level I
The first karstification level and the eldest yet known may be
followed on both hillsides of lada Valley, in a zone situated
among 250 and 300 m relative altitude (750-800 m a.s.l.).
1
Resurgent-type (no. 26, 27, 235/3720 ) and insurgent type caves
(no. 50, 28) are characteristic for this level, as well as the
segments of a cave with lateral digression (no. IO and 217)
(fig.3). The most interesting cave of this level is Pestera cu
Cristale din Dealul Mihai (no I 0, Crystal Cave of Mihai Hill),
multi-levelled and with dendritic development.
On Lelii Hill, at 750 m a.s.l. and on Pobraz Hill at 770 m
a.s.l. we discovered some natural arches that attest the past
existence of some very impressive passages developed on the line
of the initial drainages, oriented perpendicular to the main course
of lada valley.

Level II
The second level develops among heights of 680 and 700 m
a.s.1.and it can be followed on both sides of the lada Valley. On
the Comului Hill (left side) there is cave no. 194 (fig.3) (Pestera
din Mina Cornului-The Cave of Cornului Mine) , which now
' Cave numbers are taken from the National Caves Inventory
1982), completed with later discoveries.

drains the water collected in some small depressions above the
area; the fossil level of the cave has the character of a phreatic
maze which in a later phase had become vadose, with great
flowrate variations (fig. 3).
Some characteristic caves of this level can be found on the
right slope of the valley: pothole no. 43 (Mihai Hill), 25 (Pobraz
Hill), caves no. 240 and 250 (Lelii Hill) (fig. 3). All these caves
developed around 700 m a. s. I.

Level III
Level 111 is well represented on both sides of lada Valley, at
an approximate altitude of 620 m a.s.l. In the Comului Hill, the
most important segment is cave no. 23 (Pestera lui Rotarides,
Rotarides' Cave), a dendritic multi-level lateral digression in
which vadose and phreatic phases alternate; the cave has at -50 a
subfossil level that probably belongs to level IV. At the same
height of about 620 m a.s.1.one can find pothole no. 24 (also on
Comului Hill) and pothole no. 22 on Popii Hill (fig. 3).
Level III is well marked on the right side of the valley by the
pothole no. I I on Mihai Hill (Iadul Alb-The White Hell, a two
levelled cave with a pitch-type entrance) and cave no. 74 on
Pobraz Hill (fig. 3).

Level IV
The fourth level develops around 550-570 m a.s.1.(50-70 m
above the valley). At this level there are the resurgent caves no.
54 (Comului Hill), no. 66 and 200 (Neteda Hill) and no. 158 on
Popii Hill, all located on the left side of lada Valley (fig. 3). The
fourth level is better represented on the right side: cave no. 81 on
Salatruc Hill, no. 195 (Lithophagus Cave) on Mihai Hill, and no
190 (Pestera cu Cristale din Galeria TCH-Crystal Cave from the
TCH Gallery) and no. 189 (Pestera Mare din Galeria TCH-The
Big Cave from TCH Gallery) on Pobraz Hill (see figure 3).

(GORAN,
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Lithophagus Cave is probably the most representative of the
Mihai Hill , with a long genesis period, included between levels
III and V (see also chapter Discussion). No. I 90 is probably a
fossil level of the actual drainage represented by Pobraz pothole
(no. 25, not shown on fig . 3). In the former there is to be noticed
a paragenesis of a large phreatic passage, subsequently filled by
clay in proportion of 80-90%. The deposit of detrital material,
sometimes exceeding 6 m, had accumulated epiphreatic, probably
in several succesive phases. No. 189 (Pestera Mare din Galeria
TCI{) is another cave that, alike Lithophagus Cave, belongs to
several phases of genesis between levels III and V. In Lelii Hill,
level IV is marked by cave no. 141, as well as by the upper fossil
level of the Cave no. 175 (Pestera cu Apa din Dealul Le/ii-The
Water Cave from Le/ii Hill) (fig. 3).

Level V
The fifth level is represented by active or fossil caves that
have mainly developed close to the actual level of Iada Valley.
The most important cave on the left side of the valley is cave no.
17 (Pestera de la Fata Apei, fig.3), which drains the waters from
two swallets from Valea Rea Valley. Cave no 180, parallel to
Jada Valley, is also active and probably drains some losses in the
riverbed.
Another active cave is no. 21 (Pestera cu Apa de la RemetiWater Ca ve .from Remeti), which communicates with Turii
Spring Cave (no. 18, fig. 3). This is a complex maze that
developed mainly phreatic, explored on over 750 m of partially
inundated passages (GYURKA, 1990). The system drains some
losses of Disorului Valley and of Jada Valley. In the southern
part of thi s system, a descendent passage leads to a large,
unexplored phreatic void, situated under the base level of Jada
Valley. On Popii Hill , level V is represented by cave no. 188.
Like in the case of level IV, the right side of Jada Valley
shows more specific elements, exhibited by the active caves from
Salatruc Hill (no. 118), Mihai Hill (no. 181 and 195), Pobraz Hill
(no. 100 and 189) and Lelii Hill (no. 175) (fig. 3).

6. Tracer tests
Most of the drainages in the Middle Basin of Jada Valley
were studied by Rus u (1988) and ORASEAN U ( 1991 ). It is worth
mentioning the presence of some permanent losses in the Jada
Valley ri verbed, downstream of cave no. 18 (Turii Cave). They
drain a large amount of water (average flowrate of I 00-200 Ifs) to
the Toplet Spring, situated 600 m downstream and 15 m below,
in 220 hours (ORASEAN U, 1991 ). The flowrates at the resurgence
remain almost unchanged even in prolonged dry periods, when
the average flowrate of Jada Valley substantially decreases.
Jn ovember 1996, we tried a tracer test with 800 g of
fluoresceine in the main cave stream of Pobraz pothole (no. 25/
3720; marked "P" in figure 2). We suspected its communication
with Davele karst spring(fig. 3; marked "D" in figure 2), with an
average flowrate 20 1/s. The spring is situated at 700 m straight
line distance and 235 m elevation range from the entrance of the
pothole. The average flowrate of the main stream of Pobraz
pothole was of 3 1/s (normal). However, the tracer didn't reappear
in the next four days neither at Davele spring, nor at the other
springs nearby (see fig . 2) and wasn't reported after.
This was the second tracer attempt in Pobraz pothole. The first
one, made in october 1975, had the same result.

extent of 350 m. Once the altitude increases, the specific features
of the ancient levels are less evident and easier to be mistaken for
subsequently developed elements. These karstification levels
suggest five main stagnation stages of the erosion, situated:
around 770-800 m; 700 m; 620 m; 550 m; 480-500 m (all a. s. I.).
The maximum valley erosion rate was established at 0,46 m/kyr
(LAURITZEN, ONAC, I995; ONAC, 1996).
Regarding the speleogenesis, we think that particular caves
like Lithophagus Cave (no. 195), Pestera Mare din Galeria TCH
(no. I 89) and the Big Room from Pestera din Dealul Lei ii (no.
175) were formed as large phreatic voids in the first phase. In
Lithophagus Cave there are some inundated sectors (rooms and
passages), parts of a phreatic maze developed under the level of
the lada Valley. These sectors seem to confirm that under the
present bed of the valley there is an ample phreatic system, part
of which are also the new discovered caves from Lunca Pizlii
area (fig. 3). Such phreatic systems are probably characteristic for
embedded karsts such as the graben karst.
The age of Lithophagus Cave has not been determined yet,
but ages over 350,000 years were obtained on the basis of some
U-Th datings on a monocrystalline stalagmite and on a few
flowstone samples taken from the cave, at 62 m above the valley
(ONAC & LAURITZ EN, in press). These ages suggest that the
fossilization phase at that level has started in the Lower Riss. The
proper age of the Lithophagus cave might descend to Lower
Pleistocene.
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7. Conclusions
In the Middle Basin of Jada Valley we determined 5 different
karstification levels (fig. 3 ), generally developed within a vertical
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Macroscopic paleokarstic features in upper cretaceous
limestones of the Adriatic-Dinaric carbonate Platform
(SW Slovenia)
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Abstract
The investigated area of SW Slovenia (Matarsko Podolje) in a paleogeographical sense belongs to the Adriatic-Dinaric carbonate
platform. The lower boundary of the youngest (terminal) megasequence of the platform is represented by regional disconformity that
was caused by Late Cretaceous and Early Paleogene emersion of the carbonate platform. We can find evidence for emersion in surface
and subsurface paleokarstic phenomena. For both paleokarstic types dissolutional morphological features, either covered or in filled by
different sediments, paleosols and cements (speleothems). are characteristic. Paleokarst surface is irregular or undulated and could
penetrate into underlying limestones through subcutaneous dissolutional pits and pipes. Subsurface paleokarst features are marked by
different porosity types (vuggy. channel and cavern porosity). There is obvious lateral variability in development of the surface and
subsurface paleokarstic features. Facies variabilities are also found in limestones below and above disconformity.

AUSTRIA

subaerially exposed parts of still active carbonate platforms
(MYLROIE & CAREW, 1995) or below them in geologic record
(JONES, 1992).

2. Stratigraphic framework

o IJub)jana

Fig11re 1. Geograpl,ica/ positio11 of tl,e investigated area

1. Introduction
Several workers recognised evidence for subaerial exposure
of the Upper Cretaceous carbonates of the SW Slovenia
{PLE lcAR et al., 1973; HAMRLA, 1986; DELVALLE & BUSER,
1988/89; DROBNE et al., 1987; KNEZ & PAVLOVEC, 1990;
SRIBAR, 1995; JURKOVSEK et al., 1996) and of the
neighbouring areas (CUCCHI et al., 1984; CUCCHI & PUGLIESE,
1984; CUCCHI et al.. 1987: RADRIZZANI et al., 1987; GuS1c &
JELASKA, 1990; GABR!c et al., 1995) but these articles generally
deal with chronostratigraphic gaps with brief descriptions of the
paleokarst features only.
The purpose of this paper is to document the nature of the
surface and sub urface paleokarst features of the Upper
Cretaceous carbonates that crop out along Matarsko Podolje area
in SW Slovenia (Fig. I). These data could serve as a basis for
further investigations on Upper Cretaceous and Lower Paleogene
paleokarst phenomena of this and neighbouring territories. In
recent years, numerous studies have focused on descriptions,
clas ifications and interpretations of paleokarstic features of
ancient carbonate platfonns (JAMES & CHOQUETTE. 1988a;
FRITZ et al., 1993). Similar phenomena are recently present on

Detailed reconstruction of stratigraphic evolution of the
Adriatic-Dinaric (AID) carbonate platform (sensu GuS,c &
JELASKA, 1993) is beyond the scope of this report. The reader
has to refer to above mentioned articles.
In a paleogeographical sense the investigated area belongs to
the northern part of the AID carbonate platform. The platform
was active throughout most part of the Mesozoic and Early
Paleogene. Almost all of its active life time it functioned like an
isolated carbonate platform with sedimentation of the pure
shallow water carbonates. Temporary interruptions by relative
sea level rise produced pelagic or pelagic influenced
environments. On the other hand episode of subaerial exposure
caused formation ofpaleosol and paleokarst features.
The depositional history of the Upper Cretaceous carbonates
of the investigated area has been studied intensively for the last
few years (SRIBAR, 1995; JURKOVSEK et al., 1996) and it is
comparable with other areas of the AID carbonate platform
(CUCCHI et al. 1987; GuS1c & JELASKA, 1990). Succession wa
lithostratigraphically divided into several formations. Paleokarst
features related to described regional disconformity are found in
carbonates of rather different ages and lithology. These
differences are significant on the relatively short distances. The
overlying
rocks
are
also
lithologically
and
chronosrratigraphically varied. In Matarsko Podolje area the
paleokarst features are developed in Upper Coniacian limestones,
but some tens km towards north the youngest rocks below the
disconformity are Upper Santonian limestones. In some parts
carbonates below the disconformity belong to the Upper
Campanian. On the most distal northern part of the ND
carbonate platform continuous sedimentation was followed by
Upper Maastrichtian hemipelagic limestone instead of subaerial
exposure (SRIBAR, 1995). On the whole territory of the SW
Slovenia shallow water carbonate sedimentation was renewed in
the Middle Maastrichtian except on the NE edge of the platform
and on the most southern part of the SW Slovenia (SRIBAR,
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1995). In ome. usually more southern parts of the AID carbonate
platform, we can find even Eocene limestones above this
paleokarst surface. In general there is a recognisable trend of
increasing of the chronostratigraphic gap from E towards SW .

3. Paleokarst features and related sediments
Surface as well as subsurface paleokarst occur on the
investigated area. Both types are marked by characteristic
solution morphology and are covered or filled by different
sediments, paleosols and/or cements (speleothems).

Paleokarst surface and paleosols
The tenn paleokarst surface represents solution that took
place at the atmosphere-rock ( or soil-rock) interface in surficial
paleokarsts ( WRIGHT, 1982). Although outcrops and geologic
profiles are very limited on the investigated area it is quite easy
to find paleokar tic interface in the field . U ually, there i a very
obvious colour difference between the limestone below the
paleokarst surface (white or light grey limestone frequently with
rudists) and the limestone above it (dark grey or mottled
limestone).
An irregular or undulate topography (Fig. 2) of the paleokarst
surface is covered by carbonates of re tricted marine or palustrine
/ lacusrrine environments (motteled limestone, black & white
pebble conglomerates). paleosol breccias (regoliths) and in some
places with lenses or pockets of the "bauxitic" material.
Somewhere, it i difficult to say without stratigraphic control if
distinct paleokarst surface (Fig. 2) belongs to described
paleokarst or it is one of better developed exposure surfaces of
the overlying fonnations. ln this case, there is no prominent
facies contrast between limestones below and above paleokarst
surface.
Subcutaneous dissolution pipes and pits are commonly
associated with paleokarst surface (Fig. 2). Up to three meter

deep and one meter wide dissolution pits are filled by few
generations ofbreccia. Average maximum diameter is about 5 cm
but they could be as big as 25 cm. These clasts are slightly
rounded and are made of pedogenetically altered parent
biomicritic wackestone. They "float" in tan marl , which
somewhere exhibits vague lamination . Similar breccia is
developed also on slightly undulated surface.
In some places paleokarst surface is expressed by complex
interface between two very different lithofacies types. Because of
the contrasting colours of these two lithofacies (white versus
black), high irregularity of the interface and/or pedogenically
altered parent limestones this contact could be expressed by
mottled zone. Limestones below this zone are practically braided
by dissolution pipes. Up to few dm wide pipes dipped several
meters below paleokarst surface. In some places it is difficult to
differentiate among subcutaneous disolution pipes, subsurface pit
caves and spongework branches of a larger horizontal phreatic
caves.
All voids and pits had been filled by sediments of different
sources. The most characteristic type is matrix-supported chaotic
breccia (sensu KERANS, I 993) that includes clasts of the host
limestone (usually biomicritic wackestone), reworked "bauxitic"
deposits and pedogenically altered host limestones (blackening,
root casts). Some clasts are partly coated by pedogcnic laminated
crust (caliche ). Clast size is up to I O cm and they could be
angular to rounded. Matrix is "bauxitic", usually with high
carbonate content (micrite or microsparite) and exhibits
pedogenic features. In the matrix we can observe laminated
rhizolitic crusts, alveolar structure and different kinds of peloids
(faecal pellets, "bauxitic / ferruginous" ooliths, calcrete and
ferruginous nodules or rinds around clasts ... ).
Fossils (foraminifers, big gastropods) and particularly
Microcodium fragments are very characteristic components in

Fig ure 2: U11du/ated p aleokarst surface with disso/11tio11 pit (arrows) covered by carbo11ate breccia with pedoge11ical/y altered c/asts.
Notebook is 33 cm high.
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the matrix. Pyrite framboids, often oxidised, are frequent in the
matrix. clasts and ho t rocks. Pyrite in the soil i a characteristic
product of marine hydromorphism that can occurs during initial
phase of marine nooding of the exposure surface (WRIGHT,
1994). Smaler pipes are frequently in filled by sediment similar to
the abov.e described breccia matrix .
Often , it is difficult to describe infillings of the pipes and
larger horizontal caves separately, because also subsurface
paleokarst voids had been influenced by sediment supply from
the surface via pipes and other interconnected voids
(dissolutionally enlarged fenestral pores, root moulds and other
pores).

Subsurface paleokarst
Subsurface paleokarst is expressed by larger phreatic
horizontal caves (up to few meter high and up to few tens of
meter wide I long) and smaller voids mentioned above. In some
places infilled mouldic and vuggy porosity was found as well.
The shape of the caves is highly irregular and in some places
they branch in smaller voids that could also be arranged in
horizons. It is possible that these smaller dissolutionally enlarged
voids acted as primary paths for fluid flow through carbonates, as
they had already existed before major subaerial exposure like
sedimentary or pedogenic voids. Only sporadic we can find
regular joints. Each void is completely infilled by different
sediments and cements or speleothems (Fig. 3 ). Sedimentation or
precipitation wa disrupted by periods of erosion and/or
dissolution .
A variety of breccia types are common in this paleokarst.
According to breccia classification of KERANS (1993) we can
find all four basic breccia types. Fracture and mosaic breccias are
found in some places near or on the cave wall and it seems that
they have gradational contacts with the host limestone.
Somewhere, fracture breccias are not in visible contact with any
void. Clast in these breccia are very angular up to 20 cm in
diameter. They are composed of host rock lithology. Matrix in

mo aic breccias includes red highly carbonate micritic sediments.
Fracture breccias are infilled by white calcitic cement and
reddish/tan laminated carbonate ediment. Matrix could exhibits
geopetal fabric. Clast-supported chaotic breccias include clasts of
the wall rock material and clasts of the resedimented void filling
sediments. Matrix is similar to below described sediments.
Finer-grained sediments alternate with breccias and
speleothems or cements. They are usually laminated. Particularly
significant are red laminated micrites that alternate with thin
crusts of calcitic crystals. Micritic red limestones frequently
contain crystal debris that came from the disintegrated crystal
rafts and other speleothems or cements. Sporadically "bauxitic /
ferruginous" ooliths and clasts of the parent rock can "float" in
this sediment.
Another significant finer-grained deposit exhibits very
regular cyclic sedimentation. Each of the lower coarser grain
laminae (2 cm thick) that exhibits gradation is covered by few
very thinly-laminated and very fine-grained laminae (up to ten
approximately 0,2 mm thick laminas in each cycle). Deposits of
fine grained sediments on steep slopes and local slumps (in dm
scale) are frequent phenomena as well.
ext significant deposits are coarse, up to 8 cm long pillar
white calcite crystals often with pyramidal tennination . They
have the same thickness from all side of the cavities. This type of
crystal was found in all profiles, usually few meter below the
paleokarst surface, but they could be also truncated by it. The e
deposits alternate with red sediments described above. The empty
space left after precipitation of coarse crystals is sometimes filled
by red/tan "bauxitic" and/or black probably pedogenic ediments
(fig. 3).
Smaller dissolution enlarged and mouldic pores are filled by
similar deposits as larger cavities but not in such heterogeneity.
Parent biomicritic limestone is frequently reddish stained and
recrystallized. Especially at the contact with infilled void it
could exhibits microsparitic belt.

Figure 3 : Smaller, probably phreatic channel filled by deposits of different composition, source and origin. Longer axis of the
picture is 20 cm long.
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4. Conclusions
According to characteristic paleokarst features and infilling
deposits surface and subsurface paleokarst in Upper Cretaceous
limestones of the SW Slovenia have been divided for the first
time.
The most obvious characteristic of paleokarst features and
related cover and void-tilling deposits is their tremendous
variety. Especially vadose voids and pits are usually infilled by
"bauxitic" deposits exhibit different pedogenic features. Surface
is usually covered by sediments that are typical for restricted
shallow marine / lacustrine (dark grey to black with sparse
ostracods, charophytes and gastropods) and palustrine
environments (brownish pedogenically reworked carbonate clasts
in marl, black & white conglomerates and mottled limestones).
According to morphological characteristics, horizontal
character and infilling content we can say that development of
larger caves was influenced by fresh or brackish water lenses.
Caves were later modified and infilled under different conditions.
From this data, by previous investigations and data from
other parts of the AID carbonate platform we can conclude that
described disconfonnity marks important change in depositional
environments and it has a regional distribution. "Bauxitic"
material is one of the main evidences for long duration of the
subaerial exposure under warm humid climate. The minimum
duration of exposure for development of oxisols that can be
considered as present-day equivalents of bauxites is in the order
of 10• years (D'ARGENIO & MINDSZENTY, 1995). We can also
find out that disconformity is not synchronous everywhere on the
platform and it has not lasted in an equally long time span. We
can classify it like interregional paleokarst (sensu JAMES &
CHOQUETTE, 1988b) with local tectonical influence that was
caused by regional tectonics. The formation of the disconformity
could be explained by forebulge uplift that it is associated with
an early stage of the fore land basin development.
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Caves and karst areas in Serbia
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Abstract
Karst areas occur in Eastern and Western Serbia, represented mostly by isolated limestone areas separated by Neogene basins, rocks
belonging to Tertiary volcanism and deep canyons and valleys. A great number of allogenous water courses enabled the formation of
prominent karst hydrological systems, as well as springs (average maximal yield 3 - 15 m 3/s), underground courses (up to 24 km long).
The surface morphology is dominate by sink holes and uvalas, while poljes as well as microkarstic features are rare. Approx. 4000
caves have been explored in Serbia so far. The length of the largest caves varies from 2000 to 7500 m, with maximal denivelation not
exceeding 270 m.

Resume
Le karst est develope aussi bien dans !'Est que dans !'Quest de la Serbie. Il est caracterise par des superficies calcaires isolees, qui
separent les bassins neogenes, les rochers du volcanisme tertiaire ou canons et vallees profondes. De nombreux cours d'eau allogenes
ont determine la creation d'un abondant systeme hydrologique en depit du fait qu'il s'agit de regions karstiques: sources (3 - 15 m3ts,
moyenne maximum), cours d'eau souterrains Gusqu'a 24 kilometres de longeur). La morphologie de surface est dominee par les
depressions (dolines et uvales), tandis que Jes poljes ainsi que Jes formes microkarstiques sont rares. En Serbie, plus de 4000 grottes et
gouffres ont ete prospectes. Les principales grottes ont de 2000 a 7500 m de longeur, et la denivellation maximum des gouffres y est de
150 a 270 metres.

1. Karst extent

2. Karst hydrology

Karst in Serbia occurs in bordering parts of the country
(fig. I). In Eastern Serbia it belongs to Karpatho-Balkanian
geotectonic unit. It is characterised by isolated limestone areas
separated by Neogene basins whose sediments cover the borders
of the limestone areas. Some of the limestone masses are
separated by Tertiary volcanic rocks. The thickness of limestone
mass is not uniform, though the average thickness is 500 m.
Karst is developed on mountain plateaus of various altitudes,
starting with 1500 - 1600 mas! (at Suva planina Mt.), but mostly
at the altitudes 1000 to I 100 m (at Beljanica, Devica, Ozren,
Tupiznica, Vidlic, Tresibaba and Kucaj Mts.), and also much
lower at 500 to 700 m (on Miroc, Kalafat, Tresibaba Mts.). Karst
in Serbia is mostly covered by forest and grass vegetation. Barren
areas are scarce, related mainly to limestone cliffs and steep
hillsides.
Karst in Western and South-western Serbia belongs to the
Dinaric tectonic unit. Here as well, limestone mass is divided into
larger or smaller complexes, mostly by deep canyons.
Limestones are much thicker then within Karpatho-Balkanian
Tectonic unit.

Division of limestone mass was caused by considerable
presence of fluvial erosion in Serbian karst. Numerous
allogenuos courses dissected, or are still dissecting the
limestones. In many cases, the development of karstic processes
converted the surface drainage
into underground drainage
systems. That way numerous systems of swallow holes and
related springs were formed. Both alluvial and cavernous ponor
zones and swallow holes are present, draining rivers and streams
of considerable flow.
In Serbia exists a great number ofkarst springs. Both types of
outflow (gravitational and siphonal) occur among the springs
with major discharge. Springs are characterised by high discharge
oscillations, many of them drying up during dry periods. During
those periods, the discharge of the strongest springs is reduced to
several hundreds lit/s. Com)ared with the average maximal
discharge amounting to I O m Is, during dry period reduction is
several tens oftimes. A great number of springs is used for water
supply of adjacent settlements.
Many river courses sink on the contact with limestones,
reappearing again on the surface in the form ofkasrt springs. The
underground water connections identified so far, confirm the
presence of well developed hydrological systems in the karst of
Serbia.

Nr.
01
02
03
04

05
06
07
08
09
10

Name
Beli Drim
Crni Timok
Krupacko vrelo
Vrelo Mlave
Vrelo Vaoe
Vrelo Istok
Vrelo Raske
Kruoaisko vrelo
Perucac
Zlotsko vrelo

Minimal dlscha~e
1.10
0.15
0.15
0.29
0.55
0.80
0.60
0.30
0.40
0.15

Maximal dlscha~e
15.5
16.0
10.0
14.8
10.0
6.5
7.0
3.0
9.0
3.0

Table 1: Major springs and their average maximal and minimal discharge (m 3/s)
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Nr.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Swallow hole
Radmilovac
Plandiste
Povlenska reka
Povlenska reka
Savina reka
Suvi potok
Lepenac
Busovata
Odorovacko poJie
Brezovica

altitude
(mas))
335
370
602
602
1560
1085
1132
1000
680
840

Spring

altitude
(m asl)
200
200
265
260
520
726
1050
410
420
410

Pastrici
Pastrici
Zelenci
Paklia
Istok
Raska
Prizrenska Bistrica
Veliko vrelo
Gradiste
Grza

distance
(km)

8.625
8.950
9.075
9.250
11.500
24.000
18.000
8.825
8.300
10.750

Table 2: Major 1mdergroimd courses

4. Caves

3. Surface karst morphology
In the surface morphology of Serbian karst, dolines and
uvalas abound. Microkarstic features occur only sporadically,
and poljes are rare. Dolines are of various forms and dimensions.
Usually they are filled by residual material, rarely are rocky. At
some areas sink holes are very numerous.
Amongst larger karst features, uvalas are the most numerous.
Originated by karstification of valleys in karst, uvalas are
elongated and follow ancient valley direction. They could occur
by combining of dolines, but that is less frequent case. Most of
the uvalas contain courses sinking underground, but there are as
well dry uvalas without water flow.

Name
Recke
Busovata
Divliakovac
Veliko fariste
Velika Brezovica
Maia Brezovica
Odorovacko polie
Poiatiste
Radiena
Berovica
Dobro polie
Liuto polie
Bare
Kali polie
Bazdar
Rasno poJie
Pestersko polie
Savina voda
Kostan polje

Location
Belianica
Beljanica
Kucai
Kucai
Kucai
Kucaj
Vidlic
Vidlic
Vidlic
Vlaska planina
Tara
Tara
Tara
Javor
Javor
Ninaia
Pester
Mokra gora
Ninaia

Speleological explorations of the caves in Serbia have been
carried out during the past hundred years. Though, central
speleological catastre does not exist, it has been estimated that
more than 4000 caves were explored. Out of that number, some
ten caves have been, or are still arranged for touristic
exploitation. Because of comparatively well preserved river
system, taking into account dimensions, dominating cave types
are: spring caves, ponor caves and tunnel river caves. The length
of largest varies from 2 km to 7 .5 km.
Because of comparatively small thickness of limestone mass,
the denivelation in caves is small. The depth of largest caves is
between 150 and 270 m.

altitude
(m asl)
990
1020
420
770
835
835
700
700
700
740
1152
1250
1130
1198
1060
1120
1160
1560
840

length
(km)

width
(km)

1.3
1.2
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
10.0
2.0
1.5
2.5
3.5
2.5
1.43
2.5
2.0
3.0
13.0
2.0
7.0

0.4
0.4
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
3.0
1.5
0.5
0.8
0.7
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.8
1.5
8.5
1.5
1.0

Table 3: Some of t/1e largest uvalas a11d poljes
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Nr.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Name
Bogovinska pecina
Usacki pecinski sistem
Cerjanska pecina
Nemacki ponor
Resavska pecina
Samar
Buronov ponor
Rajkova pecina
Stopica pecina
Pogana oec

Len2th (m)
7500
6200
5150
3700
2830
2790
2400
2304
2160
2000

Nr.
31
32
33
34
24
27
37
23
39
40

Name
Dubasnica
Jama u Lanistu
Rakin oonor
Tisova iama
Nemacki ponor
Buronov oonor
Dragov ponor
Cerianska oecina
Cvijiceva iama
Miiailova iama

Table 4: Lo11gest caves i11 Serbia

.:······•...............
·~-=-.

Denlvelatlon (m)
276
272
256
235

210
187
183
176
171
167

Table 5: Deepest caves i11 Serbia
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Figure I: Exte11t of karst i11 Serbia
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Abstract
The paleokarst of the Quercy area (more than one hundred known sites) had its clay fillings intensively quarried at the
end of XIX th Century, in order to dig out the phosphatic ore. These clays contains abundant land vertebrate remains.
Field prospections over four last decades have established that each unit filling is homogeneous as regard its fauna and
age, with very rare occurences of presumable contact between two distinct fillings. The Quercy faunas are now known to
range from the late early Eocene up to early Miocene. The Quercy fillings and faunas are among the richest sources in the
world for the land vertebrates story and evolution, during the early Tertiary period, the biochronology, paleoecology and
conditions of karstic sedimentation and fossilisation.

Resume

La decouverte du paleokarst quercinois a la fin du XiXe siecle est liee a la presence d'apatite dans Jes anciens
remplissages. Ce mineral etait principalement localise au fond et sur Jes parois des cavites. Son exploitation cornrne
engrais a necessite l'enlevement de volumes importants d'argile. Cette derniere livra de nombreux restes de vertebres
continentaux, assez abondants pour que nous Jes retrouvions aujourd'hui dans les collections de musees du monde entier.
L'age des fossiles extraits de plus d 'une centaine de sites s'etalait de !'Eocene superieur a l'Oligocene superieur soit
sur une duree de quelques 20 millions d'annees. Les conditions des premieres recoltes ont fait croire a des melanges de
faunes dans chaque ''poche a phosphate". La reprise des observations sur le terrain dans Jes annees 60 ont montre que
chaque ancienne cavite possedait en fait une faune d'age bien precis. Chaque site du paleokarst quercinois a done
fonctionne en systeme autonome. Les remplissages de sites geographiquement proches (quelques dizaines de metres) se
revelent parfois d'age different. Les recherches recentes et l'inventaire systematique des anciennes phosphatieres ont
etendu la periode de remplissage a !'Eocene inferieur et moyen et au Miocene inferieur. Le piegeage de faunes a done
dure 30 millions d'annees. Des remplissages (non phosphates) sont aussi dates du Quaternaire. La complexite de ce
paleokarst est illustree par l'alternance de phases de soutirage et de comblement amenant tres localement et sur quelques
sites une juxtaposition relative des remplissages.
Les apports des etudes scientifiques de ces faunes sont considerables. Les petits causses du Quercy constituent la seule
region au monde ou nous pouvons suivre !'evolution et Jes transformations subies par Jes faunes continentales (vertebres
et rnarnrniferes principalement) durant une aussi longue preriode. La biochronologie et la biostratigraphie en milieu
continental de !'ere tertiaire ont ete renouvellees et 5 sites quercinois ont ete retenus comrne gisements de reference
europeenne au Symposium International tenu aMayence en' 1987.
En ce qui concerne la systematique, plus de 200 especes valides de rnarnrniferes (sur 326 identifiees appartenant a
12 ordres) ont ete decrites sur la base du materiel sauve au cours de la periode d'exploitation industrielle mais Jes localites
de provenance restent inconnues. Chaque annee, de nouvelles especes sont identifiees et crees a partir du materiel recolte
recemrnent et done bien date et de provenance connue.
L'etude des assemblages fauniques est rendue possible par l 'etablissement de listes des especes presentes dans chaque
localite. Ces assemblages sont significatifs des conditions climatiques et perrnettent une restitution des paysages vegetaux
successifs.
La taphonomie revele Jes conditions de remplissage de chaque site et permet de reconstituer Jes differentes phases qui
ont precede le piegeage des faunes dans chaque cavite.
Le paleokarst quercinois est un veritable laboratoire de !'evolution.
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Speleological Investigations in Saudi Arabia
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* Inst. f. Hydrogeology & Geothermics, Joanneum Research, Elisabethstrasse 16, A-80 I 0 Graz, Austria
**Landesverein f. Hoehlenkunde i. d. Steiermark, Brandhofgasse 18, A-8010 Graz, Austria
Abstract
Speleological investigations in the Surnman Plateau (Saudi Arabia, Eastern Province, Emirate of Ma'aqla) were part of a joint project of
the Austrian Academy of Sciences and the King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Dbahran, Saudi Arabia.
A short survey on earlier speleological investigations in Saudi Arabia is given, a characterization of the main topographical, geological
and geomorphological features of the study area and a description of representative morphological patterns of cave development
showing the distiguished morphogenetic evolution of the landscape depending on tectonic movements in the wider framework of the
geological development of the Arabian Shelf Platform.

Zusammenfassung
Hohlenkundlicbe Untersuchungen im Summan Plateau (Saudi Arabien, Ostprovinz, Emirat Ma'aqla) waren Teil eines gemeinsamen
Projektes der Osterreicbiscben Akademie der Wissenscbaften und der King Fabd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi
Arabien. Es wird ein kurzer Uberblick iiber friihere speliiologische Forschungen in Saudi Arabien gebracbt, eine Charakteristik der
wichtigsten topograpbischen, geologiscben und geomorpbologischen Gegebenheiten des Untersucbungsgebietes und eine Beschreibung
repriisentativer morphologischer Muster der Hoblenentwicklung, die auf eine besondere Morphogenese der Landscbaft in Abhiingigkeit
von den tektonischen Bewegungen im weiteren Rabmen der geologischen Entwicklung der Arabischen Scbelfplattform hinweisen.

1. lndroduction
The project was entitled "Karst Phenomena of the Arabian
Shelf Platform and their Influences on Underground Aquifers". It
was thought as an extension of a preceding project named
"Quaternary Period of Saudi Arabia" (AL-SAYARI & Z6TL, 1978;
]ADO & Z6TL, 1984).
The main objective of the project was to study the karst
phenomena in the outcrop-area of the Paleocene Urnm-erRadhuma-formation and to point out the interrelation between
karstification processes, aquifer development and groundwater
recharge with respect to the geomorpbologic conditions, the
geologic, sedimentologic and structural prerequisites and the
climatic influences. Because the primary objective was a hydrogeological one the speleological investigations bad to be seen in
the context of the above mentioned objectives, and included

mapping and surveying of caves, their documentation and
speleogenetic interpretation, structural investigations and samp
ling of speleothems for dating (BENISCHKE et al., 1987, 1993).

2. Topographic Overview
The Surnman Plateau starts in the North near the border to
Kuwait and extends to the South over 800 km as a relatively
narrow arch to the northern margin of the wide Rub' al Kbali
desert. To the East the plateau changes gently to the coastal
plains at the Arabian (Persian) Gulf. To the West the plateau is
contiguous to the parallel running dune belt of Ad Dahna, which
connects the Nafud desert in the North and the Rub' al Khali in
the South.
The study area (subsequently called Ma'aqla region) is
situated in the As Sulb Plateau which belongs to the greater
region of the Summan Plateau in northeastern Saudi Arabia.
The Ma'aqla region itself is located in the center of the
Surnman Plateau within a quadrangle of approx. 26° 15' N and
26°45' N, and 47°00' E and 47°30' E respectively (figure !). The
main settlement is the small village of Ma'aqla which had been a
fort against the aboriginal bedouine tribes during the Osmanian
occupation. The base camp during the field work was Shawyah
another small bedouine village situated at the margin of Ad
Dahna about 37 km southeast ofMa'aqla.

3. Geological Setting

Figure I: Generalized topographic map of the Arabian
Pennitzsula with the study area (marked with asterisk).
M= Ma'aqla, D= Dhahran.

The Ma'aqla region is characterized by the Paleocene Ummer-Radhuma-formation (= UeR). This formation consists of light,
aphanitic and arenitic limestones and brown dolomites with chert
nodules abundant. Within the sequence of this formation thick
beds of marl-like layers offered good possibilities for
karstification or erosion. In detail the genesis of these layers is
uncertain but lithological and sedimentological investigations as
well as the study of numerous thin-sections showed a strongly
recrystallized texture, dolomitization and partly complete
decalcification.
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years later (PETERS et al., 1990). Dahl Abu Hashami a shaft cave,
Dahl Abu Marwah a cave ruin and again Dahl Sultan have been
explored.

5. Morphology of the Ma'aqla Caves

f DA HL

According to their position in the landscape we found three
types of caves: cave ruins, horizontally developed caves only
some meters beneath the land surface and as a third group shafts
with only some smaller horizontal extensions.
The cave ruins consist of types, where almost all rooms and
galleries have been destroyed by landerosion or consist of types
where only a relatively weak influence of erosion or denudation
leads to opening of cave passages to the land surface. A very
impressive example is the so-called Open-Air-Cave (figure 3) or
the Chert Cave. In all cases it could be observed that remnants of
speleothems could be found on the surface or close to the
entrance openings or cemented in duricrust. This apparently
shows that an older landscape has been destroyed either by linear
(Sliatr, Ca,r /

Figure 2: Generalized geological map of the Ma'aqla region.
S=Aeolia11 sand, G=Gravel deposits fro m basement rocks,
Tsm=Sandstone, marl, lim estone (Miocene), Th=Sandy
limestone, Hadruk h-form ation (Early Miocene); Tu= Um111er-Radlwma-for111ation (Paleocene), f rom AL-SAYARI & Z6TL
(1978).
As the central part around the village of Ma'aqla is only at a
few places overlain by Miocene elastic sediments (=Tsm), the
eastern part towards the coast consists almost exclusively of these
younger sediments. Because the elastic sediments are strongly
cemented by calcium carbonate these layers have also a potential
for cave development.
Generally the strata dip very gently to E and E according to
the general dipping of the entire platfonn. Cave development is
generally controlled by tectonics but also by stratigraphy, which
can clearly be shown on the cave-maps. The general direction of
the cave systems is closely bound to the strata-dipping ( E or E)
wherea the local direction of individual passages depend on
tectonic structures such as igni ft cant joints.

4. Earlier Speleological Investigations
PHILBY ( 1925) gave some references on karstification, and an
approximate localization of caves can be obtained from the
geological map (BRAMKAMP & RAMIREZ, 1958). A detailed
description of the karst and cave distribution, in particular from
the Summan Plateau can be found in AL-SAYARI & ZOTL ( 1978)
together with first results on speleothem-dating with 14C, which
brought ages ranging from 30-40 ky BP.
A urvey from MIDDLETO ( 1978) mentions the possibilities
of caving in the Arabian region deduced from the distribution of
karstifteable rock fonnations. Later on parts of the Eastern
Province were explored with descents into shafts down over 75
m (DAVIS, 1983). French speleologists mapped the cave Aiyn Hit
near Riyadh (COURBO , 1985).
A series of new and intense exploration from American
speleologists brought new insights into the distribution of caves
in the eastern part of Saudi Arabia, particularly into
morphological details {PINT, 1985; PINT & PETERS, 1985). They
surveyed 600 m of the so-called B!owho/e Cave near Ma'aqla
later named after a local guide as Dahl Sultan. A very detailed
description about caves and karst in Saudi Arabia followed some

Figure 3: Example for a cave ruin wit/, remnants of big
columns of dripstone (Open-A ir-Cave).
erosion or by denudation. Moreover the speleothems or thei r
remnants - some of them have been columns of I m diameter show that at least one period of vadose conditions preceded that
one which was responsible for the presently accessible part of the
caves.
The horizontally developed shallow caves represent the
main group in the southern part of the study area. They start
mostly with cylindrically shaped tubes with different diameters
(from I to 10 m). Approx. 5-12 m below the land surface
horizonta l passages fo llow which are connected via additional
tubes to deeper levels of the system. Generally they are
developed along beddi ng-planes (figure 4) and form a kind of
two-dimensional network in some cases like a maze cave with
closed loops of galleries. The directions of the passages follow
the E-dipping strata but are controlled also by major fissures
and joints. The levels of the cave passages are bound to distinct
intervals within the sequence of rocks. This uniformity can be
observed throughout in the region . Therefore it can be concluded
that this featu re is based strongly on the baselevel discharge
conditions in dependence upon the regional erosional baselevel.
The drawdown of this baselevel during the past occurred
only within a small difference of some tens of meters, which
seems to be an indication for the evolution of only a weak relief
during the past. This group of caves is mainly represented by
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6. Speleogenesis of the Ma'aqla Caves

Figure 4: Bedding-plane passage in the UPM-Cave as example
for the horiw ntally developed caves. The passage is developed
in the marl-like beds, the floor is covered with spilled-in sand.
caves such as the UPM-Cal'e ( 668 m long), B32-Cave (I.I km
long) and the Dog Cave (360 m long).
The third group of caves is represented by mainly vertically
developed caves or shafts with only some hort horizontal
extensions. The caves lead down to a depth approx. 45 m below
the land surface. It is of intere t that most of those caves are
developed in their upper part in the Tsm-formation and in their
lower part in the Umm-er-Radhuma-fonnation (figure 5). Only in
the clo e vicinity of Ma'aqla the normally overlieing Tsm-unit is
missing due to an tectonic updoming. Some of these caves have
been explored by American collegues too (PETERS et al., 1990)
such as the Dahl Abu Hashami and some others.
In other regions in the orth of Ma'aqla the shafts are
developed in the Tsm, which is a result of a relative low position
of this part of bedrock, wherein the Tsm-unit has been
conservated. This process originated from a continuous
development during an uplift of the Arabian Shield in the West
and parallel from a gentle tilting to the East of the adjacent Shelf
Platform .

Lithology, (Geo)tectonics and bedding conditions are seen as
more static elements in cave development, whereas climate and
biological factors are considered to be the more dynamic factors.
To understand the development of a land cape its morphogeny is
essential for interpretation of karstification processes. All the
karst phenomena including the caves are descendants of an older
landscape, which in the case of the ruins had been destroyed
successively either by surface denudation or by linear erosion
resulting later on in wadi systems
During our investigations we have found the above
mentioned three types of caves which are bound to distinct
evolutional levels of the landscape. Beginning with the
uppermost part the cave ruins and sometimes remnants of
dripstones show very clearly that there was an old horizon of
vadose galleries. During that times the other deeper situated
horizons were under phreatic conditions. The proce s of
drawdown of the baselevel and the subsequent development of
cave levels was initialized by geotectonic movements (uplift of
Arabian Shield) starting in the Late Me ozoic and after
sedimentation of the UeR-Formation. At last this resulted in a E
or NE-tilting of the Shelf Platform during the Late Eocene and
the Oligocene (H6TZL et al., 1993).
Concerning the group of horizontal caves we explored a well
karstified, more or less shallow horizon of bedding-plane
passages covering an interval of approx. 40 m. But most of the
accessible caves are developed only I O m below the land surface.
This horizon is accessible only in caves but is visible in
boreholes too drilled by the ARAMCO oil company. These
boreholes show another interesting feature such as two other
intensively karstified but dry horizons in different depths (75-80
m and 90-100 m below the land surface). The actual water table
is today in a depth of 160 m. This is considered to be the
presently active phreatic level but could never be reached during
the field campaign.
For a better understanding of some details of the evolutional
phases in particular the question about the age of speleothems,
we carried out sampling of sinter and stalagmites or stalactites.
Two groups could be distinguished : an older group and a
younger group. The older group is represented by bigger
stalgmites and shows after Uranium-Series dating in most cases
an age of more than 200 ky B.P. The younger group dated with
14c respresents material with ages between Late Pleistocene and
Holocene.
Another detail was the observation of reddish-brown
sediment-relics consisting of quartz sand in potholes and pockets,
on floors and on ceilings of passages. This indicated in the
accessible caves a phase of former complete filling where the
overlying landscape has been eroded. Later there was a phase
with reactivation of the cave and transport of the sediments to a
deeper level, which possibly has plugged its galleries. This is
most likely the reason that it was not possible to get deeper into
the cave systems.

7. Outlook
This very interesting region offers good possibilities for
caving and research on cave development and the respective
geologic and climatic influences during the past. Because the
caves. It seems to be essential to investigate a wider area of the
Arabian Penninsula for better comparison and to enhance dating
of sediments and of speleothems.

Figure 5: Typical dome-shaped shaft (Pigeon Dome) in the
North of Ma 'aqla. The entrance part forms a cupola with some
small holes fo r access.
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Etude speleo-karstologique du systeme Muruk-Berenice
(Monts Nakana"i; Papouasie-Nouvelle Guinee) :
resultats de l'expedition de 1995 et perspectives pour 1998
Fabien Hoblea et Philippe Audra,
CAGEP-URA 903 du CNRS, lnstitut de Geographie,
29 Avenue Robert Schuman, 13621, Aix-en-Provence Cedex, France.
Abstract
From january to march I 995, the French caving and diving expedition "Hemisphere Sud : )er moins mi lie" took place in the
Nakana'i mountains (East-New Britain, Papua-New Guinea). The main speleological aim was to continue the exploration of Muruk hole
(alt. 1480 m) : after diving a sump at the depth of 637 meters, the exploration stopped at -I 141 m. A water tracing showed that the
underground river of Muruk is pringing out from a big cave called Berenice (alt. 260 m, explored until + I 08-meter-spot height) in the
canyon of the Galowe river. During this expedition were carried out a lot of observations about karst morphology and hydrology of this
unknown equatorial area, which are summarised in this paper.
In january I 998, a new expedition will try to link up Muruk hole and Berenice Cave. The karst-research programme is ready and
given to conclude.

Resume

De janvier a mars I 995 s'e t deroulee )'expedition francai e de speleo-plongee "Hemisphere sud, I er - I 000" dans le kar t des
Monts akana"i sur la cote sud-esr de la ouvelle-Bretagne (Papouasie- ouvelle Guinee). Cette communication s'attache plus
particulierement a exposer Jes re ultats des investigations scientifiques qui ont accompagne et parfois guide Jes explorations
speleologiques, notamment dan le gouffre de Muruk, ou un trar;age aconfirrne la liaison hydrogeologique rapide entre cette cavite et la
resurgence de Berenice, motivant la poursuite des explorations post-siphon en vue d'effectuer la traversee speleologique integrale du
systeme.
Ce sera l'objectif principal d'une prochaine expedition prevue pour janvier I998, et !'occasion de recueillir des donnees
karstologiques complementaires.

1. Introduction
Le gouffre de Muruk (5°28'15" S; 151°21'48" E) s'ouvre a
1480 m d'altitude sur le plateau de la haute-Galowe dans les
moots Nakanai situes sur l'ile de Nouvelle-Bretagne en Papouasie
Nouvelle Guinee (figure I). La cavite fut decouverte par les
membres d'une expedition frani;:aise en 1985, qui s'etaient arretes
sur un large siphon a la cote - 637 m. Le franchissement de cet
obstacle et la poursuite des explorations post-siphon constituait le
principal objectif de l'expedition frani;:aise de speleo-plongee
"Hemisphere-sud : ler - 1000" qui s'est rendue sur les lieux de
janvier a roars 1995. Pendant que les plongeurs oeuvraient depuis
le plateau, une partie de l'equipe s'est employee a atteindre et
explorer une emergence reperee d'helicoptere au fond du canyon
de la Galowe entaillant le plateau sur sa bordure orientale. Cette
magnifique source perchee 90 m au-dessus du talweg projette ses
2 m 3/s (a l'etiage) en une blanche cascade baptisee la Chevelure
de Berenice. Tandis que l'equipe de Muruk franchissait le siphon
et poursuivait !'exploration dans de vastes galeries jusqu'a la cote
- 1141 m, l'equipe de la resurgence parvenait a atteindre dans le
canyon le porche penetrable donnant acces a la riviere souterraine
de Berenice, qu'un trai;:age a demontre etre l'aval des circulations
rencontrees dans Muruk. Berenice a ete remontee sur I 08 m de
denivellation. La corde et le temps ont malheureusement manque
pour effectuer jonction et traversee de ce systeme de 1220 m de
denivellation.
Dans ces contrees difficiles d'acces et peu connues, il est
particulierement important que les explorations, souterraines ou
de surface, s'accompagnent d'observations et de mesures geographiques, (hydro)geologiques, geomorphologiques et biologiques.
Comme dans toutes Les expeditions lointaines de ce type, la
collecte des donnees s'effectue durant les temps d'explorations. Il
s'agit d'avoir l'oeil ouvert a chaque instant, car il e-t ::lifficile
d'envisager des seances specifiques aux recherches scie~tifiques,
et bien entendu il n'est pas possible, lorsqu'on constate des
lacunes apres le retour de !'expedition, d'aller les combler au
cours d'un week-end.
L'expedition de 1995 a permis de reconnaitre le terrain sur le plan
karstologique, de poser les problemes morphogeniques en
s'appuyant sur des releves topographiques et speleomorphologiques concentres sur le systeme Muruk-Berenice, sans

toutefois negliger le contexte des fonctions "entrees" et "sortie"
du systeme, en etudiant aussi ce qu'il nous a ete permis de
parcourir du plateau et du canyon de la Galowe. Elle a en cela
prepare le terrain a !'expedition prevue pour 1998, au programme
scientifique balise et etoffe.

Figure I : Localisation de la w ne exploree

2. Le karst de la haute-Galowe dans son
cadre geologique et bioclimatique
Fort
heureusement,
les
expeditions
speleologiques
precedentes comprenaient egalement des karstologues qui purent
deja etudier des secteurs voisins aux caracteres similaires
(MAJRE, 1990). La Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinee avail de plus
fait l'objet de nombreuses recherches de la part de
geoscientifiques issus des anciens pays colonisateurs de ce jeune
Etat (LOFFLER, 1977). Toutes ces donnees sont precieuses pour
une approche a differentes echelles du pays en general ou du
secteur en particulier.
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Geologie
Au contact entre la plaque continentale australienne et plaque
oceanique du Pacifique, !'arc insulaire forme par la NouvelleGuinee, l'archipel Bismarck auquel appartient la NouvelleBretagne, et les iles Salomon, est un maillon de la "ceinture de
feu " du Pacifique. Il constitue une des zones les plus mobiles et
instables de l'ecorce terrestre, ou se manifestent 5 a 10% de
l'activite sismique mondiale ! Durant !'expedition, c'est en
moyenne une secousse par semaine qui ebranlait serieusement
notre campement (magnitude superieure a 4,5 Richter ?). Mais
les equipiers evoluant alors sous terre n'ont jamais rien ressenti.
La tectonique du plateau de la haute-Galowe est assez ma!
connue a grande echelle. Cette partie de la plate-forme
carbonatee des Monts-Nakanai est constituee par les calcaires
miocenes dits de Yalam (miocene inferieur et moyen), assez
crayeux et epais de 1300 a 1500 metres, reposant sur un soclevolcano-sedimentaire dont la mise en place date de l'eogene. Le
plateau de la haute-Galowe, dont le pendage est d'apres nos
observations de 5 a 10° vers l'Est/Sud-Est, serait sur le flanc SudEst d'un geanticlinal d'axe OSO-ENE (MAIRE, 1990), hache par
des failles rectilignes Est-Quest bien visibles sur photos
aeriennes.
Cllmat et vegetation
Les donnees bioclimatiques sont caracteristiques des regions
equatoriales, avec une moyenne annuelle de temperature
superieure a 25°C au niveau de la mer et des totaux annuels de
precipitations parmi les plus importants de la planete (pres de 6,5
m/an sur le littoral de la baie de Jaquinot au pied du plateau). Au
camp de Muruk a 1500 m d'altitude,la temperature fraichissait
jusqu'a l 7°C la nuit et depassait difficilement les 25°C en
journee. Du fait d'un regime pluviometrique de type mousson
caracterise par une bascule des vents dominants porteurs de pluie
(N-0 durant l'ete austral de janvier a avril et S-E en hiver de mai
a octobre), ii est imperatif que les expeditions sur la cote sud-est
aient lieu durant l'ete austral, periode ou cette fayade est placee
sous le vent, done relativement plus seche. Il n'empeche qu'il
pleut quasiment tous les jours, mais seulement pendant quelques
heures, et des jours sans pluie sont possibles. Si les cours d'eau
de surface et souterrains sont globalement a l'etiage, les montees
d'eau sont possibles a tout moment, tant les precipitations
peuvent etre intenses. Pour qu'il y ait crue dangereuse, ii faut
cependant que !'averse dure suffisamment longtemps pour
atteindre le seuil au-dela duquel l'abondante couverture pedovegetale cesse de jouer un role-tampon.
Le plateau de la haute-Galowe, comme 90% du territoire de
la Nouvelle-Bretagne est en effet recouvert d'une foret dense a
arbres geants et sous-bois de fougeres arborescentes
concurrencees a partir de 1200 m d'altitude par d'inextricables
fourres de bambous. Dans ce contexte climatique favorable, la
strate arboree arrive a se fixer meme sur les pentes les plus
escarpees des canyons. Seuls les secteurs sujets a ecroulements
ou glissements de terrain en sont depourvus.
Le karst
Le plateau de la haute-Galowe presente sur sa surface
sommitale entre 1000 et I 500 metres d'altitude une morphologie
typique des karsts intertropicaux humides. La partie amont de
l'impluvium presente un modele de type fluvio-karstique
compose de nombreux talwegs guides par la fracturation et
partiellement impermeabilises par une couverture argileuse
enrichie d'apports volcaniques, a drainage temporaire absorbe par
des pertes qui prennent parfois la forme d'un gouffre, comme
celui de Muruk. A l'aval, ce modele fait place a une bande de
terrain ou de vastes dolines jointives donnent un modele
polygonal (figure 2). Il faut se demander si la delimitation de ces
modeles, bien visible sur photos aeriennes, n'est pas en partie
contr6lee par des parametres lithologiques (contact entre recif et
arriere-recif).
Indifferents a ces variations de modeles, des avens geants
tailles a l'emporte-piece dans le plateau nous rappellent que nous

sommes dans la region des Kavakuna et autres Nare. Une enorme
galerie-salle plongeante trepanee par !'erosion de surface a ainsi
ete survolee en helicoptere au sud de la zone (photo I). Baptisee
provisoirement le "puits-haricot", elle constituera un des objectifs
de la prochaine expedition, meme si l'effondrement de la vmlte a
l'origine de cette depression laisse peu d'espoir d'acces au karst
profond ...
Le canyon de la Galowe delimite le plateau au Nord et a !'Est.
Il forme une entaille de plus de l 000 m de profondeur,
extremement raide et etroite dans les 400 metres inferieurs. Dans
la partie amont du canyon, orientee Ouest-Est, le cours d'eau
formant la haute-Galowe, alimente par le ruissellement de
surface, est des plus chetifs. La Galowe nai't veritablement a
l'exsurgence impenetrable de Mayang (20 m3/s a l'etiage), situee
a l'entree du coude inflechissant la direction du canyon vers le
sud (figure 2). Entre Mayang et la mer, pas moins de
8 emergences ont ete reperees en rive droite de la Galowe, dont la
Chevelure de Berenice, qu'il s'agissait d'atteindre et d'explorer, en
s'assurant de sa relation avec les eaux de Muruk, hypothese sur
laquelle reposait tout l'interet de !'expedition.
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3. Le systeme Muruk-Berenice : grand
gouffre equatorial ... de type alpin !
Muruk et Berenice ont fait l'objet d'une etude speleomorphologique combinant trayages, mesures des parametres
physico-chimiques des eaux, releves speleo-morphologiques,
examen et echantillonnage des remplissages. L'ensemble des
donnees recueillies peut etre consulte dans deux publications
facilement accessibles (HACHE et al., 1995 ; HOBLEA, 1995).
Par souci de brievete, nous nous contentons ici d'exposer les
principaux resultats de nos recherches preliminaires, ainsi que les
interrogations ayant servi de guide a l'etablissement du
programme d'etude de la prochaine expedition.
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HydrographJe souterralne : l'apport des tra\'.ages
Deux trayages ont ete effectues pour conna1tre la destination
des rivieres souterraines. La premiere coloration a permis de
demontrer la liaison entre Muruk et Berenice, motivant ainsi la
poursuite des explorations post-siphon en quete du premier
"mains mille" de !'hemisphere sud. La fluoresceine a ete injectee
post-siphon. La rapidite du transfert (300 m/h a plus d'l km/h)
laisse supposer qu'aucun autre siphon ne viendra entraver la
traversee Muruk-Berenice.Un second trayage a ete realise pour
lever un point d'interrogation sur !'organisation interne du
drainage. La topographie et les observations directes in-situ ont
permis de representer !'organisation des circulations dans le
systeme (figure 3). Au total, les parties connues du reseau
montrent un systeme hydrographique fortement hierarchise
autour d'un collecteur incline et accidente de nombreuses
cascades, independant d'un quelconque ecran etanche. Le volume
des galeries est a la mesure des enormes debits de hautes eaux
que !'on peut supposer s'ecouler entre mai et octobre . Plusieurs
affluents se greffent sur le collecteur apres un parcours au profil
plus raide, marque par d'importantes verticales.
Vers - 1000 m se produit un phenomene remarquable : la
galerie principale se ramifie en une dizaine de petits conduits
tubulaires (le "Gruyere"), a !'image d'un barillet branche sur le
canon d'un revolver. Dans la salle qui fait la jonction entre les
deux morphologies, un actif arrive en cascade du plafond (la
"cascade probabiliste") . Ses eaux se partagent en deux ruisseaux,
de part et d'autre d'un cone d'eboulis : l'un devale la pente
caillouteuse pour rejoindre l'actif principal, l'autre continue sa
route par une galerie differente, celle-la meme suivie par les
explorateurs pour atteindre la cote - 114 l m. On assiste ainsi a un
spectaculaire (et rare) croisement de chemins de drainage
karstique.
Debits et pbyslco-chlmJe des eaux souterralnes
Les debits d'etiage observes durant cette saison relativement
seche peuvent momentanement etre gonfles par de violentes
precipitations journalieres, si l'intensite est suffisante pour qu'un
ecoulement apparaisse dans les talwegs de surface, conduisant Jes
eaux de pluie vers une perte concentree. Dans ces conditions, de
brusques montees d'eau ont ete observees dans Muruk comme
Berenice, sans cependant qu'ait ete observe cette fois de veritable
phenomene de vague de crue . Les actifs ant un debit d'etiage de
quelques dizaines de Vs a l'amont du collecteur, quelques
centaines de Vs dans la riviere a l'amont du siphon, 1,5 a 2 m 3/s a
partir de la cascade rencontree post-siphon a - 847 m, qui
constitue le collecteur principal du systeme.
Des mesures plus precises ont pu etre effectuees pour ce qui
concerne Jes parametres physico-chimiques des eaux. La
temperature de la riviere souterraine variait entre l 8°C dans la
zone d'entree de Muruk et 19,6°C dans Berenice. le pH
s'accroissait globalement d'amont en aval pour un meme drain :
entre 7,4 et 8, avec des pH toujours superieurs a 8 pour les
rivieres de surface au fond des canyons (8,3 pour la Galowe).

De meme, la conductivite comme la durete et l'alcalinite
allaient logiquement en s'accroissant d'amont en aval, mais se
revelerent caracteristiques d'eaux faiblement mineralisees, avec
des valeurs de l'ordre de celles rencontrees dans la montagne
calcaire temperee (conductivites variant entre 185 et 270 µS iem ;
TH entre 9,25 et 13,5°F, TAC autour de 11 °F). L'efficacite de
!'erosion chimique dans les gros conduits s'explique ainsi plus par
!'importance des debits ecoules que par la charge dissoute
unitaire, peu elevee en raison de la grande vitesse de circulation
dans les drains observes.
Morphologle des conduits et rempUssages
Dans Muruk comme dans Berenice, la fonne de conduit
dominante est de type canyon. Le surcreusement torrentiel
semble cependant entailler sur toute sa largeur un (ancien ?)
conduit de type phreatique. De rares tronyons de l'actif et de
petits conduits sees adjacents ant conserve une morphologie
tubulaire et s'ennoient tres probablement en saison des pluies. Le
profil en long est tres tendu, avec une pente moyenne du
collecteur, perche dans la masse calcaire, autour de 10°,
superieure au pendage. Le collecteur suit une trajectoire assez
rectiligne dans le sens du pendage en direction du canyon,
utilisant preferentiellement la fracturation Ouest-Est et ses
derivees comme fil directeur. La galerie prend a plusieurs
reprises des allures de vaste salle (Puits du Visconte, Salle
Elmira, Miroir de Galadriel) . Ces gros volumes sont lies a des
phenomenes de detente et d'ecroulement des parois dans des
zones faillees et broyees. Le siphon de - 637 m occupe un
tronyon de galerie preservee entre deux grandes salles
d'effondrement. Le plan d'eau siphonnant resulte du barrage de
blocs et de cailloutis accumules a l'entree de la salle aval.
Formes de detail et micro-formes abondent dans tout le
reseau : les parois sont tres corrodees, tant par l'actif que par les
ruissellements parietaux (wandkarren). Le torrent souterrain a
fayonne un nombre incalculable de cascades et de marmites qui
marquent et rythment la progression des speleologues.
Les remplissages sont discrets. Les depots detritiques sont
domines par des formations a granulometrie grossiere :
epandages de galets dans les elargissements du lit torrentiel,
couche a galets et graviers dans une matrice sombre sablolimoneuse a elements volcaniques abandonnee dans les rares
parties fossiles ou semi-fossiles. La couverture meuble des
talwegs du plateau est mobilisee des la surface sous fonne de
galets d'argile qui s'engouffrent dans les pertes. Les
concretionnement peuvent abonder sur les parois hors d'atteinte
de l'actif et soumises au ruissellement fissural, apparemment tres
encrofitant. La calcite est massive, a cristallisation en aureoles
concentriques a gros cristaux. Les concretions mises au jour par
!'erosion de surface sont completement alterees et se reduisent
facilement en bouillie, quelle que soit leur taille ...
Au total, !'ensemble donne un reseau d'allure "alpine" qui
tranche avec les grottes-tunnels percees de mega-dolines
habituellement rencontrees dans ce contexte.
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4 . Des problemes karstogeniques a
resoudre en 1998
Les releves speleo-morphologiques confrontes awe
observations de surface permettent de soulever d'importantes
questions speleogenetiques et karstogeniques (reconnaissance et
datation des phases de speleogenese, rapport entre le creusement
de la cavite et !'incision du canyon au jaillissent en cascade Jes
eawe du systeme etc ...). Ce type de cavite apparai't d'ores et deja
comme fort interessant pour rendre compte d'une possible
speleogenese pre-quaternaire de nos grands reseawe des Alpes.
Une nouvelle expedition aura lieu en 1998, qui devrait
permettre de recueillir des donnees complementaires. Les themes
d'etude envisages se placent dans le prolongement des premiers
resultats acquis, afin de preciser certaines donnees ou de verifier
des hypotheses.
Mleux connaitre l'hydrogeologle du plateau
Le marquage des cheminements hydrogeologiques a !'aide de
traceurs chimiques est l'un des principawe objectifs. II s'agira par
exemple de decouvrir la destination des eawe de la riviere suivie
jusqu'a la cote -114 lm, qui semble s'ecarter du drain principal (se
dirige-t-elle vers les sources des Pleiades, reconnues quelques
hectometres a l'aval de Berenice ?). Plus largement, la recherche
de la lim.ite entre les bassins-versants de Berenice et de Mayang
imposera certainement un multi-trayage entre les differentes
cavites connues dans le secteur. Enfin, plusieurs liaisons
hypothetiques avec le collecteur de Muruk restent a confirmer
(Arcturus, Croix du Sud ... ). Compte-tenu des difficultes de
parcours du terrain, la surveillance des differents points de sortie
s'effectuera avec des fluocapteurs. Toujours dans le domaine des
circulations souterraines, ii reste a evaluer la part respective des
apports provenant de !'infiltration directe des precipitations et de
cewe provenant des talwegs fluvio-karstiques amenant de la
montagne des torrents qui !ors des crues atteignent les pertes.

nouvelles, adaptees awe conditions tout a fait particulieres des
karsts des forets primaires equatoriales.
Malheureusement, l'avancee des compagnies forestieres
menace ces fragiles associations. Nous essayerons d'estimer la
portee reelle de ces impacts, aussi bien sur la foret elle-meme,
que sur les sols ou les ecoulements. Sans compter les effets que
peuvent avoir ces grandes entreprises sur la cohesion sociale des
communautes villageoises locales.
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Mleux connaitre les modalltes de !'erosion karstlque
L'hydrochimie est un theme capital pour comprendre la
repartition de la corrosion awe differents points du karst, que !'on
soit en surface, en profondeur ou a proximite des emergences,
voire meme dans le canyon de la Galowe. La traversee du
systeme afire une opportunite rare de pouvoir suivre tout au long
du cheminement !'evolution des caracteristiques chimiques de
l'eau, et done les modalites de la corrosion. En revanche, la
quantification de !'erosion mecanique, sans doute aussi efficace
que la corrosion, semble beaucoup plus difficile a apprehender.
Mieux connaitre la speleogenese en region lntertroplcale a
forte surrectlon
La recherche sur les formes souterraines sera poursuivie en
cartographiant la moitie aval du systeme. Nous chercherons en
particulier des elements de reponse pour interpreter la cause du
profil en long tendu. De meme, l'origine de la position perchee de
!'emergence, vraisemblablement en relation avec !'evolution du
canyon de la Galowe, pourrait apporter de precieuses indications
sur !'evolution et la genese des karsts intertropicawe dans les
regions en forte surrection.
Cette approche morphologique s'appuiera sur une reconstitution
chronologique, deduite de l'etude et de la datation des
remplissages (U/Th sur les concretions, paleomagnetisme).
S'agissant d'un karst "jeune", sera-t-il pour autant possible de se
caler temporellement dans les plages d'application de ces
methodes?
Prendre en compte les autres composantes du milieu
karstlque
Le sejour dans cette region sauvage sera !'occasion de
decouvrir le fonctionnement de l'ecosysteme au travers de ses
composantes les plus originales. La collecte d'echantillons de
faune souterraine amenera probablement la decouverte d'especes

Photo 2: Le "puits-haricot", vaste salle souterraine trepanee
par /'erosion de surface, constituera un des objectifs de la prochaine expedition enjanvier 1998. L'effondrement auquel on
doit cette depression laisse toutefois peu d'espoir d'acceder a
la suite du reseau qui doit plonger derriere le chaos de blocs ...
(photo: Luc-Henri Fage)
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Lunan Shilin Landscape in China
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Abstract
The Lunan Shilin landscape mainly develop in the Lower Permian Qixia and Maokou limestone with a thickness
of 480 m. The magic landforms made the geoscientists extensively study its origin and evolution. The Lunan shilin
landscape has experienced 5 evolution stages. ( 1) Karst landform developed in the Lower Permian limestone. (2) In the
late Permian, basalt and tuff covered the stone teeth and depressions. (3) Limestone and basalt-tuff ground surface
experienced erosion and corrosion, the exposed or buried stone teeth and columns were developed from the late Permian
to Mesozoic. (4) The Himalayan Tectonic Movement induced a strong uplift and created the fault basins in Yurman
Plateau. The Tertiary red deposits accumulated in Lunan Basin, covered the karst surface with its stone teeth and
columns and filled the limestone fissures . The red deposits and weathering materials were eroded consequently. The
subsoil erosion strongly separates the limestone block to form the subsurface stone teeth and forests . The upper part of
columns are reformed by the rainwater to form the pinnacles.
The famous scenary of Lunan Shilin attracts more than 15 million visitors a year. The Lunan shilin was officially
public in 1931, and the administration was set up in 1951. The main tourist areas are in good conditions for tourists,
other subregions are reserved.

Physical Setting
The Lunan Shilin (Stone forest) landscape is 89 km far from Kunming, the capital of Yunnan Province, located in
the central Yunnan Plateau (103°11' - 103°29' E, 24°40' - 24°56'). The altitude is about 1,500-1,900 m a.s.l.
From late Sinian to early Permian, carbonate rocks cover an area of 912 km 2, the shilin mainly developed in the
lower Permian Qixia and Maokou limestone with a total thickness of 480 m. The limestone dips at 2 - 10°. The fractures
with directions N40° W, Nl5° Wand N50° E are well developed and their dipping angles drop in the range of 75-90°.
Under the long term of warm and humid climatic condition, the karst strongly developed after the Maokou Limestone
deposited. In the late Permian, the Emeishan basalt and tuff covered the karst surface and filled in the fissures of
limestones. The fractured Emeishan basalt and tuffwere benefit to the subjacent karst development. In the early Tertiary,
the intensive uplift of the Himalayan Tectonic Movement caused faulted basins such as Lunan Basin, Luliang Basin and
Kunming Basin. Red sediments with gypsum and marlite deposited in the Lunan Basin.
Karst is well developed in an area of 912 km2 , in which 350 km 2 of shilin landform have been defined as reserved
areas including 17 subregions, such as the Major shilin, Minor Shilin, Outer Shilin, Naigu Shilin, Bucaowa Shilin,
Weibuoye Shilin and Qingshuitan Shilin etc.
The shilin landscape may develop on the karst hills, slopes and in the depressions. The dimension of shilin in
depressions is larger than that on the hills and slopes. The shilin landscape in Maokou limestone is more magnificent
and beautiful than in other limestones.
Under the influence of deforestation, the intensive soil erosion has exposed the buried stone teeth and columns.
The exposed shilin features are reformed by rainwater to create the pinnacles, solutional pots, gullies, fissures, through
caves, wall troughs, holes and other features.

Evolution of Shilin Landscape
Based on the preliminary study, the shilin landscape has experienced long historical and complicated evolution
stages (So G, 1996):
The Maokou limestone was uplifted soon after deposition and formed the exposed karstic surface (Fig. 1-A); the
stone teeth and forests developed at least 3-5 m high, the maximum pinnacle with depressions, sinkholes, pocket caves
and other micro-features reaches a height of 10 m (Fig. 1-B).
The Emeishan basalts and tuffs covered the karst depressions, stone teeth, stone forests, sinkholes and shafts and
filled in the limestone fissures. The fractures in basalts and tuff made rainwater percolate and dissolve the limestone to
form the subjacent karst (Fig. 1-C). The fissures and cave passages in the Maokou limestone organized the maze
structure within the epikarst.
In the Mesozoic, the Shilin area was in an environment of subaerial erosion, part of the basalt and tuffs were
eroded away. A part of the limestone was re-exposed and eroded by rainwater to enlarge the fissures and form the
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pinnacle features. In other places, the basalt and tuff still remained (Fig. 1-D). The new depressions developed well in the
exposed limestone.
In the Eocene, the Himalayan orogeny caused the subsidence of the Lunan graben, and the red sediments
deposited in the central basin up to 500 m. The limestone was deformed to develop two sets of vertical joints (N20-50°W
and N40-60°E) controlling the gaps between the stone columns and pinnacles. The stone teeth and columns mainly
developed near the lakes. At the end of Oligocene, the Lunan lake was dried out. In the Quaternary warm and humid
climatic conditions, rainwater penetrated through the Eocene red beds to dissolve the limestone and intensify the
subjacent karst to form larger stone teeth and columns (Fig. 1-E). Near the Shilin market, fissures filling with red
sediments are about 10 m deep and 0.5-1.5 m wide.
In the Quaternary, a great amount of Eocene red beds were removed, but the weathered materials remained in the
fissures and on limestone surface. Soil water rich in CO2 strongly dissolved limestone to enlarge the karstic fissures in
the exposed karst. The deepest fissure in the Heiqingdou Shilin reaches 30 m below surface. The most magnificent shilin
and subsurface drainage systems were formed (Fig. 1-F). Sharp pinnacle crests, karren ridges, flutes and gullies are well
developed. The features of Lunan shilin are very similar to the pinnacle karst in the Gunung Mulu National Park,
Malaysia (SWEETING, 1979; WALTHAM, 1984, 1985).

Aesthetic values of Shilin Landscape and cultural heritage
In the main scenic spot of shilin park, the stone columns stand up to the blue sky. The rock lotus is blaming on the
rock truck and out from the lake. After you snake in the gaps and climb to the top of the teeth, you may enjoy the stone
elephant in the rock field and the beautiful phenics turning her neck to give you good wishes.
The Minor Shilin like the emperor garden, the small but beauty rock bamboo shoots grow up from the green land.
The Sani girl Ashima with the flower and silver decorates and backing the flower basket is walking by the lake.
In the outer Shilin region, an old gentle man is walking around the shilin field and meets his daughter with her
lovely son. The camel rides on the elephant, the rocket ranching, rocky towers and goat and sheep in the pasture, the
mushroom grows in the dragon teeth field.
In Shilin area, the rocks dominate the Sani people life, animals like the elephant, camel, fish, cow, goal, horse,
lion, tiger, birds, vegetation such as the mushroom, bamboo shoots, pine tree, weapons and house, what exists in the
world you may see in the Shilin area.
As the excellent imagine of the rocks, the people copied the sceneries from Shilin to make the garden and the
artists. The artists say that Shilin is their source to create the painting, novels, stories and dramas.
In Yunnan Province, there is a total population of 90,000 Sani people, a branch of Yi nationality. About 60,000
live in the Shilin area for a long time and created their own culture. Their pictographic characters remained on the rocky
cliffs are very similar to the culture in Banpo Remains in Xian, that has 6000 year of history. The Sani people have their
own dresses and hats decelerated with silver and cotton and silk embroider made by hand.

Management and protection of Shilin Landscape
The Lunan shilin landscape has been recognized since 300 B.C. many people visited and described it in poems
and paints. In 1931, Mr. Long Yun, the chairman of Yunnan Province visited shilin and wrote the characters «Shi lin»,
late engraved on the stone column (WANG, 1994). The government then allocated the funds to build the trails through the
gaps between stone columns and pavilion on the top of the highest columns.
During 1951-1960, the Shilin Administration Group was set up to manage and protect the landscape and
environment. In 1962, the Administrative Office of the Shilin Scenic Area was established. In 1982, the first group of
National Parks including Lunan Shilin was issued by the State Council of P.R. China. In 1987, the State Council
approved the general plan of Lunan Shilin National Park, the park has been located and divided into 3 subregions based
on the tourism development and scenery and environment protection. The Administration Bureau was officially set up.
Now the environmental division of the Bureau is responsible for environment and landscape protection. The landscape
and environment in the Lunan shilin Park will be protected following the Regulations of National Parks issued by the
State Council and State Construction Ministry, Environmental Protection Law.
Many scientific research has been done. There are 50 papers and books which have been published.
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Fig. I: A model of shilin landscape evolution in Lunan, Yunnan:
A. The original limestone surface after the Maokou limestone was deposited;
B. Karst surface features and epikarst developed in the late Permian;
C. The Emaishan basalts and tuffs covering the surface karst features in the expressions and basins during the upper
Permian, with subjacent karst developed under the basalt
D. After erosion, part of the subjacent karst exposed to further development at the surface, with features including
the stone teeth and stone forest;
E. Subsidence of the Lunan basin, and red sediments deposited in the lakes, covering the stone teeth and youthful
stone forest; subjacent karst may be developed, and the exposed surface karst features were continuously
modified;
F. With strong weathering and erosion, the subjacent karst under the red sediments has been exposed and the surface
karst features have become well developed,· the most spectacular stone forests develop in the valleys and
depressions, and rainwater modifies the columns and stone teeth.
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Resume
Les dunes cotieres de sable calcaire au Sud-Quest I' Australie soot formees du materiel projete du mur maria denude par le vent
durant les marees basses de la periode Pleistocene. La sequence des dunes est plus de 200 m d'epaisseur a certains endroits, ayant ete
consolidees sur place par un durcissement meteorique, et s'etend dans le sous-sol gneissique Precambrien. La formation karstique
contient d'enormes grottes, habituellement accessibles par de tres grands effondrements ou des puits de grand diametre. L'origine de
ces grottes n 'est pas entierement comprise, meme si des routes hydrologiques existent a partir de points recharge allogenique en
direction des champs de dune et emergent en sources sur la rivage. La nature sableuse de cette pierre a comme resultat un bon nombre
d ' effondrement, avec de gros blocs ou des resserements de sable conduisant a de grandes cavemes, qui pourraient avoir leur origine
comme les rivieres de grottes. Comme resultat la karstification par I'action des racines du paleosol et !'impermeable sous-jacent jouent
egalement un role important dans la speleogenese. Un des concepts l'evolution des karst, lequel a ete grandement accepte, est celui de
syngenesis par lequel karstification et lithification prennent place au meme moment, ceci a ete remarque comme un exemple important
dans cette region. A la lumiere de ce recent constat, l' histoire de cette karstification a ete revisee et raffinee, particulierement en
considerant le controle lithologique possible dans le developpement des grottes.

Coastal Carbonate Dunes and Their
Karstification
Calcarenitic coastal sand dunes in the Leeuwin Naturaliste
National Park in SW Australia are derived from in-blown reef
material subaerially denuded in times of low sea stands during
the glacio-eustatic sea-level fluctuations in the Pleistocene. The
dune field is thus composed of N-S sequences successively
younger in the seaward direction. The dune relief rises to more
than 200 m, having been " frozen" in place by meteoric case
hardening and the establishment of vegetation. Such horizons can
be seen within the dune limestone as paleosols or pedocalcic
layers which generally follow the stoss slope of the dunes. The
dune field, and some water-derived carbonate sediments, have
been established on a basement of Late Proterozoic gneiss,
currently seen both above and below sea level. The highest sea
stands appear to have occurred during the Pliocene, whereas low
sea stands occurred repeatedly through the Pleistocene. Karstified
dunes sequences are seen extensively in other areas of coastal
Australia. However it is in the Leeuwin Naturaliste Region that
the caves are extensively developed.
The calcarenite dune formation during the Pleistocene places
a limit on the age of karstification which is syngenetic.
Diagenetic karstification is both by direct meteoric precipitation,
which indurates the formation, and by allogenic recharge on the
landward edge of the dune field which has produced significant
cave systems there. Induration of the dune surfaces produces
distinct karstic forms such as vertical pipes which may mainly,
but not solely be derived from roots, and pinnacles which are the
casts of root pipes standing proud after soil removal. Karren is
also found develped on indurated crust especially close to cliff
edges. Root pipes enlarge by subsequent vadose flow and may
combine to create large shaft entrances. The significant
speleogenic unit is the Tamala Limestone which comprises basal
shallowing up sequences as well as overlying major dune units.

The Caves
More than 300 caves are reported between Cape Naturaliste
to Cape Leeuwin, a N-S distance of some 90 km where the
karstic dune field varies from 1-3 km wide. The Jewel-Easter
Cave system is the longest with more than 8 km of passage
reported. The southern caves are characterized by large, welldeveloped passsageways 10-20m wide, usually interrupted by
collapse cones of boulders, sand and soil. The caves contain redbrown sediments that appear to be both derived from soil cones

below root pipes, and allogenically. Fauna such as extinct
megamarsupials are found both within the bedrock and in the
cave sediments which date back to 500,000 years. Aboringinal
remains there indicate occupation back to 37,000 years.
Reworking of some of the fossil sites indicates a rejuvenation of
the cave streams during the Pleistocene during falling sea-levels.

Paleohydrology
There is little doubt that the reason large caves exist is
because of allogenic recharge flowing at or near the gneissic
basement encountering the overlying dune limestone. The
topography of the basement is thus important here and it has been
suggested that streams will follow already established watermade channels on the basement. Having established flow routes
along, or just above, the basement one might ask how such a
cave might develop, and how might other irregularities in the
lithology be exploited. Now while some of the smaller caves
seem to be derived from root piping and collapse only, it may be
necessary for an underlying conduit system to exist to take away
both soluble and insoluble material. The calcarenite is highly
soluble. Beneath the dune bedding one finds various units of
laminated crossbedded sands. These and paleosols developed on
paleodune surfaces may be the focus of flow with associated
organics aiding the solutional process.
The major river caves currently receive little allogenic water.
Where are the streams/rivers of the past, and do the major caves
help us to reconstruct the paleohydrology? One possibility is that
river caves have developed adjacent to a major drainage crossing
the dune field that progressively stepped southwards due to
tilting of the terrain against the Darling Fault. Three steps are
suggested, the first two forming the Mammoth River Cave and
then the Easter-Jewel Cave complex, with the final step steering
drainage away from the dune field to the south giving the
present-day Blackwood River. Rejuvenation, as evidenced by
rapid flow scallops developed on large speleothems in Easter
Cave, incision of the gneissic basement and re-excavation of
sediments at other sites might be due to the - l 30m low sea stand
at the Last Glacial Maximum (18,000 years BP).
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Caves of the Republic of Mauritius, Indian Ocean
Gregory Middleton and William Halliday
Tasmanian Parks & Wildlife Service, G.P.O. Box 44a, Hobart, Tas. 7001 Australia and
IUS Commission on Volcanic Caves, 6530 Cornwall Court, Nashville, TN 37205, USA.

Abstract
In their Underground Atlas, MIDDLETON & WAL THAM (1986) dismissed Mauritius as: "very old volcanic islands
with no speleological interest". Recent investigations indicate this judgement is inaccurate; there are over 50 significant
caves, including lava tube caves up to 687 m long (one 665 m long was surveyed as early as 1769) and 35 m wide, and a
karst cave over a kilometre in length (known since at least 1789). Plaine des Roches contains the most extensive system of
lava tube caves with underground drainage rising at the seashore.
Notable fauna includes an insectivorous bat and a cave swiftlet (Collocalia francica), the nests of which are
unfortunately prized for "soup". The caves are generally not valued by the people and are frequently used for rubbish
disposal or filled in for agricultural development.

Resume
Bien que les iles Maurice ne soient pas connues pour leur interet speleologique, de recentes recherches indiquent qu'il
y a plus de cinquante cavemes importantes, comprenant des tunnels de lave allant jusqu'a de 687 m de long et 35 m de
large, l'un d'entre eux, de 665 m de long a ete decouvert des 1769, et un "karst" de plus d'un kilometre de long, connu
depuis au moins 1789.
La Plaine des Roches contient le systeme le plus etendu de tunnels de lave avec un ecoulement souterrain qui s'eleve
au niveau du rivage. La faune importante de ces caves comprend de chauves-souris insectivores et de petites hirondelles
(Collocalia francica), les nids desquelles soot malheureusement recherches pour soupes de gourmets. Les caves ne soot
generalement pas appreciees par les habitants qui trop frequemment s'ent servent comme depots d'ordures OU d'entrepots
agricoles.

Location and geology
The Republic of Mauritius is comprised of two main
islands in the southern Indian Ocean, the main one of
1,860 sq km, about 850 km east of Madagascar, and
Rodrigues, 110 sq km, 560 km further east.
The main island is almost entirely volcanic, having
originated about 13 million years ago in seabed eruptions
which took until about 8 million years ago to reach the
ocean's surface. The island's spectacular mountain chains
and peaks are remnants of a large shield volcano, the
centre of which subsided 5 .5 million years ago to form the
Mauritian caldera. The rest of the island was fashioned by
suites of lavas (Hawaiian flows) emitted from 23 smaller,
more recent volcanic structures. Lava flows have occurred
as recently as 26,000 years ago in the Plaine des Roches
area in the north-east (ANTOINE 1983). There are some
limited exposures of calcareous aeolianite on the coasts of
both islands and it comprises some small offshore islets.

relevant flows . Most lava tube caves are found in recent
flows as these have had the least time to collapse and as
later flows tend to obliterate features beneath them .
The principal localities in Mauritius where lava caves
occur (see Fig. I and Table I) are Plaine des Roches and
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The caves
Lava tube caves

Lava tube caves occur throughout the main island of
Mauritius. Commonly they are the result of rapidly
flowing basic (low silica) lavas cooling on the surface and
forming a crust over the molten rock below. If the flow is
cut off at its source and the lava continues to flow it can
leave behind a void, the inner surfaces of which may
contain a record of events during the cave's formation .
Access to the tubes is generally only made possible by the
eventual collapse of part of the roof.
These caves tended to form where conditions were
optimal : small, non-explosive eruptions of basic lavas onto
gently-sloping surfaces. By noting the orientation and
extent of lava tubes it is possible to infer the sources of the
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Fig. I. Locations of the principle caves of the main island of
Mauritius showing unofficial cave areas and regions.
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Nouvelle Decouverte (originating from the Bar le Ducl'Escalier volcanic system), Yacoas-Palma (Curepipe
Point-Trou aux Cerfs-Yerdun volcanic structures) and
Mont
Blanc-Surinam
(Bassin
Blanc
volcanic
system)(SADDUL 1995). In the south there is a scatter of
small caves in the area extending from Savannah to Plaine
Magnien and there is a single, isolated cave in the north at
Reunion Maurel.
For convenience the main island has been divided into
six regions and within these caves have been grouped into
somewhat arbitrary 'cave areas' , shown (in bold) on Fig. l.
The greatest concentration of caves occurs at Plaine des
Roches. This is a flat to undulating area, comprised of
probably the most recent lava flows on the island, derived
from the Bar le Duc-L'Escalier volcanic system and partly
from the Mont Pilon volcano (SADDUL 1995, p. 136).
Middleton has documented some 29 cave entrances in this
area and 16 discrete caves. The largest of these was
surveyed by BILLON et al. (1991) at 520 m. It is a
consistently large tube, I O to 15 m wide and averaging
about 10 m high. It contains one of the largest bat colonies
in Mauritius, estimated at different times at from I 0,000
individuals to I O times that number. It also contains a
small but important swiftlet colony of around 50 birds.
Nine other lava tubes in the area exceed I 00 m in length .
A number of the Plaine des Roches caves contain water
and, although no tracing has been done, it is believed that
the water bodies are interconnected and that the whole
system rises at an inlet on the coast. The rising was noted
by CLARK ( 1859) and again by HAIG ( 1895) who
suggested that the inlet was itself a collapsed cave.
Further south on the east coast, near Trou D ' Eau
Douce, lies the interesting Puits des Hollandais, a water
filled circular hole over I O m in diameter and around 28 m
deep . The hole opens out with increasing depth attaining a
diameter of over 40 m at the bottom (MlDDLETON,
1996a).
Inland from Plaine des Roches, but probably derived
from lava from the same source, lie the 35 m wide Pont
Bon Dieu and the nearby colourful Pont Bon Dieu Jardin
Cave which approaches 400 m in length. Both are
biologically significant and the main arch has been
provided with improved tourist access. In the same vicinity
lies Camp Thorel Cave, the longest lava cave (687 m) and
the most complex, with up to five parallel passages
(BILLON et al. 199 I).
The isolated Petite Riviere Cave on Plaine St Pierre is
665 m long (BILLO et al. 1991 ; MIDDLETON 1994a) and
was the first to be documented, having been mentioned in
a letter written by Bernardin de Saint-Pierre in 1769 and
published in 1773 (MIDDLETON, in press). Saint-Pierre
included a table setting out the lengths, width and heights
of each section of the cave prepared by one Marquis
d' Albergati in 1769. These details would have been
sufficient to draw up a plan of the cave but unfortunately
there is no evidence that this was done.
Petite Riviere Cave is also the Mauritian cave most
frequently referred to in the literature, notably by GRANT
(1801), BAILLY (1802, quoted by MILBERT 1812), PIKE
( I 873) and HA1G ( 1895). It also has the distinction of
being the first Mauritian cave to feature in a published
illustration (Fig. 2). Although the correspondence with
reality is slight, there can be little doubt that de Sainson 's

drawing of 1828, published in D' UR VILLE (1830) is
meant to be the Petite Riviere Cave.
South of Petite Riviere on Plaine St Pierre lie the Trois
Cavernes, caves of considerable historical interest because
FLINDERS (1814) recorded that the largest was used as a
refuge by escaped slaves in the 1770s, over 50 having been
caught there on one occasion by police. He recorded that
" little oblong enclosures, formed with small stones by the
sides of the cavern, once the sleeping places of the
wretches, also [still] existed, nearly in the state they had
been left" (FLINDERS 1814). MIDDLETON (in press)
believes some of these stone arrangements persist to this
day.
There are a few caves in the Plaines Wilhems area near
the centre of the island, notably Glen Park Cave (440 m)
and Palma Cave (210 m). The former frequently contains a
significant stream while the latter is of considerable
biological importance. A cave at La Caverne has clearly
been known for a long time as it gave its name to the
locality; it was modified with concrete in the past for the
storing of cheese and butter.

Fig. 2. "Une Grotte du quartier de la grande riviere (lie
Maurice)" by de Sainson - first published illustration of a
Mauritia11 cave.

Of the caves in the south, probably associated with the
Bassin Blanc volcano, Trou Hirondelle, 442 m long and
containing a significant swiftlet colony, is worthy of
mention (MIDDLETON 1994b ), as is Surinam Cave which
contains the largest known swiftlet colony (650 individuals
in August 1996 - Hauchler, pers. comm.) and a unique
sudden drop of about I 2 m.
Karst caves

The country's second island, Rodrigues, has the most
significant limestone caves (HALLIDAY & MIDDLETON
1996). Caverne Patate in Plaine Corail in the south-west, is
the longest cave in Mauritius, totalling 1150 m (PCl-2-6),
and the only show cave. Sadly, the use of flaming torches
for lighting and speleothem collecting over many years
have greatly detracted from the cave's aesthetic appeal
(MIDDLETON 1996b). Other significant caves nearby are
Caverne Safran and Caverne Tamarin. The Rodrigues
caves achieved fame in scientific circles following the
collection in them from 1786 of bones of the then recentlyextinct flightless solitaire (Pezophaps solitaria). Many
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Table 1 - Docume11ted caves by Regio11 a11d Area

Region

Area

North-West
North-East
Central West

Mapou
I
Plaine des Roches
16
Plaine St Pierre
6
Plaine Wilhems
9
Nouvelle Decouverte 11
Trou D' Eau Douce
2
La Prairie*
2
Mont Blanc
6
Grand Port*
2
lie aux Aigrette*
I
Plaine Magnien
l
Savannah
3
Plaine Corail*
4

Central East
South-West
South-East

o. of
caves

Total
length (m)
225
2,500
900+
930
1,535
35
70
800+
70
7
20?
205
1,600

Subfossil shells of Tropidophora carinata (extinct since
the 1880s) are common in at least two caves at Plaine des
Roches and Pont Bon Dieu. The fact that some still had
their opercula in place indicates they died in situ and were
not ~ashed into the cave (0. Griffiths, pers. comm. ).
Little has been published on the invertebrate fauna of
Maur!~an ca~es, but thanks to STRINATI (in press),
Mauntms will soon be included in Encyclopaedia
Biospeologica II. Strinati has collected at least one new
species, an endemic thysanuran (ME DES 1996).

Threats to the caves

Most Mauritian caves have been damaged or are under
some form of threat. An unknown number have had their
entran~es filled in the development of sugarcane
plantations. This practice still continues as does the
Rodrigues
widespread dumping of industrial and h~usehold waste
TOTAL
64
8,900• into caves. At Palma a cave has been sealed by the
construction of an underground temple.
* Karst area, other areas are lava.
Although water from caves is sometimes used for
irrigation
and domestic purposes, there are places where
excavations for bones were conducted between 1831 and
domestic waste, including sewage, discharges directly into
1875 (NORTH-COMBES 1971 ).
the ground. There appears to be no realisation that the
Limestone, in the form of calcarenite/aeolianite exists
aqu_
ifer _is at a shallow depth and that very limited
in fairly small deposits on the coast of the main isla,nd and
punficat1on
takes place where there is conduit flow .
comprises some offshore islets. Trou Miguel , on the south
While
t~e
m~st ~nfortunate practice of using flaming
coast at La Prairie, is infamous as the site where two cave
torches for 1llummat1on has ceased in Caveme Patate, it is
divers drowned in 1972 (LATTIMER 1977). There is a
not unusual for local youths to bum tyres in the lava tube
vertical drop 12 m to the normal water level and the water
caves
of Mauritius, with disastrous results. The worst case
is reported to be at least a further 21 m deep. There are at
is
at
Caveme
Maurel where most of the cave 's surface is
least two further sma ll but interesting limestone caves on
covered
with
a deposit of carbon. In at least one cave
the south east coast near Vieux Grand Port and at least one
"black
magic"
is still being practiced; in the process
partly water-filled cave on Ile-aux-Aigrettes (MIDDLETO
material is burned on a stone "altar".
1994c).
The numbers of cave swiftlets have declined steadily
Since the areas of limestone on the main island are
over
the years and their nests are still taken
extremely small, only on Rodrigues is there any likelihood
indiscriminately
despite the fact that this is illegal. Recent
of further significant karst caves being found .
reports (Hauchler, pers. comm.) indicate this practice may
be declining.
Cave fauna
The only caves with any measure of protection are:
The most obvious element of the cave fauna is the cave
Caverne Palate where access is restricted to supervised
swiftlet, Collocalia francica . This bird, which navigates
parties of tourists (although a great deal of physical
underground using audible echolocation 'clicks' , nests in
damage has already been done);
suitable caves all over the island and was once very
Pont Bon Dieu where the Ministry of Environment has
numerous (CHEKE 1987). It is now threatened by sealing
built a fence to prevent rubbish dumping and local youth
of caves and by thefts of its nests, apparently for making
groups have tidied the access pit;
' birds nest soup ' . Populations in particular caves have
Palma Cave where the Ministry has, with the
dropped from 'thousands ' to rarely more than a hundred .
concurrence of the owner, built a fence around the
They also occur in Reunion, which is the western limit of
entrance to try to prevent removal of swiftlet nests
the genus, but not on Rodrigues.
(unfortunately the fence has been cut and the padlock of
Another cave-dwelling vertebrate is the free-tailed bat,
the gate broken open); and
Tadarida acetabulosus. Very large colonies occur in two
Petite Riviere Cave where the Medine Sugar estate has
caves in the Plaine des Roches cave area but elsewhere
built a ~ubstantial grille across the entrance to try to protect
colonies seldom number 2,000. A second species, the tomb
the sw1ftlets (unfortunately the gate, which was regularly
bat, Taphozous mauritianus, is not known to inhabit
broken open, was demolished in August 1996 with
Mauritian caves. Neither species occurs in Rodrigues but
explosive).
both are found in Madagascar and Africa.
Attempts have been made to fence cattle out of
Egg scars on the roofs of caves at Roches Noires and
Ca verne Tamarin on Rodrigues, but so far without
Plaine St Pierre indicate that these provided suitable sites
success.
for Gunthers gecko, Phelsuma guentheri, to attach its eggs.
Appreciation of the country's cave resources is coming
These are presumed to be very old as the species has been
only slowly and belatedly to Mauritius. It now seems
extinct on the mainland for about 200 years.
likely that a concerted program to document, assess and
The shells of many species of land snails are regularly
conserve at least a representative sample of Mauritian
found at cave entrances and under daylight holes.
caves will be undertaken .
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Genese de la depression de Soulages (Causse de Sauveterre) ·
une explication nouvelle
par Bernard Loiseleur

.

Chemin de la Liasse 39, F-69570, Dardilly, France
Resume
La region nord des grands causses (causse de Sauveterre et causse de Severac) presente un grand nombre de phenomenes
volcaniques ayant affecte la serie sedimentaire jurassique. Ceux-ci s'alignent d'ouest en est le long d'une serie de failles dont la
principale est la faille des Vignes. Ces manifestations sont au nombre d'une vingtaine et ii s'agit le plus souvent de dicks ou de necks et
de coulees basaltiques.
Mais ii existe aussi au moins une depression identifiee comme le vestige d'un cratere volcanique. Celle-ci, la doline des Croses,
situee sur le Causse de Severac, a ete identifiee comme telle par des releves d'anomalie magnetique. Par analogie, la doline de Soulages,
situee sur le Causse de Sauveterre et consideree comme !'archetype des megadepressions endoreiques, parait aussi devoir etre identifiee
avec un cratere de volcan aujourd'hui partiellement comb le par des remplissages.
Abstract
North part of the large Causses region (Causse de Sauveterre and Causse de Severac) presents some volcanic phenomenas which
affect the jurassic sedimentary mantle .. They are lined up from west to east, along some faults, the main one is the Vignes fault .It is
possible to count about twenty phenomenas, mostly dicks, necks and lava flows.
There is at least one explosion crater known, forming a very large dolina. This one, the Croses dolina (Causse de Severac), was
such indicated by magnetic disturbances analysis. On the Causse de Sauveterre, the Soulages dolina, which is a typical exemple of large
endoreic sink, seems to be also a volcano crater, today partly filled in by coarse wastes.

1. Introduction
Le phenomene karstique decrit ici est une tres vaste doline
situee sur le causse de Sauveterre dans le departement de la
Loi.ere en France. Cette doline est consideree comme la plus
vaste depression endoreique des grands Causses. Jusqu'ici, sa
genese passait pour purement karstique. Cette explication
traditionnelle ne rendait pas compte de l'ampleur de la
depression, disproportionnee avec son environnement.
Une comparaison avec la doline des Croses dont l'origine est
maintenant consideree comme volcanique (Carte geologique de
la France a 1/50 000 - notice) nous permet d'avancer une
nouvelle explication quant a la formation de la doline de
Soulages.

2. Le cadre regional : le volcanisme des
grands causses
Le volcanisme qui a affecte l'Aubrac, Jes grands Causses et
le Vivarais dans la partie meridionale du Massif central s'est
etendu sur une periode longue et assez tardive : du Miocene dans
Jes Coirons (Ardeche) au Villafranchien pour les plateaux de
l' Aubrac et Jes Grands Causses. Rappelons par ailleurs que des
episodes eruptifs beaucoup plus recents ont affecte le Vivarais et
I' Auvergne (quelques milliers d'annees seulement !). Ils resultent
des contrecoups des mouvements affectant la chaine alpine. Les
dernieres eruptions affectant la region de Clermont-Ferrand
remontent meme a la periode historique.
Localement, la region allant du detroit de Rodez aux gorges
du Tarn est parcourue d'une serie d'accidents tectoniques
importants dont l'importante faille des Vignes orientes
grossierement est-ouest. Le long de cette faille d'une part et a
quelque distance au nord d'autre part, on trouve toute une serie
de phenomenes volcaniques qui ont affecte la serie sedimentaire
constituant les causses du Comtal, de Severac et du Sauveterre. II
s'agit soit de pointements basaltiques sous formes de dykes et
necks amenes au jour par !'erosion comme a Buzeins, aux

Croses, a Coussergues, et plus a l'est a Sauveterre, soit de coulees
probablement aeriennes comme a Montfalgous ou Agues. La
datation radiometrique de certains phenomenes (GILLOT P.Y.,
1974) situe leur age entre 4 millions d'annees (Montfalgous) et
14 millions d'annees (Coussergues). La coulee des Vignes
recoupee par les Gorges du Tarn est d'origine differente et
beaucoup plus ancienne (155 Ma).

3. La doline des Croses
La doline des Croses constitue notre site-type. Elle se situe
sur le causse de Severac, environ 10 km au nord-ouest de
Severac-le-Chateau, dans le departement de I' Aveyron. Son
diametre au niveau du fond est de 500 metres et elle offre une
forme reguliere en cuvette a bords peu redresses tres
remarquable. Son fond est tres plat et presente vers le coin nordouest un entonnoir d'absorption.

Figure 1 : Neck basaltique de la depressio11 des Croses
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Au printemps et !ors de fortes pluies, le fond de la
depression est envahi par les eaux qui s'engouffrent alors dans
cette perte. Le diametre de la depression au niveau de la
couronne de sommets est de 1500 metres.
Le fond de la depression est horde par de petites barres
rocheuses etablies dans les dolomies du bathonien. Son diametre
est disproportionne par rapport aux phenomenes karstiques
environnants, nombreux mais, somme toute, de dimensions
modestes . Sur les pentes menant aux sommets voisins, de
nombreuses dolines aux bards rocheux de quelques dizaines de
metres de diametre au plus parsement la surface du causse. La
doline est creusee de 130 metres au plus par rapport aux sommets
environnants: le fond en est situe a !'altitude de 750 metres et le
Puech de Ja Dreig au nord culmine a 879 metres. Le point le plus
bas de la couronne de cretes qui l'entourent est a 800 metres du
cote est au un col faiblement marque assure la jonction avec la
vallee seche de Combelongue.
Sur le pourtour de la depression, quatre avens d'une
profondeur maxi.male de 30 metres sont repertories. A 2 km au
nord-nord-est, Jes importantes exsurgences de Lestang drainent
un vaste secteur sur la bordure nord du causse de Severac limite
au dessus de la vallee de la Serre par Jes escarpements
dolomitiques du bajocien.
La carte geologique indique plusieurs affleurements
basaltiques proches. Ils se presentent sous la forme de deux necks
affleurants 200 metres a l'ouest du fond de la depression. Par
ailleurs, de nombreux blocs de basalte isoles ou sous forme de
coulees se trouvent epars sur son pourtour. Toutefois, malgre ces
indices, jusque vers 1975, la doline des Croses etait consideree
comme d'origine purement karstique. A telle enseigne d'ailleurs
qu'une desobstruction avait ete entamee par !'auteur dans la perte
qui draine la doline. Bien que la coloration n'ait pas ete faite, le~
eaux qui y disparaissent resurgissent tres probablement a
Lestang. Aussi, la doline passait pour une forme endoreique
particulierement importante dont la genese s'expliquait assez ma!
dans le contexte karstique local.
Des releves magnetiques de surface, realises par G. Senaud
et J. Roux, ant mis en evidence une structure tres inattendue en
cet endroit. Ils sont decrits dans la notice explicative de la carte
geologique de la France (1/50 000) indiquee ci-apres. En effet, ils
revelent une anomalie magnetique locale qui, pour les auteurs,
s'explique par !'existence d'une masse basaltique assimilee a un
tac de lave d'une epaisseur de 100 metres au mains a 40 metres
sous Ja surface topographique actuelle. Ce lac occupe un cratere
dont la genese est rattachee a un episode explosif anterieur.
De ce fait, ii apparait que l'on se trouve en face des vestiges
d'un cratere de volcan aujourd'hui partiellement comble par les
materiaux detritiques provenant de !'alteration des pentes
environnantes. L'origine de la depression est done toute
differente de ce que l'on imaginait avant la campagne de releves
magnetiques. L'episode eruptif s'est deroule en deux temps: tout
d'abord une phase explosive amenant la creation du cratere puis
une phase effusive entrainant le remplissage du cratere par le lac
de basalte aujourd'hui detecte en profondeur. Elle demontre
!'existence de phenomenes originaux que l'on ne s'attend pas a
trouver dans le contexte caussenard. Malheureusement aucune
datation n'a ete effectuee sur les laves basaltiques du site. Mais
l'analogie avec les sites proches de Buzeins et de Montfalgous
laisse supposer un age compris entre 4 et 7 millions d'annees,
soit contemporain du debut de l'enfoncement des cours d'eau
actuels (Lot, Aveyron, Tarn) a partir de la surface
d'aplanissement attribuee a la periode ponto-pliocene.
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4. La doline de Soulages
A 11 km a !'est de Severac-le-Chateau se trouve sur le
causse de Sauveterre une depression bien plus vaste et profonde
que la precedente, connue sous le nom de doline de Soulages.
Comme aux Croses, elle est drainee a proximite de son bord sud
par un entonnoir d'absorption obstrue par des blocs, le puits de la
Lande. Lars des fortes pluies, le fond de la doline est la aussi
envahi par les eaux. Une zone marecageuse de plusieurs hectares
alimente un ruisselet permanent qui se jette dans la perte. Un
debut de desobstruction de la perte a ete entame par un groupe
speleologique de la region. Cette desobstruction s'est operee dans
un remplissage de blocs a une trentaine de metres du bard de la
doline. L'epaisseur du remplissage a cet endroit est inconnue.

Figure 2 : Vue ge11erale de la depressio11 de Sou/ages

Le fond de la depression est elliptique et mesure 800 metres
sur 500. Le diametre a la ligne de cretes est de 2 km. La forme en
est remarquablement reguliere et ses dimensions sont tout a fait
exceptionnelles pour le causse de Sauveterre oil aucun autre
phenomene karstique de meme nature n'atteint une taille
comparable. Il semble meme s'agir de la plus vaste fonne de
doline en chaudron de !'ensemble des grands Causses. Le point
bas de la depression est a 774 metres d'altitude, le point
culminant de la couronne de sommets qui l'entourent est a 963
metres au serre de la Garde. La profondeur maximale par rapport
aux sommets environnants est de 190 metres. Le point le plus bas
est constitue, cote est, par un petit col a 838 metres du cote du
hameau de Soulages. Comme aux Croses, le bord de la doline est
souvent forme par de petites barres rocheuses emergeant du
remplissage.
Dans la litterature, cett.e depression est consideree comme
une forme endoreique tres ancienne (ROUIRE J, 1973) qui aurait
assure le drainage de cette zone du causse du causse vers les
exsurgences de Bouldoire et Fontmaure situees en rive droite du
Tarn respectivement a 4700 et 5500 metres en plan et 350 metres
plus bas. Une coloration, effectuee le 15 mai 1971 (POMIE J.,
1974 et I 979), a mis en evidence cette liaison. L' auteur en a tire
des conclusions sur la genese de la depression. II l'assimile a un
polje raccorde sur une vallee seche aerienne dont les eaux
auraient ete evacuees par une grotte-tunnel aujourd'hui obstruees
par Jes eboulis du fond de la depression. Cette hypothese est
confortee par !'existence de plusieurs avens importants a
proximite (aven de Cassan, -202 m).
Son creusement aurait dans ces conditions ete
necessairement anterieur a celui du Tarn puisqu'il supposerait
!'existence d'une nappe phreatique de haut niveau. Le niveau de
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base aurait du alors etre proche de )'altitude actuelle du fond de
la depression. Des depression de ce type, aujourd'hui non
fonctionnelles, existent par exemple sur le causse Mejean (plaine
de Chanet, plaine de Carnac). Elles sont datees de la fin du
tertiaire et presentent neanmoins une morphologie bien differente
de celle de Soulages : typiquement celle de poljes, forme
allongee et fond plat.

500

1000m

Figure 4 : Pla11 de la depressio11 de Sou/ages

Figure 3 : Perte du puits de la Lo11de

Or la carte geologique mentionne sur la bordure sud de la
depression des affleurements de roches volcaniques. Par ailleurs,
comme la depression des Croses, la doline de Soulages est situee
2 kilometres au nord de la faille des Vignes. Precisement,
)'observation des phenomenes volcaniques regionaux montre en
fait deux alignements d' objets bien distincts L'un se situe
exactement sur le trajet de la faille des Vignes (Coussergues,
Buzeins, Lagarde, ...), l' autre est a peu pres deux kilometres au
nord du trajet de la faille : Agues, Les Croses, Montsire. Celui
d' Agues en particulier, absent de la carte geologique, est une
coulee aerienne identique a celle de Montfalgous plus au nordouest. Pour expliquer cet alignement, ii est possible de faire appel
a )'existence d'un accident tectonique qui n'affecte pas la
couverture sedimentaire du socle metamorphique, la carte
geologique n'en faisant pas mention.
Il nous parait alors possible de presenter une autre genese
pour la doline de Soulages. Il s'agirait des restes d' un cratere
d'explosion semblable a celui des Croses rempli ensuite par un
lac de laves basaltiques. II est clair que par ailleurs, )'erosion a
depuis profondement modifie le site, d'une part en entrainant un
abaissement de la couronne sommitale du cratere, et d' autre part
en comblant celui-ci par Jes debris ramenes des pentes sur
plusieurs dizaines de metres de hauteur. Par ailleurs, )'existence
d'une telle depression a entraine lors des phases froides la mise
en place d'un reseau aerien de drainage aujourd'hui fossilise .
Toutefois, !'allure generate de la depression, par exemple
lorsqu'on la voit depuis le petit col precedant le hameau de
Soulages, ou depuis la route D32 au niveau de La Bastide,
rappelle indiscutablement un cratere de volcan, aussi inattendu
que celui-ci puisse etre au centre du classique domaine karstique
que constitue le Causse de Sauveterre.
Cette genese n' est pas incompatible avec Jes resultats de la
coloration montrant la relation entre le puits de la Londe et Les
exsurgences de la vallee du Tarn. En effet, les eaux infiltrees pres
du bord sud de la depression peuvent parfaitement ruisseler sur la
surface du dome basaltique sous-jacent avant de rejoindre Les
roches karstifiables encaissantes. Par contre, elle rend improbable
le succes d'une desobstruction de la perte.

Il nous semble done necessaire de reconsiderer la genese de
la depression. Celle que nous avan9ons ne correspond pas a ce
que l'on s'attend a trouver dans ce type de paysage. Elle a le
merite d' expliquer le gigantisme d' une forme jusqu'ici
consideree comme purement karstique et de l'integrer dans
l' importante activite volcanique qui a caracterise la region au
villafranchien.

5. Conclusion
Il apparait que certaines formes jusqu'ici considerees comme
resultant d'une evolution karstique normale doivent etre revues
quant a leur genese. L'existence de nombreux vestiges d' origine
volcanique sur Les causses de Severac et de Sauveterre permet
d'avancer une nouvelle explication plausible quanta la formation
de la mega-do line representee par la depression de Soulages. Une
analyse d'anomalie magnetique permettrait de confirmer ou
d' infrrmer cette hypothese.
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Lavafalls: a major factor for the enlargements of lava tubes
on the Kilauea and Hualalai, Hawaii
by Stephan Kempe
Techn. Univer. Darmstadt, Geol.-Paleontol. Inst., Schnittspahnstr. 9, D - 64287 Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract
Extensive lava tube systems have recently been explored within the tholeiitic basalt flows of the Ai-la'au Shield Phase of the
Kilauea Volcano (Keala Cave: 8.6 km total length, Keauhou Trail System: 3.0 km total length), and within the 1801 alkalic basalt flow
of the Hualalai Volcano (Clague· s Cave: ea. 2 km total length) . These caves in general have a much larger cross section (up to 15 x I 0
m) than the lava river which formed them (often only 3 x 1 m). This can be explained by two processes secondarily widening the tube:
downcutting and breakdown. The major agents responsible for downcutting are lavafalls and lava cataracts. They rapidly move upflow,
becoming higher and higher and leave wide and winding canyons below. Several falls can join their erosive powers to form
impressively tall canyons. At the foot of lavafalls large plunge pool rooms form which enlarge the tube by undercutting its sides. Blocks
wedged loose from the walls and wedged from the floor float on the lava river because they are - due to their vesicularity - less dense
than the molten lava. These blocks are coated with lava to form lavaballs and are transported downflow, sometimes wedgeing into
ceiling spaces to form lava ball constrictions. The down- and undercutting can destabilize the primary roof, resulting in synflow
collapse holes (hot pukas). Intrusion of cold air causes the lava surface to solidify forming secondary ceilings which divide the canyon
passage. At places of lavafalls the secondary ceiling drops as well, often leaving spill holes through which lava is periodically splashed
onto the secondary ceiling, thickening it. Erosion can continue below the secondary ceiling. In this way complex cave systems arise,
composed of multiple levels, wide halls and narrow passages. Evidence of downcutting is visible in the caves at places where the ea. I 0
cm thick glazing of the walls fell off. Older ash layers, which are not an integral part of a lava flow, or aa-lava from the surface of the
underlying, older flows are often exposed.

Zusammenfassung
In den letzten Jahren wurden ausgedehnte Lavariihrensysteme in den tholeiitischen Basalt-Fh1ssen der Ai-la'au Schildphase des
Kilauea Vulkans (Keala Cave: 8.6 km Gesamtlli.nge; Keauhou Trail System: 3.0 km Gesamtlli.nge) und in den Alkalibasalten des
Hualalai Ausbruches von 1801 (Clague's Cave: ea. 2 km Gesamtlli.nge) untersucht. Diese Hohlen haben in der Regel sehr vie! grol3ere
Durchmesser (bis zu 15 x 10 m) als der Lavaflu/3, der sie durchflol3 (oft nur 3 x I m grol3). Diese sekundare Erweiterung der Hiihle
kommt durch zwei Prozesse zustande: erosive Einschneidung und Versturz. Die Erosion nach unten wird hauptsachlich durch Lavafalle
und -katarakte verursacht. Sie schneiden schnell ruckwarts ein und werden hoher und hoher und schaffen weite und miiandrierende
Canyons. Mehrere Lavafalle kiinnen ihre Erosionskraft vereinigen und beeindruckend hohe Canyons ausraumen. Am Full der Lavafalle
entwickeln sich grol3e Aufschlagbecken, die die Rohre durch Unterschneidung der Seitenwli.nde ebenfalls erweitem. Bliicke, die von
Wanden und Boden gelost werden, schwimmen, da sie <lurch ihre vesikuliire Textur leichter als Lava sind, auf dem Lavafluf3 davon. Sie
werden von der fliissigen Lava glasiert, zu Ballen gerundet und abtransportiert. Manchmal kiinnen sie sich uber dem Lavaflu/3 anstauen
und zu Lavaball-Verstopfungen filhren. Das Ein- und Unterschneiden kann das Primardach destabilisieren, soda/3 es noch wahrend der
aktiven Phase der Rohre einbricht. Durch solche ,,heillen Pukas" (hawaiianisch filr Loch, Schacht, Eingang) kann kalte Luft eindringen,
die die lokale Erstarrung der Oberfliiche des Lavaflusses verursacht. Diese Sekundiirdecken teilen denCanyon in obere und untere
Passagen und fallen uber Lavafallen steil ab. Haufig bilden sich dort Spritzlocher, aus denen Lava auf die Sekundiirdecke gelangt, die
sich so von oben verdickt. Erosion und Ruckverlagerung der Lavafalle kann unter der Sekundiirdecke weitergehen. Auf diese Weise
entstehen komplexe Lavahiihlensysteme mit multiplen Stockwerken, weiten Hallen und Engstellen. Beweise fur die erosive
Erweiterung der Hohlen finden sich dort, wo die ea. 10 cm dicke, glasige Wandkruste abgefallen ist. Dort kann man gelegentlich altere
Aschenlagen oder Aa-Blocke finden, beide konnen nicht integraler Bestandteil eines Pahoehoe-Lavaflusses sein und zeigen, dal3 sich
die Riihre in iiltere Schichten eingetieft hat.

1. Importance and occurrence of lava tubes
Subaerial lava flows can propagate either as surface
pahoehoe (rope lava), as tube-feed pahoehoe, or as aa (block
lava). The same lava can occur either as pahoehoe or aa,
depending on its viscosity. Viscosity is determined by
temperature, chemical composition and gas content of the lava.
Lava setting out as pahoehoe can change to aa while flowing
but not vice versa. The longer lava can retain its heat content,
the farther lava can flow. Tube-feed lava therefore has the best
chance to form long lava flows. The longest reported lava flow
on Earth is the basaltic 190 000 a old Undara flow, Australia,
covering a distance of 160 km (ATIGNSON, 1993). A total of 6

km of tube sections have been explored, showing that it was
indeed a tube-feed flow.
Major lava tubes are known from Tenerife, Cheju Island
(Korea), Kenya, the Western United States, Iceland, Japan and
Hawaii. Most of these tubes have only been mapped for their
total extent and have not been subject to extended geological
analyses. Reports about them appear mostly in caving journals.

2. Lavatubes on Hawaii
On Hawaii lava tubes occur abundantly on the vol-canoes
Kilauea, Mauna Loa and Hualalai. Only recently a cave in
Mauna Kea lava has also been discovered. Kilauea and Mauna
Loa produce tholeiitic basalt, the Hualalai erupts alkalic basalt.
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Even though alkalic basalt is less viscous, the slope of the
Hualalai (ea. 8°) is steeper than that ofMauna Loa (ea. 4°) and
Kilauea (ea. 2°). This is due {LOCKWOOD pers. corn.) to the fact
that the Hualalai is coming to the end of its volcanic cycle and
eruptions become less frequent and shorter, causing the flows
to pile up steeper than on Mauna Loa and Kilauea (see also
KEMPE & OBERWINDER this volume).
The largest single flow group containing the majority of
the tubes so far explored are the flows belonging to the Aila'au shield phase of the Kilauea. These flows date to 500-350
aBP (HOLCOMB, 1987) and overlie older flows (Kalue Flows
500-750 aBP; Volcano Flows, 750-1000 aBP) which form socalled kipukas, vegetation islands. The flows covering the
eastern flank of the Kilauea include the Kazumura and the
older Keala tubes, plus the 6.25 km long John Martin/Pukalani
System and the 15 km long Pahoa System plus a series of
other tubes under investigation now. The southern branch of
the Ai-la'au flows is steeper, because it crosses the SouthKilauea fault system. The Ainahou Ranch System and the
Keauhou Trail System belong to this flow group (see KEMPE et
al. this volume). On the Hualalai the tubes of the 1801-Huehue
lava field (among them Clague' s Cave) are the ones best know
so far (see KEMPE& OBERWINDER this Volume)
Note that the term ,,cave" applies to one continuous cave
while the term ,,system" applies to a series of caves, not
directly connected but belonging to the same tube.
Toe Hawaii Speleological Survey, founded in 1989, is now
taking a more systematic look at the lava tubes on Hawaii. K.
ALLRED and his team have mapped Kazumura Cave totaling
59.33 km (e.g. l<AMBESES, 1995). It is now not only the
longest lava cave world-wide, but also the one with the largest
difference in elevation, i.e. 1098 m.
I have looked at the internal structure of lava tubes while
mapping Keala Cave (8.6 km), Keauhou Trail System
(consisting of 5 individual caves, total length 3.0 km; plus
Jens' Puka 0.42 km), Thurston Lava Tube (0.49 km) and
Clague' s Cave (2.0 km) in detail. These investigations plus the
observations made in Charcoal Cave (1.5 km), Earthquake
System (0.33 km) (KEMPE & KE1Z-KEMPE, 1979, 1993) and in
the Ainahou Ranch System (7 .11 km) (mapped by Woon,
1980) allow to uncover the rules by which lava tubes evolve
on Hawaii and most probably elsewhere on Earth, on the
Moon and on the terrestrial planets in general {FRANCIS, 1993).

3. Propagation of flows
The ability of pahoehoe lava to form tubes is responsible
for the enormous length of Hawaiian lava flows. The flows
associated with the Keala and Kazumura tubes are about 0.71.2 km wide (OBERWINDER, 1995), those of the Ainahou and
Keauhou Trail tubes are < 0.5 km wide (HARlMANN, 1995;
BUCHAS, 1996).
The intern.al structure of these flows is visible in collapse
holes (pukas), which show that the tube roofs consist of up to
ten laminae of lava, each several decimeters thick. They are
separated by planes along which the laminae have slipped
against each other. This structure is inconsistent with the
frequently advanced idea that the tubes form from crusted-over
channels. Crusting-over would involve relatively thin laminae
which would have ropy surfaces and which should not extent
across the tube without structural interruption. Crusting-over
may occur near vents, but the tubes of the large flows certainly
did not evolve from crusted-over channels.
Rather, the tubes seem to form inside of the massive flow,
which as such is stationary and is extended at its flow front

only. There lava, supplied by the forming tube, is injected, due
to the weight of the melt, along the slip-planes inflating the tip
from within its center. The injected melt takes the form of a
new lamina, moving faster than the older laminae below and
above it. In this way the flow propagates at a relatively
constant width and velocity because the supply of new lava is
limited by the capacity of the tube already established behind
the propagating front. If the volcano supplies more lava than
the tube can handle, then separate flows may begin to form
near the vent. If the flow front reaches the ocean, lava is piped
directly to the sea through an otherwise stationary flow . At
obstacles, the flow may split. If the terrain is rather level, the
flow may form more sheets and become thicker, before the
tube can be prolonged, while on steeper slopes, fewer sheets
are needed to advance the flow front. This model explains the
observed structures of lava flows best. It is, however, difficult
to verify in all its aspects and will need further investigation.

4. Evolution of tubes
In contrast, the further evolution of lava tubes can be
inferred with more certainty because it leaves distinctive
structures in the tubes which we can study directly.
4.1 Lavafalls
The most striking observation is that the tubes do not have
cross-sections constant in size. Rather, the tube can be as wide
as 15 m and as high as 10 m in places and then close down to
the actual cross-section of the flow of perhaps 3 x I m. These
variations form a repeating pattern: Going downslope, the tube
begins to close down slowly until it suddenly opens up again.
Where the cross-sections open up, lavafalls are encountered,
i.e. the floor drops suddenly. In central Keala Cave (between
the pukas Ladder and Flower), ea. 20 such segments occur
(OBERWINDER, 1995). The highest lavafalls in the upper
Kazumura system are over I O m high, but they can also be as
small as 10-20 cm. Below the lavafalls plunge pool rooms and
large, mean-dering canyons are encountered. Going
downslope, the canyons gradually become lower and narrower
until the next segment begins.
Lavafalls occur both in caves with low and high gradients.
In central Keala (3.69 km main tube length, 102 m vertical
extension, 1.58° slope) at least 21.3 m or 20% of the altitude
change is caused by lavafall~. In case of Clague' s Cave (1.39
km main tube length, 157.1 m vertical extension, 6.49° slope)
lavafalls contribute 40 m or 25.5% to elevation change. The
occurrence of lavafalls seemingly does not depend on slope, it
seems to be an intrinsic property of tube evolution itself.
The observed features are best explained by the
assumption that the lavafalls are actively backcutting, i.e.
eroding the underlying rock (Fig. 1). The analogy with
waterfalls is obvious, both of them produce similar
morphologies: plunge pool rooms, meanders, canyons and
undercut walls.
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Erosion by Lava Falls

I plan view

Canyon Formation by Multiple Lava t-alls
longitudinal view

drrply inci~cd can) on :

Fig. 1: Scheme oftl,e erosio11 caused by lava/alls.

The higher the lavafalls become, the more effective-ly the
falling lava hammers at the underlying strata. Rocks pounded
loose will float up because solid and vesicular lava is less
dense than molten lava. These blocks will be rolled over,
coated with lava and form balls, often seen jammed into
ceiling pockets (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Lava ball ill tlle primary ceili11g ofKeala Cave.

Several lavafalls can follow each other and their
backcutting can add up to carve impressively high canyon
passages (Fig. 3). These canyons are gas-filled, only their
lower section contains lava, flowing Like a river in its bed with
a free surface.
4.2 Direct evidence of lavafall erosion
In many tubes evidence of downcutting can be observed
directly. This is possible because the flowing lava leaves only
an about I O cm thin glazing on the walls, which sometimes
falls off. Behind, the country rock, through which the tube cut
down, becomes visible. These rocks mostly are lava Laminae,
which are difficult to differentiate from the laminae of the
tube-bearing flow. In some places, however, the tube has cut
through older aa-flows and even through older ash layers. I
observed aa outcrops in Ainahou Ranch Tube and in Clague's
Cave. Ash deposits have been noticed in the Earthquake
System and in Clague' s Cave. Neither aa nor ash are integral
parts of a pahoehoe flow and therefore offer firm proof of
active tube downcutting.

Fig. 3: Multiple lava/alls a11d tlle formatio11 of a seco11dary
ceiling.

4.3 Breakdown and puka collapse
The constant undercutting of the tube walls leads to
instabilities and breakdown can enlarge the tube as well.
Therefore, the walls may show alcoves and the ceiling may
form irregular cupolas and domes exposing the internal
structure of the primary roof. The breakdown blocks are
carried away also, floating on the lava river. Collapse finally
may puncture the primary roof causing a hot puka, i.e . a
collapse hole, the breakdown of which has been carried away
by the still active lava river. In Keala for example, all of the 8
pukas are hot pukas. In Clague's Cave at least 6 of the 8 pukas
have formed hot while in the Keauhou Trail System most
pukas (probably 7 out of9) are cold pukas (i.e. collapsed after
the activity terminated). Hot pukas occur very often above or
makai of lavafalls. This is for example true for Josh's Puka in
Keala, for Puka 2 in Keauhou Trail Cave, for Cannonball Puka
in John Martin Cave and others.
4.4 Formation of secondary roofs
The collapse of pukas is the cause for another major
alteration of the internal structure oflava tubes: The formation
of secondary roofs inside the tube.
Frequently we observe in Hawaiian lava tubes double
passages, one on top of each other, separated by a relatively
thin roof. The lower passage is mostly more even in crosssection, while the upper passage is more irregular and usually
contains more breakdown. Both passages unite at some point
or may be connected through spillholes. Sometimes the
separating floor collapsed, connecting both passages as well.
The observations and the analysis of the cave surveys
show that these roofs are formed as a consequence of puka
collapse: the puka introduces cold air into the gas space of the
canyons, causing the lava river to solidify at its surface. This
roof consists of one lava sheet to begin with. Later it may be
reinforced by spills of lava which either inundate it from
upslope or through spill holes. Spillholes often are found
above lavafalls where the roof tends to be thin because of the
rapid Lava movement. Also gas, released by the stirring action
of the fall, escaped through these holes. Sudden constrictions,
caused for example by breakdown, can force thin and very hot
spills of lava out of the holes, which then flows for some
distance on top of the secondary roof strengthening it from
above. Because the secondary roof follows the surface of the
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lava river, it warps down over existing lavafalls. If the tube can
operate for some time after the secondary roof is formed, then
the lavafall can cut back further, creating a new canyon below
the new roof. This can be observed in Keala Cave makai of
Josh 's Puka for example.
For the formation of secondary roofs the number of pukas
available for air venting is important.
If only one puka exists, then the cooling caused is small
and the secondary ceiling will extend only for a short distance
above and below the puka. Such a roof exists for example
below Ladder Puka in Keala Cave, which extends ea. 40 m
below and above the puka.
If several pukas collapse and air can flow between them,
then a convection is set up with air entering at the lower puka,
warming as it passes through the canyon and leaving the upper
puka heated to about I 000°C. Thus cooling is possible
throughout long sections of the tube. In Keala Cave, the
longest internal roof stretches over 1 km. It extends upward for
700 m from Grogan's Pukas 1 and 2 towards Josh' s Puka, not
quite reaching it because the air was already too hot to cause
any significant cooling. The roof also extends for 300 m makai
ofGrogan' s Puka, probably because cold air could flow down
the - up to 6 m high - canyon for some distance as well.
Such secondary roofs caused by multiple pukas were also
observed in Clague's Cave between Pukas 3 and 2 and
between a now closed puka above ,,La Patisserie" and Puka 1.
Significant secondary roofs are, however, missing in Keauhou
Trail Cave, which is in accordance with the observation that
most pukas collapsed only after the lava flow ended.

5. Mechanical versus thermal erosion
Observations show that lava tubes are enlarged by both
back-cutting lavafalls and by breakdown. This erosion is
mechanical in nature. It has often been claimed that lava tubes
enlarge by ,,thermal erosion" (e.g. COOMBS & ROWLAND,
1994). Thermal erosion, i.e. melting of the tube downward,
would cause enlargement throughout the tube, while lavafall
erosion acts locally. Falling lava apparently acts as a kind of
sledge hammer pounding at the underlying rocks.
This sort of erosion does not only cause downcutting, but
undercutting of walls and collapse of the roof as well.
Skylights open while the tube is still active (hot pukas). These
pukas allow access of cold air which causes consolidation of
secondary roofs. These internal roofs occur below pukas,
therefore ensuring the continuity of the cave as an entity. This
is the secret of the enormous length ofKazumura Cave in spite
of its many collapse holes. Also the secondary roofs re-insulate
the lava flow again and ensure its further function as an

underground river bed for molten lava. The described
processes restructure the original hose-like tube into a cave
with a complex morphology.
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The upper Huehue flow (1801 eruption, Hualalai, Hawaii) : An
example of interacting lava flows yielding complex lava tube
morphologies
by Stephan Kempe & Matthias Oberwinder
Techn. Univer. Darmstadt, Geol.-Paleontol. Inst., Schnittspahnstr. 9, D 64287 Dannstadt, Germany

Abstract
The Hualalai , Hawaii, erupted last I 800-180 I. Alkalic basalt of the Kaupulehu and Huehue Flows formed extensive channel and
tube systems. In March 1996, we investigated the 2 km long Clague's Cave in the upper Huehue flow (main passage length 1.4 km,
vertical extent 157 m, average slope 6.56°, meander factor 1.18). Exploration ended at a breakdown choke. 1. 1 km lower down ,
Medville et al. mapped 2.4 km ( 180.5 m vertical), probably of the same tube. The cave was enormously enlarged by lavafall erosion
and breakdown (erosion factor 14). Collapse of pukas and air cooling have formed extensive secondary ceilings. Sides and roofs of
some tube sections stand in aa, a contradiction in itself. This is explained by aa-lava derived from shield-forming rootless vents over a
parallel tube (Mystery Tube) active at the same time, which transgressed Clague's Tube, causing collapse of its primary roof. Stooping
upward of the cave roof caused the ,,aa-passages". Lava seeping through the aa formed unusually large stalactites and stalagmites.
Comparison with Kilauea tholeiitic basalt tubes shows that slope and meander factor can be correlated but not slope and lava viscosity.

Zusammenfassung
Der Hualalai, Hawaii, brach zuletzt I 800-180 I aus. Die Alkalibasalte der Kaupulehu und Huehue Flows bil-deten lange Kanai- und
Rohrensysteme. Im Marz 1996 erforschten wir die 2 km lange Clague's Cave im obe-ren Huehue Flow (Hauptgang 1.4 km Iang, 157 m
Hohenunterschied, Gefalle 6.56°, Miianderfaktor 1.18). Die Hohle endet im Versturz, aber 1.1 km unterhalb vermaJ3en Medville et al.,
2.4 km ( 180,5 m Hohenunterschied) vermutlich der selben Rohre. Die Hohle wurde stark durch Lavafall-Erosion und Versturz
vergrol3ert (Erosions-faktor 14). Deckeneinsturz und Luftkiihlung verursachten ausgedehnte Sekundiirdecken. Wande und Dach eini-ger
Gange stehen in Aa, ein Widerspruch in sich. Diese Aa wurde von einer zeitgleich aktiven, parallelen Roh-re (Mystery Tube) Ober
schildartige rootless vents gefordert, transgredierte Clague's Tube und lost den Einsturz ihrer Primardecke aus. Weiteres Hochbrechen
der Decke verursachte die ,,Aa-Gange". Durch die Aa sickemde Lava bildete ungewohnlich lange Stalaktiten und Stalagmiten. Der
Vergleich mit den tholeiitischen Basa lt-rohren des Kilaueas zeigt, dal3 Gefalle und Miianderfaktor korrelieren, nicht aber Gefalle und
Lavaviskositat.

In March 1996, we investigated a lava tube in the upper part
of the Huehue flow field north of Kona , Hawaii (for more details
see OBER WINDER, I 996, unpublished). It was formed , together
with the Kaupulehu flow, during the only historic eruption of the
Hualalai in 1800-180 I. These eruptions yielded alkalic basalts
composed of phenocrists of olivine, plagioclase and pyroxene in
a fine matrix of the same minerals.
The older part of the Huehue flow field was produ-ced by
several spatter cones, called Puhia Pele, from which a large
channel system extends seawards. The younger and smaller part
of the flow field represents lava derived from inconspicuous
vents south of the Puhia Pele cones. This flow contains the tube
we have investi-gated (Fig. I). Because no local name for the
cave is known , we named it after the former director of the Hawaiian Volcanoes Observatory, Dr. DAVIDG.AG.JE. He had brought
the tube to our attention and also participated in the first
reconnaissance trip in August 1994 together with Dr. W .R.
HAwDAY, Dl J. KAUAHIKAUA and S. KEMPE.

to reveal the details of the internal tube structure and to
contribute to the discussion about the tube 's genesis.
In Table I main survey results are listed . The horizontal
length of the main tube (without side passages) is 1367 m and the
vertical distance amounts to 157 m; additionally ea. 625 m of
side passages were explored, of which 355 m were mapped. The
slope of the tube is 6.56°. However, if the direct distance (general
strike WNW) between the upper and lower end of our survey is
taken (II 80 m), then the slope amounts to 7.6°.
The upper end of the tube is located shortly below the vent of
the younger Huehue Flow at
19° 45 .571 '/ W 155° 58.602 '.
Uphill the steep tube is blocked by welded lavaballs. The lower
end was reached at N 19° 45 .890' / W 155° 59.183 '. There the
tube is blocked by breakdown, but air draft shows that the cave
continues. In summer 1996 MEDVILL E & MEDVILLE ( 1997)
mapped a 2413 m long ( 180.5 m vertical extent) section of a tube
below (Goat Herd Cave), most probably the continuation of
Clague's Cave (see Fig. I). Their survey ended 1100 m below the
breakdown plug. This section has yet to be explored.

2. Survey Data

3. Morphology of Clague's Cave

The grade 5 survey was conducted by M . OBERWI DER, S.
KEMPE, H. 8UCHAS and K. WOL IEW ICZ with a tripod-mounted
digital compass, an electronic level (both readable to ± 0.1°) and
a 50 m tape. Survey data were processed with the cave map
program CAPS 7.3. Fig. I shows the plot of the survey line
within the upper part of the Huehue flow. Maps, a longitudinal
section (St. 0-78) (1:500), and cross-sections (1:200) were drawn

Clague's Cave is morphologically very complex. Up to 17 m
wide halls are encountered and the main passage changes its
slope, width and height constantly. Dividing the area of the cave
(9000 m' ) (obtained by weighing the cut-out map of the cave) by
the horizontal main passage length ( 1367 m) an average tube
width of 6.6 m is ob-tained. Likewise the average hight was
determined from the longitudinal section . It amounts

1. Introduction
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Figure 1: Geological map (after Moore & Clague, 1991) of the
Huehue Flow Jield with survey lines of mapped caves (Goat
Herd Cave and lower Hue/me caves courtesy of D. & H.
Medvil/e).

Table 1: Clague's Cave, main survey results
main passage lenl!th
main passage length,
horizontal projection
vertical extension
side passages, maooed
total lenrrth. mapped
side passages, explored
total system lenl!th
direct distance end to end
meander factor
average slope
slope of direct distance
uooer end of cave, altitude a.s.l.
lower end of cave, altitude a.s.l.
general direction of cave
area of cave (horizontal projection) maooed passages only
average width
widest passage
average heiE1:ht (above station 78)
highest passage
average cross-section
((6 .61 +5.47)/212/* p)
number of pukas
cumulated hei1mt oflavafalls
percentage oflavafalls
number of survey stations
average station to station distance
total survey length
surface slope over cave area

1389.86 m
1367 m
157.12m
355.0 m
1744.86 m
ea. 270m
ea. 2000m
1180m
1.15
6.56°
7.58°
512m
370m
290°
1
9033m

IS

20km

to 5.5 m. On the assumption that the tube is oval in shape, a
cross-section of ea. 29 m' can be calculated. This is much larger
than the cross-section of the lava river which occupied the tube.
At several places minimal passage cross-sections are encountered
which show that the lava river probably was not wider than 2 m
and not deeper than l m and that the large passages below these
constrictions could never have been filled completely with lava at
any time. The tube is, on average, 14 times (we call this ratio
,,erosion factor") wider than the lava river, i.e. the tube must have
been enlarged substantially by secondary processes.
This enlargement was carried out by two processes: lavafall
backcutting and breakdown. These processes are at work in all of
the lava tubes we have investigated on Hawaii so far (KEMPE,
1996, 1997).

6.61 m
17.5 m
5.47 m
6.2 m
28 .7 m'
7 (8)
ca. 40m
ea. 25 %
140
13 .08 m
1831.0 m
6.86°

Figure 2: Lava/all (3 m J,igJ,, St. 24) in Clague's Cave, note
tl,e minimal passage at its upper end.
The lavafalls (Fig. 2) in Clague's Cave can be up to 5 m high.
They account for more than 40 m or 25 % of the elevation
change in the mapped tube section. By backcutting, these falls
increase in size and become evermore effective in hammering out
tall canyons. Several of the falls can move upward through the
same section of the tube deepening it more and more. The
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loosened material is, because of the high vesicularity of the solid
lava, less dense than the molten lava and will float on top of the
lava river. There it is coated by lava and forms lava balls. Several
places exist in Clague's Cave where the thin glazing of the tube
has fallen away and where the rock, through which the
downcutting occurred, is visible. One of them is found shortly
above the breakdown plug, where aa-lava, covered by a red ash is
exposed. Neither ash nor aa-lava are part of the tube forming
pahoehoe flow. More aa is exposed at the wall of the ,,Plunging
Passage" at the lower end of the ,,Wooden Vessel Hall" proving
downcutting as well.
The second process to cause enlargement of the tube is
breakdown. It can both increase the ceiling height irregularly and
widen the tube when the side walls collapse and slump into the
lava river. The loose material is also floated on top of the molten
lava and carried downstream. Very often these lava balls are
welded onto the ceiling or plug the entrances of once active
sidepassages drained by the downcutting.
Downcutting and breakdown can cause the complete
destruction of the primary tube roof and the opening of collapse
holes (pu-kas). A total of eight pukas belong to the mapped section of the cave, most of them are hot pukas, i.e. they opened up
while the tube was still actively transporting lava which removed the material of the collapsed roof. Only pukas 5 and 7 are
clearly cold pukas, i.e. they formed after the tube flow subsided.
Puka 1 also served as an overflow early in the tube history. It
produced a thin flow of very hot surface pahoehoe almost devoid
of rope structures.
As a consequence of the puka collapse, air was able to
circulate through the tube. Because of the steep slope this current
was directed upward between pairs of pukas with the cold air
entering in the lower puka and the hot air exiting through the
upper puka. The air cooled and consolidated the surface of the
still flowing lava and caused the formation of a secondary roof,
dividing the original canyon in an upper, gas-filled and a lower,
lava-filled passage. Such a secondary roof starts for example a
few meter below Puka 3 and extends upward until about 50 m
below Puka 2. It contains a few spill holes, through which lava
from the lower passage spilled on top of the secondary roof, thus
thickening it from above. The longest secondary ceiling extends
(with an interruption at around St. 129) from the end of the
mapped section of the tube (where the collapse of the lower end
of the secondary roof blocks the continuation of the cave) to
about I 00 m below Puka 5 (which is a cold puka, i.e. it did not
serve as an air outlet) for over 350 m . It was most probably
caused by air convection between Pukas 8 and 6. The secondary
ceilings preserve the height of the lava level in the tube at the
moment of their consolidation, i.e. they dip down steeply over
active lavafalls. Since the lavafalls can continue their erosive
activity below the secondary roof, the distance between the
position of the bend in the secondary roof and the final position
of the lavafall is a measure of the time be-tween the collapse of
pukas and the end of the activity.
After the supply of lava subsided, the residual lava in the
tube mostly was able to evacuate the passages below the
secondary ceilings. In very steep sections of the tube (,,Wildwater
Canyon") terminal lava flowed longer and was able to cool
enough to turn into aa. It often formed steep rubble cones at the
bottom of former lava cascades. Other terminal features include
tube-in-tube structures and drained plunge pools.
All these morphological features are not unlike those seen in
other Hawaiian caves. Clague's Cave however is unique because
of its tube sections which have walls and ceilings entirely
composed of aa. This is a contradiction in itself because aa is too
viscous to form tubes.

Prominent aa sections include the large halls above Puka 2
and much of the upper passage between Puka 2 and Puka 3. This
paradox can be solved by postulating the existence of an
independent tube which runs parallel to Clague' s Cave and was
active at the same time (Fig. 3). This ,,Mystery Tube" must have
run about 100 m north of Clague's Cave and is marked in the
field by at least two rootless vents, which formed low shield-like
rises (Fig. 1). These rootless vents most probably became active
when sections of the Mystery Tube collapsed and forced the tube
lava to rise to the surface. At the vent sites the lava formed small
surface pahoehoe flows which quickly cooled and turned into aa
flows. These covered also part of the roof of the adjacent
Clague 's Cave to the south. In Puka 5, for example, at least three
flow events can be seen, transgressing the origina~ thin primary
pahoehoe roof of Clague's Cave. The load of the additional aa
caused the collapse of the primary roof which was transported
out of the tube by the still active flow. Further stooping upward
into the fresh, welded aa layers and the formation of a secondary
ceiling at a position not much below the original primary roof
gives the impression of a lava tube composed entirely of aa (Fig.
3).
Credibility to this reconstruction of events is given by
unusually large lava stalactites, stalagmites and columns. They
represent portions of the melt from the transgressing Mystery
Tube lava seeping through the hanging aa or through the
remainders of the fractured primary roof. These stalactites also
illustrate that both flows were active at the same time because the
stalactites directly above the lava river of Clague's Cave do not
have matching stalagmites. The material dripping to the floor
must have fallen into the still hot lava river which was able to
remove it. In addition, Pukas 2 and 3 received small aa-flows
which drained into them.

Schematic Development of C lague's Cave
Mystery Tube

Clague's Tube

Mystery Tube

Clague's Tube

A

B

rootless vent forms
downcutting and
breakdown

Clague's Tube

Mystery Tube shield

C

prim ary roof
removed

Clague's Tube

Mystery Tube shield

D

Mystery Tube completely foil ed with
lava due to ponding
seco ndary roof divides pas sage
upper passag e seems to stand 1n aa

Figure 3: Scheme of tire development of Clague's Cave. For
explanation see text.
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4. General Considerations
The slope of Clague' s Cave (7.58°) (i.e. the slope calculated
from the elevation difference and direct end-to-end distance of a
tube) is much larger than for any of the Kilauea tubes known.
The big Ai- la'au tubes Kazu-mura and Keala have a slope of
1.96° and 1.75°, respec-tively. Even the Keauhou Trail System,
which extends a-cross one of the South-Kilauea faults, has a
lower slope, i.e. 6. 11 °. These tubes developed in tho leiitic basalt,
which is less fluid than aikalic basalt and should have a higher
slope than the Hualalai tubes. This enigma is explained by the
fact that the Hualalai is in a late state of its development and that
its eruptions are shorter and less productive than those of the
Kilauea and that therefore the slope of the volcano is steeper than
that of the Kilauea. Slopes of tubes apparently are not directly
linked to the fluidity of the lava. This is also shown by the fact
that Goat Herd Cave, the presumed continuation of Clague's
Cave, has a slope of 5.18°, because it occurs lower on the flank
of the Hualalai, i.e., the tube slope decreases downhill even
though the viscosity of the flowing lava increases due to ongoing
cooling.
Div iding the horizontal passage length by the direct horizontal distance between the ends of a tube yields the meander
factor. It amounts to 1. 15 for Clague's and to 1.2 for Goat Herd
Cave. This is smaller than the meander factors of Kazumura and
Keala Caves ( 1.30 and 1.25, resp.) but similar to the Keauhou
Trail System ( 1. 13). Steeper slopes seem therefore to cause less
meandering than more gentle slopes, on which the progressing
lava can move around obstacles more freely.
There are other differences between Clague' s Cave and the
Kilauea caves. One of them is the thickness of the primary roof.
Kazumura and Keala have 5 to 8 m thick roofs, composed of up
to I 0 lava sheets, while the primary roof of Clague' s Cave is thin,
probably less than 3 m thick. It is composed of only a few
laminae, which often are reinforced by ropy pahoehoe surface
flows. It is so thin that it has apparently collapsed and is missing
throughout a significant portion of the tube. Only the thick aaflows of the Mystery Tube give the roof a thickness and stability
comparable with the Ai-la'au flows.
The geological map of the Hualalai by MOORE & CLAGUE,
1991 (Fig. I) shows that the flow of the twin tube system,
Clague ' s and Mystery, is about 350 m wide and 4.7 km long.
From this and the estimated thickness of the lava flow of about 3
6
3
m for Clague ' s Cave a lava volume of 2.5* 10 m is calculated.
The volume of the tube itself is (assuming similar width and
height throughout the entire tube) 1.4 * JO' m' while the Java
river had a volume of 9700 m' . Since the tube volume is 14.4
times larger than the lava river volume (the erosion factor) most
of the tube volume has come about by the secondary removal of

rock, as already discussed. The ratio of total lava to tube volume
is 18, i.e. the lava carried through the tube must have contained
1/18 of its volume in form of eroded material.
Furthermore, if one assumes that the lava flows with about a
3
rate of 4 m sec·' (as reported for the recent Pu'u O'o Flows,
Kilauea) then the entire lava volume would have been deposited
in only 7 days. In such a short time the observed erosion must
also have occurred and all the internal features must have been
formed. This is highly unlikely. We therefore suggest that the
geological map needs correction and that Clague' s Tube does not
end after 4.7 km and 425 m vertical extent. It possibly extends
well into the lower part of the Huehue flow field and may tie in
with the tube called ,,Powerline Cave" (MEDVILLE & MEDVILLE,
1997) (Fig. I). Then much more lava would have been carried
through the tube, more time would have been available for
erosion and the ratio of eroded material to lava would have been
much less. This hypothesis will be tested during an expedition in
March 1997.
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Mapping lava flows by following their tubes: the Keauhou
Trail/ Ainahou Ranch Flow Field, Kilauea, Hawaii
by Stephan Kempe, Bolger Buchas, Jens Hartmann, Matthias Oberwinder, Jan Strassenburg & Klaus
Wolniewicz
Techn. Univer. Darrnstadt, Geol.-Paleontol. Inst. , Schnittspahnstr. 9, D - 64287 Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
During its last shield phase, 500-350 aBP, the Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, issued large amounts of tube-fed pahoehoe lava eastwards
and southwards. These Ai-la'au flows were deposited so rapidly that it was so far not possible to differentiate the individual flow events
clearly. With the mapping of the tubes, this situation has changed. In the southern flow field we now mapped (in addition and in parallel
to the already known, 7.11 km long Ainahou Ranch System) the Keauhou Trail System (KTS). The KTS is segmented by collapse
holes into five individual caves totaling 2,999.5 m with a horizontal main tube length of 2,241.4 m, a vertical extent of 213 .3 m and an
average slope of 5.4°. The longest section is the Lower KT Cave with 1,217 m total length (974 m horizontal main passage length). Its
vertical extent amounts to 132.2 m and its gradient to 7.73°. This high gradient is caused by one of the South-Hawaiian faults which the
cave crosses. In its steepest section a slope of 25° is encountered. The cave ends at a second fault where recent movements caused the
collapse of the tube roof and the downward displacement of the continuation. 50 m to the west of the KTS an earlier branch of the KTS
was mapped, Jens' Puka, 427 m long in total. The upper end of the KTS is blocked by an intrusion of younger lava. Therefore we can
now differentiate three individual flows: The Keauhou Trail Flow, the Ainahou Flow and a younger, intermediate flow. Age data and
petrography leave, however, some doubts if these flows really belong to the Ai-la'au shield phase or to some independent eruption on
the upper East Rift of the Kilauea.
Zusammenfassung
Wiihrend seiner letzten Schildphase, 500-350 aBP, produzierte der Kilauea Vulkan, Hawaii, riesige Mengen Lava, die durch Rohren
nach Osten und Silden abflossen. Diese Ai-la' au Lavafelder wurden so schnell nacheinander abgelagert, dal3 es bisher nicht moglich
war, die Sequenz der Ablagerung im einzelnen zu erfassen. Mit der Vermessung der Rohren hat sich diese Situation geandert. Im
sildlichen Lavafeld haben wir jetzt (zusatzlich zu der bereits bekannten und parallel laufenden, 7.11 km langen Ainahou Ranch Rohre)
die Rohren des Keauhou Trail Systems (KTS) vermessen. Das KTS ist durch Deckeneinbrilche in filnf Hohlen segmentiert, sie sind
insgesamt 2999.5 m Lang, mit einer horizontalen Hauptrohrenlange von 2241.4 m, einem Hohenunterschied von 213 .3 m und einem
Ge fa.I.le von 5.4 °. Die langste Ho hie ist die Lower Keauhou Trail Cave mit einer Gesamtlange von 121 7 m, einer horizontalen
Hauptganglange von 974 m, einer Hohendifferenz von 132.2 m und einem Gefalle von 7.73°. Dieser hohe Gradient entsteht, weil die
Rohre ilber eine Verwerfungsflache des Sud-Hawaii Abschiebungssystems verlauft und dort bis zu 25° Gefalle aufweist. Die Hohle
endet an einer zweiten Verwerfung, an der rezente Bewegungen den Hohlengang nach unten setzten und das Hohlendach einbrechen
liellen. 50 m westlich des KTS findet sich eine weitere Rohre, Jens' Puka, 427 m Lang, die einen lilteren Zweig des KTS darstellt. Das
obere Ende des KTS ist durch eine Intrusion jilngerer Lava blockiert. Wir konnen daher jetzt drei Flilsse unterscheiden: Den Keauhou
Trail Flull, den Ainahou Ranch Flull und einen dazwischen liegenden, jilngeren Flull. Altersdatierungen und petrographische Daten
Lassen allerdings noch Raum fur Zweifel, ob diese Flilsse wirklich zur Ai-la' au-Phase gehoren oder zu einer unabhangigen Eruption des
oberen East-Rifts des Kilaueas.

1. Introduction
The Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, erupted mainly from its rift
zones for the past 300 years. Prior to this phase, and before the
collapse of the current caldera occurred, enormous amounts of
tholeiitic basalt were produced from a vent forming a low
shield at the top of the volcano, the Ai-la'au Shield. Flows
extended to the east (towards Hilo) and to the south (Fig. l).
All of these flows formed tubes. Those flowing east have a
gradient of less than 2°, those flowing south a gradient of ea
5°. Among the eastern tubes are Kazumura Cave (the longest
lava cave currently known world-wide, total length 59.33 km,
vertical extent 1.099 km, mapped by K. AILRED and his team;
see KAMBESIS, 1995), the Pahoa System (15 km long, internal
report by F. STONE), Keala Cave (8.6 km long, 180 m vertical
extent, mapped by the authors) and the John Martin/Pukalani
System, 6.26 km in length (FAVRE, 1993).
The southern tubes include the Ainahou Ranch System
(7.11 km total length, 323 m vertical extent; Woons, 1980)

and the Keauhou Trail System (total length 2,999.5 m, vertical
extent 213.3 m, mapped by the authors) (Fig. 2). Note that the

term "system" indicates a tube segmented into several
individual "caves".

2. The Keauhou Trail System
The Keauhou Trail System (KTS) system was mapped in
April 1995, July 1995 and March 1996. (HAR1MANN, 1995;
BUCHAS, 1996). The survey data of the main tube of the KTS
are given in Table l.

Table 1 Main survey data of Keauhou Trail System
Main tube lenlrth
Horizontal main tube lenlrth
Total lenlrth (without Jens' Puka)
Distance end-to-end
Meander factor
Vertical extent
Slope
Number of stations alon~ main tube
Average distances (horizontal)
Average distances (non-horizontal)

2,272.8 m
2,241.4m
2,999.5 m
1992m
1.13
213.3 m
5.44°
133
16.98 m
17.22 m
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The main tube of KTS is interrupted by 9 pukas (roof
collapses) numbered 7 from mauka (upslope) to -1 makai
(downslope). This numbering system is identical to that of the
Ainahou Ranch System, which has 22 entrances counted
makai to mauka. KTS Pukas O and -1 were discovered only
after the other numbers had already been established.
Some of the pukas segment the main KTS tube into five
individual caves: Upper Keauhou Cave (upper end of tube to
Puka 7), Keauhou Coconut Cave (Pukas 7 to 5), Keauhou
Petroglyph Cave (Pukas 5 to 3), Keauhou Organ Cave (Pukas
3 to 1) and Lower Keauhou Cave (Pukas 1 to -1). Except for
Pukas 7 and 2, all pukas are ,,cold" pukas, i.e. they collapsed
after the flow subsided. To the west of the main tube a shallow
tube is situated, which also belongs to the same flow. It forms
two caves: Jens' Puka Mauka Cave and Jens' Puka. The
survey data of these caves are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Survey data ofKT caves
Uooer Keauhou Tran Cave
Total length
Main passage length (non-horizontal)
Vertical extent
Keauhou Coconut Cave
Ttotal length
Main passage length (non-horizontal)
Vertical extent
Keauhou Petro2lyph Cave
Total length
Main passage length (non-horizontal)
Vertical extent
Keauhou Or2an Cave
Total length
Main passage length (non-horizontal)
Vertical extent
Sum of above caves (upper KTS)
Total length
Main pas. length (horiz., incl. pukas)
Vertical extent (incl. pukas)
Distance end-to-end
Slope
Meander factor
Lower Keauhou Tran Cave
Total length
Main passage length (non-horizontal)
Main passage length (horizontal)
Vertical extent
Distance end-to-end
Slope
Meander factor
Jens · Puka (total)
Jens· Puka Mauka Cave (total)

579.0 m
455.5 m
28.0m
176.6 m
110.lm
5.4m
164.9 m
61.4m
3.2m
862.0m
590.0m
41.9m
1782.5 m
1235.4 m
80.8m
1125m
3.74°
I.JO
1217.0m
989.0m
973.8 m
132.2 m
882m
7.73°
1.10
401.5 m
25.60m

2.1 Upper Keauhou Cave
This cave has only one entrance: Puka 7, also called FemEntrance because of the tree fem growing in it. The fem roots
in a cone of ash from the 1969 Mauna Ulu eruption. This puka
is classified as a hot puka (i.e., it opened up during the still
active flow), because the breakdown from its collapse is
missing and lava was spattered over its rim. A small lavafall
has cut back below the puka (possibly causing its collapse) and
is now found 25 m mauka of the entrance. It formed a small
trench, accompanied by shelves and benches. Mauka of the
fall, the tube widens and becomes lower. The floor is very
uneven, covered with clinkery and rough lava formed in the
terminal phase of the flow. Ca. 130 m in, we find the makai tip
of black, ropy, intruded lava which covers the floor of the cave
for the final 300 m to its mauka end. There the intruded lava
broke through the ceiling of the tube and oozed through the

breakdown. At this location the eastern side of a transgressing
lava flow is encountered at the surface. The intrusion occurred
at a section of the tube where a triple oxbow came to a close,
most probably a place of roof weakness.
2.2 Keauhou Coconut Cave
This segment of the main tube is canyon-like (shaped by
the backcutting lavafall already mentioned) and has two
higher-level tubes branching off to the west (Coconut Passage
and Matthias' Crawl). Coconut Passage probably was
originally feeding the adjacent Jens' Puka tube before the
downcutting of the main tube occurred. This tube was a
distributary branches established during the early phase of the
advancing lava flow.
2.3 Keauhou Petroglyph Cave
A 30 m long collapse trench (Puka 5) separates the
Keauhou Coconut Cave from the Keauhou Petroglyph Cave.
The main tube is buried by the breakdown of Puka 4, 15 m
below Puka 5, but the higher-level Dwelling Passage branches
off and, via an oxbow, reconnects with the main passage after
Puka 4. The Dwelling Passage is another distributary branch of
the tube ending in a lava seal after 60 m . At the surface it is
marked by a failed branch in the lava flow.
2.4 Keauhou Organ Cave
Puka 3, which separates the Keauhou Petroglyph Cave
from Keauhou Organ Cave occurred at a place where the main
tube branched and where the roof was unstable. The branches
reunite after 60 m. It is not the only oxbow occurring in this
section of the tube, five more follow. Ca. 30 m makai of the
first branch, the small Puka 2 is located, the second hot puka
of the system. It formed due to a backcutting lavafall, which
destabilized the roof at this location while the lava was still
flowing. Air entering the tube through the puka cooled the
surface of the still flowing lava and a short secondary ceiling
formed, the only one to speak of in the entire system (see also
KEMPE, this volume).
2.5 Lower Keauhou Cave
Puka 1, a 25 m long and 15 m wide collapse structure,
separates Keauhou Organ Cave from Lower Keauhou Cave. Its
collapse occurred at a place where two branches reunited and
where the cave was very wide and the roof accordingly weak.
Below Puka 1, the tube continues for almost 300 m as a rather
uneventful tunnel, with an extremely rough floor. Then two
oxbows follow and at 660 m makai of Puka I the tube
becomes very steep (25°). At the discovery it was almost filled
with terminal aa and we had to move some of it to proceed on
through. Cracks cut across the tube, one of them showing
downfaulting of the makai side by 25 cm. This is where the
tube plunges over the first (ea. 30 m high) of the Poliokeawe
fault faces. It is the steepest tube section yet recorded on
Hawaii. Some 60 m beyond, a hole in the ceiling gives access
to a small complex of low tubes (Stephan's System, some 80
m long) which must have formed in the cone of lava piling up
below the fault during an early phase of the flow. These were
later partly inundated by spills of lava rising up from the main
passage. At 830 m makai Puka 1 the Red Channel Hall is
reached, where terminal lava has formed two branches each
with impressive levees. Their red color shows that they were
able to cool slowly. 900 m below Puka 1 the main passage
ends, because terminal lava fills it up to the ceiling. To the side
very low tubes (Matthias' Maze and Klaus Connector) form a
bypass to Puka O (collapsed over an older side-branch of the
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flow) and eventually to Puka -1 where the main tube is reached
again. The final section of the main tube (Stephan's Street) is
about 60 m long and ends in a breakdown choke caused by the
next lower fault, thus terminating the longest section of the
Keauhou Trail caves just over I km below Puka I.

2.6 Jens' Puka
Jens' Puka is situated ea. 50 m to the west of the Keauhou
Trail Tube and runs in parallel to it. It consists of two caves
(Jens Puka proper and the short Jens' Puka Mauka Cave)
segmented by a cold puka. A second puka, a few meters makai
of the first one, does not segment the cave. From here a crawl
gives access to the lower part of the cave, probably the most
sporting cave yet mapped in the National Park area because it
is mostly only of crawling height. The few places, where duckwalking is permitted, are provided by breakout cupolas in the
primary roof. All in all, the tube did not have much time to
erode down (maximum height of some small lava cataracts is
50 cm) and must have been cut off its lava supply early in its
history. In the middle part of the tube, up to five lava strands
run in parallel, a good example of a distributary young lava
tube. The cave ends at an impassable low tube section.
250 m makai of the end of Jens' Puka and in direct
prolongation of it, a 480 m long and up to 60 m wide aatongue is noticed, overriding the surface pahoehoe of the
Keauhou Trail Flow. This aa-tongue most probably represents
the lava which drained out of the Jens' Puka tube after it had
been cut off from its lava supply by the downcutting main
Keauhou Trail Tube.

3. Ainahou Ranch System
The Ainahou Ranch Tube (data see Table 3) was mapped
by a British expedition (WOODS, 1980). They reported a total
length of 7.11 km. This length may not include some of the
upper passages. It is also unclear, at how many of the 22 pukas
the system is segmented. Reconnaissance trips in the upper,
middle and lower sections of the cave show that it is deeply
entrenched by lavafall erosion and that it has developed
secondary roofs over long stretches of the tube. All in all, this
tube has been active much longer than the Keauhou Trail
System. Mauka the tube is choked by breakdown caused by
the Kalanaokuaiki Fault, a recent uplift, which occurred after
the tube formed. Makai the tube ends in a gaping opening at
the same Poliokeawe fault face, on which the Keauhou Trail
Tube ends in breakdown. From here the lava plunged down as
surface pahoehoe. On the surface of the next fault block down
(150 m deeper) apparently a new tube system formed. This
however, has not been investigated as yet.

Table 3: Survey data of the Aina/,ou Ranch Tube (after
WOOD, 1980)

7.11 km
Total length
4.82 km
Main passage length (horizontal)*
Distance end-to-end
4.27 km
1.13
Meander factor
323 m
Vertical extent
4.26°
Slope
*measured with distance wheel on map

4. The Keauhou /Ainahou lava flow field
In Fig. 2 the two tube systems discussed are plotted in
relation to each other. They clearly define two separate flows
(termed A and C) in this previously unstructured flow field
(compare HOLCOMB, 1987). The intrusion at the upper end of

Keauhou Trail System shows, that a younger flow (Flow B)
transgressed in between the two tube-bearing flows. This flow
can be identified on aerial photographs and in the field.
Apparently it did not reach the Poliokeawe faults and was
therefore more short-lived than the other two flows. We
walked the entire length of the flow in an effort to find an
entrance to its tube, without success. The flow is characterized
by large tumuli, some of which had lava squeezed out of them
like toothpaste. We also tried to follow the flow crest of Flow
B north beyond the Chain of Craters road, but the thick ash of
the 1969 Mauna Ulu eruption makes mapping impossible
there. The old aerial pictures (taken in 1964) are of no help
either, because the vegetation was very dense, also masking
the topography. Therefore, the northern part of the route of
Flow B is tentative.
At the rims, Flow B rests on both Flows A and C. It is
possible that lava of Flow A reappears to the west of Flow B
and is in contact with Flow C along the Chain of Craters Road
(see ,,A?" on Fig. 2). If this is the case, then A (Keauhou) is
the oldest of the flows, followed by C (Ainahou) and B
(intermediate flow). This interpretation is substantiated by
XRF (x-ray fluorescence) analyses of bulk rock samples taken
from the individual lava flows. Cluster analysis of the
21 elements measured in each of the 6 samples shows that the
two samples from Flow B and C cluster together closer than
with the sample from A? and with the rest of the A-samples. It
is therefore possible that B is a late flow of the same eruption
which produced C. Both flows have higher Si- and Ca- and
lower Mg-values than the samples from the A-Flow.
Along the Chain of Crater road pockets of ash from the
1790 Kilauea eruption are exposed. This finding shows that
the flow field is older than 200 years. LOCICWOOD (pers.
comm.) retrieved three charcoal samples from the area (see
Fig. 2 for locations; L93-19, 400±55 aBP; L-78-35 620±70
aBP; L-82-07, 230±60 aBP). If the youngest sample represents
the best ,,ante post quern" date (and if we assume that the older
samples represent material from older trees burnt by the lava at
the same time) then the entire flow field should be dated to
ea. I 720 AD This is too young to be included into the Ai-la'au
shield phase. However, ifL-93-19 is representative of the age
of the flow-group, and sample L-82-07 is considered to derive
from a younger forest fire, then the flows would have Ai-la'au
age.
There is another difficulty with classifying these flows as
Ai-la'au, and that is petrography. The Keauhou Trail Tube
lava is very olivin-rich, almost picritic. This is uncommon for
the Ai-la'au shield lavas. It is interesting to note, that north of
the road the Kipuka Kahili'i forms a large shield-like hill. On
it we were able to find three outcrops below the Mauna Ulu
ash, all yielded picritic basalts. The KTS tube, however, does
not point toward this hill.
Younger lavas have buried the Keauhou Flow field in the
east. A very prominent aa- channel covers its northern part and
Mauna Ulu 1969-74 lava has sent fingers even across the
Lower Keauhou Trail Cave.
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Fig. 2: Geological map of lava flows of the Keauhou Trail
area (St.Sys= Stephan's System, MS= Matthias' System)
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Recent Exploration of Lava Tube Systems in Kona and on Mauna
Loa, Hawaii
Douglas M. Medville and Hazel E. Medville
Hawaii Speleological Survey
Reston, Virginia, USA

Abstract
The island of Hawaii contains over 1,000 known lava tubes. Since the early 1990's, over 30 kilometers of lava tube
has been found on the western slope of Hualalai, an older shield volcano on the island's west side, and on the north side of
the largest volcano on Hawaii; Mauna Loa. These tubes have linear extents of up to 6 km., diameters of up to 15 meters,
and contain a variety of secondary mineralization, including sulfate crusts, crystals, and soda straws up to one meter in
length . Some of the tube systems found in historic flows: e.g. , the 1855 flow on Mauna Loa, consist of several sub-parallel
but separate tubes. Also, several of the individual tubes are fairly complex, containing branching and braided passages
resulting in a passage density comparable to that seen in limestone maze caves. The nature of the tubes in both areas will
be described and contrasted: e.g., the tubes on Hualalai are near sea level and have a mean temperature of 26 degrees C
while those on Mauna Loa are at elevations of up to 3400 meters and have mean temperatures as low as 4 degrees C.

Introduction
In the past several years, several substantial lava tubes have been found, explored, and surveyed in pahoehoe Java
flows in several localities on the island of Hawaii . In this paper, lava tubes in two of these localities will be described;
these are found on the west side of Hawaii north of the town of Kailua-Kona, and in the center of the island, to the north
of the northeast rift zone on Mauna Loa.

Tubes North of Kona
The tubes to the north ofKailua-Kona are developed in historic and pre-historic flows from vents on the western flank
of Hualalai , a volcano to the east of Kailua-Kona (summit elevation 2520 meters). Although the tubes here have been
found in several flows, the greatest concentration of tubes have been found in three of these. In general, all of these tubes
are at low elevations and thus, are hot: the mean temperature is 26 degrees C.

Tubes in the 1801 Flow
The longest and most voluminous tube complex is seen in the historic 1801 flow 14 km . north of Kona (Figure 1). This
flow consists of at least two episodes (KAUAHIKAUA, 1995), the youngest of which contains a single large tube
representing a unitary conduit having over 10 km . of surveyed passage and a vertical extent of495 meters. This tube, the
Hue Hue Cave, is the second longest and deepest on the island of Hawaii. In the upper (Clagues Cave) part of this system,
2.0 km of passage were surveyed in March 1996 (KEMPE, 1996) while just below another 2.7 km. were surveyed in Goat
Herd Cave, also in 1996. These tubes were connected in March 1997 via another I. 7 km of survey. In the same flow
episode but closer to the ocean and just down slope of the Clague's Cave/Goat Herd Cave complex, is another voluminous
and extensive tube; the Power Line/Triple Puka complex with 3. 1 km. of surveyed passage. In March 1997, these tubes
were connected to each other and to the upper Clagues/Goat Herd complex, creating a single tube (the Hue Hue Cave)
having a linear extent of 6.1 km. and, as noted above, a vertical extent of 495 meters, and a total surveyed length in excess
of JO km.
The tubes in the 180 I flow tend to be voluminous with widths of up to I O meters and heights of 3 to 5 meters being
fairly typical. The tubes are also unitary, with very little braiding observed and contain a variety of lava speleothems;
primarily lava soda straws and ribbons up to a meter in length . In the higher gradient parts of the tubes, lava falls of up to
7 meters are also seen.
Tubes near the Ka ilua-Kona Airport
To the south of the I 80 I flow and in the vicinity of the Kailua-Kona airport, several tubes are developed in prehistoric
flows, dated by (CLAGUE, 1986a) at 2500 to 5000 years bp. The largest complex is found in a prehistoric flow and
consists of about a dozen tubes having a combined length of 4 km. These tubes are aligned, are developed over a linear
extent of 3 km., and several of them have been evaluated for their archeological significance. The tubes in this flow tend
to have smaller volumes than those seen in the 180 I flow with widths of 3 to 5 meters and heights of up to 5 meters being
common. Portions of the tubes are found at two levels about 3 meters apart. With an average depth beneath the surface of
3 to 4 meters, the tubes are also somewhat more shallow than the 7 to I O meter deep tubes found in the 180 I flow .
Consequently, individual tube segments tend to be shorter and are usually truncated by collapse.
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The Tumuli Tubes

One of the most extensive and complex set of tubes is found 25 km. north of Kona, between State highway 19 and two
circular collapsed tumuli , 2.75 km . to the soutbeast of the road and 180 meters higher. Here, in a prehistoric flow having
an estimated age of 200-2500 years bp (CLAGUE, 1986b), 5.7 km. of tube has been surveyed. The three longest tubes in
this flow have surveyed lengths of 1.4 to 1.8 km, are aligned, and are only separated by a few meters by rock fall that ends
passages or by passage segments that become too low to traverse. Genetically, they are all part of the same tube. The tubes
in this flow are quite complex . Braiding and branching is common with multiple (e.g., five) parallel but connected passage
segments being observed in the same tube. These tubes are developed at several levels, increasing their complexity. The
tubes are decorated and within them are found extensive areas containing white crusts; presumably of sulfate minerals.
In several places, intrusions of more recently emplaced lava terminate passages in these tubes or greatly reduce the
passage size with tube heights of 0.3 meters frequently being encountered. The small passage size, combined with the
maze-like nature of the tubes in this flow, has resulted in a substantial amount of effort being expended in their survey.
This tube complex has been surveyed up to and around part of the perimeter of the lower tumulus and at this point, is I to
2 meters lower in elevation than the floor of the tumulus. The temporal and spatial relationship of the tubes to the tumuli is
currently being studied.

North Mauna Loa
In contrast to the Kona-area tubes, the lava tubes found on the north side of the world's largest shield volcano, Mauna
Loa, (summit elevation 4169 m) are at higher elevations: 2560-3400 meters and are colder with temperatures measured at
2 to IO degrees C. Since I 992, 7.5 km . of tube has been surveyed in several historic and prehistoric flows originating on
Mauna Loa's northeast rift zone.
Tubes in the 1855 Flow

The 1855 flow originates on Mauna Loa's NE rift zone at an elevation of3170 meters and extends for 52 km . to the
outskirts of the town of Hilo, almost at sea level. At elevations of 2500-2650 meters and 6 km . below (north of) the NE
rift zone, over 6 km. of tubes have been surveyed since 1992 (Figure 2). These tubes extend over a linear distance of 1.8
km. The tubes in this flow are modestly complex, having braided passages usually about 4 to 6 meters below the local
surface. Passages can be as much as IO meters in width and 6 meters in height but are more typically 3-4 meters wide and
1-3 meters high.
The most notable aspect of tube development in this part of the flow is the parallel development of individual tubes as
shown in Figure x. Here, three separate tubes, each having over a kilometer of surveyed passage, are found across a
530 meter lateral section of the flow. All of the tubes surveyed have been linked through surface surveys in order to
determine the lateral separation between tubes. The tubes investigated in the 1855 flow to date represent a very small
portion of the entrances seen in this flow and it is expected that many more kilometers of tube exist beneath this flow.
Other North Mauna Loa Tubes

In a prehistoric (750-1500 years bp) flow 3 km . west of the I 855 flow and at a elevation of 2800 meters, 700 meters of
large passage have been surveyed in a cold, drafting tube complex (Wind Tunnel) that has developed on three levels over
a vertical extent of 15 meters. At about the same elevation as wind Tunnel but another 3.6 km . to the west, about
700 meters of tube has been surveyed in a narrow prehistoric flow. To date, six short but highly decorated tubes have been
surveyed and a mineralogical inventory has been conducted.
In addition to the above, several kilometers have been surveyed in many other lava tubes on the north side of Mauna
Loa since 1992. The characteristics of these tubes depend on several factors; e.g., the age, thickness, and chemistry of the
flows in which they are found . In addition, many large but inaccessible tube entrances have been seen from the air and it is
expected that the lava tubes on the north side of Mauna Loa will be surveyed and studied for many years to come.
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Unusual Volcanic caves of Hawaii Island, Hawaii
by William R. Halliday
Hawaii Speleological Survey of the National Speleological Society
P.O. Box 1526, Hilo, Hawaii, U.S.A. 96721

Abstract
Numerous lava tube caves exist in Hawaii, including the world's longest cave of this type: Kazumura Cave on Kilauea
volcano, Hawaii Island. Its mapped development is 59.33 km (slope length). Potentially of greater scientific interest,
however, are some lesser known types of rheogenic caves and pit crater complexes, studied in this decade. On the floor of
Kilauea crater are hollow tumuli (some of which are interconnected) and rheogenic caves within and adjacent to the
boundary ridges of deflated lava tongues, lava rises, and related surface features. Some of these boundary ridge caves are
complex horizontally and vertically. On Hualalai volcano, at the head of a very liquid 1800 basalt flow containing
numerous ultramafic xenolith nodules are some small open vertical volcanic conduits (OVVCs) with short graded
passages leading to open magma chambers I O to 30 meters below the surface. These served as drainhack features and
probably also as vents. A similar drainback cave was found beneath a deflated lava rise on the floor of Kilauea volcano.
Also present on Hualalai volcano and elsewhere are notable sotano-like pit craters and complexes. Na One Pit is a
complex of pit crater and OVVC 263 meters deep. Its OVVC opens on a ledge near the bottom of an otherwise typical pit
crater of Hualalai volcano. Rift tube caves are present at the bottom of two pit craters of Kilauea volcano . Certain caves in
the 1919 flow of Kilauea Crater are hyperthermic and their study requires special techniques discussed in a companion
paper.

1. Introduction
Numerous lava tube caves exist in certain districts of Hawaii Island, including the world's longest: Kazumura Cave on
Kilauea volcano. Its mapped development is 59.33 km (slope length). Other lava tube caves of this island also have slope
lengths greater than 5 km (HALLlDA Y, 1996). Also present on this island, however, are numerous caves of lesser known
types, mostly studied only in this decade. These are much smaller than the dramatic lava tube caves, hut their scientific
importance may be much greater. This paper classifies these lesser known types, and discusses some examples.

2. Hollow tumuli
In addition to lava tube caves with commonly noted features, sizable sub crustal spaces of several types exist on the
floor of Kilauea Crater (and elsewhere). Most of these are due to deflation of partially stabilized volcanic structures
enlarged or formed by injection of very fluid lava beneath a plastic crust. Most conspicuous are hollow tumuli , possibly
first discus set by Walker who mapped and described the outer chamber of Tumulus E-1 Cave (WALKER, 1991). It also has
an inner room where the air temperature is at least as high as 51 °C which apparently halted Walker's studies at a duck
under connecting them. This room is beneath nearby Tumulus E-4, with a floor level about 2 meters lower than the start of
the duckunder. On the surface there is no indication of the connection between the two tumuli. The outer room is
40 meters long, with a maximum width of 12 meters and ceiling height of 5 meters. The inner room is 20 meters long, up
to 13 meters wide, and an estimated maximum ceiling height of 4 meters. (HALLLDA Y, 1994; also in press). An example of
a cave beneath a hollow "whaleback ridge" tumulus is Sleeping's Sister Cave, about 1/2 km east of Tumulus E-1 Cave. It is
60 meters long, up to 12 meters wide and 2 meters high. When mapped, its maximum air temperature was 38°C but at
times it filled by steam at much higher temperatures. Nearby, Almost Too Hot Cave is longer and hotter.

3. Boundary ridge and other caves of lava rises
Near Tumuli E-1 and E-4 (and elsewhere in Kilauea Crater) are several low sunken areas with raised margins . WALKER
( 1991) termed these "lava rises". These are large crater-floor structures with centers deflated by withdrawal of very fluid
lava after the margins had solidified. Small, irregularly rounded caves have been found beneath and adjoining the
boundary ridges of at least two of these. The largest found to date has about 50 meters of passage. In the center of one lava
rise, a vertical drainback OVVC can be entered beneath the partially collapsed floor of a small lava pond also. It has the
form of an irregularly widened fissure about l O meters long, 8 meters deep and up to about 3 meters wide.
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4. Boundary ridge caves of deflated lava tongues
Similar but much more extensive boundary ridge caves exist along and adjacent to the margins of certain deflated lava
tongues and flows in Kilauea Crater. To date, the largest and most complex example is Christmas Cave, a partially braided
2-level complex. It has a total of nearly 1/2 km of boundary ridge passages, rounded low chambers, and short lengths of
rudimentary lava tube passages beneath a lava flat (possibly an atypical lava rise). The lower level is segmented and
almost exactly beneath equivalent upper level passages. The overall pattern reveals complex subterranean piracy
unsuspected from surface features, providing additional details of emplacement of flow fields of very fluid lava. This cave
is normothermic to mildly warm, but others on the crater floor are as hot as 62°C. New techniques discussed m a
companion paper have permitted studies up to 51 °C.

5. Boundary ridge caves of related and/or complex features
The main entrance room of Sleeping Ohia Cave is within a hollow tumulus, much as in the case of the outer room of
Tumulus E-1 Cave. When steam conditions permit, however, it is possible to investigate a low tubular downflow extension
55 meters long which is not beneath this tumulus. Moreover, on the far side of the entrance breakdown are rounded
extensions of the cave beneath low, inconspicuous ridges also unrelated to the central tumulus. Another example of a
complex subcrustal cavern is Ring Cave. Its main section is beneath a low oval tumulus 20 by 30 meters in diameter, with
a partially collapsed center (a common pattern). It also has a 12 meter downslope extension much like that of Sleeping
Ohia Cave. In addition, however, a penetrable orifice about 1/2 meter above the floor connects it to a low boundary ridge
cave about 25 meters long, at the head of a deflated tongue. Just beyond the latter is Ringleader Cave which has the
appearance of a rudimentary, almost featureless lava tube cave 50 meters long, 6 to 7 meters wide, and I l /2 meters high,
beneath a lava flat.

6. Open vertical volcanic conduit caves
In 1800, a short-lived eruption of very fluid basalt on Hualalai volcano deposited puzzling beds of ultramafic xenolith
nodules. At and just below the head of these beds is a sequence of open vertical volcanic conduits (OVVCs) as defined by
SKINNER {1992) and other cavernous volcanic features.
Unlike most OVVCs, small but significant caves can be entered at the bottom of some of these (HALLIDAY, 1992). The
largest of these caves reaches a depth of 30 meters. It consists mostly of a large, steeply sloping chamber. Much of its
ceiling is a "hanging wall" consisting of a single bed of very dense lava. In this matrix are ultramafic xenoliths of various
types. Beds of xenolith nodules also are present in this cave. A small bed of the nodules also can be seen on the downslope
lip of a cavernous-pahoehoe vent at the upper end of the nodule beds, but nowhere else in the OVVCs nor in the small
chambers or passages at the bottom. These OVVCs clearly served as drainback routes forgery fluid lava; less clearly they
also served as vents. This nodule-bearing flow is of special interest to planetary geologists (BALOGA et al, 1995).
Unfortunately only one planetary geologist (with two of his graduate students) has been able to crawl into some of the
most intriguing subsurface sites and the volcanology literature is almost wholly lacking in speleological observations of
this fascinating site.

7. Sotano-like pit craters and complexes
Pit craters on Hualalai volcano are much more like Mexican sotanos than are their counterparts on Mauna Loa and
Kilauea volcanoes. With a depth of 263 meters, the compound volcanic structure of Na One Pit shows especially clear
similarities. Approximately half its depth consists of an OVVC shaped like an inverted, elongated funnel, much like
Iceland's Prihnukargigur (STEFANSON, 1992). This vertical conduit opens upward on a ledge near the bottom of an
otherwise typical pit crater about 150 meters in diameter and 135 meters deep. Most of the great pit craters of Hualalai
volcano are on closely controlled private property where permission to enter is rarely granted. One of the deepest is
estimated by the U.S. Geological Survey to be 200 meters deep {MOORE & CLAGUE, 1991 ). From the far side, the opening
of a lava tube cave is visible perhaps 30 meters below the rim. Farther down the slope of Hualalai volcano a small,
accessible vent complex has several interconnected OVVCs about 30 meters deep, a spatter pit with about the same depth
plus three side chambers, and a largely unexplored deep cave passage leading downs lope (HALLIDAY, 1995). Some recent
proposals would transfer much of Hualalai volcano to public ownership. Much more should he heard of its caves and pits
in the future.

8. Rift tube caves
Unless deeply buried by successive flows and later exposed by erosion or by the work of man, lava tube caves are
rarely as much as 25 meters below the surface. Boundary ridge caves are even more superficial. On the other hand, during
summit eruptions of Kilauea volcano open caves leading into the Southwest Rift Zone often have been recorded. In every
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case, however, they soon have been closed by rockslides and rockfall. In two other locations, such caves have remained
open long enough for at least limited studies: Mauna Ulu pit crater and the mis-named Wood Valley Pit Crater (FAVRE,
1993). Such caves are especially important for studies of cooling rates and processes, and of secondary volcanic minerals.
Apparently neither has been reentered since Favre's 1981 expedition.
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The model of development of basalt caves by slope movements
Cudovit Gaal
Slovak Environmental Agency, Svatoplukova 40, 979 01 Rimavska Sobota, Slovakia

In the South of Slovakia, in the mountains Cerova vrchovina, is located a basalt cover named Pohansky hrad
(V.STARKA 1967, E.GAAL-J.GAAL 1995, or Poganyvar - I.SZABO 1865, J.NY ARY 1869), where are created optimal
conditions for development of caves by slope movements (plastic sandstone complex under rigide basalts, deep valleys
around basalt plateau). At the present there are researched 31 caves in total area cca 1 km2, with lenght from 3,2 m up to
182 m. According to the study of development of moving basalts blocks on the slope, the caves can be devided into
following 4 categories:

1. Caves on the edges of the basalt plateau
Fissures on the edges of plateau represent initial stadium of the slope movements. Their are always parallel with the
edge of the plateau. They where formed by growing of the~pulling tension between margin blocks and massive, after
erosion removal of stiff leaning from nearest basalt cover. If there is sufficient width of the fissure (generally up to 2 m)
covered by the dropped boulders, the origin of caves begins. These caves are thin and always linear, ramificated only on
diagonal lithoclases.

2. Caves in the fissures between the blockslide and massive
Between lower plastic (sandstone + clay) and higher rigide (basalt) complex were origined skid areas. By the
gravitation the margin blocks slowly begin to separate from the massive and move down on the slope. Between slid
blocks and massive origin fissures of different width (generally up to 5 m), which are covered by big boulders. Between
boulders can occure caves, which have also linear character. Their width is limited by the width of fissure.

3. Caves inside the blockslides
By the measurement of leaking some of the blockslides brake down to a rocksea or they stay still sometimes even
longer (there are knowen blocks, which are slide on slope 170 m) . The movement of the blocks can have translated
character on the plain or can come to the rotation with the backwards leaning. The blocks are during the movement
under tension and the fissures inside get wider very often. On this fissures can occure caves. If the blocks were not very
rotated, the caves conserve linear charakter, often parallel with edges of the massive.

4.Cavesintherocksea
By the frost weathering and tension during movement the
blocks were breaking down to rocksea. The breaking down is
generally supported by columnal joints of basalt, sometimes
combinated with bed joints. If the columns and beds enough
thicks (1-2 m) origin rocksea with boulders with diameter 1-2 m,
between which can occure caves. Corridors of such caves is
chaotic and often can have labyrint character. Known is 151 m
long Labyrint cave on Pohansky hrad.
Even though there is not in this caves existence of dripstone
decoration, they can be very valued from the geomorphology
wiew (they document evolution of the region), from the point of
existence of very rare animals but also from the archeologic point
of wiew. Therefore they should have the same preservation as
limestone caves.

... :.·_·_·_·:.sandstone+ clay: :::: ::: :::::::::.·.·:.
· · ··· · ····- ·· ·· ····· · ·· ····· ·· ···· ···· · ··· -·· · · ·· · ·· · · ·· ·· ···

Fig.]. Four ways of origin of basalt caves, by
individual phase ofprocess of blocks/ides.
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Gravity caves of the Siberian Platform
Andrey G. Filippov
East Siberian Research Institute of Geology, Geophysics and Mineral Resources,
Dekabrskih Sobitiy street 29, 664007 Irkutsk, Russia

Abstract
Gravity crevice caves include a special form, sometimes referred to as unloading caves or sherlopy. Such caves arc frequently
located on slopes and plateaus above river valleys of the Siberian Platform. Sherlopy are formed in vertical or steeply inclined cracks of
unloading slopes, developing in basalts, tuffs, sandstones, dolomites and limestones. The cave's ceilings are formed from displaced
rock blocks or wedged rock and earth obstructions. Sherlopy are known to reach depths of 144 m, and lengths of 820 m. The cave's
microclimates may be either static, or dynamic, depending on whether the air is still or blowing. Microclimates are also described as
warm or cold, depending on whether the temperatures in the caves are above or below 0°C during the winter. Lithogenesis is
characterized by an intensive hypergene transformation of host rocks and debris, by the occurence of condensational formations in
many caves, and by physical and chemical decomposition of minerals.

1. Introduction
The tenn "gravity caves" refers to caves formed as a result of
displacement of rocks by gravity. There are several types of
gravity caves. These are distinguished by the composition of
their formation and include caves formed from breakdown or
collapses, block landslides, and un loading. On the Siberian
Platform, caves of the last type are widely distributed.
Morphologically, they are represented by vertical or steeply
inclined cracks, clefts, and horizonta l fissure caves, distributed
predominately along the edges of table plateaus in watersheds
along deep river valleys. The caves are formed as a result of
slope unloading, as described in 1932 by SOKOLOV ( 1933).
The essence of the phenomenon of unloading ist that onesided remova l of a lithostatic load occurs along the natural
entrenchment created by a valley in a massif. This results in a
slow di placement of rocks into the valley due to the influence of
internal stresses and gravity. Deformation of the massif results in
the formation of new joints or the opening of existing joints that

are across or diagonal to the slope. Slope deposits and/or the
debris crumbled from the walls of the joints crowds into these
cracks, and acts as a wedge, opening the joint further
(SOKOLOV, 1962a).
Caves of this type have been described by different authors
as pseudokarstic caves (SOKOLOV, 1962: TURCHINOV,
1992), gravity caves (TURCHJNOV, 1992), caves in unloading
joints (SOKOLOV, 1962a; LUKIN, 1965), caves of dilatansion
type (DUBL YANSKY & ANDREJCHOUK, 1989), corrosion
gravitational caves (DUBL Y ANSKY, 1977), corrosion breaking
caves (BERSENEV, 1989), thermokarstic caves in slope cracks
(SPESIVTSEV & BELY AKOV, 1980), caves in slope cracks
(TROFIMOVA, 1993), unloading caves (FlLIPPOV, 1993,
1994), and sherlopy (FILIPPOV, 1994a).
The local Russian population along the Angara. Ilim, and
Lena rivers call such caves "0:iOeiiu" - "sherlopy" (singular
"0:iOeiia" - "sherlopa"). I propose that this local name be
accepted for wide use in the speleological literature for crevice
caves large enough for human penetration consisting of hollow,
gaping cracks formed by the unloading of slopes, and usually
possessing roofs formed of displaced blocks of rock, wedged
rock-earth chokes, and a soil layer (FILIPPOV, 1994a).

2. General characteristic

Figure 1 : E11tra11ce si11k of Vo /g laya Sherlopa on the 0 /kha
River. Photo by S.l.Levashov

Sherlopy are usually accompanied by a number of surface
features. These include linearly located sinks, blowing apertures
and fissure wells, threaded along an unloading crack and by
unloading ditches ranging from a few tens of centimeters up to
several meters in depth (figure I). During subfreezing winter
weather, sherlopy are easily detected by columns of humid air
which rise from the apertures to form plentiful hoarfrost on trees
and bushes. Sherlopy are frequent ly located parallel to one
another across the slope along linear segments of river valleys,
and up to 1.5 km back from the river. Perpendicular sherlopa
systems are sometimes formed on sites where two rivers valleys
join.
The average length of the 51 surveyed sherlopy is 75 m and
the mean depth is 28 m. Lengths range from 12 m up to 820 m .
These lengths are characterized throughout by false passages and
floors, fanned by the debris of host rocks wedged into narrow
parts of cracks. A more meaningful attribute is the length of the
horizontal projection or plan view of a sherlopa. These range
from 8 m to 125 m, with a mean of 34 m for the 51 surveyed
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sherlopy. Sherlopy, irrespective of the composition and age of
their host formations, have a similar structure and morphology.
As a rule, sherlopy are steeply inclined or subvertical cracks with
widths ranging from 30 cm (minimum size accessible to humans)
up to 4 m in the largest cavities.The average width of passage
ranges from 0.8 up to 1.2 m.
A characteristic feature of sherlopy is the progressive
narrowing of the cross section of passages from the surface
downwards. Many sherlopy have no floor, with the walls
continuing to pinch below the survey. On vertical cross sections
of such sherlopy these elements are shown conditionally by
dotted lines, reflecting the narrowing of the crack beyond
physically accessible limits (figure 2). The pinching cracks may
continue downwards for many meters. Some sherlopy near the
Bratsk, Ust-llim, Vilyuy and other reservoirs have been flooded
by waters rising behind the dams. Examples are the sherlopa in

sherlopa with a horizontal labyrinthine structure on the Siberian
Platform. It is situated an island in the Angara Ri ver. The crevice
maze is formed by cave passages developed al ong crossed
unloading cracks (SOKOLOV, 1962a: 75).
The sherlopy rather frequently are subvertical twodimensional labirinths. They are guided between debris chokes,
wedged blocks. The structure of some such sherlopy is not stable
and are changed year after year due to breakdown of blocks.
Such cavities are very dangerous.
The walls of sberlopy are formed by a rock plane of the
mother massif and an unloading block, or by planes of two
parallel unloading plates. As a rule, they are erratic and are
complicated by rock ledges, shelves (figure 6). and overhanging
cornices.
The sherlopy are divided into two microclimate types
according to air regime: static and dynamic (blowing). The
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Figure 2 : Kunitsinskaya-10 Sher/opa. Dotted line shows the
physically accessible limits to /111111a11s

Figure 3
Water level of the Bratsk reservoir inside of
Spasskaya Sher/opa

basalt on the Vilyuy River, Yakutia (SPESIVTSEV &
BELY AKOV, 1980), and the Spasskaya Sherlopa on the Angara
River (personal observations, figure 3).
In other ea es, false floors composed of wedged debris of
different sizes are observed. Depending on local conditions these
false floors may be composed of rock detritus, clay, or ice plugs.
In zones of continuous permafrost, debris are, as a rule, cemented
by ice. In "live" extended sherlopy, collapse apertures in false
floors may be frequent, or the floors may be discontinuous. The
false floor may also form at different levels, forming multiple
false levels to the cave.
Sharlopy are rectilineal as a rule (figure 4A), but often they
have insignificant knee-shaped bends in the plan and
perpendicular cross section (figure 4B). Occasionally passages
may join at acute (figure 4E, 5) or right (figure 4C,D), or obtuse
angles (figure 4F). There is only one known example of a

cavities of static type have still underground atmospheres. They
are rather rare in discontinuous and island pennafrost, but are
usual for areas of continuous permafrost. They contain frozen
deposits, sometimes - frozen lakes or pools. Dynamic (blowing)

Figure 4 : Morphological types of sherlopy: A - rectilinear, B rectilinear with knee-shaped bends, C - r -shaped,
D - T-shaped, E - branching
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Figure 5 : Kurtujskaya Sherlopa, the Onot River

Figure 6: Shelf on the wall of Volglaya Sherl~pa

cherlopy are characterized by appreciable air movements. In a
number cases, velocity of air flows taken by anemometers
reaches 1-3 m/sec with calm weather on the surface. The rushes
of wind are fixated in all large sherlopy characteried by the depth
more than 30-50 m. In winter the air flows upwards forming the
columns and wreaths of mist. The strong air movement plays a
role for geochemical processes inside the sherlopy due to
transportation and redistribution of moisture and aerosols,
generation of condensational formations, and winter-proofing
influence on subsurface parts of the cavities.
By thermic regime, sherlopy are divided into cold and warm
types. The cold sherlopy have temperatures below 0°C in winter.
Accordingly, the wintery temperature of warm caves is above
zero. Winter air temperatures inside warm sberlopy usually are
+0.4 - +4°C, with surface air temperatures of -10 - -45°C. The
internal humidity of sharlopy is fixed at 95-98 %.

Yakutia in Upper Ordovician gypsum rocks and Lower Silurian
limestones along the Vilyuy and the Alakit rivers. More of such
crevice caves are known, but have not been surveyed.

3. Geographical distribution
Presently, 5 I sherlopy have been surveyed on the Siberian
Platform. Among these, 26 sherlopy are situated on the AngaroLenskoe plateau in Middle - Upper Cambrian sandstones, Lower
Ordovician sandstones and Lower Triassic basalts along the
Lena, Angara, Ilim, lgirma, Yakurim rivers; ineteen sherlopy
are - in the Prisayan Foredeep in Vendian-Lower Cambrian
carbonates, Lower Cambrian dolomites and Vendian sandstones
along the Onot, lret, Shamanka and Tojsuk rivers. Two are in the
Pribaikal Foredeep in Lower Cambrian limestones and the
Middle - Upper Cambrian sandstones along the Manzurka and
the Lena rivers. Two are formed in Rephean shales along the
Elovka River on the Primorsky Ridge; Three are in Western

4. An example of sherlopa
The largest known sherlopa is Kurtujskaya shaft (figure 5),
located 260 m above the left bank of the Onot River in the
Eastern Sayan foothills . It is developed in horizontally and
thickly-bedded Lower Cambrian limestones. It has three
entrances, two of which begin as pits at the bottom of deep
conical sinks. The third entrance is a pit with a diameter of 0.5 m
on a level surface. A circuit of suffosional sinks is located on the
surface above the sberlopa. By descending into the entrance pits,
one can confirm that the ceiling of the sherlopa is formed by
angular blocks of shattered rock. This shattered ceiling has
collapsed to form the entrance pits, leaving 1.5 to 4 m wide
fissure shafts with vertical walls. The upper false level is located
at a depth of 40 to 50 m. The floor is composed of a combination
of scree and blocks of limestone. The fragments of an ancient
karstic cavity, cleaved by the unloading crack, are observable at
several sites. There are passages, leading to the bottom parts of
Kurtujskaya Sherlopa in a number of places in the floor. As one
descends, the walls gradually get narrower and the width of the
gallery is only 30 to 50 cm at a depth of 120 to 144 m. The walls
at these depths are covered by a 5-10 cm thick layer of sticky
red-brown clay.
The air temperatures ofKurtujskaya Sherlopa are +2 - +4°C
in winter, and +4 - +7°C in summer. The air humidity is about
JOO%. During spring and summer, dense mist and underground
rain are usually observed inside the cave.
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5. Breakdown phenomena
Breakdowns are integral and regular events in the history of
sherlopy. The wedged debris of the roof and fa lse floors are
always unstable. The reason for breakdowns and collapses
include the suffosional removal of thin material from the roofs of
sherlopy and false floors, seasonally wetting and drying of
deposits, the progressive expansion of sherlopy as a result of
unloading, freezing and melting of deposits in the tops of
cavities, seismic pushes, and vibrating effects. The overwhelming
majority of sherlopy have entrances of a collapsed nature.
Entrances excavated by cavers in the bottoms of sinks in as well
as lateral entrances on steep slopes nearly bare of friable cover
are exceptions. Breakdown plays many roles in the history of
sherlopy. The formation of debris deposits results in specific
accumulational and destructional relief inside the sherlopy, as
well as increasing the surface area of partition of rock and air.
This results in a moistu re increase in sherlopy and increases
opportunities for condensation and freeze thaw action.
Breakdown is also responsible for the wedging of unloading
cracks at deeper and deeper levels, resulting in their further
opening.

6. Deposits
Because of the morphologies and mechanisms of
development, unusually dynamic microclimates, and intensive air
and moisture exchange, sherlopy contain a characteristic set of
deposits. Breakdown, deluvial , solifluction, and condensation
formations are typomorphic (i.e. typical for caves of a given
genesis). Breakdown deposits are the most typical, occuring as
wedged debris and as block-debris chokes creating the false
floors.
Lithogenesis inside sherlopy is characterized by intensive
hypergene transformation of host rocks, debris, wide
development of condensational formations, and physical and
chemical decomposition of minerals. Condensational coralloids,
buds, and crusts are incorporated in rocks, containing carbonates
including limestones, dolomites, sandstones and marls. They are
mostly found near the tops of sherlopy (0 to 20 m of depth),
where the thermal regime allows plentiful condensation. The
presence of other types of deposits is dependent on local natural
conditions at individual sites. Such deposits are functions of the
structure of the host rocks, the biological and other features of a
site, and anthropogenic effects, and are not unique to the genesis
ofsherlopy (FILIPPOV, 1994).

7. Evolution
There are four major stages in the history of a sherlopa
(figure 7) : I - Initial Stage. An unloading crack with a gap up to
30 cm is formed; 2 - Slot-hole, or Pure-cave Stage. The
unloading cracks open up to sizes necessary for passage by a

person; 3 - Canyon, or Opening Stage. The roof and false floors
collapse due to continued opening of the sherlopa; 4 - Stage of
Destruction. The unloaded outlier (the lower wall of the
sherlopa) is overturned and transformed into block falls and
landslides.

8. Conclusion
Sherlopy are the typical form of gravity caves found on the
Siberian Platform. Wide distribution of them is promoted by
table-shaped relief of the surface and by deep entrenchment of
river valleys. As a rule, sherlopy are geologically young. Most of
them are of Holocene origin. Breakdown, deluvial, solifluction,
and condensation deposits are characteristic of these crevice
caves. Sherlopy very often have no accessible bottom, or have
one or more false floor formed by wedged debris.
Such caves play an important hydrogeological role as a
collector of ground and surface waters. They absorb especially
large quantities of surface waters in spring after snow-thawing
and in summer after heavy showers. The traces of floods are
observed on the walls of lower parts of some sherlopy.
Karst and sherlopy are developed in close interaction in karst
territories, and secondary formations typical for karst caves such
as carbonate flowstone, stalactites, etc. are formed in sherlopy.
There is practical side to the investigation of sherlopy. Dam
builders must know about sherlopy because they may provide
channels for escape of waters rising above the dam.
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Konsequenzhohlen in vulkanischen Gesteinen
Istvan Eszterhas
Isztimer, Koztarsasag u. 157., H-8045, Ungam

Abstract
The so called "consequence cave" as a genotype of caves was introduced only in 1991 and has therefore not become well-known
yet. These caves were formed by further natural evolution - break-up and mass displacement - of man-made hollows like mines, cellars,
casemates, etc. During men's hollow-making activity stress was arisen in rocks that then is dissolved on its natural way leaving behind
caves in many cases, the mentioned "consequence" caves. Conditions of its forming are optimal where rigid rocks are situated over the
former artificial hollows. This paper describes 13 consequence caves formed in volcanic rocks but it is plain that they can be found also
in sedimentary and metamorphous rocks. Our aim is to make researchers pay more attention to learning these phenomena.

Begriff der Konsequenzhohlen
Als Hohlen bezeichnen wir alle fur Menschen begehbaren
naturlichen Hohlrliume. Von Menschen geschaffene Stollen,
Keller, Kasematten usw. werden "kiinstliche Hohlrliume"
genannt.
Aber in welche Kategorie sind solche Hohlrliume
einzureihen, die auf eine naturliche Art, nlimlich <lurch Einsturz
von alten Stollen oder anderen kiinstlichen Hohlrliumen
entstanden sind?
Bei der Beurteilung dieses Problems gab es lange Zeit
Unsicherheiten. Die meisten Behandlungen der Hohlrliume )assen
diese genetische Einstufung gegenwlirtig beiseite. Das
Vulkanspelaologische Kollektiv Ungarns hat fast eine halbe
tausend Daten iiber Nicht-Karsthohlen gesammelt. Diese hat der
Verfasser aufgearbeitet und in der Behandlung des
spelliogenetischen Problems im Jahre 1991 zum ersten Male den
Genotyp der Konsequenzhohlen erlliutert (ESZTERHAS, 1991 ).
Seitdem habe ich den Begriff des neuen Hohlentyps afters in
Abhandlungen, in Publikationen und bei intemationalen
Tagungen (siehe Literaturliste) verwendet. In den letzten Jahren
haben auch andere Forscher den Begriff iibemommen (BELLA,
1995; HOLUBEK, 1995; PAS, 1996) und ihn bei der
Beschreibungsanalyse der Hohlen benutzt. Seit der Einfuhrung
des Begriffcs der Konsequenzhohlen ist wenig Zeit vergangen, so
dass der Gedanke nicht zu jeden lnteressenten gelangen konnte.
Deswegen mochte ich dieses Forum dazu nutzen, um das Thema
weiter zu verbreiten.
Was bedeutet dieser Begriff? - Es handelt sich hierbei um
wirkliche Hohlen, da sie auf eine naturliche Art, durch den
Ausgleich der angewachsenen Spannung im Gestein entstanden
sind. Solche Hohlen tragen iiberwiegend die Kennzeichen einer
tektonischen Entstehung. Das Wort "Konsequenz-" weist darauf
bin, daf3 die Hohlen dieses Genotyps <lurch den Einsturz eines
friiheren Hohlraumes entstanden sind und quasi <lessen Erbe
angetreten haben. Demzufolge liege• diese Hohlen in jedem Fall
auf einem hoheren Niveau als der urspriingliche kiinstliche
Raum.
Diese Erscheinung kommt auch <lurch den Einsturz
wirklicher Hohlen vor. Solche Hohlen bezeichnen wir als
"Versturzhohlen" oder "jameo"-s. (Das Wort "jameo" wurde der
guanchen Sprache der Kanarischen Inseln entliehen).
Solche Konsequenzhohlen findet man hauptslichlich in den
alten Bergwerksgegenden und in den alten Stadtteilen, die viele
Kasematten beinhalten. Die Voraussetzungen zur Entstehung von
Konsequenzhohlen sind dann gut, wenn iiber den frilheren
Hohlrliumen sprode Gesteine wie Basalt, Rhyolith, Kalkstein
usw. vorhanden sind. Diese Gesteine sind fahig, die <lurch

sekundlire
Einsturze
entstandenen
Hohlrliume,
die
Konsequenzhohlen, zu bewahren.
Wegen des jungen Begriffes wissen wir nur wenig iiber
solche Hohlen. Wir konnen sicher sein, daf3 solche Hohlrliume in
den verschiedensten Gesteinen auf vielen Gebieten der Erde
vorhanden sind. Unseren Wissens wurden our die Gebiete
Ungarns (ESZTERHAS, 1995) und der Niederlande (PAS, 1996)
in dieser Hinsicht stichprobenweise untersucht (im letzteren Falle
sind die Konsequenzhohlen im Kalkstein). Zudem wurden die
Untersuchungen wurden auch in der Slowakei (HOLUBEK,
1995) begonnen. Nebst der Spelliologie ware die Ausweitung der
Untersuchungen auf weitere Gebiete auch fur die Statik,
Mineralogie, Archliologie erfolgversprechend.
Im Folgenden mochte ich rnich rnit den Konsequenzhohlen
beschliftigen, die in den vulkanischen Gesteinen des KarpatenBecken entstanden sind.

Die Hohlen des Szilvas-kos
Das Szilvas-ko (628 m) ist ein Basaltberg in Nordungarn bei
der Stadt Salg6tarjan. Unter der fast 80 m dicken Basaltschicht
aus dem Pleistozlin finden sich miozline Sedimentgesteine
(Sandstein,
Mergel,
Kies
usw.),
in
denen
zwei
Steinkohlenschichten von gesamthaft 3-3,5 m Machtigkeit
anzutreffen sind. Die obere, 2,2 m dicke Kohlenbank wurde bis
1910 gefordert. Nach der Beendigung der Bergwerksarbeiten ist
der Stollenraum eingesturzt, und die bedeckende Basaltschicht ist
abgesunken. Nach den Berechnungen gemliss "Menzel" und
"Briggs" kann man eine Senkung von 0,55 m feststellen . Im
Bereich des Zugangsschlotes erfolgte keine Unterforderung, so
dass dort keine Senkung entstehen konnte. lnfolgedessen
"zerbrach" dort die Basaltschicht. In der Scheitelregion des Bergs
ist ein 350 m langes, verzweigtes und tiefes Spaltsystem
entstanden. An der Oberflliche vorhandene offene Spalten waren
friiher "mehr Etagen tief' (DORNY Al, 1929). Heutzutage sind
sie schon stark aufgefullt, der tiefste Teil reicht nur noch bis in
14 m Tiefe. Der obere Teil der Spalten ist an mehreren Stellen
geschlossen, oder die Gesteinbrocken sind in den Spalten
hlingengeblieben und bilden damit Hohlen (ESZTERHAS,
1995). Auf dem verhliltnismaf3ig kleinen Gebiet fand man bisher
funf Konsequenzhohlen:
Lange / Tiefe
68,0 I -13,5 m
Szilvas-ko-Hohle
28,4 / -14.0 m
Sarkanytorok-Hohle
20,2 / -5 ,8 m
Jansen-Hoh le
12,4 I -11 ,0 m
Kis-Szilvas-ko-Spalthohle
8,0 I - 4,7 m
Vabot-Hohle
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Das grosste Volumen enthiilt die Hohle Szilvas-ko mit einem
Schunlabyrinth in der Na.he des Eingangs und mit einem unteren
geriiumigen Saal ( I O x 4 x 2 m). Die Gange bestehen aus
riesigen, verkippten Basaltblocken. Die Sarkanytorok-Hohle ist
<lurch die K.reuzung von zwei Spalten entstanden; sie zeigt einen
X-formigen Grundriss. Am Kreuzungspunkt ist sie als offene
Schlucht ausgebildet. Ihre klirnatologische Besonderheit ist, <lass
auf einem 628 m Hohe selbst im mitteleuropiiischen Sommer
noch Fimschnee zu finden ist. Die weiteren der Szilvas-ko
Hohlen sind kleinere, weniger bedeutende Hohlriiume.
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3Abb. 1: Speliiogenetischer Plan des Szilvas-kos
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Abb. 2: Geologischer Schnitt des Szi/vas-ko 's
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Die Hohlen des Csak-kos
Das Csak-ko ist auf dem siidlichen Tei! des Matra-Gebirges,
beim Dorf Gyongyoss6lymos, ein sehenswurdiger Rhyolithfelsen
aus dem Mioziin. In den ersten Jahrhunderten der geschichtlichen
Neuzeit wurde der harte, kleinblasige und komige Rhyolith in
situ fiir Miihlsteine gefordert. Vielenorts kann man die
Bearbeitungsspuren auf der Oberfliiche sehen. Dern qualitativ
guten Stein folgend, hat man in den Felsen geriiumige Halleo
geschaffen. In den Wiindeo kann man halbfertig gemeisselte
Miihlstein beobachtem. In einer Hiilfte der grossten Grubenhalle
ist die Decke heruntergebrochen und hat so praktisch zwei
Konsequenzhohlen hinterlassen:

Grosshohle des Csak-kos
Scheinhoble des Csak-kos

GRUNDRISS

Lange / Tiefe
133,0 /+14,5 m
5,1 / + 0,4 m

I

-z-ffiJ

Abb. 3: Die Szilvas-ko-Hohle - eine Konsequenzhohle
(Liingssclmitt und Grundriss)
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Abb. 5: Zwei Ko11seque11zhohle11 (Maia- u11d Tmava-Hohle)
beieinander am Kecke-Berg

Abb. 4: /11 Csak-ko bildet sic/, die Grosshohle durch Ei11sturz i11
einem alte11 Miihlstei11bruch
Eia Tei! der Grosshohle des Csak-kos bewahrt noch die
urspriinglichen Formen der Grubenhalle. Die andere Halfte hat
sich bereits vollig umgebildet. Sie ist von der Urhohle aus
aufwarts gewachsen und wurde zum Schuttlabyrinth. Die
Scheinhohle de Csak-kos ist ein Hohlraum, der unter den
heruntergefallenen grol3eren Rhyolithstiicken entstanden ist
(ESZTERHAS. 1995).

Die Hohle des Kecke (Ziegen)-Bergs
ln der Slowakei, auf dem westlichen Tei! des SchemnitzGebirges ([tiavnicke vrchy), in der iihe von Geletnek (Hlinik)
ist der Kecke-Berg, der aus einem miozanen Rhyolith besteht.
Der Rhyolith wurde bereits vor hundert Jahren zur Herstellung
von Miihlsteinen benutzt. Die Locher, Hallen und Schachte des
ehemaligen Stollens sind teilweise eingestiirzt und aufgerissen.
Deren Hohlraume gehen in die Konsequenzhohlen Uber. Auf
einem Gebiet von 40 x 60 m wurden vier Hohlen hinterlassen:
Lange / Tiefe
Velka jaskyiia
58,0 /-12,0 m
44,0 I - 5,5 m
Maia jaskyiia
Tmava jaskyiia
36,0 I - 9 0 m
Rozsadlina na Kecke
29,0 /-28 .0 m
Die Ve lka jaskyiia hat die Umgestaltung zu einer
Durchgangshohle mit Schutt gemacht. Die schrage Decke. der
Fussboden und die Wiinde bestehen aus grosseren Steinbrocken.
Ahnlichen Charakter hat auch die Maia und Tmava jaskyiia. Die
Rozsadlina na Kecke ist ein aus den umgestalteten Schachten
durch Aufriss entstandenes System. Ober dem Scheidungspunkt
des Stollens lauft der Aufril3 bis zur Oberflache und bildet eine

28 m tiefe Konsequenzhohle mit Schluchtahnlichkeit. Auf der
Oberflache zeichnen viele eingestiirzte Locher die Linie des
Srollens nach (HOLUBEK. 1995).

Streuvorkommnisse von Konsequenzhohlen
Auf dem siidlichea Tei! des Bakony-Gebirges, beim Dorf
Badacsonytomaj, wurde bis in die I 950er Jahre ein gro er
Basaltsteinbruch betrieben. Die Strebwand des friiheren
Steinbruchs brockelt langsam herab, gestaltet sich um. Bei einem
Abril3
der
Umgestaltung
eatstand
m der
friiheren
Steinbruchwand:
Lange / Tiefe
Hoble des Basaltsteinbrucbs
von Badacsony
2.9 1 +1 ,4 111
Es handelt sich um eine kleine Nische. Ihre Decke und
Steinwande werden von bisher nicht bewegten Ba altplatten
umgrenzt, ihr Boden besteht aus lockeren Steinfelsen
(ESZTERHAS, 1995).
Bei dem grol3ea Bogen der Donau im Visegrader-Gebirge, an
der Grenze zur Stadt Szentendre, ist der Andesitsteinbruch von
Domorkapu, wo seit 20-25 Jahren kein Stein mehr gefordert
wird. Dies wurde auch durcb Strebforderung am Ubertagebau
getrieben, aber auf der unteren Etage hat man eine
Sprengstoffniscbe berausgebuddelt. Gegenwartig zeigt dieser
Stollen eine Umwandlung zur Konsequenzhohle.

Die Hohle von Domorkapu

Lange / Tiefe
15,9 / +3,8 m

In der Eingangsnahe zeigt sich noch der charakteristische
trapezfcirrnige Schnitt der Schachte, aber der innere Teil des
Firsts ist schon abgerissen. Den Abriss haben das durchsickemde
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Wasser und der Frost verursacht. Wegen der abgerissenen
Steinblocke ist die Laufetage hoher geworden. Auf diese Weise
wurden die entfemteren Teile des Hohlraums niedriger, spater
nicht mehr begehbar.

Schlussfolgerungen
lch
habe
e1mge
Erkenntnisse
iiber
dreizehn
Konsequenzhohlen zusammengestellt. Sie sind alle durch
Umgestaltung der alten Bergwerke und Steinbriiche entstanden.
Die meisten sind durch Aufrisse, durch Spaltung der Gesteine
entstanden, aber es gibt auch Hohlraurne durch Einsturz. Die
umgebenden Gesteine aller Hohlraume sind Sprodgesteine
(Rhyolith, Basalt, Andesit).
Diese Hohlraume muss man als natiirliche Hohlen betrachten,
weil sie durch den Ausgleich der Spannungen im Gestein
entstanden sind. Die menschliche Tatigkeit hat nur die
Entstehung der Spannungen verursacht. Danach ist alles nach den
Gesetzen der Natur abgelaufen: Die so entstandenen Hohlraume
"verhalten" sich als Bohlen. 1hr Habitus, Formen, Klima,
Lebenswelt usw. unterscheiden sich kaurn von den anderen
Hohlen.
Ich habe nur iiber Konsequenzhohlen gesprochen, die im
vulkanischen Gesteinen entwickelt sind, weil ich diese besser
kenne. Selbstverstiindlich aber gibt es solche Hohlraume auch in
den Sedimentgesteinen.
Der Natur- und Umweltschutz beschaftigt sich in den meisten
Fallen nicht mit dem Schutz der Keller, Kasamatten und alten
Stollen. So ist auch der Schutz der aus deren Weiterentwicklung
entstehenden Konsequenzhohlen nicht gegeben. Gegeniiber den
natiirlichen Hohlraumen halten viele diesen Hohlentyp nicht fiir
schutzwiirdig. Es muss deshalb bewusst gemacht werden, daJ3 die
Weiterentwicklung der Hohlraume zu Konsequenzhohlen auch
unter Schutz stehen sollte. Wegen des haufigen Nachbruchs
miisste zudem mehr Aufmerksamkeit auf die Sicherheit gelenkt
werden.
Ofters ist der schadliche Einfluss auf die Hohlen durch
VerfiiUung, wie dies in Bergbaugebieten, aber auch in den
Hohlraumen unter der Stadten geschieht. In den Hohlraumen
Jeben kurzzeitig oft Menschengruppen ohne Naturliebe und
Kultur und verschmutzen bzw. verunstalten die Hohlen (z.B.
Graffitti). In einigen Fallen sind diese Hohlen "Jagdgebiete" fiir
Mineralsammler.

Zusammenfassung
Die Konsequenzhohlen wurden erst im Jahre 199 I als ein
Genotyp der Hohlen definiert und sind deswegen noch nicht so
bekannt. Diese Hohlen sind von den Menschen geschaffene
"kiinstliche Hohlraume" (Stollen, Keller, Kasamatten, usw.),
welche sich auf natiirliche Weise weiter entwickeln. Bei der
Hohlraumschaffung des Menschen wurden Spannungen
induziert. Diese Spannungen wurden nach den Gesetzen der
Natur abgebaut und Jassen in vielen Fallen Hohlen, sogenannte
Konsequenzhohlen, zuriick. Die Voraussetzungen zu ihrer
Entstehung sind dann gut, wenn iiber den ehemaligen

Hohlraumen Sprodgesteine vorhandcn sind. Die Abhandlung
beschreibt 13 Konsequenzhohlen, die in vulkanischen Gesteinen
entstanden sind. Es ist aber selbstverstiindlich, dass solche
Hohlen genauso in Scdimentgesteinen und metamorphosen
Gesteinen vorkommen konnen. Unser Ziel ist, die
Aufmerksamkeit vieler Forscher auf diese Erscheinungen zu
lenken.
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Karstification of sandstone in Central Europe: attempts to validate chemical solution by analyses of water and precipitates
by Thomas StriebeI1)2) and Volker Schaferjohannl)
1) De.partment of Hydrology, University of Bayreuth, D-95440 Bayreuth
l) Hohlenforschungsgruppe (Cave Research Group) Blaustein,
T. Striebel, Am Sachsenberg 12, D-95448 Bayreuth
Abstract
Under temperate climatic conditions, non-carbonate sandstones are often regarded as non-karstificable. However, regarding solubility-conditions of quartzite and ferric oxide binders, the development of karstic forms seems to be possible. To validate or to exclude
this assumption, chemical investigation of water and precipitates in a small, gorge-like, non-carbonate sandstone catchment was done.
The small stream flowing in the gorge carries silica concentrations around 8 mg/I (as SiO2), pH is slightly alkaline and total iron
contents are around 250 µg/1. Lateral tributaries show remarkably lower values of pH, silica concentrations between 9 and 16 mg/I and
iron concentrations up to 900 µg/1. The water of stagnant pools has acid pH, often hydrogen sulphide is present, silica concentrations are
in a moderate range, and iron concentrations may be high (up to 5.4 mg/I).
The concentrations of dissolved silica and total iron indicate that dissolution of both kinds of binders occurs. The development of
solutional forms, at domains which are protected from physical weathering within the rock unit, would therefore seem to be possible.

Zusammenfassung
Nichtkarbonatische Sandsteine gelten unter gemiilligten Klimabedingungen oft als nicht verkarstungsfahig. Die Betrachtung der
theoretischen Loslichkeit von quarzitischem oder ferritischem Bindemittel llillt jedoch vermuten, daJ3 sich Karstformen entwickeln
konnten. Chemische Untersuchungen von Wasser und Fiillungsprodukten in einer kleinen Bachschlucht im Sandstein sollen Fakten zur
Untermauerung oder Widerlegung dieser Vermutung liefem.
Der kleine Bach, der durch die Schlucht flief3t, enthiilt Kieselsiiurekonzentrationen um 8 mg/I (als SiO2), der pH-Wert ist schwach
alkalisch und die Konzentrationen des gesamten Eisens liegen bei 250 µg/1. Seitenzuflilsse zeigen deutlich niedrigere pH-Werte,
Kieselsiiurekonzentrationen zwischen 9 und 16 mg/I und Eisenkonzentrationen bis zu 900 µg/1. Das Wasser stehender Tilmpel weist
saure pH-Werte auf, oft ist Schwefelwasserstoff vorhanden, Kieselsaurekonzentrationen bewegen sich in einem mittleren Bereich und
Eisenkonzentrationen konnen relativ hoch sein (bis zu 5,4 mg/I) .
Die Konzentrationen von geloster Kieselsiiure und von Gesamteisen zeigen, daJ3 beide Bindemittelarten gelost werden. Deshalb
erscheint die Entstehung von Losungsformen zumindest innerhalb des Gesteinskorpers denkbar, weil dort das Gestein vor physikalischer Verwitterung geschiltzt ist.

1. Introduction
Under temperate or cool climatic conditions, the karstification of non-carbonate sandstone is normally regarded as unlikely
or impossible (Wil.HELMY 1981). In opposition to this, karstic
forms in sandstones may develop well under tropical or subtropical conditions (e. g., MARTINI 1990, SPONHOU 1989). With
reference to the solubility conditions of quartzite (e. g., HURD ET
AL. 1979, CASEY & NEAL 1986) and ferric oxide binding agents,
the development of karstic forms should also be possible under
temperate climatic conditions, so long as some chemical and
microclimatic boundary conditions are present. Originating from
studies done by R!MSTIDT & BARNES 1980, MARTINI 1984
developed a model to describe the solution of quartzite and the
formation of caves. The assumption derived from these findings
is that development of solutional caves may be possible at
sandstone rock domains within the rock unit which are protected
from physical weathering, but pervious to water due to the
existence of joints and bedding planes.
Ferric binding agents may be attacked by acid and/or reduced
water. There is a distinct increase of solubility of ferric oxides
with increasing acid concentrations in the water. In addition,
depletion of organic matter at boggy locations (due to the local
occurence of claystone) causes a decrease of the redox potential
with a subsequent reduction of ferric iron oxides to ferrous iron,
which has a much better solubility than ferric iron.
To validate (or to exclude) the assumption that these processes are important enough to be relevant, different concepts of
further research have been formulated and partly initiated already.
One of them deals with the chemical investigation of surface
water and precipitates in a small, gorge-like catchment in a

sandstone area near Bayreuth, Germany (Teufelsloch bei Oberwaiz) . Some preliminary results will be presented here.

2. Investigation site
The Rhiitolias sandstone in which the gorge is embedded
consists more or less of lithified sand- and claystone of Upper
Triassic / Lower Jurassic age. The binding agents are mainly
silica and ferric oxides (EMMERT 1977). Rock domains with low
vulnerability to weathering commonly form rocks at valley slopes
or small, deeply incised, water-carrying gorges. Resistant limonite crusts occur locally, forming knobby and wavy rock surfaces
and supporting cellular weathering. Rocks at valley slopes often
have been dislocated in Pleistocene times due to periglacial
processes.
The genetic conditions of the caves or some special forms are
already described (SlRIEBEL 1994). Some of the forms mentioned
there may have developed with the participation of solution
processes, e. g., tube structures, cavettos, flat caves orientated
along bedding planes and small dome-like chimneys.
Figure l illustrates the topography of the catchment and the
locations of the sampling sites.

3.
Some
results
investigations

of

the

chemical

Sampling was carried out twice, once in December under
average run-off conditions (Twater = 3.8 - 5.5°C) and at the end
of summer under low run-off conditions (Twater = 8.6 - 9.7°C).
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Measured values show only little variation in time, therefore no
seasonal influences will be discussed here.
Sampling sites can be split up into three groups as follows:
a) principal stream (samples 2, 7, 12)
b) lateral tributaries (samples 3, 5, 6, 11)
c) stagnant surface water pools in contact with ground
water (samples 8, 9, 10)
The chemical characteristics of each group are shown below.
Electrical conductivity, pH-values and dissolved oxygen concentrations were measured with electrodes (:NTW pH91,
WTW LF91, WTW Oxi323).
For the analyses of total iron (flameless atomic absorption
spectroscopy) and calcium carbonate (flame emission) samples
were taken in 100 ml polyethylene bottles and acidified with
14 M HNO3 (0.2 Vo!%).
Silica concentrations were determined in untreated samples
by a photometric method according to DIN 38405.
In addition, total silicon (AAS), some macro ions (chloride,
nitrate, sulphate, potassium, sodium, hydrogen carbonate as
alkalinity) and heavy metals (zinc, cadmium, copper, lead) dissolved and total contents - have been determined.
In the discussion we will focus on the more important variables for our topic. These are pH-values and oxygen saturation as
indicators for the chemical boundary conditions, electrical
conductivity as parameter for dissolved substances, and the
concentrations of dissolved silica and ferric iron.
The principal stream flowing in the gorge contains calcium
carbonate in concentration ranges similar to karstic waters (here
60 - 120 mg/I) due to its origin (some relict limestone can be
found in surrounding soils plus a building waste disposal site is

situated nearby). Typical values are around 800 µS iem for the
electrical conductivity, slightly alkaline pH-values, oxygen
concentrations near 100% of the saturation value, silica concentrations around 8 mg/I (as SiO2) and total iron concentrations
around 250 µg/1.
Lateral tributaries show remarkably lower values of electrical
conductivity (100 - 150 µSiem), almost no calcium carbonate
content, slightly or strongly acid pH-values between 6.8 and 3.8,
oxygen concentrations near or distinctly below saturation (85% 50%), silica concentrations between 9 and 16 mg/I and iron
concentrations between 10 and 900 µg/1. The chemical conditions
in these tributaries obviously vary across a wide range, and will
have to be further investigated. At some boggy locations, oxygenfree reducing conditions with hydrogen sulphide production have
been established.
In the stagnant surface water pools which are in contact with
ground water, electrical conductivity is mostly below I 00 µS iem,
the water is free of calcium carbonate, pH-values are acid (3.8 5.5), oxygen concentrations are far below saturation (< 30%),
hydrogen sulphide is occasionally present, silica concentrations
are within a moderate range (8 - 9 mg/I), and iron concentrations
may be very extreme (up to 5.4 mg/I).
Some precipitates rich in iron have been observed. They develop at locations where acid and/or reduced water comes into
contact with well-buffered and/or oxygen-rich environments.
Such a typical location is the bed of the main stream where pore
waters rich in iron penetrate the bed sediment and join the stream.
There, red iron streaks and crusts are formed. At another location,
some small, red and plastic stalactites have been discovered.
Analyses have shown that the main cation is iron (231 mg/g).
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Figure 1: Sketchmap of the catchment. Altitudes and scale are given in meters. Eschen and Lahm are two
small villages, 'd' is the building waste disposal site, and digits are sample numbers (cj text and figure 2).
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4. First conclusions
Due to the similar density of quartz and calcite, the volumes
of dissolved silica and calcium carbonate show the same ratios as
their mass concentrations. Thus, they may be compared directly.
The concentrations of dissolved silica are one and a half orders of
magnitude lower than typical mass concentrations of dissolved

calcite in karstic waters of limestone areas. Therefore, at locations
exposed to weathering, especially frost splitting, it is possible that
no karst forms develop in sandstone. There, physical weathering
is fast enough to destroy karst forms before they reach an
observable state.
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However, the mass concentrations of silica indicate that in
protected areas within the rock, development of solutional forms,
especially tube structures along joints (fissures) and/or bedding
planes, is conceivable. Here it should be taken into consideration
that, in opposition to limestone, not all of the material has to be
dissolved. Solution of the binding agent is sufficient, the grains
of sand may be excavated later by physical processes.
The mass concentrations of total iron and the observations
and analyses of precipitates indicate that dissolution of iron-rich
binding agents may take place . This may be due to locally low
pH-values and reducing redox conditions. At sites with low pHvalues, much higher iron concentrations have been measured,
because ferric iron solubility increases strongly with lowering of
pH-values. Under reducing conditions, ferric iron will be reduced
to ferrous iron, which shows also a higher solubility than ferric
iron. At the present state of the investigations, there is no
indication that solution of iron minerals is more important than
solution of silica, regarded as a simple quantitative approach.
Thus, both kinds of binding agents, silica and ferric oxides,
can be removed through dissolution, and the remaining grains of
sand can be eroded or excavated, e. g., by gravitational movement.
Finally, it must also be taken into consideration that we do
not have sound information on the origin of the sampled waters.
They may consist only partly of ground water. Consequently,
silica and iron dissolved in these samples may, to some degree,
originate from a source other that the rock, such as from soils or
previously weathered detritus. Further research in the area should
help to get this information, while reseach in the laboratory
should help to simulate the solution processes on a reduced scale.
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Karsts siliceux au Niger occidental
par Luc Willems
Universite de Liege, Departement de Geographie Physique
& Rue Tout Va Bien, 106, B-4420 Saint-Nicolas (Liege), Belgique

Abstract
Located in the Sahelian part, the area of Niamey presents a remarkable karstic network wich is developped in siliceous an noncarbonated rocks. The observation of several surface forms (collapse, closed depressions) and underground fonns (caves) shows
important hydric circulation networks in depth . We must consider the Sahe! and its water resources like karstic aquifer.

Resume
Situee dans la bande sahelienne, la region de Niamey presente
un reseau karstique remarquable par son developpement dans un
ensemble de roches principalement siliceuses et non carbonatees.
L'observation d'un ensemble de phenomenes de surface
(effondrements, depressions fermees) et souterraines (grottes)
montre des reseaux de circulations hydriques importants en
profondeur. Les differentes observations nous font penser qu'il faut
reenvisager le Sahe! et ses ressources en eau en terme d'aquiferes
karsitifies.

1. Introduction
Situee dans la bande sahelienne, la region de
iamey
presente un reseau karstique remarquable par son developpement
dans un ensemble de roches principalement siliceuses et non
carbonatees. L 'observation d ' une grotte developpee dans
l'epaisseur des depots du Tertiaire, d'un effondrement et d'une
cavite ouverte dans le socle precambrien permettent de degager
les grandes caracteristiques du relief karstique de cette region .
D'autres formes tels que des dolines et des avens, des
phenomenes de soutirrage, des cavites developpees sous cuirasse
lateritique induree ont ete egalement observes. A la fin de cet
expose un modele d 'evolution du relief dans cette region sera
propose.

2. Contextes geomorphologique et
geologique
La zone d'etude presente, tres schematiquement, un paysage
constitue de plateaux disseques par !'erosion. Entre ces reliefs se
developpent des oueds, "kori", et de grandes depressions,
"dallols".
La geologic de cette region est composee, outre des depots du
Quatemaire, de deux ensembles principaux
un socle
precambrien et une couverture sedimentaire du Tertiaire (Fig. I).
Le substrat precambrien est forme de massifs granitiques et de
ceintures de roches volcano-sedimentaires, roches vertes a
metavolcanites basiques et a metasediments silico-alumineux.
Au Paleogene, ii subit une profonde alteration de type
quartzo-kaolinique qui depasse I 00 metres par endroit , formant
une lithomarge (MACHENS, 1973; 1967). A !'Eocene, des
formations detritiques fluvio-lacustres, sables, pelites, silts et
argiles, se deposent en discordance majeure (GREIGERT 1966;
Lang et al., 1990). Ces depots, appelles Continental tenninal (Ct),
sont interstratifies de passees d 'oolithes ferrugineuses qui ,
indurees a I'affieurement, jouent un role predominant dans
I' apparition de replats morphostructuraux.
Depuis la fin du Pliocene, une altemance de creusements et
de comblements des vallees fa~onne un paysage de plateaux,
entaille les depots cenozo1ques et atteint par endroit le socle.
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-

Vallee principale/Major valley

-

Continental terminal (Ct)
Proterosoique superieurl
upper Proterozoic
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I
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@
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Fig. I Carte geologique de la region de Niamey
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pluies, cette cuvette se remplit et s'asseche rapidement, se
comportant come une perte. Sur le bard est de l' entree et donnant
sur cette depression, un abrupt de quatre metres de haut est
occupe par une chute d 'eau temporaire. Le Ct y presente la
structure d'un ancien chenal d'ecoulement. En amont, un petit
vallon suspendu se perd rapidement sur la surface du plateau.
Son fond est occupe par de petites "dolines" metriques dont
certaines sont parcourues par une fracturation . Sur le versant
abrupt de la vallee principale, a proximite de cette rupture de
pente, s' ouvrent egalement quelques cavites de faible
developpement.
La grotte presente un important porche d' entree d'une
vingtaine de metres de large et depassant par endroit plus de
quatre metres de haut.
De celui-ci, deux couloirs donnant acces a deux salles
principales sont accessibles. Ces couloirs sont encombres par
endroits de blocs metriques provenant du demantelement de la
voute.
La plus grande salle fait une vingtaine de metres de long, sur
une dizaine de large, pour une hauteur avoisinant les 5 metres.
Son plancher est surbaisse d 'environ 1,5 m par rapport a celui du
couloir d'acces dont ii est separe par un seuil. Partant de cette
salle et des couloirs principaux, un reseau de conduits de plus
petites dimensions se developpe dans des directions voisines de
celles des fracturations du socle.
Certains de ces conduits se terminent brusquement en cul-desac, sous forme de demi-sphere incurvee. Cette morphologie est
notamment observee pour le couloir secondaire qui s' arrete juste
sous le vallon suspendu. Ces formes se retrouvent egalement sur
certaines parois des salles. L'exploration plus poussee de cette
grotte n'a pas ete possible. L'abondance de chauves-souris limite
la progression, de veritables bouchons vivants se formant dans
les passages les plus etroits.
Retenons qu'aucune trace d'erosion mecanique sur les parois
n ' a ete decelee, laissant supposer une action de dissolution
chimique predorninante dans la genese de la cavite, comme
semble le montrer les formes semi-circulaires. Le developpement
principal des conduits s'est fait parallelement aux fracturations
parcourant le socle. Soulignons enfin la perenite de !' axe
d'ecoulement occupe par la vallee et le vallon actuels qui est
atteste par le chenal fossile du Ct au niveau de la chute (WILLEMS
et al., 1995).

Fig. 2 Plan de la grotte de Diffa Doga
Le substratum precambrien est affecte par des fracturations
tres anciennes reactivees !ors de l'orogenese panafricaine
(ABOUCHAMI et al, 1990); POUCLET et al. ; 1990). Quant au
Continental terminal, jusqu ' il y a peu ii etait decrit comme non
faille .
Cependant une etude a mis en evidence un reseau de
lineaments qui l' affecte et qui impose un systeme
hydrographique regional (V1CAT et al., 1993). Ce reseau traduirait
le rejeu plio-quatemaire des accidents du socle, ou le
prolongement, sous forme de plan de drainage, des fractures du
socle dans les depots tertiaires comme nous le verrons par apres.

3. Cavite dans l'epaisseur du Continental
terminal-Ditta Doga
La grotte de Diffa Doga se developpe dans l'epaisseur du
Continental tenninal, au pied d 'une falaise d'une dizaine de
metres de haut (Fig. 2). En contre-bas de l'entree s'ouvre une
depression elliptique encombree de blocs ecroules. En saison des

4. Effondrement de Guiddere

Dans la vallee de la Sirba, a proximite du village de
Guiddere, une depression a parois subverticales faisant environ 3
m de profondeur, de 290 m de longueur et 17 m de largeur, s' est
formee en quelques jours au cours de la saison des pluies de 1992
(Fig. 3) (WILLEMS et al. ; 1993).
En coupe trois niveaux servent de repere : le sol actuel (70
cm) reposant sur un horizon bioturbe et indure (70 cm), lui-meme
recouvrant la lithomarge. De l'amont vers l'aval, peuvent etre
distinguees un trorn,;on amont, un trorn,on aval et un seuil qui
debouche sur un tributaire de la Sirba.
Le tron9on amont a sa tete evasee et occupee par une mare
temporaire. De nombreux blocs effondres, avec leur vegetation
en place occupent le fond.
II n'y a pas de trace d'erosion par ecoulement ni a l'exterieur
ni a l'interieur de ce secteur amont.
Le tron9on aval est tapisse de debris vegetaux recouverts
d'une pellicule argileuse. Des traces de rivage marquant les
retraits successifs d 'une flaque sont visibles sur les flancs de la
depression et signalent une vidange rapide.
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Fig. 3 Effondrement de Guiddere
Le seuil correspond au toit de I'horizon bioturbe en place et
ferme le troni;on aval ii mi-pente des versants. II separe la
depre sio n observee du lit de l'oued actuel, dont la tete de vallee
est occupee par une mare temporaire. De petits chenaux et
!'orientation des touffes herbacees indiquent le sens de
l'ecoulement qui a decape le sol actuel. Outre le temoignage des
gens de I'endroit, Jes blocs eboules, les racines sectionnees,
I'observation de niveaux reperes,
!'existence d 'u n seuil en place prouvent la rapidite de
fom1ation de cette depression due ii un effondrement.
L'allongement NS, conforme ii !'orientation de failles du
socle sous-jacent, temoigne des relations entre surface et
profondeur.

5. Cavite developpee dans le socle Guessedoundou
Developpee dans le socle, la grotte de Guessedoundou a ete
decouverte au fond d ' un effondrement, ii une quinzaine de
kilometres au nord-est de Makalondi (Fig. 4).
Le site est constitue d ' une colline surplombant d' une dizaine
de metres la plaine environnante. Au centre de ce relief, une
depression s'est ouverte, ovale et orientee
E-SSW. Longue
d'une vingtaine de metres de long et profonde de trois ii quatre
metres, son fond est occupe par des blocs anguleux melanges ii
de la rocaille. Dans le tlanc sud et dans l'axe de la depression
s'ouvre une grotte sur une longueur de deux ii trois metres. Son
plafond, haut de 1,80 m ii l'entree, s'abaisse rapidement. Aucune
trace d'exploitation humaine n'a ete decelee dans ce site. La

cavite s'ouvre dans des metagabbros ii grains fins, fortement
alteres et traverses par des filons quartzeux de largeur
decimetrique. Une intense fracturation subverticale suivant le
grand axe de la depression est bien visible. II s'agit d' un couloir
de cisaillement le long duquel les roches ont subi une
silicification et une ferruginisation importantes.
A l'entree de la grotte et sur Jes parois subverticales de la
depression se developpent des creux subcirculaires dont le
diametre varie de quelques centimetres ii quelques decimetres,
rappelant les formes observees sur les parois de la grotte de Diffa
Doga. L' absence de traces d'ecoulement et d'abrasion mecanique
laisse supposer qu'il s'agit de phenomenes de dissolution. La
position topographique en hauteur du site peut s'expliquer par
une plus faible erosion du socle, rendu plus resistant ii cet endroit
par l'armature des filons de quartz et par la ferruginisation des
roches le long du couloir de cisaillement. En contre-partie, les
roches broyees, devenues poreuses, ont draine les infiltrations des
eaux meteoriques, facilitant Jes processus de dissolution.
La grotte de Guessedoundou s'est done developpee dans un
ensemble de roches alterees et tres fracturees, grace ii une
circulation hydrique entrainant une forte mobilisation de la silice
et du fer. La depression resulterait de l'effondrement du toit
d' une vaste cavite sous-jacente dont la grotte ne serait que le
prolongement maintenant visible (WILLEMS et al., 1993).

6. Geomorphologie et karstologie au Niger
occidental
L'ensemble des phenomenes decrits permet de proposer un
schema general de fracturation et de karstification ainsi qu'un
modele general d 'evolution geomorphologique du paysage (Fig.

5).
Dans la couverture sedimentaire, la disposition des strates
silico-pelitiques ou ferrugineuses et plus ou mains impermeables
determine une circulation des eaux phreatiques en nappes
superposees. Ces demieres se raccordent par l'intermediaire de
drains subverticaux que sont les plans de fracture ou leur
prolongement. Elles rejoignent la nappe de la lithomarge puis les
reseaux aquiferes discontinus du socle.
Des
cav1tes
subhorizontales
s'etendent
et
son t
compartimentees dans leur progression par les plans de drainage
subverticaux. Des phenomenes karstiques se developpent le long
de ces plans. Peu ii peu !'erosion creuse les vallees, elles-memes
orientees par les directions de fracturation et de structure du
socle. Des plateaux s'individualisent. Les nappes les plus hautes
se fractionnent et trouvent des exutoires a l'air libre. Des lors,
elles s'assechent progressivement, avec des remises en charge
sporadiques lors des saisons des pluies. Les grottes ouvertes
evoluent alors par dislocation des parois et transport mecanique
des materiaux. L'ecroulement des grottes entraine la deformation
des niveaux superieurs et est responsable d'effondrements en
surface.
L'evolution des reseaux hydrographiques, tant sur le socle
que sur les depots du Continental terminal est done largement
conditionnee par la circulation des eaux souterraines au travers
des alterites vers Jes fractures du socle. L 'evolution des reliefs
resulte done, en grande partie, de la formation de karsts dans la
lithomarge et dans Jes depots neogenes. L'observation de
diaclases, de deformations affectant le Continental terminal ou
les depots alluviaux quatemaires, d'effondrements et de
nombreuses ruptures de pente non conformes ii !'erosion
regressive, attestent du fonctionnement actuel de ce systeme. Une
etude recente menee portant sur le fonctionnement hydrologique
d' une zone dont le bassin versant est de 6, I km2 dans la region
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Fig.4 Site de Guessedoundou
de Niamey, menee par F. Lenoir et M. Esteves, montre qu'il faut
moins de 3 heures pour que Jes eaux de surface traversent une
epaisseur de 45 a 75 metres de Continental terminal et atteignent
la nappe phreatique. De plus, cette recherche estime qu'il faut de
2 a 3000 m 3 d'eau pour remplir le reseau qui aboutit a Ja nappe.
L ' existence de reseaux karstiques est ainsi confirmee par Ja
rapidite de !' infiltration. et suppose des reseaux de circulation
hydrique de grandes dimensions en profondeur. L' importance de
reservoirs hydriques dans des roches reputees insolubles doit
modifier completement notre vision classique de l' hydrologie du
socle a zones aquiferes discontinues peu developpees, et de sa
couverture, a nappes temporaires en dehors des grandes vallees
alluviales. II nous faut done repenser cette partie du Sahe! et ses
ressources en eau en terme d' aquiferes karsitifies.
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Pseudokarst process and speleothems in Bohemia Cave
Havlicek D., Tasler R.

The Bohemia Cave is situated in alpine karst region Mt. Owen, orthwestern Nelson, South Island, New Zealand, and
was discovered by the expedition of the Czech Speleological Society in the year 1990. Except of the first expedition in the
year I 990, the cave was explorated by local cavers in the years 1991-1993 and by Czech expedition in the year I 994. This
contribution does not embrance the results from the expedition 1997.
The entrance is at an altitude of 1250 m a.s.1. The system is about 8 km long, and denivelation is 663 m (-541 , + 122).
The area is built mainly of metamorphosed carbonates of Arthur Marble (Upper Ordovician) of Arthur Group (Upper
Ordovician-Lower Silurian, W0PEREIS 1988). Carbonates are massive, occasionally bedded and contain silicified
intercalations in places (TASLER 199 I). Phyllites, probably belonging to the Pikikiruna Schist Formation, form the base of
the marbles.
The cave has three different parts: I) fossil phreatic passages and lateral labyrinth of phreatic channels with slight
vadose premodeling, 2) classical fossil and active meanders and 3) giant rooms. We will deal only part 3 and the
speleothems there.
The giant rooms form the main part of whole system (see fig . I). They follow the contact between marbles and
underlying phyllites. The active flow with several feeders and bifurcations follows the whole course of this gallery and is
often covered by an accumulation of large blocks. Erosion has started along the contact, and the phyllites have been
eroded to a considerab le depth. The erosion reached a depth of 15 m and more in many places and the tectonically formed
ceiling is affected very littly by karst processes in comparison with the volume of space created in the phyllites (see fi g. 2) .
A more extensive karstification is not even present around ceiling tributaries. Near the exit of limestone tributaries, small
domes are created in the phyllites beneath the contact. Some passages are developed only in phyllites, and the limestone
ceiling is only tectonic.
The general dip angle/direction of the contact is 35-50° to the SSE. At some places, the contact is folded . The phyllites
are black (graphite) and lower silver-green. The detailed petro logy of the phyllites has not been studied so far.
Stalactites, stalagmites, stalagnates, straws and all excentric shapes are mainly aragonite. The excentrics may be
divided into four basic groups, which are often combined and chaotically growing through each other: I) anthoditic
excrescences and fibres, 2) aragonite "iron blossoms" (giant-sized tufts up I m in diameter), 3) helictites, 4) straws
growing out in every direction , from I mm to 10 mm in diameter and up to 50 cm long. X-ray diffraction ana lysi s show a
very pure aragonite, calcite is rare.
Hydromagnesite (Mg (OH) (COJ) x 3Hp) soft balls occur on the ends of some shapes of aragonite.
References
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Present Status of Speleological Researches
into the Patagonian Glaciers
Giovanni Badino (*), Adolfo Eraso Romero(**), Marco Meccbia (+)
(*) Dip.to di Fisica Generale, Via Giuria I, 1-10125 Torino
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Abstract
The present status of deep water drainage researches on Patagonian glaciers is discussed. Their karstic phenomena
appear to be the most interesting and perhaps the most penetrable encountered up to now. The reasons are probably the
alimentation basin amplitude (the Hielo Patagonico Sur), the intense ablations due to singular climate conditions and the
relative impermeability of glacier cores.

lntroduzione
II gruppo italiano che si occupa delle ricerche sul carsismo glaciale opera dall'84. Sono state condotte campagne prima
sui ghiacciai alpini, ii piu interessante dei quali si e dimostrato ii Gomergletscher, e poi all'estero: ii Biafo in Karakorum
(1987), I' Enilchek in Pamir (1992), ii Batura in Karakorum (1993), ii Moreno, ii Viedma e ii Marconi (1991, 1994, 1995)
in Patagonia.
Come gia delineato in precedenti lavori, ii drenaggio delle acque di fusione avviene lungo reticoli di drenaggio
semistazionan che si formano al di sotto della superficie.
Dalle osservazioni effettuate risulta che i mulinelli glaciali si trovano soprattutto su lingue glaciali estese, pianeggianti
e poco erepacciate. Le morfologie osservate sono de! tutto analoghe a quelle di inghiottitoi carsici e pertanto sono da
considerarsi forme pseudocarsiche o, per usare un termine di nuova introduzione, "criocarsiche".
Al di sotto di 50-100 m di profondita i mulinelli assumono morfologie a forra con brevi salti occupati all a base da
profonde vasche d' acqua. A profondita variabili da 70 a 150 m si raggiunge la superficie idrica di acquiferi che riempiono
le cavita.
Esiste quindi una zona satura, o freatica, di struttura probabilmente complessa, sinora inesplorata.
I modelli numerici mostrano che le acque assorbite fluiscono attraverso una rete di condotte sornmerse, all'intemo
della massa glaciale a profondita di 100-150 m, con struttura ad albero connettente i vari mulini. La rete di gallerie appare
"schiacciata" sulla superficie delle falde acquifere de! ghiacciaio.
In invemo, con ii cessare della alimentazione, i reticoli di gallerie tendono a collassare a profondita superiori a 50-60
m, spingendo su l'acqua residente sino quasi prossimita della superficie.

"Ghiacciai carsici"
E' oramai evidente che i ghiacciai formati da ghiaccio a temperature prossime allo zero tendono a formare pozzi di
drenaggio dei torrenti superficiali e a convogliare le acque in reticoli profondi.
Questi reticoli sono semi -stazionan, nel senso che migrano verso monte con la velocita con cui ii ghiaccio migra a
valle dato che sono legati alla forma de! ghiacciaio, a sua volta legata alla struttua di contenimento. Di fatto le
osservazioni indicano che quasi ovunque, eccetto che in Patagonia, la struttua a pozzi si riforma con periodicita annuale . I
pozi fossili, annuali , vengono trascinati a valle, deformati dalla plasticita de! ghiaccio.
Sinora non e stato possibile penetrare nei reticoli profondi ma i modelli a calcolatore stanno delincando abbastanza
chiaramente le loro strutture. Che ii ghiaccio sia "caldo" non basta pero per formare reticoli profondi. Occorre anche che
la morfologia estema permetta la formazione di grandi nussi d'acqua che possano applicare l'energia accumulata in pochi
punti di entrata. Essi sono in genere quelli in cui lo stress da attrito fra gli scorrimenti differenziali delle lingue glaciali ha
indotto depressione superficiale e un proto-reticolo di drenaggio interno. In altra comunicazione mostriamo che, come e
piu chiaramente che in altri materali anche la struttura complessiva de! drenaggio e condizionata dallo stato di tensione
della lingua glaciale.
Crediamo che sia molto naturale proporre per questo tipo di ghiacciai ii terrnine "ghiacciai carsici" .
La temperatura limite della massa del ghiaccio per la formazione di carsismo appare essere intonno a -3 o -5 °C.
Questo esclude un cnocarsismo glaciate in zone polari. II limite verso Nord appare essere alle Svalbard, dove infatti vi
sono g-iacciai con fenomeni carsici (in genere abbastanza ridotti) accanto ad alto che ne sono privi.
Non abbiamo ancora determinato ii limite Sud. Sulla base delle segnalazioni riteniamo che la penisola antartica sia
ancora in situazione di carsismo mentre le coste de! continente appaiono essere coperte da ghiacci non carsificati.
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Nei ghiacciai della Patagonia
La peculiarita <lei ghiacciai patagonici e ii fatto che essi si spingono sino a quote molto basse. Questo e dovuto sia alla
vastita de! bacino di alimentazione sia alla loro velocita relativamente alta.
Questi fatti fanno si cbe enormi masse di ghiaccio arrivano ad essere sottoposte ad uno scioglimento estremamente
rapido . L ' ablazione osservata sul ghiacciao perito Moreno durante la spedizione de! ' 95 e arrivata a superare 15 cm in un
solo giomo. Questo causa una rapidissima evoluzione <lei reticolo superficiale e la riformazione di nuove entrate nello
stesso punto, piu volte all'anno. Quello che nei grandi ghiacciai carsici alpini e sub-tropicali awiene nel corso di un anno
in Patagonia awiene nel corso di settimane: una sorta di "iper-carsismo" glaciale.
Altre particolarita de! carsismo patagonico sono dovute al fatto che ii rapido flusso de! ghiaccio lo trasforma e
ricristallizza. La luce impressionante che appare uscire da ogni fenditura ci sembra solo imputabile al fatto che ii ghiaccio
profondo e totalmente trasparente e fa da guida di luce per la radiazione che arriva sulle distese dello Hielo Continental. II
fatto che la luce sia azzurrina indica infatti che si tratta di luce "selezionata" da un filtro molto lungo e che trasmette solo
le frequenze piu alte della radiazione.
Questo ha importanti conseguenze sulla struttura de! carsismo profondo: ii nucleo dei ghiacciai appare essere
praticamente impenetrabile ai flussi d'acqua se non nelle parti terminali delle lingue, dove la "guida d'onda" si spezza per
fenomeni di distensione.
II risultato e che le grotte nei ghiacciai pataonici sono estremamente superficiali e che viene fortemente soppressa la
forrnazione di un reticolo freatico .
Le cavita sono dunque delle gallerie che corrono parallele alla superficie (in alcuni casi estremamente pericolose)
coperte da spessori di ghiaccio che variano da poche decimetri sino ad una ventina di metri di spessore di ghiaccio.
II drenaggio avviene dunque in ambienti vadosi e questo apre la prospettiva di esplorazioni che si potranno estendere
per molti chilometri e per molte centinaia di metri di profondita.
Nel '94 e soprattutto nel ' 95 l'Associazione La Venta ha organizato campagne di ricerca sul Perito Moreno, realizando
anche ricognizioni aeree sui ben piu vasti ghiacciai Upsala e Viedma. II primo, che pone problemi logistici molto ardui,
non appare molto carsificato, anche se questo potrebbe essere in qualche modo collegato con un recente surge.
II ghiacciaio Viedma appare invece straordinanamente carsificato, e risulta ii principale obiettivo delle prossime
ricerche per gli anni '97 e ' 98.
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Abstract
During the "ISLANDIA 96" glaciological expedition, we explored two glacier tongues: Kviarj6kull and (Virkis-Fall)j6kull in the
south part ofVatnaj6kull ice cap where we investigated a few moulins which generated endoglacier rivers.
We applied the Prediction Method of the main directions of subglacier drainage, quantifying the anisotropy of both glacier
tongues, contrasting in each case the prediction obtained with the explored rivers.
The work we present here shows the results obtained by the application of the Prediction Method, its grade of accuracy and the
discussion on its application.
Keywords: Iceland, Vatnaj6kull, Prediction Method, endoglacier drainage, tectoglyphs, eskers.

Resume
Au cours de !'expedition glaciologique " ISLANDIA 96", nous avons explore deux Jangues glaciaires: Kviarj6kull et (VirkisFall)jokull emplacees au SE de la grande calotte glaciaire Vatnaj6kull ou nous avons explore quelques moulins qui generent des rivieres
endoglaciaires.
Nous avons applique la Methode de Prediction des principales directions du drainage sousglaciaire, quantifiant l'anisotropie des
langues glaciaires, comparant dans chaque cas la prediction faite avec les rivieres explorees.
Le travail que nous presentons montre Jes resultats obtenus par l'application de la Methode de Prediction, son degre de justesse et
la discussion sur son application.
Mots Cles: Islande, Vatnajokull , Methode de Prediction, drainage endoglaciaire, tectoglyphes, eskers.

1. Introduction
The investigations we present here were developped during
the "ISLANDIA 96" Glaciological Expedition. During this
expedition, we explored the Kviarj6kull and Virkis-Fallj6kull ice
tongues, both located in the southeastern (SE) part of the
Vatnajokull ice cap which, with an extension of 8,300 km', is the
larger one of Iceland and Europe.
One of the objectives of the Expedition was the localization
of endo and subglacier rivers, apply on them the Prediction
Method of the Main Directions of Drainage in Karst, and contrast
the obtained results in the explorations with the prediction gi ven
by the referred Method .
The authors of the present work wish to express here their
gratitude to the Icelandic Speleological Federation for their
assistance as well as to the members of the Expedition: Donato
Perez, Ignacio Chavarria and Angel Sesma for their collaboration
in the realized investigations.

2. Field works and methodology
The Kviarj6kull and Virkis-Falljokull glacier tongues were
selected because they present a karstical network of drainage in
their ablation zone.
The exploration were made using speleological and
climbing-in-ice techniques. The geodesic localizations were
made through a TRIMBLE GPS, with the help of a BRUNTON
compass. The magnetic declination in SE Iceland is 192W.
The applied Prediction Method (ERASO 1985/86)
directionaly quantifies the anisotropy of a rocky massif (vgr. ice
tongue) giving a percentage of probability associated with the
obtained directional mode. It is essentially based on statistically
quantify the extensional plans, or weakness plans which contain

a op2 (major and intermediate components of the tensional
elipsoid), with which the prediction is made.
We also used them to compare the visible eskers alignments
in both ice tongues. These eskers represent paleo-drainages,
dismantled by the glacier ablation.

3. Results and discussion
The investigations were made in the ablation zone of two
different glacier tongues: Kviarjokull and Virkis-Fallj6kull (see
figure l ), where we had observed, in previous explorations, the
existence of several endoglacier rivers (ERASO, PULINA, 1994 ),
some of which it was impossible to explore.
Kviarjokull
It is a I O km long glacier tongue which goes downwards
with an E slope and whose snout reaches a 2.5 km width.
The final part of the ablation zone, of 4 km long from the
first barreer of seracs, has a lot of moulins (ponors) among which
we choose the "Tatuk" Ponor where two supraglacier rivers
disappear (see figure I). After a wide 20 m deep well, the river
flows through meanders we explored along 50 m (45.6 m of
which we topographied) until it reached, at 32m deep, a "trop
plein" which stopped our exploration.
The investigations made with the Prediction include
288 points of measurement of weakness plans which, distributed
in 6 different stations, gather the information contained in the
ablation zone.
Beside this, the alignments of eskers existing in the referred
ablation zone and which show the evidence of former drainages,
have been measured along 859.5 m.
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The investigations made give us the following results:(see
figure 2)
i)-. Tectoglyphs: The distribution law of the weakness plans
given by the Prediction Method shows:
• A main mode according to N902- I 05 2 ( in class 7), with an
associated probability of27.4%.
• A secundary mode according to N 1202- 135 2 ( in class 9),
with an associated probability of 10.4%.
ii)-. Eskers: The measured alignments, indicating endoglacier
paleodrainages show:
• A main mode according to N902 - I05 2 (in class 7), with an
associated probability of 38.8%.

• A secundary mode according to N60 2- 75 2 (in class 5), with
an associated probability of27.5%.
iii)-. Cave with endoglacier river: The prediction of the
topographied streches develops according to:
• A main mode: N902 -105 2 (class 7), with a 35.7%
probability.
• A secundary mode: N60 2-75 2 (class 5),with a 17.5%
probability.
• Two other accessory modes:
Nl5 2-302 (class 2), with a 9.4% probability.
N1202 -135 2 (class 9), with a 8.8% probability.
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Figure 2: Histogram of tectoglyphs, eskers and cave of the Kviarjoku/1 glacier tongue with the errors associated.

The grade of accuracy, comparing the prediction given by the
Prediction Method ( Tectoglyphs: T ),the paleodrainages
(alignments of eskers: E) and the directions of the underglacier
river (glacier cave: C), will be given by the value of the
maximum errors dragged along in the statistical classes where are
the modes we got.
These errors are expressed in the table I, according to the
Kolmogorov-Smimof test.
Class
7

s
9
2

TIC
2.4%
1.5%
0.5%
2.4%

TIE
3.3%
4.3%
1.5%
1.4%

C/E
0.9%
2.9%
1.0%
3.8%

Table 1: Errors of comparison of the Prediction Method (T),
the paleodrainages (E) and the directions of the underglacier
river (C) of the Kviarjoku/1 glacier tongue, according to the
Kolmogorov-Smirnof test.

And its small value shows the high grade of accuracy of the
applied Prediction Method, where the main mode (class 7) is
common for all the cases.
Virkis-Falljtikull
The ablation zone of this glacier results in the comjunction
of two different glacier tongues: Virkisjokull and Falljokull. Its
slope is southwards. It has a maximum length of 6 km and its
snout is 1.2 km wide.
The investigations made give us the following results:
(see figure 3)
i)-. The Prediction Method has been applied here through the
measurement of 52 tectoglyphs (T). The results indicate a
distribution law of the weakness drainage plans with:
• A main mode according to 45 2 -602 ( in class 4), with an
associated probability of 15.4%.
• A wide mode according to N90 2- 1202 ( occupying classes 7
and 8), with an associated probability of 11 .5% in each class.
ii)-, The alignments of eskers (E), with a total length of 197m,
present the following directional modes:
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• A main, wide mode, according to N30 2 -60 2 (classes 3 and
4), with an associated probability of24% in each class.
•A secondary mode according to Nl50 2-165 2 (class 11) with
a 12.7% probability.
iii)-. The directions of the underglacier river, explored along
50m, has the following modes:
• A main mode: N165 2-1802 (class 12), with a 23%
probability.
• Two other secundary ones:
NI 05 2 - I 202 (class 8) with a I 3.6% probability.
N45 2 -602 {class 4) with a 6.8% probability.

In this example, the class 4 mode appears as the main one in the
Prediction (T) and in the alignment of eskers (E) but it is
secundary in the directions of the underglacier river (C).
The secundary mode of the Prediction (T), class 8, is also
secundary in the underglacier river {C), but do not appear in the
alignment of eskers (E).
The main mode of the underglacier river (C), class 12, do
not appear in the Prediction (T), and in the alignment of eskers
(E) appears displaced in class 11 as secundary character.
It is evident that here the Prediction is smaller than in the
Kiviarjokull example, probably because the statistical weight of
the measured populations is also very smaller.
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Figure 3: Histogram of tectoglyphs, eskers and cave of the Firkis-Falljiikul/ glacier tongue with the errors associated.

Nevertheless, the maximum errors in the classes which
present modes are expressed in the table 2, according to the
Kolmogorov-Smirnof test.
So, major than in the former example, but still acceptable
specially in reference to the applied Prediction Method.
CLASS
4
3

8

7
11
12

T/C
2.5%
2.1%
0.7%
0.3%
4.7%
5.0%

TIE
2.4%
3.1%
3.3%
1.9%
3.7%
1.7%

C/E
5.0%
5.3%
3.9%
1.6%
1.0%
6.7%

Table 2: Errors of comparison of the Prediction Method (T),
the paleodrainages (E) and the directions of the underglacier
river (C) of the Virkis-Falljokul/ glacier tongue, according to
the Kolmogorov-Smirnof test.

4. Conclusions
- The Prediction Method applied in the investigation of the
underground drainage of karsts developped in rocks such as
gypsum, limstone, quartzite, etc ... give also good results in karst
in ice.
- The maximum errors in Kviarjokull between the Method and
the endoglacier river TIC are 2.4%.
- In the case of the Virkis-Falljokull where the statistical
population is much smaller, the maximum error is 5.0%.
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Hydrologic systems in carbonate karst and in subpolar glaciers
Similarities and differences
by Jan Leszkiewicz & Marian PuJina
Department of Geomorphology, University of Silesia, ul. Bedzinska 60, 41-200 Sosnowiec, Poland

Abstract
Hydrological systems of chosen carbonate karst massifs and subpolar glaciers were compared. Beside obvious differences
significant similarity in the course of hydro logic phenomena and in the relief was found. Glacier caves and forms similar to karst on the
glacier surface are known. Water circulation inside glaciers is subject to similar rules as in karst hydrology. Caves are the most
important elements of water discharge. Geometry and relief of caves in karst and in glaciers were compared, as well as water circulation
in these caves. Beside the system of channel drainage in karst and glaciers other systems of drainage are active - fissured and porous.
Terms used in karst were adopted to the similar to karst phenomena taking place in glaciers. Work is based mostly on own
investigations ofkarst and Spitsbergen glaciers.

Resume: Systemes hydrologiques dans le karst carbonate et dans les glaciers subpolaires.
Analogies et differences
On a compare les systemes hydrologiques des massifs choisis du karst carbonate et des glaciers subpolaires. A part les differences
evidentes, on a constate d' importantes analogies dans le deroulement des phenomenes hydrologiques et dans Jes formes du relief. On
connait des grottes glaciaires et des fonnes sur la surface des glaciers qui soot analogues aux formes karstiques. La circulation des eaux
dans les glaciers est soumise a des lois analogues a l'hydrologie karstique.
Les grottes soot les elements Jes plus importants du drainage. On a compare la geometrie et le relief des grottes dans le karst et dans les
glaciers, ainsi que la circulation des eaux dans ces grottes. A part du systeme de conduits, dans le karst et les glaciers fonctionnent
d ' autres systemes de drainage - fissureux et poreux.
La terminologie appliquee au karst, a ete adoptee pour des phenomenes analogues se produisant dans les glaciers. Le travail a ete
elabore en grande partie a partir des propres recherches sur le karst et sur les glaciers du Spitsberg.

1. Introduction
Comparison of hydrological processes between karst regions
(Caribbean - figures I and 2) and glaciers (figures 3 and 4) was
made. Forms of surface and subterranean karst were chosen in
relation to similar forms in the glaciers. Karst phenomena are
very well known for participants of the Congress of Speleology
so first of all analogous phenomena in glaciers were described,
named
cryokarst
phenomena
(PULINA, 1984,
PUUNA & REHAK, 1991).

2. Hydrological comparison
Hydrological systems of limestone karst and glaciers among
obvious differences show considerable similarities. 1n both
systems occurrence of four hydrogeological zones was found :
vadose, transitional, phreatic shallow and phreatic deep. ln karst
massifs the zones mentioned above have been investigated for
a long time which is documented in the rich bibliography ofkarst
hydrology. In subpolar glaciers vadose and transitional zone were
investigated in glacier tongues. Phreatic zone occurs in the
bottoms of glacier cirques. In the case of glaciers ending in the
sea (tide water glaciers) the lowest parts of the glacier are
situated below the sea level, where a deep phreatic zone exists
usually (e.g. the Hans Glacier in South Spitsbergen JANIA, 1991 ). The main element of drainage in these zones are
glacier channels being counterpart of karst channels. In the
central part of glaciers horizontal caves exist ending by different
outlets in the frontal zone: open glacier gates, glacier springs
with siphon system. Complicated geometric networks of channels
of the 'Swiss cheese' type were found in the outlet part of
phreatic zones, where water is circulating under the pressure.
Water flows into a glacial system by swallow holes (ponors),

moulins and glacier blind valleys (closed glacier valleys fed by
ablation water from glacier and water from unglaciated slopes).
Percolation of water in the snow - fim layer in glaciers can be
compared with filtration in pore systems, which in many cases
are accompanying karst systems. ln both cases the laws of
seepage hydraulics can be used, but this broad problem will not
be discussed here.
Below the glacier surface at the depth of few hundred meters
in glacier cirques and on glacier plateaux the channels were
found with diameter of few to a dozen millimetres in which water
flows under pressure.

3. Comparison of caves
1n comparison with limestone caves channels and caves in
glaciers are characterised by considerably bigger dynamics of
development. Their temporal development is restricted to tens or
few years and sometime even to one year (season). Because of
glacier movement and plasticity of ice, cave geometry is
submitted to great changes. Cases of cutting off the channel
fragments are met. Closed chambers with water or air are formed
in the glacier this way.
Shifting of the glacier shafts (moulins) following the direction of
the glacier movement is the characterictic phenomenon . Together
with the increase of the distance from the place of their formation
the shafts are gradually squeezed until they completly vanish.
However in the region where earlier the old shaft emerged after
some time the new shaft is formed . This process can be
investigated on the example of Lipert Cave in the Werenskiold
Glacier (figure 5). Apart from caves situated
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in the main mass of the glacier widespread are also marginal
caves fed from the outside of the glacier.

similar forms of relief and similar hydrologic circulation but also
apply approximate geomorphological and hydrological models
(LESZKIEWICZ & PULINA, 1996).

4. Morphological comparison
Water circulation in subpolar glaciers, similar like in karst, is
closely related to the systems of channels and circulation - in this
circulation on the surface and inside glaciers. Cryokarstic forms
were distinguished, including typical cryokarstic depressions
discharged usually by glacier shafts, collapse depressions
(counterpart of collapse do line) and even cryokarstic basins with
features of karstic polje.
Jn glacier caves, ice forms which are equivalent of sinters in
limestone and gypsum caves occur: ice stalactites, stalagmites
and even gours. A discussion of morphological problems is
presented in the monograph by ERASO & PULINA, 1994.
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Similarity between the hydrologic system of the Werenskiold
Glacier (SW Spitsbergen) and a karst
by Wieslawa Ewa Krawczyk, Marian Pulina & Josef Rehak*
Department of Geomorphology, University of Silesia, ul. Bedzinska 60, 41-200 Sosnowiec, Poland
*Czech Speleological Society, Praha, Czech Republic

Abstract
An attempt was made to describe the development of the system of water circulation inside the subpolar glacier. It was done on the
example of the Werenskiold Glacier, one of the best investigated glaciers in SW Spitsbergen. Based on detailed hydrochemical
investigations of springs situated at the front of the glacier, performed in 1986, and conclusions drawn from it, the reconstruction of the
temporal changes in glacier hydrologic system was made.
Two systems of water circulation in this type of glacier are known: summer and winter. During polar summer the system is filled up
with ablation water and only when ablation is ceasing (and polar winter starts) it is possible, with simple chemical analysis based on
macro-components, to distinguish water "reservoirs" inside the glacier.

Resume: Les similarites du systeme hydrologique du glacier Werenskiold (en SW Spitsberg) et du karst

Le developpemeot du systeme de circulation d'eau a l'interieur d'un glacier sub-polair sur l'exemple de glacier Werenskiold est
propose. Le glacier choisi, c'est l'un parmi Jes mieux coonus, au SW du Spitsberg. Apres avoir effectue en 1986 les etudes
hydrochimiques detaillees des sources situees sur le front du glacier, la reconstruction des changements temporaux du systerne
hydrologique est obtenue.
A I' interieur du glacier de ce type ii existent deux systemes de circulation d'eau: celui d'ete et celui d'hiver. En ete polaire le systeme
est rempli avec de l'eau d'ablation. Lorsque !'ablation finit (et l'hiver polaire commence) ii devient possible de distinguer les reservoirs
de l'eau a interieur par les analyses chimiques tres sirnples des macro-composants.

1. Introduction
The Werenskiold Glacier is one of the best investigated
glaciers in Spitsbergen. Scientific investigations have been
performed in this region since late-fifties up to now (the last
common expedition of Czech Speleological Society and
University of Silesia, supervised by J.Rehak. operated in the
Werenskiold region in the summer of 1996). In the basin of the
Werenskiold Glacier investigations were carried out during the
whole polar hydrological year, also during polar winter (PULINA,
PEREYMA, KIDA, KRAWCZYK, 1984).
The first caves in the Werenskiold Glacier were discovered in
the late-fifties (BARANOWSKI, 1968). Speleological exploration of
glacier shafts started in the end of the seventies (PULINA &
REHAK, 1991 ). One of the great achievements was reaching the
depth of 130 metres in the Skilryggaven shaft. In 1986 and 1988
the Kvisla Cave and the system of Lipertaven shaft were
investigated and mapped (REHAK, OUHRABKA & BRAUN, 1990).
A dozen or so caves are known in the Werenskiold Glacier at
present (ERASO & PULINA, 1994). The system of englacial
circulation is well recognised, by dye tracing (fluoresceine
among others). Two caves, Kvisla and Angell are situated on the
contact of the glacier with lateral moraines. Glacier shafts drain
off supraglacial water which flows into the system of channels
(reservoirs ?) in the glacier interior and emerges as springs in the
snout. The location of caves, glacier shafts and springs in the
Werenskiold Glacier is presented on figure I. Exploration of
caves and observations of phenomena and processes taking part
in the glacier allow to conclude that this system is very similar to
a karst system. Forms occurring in karst can be met also,
different sinters and deposits on ice as well as tiny effiorescences.
Hydrochemical methods applied in karst can be used to study
water circulation in the glaciers. Application of simple field
methods of water analysis during investigations in 1986 enabled
us to distinguish at least four water 'reservoirs' in the
Werenskiold Glacier (KRAWCZYK, 1992). Observations and

measurements performed suggested existence of two largely
independent drainage systems in the glacier: summer and winter.
The summer system is connected with an overflow of the
englacial reservoirs. This is characterised by rapid water
circulation, partly through the rock bed of the glacier, eroding it
and transporting large amounts of crushed rock material. The
most obvious results of this activity are springs emerging at the
glacier front. The winter system is characterised by significantly
smaller volumes of water, the lack of suspended material and a
much higher total dissolved solids concentration. The loci of
winter outflows are marked by fields of naled ice.

2. Caves in the Werenskiold Glacier
Two types of caves are known in the Werenskiold Glacier:
horizontal and vertical.
Kvisla Cave System
Kvisla Cave is the system formed in the marginal part of the
Skilrygg Glacier (in the northern part of the Werenskiold Glacier
figure 1). This system discharges waters from non-glaciated
slopes of the valley and from the surface and interior of the
glacier. In the summer seasons of 1979, 1980 and 1983 the
volume of water discharging from this part of the glacier was
smaller than in the southern part. Kvisla river joined Glacial
River near the frontal moraine. In 1985/86 some distinct changes
in water circulation in this part of the glacier (probably in the
upper part of the Skilrygg Glacier) took place. Kvisla river
became the main river with the highest discharges in the basin
(KRAWCZYK, 1994). These changes were rather short lived
because in 1988 the K visla river discharged less water again
(REHAK, OUHRABKA & BRAUN, 1990). In 1986 the Kvisla Cave
was enlarged - about 650 meters was mapped during the
exploration in October 1986. But high amounts of outtlowing
water destroyed the cave quickly.
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Difficulties in gaining access to the Kvisla Cave in summer
cau ed that the chemical composition of waters issuing there was
characterised by only few analyses (figure 2). During the polar
summer, waters outlowing from the Kvisla cave are so diluted by
ablation waters that the ionic concentration sometimes dropped to
less than I meqll. After ceasing of ablation, in the second part of
September, the prevailing ions were bicarbonate (HCO3-) and
calcium (Ca2+), concentrations of agnesium (Mg2+) and
sulphates (SO42-) also increased significantly. At the end of
September, the sum of ions in the waters emerging from the cave
exceeded 5 meq/1 (figure 2). Specific electric conductivity (SpC)
values of waters is uing from the Kvisla Cave in the first part of
October (290 µS iem on October 2, 1986, 380 µS iem on October
8, 1983) increased significantly and during polar winter reached
about 600 µS iem (570 µS iem on May 6, 1982, 620 µS iem on
May I0, 1980, 603 µS iem on April 3, 1989).
It is interesting that samples taken from three channels inside
the cave (a tributary from the Skilryggbreen side, the meander
under the glacier and the Kvisla) were demonstrably of equal
conductivity (290 µS iem) during the exploration on October 2,
1986 which may indicate the exi tence of a common reservoir in
this part of the glacier. Field observations show that during
winter 1985186 water discharged from the cave - in April 1986
near the cave outlet the vast naled ice field was formed. This field

reached the height of 3 m and existed. partly melted, to the
winter 1986187. However during winter 1979180 there was no
outflow from the cave.
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Figure 2: Changes of chemical composition (ion concentration
in meq/1) oft/re waters outflowingfrom tire Kvisla Cave
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The system Lipertaven shaft - spring Kvisla II
At the end of glaciological expedition in 1986, in the last
days of September, the outflow of water was observed in the
place where during most of the summer the vast and thick naled
ice fields existed. Measurements of conductivity showed that
water discharging between naled ice was ablational in origin.
Dye tracing carried out in the Lipertaven shaft situated on the
opposite side of median moraine showed that the shaft is
connected with this spring. On September 28, 1986 conductivity
(SpC) of the waters of this spring was 410 µS lcm,which was
higher than the outflow from the Kvisla Cave (270 µSiem). The
content of ionised silica was also relatively high, 2.5 mg/I SiO2.
compared to l.7 mg/I SiO2 in the Kvisla Cave (KRAWCZYK,
1992).
Important data were gathered during investigations carried
out in the winter 1979180. In the region of this spring (named
Kvisla II) on April 3, 1980, three samples were taken with
different values of SpC: 480, 930 and 1250 µS iem. A nearly
linear increase in concentration of calcium ions Ca 2+, sodium
and fotassium Na++ K+ , bicarbonates HCO3- and sulphates
SO 4 - can be noted (figure 3).

The highest concentration of ions (40.9 meqll) in the Glacial
River Spring on April 9, 1980 (figure 4) is caused by
cryochemical processes. The conductivity was 2 100 µSiem.
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During winter 1985/ 1986, vast naled ice covers were fo rmed
near the esker zone. However in the summer it was hard to
distinguish any outflow because of large amounts of ablation
water.
Two other springs were formed during summer 1986.
Overflow of the intraglacial reservoirs resulted in an outflow of
water under high pressure and creation of the ' Black' spring, so
called because of the large amount of suspended material
transported in its waters. The Second Black Spring became active
one month later, after the highest precipitation of the summer
season (28.6 mm). In summer of 1988 the Black Spring became
even more spectacular - fountains of turbid water reached the
height of 2 m and noisy rattle of gravel thrown up by this water
was heard from long distance.
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Figure 4: Changes of chemical composition (io11 concentration
in meq/1) of the waters outflowing from the Glacial River
Spring during the polar winter in 1980.
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Figure 3: Chemical composition of the waters outjlowing from
the Kvisla II Spring on April 3, 1980.
Interpretation of this is complicated because low temperatures
during sampling and transportation could cause freezing of
samples. This may be the result of cryochemical processes
(PULINA, 1990). Values of pH and ion concentrations in samples
marked B and C (figure 3) show that sample B was in
equilibrium according to calcite and in sample C carbonate
precipitated from the sample as was seen on the walls of the
sampling bottles.
Springs discharging the central system
Water in the central system is probably derived from the
reservoir formed near to the bed of the glacier. Few outflows are
connected with this system. In 1979 and 1980 the outflows in the
esker zone were easy to distinguish and active both in summer
and winter. They were marked as sources of the Glacial Ri ver.

Angell Cave system
This system, situated like the Kvisla Cave on the contact of
the glacier and slopes of Angellfjellet mountain was investigated
in the winter 1980. Two caves were found in this region, one
100 m long. From the lower cave water issued with ion
concentrations lower than in the Kvisla Cave (figure 5). The drop
in ion concentration, from ll.4 meqll to 3.20 meq/1 on April 16,
l 980 can be explained as the inflow of water from melting snow
to the cave system. From meteorological data recorded in Polish
Polar Station in Hornsund it is known that on April I 6 and I 7,
1980 air temperature was above 0°C and rain occurred.
ln 1983 the upper cave did not exist, the lower one converted
into a fissure . 1n winter 1985/ 1986 waters discharged from the
small depression between the glacier and lateral moraine below
Angellfjellet. These waters fed Angell stream which flowed into
the Mewie (Sea gull) Lake. The field of naled ice started to form
here in December 1985 and increased during next months.
Values of electric specific conductivity were in the range 180 300 µSiem {KRAWCZYK & WACH, 1993). This is the result of the
geological foundation of this part of the Werenskiold valley
(predominance of silicate rocks). The remnants of naled ice were
observed in July 1986 but no spring was observed in this region.
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Summer and winter systems of drainage
Detailed hydrochemical investigations performed in the
summer of 1986 showed that at least two water reservoirs were
active inside the Werenskiold Glacier in the summer. There were
also probably two minor aquifers.
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Figure 5: Changes of chemical composition of the waters
outflowb,g from the Angell Cave during polar winter in 1980.

and Kvisla II (figure 6). The system connected with the Kvisla
Cave is probably not active every winter.

3. Conclusions
The cave system in the Werenskiold Glacier is well
developed. It is formed by the central systems in which water
circulation takes even few years and by marginal systems. The
system is dynamic, changes occur even from year to year.
Dynamics is enhanced by recession of the glacier.
Cave systems in glaciers are difficult to explore. Entrance to
the cave is possible only after cessation of ablation, in the very
short period from the second part of September to November.
Low temperatures and short day make speleological activity
complicated.
During polar summer the whole system of caves and fissures
in the glacier is fi lled with ablation water and it is difficult to
observe chemical differentiation in waters originating from the
glacier. Not before cessation of ablation it is possible, with
simple chemical methods similar to that used in karst
investigations, to differentiate these waters and distinguish water
reservoirs inside the glacier.
Undoubtedly most of all information on the chemical
composition of waters circulating in the glacier can be obtained
during the polar winter. At that time performing investigations is
very complicated, ouflows of waters frozen or covered by snow.
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lnlandsis 1994:
Glacial Speleology into the Greenland lcesheet
by Marc Tremblay and Diana Gietl
11700 Avenue Royale, Beaupre, Quebec GOA lE0, email: jean.gosselin@crchul.ulaval.ca

The Greenland ice-sheet (inlandsis) margins are subject to a meltwater process making subglacial drainage tunnels.
The exploration of those ice-caves is generally hazardous at the resurgence level but possible at the inlets, usually vertical
shafts that require combining singe rope techniques with ice-climbing skills. This enables modem scientists a new
approach to peer directly ino the glacier instead of staring at ice-cores. During September 1994, a team of 13 spent 2 ½
weeks on the inlandsis exploring ice-caves at about 50 km east of Kangerlussuaq, 25 km into the ablation zone. The site
is located just north of the arctic circle on the west coast. Initiated by Janot Lamberton of France in 1989, Lamberton
organises logistics and searches for sponsors full-time for annual expeditions.
In a karst-like fashion, the surface meltwater enters fractures which enlarge into immense shafts. These shafts were
called "moulins" or watermills because of the groaning noise of water cascading down. There is a critical time period for
visiting the moulins, too early in the season, the volume of 0°C water prohibits entry or too late, snowfalls cover the
entrances. Studies of the inlandsis attract scientists like glaciologists researching mechanics and hydrogeology of the
immense glacier or biologists looking for the tiny organisms trapped in the ice. The expedition explored and mapped
eight moulins which averaged between 20 and 20 meters deep with the exception of Paaqitsoq, which was bottomed to a
deep lake at 80 meters of depth. The same moulin was explored down to 175 m the previous year, still the deepest
explored in ice.
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